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I. Initiation of Deep-Sea Waves of Three Cla 
a Single Displacement } (2) from a Group a 
Similar Displacements 5 (3) by a Periodically Varying 
Surface-Pressure *. (Continued Hts Phil. Mag., -Jan. 
1906.) By Lord KELvIn. 

(1) Disturbance due to an Initiational Form more convenient 
than that of §$§ 3-31 a Previous Papers on Waves. 
$$ 96-113. 

§ 96. i ager investigations — ot §§ 5-31, including the 
“front and rear’’ of infinitely long free pro- 

cessions of waves in deep water, are all founded on 1 initiational 
disturbances, according to the first of two typical forms 
described in §§ 3, 4. In this form the initial disturbance is 
everywhere elevation or everywhere depression, and _ its 
amount, at great distances from the origin varies inversely 
as the square root of the distance p, from a horizontal line at 
a small height h above the water-surface in the middle of the 
disturbance. In the present paper a new form of type- 
disturbance is derived indifferently from either the first or 
the second, of the forms of §§ 3, 4: from the first, by double 
differentiation with reference to time, t ; from the ‘second, by 
single differentiation with reference to space, ie 

§ 97 (being a repetition of $$ 1, 2, slightly modified with 
respect to notation). Consider a frictionless incompressible 

* From the Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. vol. xxvi. Conmunicated by the 
Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 73. Jun. 1907. B 
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2 Lord Kelvin on an Initiational Form. 

liquid, (called water for brevity,) in a straight canal, in- 
finitely long and infinitely deep, with vertical sides. Let it 
be disturbed from its level by any change of pressure on the 
surface, uniform in every line perpendicular to the plane 
sides, and let it be left to itself under constant air pressure. 
It is required to find the displacement and velocity of every 
particle of water at any future time. Our initial condition 
will be fully specified by a given normal component of — 
velocity, and a given normal component of displacement, at 
every point of the surface. 

Taking O, any point at a distance h above the undisturbed 
water level, draw OX parallei to the length of the canal, 
and OZ vertically downwards. Let & f be ie displacement 

components, and é, & the velocity components, of any particle 
of the water whose undisturbed position is (a, <). We 
suppose the disturbance infinitesimal; by which we mean 
that the change of distance between any two particles of 
water is infinitely small in comparison with their undisturbed 
distance ; and the line joining them experiences changes of 
direction which are infinitely small in comparison with the 
radian. Water being assumed incompressible and friction- 
less, its motion, started primarily from rest by pressure 
applied to the free surface, is essentially irrotational. Hence 
we have 

where F(x, z, ¢), or F as we may write it for brevity when 
convenient, is a function which may be called the displace- 
ment-potential ; and F (x, z,t) is what is commonly called 
the velocity-potential. Thus a knowledge of the function F, 
for all values of 2, z, ¢, completely defines the displacement 
and the velocity of the fluid. And towards the determination 
of F we have, in virtue of the incompressibility of the fluid, 

gu) Vem 
ae) oh DS) Oo 
da * de : i 

In virtue of this equation, the well-known primary chaaste of 
Gauss and Green shows that, if F is given for every point 
of the free surface of the water, and is zero at every point 
infinitely distant from it, the value of F is determinate 
throughout the fluid. The motion being infinitesimal, and the 
density being taken as unity, an application of fundamental 
hydrokinetics gives 

a = sai po Wag(e-h4) — =s- 497, — Ga (13D), 

d d a la eae | cS ; 
dpe ty ae Oe te Ase oe ae . ae 

 . 



_ where p= V (2?+27), and y=tan71(e/<), 

Lord Kelvin on an Initiational Form. 3 

where g denotes gravity: I the uniform atmospheric pressure 
on the free surface ; and pthe pressure at the point (, <+) 
within the fluid. ’ 

§ 98. Suppose now that F(x, z, ¢) is a function which, 
besides satisfying (133), satisfies also the equation 

dF dF 
q 5 fee y 

I dz dt” 

we see by (134) that the corresponding fluid motion of which 
F is the displacement-potential (132), has constant pressure 
over every surface (z+); that is to say, every surface 
which was level when the water was undisturbed. Thus our 
problem of finding any possible infinitesimal irrotational 
motion of the fluid, in which the free surface is under any 
constant pressure, is solved by finding solutions of (133) 
and (135). 

§ 99. Now by differentiation we verify that, as found in 
§ 3 above, © | 

i) Mase 
Be ete) es eo (a8) 

ch 2+ WwW 

satisfies (133) and (135). By changing ¢ into —¢, and by in- 
tegrations or differentiations performed on (136), according to 

qititk ae e * : 
the symbol EES where 2, j7, k are any integers positive 

or negative, we can derive from (136) any number of 
imaginary solutions. And by addition of these, with constant 
coefficients, we can find any number of realised solutions. 
If, as in § 97, we regard any one of the formulas thus 

obtained as a displacement-potential, then by taking = of it 

we find ¢, the vertical component displacement, which we 
shall take as the most convenient expression in each case for 
the solutions with which we are concerned. Or we may, if 
we please, take any solution of (135) as representing, not a 
displacement-potential, but a velocity-potential, or a horizontal 
component of displacement or velocity, or a vertical com- 
ponent of displacement or velocity. 

§ 100. Thus it was that in § 12 we took 

aay 

| 
: 

— ne ; 

= (x, = t) =\/? cos (Te as : x)e a (EG); 

P 
= =! . 

J 
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and in all of §§ 1-31, this notation ¢ and — was consistently 
used, with —€ to denote, when positive, upward displace- 
ment of the water (represented by upward ordinates in the 
drawings). In the two curves of § 4, fig, 1, that which has 
its maximum over O represents (is); for t=0. The other 
eurve of fig. 1, with positive and negative ordinates on the 
two sides. of 0, represents (137), with —{RD} instead of 
{RS}. The symbols {RS} and tRD; were ‘ntroduenaie in $3 
above ; {RS} to denote a realisation py taking half the sum 
of what is written after it with +c, and { rRD} to denote a 

pare . it ; , 
realisation by taking = of the formula written after it 

; 1 : : 2 

minus a of the same formula with +4 changed into —ve. 
24 

A new curve in which the ordinates are numerically equal 

Dag — " of the ordinates of the second of the old curves 

of fig. Li is now given in the accompanying diagram, fig. 33 ; 
and close above it the first of the old curves of fig. as 
reproduced, with ordinates reduced in the ratio 2,/2 to 1, 
for the sake of comparison with the new curve. This new 
curve represents the more convenient initiational form re- 
ferred to in the title of the present paper. 

Its equation, found by taking t=0 in (139) or in (144) 
[most easily from the imaginary form of (139)], is as follows: 

1 pl i z) tt De gs 22—p) «1 1 Wt, 450) => irs eames <a (138) 

§ 101. The seed derivation of the new particular 
solution, (which we shall call y,) from the primary (186), 
as indicated in § 100, is shown by the following formula : 

(x, 2 DEMIR)? Sure. ee | Wr(e, 2, t= Hs eee 

age Wea ae 3 1gt’ me & 
TEaoe a ae as 9X x)— 2 pi —3x) be 4p? 

where p=,/ (s*?+ 27), and y=tan—'(2/z) 

An equivalent formula for the same derivation, which will be 
found more convenient in §§ 135-157 below, is as follows: 

n rsa Ae h avis 
poy == I t +i) ee he 

Baas ees. ‘9 We A /(é +10). oy a ba, 2, |) 
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Lord Kelvin on an Initiational Form. 7 ~ 

The equivalence of (139) and (140) is easily proved by 
remarking that by (133) and (135), ' 

a oe td’F 

ae da 2 a dt? 
and therefore 

eSB A(2-bex) __ poeepeeh eter fey 
dt./(z # Lv) : ={RS, gai? V7 (2 +.t£) 

§ 102. Look now to fig. 33, and see within how narrow a 
Space, say from «=—2 to «=+2, in the new curve, the 
main initial disturbance is confined, while in the old curve it 
spreads so far and wide that at c= +20 it amounts to about 
‘16 of the maximum disturbance in the middle, and accor ding 
to the law of inverse proportion to square root of distance, 
which holds for large values of w for the old curve, at c=80 
it would still be as much as‘1 of the maximum. The com- 
parative narrowness of the initial disturbance represented by 
ae, new curye, and the ultimate law of decrease according to 

2 (instead of a2 for the old curve) are great advantages 
of i new curye in the applications and illustrations of the 
theory to be given in §§ i35-157 below. 

§ 103. Remark also that the total area of the old curve 
from —x to +~ is infinitely great, while it is zero for the 
new curve. Remark also that the potential energy of the 
initial disturbance, being 

atn 

by deliagds Oy? dat okt &1\ AS), 
—s 

is infinitely great for the old curve, while for the new it is 
finite. 

§ 104. Equation (139) may be written in the following 
modified form, which is more convenient for some of our 
interpretations and graphic constructions, 

—gt2z 

J Ax? + (Sat? \Phe 4p? 5 
Ww, 2,0= As ae A Meee dM Jpe2 cosA (144), 

1 pe aeaan epug le Sty bs 
where A=‘ 1 s (145). > —-~y—tan—! —-—__ 4 

to” 2X gt” cos v¥ — 2p 

§ 105. The main curves, which for brevity we shall call 
water-curves in the accompanying six diagrams of fig. 34, 
represent the surface displacements according to our new 
solution (wz, <, ¢) for the six values of ¢ respectively, 0, 3/7, bole 
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JT,3V7,4/%7,8/7. The formulas are simplified by taking 
g=A. This is ‘merely equivalent to taking as our unit of 
length half the space descended in one second of time, by a 
body falling from rest under the influence of gravity. For 
simplification in the writing of formulas we take z<=1 for the 
undisturbed level of the water-surface. The subsidiary 
curves, explained in § 107 below, are called argument-curves, 
as they represent the argument of the cosine in (144). 

§ 106. One exceedingly curious and very interesting feature 
of these curves is the increasing number of values of «x for 
which the displacement is zero as time advances, and the 
large figures, sixteen and sixty-four, which it reaches at the 
times, 4,/a and 8,/m, of the reer diagrams. These 
zeros, for any value of ¢, are given by the equation 

A=(214+1)a/2.. s.r 

§ 107. Notwithstanding the highly complicated character 
of the function represented in (145), the zeros are easily 
found by tracing an argument-curve, with A as ordinate, 
and w abscissa (as shown on the 2-positive halves of the six 
diagrams on two different scales chosen merely for illustration, 
not for measurement), and drawing ees to the abscissa 
line at distances from it representing —ind, —47, $7; $7, 
Sa, &c. A parallel at distance —j7 is an asymptote to each 
of the argument-curves, and is shown in diagrams 2, 3, 4, on 
one scale of ordinates. The parallel corresponding to dis- 
tance 127 is shown in the fifth and sixth diagrams, on the 2 
smaller scale of ordinates used in their argument- -curves. 

§ 108. The first diagram shows zeros at w=+,/3, of 
which that at c=—./3 is marked 1. In the second dia- 
gram the argument-curve indicates zeros for the —2 and 
—47 parallels, which are seen distinctly on the water-curve. 
The zero corresponding to the —47 parallel was formed at 
the origin at the time when 4g¢? was equal to z, that is, when 
t was 1/,/2, or ‘707. It is a coincidence of two zeros for 
w-positive and «-negative. 

Diagram No. 3 shows that, shortly before its time, a 
maximum has come into existence in the argument-curve, 
which still indicates only two zeros. These are marked by 
CYOsses. 

Diagram No. 4 shows that, in the interval between its 
time and the time of No. 3, two zeros of the water-curve for 
w-positive have come into existence. These and the corre- 
sponding zeros for x-negative are seen distinctly on the 
water-curve ; and their indications for w-positive are marked 
by four crosses on the argument-curve. 
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Diagram No. 5 shows that, between its time and that of 

No. |4., a elve fresh zeros have come into existence on each 

side of OZ, one pair of which is indicated for example on the 
argument-curve by the parallel ';’7. Nine only out of all 
the sixteen zeros on either side are perceptible on the water- 
eurve. The seven imperceptible zeros, on each side, all lie 
between ec=0 andv=-+1. 

Diagram No. 6 shows that, between its time and that of 
No. 5, forty-eight fresh zeros for w-positive have come au 

existence, one pair of which is indicated by the paralle Jar. 
Fourteen only out of all the sixty-four zeros on each side are 
perceptible on the water-curve. Thirty-one of the fifty 
imperceptible zeros on each side lie between «#=O0 and 
e=+1. 

§ 109. After the time 1/W2, the zeros originate in pairs 
on the two sides of the origin* (a- positive and w-negative) : 
those on the positive side by the two intersections of one of 
the parallels corresponding to (21+ 1)7/2 with the argument- 
curve. The maximum of the argument-curve travels slowly 
in the outward direction towards x=1 as time advances to 
infinity. At times 4/7 and 8./7m, of diagrams 5 and 6, it 
has reached so close to x =1 that this point has been regarded 
as the actual position of the maximum, both for the purpose 
of drawing the curve, and for the elaine of the total 
number of zeros. 

§ 110. Hach zero which originates according to an inter- 
section on the outward side of the argument-curve travels 
outwards with increasing velocity to infinity, as time advances. 
Hach of the others of the pairs of zeros, that is to say, each 
zero originating according to an intersection on the inward 
side of the argument-curve, travels very slowly inwards with 
velocity diminishing to nothing as time advances to infinity. 
Thus the motion of the water in the space between «= —L1 
and «=-+1 becomes more and more nearly an increasing 
number of inward travelling waves, with lengths slowly 
diminishing to zero; and, as we see by the “exponential 
factor in (144), with amplitudes and with slopes also slowly 
diminishing to zero: as time advances to infinity. 

§ 111. The semi-period of one of these quasi standing 
2trp” 

wayes is, as we find from (139), approximately equal to ne Hite 

when the time is so far advanced that 4gé? is very great in 

* If we continue the argument-curve to the side of the origin for 
w-negative, we must include | large negative values of ¢ in (146): ‘but for 
simplicity we hare confined the arzument-curve to positive values of x. 
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comparison with p, Thus we see that the period is infinite 
at the origin. This agrees with the history of the whole 
motion at the origin, which, as we see by putting #=0 in 
(139), with -=1 and g=4, is expressed by the formula 

t= 5 (1-2F Je" oo. a 

The motion of the water in the space between e=—1 and 
#=-+1 is of a very peculiar and interesting character. 
Towards a full understanding of it, it may be convenient to 
study the simplified approximate solution 

Z {2 Pais ite 
—C=— ,cos(“" ae tan-ta Ye p> . (148), 

i er sie 4 

which the realised part of (139) gives when 4g? is very large 
in comparison with op. 

§ 112. The outward travellmg zeros on the two sides, 
beyond the distances +1 from the origin, divide the water 
into consecutive parts, in each of which it is wholly elevated 
or depressed. These parts we may call half-waves.* They 
travel outwards with ever-increasing ‘length and propagational 
velocity. Hach of the half-waves dev eloped after t= 9/ ay me 
it travels outward, increases at first to a maximum elevation 
or maximum depression, and after that diminishes to zero as 
time advances to infinity. 

§ 113. It is interesting to trace the progress of each of the 
zeros in the intervals between the times of our six diagrams. 
This is facilitated by the numbers marked on several of the 
zeros in the different diagrams. Thus, confining our attention 
to the left-hand side of fic. d4, we see in diagram 1 a single 
zero numbered 1. The future zeros are to be numbered in 
the order of their coming into existence, 2; 3,3; 4,43...3 
10,105; .. ..:; 83,833 2.5 all. am)\pairs. after, zere yaaa 
diagram 2 shows zero 1 considerably advanced leftwards 
(that is, outwards) ; and zero 2 beginning its outward 
progress. Diagram 3 shows zeros 1 and 2 each advanced 
farther outwards, 1 farther than 2. Diagram 4 shows all the 
zeros which have come into existence at time 3/7. These 
are zaros 1 and 2, both farther outwards than at time ,/7, 
‘and a pair, 3, 3, which have come into existence shortly 
before the tim 3./m. The outer of these two travels out- 
wards and the inner inwards. Some time later 4, 4 come 
into existence between 3 and 3: later still 5,5 come into 
existence between 4 and 4. 

In diagram 5, zero 1 has passed out of range leftwards : 
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but we see distinctly the outward zeros 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
and indications of the inward zeros 9, 8. The or an train of 
zeros for time 4/7, shown and Les) ee to the 
muddle bynurmibers, igi, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7,6, 9,9, 8, 7; 630, 4, 3°; 
sixteen in all. 

Zero 3 has passed out of the range of eae 6, but we 
see in it distinctly the outward zeros 4, Sere 2s ae 
an indication of the pair 33, 33, which as come into ex- 
istence before the time 8/7. The whole train of zeros for 
time 8/7, indicated by numbers, 1 TS Pe PS ee ss 
ns 4, OS sixty-four in all. 

(2) Se ie of the Indefinite Extension and Multiplication 
of Group of Two-Dimensional, Deep-Sea Waves 
natty Finite in Number. §§ 114-117. 

114. The water is left at rest and free, after being 
initially displaced to a configuration of a finite namber of 
sinusoidal mountains and valleys—five mountains and four 
valleys ; in the diagrams placed before the Society. The 

initial group of waves, shown in diagram 1, of fig. Bos eis 
formed by placing side by side, at distances equal to z (taken 
as unity), nine of the curves of diagram 1, fig. 34, alternately 
positive and negative. Diagrams 2 and 3, of fig. 3D, are 
made by corresponding superpositions of the curves ot 
diagrams 5 and 6, of fig. 34. Thus what, according to the 
known law of deep-sea periodic waves (§ 19 above), would 
be definitely and precisely the wave-length, if the numbers 
of crests and hollows were infinitely oreat, would be 2; and 
as we are taking g=4, the period would be ,/7, and the 
propagational velocity = ale be 2/ 4/7. 

Gol 15. Immediately after the water is left free, the dis- 
turbance begins analy: sing itself into two groups of waves, 
seen travelling i in contrary directions from the middle line of 
the diagram. The perceptible fronts of these two groups 
extend rightwards and leftwards from the end of the initie 7 
single static group, far beyond the “hypothetical fronts, 
supposed to travel at half the wave-velocity, which aniatie 
to the dynamics of Osborne Reynolds and Rayleigh, in their 
important and interesting consideration of the work required 
to feed a uniform procession of water-waves) would be the 
actual fronts 77 the free groups remained uniform. How far 
this if is from being realised is illustrated by the diagrams of 
fig. 35, which show a great extension outwards in each 
fceiion far beyond distances travelled at half the * wave- 
velocity.” While there is this great extension of the fronts 
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outward from the middle, we see that the two groups, after 

_emergence from co- existence in the middle, travel with their 
rears leaving a widening space between them of water not 
perceptibly disturbed, but with ver y minute wavelets in 
ever-augmenting number following slower and slower in the 
rear of each group. The extreme ‘perceptible rear travels at 
a speed closely corresponding to the “half wave-velocity,”’ 
found by Stokes as exactly the group-velocity of his uniform 
succession of groups, produced by the interference ot two 
eo-existent infinite processions of sinusoidal waves, havi ing 
slightly different wave-lengths. 
§ 116. Our fairly uniform rear velocity is illustrated in 

diagrams 1 and 3, of fig. 35. In diagram 1, R indicates the 
perceptible rear of the component group commencing its 
rightward progress at ¢=0. In diagram 3, R shows the 
position reached at time 8/m (eight periods) by an ideal 
point travelling rightwards from the R of diagram 1 ata 
speed of half the wave-velocity. This R of diagram 3 corre- 
sponds to a fairly well- marked perceptible rear ei the right- 
ward travelling group. 

Look now to F, F, F, in the three diagrams of fig. 35, and 
Oe ae diagrams 2 2 amd: he bn diagram er marks i per- 
ceptible front for the rightward travelling component group. 
in diagrams 2 and 3, F, f show ideal points travelling right- 
wards from it at speeds respectively, the half wave-velocity, 
and the wave-velocity. We see a manifest wave- disturbance 
far in advance of F’, F'; and very small but still perceptible 
waye-disturbance in front of 7, 7. Thus the perceptible 
front travels at speed actually higher than the wave- 
velocity, and this perceptible front becomes more and more 
important relatively to the whole group with the advance of 
time, as we may judge from fig. 9 of § 20 above. 

§$ 117. It is interesting to see by these diagrams how 
nearly the hypothetical group-velocity is found in the rears : 
while the fronts advance with much greater and with ever- 
increasing velocity. The more elaborate calculations and 
oraphical ¢ constructions of §§ 20-29 above led to corresponding 
conclusions in respect to the front and rear of a procession, 
given initially as an infinitely great number of regular 
sinusoidal waves travelling in one direction. The diagrams, 
figs. 9 and 10, showed respectively, at twenty-five periods 
after a sinusoidal commencement, a front extending forward 
S : : S 
indefinitely, and a perceptible rear lagging scarcely two 
wave-lengths behind a point, travelling from the initial 
position of the rear at a speed of half the wave-velocity. 
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(3) The Initiation and continued Growth of a Train of Two- 
Dimensional Waves due to the Sudden Commencement 
of a Stationary, Sinusoidally Varying, Surface-Pressure. 
S$ 118-158. 

§ 118. A forcive consisting of a finite sinusoidally varying 
pr at is applied, and kept through all time applied, to the 
surface of the water within a finite practically limited space 
on each side of the middle line of the disturbance. In the 
beginning the water was everywhere at rest and its surface 
orion: The problem solved is, to find the elevation or. 
depression of the water at any distance from the mid-line of 
the working forcive, and at any time after the forcive began 
to act. 
~§ 119. As a preliminary ($$ 119-126) let us consider the 

energy in a uniform procession of sinusoidal waves, in a 
straight, canal, infinitely long and infinitely deep, with 
vertical sides. If the water is disturbed from rest by any 
pressure on its upper surface, and afterwards left to itself 
under constant air pressure, we know by elementary hydro- 
kinetics that its motion will be irrotational throughout the 
whole volume.of the water: and if, at any subsequent time, 
the surface is brought to rest, suddenly or gradually, all the 
water at every depth will come to rest at the instant when 
the whole surface is brought to rest. This, as we know from 
Green, is true even if the initial disturbance is so violent as 
to cause part of the water to break away in drops: and it 
would be true separately for each portion otf ‘the water 
«detached from the main volume in the canal, as well as for 
the water remaining in the canal, if stoppage of surface 
motion is made for every detached portion before it falls 
back into the canal. 

§ 120. Because the motion of the water is irrotational, we 
have 

ae sr Sak 
Fae te ks eae (149), 

where I* denotes the velocity-potential, F having been taken 
as the displacement-potential ($97 above). And by dynamics 
for infinitesimal motion, as in (64) of § 38 above, 

p= — "ine, c,t)+g(e-—14+C) . . (150). 

To express the sur face condition, let z=1 be the undisturbed 

level: and let & denote the vertical component displacement 
of a surface particle of the water, taken positive when 
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downwards; and jet If denote constant surface-pressure, and 

Poy. : Sie 3 
take — as the value of the arbitrary constant, C. Thus (150) 

¢ 

gives, at the disturbed surface 

. 
ay 

: 

O=— Fe, 148, ) +yi=— 7 F@, 1) +9 (151). 

The equality between the second and third members of 
this formula is due to the disturbance being infinitely small, 

: d ihe. es . 
which makes ae (7, 14+, )— = F(v, 1, ¢) an infinitely small , : 

quantity of the second order, negligible in comparison with 
y€,, which is an infinitely small quantity of the first order. 

§ 121. For a sinusoidal wave-disturbance of wave-length 
2a/m, travelling «-wards with velocity 7, we have, as in (66) 
above, : 

(a, 2,6) —ke © sin in{a—vt) . . (152). 

For surface-equation aie becomes 

O=kmocosta(e—vt)—gG ~*~. . ~. (153)- 

This gives as the equation of the free surface 

Gh cos mie)". P.)) 2) fRGAD, 

kmv ae 
where h= ae DP ek Sie SR oo. Se (155): 

Now by (149) and (152) with z=1, we find 

i: 
G= ~, Cos ON TAT 8 Ri ERIS lahat 5) 

Comparison of this with (54) gives 

w=gim=Ag/2r . . . . (157). 

§ 122. Let us now find A (activity), the rate of doing 
work by the pressure of the water on one side upon the 
water on the other side of a vertical ps (7). We have 

A= {a pie| : fle eee +9(2-1+0)] (158). 

Eliminating trom this ~and F by (149) and (152), we find 

dze-2G-D iG kinve~™C—) cos m(a—vt) A=-—km cos n(#— ro) 
1 

+g(ze—-1+ C)| ai ({059). 
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Hence, performing the operations, dz, we find 
v1 

hy ., | Se 
A=—km cos m(v—vt | - - COS m(.v — vt oes =) (e—vt) | —-g cosm(a— vt) + 9\ 3 ee (160). 

§ 123. Remarking now that 27/mv is the periodic time 
of the wave, and denoting by W the total work per period, 
done by the water on the negative side of the plane (x) upon 
the water on the positive side, we have 

iL 2i/mv : = t " 

\ =| ae ee Aaa k?mv = ple » (iii 

§ 124. We are going to compare this with the total energy, 
kinetic and potential, K+P, per wave-length. In the first 
place we shall find separately the kinetic energy, K, and the 
potential energy, P. We have (the density of the water 
being taken as unity) ; 

x ID i e 

K=3) dx( a:@+@) . . . (6a), 
0 aus 

mre ys oe P=ig\ dz? . . . 2 
ve 0) 

where ¢, denotes the surface displacement. 

By (149) and (152) we find 

= —mke—™¢-) cos m(a—2t) | a 

é=mke—™--) sinm(a—vt) . . 5 (iOae 

k Y 
C= ~ cos m(v—vt) . . . (156) repeated. 

Mr 4 coe Me i Ue i 
K=4 dx ee ah es (166) ; 

WK sas | il 

where v? is eliminated by (157). 

125. Thus we see that the kinetic energy per wave- 

length, and the potential energy per wave-length, are each 

equal to the work done per period by the water on the 

negative side, upon the water on the positive side, of any 

vertical plane perpendicular to the length and sides of the 

canal. Thus we arrive at the remarkable and weil-known 

conclusion that in a regular procession of deep-sea wayes, the 
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work done on any vertical plane is only half the total energy 
per wave-length. ‘This is only half enough to feed a regular 
procession, ady ancing to infinity with abru uptly ending fr ont, 
travelling with the wave-velocity v. It is exactly enough to 
feed an ideal procession of reguiar periodic waves, coming 
abr uptly to nothing at a front trave lling weth half the “ wave- 
velocity” v; which is Osborne Reynolds? * important con- 
tribution to the ideal doctrine of “ group-velocity.” 

§ 126. The dynamical conclusion of § 125 is very important 
and inter esting in the theory of two-dimensional ship-waves. 
It shows that the approximately regular periodic train of 
waves in the rear of a travelling forcive, investigated in 
§§ 48-54, and 65-79 above, cannot be as much as half the 
space travelled by the ee from the commencement of its 
motion ; but that it would be exactly that half-space if some 
modifying pressure were so applied to the water-surface in 
the rear as to cause the waves to remain uniformly periodic 
to the end of the train ; without, on the whole, either doing 
work on them, or taking work from them. 

A. corresponding statement is applicable to our present 
ae as we shall see in $§ 156, 157 below. 

127. Go back to § 118; and first, instead of a sinu- 
soidally varying pressure, imagine applied a series of impulsive 
pressures, e éach of which superimposes a certain velocity- 
potential upon that due to all the previous impulses; and let 
it be required to find the resulting velocity-potential at any 
time ¢, after some, or after all, o1 the impulses. Consider 
first a single impulse at time t—q; that is to say, at a time 
preceding the time ¢ by an interval q. et the velocity- 
potential at time ¢, due to that single impulse applied at the 
earlier time t—4, be denoted by 

CVE ye i a sel a! (EGS): 

According to this notation the instantaneously generated 
velocity-potential is CV(z, z, 0), and the value of this at the 
bounding surface of the water is CV(#, 1,0). Hence, by 
elementar y hydrokinetics, if I denotes the impulsive surface- 
pressure, we have 

Pe i nye (169). 
§ 128. Considering now successive impulses at times pre- 

ceding the time ¢t, by amounts g;, g2,.... gi; and denoting 
by S(@, <, t) the sum of the resulting velocity-potentials at 
time ¢, we find 

S(z, 2, t)=C,V(e, 2, 1) + C2 V (2, 2, qa) +--+. CV (a, 2, 4) (170 

* ‘Nature, August 1877, and Brit. Assoc. Report, 1877. 

Phils Mag. S. 6. Vol. 13. No. 73. Jan. 1907. C 
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Supposing now, the impulses to be at infinitely short 
intervals of time, we translate the formula (170) into the 
language of the integral calculus as follows : 

S 1 
Plas b= dgf(i—q)V(4, 2,9) -) i 

v0 

where /(¢—q) denotes an arbitrary function of (t—q), accord- 
ing to which the surface-pressure, arbitrarily applied at time 
(t—q), is as follows : 

W(iti~q)=—ft—q)V(a, 1,0). . (i2ye 

Hence the pressure applied to the surface at time ¢, denoted 
by II(w, 1, #), is as follows: 

(a, 1, )=—fle) Vie, 1,0) 2 ae 

§ 129. The solution (170) or (171) gives the velocity- 
potential throughout the liquid which follows determinately 
from the dynamical data described in $§ 127, 128. From it, 
by differentiations with reference to w and z, and integrations 
with respect to ¢, we can find the displacement components 
£,% of any particle of the liquid whose co-ordinates were 
wv, < when the fluid was given at rest. But we can find 
them more directly, and with considerably less complication 
of integral signs, by direct application of the same plan of 
summing as that used in (170), (171). Thus if, instead of 

V(a, z, g) in (171), we substitute a, V z, q), and again 

£V(2, z, gq), we find Gand ¢ And if we take 

a qe 2, 7) and iy a ae 1 ; da Uv, &, J) * the (2, =, q) =) (ie 

in place of V(a, z, q) in (171), we find the two components 
&, Cof the displacement of any particle of the fluid. Confining 
our attention to vertical displacements, and using (179) below, 
we thus find 

ilay d (oe ow Pye Boe ee eal A 7B N=) | daft—dg,Vi 50 + (7). 
§ 130. To illustrate the meaning of the notation and 

analytical expressions in (171), (173), (175), take the simplest 
possibie example, f(t—g)=1. This makes II the same for 
all values of ¢; and (173) becomes 

H=ige 10)... 
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be by integration (175) becomes 

Kat dne : ie 2, )—=M(e, 2, 0) | Srey 

Putting now in this z=1, and using (176), we find 

o 14) — V(r, 1, )-Veus 1 0) |= ; [Va 1.04 n] (178). 

The interpretation of this, as ¢t increases from 0 to 4, is that 
the sudden application and continued maintenance of a 
pressure — V(x, 1, 0) over the whole fluid surface, initially 
plane and level, produces a depression, @, which gradually 
increases from 0, at t=0, to its hydrostatic value II/g, at 
t=«. The gradual subsidence of the difference from the 
static condition, as time advances from 0 to «, is illustrated 
by the diagrams of fig. 34, for the case in which we choose 
for V(z, 1, 0) the w(a, 1, 0) of $§ 100-104 above. 

131. To understand thoroughly the meaning of V(z, <, g) 
as defined in § 127; remark first that it is the velocity- 
potentixl of a possible motion of water, under the influence 
of gravity, with no surfave-pressure, or with merely a pressure 
uniform over its infi ite free surface. This is equivalent to 
saying that V (2, z, ¢) fulfils the equations 

GN Vi dV &V | 
Hg? ae aan and Clare == dq rae (179). 

Secondly, remark that at the instant g=0, there is no surface 
displacement; hence V(z, z,g) is the velocity-potential at 
time g, due to an instantaneous impulsive pressure, — V(x, 1, 0), 
applied to the surface of the fluid at rest and in equilibrium, 
at time g=0. Now, allowing negative values of g, think of 
a state of motion from which our actual condition of no 
displacement. and of velocity-potential equal to V(z, z, 0), 
would be reached and passed through when gq passes from 
negative to positive. It is clear that the values of V(z, z, q) 
are equal for equal positive and negative values of g. Hence, 

when g=0, we have : Whites 0) == Oly) CE80). 
( 

§ 132.- Consideration of the V(w, z, q), defined in § 127, 
which allows V(2, 1,0) to be any arbitrary function of 2, 
but requires dV/dq to be zero when g=0, suggests an allied 
-hydrokinetic problem :—to find W fulfilling (179) with W 
in place of V; and, at time g=0, having W=0 and dW/dq 

C2 
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any arbitrary function of vw. We assume, as is convenient 
for our present purpose, that for large values of w 

V(a, 2, 0)=0, and W(«, z,0)=0 . . (16m 

This implies that for all values of 2 and <¢, large or small, 
but for large values of g, 

V(z, 2, ¢)=0, and W(2,z,9)=0 . =e 

§ 133. In the V-problem the initiational condition is :— 
displacement zero and initiational velocity virtually given 
throughout the fluid as the determinate result of an arbitrarily 
distributed impulsive pressure on the surface. | 

In the W-problem the initiational condition is :—the fluid 
held at rest with its surface kept to any arbitrarily prescribed 
shape by fluid pressure, and then left free by sudden and 
permanent annulment of this pressure. 

Without going into the question of a complete solution 
of this (V, W) problem for any arbitrary initiational data, 
we find a class of thoroughly convenient solutions in a 
formula originally given in the ‘Proceedings of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh,’ January 1887; republished in the 
Phil. Mag., February 1887 ; and used in § 3 and § 99 above. 
We may now write that formula in the following compre- 
hensive realised expression for V or W :— 

Pastor Cie eee : Q - Blige ees ee | Br fi i 3 aera SP mrt ae, 7 FRSsor {RD} dedatds* J (e+ a) € = V(x, z,t), when zis ae (183). 

= W (a, z,t), when z is odd. 

By using (179) we may, instead of (183), take the following 
as equally comprehensive :— 

Bo ) Bas ONE 
4 RS i RD A - : Aeron) — Ye! V cs : Ss _ Lt } or { z( ah Pale Hat ay V(x, z,t), whenz is even P (183') 

= W (x, 2, t), when 2 is odd. 

§ 134. Going back to (171) and (175), remark that 
integration by parts gives 

t : 1 : Mo m : 

| dg f(t—9) FV (@, 2, S=LO)V (@, 2 ) FOV (0, ¢, 0) 
t a 

+ \ duf-@¥ (a. 2,9) . Ga 
This shows that if by quadrature or otherwise we have 
calculated the velocity-potential 8 (@, z, t),as given by (171), - 
we can find the vertical component displacement of any 
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particle of the liquid by (175), without farther integration. 
The formula (184) also shows how by successive integrations 
by parts we can reduce 

dl’ (ape) jg Pie). 4 (185) 

to the primary integral S(a, <z, ¢), as expressed in (171). 
§ 135. Going back now to $$ 128, 127, 118: to make the 

applied forcive a sinusoidally varying pressure put 

; cos 
J(i-—q) = et ey ge es ye Ver (186) 5 

which, by (173), makes 
cos H(z, 1,t)=—,,wtV(w,1,0) . . (187). 

And now let us arrange to fully work out our problem for 
two cases of surface distribution of pressure, corresponding 
to the two initiational forms ¢, Ww, described in §§ 96-113 
above. or this purpose take, with the notation of § 101, 

Ae, apie, 2,0) > 
. ie eae 

or V ae a t) —— rd zy t) a gv? dt p(x, ey t) (ISS 

For brevity we shall call these two cases case ¢ and case w. 
Thus, in these cases (171) and (175), expressing respectively 
the velocity-potential at, and the vertical component dis- 
placement of, any point of the fluid at any time, become 

COs 
Sg(2, 2 4) =i dq ae wo(t—g) d(x, a q} : 

BUNT GOR Sula, 2, n= dq o(t—g)r(a, 2,9) + (189); 
0 

Cos Geet 4 JN d ACE z,t)= ARG sin Ol8 Tag he Cis 

if? Aseos tle, = "(ay ot —gy@ag . (190). 
ve () 

§ 136. The illustrations in figs. 36, 37, 38 are time-curves 
in which the ordinates have been calculated by continuous 
quadrature from one or other of the four formulas (189), 
(190). 

§ 137. The curves in fig. 39, being space curves in which 
the ordinates are vertical component displacements of the 
water-surface, are therefore pictures of the water-surface 

866356 
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(greatly exaggerated in respect to slopes of course), and may 
be shortly named water-surface curves. Their ordinates 
have been calculated by an analytical method described in 
§ 151 below. They cannot be calculated continuously for 
successive values of « by the method of continuous quad- 
ratures ; if that were the method employed, the value of the 
ordinate for each value of 2 would need to be calculated by 

an independent quadrature (| a) dq) from 0 to the particular 
0 

value of ¢ for which the as is represented by the 
curve. The values of ¢ chosen for fig. 39 are respectively 
oT, (i+ 1/8), (i+ 2/8)7, (1+3/8)r, (i448), where 7 is any 
very large integer, and 7 denotes 22/@, the period of the 
varying ‘surface-pressure to which the fluid motion considered 
is due. 

In all our iliustrations we have taken w=,/a, which 
makes r=2,/7, and, with g=4 as in § 105, makes the 
wave-length A= 8. 

§ 138. “In figs. 36 and 37, all the curves correspond to 
cos@(t—q) in the formulas. In fig. 38, all the curves 
correspond to sin w(¢—gq) in the formulas. 

In fig. 39, the inscriptions of times correspond to cos o(t— q) 
in the formulas. The same curves, with the inscriptions 
altered to (0+ 2/8)7, @+3/8)t, (¢+4/8)7, @ + 5/8)7, (+ 6/8)z, 
correspond to sin w(t~q) in the ae 
§ 139. In fig. 36, representing velocity-potentials and a 

surface displacement, none of the curves shows any perceptible 
deviation from sinusoidality except within period 1. Towards 
the end of period 1 the numbers found by the quadratures 
show deviations from sinusoidality diminishing to about 1/10 
per cent., and imperceptible in the drawings. This proves 
that sinusoicality is exact within 1/10 per cent. through all 
time after the end of the first period. 

It is interesting to see,in period 1, how nearly the rise 
from the initial zero follows the same law for 8g(0, 1, ¢) and 
Sw(0, 1, ¢) : notwithstanding the vast difference in the law 
of sede surface-pressure, represented by (188), for these 
two cases. In fig. 36, the initiating surface-pressure com- 
mences suddenly at its negative maximum value, — ./2 for 
case d, and —°5 for case a of which the fees is 2°83 
times the latter. The semi-amplitudes of the subsequent 
variations of velocity-potential shown in the first and third 
curves are *954 for case @ and °318 for case yy, of which the 
former is 3°00 times the latter. 

§ 140. The first, and third, and fifth, curves of fig. 37 
show, at a distance of one wave-length from the origin, the 
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complete history of velocity-potential and of surface dis- 
placement through ali time from the beginning of application 
of pressure to the surface. The very approximately accurate 
sinusoidality of each of these three curves through periods 
6, 7, 8, shows that the continuation through endless time is 
in each case sinusoidal. 

In remarkable contrast with the initial agreement between 
Sxv(0, 1, ¢) and §,(0, 1, #), io which we alluded in § 139. 
we find very instructively a remarkable contrast between 
Sw(8, 1, é) and 84(8, 1, t) throughout the whole of the first 
period. Remembering that in a liquid of unit density the 
pressure is equal to minus the rate of augmentation of the 
velocity-potential per unit of time, and remarking that the 
displacement ¢(0, 1, t) is, as is shown in its curve, very 
nearly zero throughout the first period, and that &(0, 1, ¢) 
is certainly still more nearly zero throughout the first period, 
though we have no curve to represent it, we see that the 
negatives of the oe of the slopes in the curves for 
Su(8, 1, t) and S¢(8, 1, 4) represent very nearly the values 
of the applied surface- _pressur es during the whole of the first 
period *. Look now to fig. 33; see how near to zero is 
(8, 1,0), and how far from zero is $(8, 1, 0) ; and we see 
dynamically how it is that Sy(8, 1, ¢) is very nearly zero 
throughout the first period, and S4(8; 1, ¢) is very far from 
zero, and is somewhat near to being sirusoidals 

N 141. We have also a very instructive comparison between 
€o(8, 1, €) and S¢(8, 1, ¢). In the $ case, for values of w as 
large as 8, or larger, we approach somewhat nearly to the 
case of a sinusoidally varying uniform surface-pressure over 
an infinite plane area of water, in which there would be no 
surface pe ED eens and the pressure at and belew the 
surface would be at every instant equal to the applied surface- 
pressure plus the gravitational augmentation of pressure 
below the surface. Thus we see why it is that, with a great 
periodic variation of applied surface-pressure, at £8, there 
is scarcely any rise and fall of the surface level ae until 
after a period and a half from the beginning of the motion, 
as shown in the curves for &(8, 1, ¢). 

§ 142. The second, fourth, and sixth, eurves of fig. 37 
represent the arrival of three classes of disturbance, Sy, &%, So, 
at =32, four wave-lengths from the origin. If the front 
of the disturbance travelled at exactly the wave-velocity, 
the disturbances of the different kinds would all commence 
suddenly at the end of period 4. In the cases of Sy(32, 1, ¢) 

* Remember that downward ordinates in all the curves of figs. 36, 37 
38, 39, correspond to positive values of the quantities represented. 
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and (382, 1, ¢) the diagram shows that they are quite im- 
perceptible at the end of period 4, and begin to be considerable 
at the end of period 8, which would be the exact time of 
arrival if there was a definite “ group-velocity” equal to 
half the wave-velocity. The largeness of S¢(32, 1, ¢), approxi- 
mately uniform throughout the first four periods, is explained 
in § 141. Its gradual augmentation through periods 5, 6, 
7, 8, depends on the wave propagation of disturbances from 
the origin, as shown for Sy(32, 1, ¢) and &%(32, 1, ¢) in the 
second and fourth curves. 

§ 1438. The (0, 1, ¢) curve of fig. 38 may be compared 
with the curve of the same designation in fig. 36. They 
differ because of a quarter period difference in the phase of 
commencement of the disturbing pressure, which commences 
suddenly at its maximum for all the curves of fig. 36, and 
commences at zero for all the curves of fig. 38. If the 
Sy, Soe curves for initiating pressure commencing at zero 
were drawn, they would difter from the first and third curves 
of fig. 36 in being at the commencement tangential to the 
line of abscissas, instead of being inclined to it in the positive 
direction, as shown in fig. 36. The curves are all initially 
tangential to the line of abscissas, but the tangency is only 
of the first order in fig. 36, while it is of the second order in 
ng. 38. 

§ 144. The third and fourth curves * of fig. 38 show the 
whole history for the points, z=0, and v=A, of the surface 
displacement expressed by the formulas 

I ea Ae Cy(e, 1, = Ae sin w(t —¢q) ign 1,q) (ee), 

which expresses the surface displacement due to surface- 
pressure expressed by 

(2, 1, )=—sin wiW(«, 1,0) . . (92). 

The fifth curve of fig. 38 shows the history, after period 3, 
to almost half a period after period 9, of the disturbance at 
the place «=32. The disturbance has not yet become sinu- 
soidal, but would certainly become almost exactly sinusoidal 
after a few more periods. 

§ 145. In fig. 39, two sets of five curves show, for case 
and case yr, the periodically varying water-surface on each 
side of the middle, at any long enough time after the be- 
ginning of the motion, to give a regular regime of sinusoidal 

* The scale of ordinates of the third, fourth, and fifth curves of fig. ¢& 
is double that of the first and second, indicated on the figure. 
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vibration as far as two or three wave-lengths on each side of 
the middle. The third curve in each ease is a curve of sines. 
The first curve represents the surface at the beginning of a 
period from 77 to (t+-1)t. The fifth curve, being the first 
eurve inverted, represents the water-surface at the middle of 
the period. The other two curves may be described as 
components of the first and third, accor ding to the foliowing 

formula: 

I, 193 

194), 

and Q is a continuous transcendental function of 2, having 
equal values for +, expressed by (195) for positive or 

Key lj tjeP sintet=Oicos@b: 50 . 

where P=—A cos 2aa/h.  . *\ ( 

negative values of #, exceeding a w ave-len eth. 

For z positive, Q= —Asin 27v/d ; for z negative, Q= +A sin 2r2/r 

where A denotes the semi-amplitude of the vibration, at any 
time long enough after the beginning, and place far enough 
from the middle of the disturbance, to have very approxi- 
mately sinusoidal motion. The determination of ‘the trans- 
cendental function Q, and the calculation of A, for both P 
ee Q, will be virtually worked out in § 151 below. 

§ 146. We have now an exceedingly interesting and 
Give analysis of the circumstances represented in 
fig. 39. Consider separately the two motions corresponding 
to Psinwt alone, and to —Q cos wt alone. The motion 
Psino?f, if at any instant given from z=—% tor=4o, 
would continue for ever, as an infinite series of standing 
waves, without any surface- -pressure. Hence our application 
of surface-pressure is only required for the Q-motion : and 
if this motion be at any instant given from w=— to 
z=+x, it will go on for ever, provided the pressure 

—cos a? ( x, 1, 0) is applied and ape appled to the 

surface. 
§ 147. The plan of § 146 may be generalised as follows :— 

Displace the water seaside to the formula (193) with P 
omitted, and with Q any arbitr ary function of a for moder- 
ately great positive or negative values of x, gradually changing 
into the formula (195) for positive and negative values 
outside any arbitrarily chosen length M O N (M O not 
necessarily equal to ON). Find mathematically a sinu- 
soidally varying surface-pressure, I*(z) cos of, required to 
cause the motion to continue according to this ‘law. Super- 
impose, upon the motion thus guided by surface-pressure, 

(195), 
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the motion —Acos27#/Xsin@t, which needs no surface- 
pressure. In the motion thus compounded, we have equal 
sinusoidal waves travelling outwards in the two directions 
beyond MN (semi- amplitude A): and, in the space MN, 
we have a varying water-surface found by superimposing on 
the motion P sin wf an arbitrary shape of surface, varying 
sinusoidally according to the formula —Q cos of. 

§ 148. A curiously interesting dynamical consideration is 
now forced upon us. The P-component of motion needs, as 
we have seen, no surface-pressure. The @-component of 
motion is kept correct by the surface-pressure F(z) cos wt, 
which, in a period, does no total of work on the Q-motion ; 
but work must be done to supply energy for the two trains 
of waves travelling eutwards in the two directions. Hence 
this work is done by the activity of the surface-pressure upon 
the P-component of the motion. . 

149. Another curious question is forced upon us. Our 
solution of $$ 135-145 has given us determinately and 
unambiguously, in every variety of the cases considered, the 
motion of every particle of the water throughout the space 
occupied. The syuthetic method of quadratures which we 
have used could lead to no other motion at any instant due 
to the applied surface-pressure ; but now, in § 147, we have 
considered a Q-motion alone, kept correct by the applied 
surface-pressure. Would this motion be unstable? and, if 
unstable, would it in a sufficiently long time subside into the 
motion expressed in the determinate solution of $$ 135-145 ? 
The answer is Yes and No. At any instant, say at t=O, let 
the whole motion be the Q-component alone of § 148. Let 
now the surface-pressure, I’(~) cos wt, be suddenly commenced 
and continued for ever “Shore lt w “il according to §§ 135- 
145, produce determinately a certain compound motion (Pyke 
which will be superimposed upon the motion existing at 
time ¢=0; and this last-mentioned motion, given with its 
infinite amount of energy distributed from x=—@ to 
x=+a, and left with no surface-pressure, would clearly 
never come approximately to quiescence, through any range 
of distance from 0 on the two sides. Thus we see that, 
though the Q-motion alone of § 148 is essentially unstable, 
the condition of the fluid does not subside into the deter- 
minate solution of §§ 135-145. It would so subside, if it 
were given initially only through any finite space however 
reat, on each side of 0. In fact, any given distribution of 

disturbance thr ough any finite space however great on each 
side of 0, left to “itself without any application of surface- 
pressure, ‘becomes dissipated away to infinity on the two 
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sides; and leaves, as illustrated in §§ 96-113, an ever- 
broadening space on each side of 0, through which the 
motion becomes smaller and smaller as time advances. 

§ 150. It remains only to look into some of the analytical 
details concerned in the practical working out of our solutions 
(189), (190). Taking cos w(f—gq) in the formulas, and taking 
case , we find by (190) 

Se(a, 2, f)=Pcos@t+Qsinwt . . (196); 

t 

where p=( dq cos g(x, 2, J); | 
0 aa 

. and Q=( a sin wg(«, 2, 7) | 
e 0 

(197). 

When P and Q have been thus found by quadratures, for all 
values of t, and any particular value of 2, by integration by 
parts on the plan of § 134, we readily find, without farther 
guadratures, or integrations, expressions for the seven other 
formulas included in (189), (190). 

§ 151. Let us first find P and Q for t= «. Using the 
exponential form for ¢, given by (137), we find 

p= {Rs}, /="| dq cos wge—""
 ; 

ewe Sree 7: t (198), 

eigokle yes “ i yee 
7 Jo 

I 
where m= 7 g[ (z+ tx). 

Hence, according to an evaluation given by Laplace in 1810 *, 
we find, taking g=4, 

9° 
—w- 

P={RS}4 / Fem Bia? ts a 499). 

The definite integral for Q is a transcendent function of @ 
and m, not expressible finitely in terms of trigonometrical 
functions or exponentials. By using the series for sin wg in 

terms of (wq)”*1, and evaluating dq qte-© by integra- 
J0 

tions by parts, we find the following convergent series for 
the evaluation of B, for t=2; and g=4 :— 

* Mémorres de l'Institut, 1810. See Gregory’s ‘Examples,’ p. 480. 
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where, as in §§ 100-113 above, 

p=/(@' +4"), and tan (eae 

This series converges for every value ‘of @,/¢ however 
great. But for values of o,/p greater than 4, it diverges to 
large alternately positive and negative terms before it begins 
to converge. ‘The largest value of w,/p for which we have 
used it 1s @/p=5-03, corresponding to <=8, and requiring, 
for the accuracy we desire, twenty-one terms of the series. 
But for this value of a Vp and for all larger values, we have 
used the ultimately divergent series (208), found in expressing 
analytically; not merely for t= as in (198),, (192) 200), 
but for all positive values of ¢ great and small, the growth 
to its final condition when t=, of the disturbance produced 
by our periodically varying application of pressure to the 
surface of the water initially ((=0) at rest. The curve for 
it in fig. 39 has been actually calculated by (200) for values 
of w up to 8, and by the ultimately divergent series for values 
of w from 5 to 10. The agreement between those of the 
values which were calculated both by (200) and by the 
ultimately divergent series (208), was quite satisfactory: so 
also was the agreement between values of Q found by quad- 
ratures for e=1 and #=8, with values found by (200) for 
w=l1and by (208) for z=8. It is also satisfactory that the 
values of P found by quadratures, for =i, and #«=8, agreed 
well with their exact values given by (199), for t=00, 

§ 152. Going back now to the expressions (197) for P and 
Q, we see that, by an obvious analytical method of treatment, 
we can reduce them, and therefore (§ 150) all our other 
formulas, to expressions in terms of a function defined as 
follows :— a 

Ki(c) a AG ETT ya sie kn ae 
0 ; ( 

a function well known to mathematicians * through the last 
: 3 : te I 

* The beautiful mathematical discovery | dae-o?= 5 
have been made by Kuler about 17380. Pitot ay 

Ni, seems to 
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hundred and fifty or two hundred years, in the mathematical 
theory of Astronomical Refraction, had in the theory of 
Probabilities. I have taken E as an abbreviation of Glaishér’s 
notation “ Hrfe,” signifying what he calls ‘ Error Function 

- Complement,” which he uses in connection with his name 
“ BWrror Function,” defined by 

Brf(o)=|_ deer > V2 —Erfe(o) - (202). 

Using rf im aginar y expression for nt in N 137, we find 

{RS}, / a be dn “dgl ea) ‘le € 2/im (2 é ys 

o= ag = f dq ie ee "5 wa) nae —(v mtb, i) | (204), 

7 0 

i | : P 
where m= 1 g/(2 +ex), as in § 151. 

Taking advantage now of the notation (201), we reduce 
these a expressions to the following:— = 

P={RS}\/" ein » | B( ve?) 

+EB( /mt-te5- )] GP )s 

={ns}* 4 / ; ei [E(/mt—1y 2) 

—B(, ee is, )+2B( 65 9--)] (206). 

§ 153. Remark first in passing that, when V mt is infinitely 
great in comparison with @/2/m, these two ey ae 
agree with the expressions, (198), for P and Q with t=x 
which we used in connection with the explanation of fig. Ag” 

§ 154. And now, witha view to finding P and Q for any 
chosen values of 2, 2Z, t, we have the following known 
series T: 

: ; 5 ea Lae 2 

ee et eet i TERA POT), 
1 ear 1 irs! 1 a Ee 

K(c)= ih arti an ag (207)? (207) Smeets ] (208). 

* Phil. Mag., October 1871. 
T See Glaisher, “On a Class of Definite als Saeed Phil. Mag., October 

t 

1871; and Burgess, “On the Definite Integral = e—# dt,” Trans. Roy. 
Soc. Edin., 1898. 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 13. No. 73. Jan. 1907. D 
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The series (207) converges for all values of o, great or small, 
real or imaginary : (208) converges in its fir 2 terms, - 
2o°>2i—3 (modulus understood if o? is imaginary), and 
after that it diverges, the true value being intermediate 
between the sum of the convergent terms and this sum with 
the first term of the divergent series added. The proper rule 
of procedure to find the result with any desired degree of 
accuracy, is to first calculate by the ultimately divergent 
series, and see whether or not it gives the result accurately 
enough. If it does not, use the convergent series (207), 
which, by sufficient expenditure of arithmetical labour, will 
certainly g give the result with any degree of accuracy resolved 
upon. 

§ 155. As a guide, not only for numerical calculation, but 
for judging the character of the desired result without cal- 
culation, it is convenient to find the moduluses of the three 
complex arguments of the function HE, in (205), and (206). 
They are as follows :-— 

i? fa.’ : 
mod ( VAG 7 / (Ee iN iF +"*) 

es g fe e 

—} a —, when wz=x2 (209)= 5 Aw = on/" 3 5 ( ) ’ 

mod ( ¥/mt + l sae “oe gd 7 
e 

coh — , when 2=o) Gig 
wv 

mod (¢ yale on/? ae. 

§ 156. The very interesting questions regarding the front 
of the procession of waves in either direction, of which we 
have found illustrations in figs. 36, 37, 38, and ‘which we had 
under consideration in §§ ta on. 114-117 above, are now 
answerable in a thoroughly satisfactory mathematical manner, 
by aid of the formulas (205), (206), (209), (210), (211). 
When, in the arguments of HE, in (205), and (206), ,/mt is 
very 2 sreat in comparison with ‘oF 2,/m, the two added terms 
in (205) are approximately equal, and (206) is reduced 
approximately to its last term ; and all the solutions (189), 
(190), become approximately sinusoidal, in respect to ¢. 

This is the case when t ra is very great in comparison 
1h 

with unity, and in comparison with oo —,asS we see vue 
Fe g * o 
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looking at the moduluses shown in (209), (210), (211). 
This allows us to neglect w in the arguments of E in (205), 
(206), and makes P and Q constant: relatively to ¢. 
§ 157. When ¢ is small or large, and z not so small as to 

give preponderance to the first terms of the moduluses (209), 
(210), we have in (205), (206), (189), (190) a full repre- 
sentation of the whole circumstances of the wave-front, 
extending from «=~ back to the largest value of w that 

allows preponderance of BOs over oy /*, in the modu- 
( 

luses, (209), (210). Let, for example, 

‘dae + fe c yoy ae ero (212). 

1 
0 

This gives 

p= hal chp wave-velocity . .. (213). 
Jw 

The moving point thus defined is what in my first paper to 
the Royal “Society of Hdinburgh (January 1887), “On the 
front and Rear of a Free Procession of Waves in Deep 
Water,” | called the ‘“‘ Mid-Front,” defined in (45) of that 
paper, which agrees with our present (213). The following 
passage was the conclusion of that old paper :—‘ The rear 
“of a wholly free procession of waves may he quite readily 
“studied after the constitution of the front has been fully 
“investigated, by superimposing an annulling surface-pressure 
; upon the originating pressure represented by (12) above 
“ [this is a case of (173) of our present paper], after the 
‘originating pressure bas | been continued’ so long as to 
“produce a procession of any desired number of “waves.” 
The instruction thus given with reference to the relation 
between front and rear has been virtually followed, though 
with some differences of detail, in §§ 20-24 of my second 
Royal Society paper, on the same sulject, and under the 
same title (June 20, 1904). That second paper contained a 
first instalment of the ‘‘ calculations and graphic repre- 
sentations’”’ promised in the old first; the present paper 
contains, in figs. dy G0, Oh gaos- a further instalment of such 
illustrations. 

§ 158. Throughout my work, $§ 96-157, I have had most 
valuable assistance from Mr. George Green, not only in the 
very long and laborious calculations and drawi ings, which 
have been wholly made by him, but also in many interesting 
and difficult questions which occurred in the fundamental 
mathematics of the subject. 

D 2 
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We hope to apply before long the method of § 128 to 
t 

calculate, by aid of the formula be apical z,t—q), the 
2/9 

initiation and continued growth of Canal Ship-waves, due to 
the sudden commencement and continued application of a 
moving, steady surface-pressure, W(wv, 1,0). We hope also 
to apply (139) of the present paper to the fulfilment of my 
old promise (¢ 30, June 20, 1904, R.S.1.) to deal with the 
beautifully varying procession seen circling outwards from 
the place of a stone thrown into deep water. 

II. On the Change of SIlastic Constants of Herromagnetie 
Substances by Magnetization. By K. Honpa and T. Terapa, 
Lecturers in Physics in the Tokyo Imperial University*. 

[Plates 1.-V.] 

§ 1. Lyrropucrtion. 

TYNHE elastic constant of a substance in a magnetic field 
is here defined as the ratio of the stress applied to the 

strain caused thereby, the magnetic force constantly acting 
on the substance. The change of elasticity is then the dif- 
ference of this quantity, when the magnetic field is on, and 
when it is off. In the case of ferromagnetic substanées, for 
which the hysteresis is considerable, the change of elasticity 
so defined may, or may not, coincide with that of the same 
ratio when the stress is first applied and then the field. 
However, little attention seems to have hitherto been paid to 
this point. Thus, in many of the experiments hitherto 
made regarding the change of elastic constants by magneti- 

- gation, the right order of properly applying the stress and 
the field was inverted. In some experiments{ the effect of 
tension on the magnetic elongation was observed, and the 
change of the modulus of elasticity was deduced on the 
assumption that the effect was due to the change of elasticity 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Guillemin, C. R. xxii. pp. 264 & 432 (1846); J. 8. Stevens & H. G, 

Dorsey, Phys. Rev. (2) ix. p. 116 (1899); G. Wiedemann, Electricitdt, 
iii. p. 796; C. Barus, Amer. Journ, xxxiv. p. 175 (1887), Phys. Rev. 
xiii. p. 257 (1901); Day, ‘Electrician,’ xxxix. p. 480 (1897); J. S. 
Stevens, Phys. Rev. (3) x. p. 111 (1900); K. Honda & S. Shimizu, Journ. 
Se. Coll, Arts. 12 & 18, vol. xvi. (1902). 

t Bock, Wied. Ann. liv. p. 442 (1895), Phil. Mag. (5) xxxix. p, 548 
(1895) ; K. Tangl, Ann. de Phys. vi. p. 34 (1901); K. Honda & 8. Shimizu, 
Zoc. eit. 
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by magnetization. The acoustical method* used by several 
experimenters is also an indirect one, and unsuitable for any 
accurate determinations. In H. Rensing’s experimentt, 
Kundt’s tube was used; but the field in which the bar was 
placed was far from being uniform. 

Our present experiments were undertaken with the main 
object of measuring the change of elastic constants of the 
same specimen by the direct as well as the indirect method 
and comparing the results thus obtained: the specimen to be 
tested being placed in a nearly uniform field. 

If & be the length or the angle of twist of the specimen, 
S the applied tension or couple respectively, and H the 
magnetic field, we have the relation 

ay FOS re ae 
aH (as)= as lan) (1) 

provided the change is independent of the order of applying 
the field and the stress. Thence we have ‘ 

(Ss), — (So = st. : she by 2) 

If M be the modulus of elasticity cr that of the rigidity 
respectively, i 

Gee 
re Ye amie 

where ¢ is a constant depending on the dimensions of the 
specimen. Hence we have finally 

pe ee aver See) 
= Cube = Naa 

0(éx— £o) 

or cin eine ale Ta 
; Mur ae Mg f. 0&0 = eae “aes x (3) 

Thus the change of elasticity may be calculated from the 
effect of tension on the magnetic elongation; and that of 

* Wartmann, dan. de Chim. et de Phys. xxiv. p. 360 (1848) ; Tréves, © 
C. &. Ixvii. p. 321 (1868); Archives des Sc. Nat. N.S. xxxil p. 74 
(1868) ; Maurain, C. R. exxi. p. 248 (1895). 

T Rensing, Ann. der Phys. xiv. p. 363 (1904). 
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rigidity, from the change of twist caused by magnetization, 
provided relation (1) hoids. 

The validity of (3) depends upon relation (1), which is 
usually employed in the theory of magnetostriction. It was 
thought, therefore, that it would he interesting to test ex- 
perimentally how far the relation actually holds. Accord- 
ingly the present investigation was carried out in the following 
order :— 

I. Experiments on the change of elasticity : 
(a) Measurement of the change of elasticity by the 

elongation method. 
(>) Measurement of the modulus of elasticity. 
(c) Comparison of the results with those of the flexure 

method. 
I]. Experiments on the change of rigidity : 

(a) Measurements of the change of rigidity by the 
oscillation method. . 

(b) Ditto by Barus’s method. 
(G)) Ditto by the ordinary method. 

The specimens tested in the present experiments were 
Swedish iron, tungsten-steel, nickel, and nickel-steels of 
different percentages. They were generally tested in the 
form of wires. For the change of rigidity, the rod was also 
used in the case of nickel and iron. 

§ 2. EXPERIMENTS ON THE CHANGE OF ELASTICITY BY 
MAGNETIZATION. 

(a) Measurement of the Change of Elasticity by the 
Elongation Method. 

Since the elongation due to the change of elasticity is a 
small fraction of the total elongation, it was desirable to 
devise some differential method. or this purpose, the elastic 
elongation at no field was compensated by that’ of a non- 
magnetic wire, and the differential elongation due to magnetic 
field was observed. As shown in the annexed figure i the 
magnetic wire to be tested and the compensating copper 
wire were hung side by side in the vertical magnetizing 
coil cc. To both ends of the wires were brazed brass rods 68, 
whose elongation could be neglected. The upper rods were 
hung separately on two horizontal brass beams aa’ resting on 
pairs of knife-edges, the distance between which could be 
adjusted at will. To the lower rod attached to the- copper 
wire, a light carriage m for a mirror system was clamped. 
Two fine spiral springs ss of german-silver attached to the 
sides of the carriage supported horizontally the axis of the 

M4 
) 
\ 
7 

[ 
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light mirror with a suitable counterpoising. The lower rod 
ie the magnetic wire carried a flexible band 7 made of a 

bundle of very fine cop- 
per wires, which ‘pressed 
the axis of the mirror 
lightly upon the plane 
vertical side of the car- 
riage. To the lower ends 
of these rods, a flexible 
silk cord was attached; a 
pulley p hanging in this 
cord was pulled vertically 
downward by a weight. 
The friction-wheelg served 
to adjust the distance be- 
tween the two vertical 
wires. Instead of hanging 
the weight directly, a sys- 
tem of pulleys gh was 
used in order to avoid any 
injurious shock accom- 
panying the loading and 
unloading of the wires. 
When the elongations of 
the two wires due to ten- 
sion were exactly equal, 
there was of course no 
rotation of the axis of the 
mirror. If, however, the 
compensation were dis- 

turbed in any way, the yee could be observed in the 
usual manner by means of a vertical scale and a telescope. 

To increase the sensitiveness of the arrangement, a wire 
about 74 cm. long was used; for want of a sufficiently long 
coil, two coils of the same dimensions were used, placing the 
one above another. The length of each coil was 39°90 em., 
the internal diameter 5°80 cm., and 47n=393°5. The air 
gap between the two coils was oniy it cm., so that the 
heterogeneity of the field in this space was maeeeederanle. 
The wire to be tested then lay nearly i in a uniform field. 

_ The compensating copper wire was chosen of such dimen- 
sions as to produce an elongation nearly equal to that of the 
specimen. The final compensation was always made by 
properly adjusting the distance between the two knife-edges 
supporting the horizontal beams, from which the wires were 
suspended. A certain weight was added to the pan, or 
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removed from it, and the distances of the knife- edges were 
adjusted, until neither the addition nor removal produced any 
rotation of the mirror. Since the elastic elongation was not 
exactly a linear function of the tension applied, a compen- 
sated system for a given initial and additional weight caused 
a rotation of the mirror for a different initial weight and the 
same additional weight. Hence the compensation was made 
anew for every aan weight, 1 kilogram always being used 
for the applied weight. It was, however , a matter of no 
great ease to obtain an exact compensation. Hence the 
slight deflexion in no field was always recorded, and taken 
into account in the calculation of the deflexion due to the 
change of elasticity by magnetization. To prevent shocks 
in putting on the additional weight, the face of the bu! 
weight was covered by a mat of cotton-wool. In this 
the reading of the deflexion was greatly facilitated. 

In the above arrangement, the rotation of the mirror 
caused by a change of temperature is very small, as ib is 
affected only by the relative expansion of the specimen and 
the compensating wire. But to avoid the effect of heating 
as much as possible, the coil was waterjacketed. 

To increase the sensitiveness of the arrangement, a long 
scale-distance of 7°23 m. was used. The scale was graduated 
on a ground glass, and illuminated from behind by a mantled 
gas-flame. The telescope was placed in front of the apparatus 
and near the rotating mirror; consequently the line joining 
the centres of the scale and the mirror deviated slightly from 
the line of sight of the telescope. In this way, the scale at 
such a long distance could be read to a tenth of a millimetre 
with the observing telescope. 

If the specimen undergoes a differential elongation 6/, a 
rotation op of the axis is produced, such ‘that 66=61/2r, 
where 7 is the radius of the axis. If the scale-distance be d 
and the reading on the scale corresponding to the elongation 
ol be n, we have 

ay, 

n rn 
éd= ‘5+; hencedl= =: Poa d 

In our case, 2r=1°61 mm., so that a deflexion amounting 
to one division of the scale in the field of the telescope cor- 
responds to an elongation of 4:47 x 1078 per unit length of 
the specimen. The sensitiveness of the apparatus was there- 
fore about ten times as great as that of the apparatus used. 
by Many pre evlous investigators. 

The magnetizing current supplied by a set of secondary 
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batteries was measured by a Siemens-Halske ammeter, which 
. was occasionally compared with a Kelvin ampere-balance. 

The present arrangement also enabled us to measure the 
magnetic change of length of the specimen under censtant 
tension by applying a magnetic field to the specimen and 
observing the deflexion of the mirror corresponding to 
different fields. 

Our procedure in the experiment was usually as follows: 
The wire to be tested was first annealed for about four nee in 
a charcoal. fire, and then gradually cooled. To avoid surface 
oxidation during the process of annealing, the wire was buried 
in a fine powder of charcoal, and sealed in an iron tube, 
which was placed ina furnace. In this way a small quantity 
of carbon might enter into the wire, but ‘the oxidation was 
quite inappreciable. Variation in the diameter of the wire 
caused by the oxidation was avoided in the above manner. 

To either end of the wire thus annealed was brazed the 
brass rod before mentioned, and the whole was suspended in 
position as shown in the foregoing figure. Then the mirror 
and pulley-systems were placed i in position, for avoiding a 
continuous slight vibration of the mirror, as well as for the 
rapid damping of the vibration due to loading or unloading 
the wire, it was necessary that a glass rod fixed to a stand 
should come lightly in contact with the bifilar cords near 
the friction-wheel g. The addition or removal of a weight 
from the pan was occasionally observed to cause a lateral 
displacement of the image in the mirror; this was, however, 
easily effaced by adjusting the clamp of the carriage to the 
rod. 
_ The magnetic change of length under constant tension was 
first measured. Since the hysteresis effect of tension on the 
length change was found to be considerable, the tension was 
varied cyclically between zero and its maximum value before 
beginning the experiment, in order to remove any initial 
effects. 

According to the results of our experiments, the ascending 
branch in the curve of elongation due to tension lies a little 
above the descending one. Tn the following tables the length 
changes under constant tension are results for the stage ot 
increasing weights, taken after several cycles of loading and 
unloading. The usual processes of observation were followed. 
The wire was first loaded with the smallest weight, which 
was generally 1 kilogram; the demagnetization by reversals 
was then carefully effected. A series “of gradually increasing 
currents was passed through the magnetizing coil, and the 
corresponding defiexions of the scale were noted. The wire 
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was then completely demagnetized, and the zero position of 
the seale tested. Another “weight of 1 kilogram was added 
and demagnetized, and the same processes were repeated. 
In this way a set of observations cor responding to the different 
weights was taken. 

The change of elasticity was next measured. We applied 
an initial load to the pan, demagnetized the wire by reversals, 
added and removed a weight of 1 kilogram, and adjusted the 
compensation until the deseered due to ies additional weight 
was as small as possible. ‘The demagnetization was then 
carefully effected. The small deflexion due to the additional 
weight for no field was recorded. Then we applied a mag- 
netizing field and observed the deflexion due to the addi- 
tional weight. After the demagnetization the deflexion due 
to the same load for no field was again tested. The difference 
between the two deflexions for no field and for the magnetic 
field gives the change of elasticity due to magnetization, 
prov ided we know the total elongation caused by the addi- 
tional weight of 1 kilogram. To avoid any accidental error 
in observing these deflexions, the deflexions for several cycles 
of loading and unloading one in each case, recorded, and 
their mean was taken. The ital weight was next inereueeall 
and the same procedure repeated. ‘lhe compensation was 
always readjusted for each different initial weight. 

Our object was partly to test the validity of equation (3), 
and since the change of elasticity was considerably affected 
by tension, the initial and the additional tensions were so 
chosen as to exactly correspond to those in the experiments 
of the magnetic change of length under constant tension. 

In the calculation of the percentage change of elasticity 
due to magnetization, the values of elasticity were taken 
from the ales of our,experiments specially undertaken for 
this purpose. 

The specimens tested and their dimensions were as 
follows :— 

Substances. Length. Diameter. 

fare nickel 22) eee 73°25 em. ‘0°928 tam 
Commercial nickel ............ 71°90 0:930 
Swedish iron’... \.:06. eee C12ST 0°904. 
unesten steel .).....ceeeee fa to 0-886 
28°74 per cent. nickel-steel... 73°80 0-964 
Dr i2 5 a 73°60 0880 
T0752 ys Seoilen one set 0:892 

The experimental results are given in the following 

pages. 
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TOK BL, 

Gp PoreMiekel.|,) Plate figs: 1 & 2. 

The change of length — S by magnetization for ateceak 

tensions T and external a ll a fields H are given in the 

j following table and fig. 1. 
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49°6 — 12-23 49°8 — 939 49-6 — 765 / 
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06 —317 93,1 — 26°8 9371 | -=21-40 | 

142-2 —39°5 142°3 — 37°95 142°3 —39°2 
201 | —45°8 201 —429 203 —416 | 
278 | —46°8 | 275 —46°5 276 —45°7 
321 —47°8 | o2l A477 323 —47-2 
388 —48°5 387 —45°7 390 | —48-4 
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As may be seen from fig. 1, nickel contracts by magneti- 
zation in a way similar to that given by many earlier 
experimenters; in weak fields the contraction rapidly in- 
creases with the increasing field, but gradually tends to an 
asymptotic value, as the field attains a higher value. The 
increased tension decreases the. amount of contraction for 
low fields, while for higher fields it increases the contraction. 
Thus there exists a certain field in which the effect of the 
additional tension is null. This neutral point for two suc- 
cessive tensions shifts toward the higher field, as the tension | 
increases. In their general course, the curves are quite 

_ similar to those already obtained by Mr. 8. Shimizu and: 
one of us*. 

The change of elasticity of nickel is given in the table 
below and in Pl. I. fig. 2. 

apie >is 

AT = +743 gr./mm.? +. t= 1090s 

| | 
yf P1540 jer ome | T=38021 gr./mm.? | T=4498 gr./mm.? | 

OE ote | OE 5 OE aed | Hi. Lae LOB ith aie <ulO?: | iat | we x 10 ; | 

15% | OG eos ZOSf hes TG —040 4 
10-4 a= 1h eae GT. |, 20 ~124. | 
250) |) — si 34:1 Oe): a Pee) —Sel au 

ny S18 = 1915. 4 Sage heart 10°3 =—Gae 
P9877) | = 1440-9 GER eee nce, —9-90 

50°3 = FA0 Til | 22006 106°3 “318 | 
71-5 = 310 90-9 — 619 129-4 —5'43 

118 2 — 0-49 131°8 — 243 191-9 sore 
| 196-7 + 0:98 210 =) Ors a | 

287 + “9120 ieee SOL | aaa ee ee 
| 406 | 2 O10) age et O27. 1-800 | 083 | 
| | | 

In the above table AT denotes the weight applied or 
removed for studying the elongation of the specimen. 

The coefficient of elasticity first decreases as the field 
increases, attains a minimum value, whence it begins to 
increase, at first rather abruptly and then gradually. The 
effect of tension is to drive the field corresponding to the 
minimum elasticity towards the higher field, and also to 

* K. Honda & S. Shimizu, Journ. Se. Coll. vol. xvi. Art. 9 (1962). 
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depress the absolute amount of decrease. or a weak tension 
the elasticity increases by magnetization in fields higher than 
a certain field at which the change is zero. This field is 
displaced toward the higher field by the increasing tension. 

The change of elasticity calculated from the effect of 
tensions upon the magnetic change of length is as follows :— 

TABLE III. 

AT=743 er./mm.? 

| Pia. P3021 ge /mmt T=4498 er./mm.? | 

ieee : | eee | 
OE . | cE a OE BY 
== COs. x 10%, i he 2a OUR i, Ey | fa Ey H. | | 

20 — 74 wes Me | oe | ai 
39 —1971] 30 ob). | 40 — 24 
40 | —17-4 60 143 Sic =f 
60 (ee ae 70 ) —It3 | 8) —l12-4 

fe 100 eee Or | 90 Rta setoany ee —15-1 
200 +24 — 150 / 0-0 130 — 76 
300 24S 5 ae eee 0 ete dD 200 EOS 
380 reas 300 Pe 270. 309 = eG 

{ 

Curves are also given in fig. 2 in dotted lines. Comparing 
the above results wick hose: directly obseryed, we notice at 
once that the general course of the change of elasticity is 
quite similar for both results, the fields in which the change 
is Maximum coinciding in a remarkable way. The amount 
of the change is generally g greater in the present case than 
in the previous one. 

Gi.) Commercial Nickel. Pl. I. figs. 3 & 4. 

The change of length by magnetization is generally similar 
to that in pure nickel. But the effect of tension is much 
smaller, and the field in which the effect of an additional 
tension is null does not differ so much for different tensions 
asin the former specimen. The results are given in Table IV. 
and in fio. Z. 
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TasLe IV. i= OF aru 
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The change of oleenne is as follows. Curves are also 
given in fig. “4 with full lines. 

TaBLe V. 
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Here the general aspect of the change is similar to that of 

The amount of the change is, however, far the pure nickel. 
less than in the previous specimen. The effect of tension is 

also to drive the maximum of the change towards higher fields, 
but not in such a decided way as in the case of pure nickel. 
Moreover, the increased tension increases the amount of the 
maximum change, up to the highest tension employed. 
These remarkable differences between the pure and the com- 
mercial nickel are probably due to the imperfect annealing 
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rather than to the impurity of the latter specimen, as it was 
slightly annealed with a gas-flame. 

The change of elasticity calculated from the tension effect 
on the magnetic change of length somewhat resembles in its 
aspect that for pure vickel, but the amount of the change is 
much smaller. The calenlated values are given in Table VI. 
and in fig. 4 with dotted lines. 

Taste VI.—AT= + 638 or./mm” 

| T=1326 gr./mm.2 | T=2600 gr./mm.? | 

OE oF 1: 
—— 10°. =, 

a Eq By 

| 10 —2-25 | —0°96 / 
20 —2-97 —\-75 

| 40 ) —3'26 —2-42 
70 | —119 - 223 

100. | +044 0 | 
200 +1:78 +175 / 
500 +297 or 

/ 
. 

Thus, in pure as well as in commercial nickel, we find a 
sensible deviation from relation (3). 

SweDIsH [Ron AND TUNGSTEN-STEEL. 

(i.) Swedish Iron. Pl. I. figs. 5 w 6. 
The change of length due to 1aagnetization is given in 

Table VII. and in fig. 5. 

% TasBLE VII. t= 9°°2 C. 

| VT=1627 gr./mm.? T=2410 er./ain.2 7"=3190 gr./mm.2 | 

sy < by 
| Pan) i 2 x 10! i fy 198 

| 

Sa --) = O02 | 3°8 —0-09 3°5 —0:10 
Si | +094 Bea ee Gin. 8-6 +042 
1 he a I 1287 1 AEF 00 141 +0-66 
17-5 +1-68 168 +1:10 alee eels Oar ges 
23°3 PTT. 2393 +1:18 S23 Aw ale a7 4. 
Sto. |b. =k 80 33°8 41-18 so | | O68 
54-2 4160 | 52:5 +6-98 5560) |. =E0-44 
78:2 E26 0) 748 40°42 730 | +0:04 

117-2 +056 fies. i 2008 Miso 4 iy) 060 
feo |} G82 PGS E54 ele 87'S 19 
250 et | 252 29-30 253 [i = 340 
318 | —8'30 320 —3-94 322 | —4:56 
384 | —434 | 385 ey 388 ness 56 
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Table VII. (continued). 

T=9974 gr./mm2  ; V=4754gr/mm2 | T=5535 gr./mm? | 

l | : : rf 
bag Fx 108 H. | are | ae vel a 

e533 * 0-08 35 "eto “3-2 —0-06 
nape. +0°20 Se det br) ee —0:09 
| 13-4 +038. | 400° 1 e019 | 908 | 
18-0 +042 | i74 | 4018 | 174 —0-05 | 
(> eees + 0:42 DFG. | SOP Tees —008 | 

349 LOBE re| B59), || A GEOG GT rae —021 | 
ese +012], BEB) | Saige 1) Sepae —052 
i 728 —029 748 | —064 | oe 
| 112-9 —108° | 1138 |) —1:44 | 1129)) | ee 
| 185-0 —254 | 1860 | —2094 | 1858 eee 
| 249 —376 | 251 —4:290 | 250 oe 
| 317 S50 307 532 | 317 | =a 
| 382 —5'84 | 382 —6:30 | 380 | 65 Y 

u | 

For small tensions, the change is an elongation in low 
fields, attains a maximum in a certain field, passes zero, and 
afterwards is changed to a contraction. The maximum 
elongation decreases with the increasing tension, driving the 
zero towards the weak field; and beyond a certain tension, 
the length of the wire steadily contracts with the increase of 
the field. It seems also that the field corresponding to the 
maximum elongation slowly moves towards the weaker fields 
as the tension is increased. These results are in complete 
agreement with those obtained by former experimenters. 

The change of elasticity for this sample was unexpectedly 
small, its amount being not very much greater-than the 
limit of experimental error. The values obtained are given 
in Table VIII. and in fig. 6 with a full line. 

TABLE VIII. 

AT=784 ger./mm.? i= T1°- 5a 

P= 1627 gr./ame2 

| H. | 6 L102 
) | Ey 

37-1 +.0-02 
| 120-4 +.0:20 
| 404 4.028 
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6K : : : 
Thus py isasa whole very small, and increases with the 

field tending to an asymptotic value. 
’ aD 

On the other band, the calculated values of 1 from the 

magnetic elongation are decidedly greater than those obtained 
by onr direct method, as may be seen from Table IX. and 
fir. 6 in dotted lines. The difference is remarkable as well 
as Interesting. 

Tape IX. 

A= 72734 or./mm.2 

T=1627 er./mm.?2| T=3190 er./mm.? | T=4754 gr./mm.? 

FL oF 102, B10. SE 10 
; Ky Ey Ey 

10 0-9 0-6 0-4 
20 1-4 0:8 05 

70 1-7 1-0 0-9 
100 17 Te) 0:8 
200) —+7— Vl 08 | 
300 1-4 Vl 0:8 7 
350 1-4 1-0 0:8 

| 

ii.) Zungsten-Steel. Pl. 1. figs. 7 & 8. 

The elongation by magnetization increases at first rapidly, 
‘then slowly, and afterwards gradually decreases. Tension 
decreases elongation regularly. The results are tabulated as 
follows :— | 

TApiR XxX. i=: 

T=1695 gr./mm? | T2509 er. /mm.? T=38322 gr./mm.? 

H. Hs 10°, | H of L108 ihe tal - 10° 
2 ees | ee ee | ————— 

10:0 003. 90 - 0:03 95 | ° O04 
ie |. 0008 134 0-08 13°5 0-09 
194 | 060 19°5 0-64 19°5 0°57 
49. |), 189 2952 |. 1-46 25-2 1°32 
Bo |" O72 263 2-62 Ao | 9.89 

645 | 3:96 65:5 3:16 649 | 2:88 
915-2 Soe | | Ore |. eden 1 SFO LSS 
jer2 |. 372- |) 1686 | 60. | eso 3°24 
= Oa ae ee a ca 3°13 
fie | s4e Pas 1, Bae! B8I 2-92 
399 ae i | 408 BE 400 2-78 

| 

Phil, May. S$, 6. Vol. 13. No. 73. Jan. 1907. E 
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Table X. (continued). 

T= 4136 er./mm?. T5762 sr./mm 

IL. : NOS oe ! 108 
i 

82 0:04 89 0°03 

136 0-10 ara: 0:07 . 
19:1 “VO 19°3 0°44 
248 115 25°0 1:05 
42-2 2 | 42°3 1°92 
64:7 2°64 64-0 2:26 
974 2-87 949 2°46 

168-6 2-96 1660 FH 
PAG 2 §2 244 2°34 
gon 2-61 334 2°10 
AO] 2-47 397 1°93 

As in the case of Swedish iron, the change of elasticity is 
very small, gradually increasing with the field. Its amount 
does not much exceed the limit of experimental error, as 
given in Table XI. :-— 

TABLE Na. 

AT= +816 gr./mm.? t= 10°; 

T= 1692 er./mm.? T=4947 gr./mm.? | 

By | De oh 

Bi) ale oe See ae oF elie 
| Sr II | 

245 | 0-08 210 0:50 

380 O10 AAO! 2) a 

The calculated values of ia are decidedly greater than 
E 

those above given, as seen in Table XII. and the dotted 
curves in fig. 8. 
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TasLE XII. 
' (0 i oC on ms) i 

ae 1692 gr./mm., ; T=4947 gr /mm. me 

| % | | | 

EL | ne most |i Bes joe 
ul . Eu 

50 | ys O-4 
100 | 0-2 | 0-5 
200 : 0-3 | 0-6 

: Hee 3800 05 | 0-6 
: 400 | 05 | 07 

| 
t 

| Thus, in the case of iron and steel, relation (3) does not 
hold, even approximately, when the tension is small. But as 

1 the tension is increased the discrepancy becomes less. 
i 

; 
NICKEL-STEELS. 7 

(i.) 28°74 per cent. Nickel-Steel. Pl. I. figs. 9 & 10. 

ae specimen first elongates rapidly and then almost pro- 
portionally with the field. ~The effect of tension is generally 
to depress the change of length. The general feature of the 
change may be seen in the fohtows ing table and in fig. 9. 

Tannen X11. 
=10°'3. 

T=1427 gr./mm.? | T=2115 gr./mm.? T=2798 er./mm.? 

H i « 10! i. x 10! H : x 10° 

0-2 —0-01 03 —O-04 0:2 —0-01 
06 —0:05 0°6 —0:U9 06 — 0:06 
13 0715 eg | +007 Ie +013 
20 +027 ge + 0°26 ee +026 
4°1 +0°52 4-2 --O°51 5-4. +0°49 
8:9 +0°80 12°8 +0°84 15:3 +071 

26:1 S| 25:4 +1-04 26°0 +0°85 
43°9 +1:29 43°3 --1°22 43°4 +104 | 
68°3 252, 68°71 eh 68°5 +1-30 

113°6 +1:98 113-6 +1°93 1141 +174 | 
207 +2°87 206 +278 Z08 “250 || 
303 +377 3U2 +371 305 +3°57 
404 +467 404 +4-66 405 4:50 | 
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Table “XIII. (continued). 

| 

T=3487 egr./mm.* Pet Ore. mam. ° | T=4856 er./mm.? 

j ) Vb 7 

H. 5 x10. Peek eo i. "x 108 

O-4 —0:02 0-2 0-00 0:2 O-GO 
0'8 0-00 0-6 — 0-04 O-5 — 0-02 
15 AeO- tly | es +40°05 13 +40-05 
3°d +026 | 4-2 +0:20 30 +013 
SH +042 SPs: +0°3z 3-0 40:23 
ee +030, a +037 13°9 +0°29 
25'6 4-0 60 26°2 +048 2a'8 +0°39 
43:0 +077 44-2 +0°65 44°] +056 
68:1 +1:01 68:3 +0°88 687 +0°80 

110°5 +1-40 1139 +131 L141 4+ 1°24 
204 +2:28 207 +217 Oe +2:10 
299 +3:15 304 +3:03 305 +3°01 
397 +408 403 +3°93 405 +3°92 

6 
The observed values of — 

K 
rather greater than those for iron. The elasticity increases 
by magnetization in a manner similar to that of iron. An 
inconspicuous maximum is, however, observed in high fields. 
Increased tension decreases the amount of the change ; this 
makes the maximum conspicuous. The following table and 
the full lines in fig. 10 show the results of our experiment. 

are generally small, but are 

TABLE XIV. 

AT= + 688: gr./mm,” i= LOT 

| . T=1497 er./mm.? T=2798 gr./mm.? T= 4170 gr./mm 

OK jg oF 
|) =e Os : eae 4 (Co — * 102 

H. ee ish | Eq eo dale Ey 

4-1 0:07 58 0:07: 6-2 0:03 

14-4 0-34 14-7 0:25 26°4 0-12 

48°3 0-41 44-5 0-31 49-0 0-14 

113-7 0:53 113°7 0-41 112'8 0-15 

237 Odi 239 0-44 238 0:04 

391 0:48 397 0-46 418 0-00 
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The values of ae as ecaleulated from the tension effect 

on the change of length differ from the above values. rather 
considerably for slight tension; but they approach each 
other for high tension, as may ‘be seen in Table XV. and 
the dotted curves in fig. 10. Here the change of elongation 
due to tension being very small, the calculated values of 

pe are not very certain. 

TABLE XV. 

AT= +688 er./mm.? 
s 

T= 1427 gr./mm-? T=2798 gr./mm.? | T=4170 gr.jmm.* 

. ) : 5 ri | i 

| ran 0 ) OE OE | “Eterm Se He” «5 | =A0S yy OS fb 
: Ey i, | Ky / 

20 | O17 | 0:56 | a 

50 | os RGSS da tae gy...) 
oe | 

100 | 0-17 73 | 0-17 | 
| ] | 

200 | 0-19 | 0-82 | 0-15 
| | 

300 | 0:22 | 0-90 | 0:08 

400 | 0-24 | 0-97 | 0-06 

(i1.) 50°72 per cent. Nickel-Steel. . PI. IL. figs. 11, 12, 
13, & 14. | 

The change of length due to magnetization differs widely 
for different tensions. For slighter tensions, the wire 
generally elongates by magnetization, except at very weak 
fields, where it slightly contracts, a fact not observed in 
previous experiments*. The amount of the elongation 
increases, rapidly at first, and tends soon to an asymptotic 
value, as the field is increased. The increased tension 
depresses the elongation in a remarkable degree, so that 
beyond a certain tension, the change of length by magneti- 
zation changes its sign and becomes a contraction. The 
effect of tension, however, decreases uniformly with the 
increase of the tensions. The results are given in Table XVI., 
and graphically in figs. 11 and 12. 

* H. Nagaoka and K. Honda, Jour. Se. Coll. xix. Art. 11 (1903) 
KX. Honda and 8. Shimizu, zbrd. xx. Art. 6 (1905). 
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ry Ni Hf 

Papin oN T. t= 10%0 G, 

| ne 
=890 ¢gr./mm.? T=1713 gr./mm. aes 538 gr./mm.’ ‘n= =3360 gr. ieee 

Noes | ee | 

HE, Bou HH. x18, Hi. hil H. co 

02 |= 009 4 O83 | SAR y) Ome) 220;08 0-2 | _o01 
0:6) = O44. O68 (S50 0) 20a 0-7 |. 001 
1:0) | — 052.) FW re ls enous 14 | +0°12 
La | 10-06 18” SOO a Oe 32 | +043 
18 | + 066 34 (41:64; 48 | 41-57 J i 
38 | + 2:48 TA NS S6T | Oy | S238 78 0:94 
66:|+ 437) 1438 |+ 560) 149 | 43:19 | 158 1°39 

15°6 | -+ S25) | 2953) 146-901) 227 (Es 7G iano 1-62 
22:6 |+ 985 | 354 | + 7-96 | 258 | +423 | 353 1:85 
35:6 | BhV62 |. 5207 8 Ght | b2ib )-st 5a oe 2-01 
530 | +1249 | 704 1+ 884) 703 +476 | 70-4 212 
708 | 412-91 | 1082 | + 9:43 | 108-2 | +496 | 108°2 |) ogee 
1082 | +13-41 | 177-4 | + 9°70 | 1785 ) 4515 | 1780 | 236 
941 4-13-98 1.240 | 4 9-87. 242 | 45-96 | 241 ee 
306 +1410 ' 302 + 9:97 | 306 | +533 | 304.) 
390 +1420 | 386 | +1008 | 391 45:40 | 387 7 (eee 

| | 
T=4184 ey. /mm.2'T = 5003 gr./mm 
a un i 

7/P=5828 gr./mm.*/T=6652 gr./mm.? 

él . Ol 

The observed values of the change of elasticity are as 
follows. Curves are also given in fio. 14 in full lines. 

H | 
Ee . be 08 eee : <aG oe ae a < 10°.) see 7 el 

| { 

0:9 |. 008.) Gel O01, |. 402) aor 0-2 | —O01 
03 | -007 | OF  -009 | O06 —O-04 ae 
12 | —002 ; 14 |) +011 15 —010 > 10  —007 
34) +011, 45 | -O18 | 45 —020 |) 46 | [O28 
69 | :tO96 Tee SO OO h: |) 
119 | +044 | 108) OTs | 158. 60) 2 
178 | 4055 | 226 -016 357 —050 | 226 | —064 
228 | +061 | 359 | —O016 | 527 | —055 | 531 | —O83 

| 358 | +073 | 768 ) —018 | 1067 |}\—O67 | S35 =e 
| 71:2 | +083. | 1780 | —024 | 1780 | —0-73 |.1346 | —1:05 
| 180-0 |) 40°98 (262) 202m | OL eeerre 24 mea St bd 
307 +100, | 328 --0'24 | 306 —0O78 | 304 —1:14 
393 + 1:07 4390 LED | 391 097 | 3888 .| =e 
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Taste XVII. 

a O20 oF mm) b= BLS. 

T=890 gr./mm.? |T=1713 gr./mm.? T=3360 gr./mm.* T=5003 er./mm_2| 

| x be Oy) } * a v é | 3 | ck ck s i 0K e) ok ca | I. é, a ss Wl ec as A oa 

| ie Poa pee weal Bee ae aes | 
| 08 | 0-09 OT 0:05 16 | 020 £3)| 060." | 

39 | 096 41 1-08 62 O-G4 65 | 023 . | 
| Beech) ist 2S IS a eso | 
PG Boo.) 246 | IG, M45 118. | 240] , 056 

| aes | Geo | 39-2)| 472 | 407 |. 142. | 40:2) 068 
pete |) Toe | 675) 519 | 624) Ll 624 0°86 
|. 938} 805 1033) 540 1033: 166 1043| 0-99 
feo | S26) {1876 | S57. 1595.) 176 | 1610) 1-03 
271 | 839 (276 568 276 EBL) 277 LOZ, | 
338 | 865 | 386 568 386 1:89 | 387 Lis, | 

The elasticity increases by magnetization, the increase 
tending soon to an asymptotic value as the field increases. 
The etiect of tension is to decrease it decidedly. At 
T=5003 gr./mm.”*, the change is reduced to about one-sixth 
of that at [=890. 

The calculated values of 
iD - 

Ewe generally greater than 

the above values, and the difference becomes smaller, as the 
tension is increased. With a tension of about 5 kg., this 
difference almost vanishes. ‘The results are given in Table 
XVIII. and in fig. 14 with dotted lines. 

Taste XVIII. 

AT= +823 or./mm.? 

} T=890 or./mm.* T=1713e¢r./ mm.? T=3360 gr./mm.? T=5003 gr./mm.? 

} 7 on es ¥ = re ics ee eS ee —— — 

oF : ok OE 2 SE 
10° =— «102. = ces — ¥102 

- Ey < Ly Ey Hy, 

10. 3-26 3-48 131 037 | 
30 | YO 618 2°10 0-68 

100 | Ta 761 2-52 0-91 
200 6-75 8-07 2-67 bag} | 
300 | ax es 1-07 | 
400 6°86 8:19 2-80 O97 
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Gui.) 70°32 per cent. Nickel-Steel. Pl. IL. figs. 15, 16 
Pie AS; 

The change of length by magnetization resembles that for 
the former alloy, though the ean of the change is much 
smaller. Tee always decreases the elongation, the effect 
being smaller at greater tensions. Though the tension was 
increased up to 5686 gr./mm.’, we could not observe any 
indication that greater tensions would change the elongation 
into contraction. The elongation seems to toad gradually to 
zero with the increase of ie load. These 28 are seen in 
Table XIX. and figs. 15, 16, and 17. 

TaBLE XIX. 

P] 

t= 9°2. 

T=806 gr./mm,.? T= 1671 gr.mm.?,T=2476 gr./mm.2 T=3277 gr./mm.2 ; 

om y/ ; : . . 
He: | | = G08 te = OL. hie 5 & x 1G* | ae : x 10°. | 

| ) 

| —0-18 03 | —0-18 02 | —o06 | 03 | —0-09 — 

| 
oer cana — 

| 
| 

1-048 | O06 | —045 | O86 | —028 | O6 | SOE 
o 

6 
0 |—080 | O8 | —060 | 1:0 | —020 10 | O18 | 
4 14006 | 1:2 | —009 14 | 40-15 1:6 | 2O1r4 
8 | 41:23 LORE 5 Gal 7 30 | 40-47 | 
9 | 42:59 " 30 | 41-41 | | 

6-3 | 4-508 1? 4977 =325 
143 | +670 | 170 | 44-10 | 
33-0 | +768 | 34-1 | +4°738 
489 +790 | 443 4486 | 
71:2 | +803 | 666  +4-99 

+0:70 49 +083 | 
+160 | 100 | +137 | 
+2-46 172 | =a 
+301 Jo 2) ae 

+3:16 | 498 | +2519 | 
+325 | 71-2 | +996 rH CO OOH LY 

CwNwnwae 4 

~T > OD 
/ 

| i092 | +812 | 107-38 | +5:06 | 109 +333 | 1087 | +232 
1930 | +821 | 1858 +514 | 1930 | +3-42 | 191-8 | +240 | 
287 | 48:25 | 283 | +520 | 287 | +345 | 286 2-44 | 
391 | 4835 | 364 | +527 | 392 | +3-49 | 389 | 248 

| : i 

T=4081 gr./mm.2 T=4882 gr./mm* T=0686 gr./mm.? 

Pes + fay } 

| ae eg X10" ‘eat ee. = X10". H. of 108. | 

| 02. Ot ie a —0°03 02 | —00D"] 
Bits’ 99-6! ogy ae ages —013 07 —0:09 | 
eT. || OG | ee —0-08 1-0 oy 

19 +009 | 13 —0-04 1-9 +005 - 
O51) Tas 27 +018 3-6 +020 | 
45 | 2048 72 +0:53 73 +040 | 
73 | G82 16:0 +084 1620 +4064 | 

15°9 411-31 Mier jae +1:08 33-2 | +0°90 
Fo Bas 41-49 49-5 41:19 498 | +4098 
|. 72 | 4+160° + 719s 715 | +1050) 
| 109:2 +1-76 | 108 ee 109-2 +111 | 
| 1925 41°85 199-3 "} “=938 | 1925 | + eae 
(“86 | .=erss 288 -| = 1-42 287 +1:10 | 
| 392 41:93 394 +144 391 +1:24 
| | | 
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The observed change of elasticity is generally similar to 

that for 50-72 per eat. Ni, but is less in amount, as shown 

in Table XX. and in full Meee in fig. 18. 

TP ABiAG XX. 

AT= +805 er./mm-? (=97+2..C. 

E =806 gr./mm.2 T=1671 gr./mm.? T=3277 gr./mm.?/T=4882 gr./mm.2 

ins fen s < 
paeate ) 2B 102 SE 102 OE 102 H ro x id H. |p x 10. | HE Ey x 10 H E, x 10 

D7 | 014%). 07 | —008"|' 07 | +018 06 | —O01 
- 30 --1L17 26... POO. OS +005 
66) +245 53 1-92 i he Oran. i a8 0°30 
o7 307 96 25°2 10) 1-07 12-0 0-45 

19-9 13 411) 3:33 2640 5). Tegot |) Qock 0:60 
elie so 68-9 3°38 53°4 | 1420 | 527 0-68 
W06) |)» E7L. (1365 345 98°5 | 155 | 988 0-70 
W73 | 492 | 226 372 {1930 | 150° | 192-6 O70 
260 | 492 | 309 369 | 285. __| L-o7 =| 284 0-78 
sap | 492 | 388 Sit ooo || 155: fade 0-70 

t | 

ok 
The calculated alien of RH are generally greater than 

the above values, the difference being less for greater tensions, 
as seen in Table XXI. and fig. 18 with dotted lines. The 
difference almost vanishes for a tension of 3 ke. 

TasBLe XXII. 

AT= +805 er./mm.? 

| | T=806 er./mm.? T=1671 gr./mmn? T=3277 gr./mm.* _ 4882 gr. rer: zl 

| 
| 

From the above results for Be caaeeta we may ce 
that, for small tensions, the change of elasticity is considerably 
less than that calculated from the tension effect on the 

cE Sane yo nee 
| 

fe wens 
102. = Se . ~ 102. le pales 

ah Ey e by Ey ‘ | Ey 

5 4-09 2-40 0-75 0-32 
10 6°31 oe 1-00 0-45 

100 Tes 4-95 1-45 0-55 
200 | 713 4:28 1:37 9°55 
300 | 715 4°29 1°45 0:33 

' ‘magnetic change of length. But the difference between the 
is, becomes tess and leas as the tension is increased, almost 

vanishing for great tensions. 
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(b) Measure:nent of the Coeffictent of Elasticity. 

ah . OE 
Since it was necessary, in the calculation of 47, to know 

the coefficient of elasticity in no field, a special arrangement 
was devised for this purpose. 

Referring to fig. 2, m is the specimen, at the ends of which 
brass rods of moderate diameter are brazed. The upper rod 

Fig.-2. 

is clamped to the tripod A resting on a rigid wooden frame. 
To the lower red is attached a flexible cord, which, passing 
through the interspace between the grooves of two friction- 
wheels P fixed to a stand, carries the scale-pan for the 
weight W. Near the upper and lower ends the specimen 
chee the horizontal axes, carrying two mirrors M and M’ 
respectively. The axes are so pivoted at their ends that they 
rotate with almost no friction. S is a vertical glass scale 
illuminated from behind; its image formed by successive 
reflexions in M and M!’ is observed by a telescope T. If the 
load on the pan causes the elongations 8/' and 8! respectively 
at M and M, the rotations of the axes are given by 

I/ ol 
= and — 4 

where 7 is the common thickness of the two axes. Again, 
“¢ / 
if n’ and n be the deflexions of the scale due to separate 
rotations $’ and ¢ respectively, we have 
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/ 

Ce x and p= a 
2(d+u 

where d=M'S and a=MM’. The actual deflexion observed 
I 

IS S10 — 8 « 

Nom (28 1/60) 
ters f ia n (he eG 1 

aes oer, 1+ | ; he Al , 
In our experiments 

d—p24°5 one) aw=6or03 cm, *7=0'7T99 mm., 
ated)" 

—= (01054. 
a i 

5 * : 0 
Since 2’ was very small compared with s, and — appears 

ro) 

as a small correction, it was sufficient for our purposes to 
determine »' roughly only once for a specimen throughout 
the sets of observations. This was easily done by directing 
the telescope to M’ and reading off the deflexion. Usually 
n’ did not exceed 7 divisions of the scale, while s was greater 
than 90 divisions. — 

To prevent shocks by loading, the face of the initial weight 
was covered with a mat of cotton wool. The wire to be 
tested was surrounded by a tube of paper to prevent 
disturbance due to air-currents. 

Denoting the weight, by which the elongation 6/—6l' is 
produced, by P, we have for the coefficient of elasticity 

er 

x 

Ee yor 
ah 

where A is the section of the wire. P in our experiments 
was 100 grams, which gave a deflexion of more than 90 
divisions of the scale. ‘To test the working of the present 
apparatus, weights of 10, 50 and 100 grams were used with 
the following results :— 

ab : AINE Tape XXEf. t= 19° G. 

Weight. Tungsten-Steel. | Nickel. 28-74 per cent. Ni. 

er. div. div. | div 
ty) j Y7 9°] 9-2 

) a0 45:1 473 [ 46°3 
100 96-2 96°0 | 92°9 
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Thus the proportionality is nearly satisfied up to 100 grams ; 
this also shows that the friction at different parts of the 
arrangement is negligibly small. 

The coefficient of elasticity differed slightly for different 
initial tensions, and moreover underwent more or 
hysteresis due to the previous load. 

less 

In our experiments, the 
weights were varied from 1 to 7 kilograms, and then again 
down to 1 kilogram. 

following table :— 

Tape ROTTS. 

The results are tabulated in the 

i= 19a 

Pure Nickel. ‘Commercial Nickel. Swedish Iron. Tungsten-Steel. 

= See _ {SS =I} : ae Sn ee es, 

| | | 3 | { 
er./mm2 EX1072”. gr./mm2 EX 10") gr./mim.? HX los gr./mm.? EX 160" 

| | | : | 
pee ey eee ee ee ee eee ee 

1599 1-708 1376 1818 1689 1°802 1758 | 1:928 
3080 1-760 2651 1-972 o294 1-883 3386 | 1:938 
4557 1835 3923 2-049 4815. | 1:916 501L |) aa 
6040 1°854. 5199 2-125 6380 1947 6640 | 1955 
(D220 1867 6477 2-1 5a 7947 1-955 8:72 | 1949 | 
9003 | 1687 | 7750 | 2193-| OAll | 1-962 "| 9900 ines 

10480 1-902 9023 ACS 11700 i968 11523 | 1°945 
7523 1-888 te wis 7947 1°935 82i2. 1) eae 
4557 1851 5199 2°146 4815 1919 5011 "|. 1938 
1599 leraayy) 1376 1851 1689 1-788 1758 | 1914. | 

| 

28°74 per cent. Ni. 50°72 per cent. Ni. 79°32 per cent. Ni. 

Sut <e | ee i +12 9 x —12 er./mm2 ,; EX1l07™, erm? |b x LO rie gr./mm2"| EXKIOGeS 
| | a a | | 

i480 ) 1-570 1780 1376 1500 1866 
2250:\\ ii 1619 re a a a 
4220 | 1643 5070 1551 4260 1:982 
5600 | 1°667 aad a8 . es 
6970 / 1677 8370 1-621 7030 1:996 
8340 1°693 Lae = | coe a 
9710 Loz 11650 1-619 9800 | 1-992 
6970 1-675 8370 1-567 | 7030 1926 
4220 1666 5070 1548 =| = 4260 1-961 
1480 1-591 1780 LST. 1500. 1-864 

The mean curves corresponding to these numbers are given 
in Pl. 11. figs. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. They are drawn 
on avery exaggerated scale. They show distinct hysteresis ; in 
three of them, the ascending branch lies below the descending 
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one, while in the others the case is reversed. In commercial 
nickel, the increase of elasticity is the greatest; in tungsten 
steel it is the least. In 50°72 per cent. Ni and 70°32 per 
cent. Ni, the elasticity seems to attain a vague maximum at 
a high tension. SE 

In the calculation of ai for different tensions, the values 

‘of E for corresponding tensions were employed. This was 
absolutely necessary, since for different tensions, EK changed 
more than 10 per cent. in many of the specimens. 

(c) Comparison of the Results with those obtained 
by the flexure Method. 

In a previous paper by Messrs. S. Shimizu, 8. Kusakabe, 
and one of us, the change of elasticity of magnetic bars as 
determined by the flexure method is given. It is highly 
interesting to compare the results with those obtained by our 
elongation method. 

In the fiexure method, we observed a slight change of 
flexure by magnetization when there was no suspended 
weight ; this perhaps arises from the initial bending of the 
specimen due to itsown weight. In subsequent experiments 
of the kind, it was thought preferable to subtract this initial 
change of flexure from that of flexure due to a suspended 
load. We have therefore recalculated the former results, as 
shown in Table XXIV. and in Pl. IIT. figs. 26, 27, and 28. 

Tapin XXIV: 

Sojt Lron. | Nickel. 

| : 
| 50s ar- P2540 :er. || T=183 er. ~ T=727 er. 

OE e cH (OL oF 
x 102 = 10% ) < 102. | ra 2 

H Eq H Ky H By | W Ky 

1¢8  —003 | 201 | +0-26 105 | —022 | 100 | —o-19 
ptf EO b60"| 26-9 1+ Os IGS | —O79. | 16-7.) 0-72 
eo 0-077 il 33°90, 0:76 24-3 | —0-96 | 21:9| —0-95 
| 362° +089 | 529); +091 345. —152 ‘| 26-41 —0-98 
| 59-0 +1-01 694+: +097 | | 48:1 | —053 39°6 | —0-75 
1133-4 +1:04 |129:0| +0-99 68:2 | +011 | 682] +0-08 
| 231 +104 212 +1:00 | H 117-3 | +1°35 
291 41:04 | 290 +i:92 | | 240 +264 |218 2:57 
383 +104 398 | +107 | /376 453-01 * 877 43:16 
| ) 496 4-329 | 492 43:25 
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Table XXIV. (continued). 

Tungsten- Steel. 

T=439 er. = 1020 gr. T=1810gE 

OE Bis OE | oe | 
fs cenit aA eae | eee alia: SCTE ce [ONES ae ae B, | 

140 |; +001 | haya —O0-0] 18:2 | _0-04 

194 | —0:0% 18-2 —0-03 20°5 —0-08 
2g OMe) ae 0:07 23:0 0:07 
254 | —OUB |. 256 ~ 003 38-4 +134 
366) pet UN 808 7 oreD 565 «| | (41-48 
638°1 | = +1°89 : 4g lit, pede MO |. jet aa 
99 |. $202 | 685 | +1Ry | + 148 0) 

270 aece Sk 204 | es | B86 +9706) 4 
387 | +199 348 | +161 361 +169 
486 +2°10 472 | +178 460 | «tego 

wD) 
In the Pee results, the value of a depended consider- 

ably on the suspended weight ; but in our recalculated results 
it was only slightly affected by the weight, except in the 
ease of nickel in weak fields, where its initial decrease was 
considerably reduced. 

For Swedish iron and tungsten-steel, the results somewhat 
resemble those of the present experiments deduced from the 
magnetic elongation. But they are several times greater as 
compared with the results of the direct experiment. In 
nickel, the course of the curve is considerably different from 
that ae the present experiments ; its form is, however, very 
interesting, if we consider it im connexion with that of the 

curve Ze to H. Jt is here to be noticed that as regards 

magnetic quality, the specimen in the present experiments 
was very different from that used in the former exveriments, 

so that the quantitative comparison of the two results is of 
little value. 

§ 3. EXPERIMENTS ON THE CHANGE oF RigIpiry 
BY MAGNETIZATION. 

(a) Measurement of the Change of Rigidity by the 
Oscillation Method. 

One of our Sd era consisted in giving torsional oscillation 
to the wires magnetized with digieeeni fells and calculating 
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the coefficient of rigidity for different fields from the periods 
of oscillation. The wires tested were the same as those used 
in the above experiment for the change of elasticity. The 
wire was hung vertically in the field of the magnetizing coils 
used in the previous experiment. Its upper end was brazed 
to a rigid brass rod, which was clamped to the frame above. 

To the lower end a similar rod was brazed, to which the 
oscillating weights were fixed. In order to sufficiently 
diminish the disturbance due to the resistance of air, 
Foucault currents &c., the period of oscillation was made 
very long by using a weight with considerable moment of 
inertia. A rectangular brass bar (42°80 x 0°895 x 1946 cm.’) 
was fixed horizontally to the lower end of the lower rod, at 
its middle point. Two equal cylindrical weights (each 657 gr.) 
made of lead could be fixed symmetrically on the bar at any 
desired distance from the middle. Besides, two equal 
cylindrical weights (1671 and 1640 gr.) of lead could be put 
on the bar with their axes coinciding with that of the rod. 
Suitable combinations of these different weights enabled us 
to adjust the periods of oscillations for different tensions to 
convenient values. A light mirror was fixed to the lower 
rod. The image of a horizontal scale placed in front of the 

arrangement was observed with a telescope in the usual 
manner. 

To start the torsional oscillation of the wire, a lead tube 
was directel to one end of the horizontal bar. The tube 
going to the observer was held by his hand; the oscillation 
was started by blowing through the tube, while observing 
through the telescope. The amplitude of the oscillation 
could be increased or diminished at will, by blowing with 
suitable force on the bar in a suitable phase of its oscillation. 
In this way, the equality of the amplitude could easily be 
effected within 1 mm. of the scale. It was usually 5 cm. 
with a seale distance of 1°46 m., which corresponds to an 
amplitude of about 1°. 

It was necessary to protect the oscillating system from 
disturbance due to air-currents. 

Our procedure was as follows :—The wire to be tested was 
first demagnetized by reversals, the zero of the scale set to 
the position of equilibrium ; a field was applied, and then 
oscillation started. Care was taken to adjust the amplitude 
for different fields so as to make them as equal as possible, 
in order that in the comparison of periods for different fields, 
the effects of amplitudes might be neglected. One of the 
observers signalled at each complete oscillation, while the 
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other recorded the time by a mean-time chronometer: 
According to the usual method of time-observation, 60, 
consecutive oscillations were employed for the determination 
of its period. The first and the last 10 were signalled and 
recorded ; we thus obtained 10 sets of time records for 50 
complete oscillations. The mean of these observations gave 
the period of oscillation, which usually ranged from 4 to 20 
seconds. Its value may be considered accurate to —— i000 of a 
second. ‘These processes were repeated for a series of 
successively increasing fields, the demagnetization being 
of course effected before each experiment. After a series of 
observations was taken, the experiment at no field was 
again repeated, and we usually found the result fairly 
u nehang ced, 

Since the magnetizing coil was waterjacketed, the heating- 
effect was inappreciable. The magnetizing current was 
measured both before and after each experiment, and the 
mean was taken. The current remained fairly constant 
during each experiment, except in a few cases. 

Though the period of oscillation was long and the oscillating 
Ww eights were moderately distant from the lower end of the 
coil, it was necessary “to determine experimentally the 
retarding effect of the Foucault currents, which was liable to 
be produced in the system vibrating in the magnetic field. 
For this purpose, a copper wire of the same size as the 
specimen was oscillated in a number of fields and the 
corresponding periods were determined. We found that for 
the periods used in our experiments, the effect was negligibly 
small. Logarithmic decrements for different fields were. also 
determined; but generally no appreciable change was ob- 
served. In some of the magnetic wires, the damping of the 
oscillation was found to become slightly faster as the field 
was increased. Butthe change of the logarithmic decrement 
was too small to sensibly affect the period of oscillation, when 
referred to the equation | 

=T,(1+"9 mat 

where T is the actual period of oscillation, Ty that for no 
damping, and « the logarithmic decrement. This agrees 
with the results * by Ienaz Klemenéié and H. Tomlinson 
for iron. 

* Tonaz Klemencic, Wren. Ber. 1xxviii. 7 Nov. 1878, p. 8; H. Tomlin- 
son, Proc. Roy. Soe. xl. p. 447; Phil. Trade clxxix. p. T ges 8). 

7, 

as a 

Se 
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The values of rigidity at no field were calculated from the 
period of oscillation for the bar only, whose moment of 
inertia was known from its dimensions. 

In the oscillation method the right order of applying the 
twist and the field was followed. Since the oscillation was 
very slow, the value of the rigidity thus determined may 
properly be considered to be the statical value. The results 
of experiments are as follows :— 

Wicker Pl. TN. ig. 29. 

TABLE XXV. 

Ko=0°96 x 10”. i= 14°°-7 C. 

nan158 er./mm2/T=3410 er./mm.2 T6215 er./mm.2 | T=9075 gr./mm.>| 
: 

| 
/ ) 

| sk 5K | aK 5K 
i SUE. ere SL: | nee ey SNe = AGP: 

ee | Ba tees’ Ky se Ku / Ne 

OE Se ee ae ae a ) | | | 

39 | —021 | 39) —010 41 —000 | 

10-5 | —161 | 102 | —0-25 120 | —0-10 ES 4 S601 

| 

| | | 
a —421 | 241) —151 | 24-1 | —O34 | 241] —0-08 | 

| | 
| 

46-9 | —680 | 482) —5:82 | 479} —1:87 | 477 | —O67 

732 —680 | 78 — 8-65 | 780 | 511 176 | —2-04 

1170 | —592 /1162) -855 |1165 | —914 |1237 | —5-06 

190 | —333 | 189 | —658 |190 | —922 |196 | —857 

276 | —0-43 |297 | —286 |976 | —6-93 = 8:59 

406 | +212 |390 | —062 401 | —321 |382 | —635 
| | 

Among ferromagnetic metals tested, nickel undergoes the 
greatest change of rigidity and shows the most remarkable 
feature as regards the effect of tension. [or small tensions, 
the rigidity at first decreases rapidly and after passing 
through a minimum increases slowly with the field. Ina 
certain field the change is zero, beyond which there is an 
increase. As the tension is increased, the change becomes 
less for low fields, but greater for higher fields ; the maximum 
change occurs in a higher field, and its amount increases up 
to a certain tension, and then slowly decreases. The point 
of no change shifts toward higher fields, as the tension 
increases. 

Phil. May. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 73. Jan. 1907. Fr 
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Swedish Iron and Tungsten-Steel. Pl. IIT. figs. 30 & 31. 

TABLE XXVI. 

Swedish Iron. Tungsten-Steel. 

K,=0°756 x 10%. t=14°-6C. K,)=0°608 x 10%. += 14°00. 

T=3113 er./mm.2 T=3240 gr./mm.2 

| 
6K | éK ase 2 = 2 

H. x, * 10°. | H. K, x 102. 

24°5 —0:03 | 24-2 — 0°03 
74-4 +015 72:1 +0:00 

146:2 +0°40 162-7 +0:02 
280 +0°28 Be ee 
385 +0°25 403 +012 

The rigidity of Swedish iron slightly decreases in weak 
fields, but generally increases by magnetization. The amount 
of increase becomes greater and then slowly decreases with 
the field. The change of rigidity of tungsten-steel is very 
small; it slightly decreases at first, and then steadily 
increases with the field. Both of these specimens are 
characterized by the smallness of the change of rigidity as 
well as that of elasticity. By a similar method, H. Tomlinson * 
found that for a moderate field the change of rigidity of an 
annealed iron wire is insensibly small. 

Nickel-Steels. Pl. IIT. figs. 32, 33, & 34. 

TaBLE XX VII. 

28°74 per cent. i. )K,—0'013 x 107, i=1545an 

T=928 egr./mm.? T=1806 gr.mm.2 T=4096 gr./mm.? 

OK ee cae aK tae! 
i. | Ki oe 36 | a Sey Tee ka 

eo) 0-03 62 | 006 
12:2 0:29 12:0 0-25 118 0°13 
43:0 0-43 47-9 0°34 43°] 0°29 
Wear 0°53 116°9 0:42 1163 O34 
206 0:54 204 0-44 204 | 0°35 
303 0°53 301 0°44 300° =|) “Ome 
409 0°48 406 0:46 405 0°38 

* HH. 'Tonlinson, loc. cit. 

_ 
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Table X XVII. (continued). 

50°72 per cent. Ni. Ky=0°365 x 10”. pt SC. 

| 

~Se er./mm.? T=3277 er./mm.?|T=5974 gr./min.2|T =8725.gr./mm. 

Rane te OR Res BG y\3 Fs 

40 —0-60 38 —028 38 —037 38 | —0°22 
792 —023 78 | +0°28 77 | —0:28 8:0 | —059 

164 +1:24 LON a AS at BOT) ae02ee 158 | +051 
329 | +5:17 330 +303 326 +141 31-2 | +1°05 
580 | +473 | 568| 4414 | 568 42931 | 549] 41-75 

121-0 | +601 41173, +4544 (1173 |) +346 |1166 | +2-58 
196 +673 | 205 +6:06 | 202 +407 |204 | 43:24 

| 283 +712 | 278 +657 | 288 +424 | 290 +3°42 
| 387. | 47:16 |379 | 4692 |386 +464 |394 | +360 

Maras wer cents Ni.” K=0°640 x10". £=16"5'C. 

T=1086 gr./mm.? T=3198 gr./mm.?/T=5828 gr./mm.?/T=8510 gr./mm.? | ) 
2 ee 

(OK | 0K ok OK 
Balle z= X 10? ae Me Hau elOr. 

H. Ky " H. Ky | H. Ky H. Ky zt 

go | —1 18 19 | —002 | 24 | —023 2-3 | —0°60 
52 | —086 3°3 | +025 59 | +0:09 60 | —0-40 
ce |'—024 62 | +097 te Abe “te ee 
156 | +172 | 129 | +1°99 | 11-7 | +064 | 113 | -—0-12 
241 | +3:00 vee | wee > | S42. 1.4150 | 245 | 40:44 
480 | +464 | 463 | +417 | 47-7 | +222 | 486 | +1:00 
fe oll | oe eo | ioe E20 | 66D | 4 
1162 +596 1632 45°50 | 167-0 | +3:27 me 4. 
204 | +633 | 238 | +567 | 241 +349 | 208 | 42-01 
3007 | +643 316 | +579 | 301 +355 | 306 | +214 
394: +655 | 401 | +586 | 410 +364 | 414 = +2:08 

In general features, the change of rigidity is similar for 
the three specimens. Magnetization generally increases the 
rigidity ; the change increases rapidly with the field and 
soon tends to asymptotic values. The effect of tension is 
invariably to diminish the change of rigidity. The last two 
specimens, which in weak fields display a slight decrease of 
rigidity, resemble each other not only in their general 
behaviour, but also in the amount of their change. In 
28°74 per cent. Ni, the amount of the change is much less 
than that for the others. It is to be noticed that the general 
aspect of the change of rigidity resembles that of the change 
of elasticity. 

K2 
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(b) Measurement of the Change of Rigidity by 
Barus’s method.. 

The same specimens, on the other hand, were tested by the 
differential method used by Barus *, in which the wires were 
first twisted and then magnetized. In our experiments, 
instead of the magnetic wire, a copper one was used for the 
compensation of the twist at no field, in order to avoid any 
ambiguity caused by the magnetization of the compensating 
wire. The specimens were cut from the previous samples 
into about one-third of their lengths. The copper wire was 
so chosen that its total twist for a given couple was nearly 
equal to that of the magnetic specimen to be tested. The 
two wires were connected in the same line by a copper rod of 
moderate diameter with a small mirror attached to it, and 
hung vertically from a torsion circle. The lower end of the 
specimen was also rigidly connected to another copper rod. 
To this rod, a rigid pin was perpendicularly fixed, the ends 
of which slid in the vertical grooves cut on the inside of a 
flat hollow cylinder at the centre of the lower torsion circle. 
In this way, the tension applied to the pan hanging on the 
lower end of the lower copper rod was transmitted inde- 
pendently of the twist. The upper and lower ends of this 
connected system could therefore be twisted to any desired 
amount by means of the torsion circles, while the tension was 
constantly acting on the wire. A magnetizing coil, whose 
length was 30 cm. and 47n=879°7, was placed co-axially 
with the lower wire, which was, in our case, the specimen to 
be tested. The coil had a small resistance of 0°60, so that 
the effect of heating was negligibly small, though the water- 
jacketed arrangement was dispensed with. A long scale 
distance of 6°797 m. was used to increase the sensitiveness 
of the arrangement. The sensitiveness was such that a 
deflexion of 1 scale-division corresponded to a change of total 
twist of 15'2. 

To stop the vibration of the mirror, a short brass wire was 
fixed horizontally to the vertical copper rod a little below the 
reflecting mirror and bent downward. Just below it,a small 
mercury cup was placed, into which the wire dipped. 

Our method of observation was as follows :—First the 
torsion circles were adjusted so that the magnetic field 
produced no deflexion of the mirror. The readings of both 
circles for this position corresponded to those of the untwisted 
state of the wire. Next the lower circle was twisted by @ 

* Barus, loc. cot. 
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and then the upper circle was twisted in the opposite sense, 
until the mirror regained its original position for no field. 
Let the angle through which the upper circle was twisted be 
denoted by 6’; 6’ was nearly equal to 6. After demagneti- 
zation by reversals, the mirror usually turned through a small 
angle ; but the amount of the rotation was usually so small 
that we could leave it out of account. Different fields were 
successively applied and corresponding deflexions were read 
off. Next the twist was increased and the procedure repeated. 

The experiments were made also for different tensions. 
Before increasing the tension, the wire was untwisted to the 
original state of no twist, after passing through a cyclic twist 
of gradually decreasing amplitude about the position of no 
twist. This procedure was always necessary to restore the 
wire to the state of no twist, since the simple untwisting 
usually left a residual deflexion. 

If the couples required to give unit twist to the two wires 
be 7 and 7’ respectively, we have 

c= rT 7 

if the angular deflexion of the mirror due to magnetization 
be 60, and 67 the increment of Tt, we have 

Ty=T+6r and (7+67)(@—866) =7'(0'+60) 
or 

T,(0—86) =7'(0'+80) and 67(0—68)=60(7'-+7) ; 

hence by division, we get 
- 

Sr 8O(rte) (145) 
Gert e (G.-eb).i eb oo 

or dK S: 60(6+ 6) 

Ky, ~ 66° +80). 

where K is the rigidity of the specimen, and 6K its change 

due to magnetization. If — be neglected, we have 
7) 

6K 60 6 
ie g(t a). 

If the change were greater than 1 per cent., the first equation 
was used, and if it were less, the second equation was 
employed. 
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The results of experiments are as follows :— 

Nickel. Pl. ILI, fig. 35. 

TABLE XXVIII. 

2 oe i(=2)>-088 

T=1022 gr.mm.? | 'T=8096 gr-/mm.? T=—5465 gr./mm? 

ep wone | | 3K éK ee 10? | = x10 — 102 Ha Ke H. Ke H. K,, * 

$3 + 083 4-9 iL oef |) ge + 0:34 
13-9 — 0-24 9-7 ea ae lS: + 0:30 
23-3 — 937 18-7 + 0:00 21-5 — 0:30 
43-7 E34 43-0 — 881 26-4 — 1:26 
86°8 — 0-41 854 ~ 10:04 49-4 | — 700 

1256 4 2-45 123-4 — 684 85:3 17°33 
145'8 4358 | 1432 — 537. ' |) 1986 1521 
207 +639 | 204-4 — 143 | 1742 —10°45 
311 4917 | 304 4.253 | 305 — 2-90 
44] 1-00; Wy 432 4+ 518 | 482 + 0-43 

Go. 0 

| T=1022 er./mm.? T=3096 gr./mm.? T=5465 gr./mm.2 

éK | | 6K | 6K 
= AOE == tO: = «102 H. Ky | sie Kae H: Ks 

ee ee Sak 5 Se | | reales Bee 

62 | + 068 4-0 +.0°67 56 + 0:08 
13 | — 008 8-8 41:39 101 4+ 012 
196 A154) as —048 | 15-4 — 031 
42'8 _ 214 26°9 —487 | 2Q7-1 — 3:05 
86°3 — 0:00 43-3 ~7-94 | 428 ~ 787 
1242 | +4 218 86-2 —733 | 857 ~1351 
1458 | +327 | 1436 384 | 1938 —11-95 
208 +568 | 907 —0-70 W742 — 853 
310 4+ 826 | 309 42°76 306 — 225 
439 41006 | 438 +538 | 432 + 076 

In nickel, the change of rigidity and the effect of tension 
are very remarkable. Under small tension, the rigidity first 
increases slightly, then decreases rapidly as the field is 
increased, attains a minimum and gradually increases, till in 
a certain field it recovers its initial value. As the field is 
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further increased, the rigidity increases by magnetization. 
If the tension is increased, the field corresponding to the 
maximum decrease moves towards higher fields, and the 
amount of decrease is remarkably increased. Tensions here 
used were so adjusted as to be nearly equal to those in the 
oscillation method. The effect of the amplitude of twist was 
to diminish the change of rigidity in its absolute amount. 

Comparing the above results with those of the oscillation 
method, we notice that with weak tensions, the curve of the 
change of rigidity as given by Barus’s method lies consider- 
ably above the curve of the change by the oscillation method, 
and that with greater tensions the contrary is the case. 

Swedish Iron and Tungsten Steel. Pl. ILI. figs. 36 & 37. 

TABLE X XIX. 

Swedish Iron. Tungsten-Steel, 

P=3271 gr.jfmm2 ¢=20°-0C. P=3405 sx:/mm.2 ¢é=20°1-C. 

| | | 
@=2°5. | 0=5°-0. p40. A e820 

| 

oki. | ene x |3K 
-- x 102,| eh = X10. ee 102. 

H Ky i ber H Li | H. Kn” 

44 0:32 39 O19 136 000 | 126 | 0-00 
105 ~=—-:1-00 102 | 101 21:8 0-08 | 183 | 0-07 
200 1:36 165 | 1:27 hice al ied Ug © a bee am 
426 1-88 2 151 | 460 | 020 | 447 | O21 | 
755 26220 42-21-81 ers, |) 080: ) 769" 030. | 

123-1 | 235 | 7535 | 2:06 | 1341 | O38 | 1238 | O88 | 
1740 | 251° | 171-4 | 2:34 | 1729 | 040 | 1722 | 0-41 | 
306 256 301 2-49 304 045 | 300 | 0-49 
434 267 | 428 | 251 429 O51 | 425 | O52 | 

Thus the rigidity of these metals always increases with the 
field; the change for Swedish iron is tolerably large; but 
for tungsten-steel it is very small. As to the effect of 
amplitude of twist, it is slightly to diminish the change in 
Swedish iron, but is almost insensible in tungsten-steel. 
The change of rigidity obtained by Barus’s method is several 
times greater than that by the oscillation method. Thus, in 
the case of ferromagnetic metals, relation (3) does not hold 
even approximately. 
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24:74 per cent. Nickel. 

TABLE XXX. 

PLOYY ie. oe: 

t=21°°2. 

T=948 gr./mm.? T=1768 gr./mm.? T=4240 gr./mm? 

Q=2°°5 6=3°5 @=3°°5 

AKG , 6K é ) 
126g K, x 102 Ht IG « 102 Hf. i x 102 

3:4 0-08 3:3 Oya ola O11 

10°5 0-31 9°5 0:25 10°3 0-23 

23:0 0:42 20:5 0-41 19-7 0:30 
ie 

861 0-56 42°7 0:45 429 0:34 

145-0 0-61 8355 0-45 86" 0:40 

142°1 0-45 145-4 0-41 

307 0-56 307 0-48 311 U4] 

434 056 . 437 048 | 441 0-41 
| 

0=7°5. @=7°5 — 795 

3-9 0-09 3:8 0-09 3°8 012 

9-9 0-24 9:3 0-22 10°8 0-21 

21-4 0:34 19-0 0-31 20'6 0-28 

43-2 0-41 42:9 0-40 23:8 0-31 

124-9 0:45 83:5 0-42 84-6 0:35 
pit 

206 0-45 143-0 0:42 1439 0:36 

310 0-46 307 0-44 309 0:36 

436 0-46 436 0-44. 436 0:36 
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50°72 per cent. Nickel-Steel. Pl. IV. fig. 39. 

TABLE XXXI. 
#=19°:0 C. 

| T=1136 er./mm.? | T=38445 er./mm.? | T=6084 gr./mm.? 

| 9—20-5 | @=2°°5. | Q=2°°5, 

| | 3K 5K | 8K 
| qe . K, X10 ik | K x 107 H : | ete 

a DDR | Boy Saran F074 pire: 

| 3-2 See fy epi). Oe 3-0 0-03 
fers | 132 | BS | 1:27 ele il BS 

141 293 | 146 | 2-31 ee |, F286 
226 4°35 | 22-9 333 | 229 | 2-08 

35°3 5:87 35°6 | 445 | 35S 2:89 

BED TS GOb-. | 493 5-24 49-9 3:59 
696 | ~ 7-90 69°1 | 6-00 69-8 4:23 
94-1 | 3-66 93-8 | 6-62 94-1 479 

| i327 | 942 133-4 7:26 1327 5:80 
| 202 | 1006 | 203 7:84 203 5-90 

302: 10°52 308 8-23 303 6:30 
| 430 10:83 | 429 8-51 499 | GBT 

| 0=5°V) | oa 

31 0°52 3:2 0:23 
7-0 135 | 74 1-05 

14-2 2-93 13-9 217 
29-3 4:27 22-7 3-28 
34-9 5:70 35:2 4:36 

| 490 677 49°5 | 517 
689 771 696 5:97 

938 851 94-1 6-60 

| 182-3 9-17 133-4 7:20 
202 9:87 203 7:83 

| 8:27 

I 
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70°32 per cent. Nickel-Steel. Pl. IV. fig. 40. 

Taste XXXII. (9 

_ T=1109 gr./mm? T=3361 gr./mm? T=5936 gr./mm.? | 

aT (OP 6=2° 6b. O=27 on. 

ok OK : oK 
ig! K,, * 10? Ht K, 107: H Ky x 102 

| 3°8 0:06 3°0 0:26 32 0:07 
ne 67 0:97 Lt 0:97 

ian 2:20 15°5 2°33 eel 1-72 
23°2 4-44 23°5 316 22°9 1-92 
39°8 570 39°7 3°92 34:7 2°41 

| | 50°3 4°48 48-9 2°92 
64:1 69" 7° Go:2 4°95 68:9 3°32 
85°7 CHE 93°38 5°35 93 3°64 

150-2 819 13271 5°69 131-9 4:00 
248 8:60 202 6°03 202 4:28 

| 342 8°69 303 6°25 303 4°54 
_ 432 883 | 430 634 433 4°61 

| 0=5°°3 p= pal 0=5°-05 

4:5 0-5 33 0:37 27 017 
“a sl 78 Lets 9-2 0°82 

ee OF | 2:18 158 2°26 18-0 1:50 
ie tr pout 3°69 22°8 2°90 23°5 183 

39°8 5:02 34°2 3°64 34:8 2°32 
oes si 48:5 4:23 49:1 2°80 

57-9 a77 68:9 4-70 69°6 317 
| 93:8 6°55 93°8 5°06 9471 3°48 
e320 6°94 1316 5°39 132°7 3°80 

205 7:28 202 571 202 411 
304 753 302 5°94 298 4°30 
432 767 431 6:05 429 4:43 

Thus the change of rigidity in these nickel-steels is similar, 
in its general aspect, to that given by the oscillation method. 
In 50°72 per cent. Ni and 70°32 per cent. Ni, however, the 
small initial decrease of rigidity is not observed. Increased 
twist diminishes the change of rigidity; increased tension 
affects the change in a similar manner but in a greater 
degree. The change as given by Barus’s method is generally 
greater than that by the oscillation method. The difference 
becomes less as the tension is increased. In 28°74 per cent. 
Ni, the results by the two different methods fairly agree, 
and the agreement becomes closer with increased tension. 
Thus, also in these alloys, relation (3) is not generally satis- 
fied, except in 28°74 per cent. Ni. The difference, however, 
becomes less as the tension is increased. 
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(a) Measurement of the Change of Rigidity by 
ordinary method. 

In a paper by Messrs. 8. Shimizu, 8. Kusakabe, and one 
ot us *, the change of rigidity of ferromagnetic bars is given, 
having been determined by first applying the torsion and 
then the magnetic field. To investigate whether the results 

_ are the same or not, if the order of applying the torsion and 
the field is reversed, the same arrangement was used as that 
employed in the experiment above cited. The essential parts 
of the arrangement remained unchanged, except for the 

mirror system. The rotating 
cylinder, to which the mirror 
was fixed, was supported 
horizontally by means of two 
very weak spiral springs (s s) 
attached to the sides of a 
carriage (c) similar to that 
used in our measurement of 
the change of elasticity. To 
the carriage was rigidly 
fixed a horizontal axis, the 
conical ends of which fitted 
to agate cups on the arms of 
a Y-shaped bar (a). This 

bar could be adjusted to any desired position, such that the 
axis of the mirror would be pressed by the plane side of the 
carriage perpendicularly on a point of the circumference of 
the torsion wheel (t) rigidly fixed to the specimen. To adjust 
the pressure properly, a sliding weight (>) was put on a pin (p) 
protruding from the carriage. 

Two vertical scales 30 cm. long were erected at a horizontal 
distance of 6°45 m. in front of the mirror in the same vertical 
line; one at the same height as the mirror, and the other 
about one metre above it. The image of the scales was 
observed with a telescope at the same height as the mirror. 
An initial couple was applied and the mirror was so adjusted 
that the image of the lower scale was observable with the 
telescope. A suitable weight was then chosen for giving an 
additional couple, which twisted the rod to such an extent 
that by the consequent rotation of the mirror, the image of 
the upper scale just appeared in the field of the telescope. 
This weight was 500 gr. ‘The readings of the two scales, 
corresponding to the removal and to the addition of the 
additional weight, were taken. When properly adjusted, 
their difference was fairly constant for repeated observations ; 
the mean of several observations was always taken as the 

* K. Honda, S. Shimizu, and 8. Kusakabe, doc. cit. 
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deflexion due to the weight. Next, a field was applied and 
the procedure repeated ; in this way, we obtained the values 
of deflexions corresponding to the different fields, the 
demagnetization being, of course, carefully made before each 
experiment. The difference of the deflexions in a certain 
field and in no field gives the change of rigidity. 

The sensitiveness of the present arrangement was such 
that a deflexion of 1 mm. of the scale reading corresponded 
to a twist of 764 x10-% per cm. of the specimen. The 
specimens tested in the present experiments were those used 
in the previous experiments above quoted, and had the 
following dimensions :— 

Metals. Diameter. Length. Rigidity. 

eoft iron... 0°986 em. 20°43 em. 92 xg 

Mickel... 1°115 cm. 21-42 em. T4110 

On the other hand, the determination of the change of 
rigidity by the ordinary method of first applying the couple 
and then the magnetizing field was always made, and the 
results obtained by the two different methods were compared. 
The magnetizing coil was the same as that used in the 
last experiment, so that the heating effect due to the magne- 
tizing current was negligibly small. 

In using the present arrangement, all necessary precautions 
were taken, which were referred to in the paper above quoted. 
The results are given in the following :— 

Nickel. Pl. IV. figs. 41 & 42. 

TaBLE X XXIII. i= 14" es 

N=7-00x 108. N=14-09 x 106. N=21-27x10. | 
| Q=12'"83. 0=25'"83. =38'-98 

| OK’ ; oK’ : OK’ ‘ 
| H iG x 10° H. me xe i ie KIe 

Pe Eg +0:05 6:3 +.0:07 5°6 +0:05 
14°5 +012 13°5 4012 13-4 40-11 
20°5 ~0-02 20:5 —ooL | 22-0 —0:07 
28-4 — 034 26°7 —031 | 26-1 — 0-24 
34:9 —0'65 350 —0°68 33:8 — 0-60 
56-0 —1:37 B57 ESF BB'7 — 1-24 
82:8 —1:35 83°5 (3A 81:0 — 1°20 
1140 —(60 1158 0°59 114-0 —0°50 
1648 41-15 167-0 41-16 164:8 aia 

| 236 43-40 238 43:39 236 43-22 
| 288 44:59 292 +461 289 4+4°34 
| 359 +5°81 365 mosey 362 +57 
| 407 46:38 412 46:48 410 4617 
| 519 47°39 523 47°58 518 +721 

| 
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Table XX XIII. (continued). 

AN 350 108, t=16°-7 C. 

| “ 

N=7:00 x 10! | N=14:09 x 10°. | 
124-83 | 9=25''83. | 

ok éK i cae 2 Ste > | H Ky x10 i. K, * 10 | | 

be ee ag of Via —008 | 
151 9)" ("tt —031 | 
22-2 —0°55 22°2 = 25 
48-2 — 1:65 | 48°5 -i60 | 
824 | 235 SBE yh |. 229 

127-1 —2:56 127-5 —2:38 
192-5 —1-94 193-2 —164 
288 —0°67 286 ody S| 

. 398 +0°59 386 +0°59 
508 +137 495 | +154 | 

In the above tables, N is the moment of force applied in 
C.G.S. units, and @ the corresponding twist of the specimen 
as calculated from the modulus of rigidity. ‘The Paes ot 

rigidity obtained by our direct method is denoted by ae 
/ Ii 

and that obtained by the indirect method, by aD The 
i 

values of a fairly coincide with those obtained by the 
if 

previous experiment ; but it is to be noticed that the field 
here given is not the effective one, but the external field 

applied. Tie difference between ae and Le is remarkable; 
Ku eS ‘ 

its amount is of the same order of magnitude as the change 
itself. The increase of the angle of Pe ist slightly affects the 
change of rigidity, always diminishing it in absolute amount. 

5 
The general feature of e is quite similar to that for nickel 

i 

wire with weak tension, as obtained by the oscillation 
method. 

It is curious to observe that the residual twist is always 
positive and uniformly increases with the field, as shown 
im PI. IV. fig. 42. 

It may he noticed that the course of the curve of as 
Ii 

closely resembles that of at as given by the flexure method. 

In both cases, the right order of applying the stress and the 
field is inverted. 
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Soft Iron. PI. IV. figs. 43 & 44. 

TaBLE XXXIV. 
t=19°0 C. 

N=7:00 x 106. N=14:09x 10°. N=21-27 x 108 
=19''-65. | 6=39''-56. §=59"-70. 

| 

OK’ By OK ie oK'! 

73 0-01 | S40 O02 | 9-3 0-01 
22-0 O07 29-0 | 0:07 22-0 0-06 
40:0 Ol: | - 33956 0-14 39°6 0-12 
73°3 0:23) Sess 0°27 726 0:25 
fo | 0:63 5) = RO 0:68 1106 0°65 
160°5 095. | Ledmi | 1:03 160°5 1:02 
252 134 | 252 | 1°42 252 1:43 
322 1512 Wess | 1:58 315 1:60 
396 166 | 395 | 7S 396 Ny (i) 
51l 1:79 508 1:87 509 LaF 

Since the time of the previous experiment, the specimen 
had been once annealed at a temperature of about 1100° C., 

f 

so that the change of rigidity K, Ws somewhat increased 
H 

in the present experiment. The effect of the amplitude of 
twist on the change of rigidity is very small ; the increase of 
the twist slightly augments the change of rigidity up to the 
range of the twist used. The residual twist is always positive 

as in the case of nickel. 
ok... ; 
K 38 always inappreciable in the 

H 

present arrangement ; if it exist at all, it cannot be greater 
than 0°05 per cent. for the maximum field used. 

ok! ’. 
K, always far greater 

so that relation (3) cannot be satisfied even 

Thus, in nickel and iron rods, 

th = an > 

approximately. 
In concluding the descriptions of the results of our 

experiments, the following remarks may be added. Since we 
measured the changes of elasticity and of rigidity for the 
same wires of ferromagnetic metals and alloys, it will be now 
interesting to calculate the change of Peisson ratio by 
magnetization. As we have seen, the change of elastic con- 
stants is considerably affected by tension, it is necessary to 

is 
7

 | 
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calculate the change of the ratio from the changes of 
elasticity and rigidity for the same tension. 

If o be the Poisson ratio, we have 

E 

C2 SY eee 
aver vil rN Aine aI) J 

K7- 

The value of - used in the calculation of the following 

table is that for no field; and the values of Se and a 

are those obtained by the tension effect of the magnetic 
elongation and by Barus’s method respectively, for in these 
two sets of experiments, the stress was first applied and then 
the magnetizing field. 

PABREERX XV? 

Swedish Tungsten 
| 

Specimen...| Nickel. "32s aoe 2874 %/, Ni. 50°72°/, Ni 70°32 °/, Ni. 
——<— 

Tension...| 3020 gr. | 3270 gr. | 3320 gr. | 1770 gr. | 3350 gr. | 3280 er. 

pee Ye 108 | x0 | x10. ¢ 108. | 2 x 10%. | 2 x10 

| 10 — 22 | Peas eo tc 
| 20 — 38 | begeeel 
| 30 — 61 Ler as! = 19 
| 100 +37 oe | OR ine erly os Seti nlee 
_ 150 +50 | | | 
; 200 +23 aS Oe oh (ata gee Sl ie SO} rs 

.| 250 +7 | | 
| 300 OSF HO LP | | -138 

| 350 | —102 ee 

From the above table, it will be seen that the Poisson ratio 
is generally diminished by magnetization. In nickel, it is 
very large, amounting to even 50 per cent. ; but in tungsten- 
steel it is almost zero, indicating a tendency to increase. 
The change of the Poisson ratio also varies considerably with 
tension, and the above table shows only an example of the 
change. 
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§ 4. ConcLuping REmMARKs. 

The results obtained in the present investigation may be 
summarized as follows :— 

(i.) In Swedish iron and tungsten-steel (Pl. IV. figs. 45 
and 46), the change of elastic constants is generally positive, 
but its amount is extremely small, less than 0°5 per cent. The 
change by the indirect method is several times greater than 
that by the direct method. It is interesting to notice that 
the change of elasticity and that of rigidly almost coincide 

- with each other, not only in their general aspects, but also 
in their quantitative relations. 

ii.) In nickel (fig. 42), the change of elastic constants is 
remarkably large, amounting to about 15 per cent. in the 
change of elasticity and 7 per cent. in the case of rigidity. 
The elastic constants first decrease and then increase, as the 
field becomes greater. ‘The elastic constants by the indirect 
method are numerically greater than those by the direct 

_ method. 
(iii.) In 28°74 per cent. Ni (fig. 48), magnetization increases 

the elastic constants by a small amount. The changes given 
by the two different methods nearly coincide with each other 
for a moderate tension. In 50°72 per cent. Ni and 70°32 
per cent. Ni (figs. 49 and 50), the increase of the elastic 
constants is remarkably large, approaching in amount the 
change of rigidity in nickel. Except with a very weak 
tension, the change by the indirect method is greater than 
that by the direct; but this difference becomes less as the 
tension is increased. With a tension of 3 or 4 kg. per square 
millimetre, it nearly vanishes. 

From the results above given, it is evident that there are 
some cases in which relation (3), given in the earlier part of — 
this paper, does not hold even approximately, so that 
equation (1) cannot be freely used in any quantitative 
discussion. 

There are many analogous cases in the problem of magneto- 
striction. As will be seen from our subsequent paper to be 
published presently, the change of magnetization by stretching 
a magnetized wire does not agree with the change deduced 
from the results obtained by magnetizing the wire in the 
unstrained as well as the stretched state. Similar phenomena 
are also observable in the change of magnetism caused by the 
twist. Next, we may cite the case of the Wiedemann effect. 
It is well known that in iron and nickel, the twist produced 
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by magnetizing the wire traversed by an electric current is 
generally greater than the twist caused by passing the current 
through the magnetized wire. The difference is remarkable ; 
in some cases * the former is several times greater than the 
latter. In nickel-steels* the difference is, however, very 
small. Again, take the case of magnetizing a wire traversed 
by an electric current ¢. The change of magnetization by 
the longitudinal current is ¢ considerably greater, in the case 
of magnetizing the wire traversed by the cur rent, than in the 
case of passing the current through the magnetized wire. All 
these phenomena may perhaps arise from the hysteresis effect 
of magnetization ; ; 2.e. the final states attained by a magnetic 
substance differ according to the order of applying the field 
and the stress, or the field and the longitudinal current. 

In conclusion, it may be remarked that, since the change of 
the elastic constants by magnetization is not so small as is 
generally believed, in any theory of magnetostriction aiming 
at the quantitative agreement between the theory and the 
experiment, these changes must necessarily be taken into 
account. In addition to this, an equality such as 

oq 0 
Ordy Oyo’ 

in which Q is a quantity which depends upon two apparently 
independent variables x and y, cannot be used without 
experimental verification. These facts make the development 
of the theory very difficult. 

In passing, the following remarks may be added. If we 
consider, in the above equation, Q as the length of a 
specimen, « the temperature and y the magnetic force, 
we have 

ce - a Dyfi) 
OH\or/ ot \OH/’ 

provided / is independent of the order of applying the field. 

and the temperature. Integrating, we get 

Foaca: 8 Aceae age 
Tf a be the coefficient of thermal expansion, 

__ O(li— lo) [SS : 
l,ot 

* JX, Honda and 8. Shimizu, Jour. Se. Coll. xvi. Art. 14. 
+ K. Honda, tid. xi. p. 284, 1899. 

Phil. Magy. 8. 6. Vol. 18. No. 73. Jan. 1907. G 
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Thus the change of the coefficient of thermal expansion by 
magnetization is equal to the temperature coefficient of the 
magnetic elongation. As the latter coefficient is known from 
the experiment * by Mr.S. Shimizu and one of us, the values 
of da are calculated and graphically drawn in Pl ve figs. 51, 
Oe. 20, 04, 2nd Do. 
os referring to the figures, we see that the change of the 

coefficients of thermal expansion by magnetization depends 
considerably upon temperature. Ordinates of the curves 
represent the change of the mean coefficient of expansion 
between two temperatures belonging to each curve. 

The change of the mean coefficient of expansion in nickel 
(fig. 51) between the ordinary and liquid air temperatures 
first decreases, attains a minimum, and then gradually 
increases, as the field becomes ereater, till it is greater than 

Cam) 

its initial value. At a temperature higher than the ordinary, 
co) 

the change of the coefficient of expansion steadity increases, 
soon approaching an asymptotic value. In a given field, its - 
value increases with temperature, and after passing through 
a maximum, slightly decreases. The maximum amount of 
the change is of the order of 1 per cent. of the coefficient 
itself. 

In soft iron and tungsten-steel (figs. 52 and!53), the change 
of expansion is very small. Up to a moderate temperature, 
the cofficient of expansion increases steadily with the tield, 
except in weak fields, in which a small decrease is observed. 
At higher temperatures, the change becomes negative for all 
fields. Ini iron, a maximum decrease i is observed: 

In cast cobalt (fig. 54), the change of the coefficient of 
expansion at low temperature increases with the field, reaches 
a maximum, and then decreases. As the temperature becomes 
higher, the amount of the maximum gradually lessens ; -the 
position of the maximum shifts towards lower fields and the 
curve at last cuts the zero line. Ata sufficiently high tem- 
perature, the change of expansion is always negative. 

The change of the coefficient of expansion in annealed 
cobalt (fig. 55) is rather abnormal, and its maximum amount 
is relatively large, being about 2 per cent. The change of 
the mean coefficient of expansion between the ordinary and 
liquid air temperatures steadily decreases with the field, 
though its amount is small. As the temperature rises, the 
amount of the diminution increases rapidly and then decreases. 
Here the course of the curve shows a minimum decrease of 

* K, Honda and 8, Shimizu, Jour. Se. Coll. xx. Art 10, 1903. 
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the change. As the temperature is further increased, a 
considerable amount of increase is observed, which steadily 
increases with field. It attains a maximum and again 
decreases, till it changes its sign. . 

The values of da thus obtained may possibly differ from the 
values obtained by heating the specimens in a constant mag- 
netic field. They are the changes of a by magnetization, 
when the temperature is first raised and then the field applied. 
However, any experiment for the determination of the change 
of a, in which the thermal expansion is directly observed in a 
magnetic field, must be welcomed, as affording a counterpart 
for the analogous comparison. 

Again, if we put, in the last equation, the tension T per 
unit area for H, we get — 

(*') ul e leit) 
Of OV or igs 

or 

est 
: typ = Bu = OT nf 

but since 

ea rnd 
bee a Ge 

we have finally 

i 7 

aw ot ok tages ae 
Thus the effect of tension upon the coefficient of thermal 
expansion can be found from the temperature coefficient of 
the modulus of elasticity. The relation was first obtained by 
Dahlander*, and verified by him to agree well with the 
experiment. In problems which do not relate to magnetism, 
the hysteresis effect is generally very small, so that the 
agreement might have been expected. 

* Dahlander, Pogy. Ann. cxlv. p. 147, 1872. 
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III. On the Measurement of Gas-Engine Temperatures. 
By Burrram Horxiysoy, Professor of Mechanism and 
Applied Mechanics in the University of Cambridge * 

[Plate VI.) 

A* important point in the experimental study of the gas- 
a engine is the determination of the temperature of “éhe 
gases at each point of the cycle. Itis obvious that if the mean 
temperature at any one point i is known, that at any other can 
be calculated from the indicator diagram, assuming ‘the relation 
Pv 1 e s < 

Py =constant to hold throughout. This relation is probably 

true as a practical approximation for the gas-engine mixture 
since it consists, as to 80 per cent. of its volume, of nitrogen 
and oxygen, which pass unchanged through the ‘combustion.: 
For the star ting point of the temper ature determinations it is 
most convenient to choose the temperature at the end of the 
suction-stroke, when the charge of gas has just been drawn in 
and its compression is aboutto commence. The measurement 
ot this temperature, or ‘‘suction temperature ” as itis generally 
called, is best effected by determining the quantity of air and 
gas drawn into the engine at each stroke, from which, 
knowing the pressure and volume of the mixed gases when 
the lee valves have closed, their temperature can be 
calculated. The accurate measurement of the large volumes 
of air used by a gas-engine of considerable size is, however, 
a difficult operation ; and it is desirable, if possible, to use 
some means of directly measuring the temperature of the 
charge at the end of the eyetion-stroke. Moreover, the sub- 
sequent calculations from the indicator diagram Br the tem- 
perature at other points of the cycle, lead to mean values for 
the whole volume, and give us no ronne nen as to the differ- 
ence ot temperature between one part of the cylinder and 
another. Such differences may amount to several hundred 
degrees centigrade during the first half of the expansion or 
working stroke. They arise partly from the cooling effect 
of the walls, and partly from the manner in which the in- 
flammable mixture is ignited. As I have shown elsewhere f, 
the temperature round about the point of ignition is neces- 
sarily some 500° higher than ata distance, because of the 
relative slowness of the propagation of flame as compared 
with the time of reaction of the gases when the flame has 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxyii. p. 387; Engineering, vol. lxxxi. 
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once reached them. Tor the complete study of gas-engine 

‘temperature therefore some method of local thermometry 1s 
necessary. 

The platinum resistance-thermometer is the only means 
available for the direct measurement of rapidly changing 
gas-temperatures, since it alone can be constructed with the 
requisite low thermal capacity. Moreover, it gives the local 
temperature as distinct from the mean value obtained from a 
study of the pressure. It has been employed by Callendar 
and Nicholson * with great success for the measurement of 
steam temperatures in the steam-engine cylinder; and 
Burstall has used it in the gas-engine, but experienced great 
difficulties t. I have also used it in studying the explosion 
of gaseous eee in a Closed vessel f. The difficulty of 
the gas-engine experiments is that the temperature rises 
locally much above the melting-point of platinum, and the 
wire fuses unless it is so thick that it fails to reach the 
maximum temperature of the gas surrounding it. But if the 
latter condition be fulfilled, it is obvious that the thermometer 
does not give the temperature of the gas at other points of 
the cycle, unless corrections are applied for the time- lag. 
Professor Burstall found it necessary to use wires ; 9 of an 
inch diameter, in order to secure sufficient permanence in the 
thermometer to take a complete series of measurements of its 
resistance throughout the cycle by means of a rotating contact- 
maker. In my own closed-vessel experiments I was able to use 
the finest obtainable wire (,,55 in. diameter), and it nearly 
always melted if placed near the point of ignition. Rutasa 
continuous record of the resistance was taken in each explosion 
prior to melting, this did not affect the measurements. Even 
with such fine wire the correction for time-lag was by no 
means negligible; and I was able to show that a wire double 
the diameter} might beas much as two hundred degrees hotter 
or cooler than the gas surrounding it when the temperature 
changes so rapidly as in the working stroke of a gas-engine. 
The determination of the time- lag of the wire, or to speak 
more precisely of the relation between the temperature of the 
wire and that of the gas, is therefore a matter of much im- 
portance in these measurements. The difference of the two 
temperatures is due to the constant exchange of heat, which 
must go on between the wire and the gas to provide for the 
warming or cooling of the wire and for the loss of heat from 
the wire by radiation. Ifthe temperature of the wire is known 

* Min: Proc. Inst. C. E. vol. exxxi. 
f Phil. Mag. vol. xl. p. 282 (1895). 
1) tae. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxvil. p. 587. 
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in terms of the time, it is easy to calculate the rate at which it 
is receiving heat from the gas. Let 6’ be the temperature 
and ¢ the time, then heat must be supplied to the wire ata rate 

pee +7(6'), where /: is the capacity for heat of the wire, and 

él the rate at which it loses heat by radiation in vacuo when 
at temperature 6’. The radiation term depends on the nature 
and extent of the surface of the wire and on the temperature; 
it is not important except at very high temperatures—for most. 
purposes a sufficiently good approximation to its value can be 
obtained from the numerous published results for polished 
platinum, which are in fair agreement with one another, and 
give the radiation per sq. cm. of surface up to temperatures 
near the melting-point. 

The difference of temperature between the wire and the 
gasat a distance from it will, under any given conditions, be 
proportional to the rate of ‘exchange of heat between wire 
and gas. If 6’ be the gas temperatur e, we have 

, 

pO" + (6) =X(0—0), 
whence @ can be obtained if X is known. The constant A is 
the rate at which heat passes between the wire and the gas, 
per degree difference of temperature between them, under the 
conditions of temperature, motion of the gas, &e., which 
actually obtain. These conditions vary from. point to point 
of the cycle in the gas-engine, and » also varies. It is 
necessary, in fact, In measuring gas-engine temperatures in 
this way to determine the relation between heat flow and 
temperature difference at each point of the stroke. 

The experiments to be described in this paper consisted in 
a determination of the temperatures in the cylinder of a large 
gas-engine by means of a platinum thermometer, the gas- 
engine being motored round with the gas-supply cut off so- 
that it simply compressed and expanded a charge of air. The 
object of the experiments was to test the platinum thermo- 
meter as a means of measuring rapidly varying gas-tempe- 
ratures, rather than an enquiry into gas-engine phenomena. 
The absence of explosions secures a fairly unitorm temperature 
throughout the cylinder contents. The mean temperature of 
the char ge viven by the indicator diagram therefore does not 
differ much from the local temperature in the neighbourhood 
of the wire; and the wire temperatures can be ‘checked by 
reference to the indicator diagram. I have used a simple 
method of getting the correction constant X which seems to give 
good results, and a description cf this may be useful to others 
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who are desirous of measuring gas-engine temperatures. The 
conclusion at which I have arrived is that by the use of this 
method of correction and sufficiently accurate measurements 
of resistance, the temperature of the gas can be obtained 
within a few deg rees with a wire ;,5)> inch in diameter, if the 
wire does not melt. But in large engines using high com- 
pression, a wire of this size will inevitably melt; and if still 
thicker wire be used, the correction for time-lag becomes 
unmanageably large. Tt appears that the measurement 
of temperature in such engines by this means is a very 
difficult operation, involving measurements of accuracy far 
exceeding that of the ultimate result, unless wires of a more 
refractory metal than platinum be used. 

The briefest description of the gas-engine on which the 
experiments were made is all that is necessary. It is one 
of Messrs. Crossley Bros’. well-known Otto cycle-engines, 
having a cylinder 113 inches diameter, and a stroke of 
21 inches, and‘it gives about 40 H.P. when running at 
185 ae minute. The compression space is 407 cub. ins. 
or as SE the stroke volume, and the gases are compressed to 

about 170 Ibs. per square inch absolute before firing. The 
engine has been lent to ihe Engineering Department of 
Cambridge University through the kindness of Mr. F. W. 
Crossley. For the purpose of ‘the experiments to be described 
it was belted to a dynamo (lent by Messrs. Mather & Platt, 
Limited) by which it was driven, the gas-supply being cut off. 
Thus the engine drew ina charge of air through the air inlet- 
valve, compressed it to 173 lbs. per sq. in., expanded it again 
down to near atmospheric pressure, and expelled it through the 
exhaust-valve. 

The thermometer is a piece of bare platinum wire, 7;4;5 inch 
in diameter and 29 centims. long. Its ends were hard-soldered 
to thicker platinum wires w hich were sealed into glass tubes 
mene through the exhaust-valve cover and pr ojected about 
29 ofaninch io the compression-chamber of the engine. The 
wire was threaded throughia hole in a thin mica plate, the plate 
being carried on the end of a steel rod 5 inches long and {inch 
diameter, which was screwed into the exhaust-valve cover and 
projected into the compression-chamber. Thus the wire was 
supported in the form of a V, the ends being 24 inches 
apart and close to the walls of the compression-chamber and 
the apex in the centre of that chamber. The exhaust-valve is 
ip the floor of the compression-chamber immediately below 
the wire. The inlet-valve is in the side of the compression- 
chamber. During the suction and exhaust strokes the motion 
of the air about the wire is violent and turbulent ow ing to its 
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rapid ingress and egress through the valves. During the 
compression and expansion strokes, the air is probably almost 
at rest except in so far as it is moved by the piston. 

The wire formed one arm of a Wheatstone’s bridge, the 
connexions being as in fig. 1 (Plate VI.). The rotating 
contact-maker A isa block of hard wood soaked in paraffin 
and carried on the valve-shaft of the engine. It had a slip 
of brass 4} of an inch wide let into its periphery which made 
contact with the brushes B, and so completed the galyano- 
meter circuit once in two revolutions of the engine, that is, 
once in the cycle described above. The moment of contact 
could be adjusted to any desired point in the cycle by altering 
the position of the brushes. The current in the wie with this 
arrangement of resistances was limited to about 7}9 ampere, 
and it had no appreciable heating effect npon the wire 

The resistance of the wire at 0° C. was 4:26 ohms, the 
temperature coefficient °0343, and 6 (the factor for correcting 
platinum to centigrade temperatur es) was-l'o7. The suc- 
cession of temperatures determined in this way is shown in 
fig. 2, curve A (PlateVI.). Of the actual observations, those 
shown thus ® were all taken on the same day, and the con- 
ditions were approximately the same throughout. The tempe- 
rature of the air in the air-pipe close to the engine was 

° C., the temperature in the exhaust-pipe 264° C., and the 
temperature of the jacket-water 46° C. The mean speed — 
throughout was 180 revs. per minute. The observations 
‘shown thus © were taken on another day when the conditions 
would not be quite the same. 

The connexions were now altered as shown in fig. 3 (PI. VI.). 
The conditions were kept exactly the same as before ; in fact, 
the engine was not stopped. ‘The current now passing in the 
wire (measured by the ammeter M) is about 0°75 ampere 
and produces a considerable heating effect. The external 
resistance of 50 ohms sufficed to keep the current sub- 
stantially constant in spite of the varying resistance of the 
wire. ‘The succession of wire temperelires under these 
conditions is plotted in curve B, fig. 2 (Pl. VI.). 

From curves A and B the curve of ¢ gas temperature can be 
at once deduced. Let @ be the gas temperature, and @” the 
wire temperature given by curve B. Then if C is the current 
in the wire and Rits resistance at the moment, heat is being 
supplied to the wire electrically at the “aries C?R, and by 
conduction from the gas at the rate AO—O”). Neglecting 
radiation losses, we have therefore 

ne 6) Se en ii eae 
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the heat quantities being expressed in joules. Similarly, we 
have 

eae ae Beye ee bee Sy (2) 

@/ being the temperature shown on eurve A. From these two 

equations, eliminating @:— 

n(6" 6") = (oe ae J FOR; 
dt dt 

so that X can be determined. Having obtained A, the ga 
temperature @ is calculated from the wire temperature by ¢ 
aid of equation (2). The curve of gas temperature so obtained 
is curve ©, 

Before discussing the gas temperatures, it is advisable to 
give an example of the calculations by which they are obtained. 
Take, for instance, the points P, P’, ~Q, Q’, on the suction part 
of the stroke. These four temperatur es were obtained in 
quick succession, so that the conditions would be substantially 
the same for all. This is a necessary precaution because it is 
dificult to keep the conditions absolutely constant over any 
long period of time, and calculations based, as these are, upon 
small differences of temperature are seriously vitiated by even 
a small change in conditions. 

The followi ring calculation is self-explanatory :— 

Termpetature at Poli... 84°°7 ©. 
0 2 EAS Ra as a D9°-6 
5 PS Rite Sancta Mae 4A0°7 
is at bies ae 22-4 

Mass of wire (by w elghing)...... "053 gramme 
Specific heat of platinum Oe eens "0324. 

Therefore capacity for heat of wire (k) is 

*0324 x ‘053 X 4+:2=:0072 joules per degree centigrade. 

Time interval from P to P’ (90° of crank-angle) = 44 second. 
Rate of fall of temperature along PP’=300° per second. 
Rate of fall of temperature along QQ’ = 224° per second. 
Rate of loss of heat of wire alone Pe oul x 07 2— 2°16 

| watts. de” 
dt 

Rate of loss of heat of wire along QQ’=224 x ‘0072=1°61 
| watts. 

(This is LA Ee 

. . I =o 

The mean resistance of the wire between P and P’ is 
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5°3 ohms, and the current is 0°765 amp. Heat is therefore 
supplied to the wire by the current at the rate of 3°1 watts. 
The rate at which the wire is losing heat to the gas along 
P P’isaccordingly 3°1+2°16=5°26 watts. This isd(@”—@). 
Along Q (’ the rate of loss of heat is 1°61 watts, and this is 
the value of X(6'—6). The difference, viz. 3°65 watts, is 
equal to A(@’—@'). The mean value of 6”—6’ over the 
range is 40°°5, whence | 

Nets 1) 40°5 
This is the rate (in watts) at which the wire loses heat to the 
gas per degree difference of temperature. The difference 
of temperature between wire and gas along Q Q’ is therefore 
161 
“09 
of the range (615° crank-angie) is 12° C. Thus the point R 
on the gas curve is found. 

The wire temperatures are probably correct within 1° If 
all four temperatures were in error to that exteut, and if the 
errors were disposed in the most unfavourable manner, A 
would be wrong by 0085, or about 10 per cent. of its value, 

=17°9 C., and the gas temperature at the middle point 

and the error in the correction 6’—6@ would be about 3° It. 
is unlikely that all the temperature errors will combine to 
produce the maximum error in the result, and probable that 
this particular gas temperature is correct to within one or two 
degrees. At other points the gas temperatures are not so 
accurate ; the possible error increases with the slope of 
curve B, and where that curve departs greatly from a straight 
line a smaller time interval must be taken to get the slope. 
Thus at the end of the compression or the middle of the 
expansion strokes, when the correction amounts to nearly 
100°, the error may amount to 10 or 15 degrees. 

The pressure in the cylinder throughout the cycle is shagen 
D 

by the dotted curve in fig. 2. The pressure was obtained 
from indicator diagrams and (during the suction and exhaust 
strokes) by a water-pr essure gauge which could be momentarily 
opened to the cylinder at any point in the cycle. 

Several points of interest appear in a study of the curve of 
gas temperatures, and a comparison of it with the pressure 
curve. We may discuss these in order, beginning with the 
suction stroke [540 °-720° crank angle]. During the suction 
stroke the pressure in the cylinder falls considerably below 
atmospheric; but the work done on the air in forcing it through 
the constricted opening of the inlet-valve is almost wholly 
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absorbed in heating it; for though the motion of the air in 
the cylinder during this part of the cycle must be very 
turbulent, the velocities cannot be such as to account for any 
considerable portion of the energy expended. The temper ature 
of the stream of air just after it has passed the inlet-valve 
and has spread out so that its velocity is greatly reduced, w ill 
therefore be very nearly equal to the external temperature; 
and it might be expected : at first sight that a thermometer 
placed anywhere in the cylinder during the suction stroke 
would show that temperature. Asa matter of fact, it wil 
be seen from an inspection of the curve that the gas ‘tempe- 
rature shown by the thermometer falls in the middle of the 
stroke to about 10° C., that is some 7° below the temperature 
of the air in the inlet-pipe. Of this fall there cannot be any 
doubt, as it was confirmed on a number of different occasions. 
I think that it is probably due to the fact that the pressure 
at the middle of the suction stroke is lower than at the 
beginning, so that the air first drawn in has its temperature 
lowered by rapid expansion after it has entered the cylinder 
and has been reduced nearly to rest. Towards the end of the 
suction stroke the reverse process occurs, since the air which 
entered at the middle of the stroke has had its pressure 
increased more or less adiabatically from about 11°3 lbs. to 
14°7 Ibs. per square inch. It will be seen that the temperature 
shown by tne wire at this point is about 34° C. 

The mean suction pressure exerted on the piston during 
the suction stroke is about 24 lbs. per sq. in., and the work 
done by the piston is 360 foot-lbs. per cubic foot of stroke 
volume. The pressure at the end of the suction stroke is very 
nearly atmospheric, but the air in the cylinder is then a little 
hotter than it was before it entered the cylinder, because some 
of the work done by the piston in suction has gone to increase 
its internal energy. The volume displaced by the piston 
exceeds the volume of air (reckoned at atmospheric tempe- 
rature and pressure) which has entered the engine, by the 
increase of volume due to the rise of temperature, and work 
is done on the external atmosphere in the course of suction 
to an amount equal to such increase of volume multiplied by 
the atmospheric pressure. It is easy to see from this that 
the rise of temperature of the air in the cylinder (assuming 
that it receives no heat) must be equal to the work done upon 
it in drawing it in divided by its capacity for heat at constant 
pressure. ‘laking the temperature as 17° C., the latter is 
about 24 ft.-lbs. per cubic foot, and the temperature at the end 
of the suction stroke should therefore be 14° above the inlet 
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temperature, or 31°*. This agrees pretty well with the 
temperature shown by the thermometer at this point, that 
is 34°. It is not to be expected that the agreement will be 
absolute because the air will have received some heat from 
the cylinder-walls, which have a temperature of 40° C. 

The iniet-valve closes at crank-angle 25° (25° after the out- 
centre). The pressure is then almost exactly atmospheric, 
the temperature calculated from the wire thermometer is 
37° C., and the volume is 1°45 cubic feet. From these data 
the mean temperatures can be calculated from the indicator 
diagrams at any point of the compression and expansion 
strokes until the exhaust-valve opens. It will be useful to 
compare the temperatures so calculated for one or two points 
with those given by the thermometer (curve C). At the 
in-centre (crank-angle 180°), the pressure reaches its maximum 
value of 173 Ibs. absolute. The volume is then 0°236 cubic feet, 
and the mean temperature calculated from the pressure and 
volume is 

sf 0°236 

iL 145 

The temperature obtained from the thermometer is 320° C., 
but the correction here is about 100°, so that the possible 
error is considerable. The temperature near the wire is 
certainly above the mean, since the gas is losing heat to the 
eylinder-walls, and the layer in contact with the walls must 
be colder than the remainder. If we suppose that the gas in 
the neighbourhood of the wire has been compressed without 

=) . 

loss of heat, the temperature there will be 

“OK x 310=590° Absolute, or Sivas a a1; O° 

72\7—1 
he Fels x 310= 628° Absolute, or 335° C. 

The gas-temperature curve during expansion is, as it should 
be, nearly symmetrical with the compression portion. The 
pressures in expansion are slightly less than at the corre- 
sponding points in compression by reason of the loss of heat 
to the cylinder-walls; but the consequent differences of tem- 
perature are too small to be certainly indicated, especially in 

* If @ be the rise of temperature the yolume of air drawn in per stroke 
».. 290 
iS 

4 +290 i 
inlet-pipe is 290°. The work done is 860 foot-pounds per cubic foot of 

stroke volume, or Pao per cubic foot of air drawn in. We have there- 

360x290 __ i tact 
fore (9-+290)24 =, whence 

of the stroke volume, since the absolute temperature in the 
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the latter parts of the stroke where the possible error is very 
great. The wire temperature (curve B) reaches a maximum 
ait erank-angle 210° C. (30° after in-centre). The wire tem- 
perature must here be equal to that of the gas since there is 
no transfer of heat; it is 263° C. The pressure at this point 
was found to be 104°5 Ibs. per sq. in. absolute, and the volume 
is 0°333 cubic feet. The mean temperature is therefore 

999 

— . x es x 310=506° Absolute, or 233° C. 

The temperature calculated on the assumption of adiabatic 
compression from 14°7 lbs. to 104°5 lbs. is 542° abs. or 269° ©. 
The temperature given by the wire again falls, as it should 
do, between the two limits. 

The exhaust-valve opens at crank-angle 310° (50° before 
out-centre). The pressure falls to near atmospheric at the 
out-centre, and then rises again during the exhaust stroke. 
At the out-centre the temperature shown by the wire is 40°, 
but is subject to a considerable possible error since the wire 
is still hot from the compression and is cooling rapidly. 
During the exhaust stroke the pressure rises, and “there is a 
corresponding rise of temperature which continues till near 
the end of the stroke. The inlet valve opens at crank-angle 

° (25° before the in-centre) and provides an additional 
exit for the air. At the same time, the piston is slowing 
down and there results a rapid drop in the pressure, and a 
corresponding fall in temperature due to the e expansion. 

It appears therefore, that when corrected for lag in the 
manner described, the temperature of the wire gives that of 
the gas in its neighbourhood at least as accurately as the 
latter can be obtained from the indicator diagram. The 
corrections are, however, very large at certain points, and 
the temperature correspondingly uncertain; the possible 
error amounting sometimes to as much as 20° Cv.) This large 
error is mainly dué to uncertainty in the shape of the wire- 
temperature curve, which gives rise to errors in the final gas- 

temperature oreatly exceeding the errors of measurement in 
the wire-temperature. Itis doubtful whether the possible error 
can be reduced except by using a much smaller wire, with a cor- 
respondingly smaller correction for time- lage*. There was no 

* Even with the somewhat rough methods of measurement that I 
used, accidental fluctuations in the wire-temperature were quite obvious— 
due, no doubt, to the eddying motion of the air in the cylinder. Such 
fluctuations will, of course, appear whatever the size of wire, but will 
introduce oreater uncertainty, the larger the wire. More accurate 
resistance measurement would not eliminate them. 
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reason in these particular experiments ny the wire should not 
have been ;,,; inch diameter instead of 4; inch. The larger 
size was chosen because it was intended ultimately to use it for 
measuring the suction temperatures when the engine worked 
in the ordinary way, taking in and firing a charge of gas. 

- But it was found that even this large wire always fused 
before any observations could be taken. A. still thicker 
wire might, of course, have been used for the purpose, but the 
correction would then be so great as to make the results: 
valueless. Jt seems clear that in an engine of this size and 
compression ratio, it is a matter of much difficulty to get 
accurate measurements of temperature by the platinum 
thermometer, when the engine is firing. The temperature in 
this engine rises in places to 2200° C. after the explosion, 
and, probably, remains above 1710° C. (the melting-point of 
Pitan) for + second. It is therefore not surprising that 
even fairly sek wires are melted. 
This paper may conclude with a short discussion of the 

value of X, or the rate at which the wire loses heat per degree 
differ ence of temperature between it and the gas. This 
quantity is plotted in fig. 4 in terms of crank-angle. At the 
top of the compression A is three times as great as at the 
latter end of the exhaust. This is, no doubt, mainly due to 
the fact that the thermal conductivity of the air increases 
with the temperature. The increased pressure also probably 
has some influence, since we have here to do with air in 
turbulent motion, onl X is not a function of thermal con- 
ductivity only. During suction A» is distinctly greater than 
during exhaust, probably because of the more viclewe motion 
of the air in ihe former operation. 
It has sometimes been said in connexion with attempts to 
measure gas-temperatures by the platinum thermometer, that 
the rate at which a fine wire loses heat to a gas per unit 
length is independent of its diameter. This assertion is based 
on the assumption that convection currents play an unim- 
portant part. In that case the rate of loss of heat will involve 
the logarithm of the radius of the wire and will not change 
greatly with that radius, pro ovided it be small compared to 
the dimensions of the eer in which the wire is situated. In 
experiments such as those here described, however, convection 
is exceedingly important ; and the rate ‘of loss of heat i 1s, 10 
consequence, con siderably greater fora lar ger wire. I recently 
tried placing two platinum wires, one y55 ah and the other 

4, inch diameter, in a long wooden box 6 inches square, 
along which a current of air with an estimated velocity of 
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10 feet per second was flowing. The wires were at right 
angles to the length of the box and were heated by an electric 
current, the resistance being measured at the same time. It 
was found that the 4 mil wire lost heat about 50 per cent. 
faster than the 2 mil wire at the same temperature. In the 
ease of the larger wire, the rate of loss was ‘0028 watt per 
centimetre length for every degree centigrade by which the © 
wire was hotter than the air current at a distance from it, 
and this relation held good up to a temperature of 600° or so, 
when the radiation became important. In the suction stroke 
of the gas-engine the loss is considerably greater, being about 
0-11 
a : 
explained by the more violent motion of the gas. 

How great is the effect of convection is readily seen by 
comparing the figures just given for the rate of loss with that 
obtained by calculation from the thermal conductivity of air 
on the assumption that there is no convection. If a cylindical 
wire of radius 7, and at temperature @, be surrounded by a 
concentric cylinder of radius 7) at temperature 0, the inter- 
vening space being filled with air at rest, the rate of flow of 
heat from the wire per centimetre length will be 

=0038 watt per centimetre per degree, a result easily 

Ai ia a al 
log, "o 

U4 

where & is the thermal conductivity of air. Taking & as 
00005, 7, as 5 inch, 7) as 2 inches, we get for the rate of 
flow 4:15x10-° calories per second, or 1:74x10-* watts. 
This is only 1/16th of the rate found in a wire of the same 
size placed in a current of air flowing about 10 feet per 

fo) 

second, the dimensions of the surrounding enclosure being of 
the same order as a cylinder of 2 inches radius. 

I have great pleasure in acknowledging the help that I 
have received in this investigation from Messrs. A. L. Bird 
and A. R. Welsh, two students at the Engineering Laboratory, 
Cambridge. They made and reduced the whole of the 
observations on which the work is based. 

Engineering Laboratory, Cambridge, 
October 20, 1906. 
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IV. On Surface Concentration, and the Formation of Liquid 
Films. By 8S. R. Miuyner, D.Se. (Lond.)*. 

FEXHE nature of the mechanism by which solutions of soa 
and afew other substances are able to form durable 

films has long been a problem of great interest. It is easy 
to understand why in pure liquids, where the surface tension 
is rigorously uniform, lasting films should not exist ; for the 
slightest local disturbance of equilibrium, such as that due to 
the weight of the films themselves, would make them collapse. 

A capability of local variation in the tension of its surface 
is thus seen to be essential for the stability of a fam. 
Marangoni{ in 1871 suggested that this capability is due 
to the presence on the surface of the film of « pellicle, com- 
osed of matter having a smaller capillary tension than that 

of water. By variations in the thickness of this pellicle which 
immediately ensue as it is pulled over the surface, the tensions 
will everywhere automaticaily take up the values necessary 
to balance all the other forces, and a stable equilibrium will 
result throughout the film. In 1890 Lord Rayleigh + con- 
sidered the question, and gave a strong support to the theory 
by showing that the tension of a soap solution, measured less 
than +2, second after the formation of the surface, approxi- » app ) 

matesite that of pure water—for the formation of a pellicle 
may be reasonably expected to be a matter of time. The 
existence of a pellicle (or something equivalent to it) may be 
looked on as substantiated by this work, but little or nothing 
is known as regards its nature or method of formation. In. co} 

the following paper some observations are recorded which, 
I think, throw a further light on these points and on the 
mechanism by which the stability of the film is maintained. 

Valuable information on the conditions of the surface of 
solutions may be gained by studying their surface-tension 
curves in the light of the thermodynamic relations which 
exist. between the surface tension and the concentration of the 
dissolved substance in the surface. Consider a solution of 
which the surface and the volume are capable of independent 
reversible alterations, the latter by means of a semi-permeable 
partition which separates the solution from pure water. Let 
s be the area of the surface, v the volume, 7 the surface 
tension, p the osmotic pressure of the solute. The work 
done on the system by increasing the area by ds at constant 
volume is tds, that on increasing the volume by dv the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Vide Rayleigh, Proc. Royal Soc. xlyii. p. 281 (1890). 
t Loe. cit. 
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surface being kept constant is —pdv. If these two rever- 
sible operations be performed successively, the final result 
is independent of the order in which they are performed, and 
by the second law of thermodynamics the same must be the 
case of the work done in reaching it. Consequently 

tds — (v + . } ds) dv= = — pd + («4 4 2 de) ds 

and therefore 

Gee. ay ; 

aia Papuan ic | CG) 

(1) shows that the surface tension will vary with the volume 
of the solution (2. e., with the concentration) only when the 
osmotic pressure depends on the surface. In order that 
this should be the case, we must suppose that in the thin 
surface-film which is the seat of the capillary forces, the con- 
centration of the solute is different from what it is in the 
interior of the solution. In the case of an excess of con- 
centration in the surface, any increase in the area will result 
in drawing away from the interior a certain amount of solute 
which was previously operative in producing osmotic pressure; 
with a defect the opposite will be the case. The actual con- 
centration in the surface-film is indeterminate, in the absence 
of any knowledge as to how it varies with the distance away 
from the surface, but the whole excess of solute associated with 
the surface may ‘readily be calculaied from equation (1). Let 
o be the “ surface excess,” 7. e. the number of gram-inolecules 
of the solute associated with each sq. em. of the surface which 
are drawn out from the interior and made ineffective on the 
osmotic pressure. If N is the number of gram-molecules 
of the solute originally dissolved, the concentration in the 
interior, on which variable alone both the surface tension 
and the osmotic pressure depend, will be 

o— sl ge a) ap a rigs LPT EGR - 8s (2) 
1b) 

Changing to the concentration as the variable by (2), we 
have 

dr didce_ . ¢ at 

dv dcdv v de 

and dp._'dpde | a dp 

ds de ds v de 

Phil. Mac: Sb. Volk. 13; No. f3.. Jan. L907. H 
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Hence the surface excess is given by the equation 

ee 

By this equation o may always be calculated when the 
curve of the surface tension with the concentration is known. 

dp 
If the osmotic pressure obeys the ordinary gas law, a fhe 

but whether this is the case or not, it may always be 
obtained from freezing-point measurements. If i stands 
for the ratio of the molecular lowering of the freezing-point 
(lowering per gram-mol. per litre) to the normal lowering 
1:36, p=iRTe, ‘and consequently 

OP sos0 Dae! 
de di 

When, as is usually the case, the variation of 2 with the 
concentration is small, the second term of this equation may 
be neglected in comparison with the first, and we have approxi- 
mately from (3) 

dt 

ae 
=—iRT’. - jim toe rr 

In all inorganic solutions so far measured the surface tension 
. e F ° e e dtr e e,;° 

increases linearly with the concentration, that is 7s positive 
; : o RS 

and constant; hence o is negative, and — is constant, 7. e., 
C 

there is a defect of salt in the surface-film of an amount 
proportional to the concentration. 

As regards the actual magnitude of the defect, sodium 
chloride may be cited as an average case. The increase of 
surface tension * is 1°72 dynes per cm. for an increase in 
concentration of 1 g@m.-mol. per litre. Also 1=1°74, taking an 
average value of the factor, R=8-32 x 10’ ergs per degree C., 
T=290°. Substituting these numbers in (4) we obtain for a 
normal solution, 

o=—4:09 x 10-"! gm.-mol. per sq. cm. 

This is equivalent to a defect of 024 mgm. per sq. metre. 
On the other hand, in several organic : solutions the surface 

tension is less than that of water, snd there is consequently 
an excess of solute in the surface. Acetic acid, the surface 
tension of which has been measured by Whatmough {, forms 

* Forch, Ann. der Physik, xvii. p. 744 (1905). 
t Zeit. fur Phys. Chem. xxxix. p. 166 (1902). 
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an instructive example. Whatmough’s results, plotted with 
the concentration, are shown in curve I. (fig. 1). The curve 

Fig. 1. 

— SeCvrvesT~avel 

o —CcvRVvE 
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r0) | “2 3 4 5 “6 -7 . *8>CURVE. 

Curve I. Surface Tension (dynes/cm.) with concentration (gm.-mol,/litre). 
ea Eas $5 ss is » 9, logarithm of concentration. 
» III. Surface Excess (gm. mol./sq, cm.) with concentration. 

is very approximately logarithmic, as is better seen in curve II,, 
where the same results are piotted with the logarithms of 
the concentrations. In acetic acid the molecular depression 
of the freezing-point, throughout the range of concentration 
included in the curves, is very approximately constant and 
has the value 2° per gm.-mol. per litre. The factor 7 is thus 
1-08, and consequently 

" aro, z dt 

~ T08RT° de ~ TO8RT dlog.c’ 
The second form of this equation shows that if the surface 

tension vary linearly with the logarithm of the concentration, 
the surface excess will be constant. Curve II. shows that 
this must be very nearly the case in acetic acid. There is 
perhaps a slight curvature in the direction which implies 
that o increases a little with the concentration, as shown in 
eurve III., which represents its magnitudes at the different 
concentrations as determined from the differences of the 

| Bape 

Go— 
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successive experimental numbers. The value is 3:3 x 10—” 
gm.-mol. per sq. cm., or ‘20 mgm. per sq. metre In a normal 
solution, which is nearly ten times as much as the corre- 
sponding defect in salt solutions ; and it alters by less than 
15 per cent. even when the concentration is increased eight-fold. 
At concentrations lower than normal the curve becomes 
uncertain; bué itis evident that, as the solution becomes more 
dilute, the ratio of the excess to the concentration must ulti- 
mately become very large. 

It is interesting to observe that very dilute solutions of 
acetic acid will give a lasting foam, but that strong solutions 
will hardly foam at all. We may infer that the question is 
one of the relation of the surface excess to the concentration, 
and the consequent difference in its rate of formation by 
diffusion of the solute into the surface in strong and weak 
solutions. In strong solutions, on the surface excess being 
pulled away from any portion of a film by a local inequality 
of the forces, it may be formed again so quickly that the 
surface tension remains practically unchanged, and the film 
thins rapidly and collapses as in a pure liquid. In dilute 
solutions the excess must take an appreciable time to form, 
and the life of the film is correspondingly increased. 

Sodium Oleate Solutions.—Here it is more difficult to deter- 
mine the surface excess from the tension curve. Marangoni 
has shown that the surface tension, while very much less than 
that of pure water, is practically independent of the concen- 
tration, and indeed based on that fact an argument for 
the existence of the pellicle. For the calculation of the 
excess a knowledge is required of the rate of diminution of 
the tension with the concentration. I consequently made a 
series of measurements, and continued them to as low con- 
centrations as possible, to see if there were any portion of the 

curve at which “ might be obtained. The solutions were 

contained in a U-tube, having one large and one capillary 
limb, the difference in the heights of the liquid in the two 
limbs being measured with a cathetometer. By forcing a 
little air into the wide limb, the liquid could be expelled over 
the top of the capillary and a perfectly fresh surface formed 
at any instant. It was found that the surface tension, after 
a fresh surface was formed in this way, always varied with 
the time, falling rapidly at first and afterwards more slowly 
until it reached a final value independent of the time. Fig. 2 
shows two specimen curves of the variation in solutions of 
different concentrations. In moderately strong solutions the 
fall was initially very rapid, the tension reaching within 
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‘1 per cent. of its final value in one or two minutes, but in 
the dilutest solutions the fall extended over many hours. The 
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final value, when once obtained, was quite definite (so long 
as the surface was not disturbed); but on repeating the time- 
curves by making a fresh surface in the capillary without 
altering the other conditions, erratic differences of as much 
as 5 per cent. in the ultimate values obtained were often met 
with. Before reaching its final value the tension almost 
invariably passed through a slight minimum,—this is only 
just perceptible in the curves, but was very obvious in the 
measurements with the cathetometer. 

The following numbers show the relative values of the 
surface tension ultimately reached in the different concen- 
trations obtained in one series of measurements. They 
represent the differences of the heights of the liquid in the 
two tubes in cms. multiplied by the densities of the solutions. 

H 

Concentration. | Relative Surface Tension. | 

ay 

| 02 normal | 2°330 | 

| 066 | 2-300 | 
| 00S24 | 2-275 | 
| 00225 ke 2305 | 
| 00206 | 2-240 | 
| Water. 6:15 | 

| 
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; dt 

These numbers show no trace of any finite value for a 
¢ 

down to a concentration of ‘002 normal, and would in them- 
selves seem to negative the idea of a surface excess. On the 
other hand, the very large negative, and probably infinite 

value which a 
de 

concentration, renders it probable that an excess of consi- 
derable magnitude exists even in the dilutest solutions. This 
conclusion is supported by the way in which in the different 
solutions the tension varies with the time. The time-curves 
suggest that the surface excess is so large, that in dilute 
solutions the diffusion of sufficient oleate into the surface to 
form it takes an appreciable time, and that the fall in the 
tension is proportional to the amount of oleate which has 
diffused into the surface in the interval *. 

The theoretical method for the determination of the surface 
excess thus fails to give a result; but I have verified its 
existence experimentally, and made a rough estimate of its 
value, in the following way. A current of air, saturated by 
previously bubbling through water, was passed through a 
number of fine holes into a beaker about two-thirds full 
of a solution of sodium oleate. The foam rising to the top of 
the beaker was periodically removed, and the resistance of 
the solution was measured in situ at intervals during the 
experiment. In dilute solutions the resistance was always 
found to perceptibly increase after bubbling for about an 
hour’s time—indicating that the oleate is removed from the 
interior by the continual re-formation of the surface. By 
measuring the rate of increase of the volume of the foam and 
the average size of the bubbles, and by assuming that each 
bubble as it forms removes a portion of the surface equal to 
its sectional area, the total area of the surface removed in a 
given time can be readily, if only roughly, estimated. Also, 
from the alterations in the concentration determined from the 
electrical measurements, the amount of oleate removed from 
the interior of the solution by the foam is known. ‘Thus the 
surface excess, which is the amount removed per sq. cm. 
of fresh surface formed, is simply calculated. The following 
table shows the results obtained :— 

must possess in the neighbourhood of zero 

* Thecurves roughly agree with those calculated on this supposition, 
but the effects are so much complicated by the alterations of the surface 
as the liquid moves in the tube, that I have not been able to make an 
accurate calculation. 
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Ni | 
; Surface | Resistance, | Coneen- . | Surface 

Di ag aN removed | corrected tration Saag | Excess 
sat: (square | for tempe-| (gm.-mol, |,” | (gm.-mol. 

bubbles. | (litres). ees | 2 ee | per litre). (gram-mol.). er sq; ent.). 

‘Dem. Sard HOM coe ees | 1374 w 5 04 0 ee | eee q bisateleeeee™ 
bee. cogs 9-0 1456 OLS) NOL LTS1G™”: | 130 ¢107— 1° 
| 426 12:8 1467 OOT925 »| 134 TOD veges 
4) ar) bei 1509 001S(2 | 136 .*,, 1:09 

| 15 em. TS Sa Re eee Ria: OU ee le whic 
| 445 45 1206 | 002156 | 064x10~° | 1-42x 10-10 

11°16 11-2 157) | “OUZTO2Z* | Eis” 4; LOG" 
| 1724 | 172 | 1273 002042 | Tepe ores ())/ W080, 

| 
Mean volunie of solution, 100 c.es. 

The mean result—1l'2x10—! om.-mol. per sq. em., or 
‘£ mgm. per sq. metre—is doubtless a moderately good 
estimate for the surface excess at the moment of formation 
of the bubbles, but it must necessarily be very much less 
than the ultimate value of the excess. The curves of fio. 2 
show that at the concentration of these pete the excess 
is not fully formed until after the lapse of + hr., while in the 
bubbling the whole surface of the solution i ia the beaker was 
renewed in about 2 seconds,—so that only a very small 
fraction of the excess can have been formed. . 

The existence of a surface excess having been confirmed 
experimentally, a difficulty arises with reoard to the theoretical 
interpretation of the surface-tension curve. According to the 
thermodynamieal equation (4) an excess of the magnitude 
found should cause a very considerable diminution of the 
tension with the concentration; but, as a matter of fact, the 
ultimute values of the tension are practically independent of 
the concentration. Since the application of the thermo- 
dynamical reasoning is limited only by the reversibility of the 
processes concerned, we are driven to the conclusion that the 
formation of the surface excess in oleate solutions is not a 
reversible process. This idea is in conformity with the con- 
clusion already arrived at, that the excess tends to be formed 
however dilut: the silane): ; for this means that the reverse 
action (passage of the excess from the surface into the interior) 
is very small, if not actually zero. This leads us to expect 
that, since the surface cannot take up an indefinite amount of 
the Gibate, it will ultimately in finite concentrations become 
saturated, when irreversibility will be produced by the con- 
tinuous precipitation of the oleate into another phase. Several 
observations go to support this inference :—(1) It is well 
known that an insoluble scum is formed on the surface of 
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sodium-oleate solutions to an extent which increases with the 
time: this may well be the solid phase which causes the irre- 
versibility. (2) If the surface of a soap-bubble, which has 
thinned so as to exhibit the reds and greens, is carefully 
watched as the bubble is allowed to decrease in size, it will 
be found to suddenly become covered with a large number of 
minute white flakes. These flakes are not formed in a film 
of constant size, except at places towards which the surface is 
being pulled by local want of balance of the tensions. On 
the above view, we should expect the precipitate to be 
formed in such cases, where, but for its occurrence, super- 
saturation * of the oleate in the surface would be produced. 
(3) In the experiments on the surface tension, in dilute 
solutions, on sucking the liquid down in the capillary it 
is brought back sharply to its previous position ; but after 
pressing it up, it comes back only very slowly in accordance 
with the time-curve of fig. 2. ‘This shows that while the 
tension increases when the surface is increased, it does not 
decrease, but even tends to increase, when the surface is 
diminished. Thus, whatever the cause of the want of re- 
versibility may be, there can be little doubt as to the fact of 
its existence. 

In the rest of this paper the above conceptions are applied 
to some results on the conductivity of soap-films obtained by 
Messrs. Reinold and Riicker, and to the explanation of the 
manner of thinning of films, and of the formation of the black 
spot. 

Conductivity of Films.—Reinold and Riicker+ measured 
the true, and what they called the “ electrical” thickness 
(i. e., the thickness caleulated from the conductance on the 
assumption that the conductivity is the same as that of 
the liquid in mass) of a series of films formed from a solution 
containing | part,of sodium oleate to 60 parts of water. They 
found that the electrical thickness was alw ays greater than 
the true thickness measured optically; and from “their results 
we may determine approximately the magnitude of the surface 
excess at different thicknesses of the film. 

On the assumption that the conducting-power per molecule 
of the surface excess is the same as that of the rest of the 
solution, the conductance of a film of thickness ¢ and con- 
centration ¢ and possessing an extra number o of gram- 
molecules per sq. cm. of each surface, will be proportional to 

* The minimum value of the surface tension and the variability of its 
ultimate value in the same solution described on p. 100 may be easily 
accounted for as due to a slight supersaturation of the surface. 

+ Phils Trans. clxxxiy. p. “B05 (1893). 
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ct-+2o. The electrical thickness, t,, was calculated by Reinold 
and Riicker on the assumption that the conductance ¢was 
proportional to ct,. Consequently, 

j te. ; : : 
aoGe die == 7% the ratio of the electrical to the actual thickness, 

=tct(r—1). 

In the experiments ¢ was °0164 gm. per c.c.; thus, ¢;being 
measured in micromillimetres, 

o="0082 x 10—-7¢(r—1) om. per sq. cm., 
='0082¢(r—1) milligrams per sq. metre. 

The following table shows the values of the excess at 
different thicknesses, calculated from this equation. The 
experimental numbers are taken from tables xiv., xv., and 
xvi. of their paper, and arranged in order of decreasing 
thickness of film. 

Ratio of | 
Optical Electrical to | Surface Excess Ratio 

| thickness. Optical (mgm. per recalculated. 

| Mp. | thickness. sq. metre). 
| | | 

641 1°66 3:46 | 1-46 
484 169 2-73 161 
388 1°60 1:91 e745) 
332 181 2-21 1:87 
320 178 2°05 1-9] 
314 2°07 | 2:75 1034 
314 190 2°32 1-93 

| 307 1°84 2°12 1°95 
301 1°84 2°08 LO 
296 1°98 2°38 1:99 
97 4°47 2°75 4-02 
97 4:19 2753 4:02 

| | Mean 2°4 

Pa Car 55 1:09 : 
| ! 

These results show that the surface excess remains prac- 
tically constant down to a thickness of 97up. The first three 
numbers, it is true, show fairly large differences among them- 
selves, but this is due to the experimental error being here 
a good deal magnified in the calculation; and an examination 
of the fourth column, which contains the theoretical ratios 
calculated using the mean value, 2-4 mgm. per sq. m., of the 
excess, shows that the differences between them and the expe- 
rimental ratios nowhere exceed the possible errors of these 
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very difficult measurements. The mean value is several 
times larger than that obtained from the experiments on 
bubbling. This might have been anticipated, since, as was 
there pointed out, only a small fraction of the final excess 
can have been formed in those experiments. 

The table shows further that in the black film of 27-7 
thickness, a reduction to less than half its value in thick films 
has oceurred in the excess. This is, I think, a point of con- 
siderable importance in the explanation of the formation of 
the black film, and is considered more fully on p. 107. 

Thinning of Films.—According to the theory of the for- 
mation of a pellicle, the surface of a vertical soap-film is in 
a state of statical equilibrium, and the thinning is due to the 
gradual draining down of the layer between the two surfaces 
impeded by the ordinary fluid viscosity of the liquid. In view 
of the continual re-formation of the surface excess when the 
surface is renewed, another cause will be seen to be operative 
in the thinning. Consider a horizontal film suddenly turned 
into a vertical. position. In order for the film to be in equi- 
librium, the tensions at different levels must be different 
by the weight of the intervening film. This not being initially 
the case, ‘ie surface, and with it a portion of the excess which 
it: contains, will be pulled down by the tension from higher 
to lower levels. The surface tensions of the higher levels 
will be thus increased until equilibrium results. This increase 
in the tension is, however, only temporary, since the excess 
removed from any portion of the surface is continually being 
replaced by diffusion of the oleate into the surface from the 
rterior. but this will be similarly removed, and thus a con- 
.. ual circulation over the surface will be produced, the rate 
of which, other things being equal, will depend on the rate at 
which the surface excess is capable of being formed. Both 
circulation and draining will assist in thinnin o the film, 
and it is difficult to say « priori which of the two will be 
the more potent cause. We may, however, infer that, since 
the rate of formation of the surface excess is decreased by a 
decrease in the concentration of the soluticn, the same will be 
the case for the rate of thinning by Se ee over the surface; 
so that the extent to which ‘this cause is operative may be 
gauged by the extent to which the rate of thinning of films 
depends on the concentration, I made some experiments on this 
point by measuring the time required by films, formed in the 
same way from sodium oleate solutions of different strengths, 
to undergo a given degree of thinning. The films were formed 
on a rectangular frame of glass fibre, 2 ems. wide by 4 ems. 
high, having the handle attached at the bottom, and the whole 
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being so arranged that the framework could be raised out of 

the saltition without removing a glass shade which covered the 
whole apparatus. 

| Concentration. | FE. | ony, | 

| ae on | 
| 20 normal, | 15-1 sees. | 12-7 sees. | 

D tons (ir ba on 188 | | 
‘02 | 19-3 | 173 | 

) ‘O07 20-9 | 

iy) (002 21-0 | 19°8 

In the above table the numbers in column II. are the times 
after the formation of the film at which the green of the 6th 
order (thickness 1100 uu) had reached a point 2 cms. from 
the top of the frame; those in column ITI. the times at which 
the blue of the 2nd order (250 wp) had reached a point’3 cm. 
from the top; they are each the mean of about ten measure- 
ments, which throughout nowhere differed among themselves 
by more than 1° second. The table shows that the time 
required for a given degree of thinning increases in a marked 
way with the dilution of the solution ; and we may conse- 
quently infer that circulation over the surface is an appreciable 
factor in producing the thinning. 

The circulation must, however, cease when the whole 
of the oleate has been removed from the interior of the 
film. The surface excess will then everywhere take up a 
steady value of such a magnitude as will enable the tensions 
to remain in statical equilibrium throughout the film; this 
point, however, does not appear to be reached—unless perhaps 
in very dilute solutions—before the black spot becomes 
formed. 

Black films—Many observers have endeavoured to trace 
the effect on the surface tension of the approach to molecular 
magnitudes which films make as they thin; but the results 
have always shown that there is no appreciable difference in 
the tensions of thick and of the thinnest black films. Any 
other result would indeed be difficult to understand from the 
point of view of the equilibrium of the film introduced by 
Marangoni; but it is to be observed that it by no means 
indicates that a thickness of twice the radius of molecular 
action has not been reached and passed. If a film of pure 
water could be obtained with a thickness less than twice the 
radius of molecular action, its tension would doubtless be less 
than that of a thick water-film ; but the tension of a soap-film 
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of the same thickness will depend on both the thickness and 
the magnitude of the surface excess. While a diminution of 
the thickness will tend to decrease the tension, a diminution 
of the excess will tend to increase it ; and down to a certain 
limiting thickness there will always he a possible value of the 
excess which will enable the tension to keep uniform. 

Now from the results on p. 105 for the value of the surface 
excess calculated from the conductivity of films, we must con-_ 
clude that it is considerably less in black films than in thick 
ones. Another argument for the same thing may be adduced 
in the fact that when the black spot is formed its edge is (in 
my experience) always surrounded by a great many of the 
little white flakes, the formation of which as a precipitate 
formed from a_ supersaturated solution has already been 
adverted to. On this view they form a visible piece of 
evidence of oleate removed from the black spot. We must 
consequently conclude that the tension so.far as it depends 
on the thickness has been diminished, and that in black films 
a thickness less than the range of molecular action has been 
reached. It would be interesting to know, even if only 
roughly, what the tension of a pure water-film of the same 
thickness would be. If we assume, as is suggested by the 
approximate agreement of the time-curves for the surface 
tension with diffusion curves, that the diminution of the 
surface tension of oleate solutions below that of pure water 
is proportional to the actual amount of the surface excess, an 
estimate of the value may be made from the results of Reinold 
and Riicker’s conductivity experiments. On this assumption, 
if ry is the surface tension of a water-film, that of a soap-film 
will be 7(1—ko), where o is the magnitude of the surface 
excess; and since both in thick films and thin ones the tension 
must have the same value, 27°5 dynes per cm., we must have, 
for a thick film, where 7 is 74 dynes per cm., and a is 2°4, 

27°5=T4A(1—k x 2-4), 

and for a black film of 27:7 thickness, where c=1:09, 

27°5=7(1—k x 1:09). 

This makes t=38°5, only about half as great as the normal 
value. Although no great stress can be laid on the actual 
camber, ib 16 arden oe the calculation that a thickness of 
TT pp ‘is well within the limits of the range of molecular 
te 

There remain outstanding the sudden formation, and the 
discontinuous thickness at the edge, of the black spot,—phe- 
nomena which have long been recognized as an indication 
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that the thickness is approaching molecular dimensions, but 
the actual cause of which has remained completely obscure. 
I have only been able to come across two suggested expla- 
nations of the discontinuity. Reinold and Riicker * suggest 
that it is due to the forces between the molecules becoming 
repulsive within certain limited regions, whereby the surface 
tension of the film alternately decreases and increases as the 
thickness is diminished. On the other hand, Bakker+ 
connects it with the region of instability in the isothermal 
which represents the passage of liquid into vapour. An 
objection to both of these explanations is that they neglect to 
give a part to be played by the soap, although it ‘has an 
obvious and essential role in the experimental production of 
the spectacle. It seerus to me that an explanation on the 
following lines is more satisfactory. 

Let us suppose (simply to make the argument more definite) 
that the tension of a thin soap-film of thickness ¢ and surface 
excess o is actually represented by the form /(¢){1—ko}. Itis 
true that from a mathematical point of view an infinite number 
of corresponding values of ¢ and o may exist which will make 
this function have the same value as in a thick film. We 
have seen that if in any place the tension is accidentally less 
than this value, thinning occurs by the extreme surface layer, 
and with it the excess of oleate which it contains, being 
dragged away from the place by the surrounding tensions ; 
but when we come to molecular magnitudes the alterations of 
the thickness and the excess produced in this way cannot be 
perfectly continucus, but must occur in finite, if * very small, 
steps. Thus we may imagine that the thickness cannot alter 
by less than that of a layer. 1 molecule thick, and similarly the 
surface excess by the amount of oleate contained in such a 
layer. But unless the increase in the tension produced by 
the second of these alterations is exactly of the right amount 
to neutralize the decrease produced by the first, the portion 
of the film thus thinned cannot remain in equilibrium with 
the thicker parts. Hence either the thinning will not take 
place, or the next layer will be removed ‘simultaneously 
with the first, when the same considerations will again be 
applicable. It may not be until after a considerable number 
of layers of molecules are considered removed, that a point is 
reached at which the sums of the decreases of the thickness 
and of the surface excess which correspond to the removal of 
each layer exactly neutralize each other in their effects on the 

* Phil. Trans. vol. elxxvii. p. 627 (1886). 
t Ann. der Physik, Bd. xx. p. 35 (1906). 
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tension, and enable the thinned film to form in stable equi- 
librium with the thicker parts. If this be the case, the practical 
process of thinning will take place by the sudden removal 
of a finite thickness from a limited area, forming a spot with 
a sharply detined edge. From the point of view of this 
explanation there is no necessity to limit to a single case the 
number of films, having thicknesses finitely ditferent from each 
other, which might be capable of being formed in this way. 
It is well known indeed that black films oceur in two different 
thicknesses ; and Stansfield * and Johonnott}+ have recently 
drawn attention to the existence of a series of at least three 
erey films of thicknesses intermediate between those of the 
white and the black. 

The University, Sheffield. 
August 1906, 

V. The Velocity and Energy of the a particles from Radio- 
active Substances. By K. RutHER¥ForD, /.R.S., Macdonald 
Professor of Physics, MeGill University, Montreal ¢. 

N two previous papers §, an account has been given of 
measurements of the velocity and mass of the & particle 

expelled from selected products of radium, actinium, and 
thorium. It has been shown that, within the limit of experi- 
mental error, the a particles expelled from each of the 
substances examined have the same mass but differ in the 
initial velocity of their projection. 

Under the normal conditions of experiment, the a particle 
carries a positive charge and behaves as if it were a charged 
atom of matter projected from the radioactive matter at very 
great velocity. The value of e/m—the ratio of the charge of 
the « particle to its mass—was found to be 5:07x10°. The 
probability that the « particle isan atom of helium is discussed 
in detail in one of the papers already mentioned. 

The range of ionization in air of the « particles from a 
thin layer of active matter is a definite and easily measured 
quantity, which is a characteristic of each individual product. 
The ranges in air of the radium products have been accurately 

* Proc. Royal Soc. March 1906, vol. Ixxvii. p. 814. 
+ Phil. Mag. June 1906, p. 746. 
+ Communicated by the Author. 
§ Rutherford, Phil. Mag. Oct. 1906. Rutherford ard Hahn, Phil. 

Mag. Oct. 1906. 
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determined by Bragg and Kleeman*. Levin+ has deter- 
mined the range of the particles from poloniuin ote F), 
while Hahn{ has investigated in detail the ranges of the 
a particles expelled by the various products of thorium and 
actinium. 

The velocities of the « particles in a homogeneous source of 
rays are all reduced by the same definite amount in passing 
through a material screen. As a result of the variation of 
velocity of the « particles from radium C in traversing matter, 
I have shown § that the velocity V of the « particle having 
u range 7 cms. in air after passing through a screen is 
given by 

V/[Vo="348,/ 7+ 1°25, 
where V, is the initial velocity of the « particles emitted 
from radium C which have a range in air of 7:06 cms. 

This relation has been confirmed by direct measurement 
of the velocities of the « particles from the various e ray 
products which have different ranges of ionization. The 
value of Vy has been determined and shown to be 2°06 x 10° 
ems. per second. Consequently the velocity V of an « 
particle which is able to ionize air for a distance of 7 cms. is 
given by 

V="717,/7r+1°25 x 10° cms. per second. 

This is based on the assumption, which has been verified 
in a number of instances, that the @ particles from the a ray 
products of the various radioelements have an identical mass. 

The initial velocity of expulsion of the « particle from each 
# ray- product is thus a definite constant which, like its 
period of transformation, serves to distinguish it from all 
other products. 

The velocities of the « particles emitted fromthe various 
products are collected in the table given below (p. 112). The 
period of transformation of the product and the range of its 
e particles in air are added for comparison. The fourth column 
gives the kinetic energy of the « particle at the moment 
of its expulsion. Since the kinetic energy 4mv? is equal to 
1 mu? mu? . ; 
ie a” and the value of - is determined directly from 

the known values of wand e/m, the kinetic energy is expressed 
in terms of e, the charge (in electromagnetic units) carried 

* Phil. Mag. Sept. 1905. 
+ Amer. Journ. Sci. July 1906. 
Tt Phil. Mag. July and Sept. 1906. 
§ Phil. Mag. Aug. 1906. 
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by the @ particle. The results, expressed in this form, do 
not involve any assumption as to the actual value of e. 

The ranges of the 2 particles from all the various substances 
except uranium have been determined by the electrical 
method, first employed by Braggand Kleeman. On account 
of the feeble activity of uranium, experiments made to 
determine the range of its @ particles by the same method 
have not yet been successful. Bragg has, however, deter- 
mined the stopping power of the « particle from uranium in 
terms of aluminium, and from this it can be deduced that 
the range of the e@ particle from uranium is in the neighbour- 
hood of 3°5 cms. 

It is of interest to compare the average velocity and energy 
of the « particle expelled in the successive transformations of 
the radioelements. The results are tabulated below. The 
third column gives the total energy of motion of the « par- 
ticles liberated as a result of the successive disintegrations of 
a single parent atom. Since for any primary element in 
equilibrium with its succeeding products, the same number 
of atoms of each product break up per second, the average 
velocity or average energy of the @ particles for each of the 
families of products is given by the sum of the velocities or 
energies divided by the number of products concerned. 

TABLE ET. 

Average velocity Average energy _as the result of 

| 
| Total energy liberated | 

Element. of a particles 1b of a particles successive disintegra- 
ems. per second. im ergs. tions of one atom of 

| parent matter. 

| About | 

Deraniani.2..--25.... | 156109 | 2-41 x10" e 2-41 x 104. e 

Radium (including “ 1? | = 
| radium F) .........| | lve pot eh | 151, 

) 

Radium (excluding ‘ery ae / 312°, ) ea, 
rads ED)... .ns0<05- ) | 

Uranium eanidel | 
radium and all its | 1:71 ., | ier OR wie. Vicor 5 
products), ....54:.- | | 

/ | 
LO Ecc! ne re ae ) L382. Se 2 ae i ae 

Aotumiant....-022/....-. | 18s ,, | a) ee TO" 45, | 
| 

— Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No, 73. Jan. 1907. I 
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We see from the above tables that 

(1) The initial velocities of expulsion of the « particles 
from the products of the radioelements all lie between 
156 x 10° and 2:25 x 10° cms. per second, 7. e. the 
maximum velocity of expulsion is only 1-44 times 
the minimum velocity. Of all products, the  par- 
ticles emitted from thorium C have the greatest 
velocity, and those from uranium and radium the 
least velocity. 

(2) The average velocity and average energy of the 
a particles from thorium and actinium families are 
very nearly the same, and are greater than the corre- 
sponding values for the radium family. The average 
velocity of expulsion of the « particles from the 
radium family (excluding radium I) is about 6 per 
cent. less than that: of the @ particles from thorium 
and actinium. 

(3) The total energy liberated in consequence of the 
successive disintegrations of a radium atom is less 
than the corresponding value for the thorium atom, 
but is greater than that for actinium. 

Notwithstanding the smaller number of 2 ray products in 
thorium, the total energy liberated for the disintegration of 
one atom of thorium is practically the same as the energy 
liberated for an atom of uranium, including in the latter 
radium as its product. 

Conneaion of the velocity of expulsion of the a particle from 
a product with the period of transformation. 

In considering the possibility of some relation existing 
between the velocity of expulsion of the a particle and the 
character of the transformation which accompanies it, it is 
noteworthy that in a large proportion of the products, the 
velocity of expulsion of the « particle for each of the radio- 
active families increases progressively as the period of trans- 
formation decreases. Since the period of transformation of 
a product may be considered to be an inverse measure of the 
stability of the atoms composing it, this would show that the 
velocity of the expulsion of the particle is a function of 
the stability of the atoms and is least for the most stable 
atoms. : . 

This is well exemplified in the case of the products 
uranium, radium, radium F, and radiothorium, which are 
transformed slowly compared with the other a ray products. 
The particles from uranium and radium have the minimum 
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range of about 3°5 cms., while those of radium F have the 
next lowest range, viz. 3°86 cms. A similar result holds in 
the case of thorium, where the @ ray particles from the 
product of longest period have the least velocity. The 
period of transformation of radiothorium has not yet been 
measured, but it is apparently not less than one year, and 
may be much longer. Inany case, the period is much longer 
than for any of the other 2 ray products of thorium. 

This connexion is more clearly brought out in the table 
below by arranging the products of each of the radioactive 
families in the order of increasing velocity of the particles 
expelled from them. 

Taser Lil, 

Product. Period of Transformation. | 

pe berareagains yycst occ). a8: about 10° years. 

Rion 2s at 2! 1300 years. 

L atime Bt! bl. 140 days. 

Emanation. ............. 3o-@ days. 

padinnl Avs. .s.ck | od mins. 

Peasant MG.) ss 2 ete cass 19 mins. 

| nee Period of | er1lod oO erlod oO 
. oduct. : : : 
) win uit '  ‘Tranformation. ~ tae Transformation. | ) | : 

Radiothorium ...| More than | year. | Radioactinium .. 19-5 days. | 

Thorium B ...... 1 hour. | Actinium B ...... | 2 mins. / 
’ / : | 

| Emanation ...... 5+ secs. {manation ......... | 39 secs. | 

Thorium X*_...| 3°6 days. Actinium X* ...) 10-2 days. | 

Thorium C......... | Very short. | | 

The only exceptions to the rule that the velocity of expul- 
sion of the « particle progressively increases with the decrease 
of period of transformation are the three products marked 
with an asterisk, viz. radium ©, in the case of radium, and 
thorium X and actinium X, in the case of thorium and 
actinium respectively. 

Assuming the above rule to be valid for all the products, 
12 
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it is to be expected that the period of transformation of 
radium C should be less than one minute, while that of 
thorium X or actinium X should not be more than afew seconds. 
There is a possibility that further investigation may yet 
remove these products from the list of exceptions. ‘Es 
possible that two successive changes may occur, for example, 
in radium ©, the one change a ray less one of period 19: 
minutes, and other a ray change of very short period. A 
similar result may hold for thorium X and actinium X. 
Such possible double changes, where one of the changes is. 
very rapid compared with the other, would be extremely 
difficult to detect. There is certainly no evidence so far 
obtained which in any way negatives such a possibility. 

It will he seen that, in most cases , the period of transfor- 
mation decreases very rapidly for a slight 1 increase in velocity 
of the expelled @ particles. I have not succeeded in finding 
any simple connexion between the velocity of expulsion of 
the « particle and the period of transformation of the product. 
Hahn has already drawn attention to the interesting fact 
that the corresponding products of thorium and actinium 
occupy the same relative position when the products of each 
element are arranged in order of increasing velocity of the 
a particles expelled from them (see previous table). 

Rate of emission of energy. 

We have seen that the energy of the e particles due to the- 
successive disintegrations of one atom of the parent element 
is 125x10"%.e ergs for radium (excluding radium F), 
17°7x 10".e for thorium, and 14°0 x10™.e¢ for aetmium 
In a previous paper I have shown that the heating effect of 
radium is, in great part, a measure of the kinetic energ gy of 
the expelled a particles. We may consequently assume “with. 
confidence that thorium, uranium, and actinium also emit 
heat energy in amount proportional to the kinetic energy of 
the expelled a particles. Until the number of atoms which 
break up per second is determined accurately for each of 
these elements, the actual heat emission cannot be calculated 
with certainty. rom measurements of the relative activity 
of thorium and uranium compared with radium, it ean, 
however, be deduced that the heat emission per gram of 
radium is about two million times as great as the corresponding 
value for uranium and thorium. 

Since the heat emission of radioactive substances is a 
measure of the energy of the expelled @ particles, radioactive 
matter however sparsely distributed will emit heat energy 
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proportional to the quantity of matter present. It is con- 
sequently quite valid to assume, for example, that the heating 
effect of radium distributed in minute quantities through the 
earth’s crust is proportional to the amount of radium present. 

General considerations. 

We have seen that the velocity of expulsion of the  par- 
ticles from various radioactive substances all lie within a 
fairly narrow range, viz. between 1°56 x 10° and 2°25 x 10°cms. 
per second. In a previous paper I have shown that the 
a particle loses its power of producing ionization, of acting 
ona photographic plate and of producing phosphorescence 
when its velocity falls to about -4 V,, where Vy is the velocity 
of the « particles from radium C. The value of V) has been 
shown to be 2:06x 10° ems. per sec., so that this critical 
velocity of the « particle is about ‘82 x 10° cms. per sec. It 
is consequently seen that the velocity of expulsion of the 
a particles in general hes approximately between two and 
three times this critical velocity. An @ particle escaping 
below this critical velocity would be difficult to detect and 
would produce little if any ionization. If the @ particles 
from the active substances had been projected on an average 
with half their observed velocity, it would have been difficult 
to detect the presence of the @ particles at all. 

In the absence of any definite knowledge of the causes 
which lead to the successive disintegrations of the atom, it 
does not seem possible at the present time to give any 
adequate explanation of the modes of transformation observed 
in radioactive matter. At the same time, there can be little 
doubt that the data so far accumulated of the character and 
period of the changes and of the nature and velocity of the 
particles emitted will ultimately prove of very great value in 
obtaining a clearer idea of atomic constitution. 
A study of radioactive phenomena has emphasized the 

importance of the « particle as one of the units of which 
the heavier atoms are built up, and it is not improbable that 
the 2 particle may play an equally important role in the 
constitution of other atoms besides those of uranium, thorium, 
radium, and actinium. 

McGill University, Montreal. 
November 1, 1906. 
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VI. The Impulsive Motion of Electrified Systems. By 
G. F. C. Szuarue, J/.4., FBS, University Lecturer in 
Eaperimental Physics, Cambridge*. 

Raa. 7 HEN an electrified system is suddenly set into 
motion, a pulse of electromagnetic disturbance 

travels outwards from the system in all directions with the 
velocity of light, and this pulse carries energy and electro- 
magnetic momentum away to infinity. In the following 
paper, a method is given of calculating the radiated energy 
and momentum for any given system, and the results are 
applied to a number of simple systems. The principles of 

electromagnetism are then applied to deduce the electric and 
the magnetic energies and the momenta of the systems, 
when they are in. steady motion. Some of the results, as 
will be indicated in footnotes, have already been published 
by Dr. Oliver Heaviside and by Dr. M. Abraham, but others — 
are, I believe, now given for the first time. 

The method employ ed in calculating the electric and 
magnetic forces in the pulse is simply an extension to finite 
speeds of Prof. J. J. Thomson’s investigation 7 of the pulse 
given off when the infinitesimal velocity. of a charged sphere 
is suddenly destroyed. 

§ 2. Whena charged particle has been at rest at a given point 
O for an infinite time, the lines of electric force are uni- 
formly distributed round the particle. At the time t=0, let 
the particle be impulsively set into motion at a speed u, which 
is maintained constant in direction and magnitude. Then, at 
any subsequent time ¢, the field can be divided into two parts 
by a sphere of radius vé described about O as centre, v being 
the velocity of light. The field outside this sphere is the same 
as if the particle had remained at rest, while the field inside 
the sphere is the same as if the particle had been in steady 
motion for an infinite time. 

On the other hand, suppose that a charged particle, which 
"a been moving along a straight line, with uniform velocity 

for an infinite time, 1s suddenly stopped, at ¢=0,-as it 
Sis a given point O. Then, at any subsequent time ¢, a 
sphere of radius vt will again divide the field into two parts. 
The field outside this sphere is the same as if the particle had 
continued in steady motion, while the field inside the sphere 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Elements of the Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Magnetism. 

Third edition (1904), § 287. 

; 
4 
2 

4 
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is the same as if the particle had been at rest at O for an 
infinite time. 

More generally, suppose that both the direction and the 
magnitude of the velocity are instantaneously changed so 
that the velocity of the particle is vu, from t=—x to p=) 
and uw, from t=0 onwards. Then, if a sphere of radius vt 
be described about O, the point ay ine the impulse occurs, the 
field outside the sphere i is the samme as if the particle had con- 
tinued to move with velocity w,, and the field inside the sphere 
is the same as if the particle had been in steady motion with 
velocity ws for an infinite time. 

These results, which will be assumed in the present paper, 
can be established by the method of the “ retarded potential! ”’ 
for points either inside or outside the sphere of radius vt”. 
For external points they can also be established by Poisson’s 
solution of the general equation d’?¢$/d? =v" Vv’. 

§ 3. A point charge, g, in steady rectilinear motion, pro- 
duces an electromagnetic field which travels with the charge. 
In this field the lines of electric force are straight and. pass 
through g, while the lines of magnetic force are circles in 
planes normal to the direction of motion. If R and ¢, 
measured from g as an origin and from the line of motion 
respectively, be the coordinates of any point, then, as was 
first shown by Dr. Oliver Heaviside f, the electric force is 
given by 

gla) | 

Lae Mie (i At sine @)> «..), Pod ele (1) 

where w is the velocity of the charge and 

PE el) ES AAT a a! ae et (2) 

and K is the specific inductive capacity. 
The magnetic force is given by 

PS Ka My aia Gaia bieg) ots ety) os GB) 

The principles stated in § 2, together with these values of 
EH and H, are sufficient for the solution of every problem 
connected with the motion of charged bodies. 

* The most direct proof of the formule of the “ retarded potential ”’ is 
perhaps that given by Sommerfeld in his paper “ Simplified deduction 
of the Field and the Forces of an Electron moving in any given way.” 
Proceedings of the Koninklijke Academie van Wetenschappen te 
Amsterdam, Nov. 26, 1904. 

+ ‘The Electrician,’ Dec. 7,1888, p. 148, or ‘ Electrical Papers,’ vol. ii. 
p. dll. 
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Suppose that O (fig. 1) is the position of qg at the time jig 
and A its position at any later time ¢, the velocity between 
O and A being constant and equal Fic i 
to uw. Let P be any point on the s 
sphere of radius r=vt, described 
about O as centre, and let the axis 
OA cut the sphere i in the pole X. 
Then AP=Rand PAX=4q, while 
=i, — 77. 

fet POX=@.. Then 7 and ¢@ 
are the coordinates of P relative 
to O, while R and @ are its co- 
or dinates relative to A. If Ey be the electric force at P 
along OP, we have, by (1), 

noe g@l =n") Encos (Gr @) 

*) KR —nsin® 63 
But 

Ki cos (6 —@) =OP— OA cos O=r(1—7n cos 8), 

R sin =r sin @, 
and 

R? =7°(1+ n?—2n cos 6) 

Hence 
R?(1—n? sin? 6) =77(1—n cos 0)”. 

Thus 
ae g(1—n?)s pCa Ns! ql yi (4) 
a) Caicos 67?(1—ncos 8)?" * 

If the particle was at rest at O until ¢=0, the electric force 
just outside the sphere r=vt is radial to O and normal to the 
sphere and has the value 

B= o/ Keri e 

At the surface of the sphere there is therefore a disconti- 
nuity in the normal component of the electric force, and, since 
there is no charge on the surface, this discontinuity can arise 
only from a flux of electric displacement along the surface. 
By symmetry this flux must be along lines of longitude. 

Let E be the tangential electric force along the lines of 
longitude of the sphere r=vt and let 

e= (wae, oe a hae Ra (6) 
ra) 

where the integral is taken over the infinitesimal thickness, 
p, of the sur face of the sphere, and dz is an element of length 
measured along p- In other words, Ke/47 is the surface flux of 
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electric displacement across unit length of a line of latitude. 

When E and e are positive they are directed away from the 
pole X. 

Now consider the spherical cap formed by the revolution 
of the are PX (fig. 1) about OX. The flux of displacement 
out from this cap by its edge and by its convex surface is 

(Ke/4z). 2ar sin 0+49q(1—cos @). 

By (4) the flux of displacement into the cap by its concave 
surface is 

(Kd) * Beaten Bae: 

or (, sn @d@ 

Sa bis) (1—n cos 6)?” t 

or gat a ea 0) 
2(L—n cos @) 

quating the inward : the outward flux, we find 

T+n 
Ker sin 6= ge ‘ Sie Cee P) —] ; (1—cos@), 

and hence 
q sin @ Pe igusin @ (7 

~ Kr(1—neos@) Kr(v—ucos6@) * * ) 

This result is of great importance since all the formule for 
the radiation arising from the impulsive or gradual change 
of velocity of an electrified system can be deduced from it*. 

Since e is at right angles to the plane of r and u we can 
express it in the vector form 

q Vu Vra_ 9 1(ar)—u (8) 
~ Kr v—ur, Krier) onegohe 

Here heavy type denotes vectors, and r, is a unit vector in 
the direction of r. Also ur, is a scalar and Vr,u a vector 
product. | 

§ 4. In the expanding spherical wave the disturbance is 
propagated at right angles to the electric force with velocity 
v, and hence the associated magnetic force, which is at right 
angles both to the electric force and to the direction of pro- 
pagation, 1s given by the equation 

H=vKE, 
which holds in every case of propagation of electromagnetic 
wayes. 

* This result was first given by Dr. Heaviside, ‘The Electrician,’ 
Oct. 11, 1901. 
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On the surface of the expanding sphere there will be a 
surface flux of magnetic induction along lines of latitude. If 
ph be the flux per unit length of a line of longitude, we may 
deduce from the last equation that h=vKe. But itis more 
instructive to obtain this result in another way. 

Take a fired circle with its cenire on the axis OX and its 
plane perpendicular to the axis, and let the circle subtend 
an angle 20 at O (fig. 1), the distance of O from the circle 
being r. Then just before the expanding sphere reaches the 
circle the electric force is given by (5), while just after the 
sphere has passed over the circle, the electric force normal 
to the sphere is given by (4). Hence, by § 3, the flux of 
electric displacement through the circle suddenly changes by 
the amount 4Kersin 6. Thus, if p be the infinitesimal thick- 
ness of the wave, the teme-integral of the line-integral of H, 
round the circle, taken for the time p/v, is equal to 47 times 
the change of fiux of displacement, or in symbols 

piv 
27r sin al H dt=4Kersin 0.47. 

. 0 

Putting de=vdt, we find that, if 

i<Vuad 
e VU 

then | h=oWes iit ele ea 

When e is directed away from the pole X, as in fig. 1, the 
directions of Ah and of w are connected in the same way as 
the rotation and translation of a right-handed screw working 
in a fixed nut. 

§ 5. So far the charge has been supposed to be impulsively 
set in motion. If, however, it is originally in motion and is 
impulsively brought to rest, it is only necessary to take (4) 
as applying to the field outside the sphere and (5).as applying 
to the field inside it. Thus the directions of e and h are 
simply reversed, while their magnitudes remain unchanged. 
§ 6. When the charge gq is finite, there is a finite flux of 

displacement, viz. Ke/47, in the infinitely thin surface of the 
expanding spherical wave, and this implies an infinite value 
for E and involves an infinite amount of energy. But, as we 
shall see in § 7, if a charge Q is distributed over finite sur- 
faces or throughout finite voiumes according to any given law 
of distribution, this difficulty disappears and the formula (7) 
enables us to calculate the electric and magnetic forces in the 
pulse due to the sudden starting or stopping of an electrified 
system when the pulse has travelled out a great distance from 
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the system. The formula (7) is, indeed, applicable to the 
disturbance existing at any time after the impulsive change 
of velocity, but the necessary integrations are difficult unless 
we wait till the pulse has travelled out to a great distance. 

§ 7. If a sphere of radius vf be described about every 
point on the surface of the system, in the position which 
it occupies at t=0, the wave disturbance at time ¢, due to an 
impulsive change of velocity of the system at t=0, will be 
confined to the region contained by the envelopes of these 
spheres. When vt is very large compared with the linear 
dimensions of the system, this region will approximaie to a 
spherical shell of variable thickness p, this thickness never 
exceeding the greatest distance between two points of the 
system. When, as in the examples discussed in this paper, p 
is infinitesimal compared with vt, the shell may be constructed 
in the manner indicated in fig. 2, Any point O, within or 

very close to the system, is 
chosen as origin and a 
sphere of radius vt is de- 
scribed about it as centre, 
and P denotes any point 
on this sphere. Two planes, 
AA’ and BB’, normal to. 
OP, are drawn touching 
the system at A’ and B’ 
and cutting OP in A and B, 
the plane AA’ being the 
nearerto P. If more than 
two tangent planes can be 

drawn, we must select the one that is nearest to P and the 
one that is farthest from P. If, now, on the radius OP we 
take Pa=OA and Pb=OB, then p, the thickness of the shell 
or pulse in the neighbourhood of P, will be equal to ab. 

Let OX, drawn in the direction of n, cut the sphere in X, 
and let OX=OP=rand POX=0@. Let O' be a point on 
OX at a distance ut or nr from O. 

Now take a point 7 on OP between a and b at a distance < 
from P and draw a plane FI’ normal to OP and ata distance 
vt from 7, so that it intersects the system and cuts OP in F. 
Then, in the limit, any point of the section of the system by 
this plane may be considered as being at a distance vt from 
7 and, further, the straight line joining it to P may be treated 
as being parallel to OP. To this approximation, the wave 
disturbance at fat time ¢ is due entirely to the charged particles 
which lie in the plane FF’, and the effect of these particles 
is the same as if they were concentrated at the point I’. 
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In practical cases, however, the electrification is not con- 
centrated in ideal point-charges, but is spread over surfaces 
or distributed through volumes. We therefore take a second 
plane GG’, parallel to FF’ and at a distance dz from it, and a 

( 

corresponding point gon OP. ‘Then, at the time ¢, the only — 
points on OP, which experience any wave disturbance from 
the electrification dQ contained between the planes FF’ and 
GG’, are the points between fand g, and, further, the wave 
disturbance at points between 7 and g at time ¢ is entirely 
due to the electrification dQ. It is clear that, in the limit, 
the electric force in the pulse at any point between 7 and g 
may be calculated by substituting dQ for g in (7) and then 
supposing that de, the corresponding total flux of electric 
displacement, no longer takes place along a mathematical 
surface, but is uniformly distributed in a layer of thickness 
dz. We thus obtain for the tangential electric foree at any 
poit of the pulse 

usin @ dQ : 

me cos@)dz° 7 (11) 

In the same way, the corresponding total flux of magnetic 

induction, wdh, is uniformly distributed through a layer of 
thickness dz, and thus, by (10), the magnetic force in the 
pulse is given by 

Ha oKE= sin@ dQ 

r(v—ucos 0) dz * 
. 

Since wKv?=1, it follows that, at any point of the pulse, 
pH? /87 = wv? K?E?/87 = KH?/87, and hence the magnetic 
energy per unit volume is equal to the electric energy per 
unit volume. Thus, when dQ/dz is known in terms of the 
angular coordinates of P, we can calculate the energy in 
the pulse due to the impulsive change in the velocity of the 
system. 

§ 8. Within the region of wave disturbance there is a 
gradual transition of the field just outside the expanding 
pulse into the field just inside the pulse. In each of these 
fields the electric force ultimately varies as 1/7?, whereas the 
tangential electric force, arising from the sudden change in 
the velocity of the system, ultimately varies as 1/r. Hence, 
when r becomes very great, the only electric force which 
need be considered is the tangential electric force H, given 
by (11): 

If we wish to do so, we can easily calculate the actual 
electric and magnetic forces at any point f (fig. 2) within the 
pulse at any great time after the body has been set into 

4 
te 

_— LE Se Oe 
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motion. For the pulse due to the part of the system which 
lies between 7 and the corresponding plane FF’ has already 
passed over 7, while the pulse due to the remainder of the 
system has not yet reached 7. If Q, is the charge between 
jf and the plane FI’ and Q, is the remainder of the total 
charge, and if E, and KE, are the electric forces due to Q, and 
(J., then the electric force at f has the three components B,, 
ii,, and H, the latter being given by (11). The electric force 
E, has the value Q,/K7? and is ultimately radial to O, but the 
force H, is ultimately radial to O' (fig. 2) and has the value 

pe ee ee. 
KK R?(1—n? sin? f)2 ” 

where R=O'P and ¢ is the angle between O’P and OX. 
The magnetic force at f has the three components H,, H 

and H, where H is given by (12) and 

i Kuk, sin d, lal ==; 

Both H, and H are in circles in planes normal to OX. 
§ 9. The electric and magnetic forces in the pulse ultimately 

vary as 1/7, while the thickness of the pulse, for given angular 
coordinates of P, ultimately becomes constant, and hence the 
electromagnetic energy in the pulse tends to a constant value, 
W, as vt, the radius of the pulse, becomes infinite. Since only 
the squares of E and H are concerned, it follows that the 
energy in the pulse is ultimately the same, whether the system 
is suddenly set into motion at speed w or is suddenly reduced 
to rest from speed w, the direction of w relative to the system 
being the same in both cases. The energy W, which is 
radiated away in the pulse, cannot be recovered and may 
therefore be spoken of as “ lost.” 

§ 10. We now proceed to show that the total energy of the 
system, for steady motion at speed wu, is simply equal to 
W + U,, where U, is the electrostatic energy of the system at 
rest. The total energy at the speed wis U+T, the sum of the 
electric and magnetic energies, where. 

icy (i y aes : A 
= SAfh "dedy de) L— allie du dy dz. 

If the moving system be brought to rest suddenly, the 

charges do not move under the infiuence of the electric forces, 

which act on them after the system has been brought to rest, 

and therefore the electromagnetic field does no work upon 

the system after its motion is destroyed*. Hence the total 

2> 

# See M, Abraham, Thcorie der Elektrizitdt, vol. ii. p. 230. 

$6656 
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energy in the field is unaltered by the sudden stopping of the 
system. 

After a short time the pulse will get clear of the system 
and then it separates the “ old field,’ which is external to the 
outer surface of the pulse, from the ‘‘ new tield,’” which is 
internal to the inner surface of the pulse. In the old field 
the electric and magnetic forces are those due to the un- 
disturbed steady motion of the system, while in the new field 
the forces are those due to the system at rest. As the pulse 
advances, the energy in the old field continually diminishes 
to zero, the energy in the new field continually increases to 
Us, and the energ ey inthe pulse tends to the value W. But 
the energy in the whole field has not been changed by 
stopping the system , and thus 

UTHWw-u, |) ee 
The force required to keep the system at rest does not 

necessarily vanish directly the velocity of the system has 
been destroyed, but only after the pulse has got clear of the 
system. Thus, in the case of a charged sphere of radius a 
the time 2a/v will elapse before the pulse gets clear of the 
sphere. After this time the sphere experiences no force. 

§ 11. When the system is impulsively set into motion at 
speed w, a force may be required to maintain the speed at the 
constant value w until the pulse gets clear of the system. As 
long as the force is necessary, it will do work in causing the 
charges on the system to move while they are under the 
influence of the electric forces in the pulse*, and thus the 
action of the force changes the energy of the electromagnetic 
field. When a sphere of radius a is set into motion, the time 
2a/(v—u) will elapse before the pulse gets clear of the sphere. 
Aiter this time no foree is required to keep the velocity of 
the sphere constant. 

As soon as the pulse has got clear of the system, the energy 
of the electromagnetic field remains unchanged. Jn the old 
field, which is external to the outer surface of the pulse, the 
electric and magnetic forces are those due to the system at 
rest. As the pulse advances, the energy in the old field con- 
tinually diminishes to zero, the energy in the new field 
continually increases to Um and the energy in the pulse 
tends to W. Hence, ultimately, the energy in the field has 
been increased from U,) to U+T, while W has been lost by 
radiation. Hence, in setting the system in motion, the force 

* Since H is perpendicular to w, the force on a unit moving charge 
due to His wuld at right angles to wu. Hence no work is done in moving 
the charge while it is under the influence of this force. 

——— ss SCC 
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does the work U+T+W— Ug, and this, by (13), is equal to 
2W. ‘Thus, when a system is set into motion, half the work 
done by the applied force goes to increase the energy of the 
field, while the other half is lost by radiation. 

§ 12. It can be shown that the force exerted on any system 
of charges by the electromagnetic field together with the 
force 

_ Kd (\\ 
in te || vee de dy as 

where the integral is taken throughout the space within any 
surface S which encloses the system, is equivalent to the 
resultant of the Maxwell stress over 8. Here, and throughout 
the paper, heavy type signities vectors and VEH denotes the 
vector product of Eand H. The differentiation with regard 
to the time is to be performed on the values of E and H at 
points jived in space. 
When a system, which has been at rest from t=—2 to 

t=0, is made to move in any given manner, from ¢=0 
onwards, by the application of a set of mechanically applied 
forces, we can take the surface S so great that, at any time f¢, 
the field at every point of S is the old statical field due to 
the system at rest, and then the resultant of the Maxwell 
stress over S vanishes*. In this case, the resultant force 
exerted by the electromagnetic fieid upon the system is —@ 
and hence, if the system is to move in the given manner, 
there must be applied to the system by non-electromagnetic 
means, in addition to any force required to change the 
momentum of ordinary matter, a resultant force F, where 
F=G. Hence we find that, to produce the given motion, we 
require a force F, where 

wk d 
pa HBC || ven awdyds Tek oa i) 

in addition to any force required for the motion of ordinary 
matter. 

The force F is measured, on Newton’s system, by the rate 
at which it could generate momentum in ordinary matter. 
Hence we may speak of F as generating momentum in the 
electromagnetic field and may say that the expression 

ali) VEH du dy de hed cistutaw CLS) 

is the momentum of the electromagnetic field. 

* It is here supposed that there is no other system within a finite 
distance of the one under consideration. 
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We are thus led to regard the momentum as being dis- 
tributed throughout the field. If m denote the amount per 
unit volume, 

m=(“K/47r) VER... 9 

If c\ dt, so that I is the “impulse” of the applied 
force, 

Arr 

§ 13. When the system is set into steady motion from 
rest, the work done by the applied force F is \ Fu dt, where 
Fu denotes the scalar product of F andu. We have already 
found that this work is 2W, and thus 

(rudi=2W.. sv 1 

1e8 || VEE ae dy de. . 
ee 

Since u is constant, we have 

wl=2W =2(T+U—U,). . > 

This result is applicable whatever the form of the system ; 
it is not restricted to systems of revolution. 

As soon as the pulse has got clear of the system, the force 
F vanishes and the total momentum in the field preserves a 
steady value. By § 9 we see that the momentum in the 
pulse tends to a constant value, which we denote by P, as zt, 
the radius of the pulse, becomes infinite. The momentum in 
the new field, which is enclosed by the inner surface of the 
pulse, also tends, therefore, to a constant value M, which the 
system has when it is in steady motion. Hence 

14. In certain cases we can express M, the momentum 
of the field, for the system in steady motion, in terms of T, 
the magnetic energy for steady motion. For steady motion 
we have, as in (3), 

; H=KVuk, .. + ‘s): -> 3 rn 

and hence, by (16), 

m= (pK /47r) VEH 

= (wK?/4ir) VE VuE : 

= (wK?/4or) (u. E?—E. Eu). . . . . (22) 

Now let E, be the component of E parallel to u and E, and 
Hj; the other rectangular components. Then Eu=H,w and 



= =. 
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(VuE)?=1?(E,? + E;7), and hence 

em (fe ey, ok. . SO C23) 

But, by (22), the component of m parallel to u is 

m= (wK?/4cr) (EH? — E,*)u=pH?/trn, . . (24) 

and hence De atm APE WM ei C29) 

The other components of im have the values 

My = —(wK?/4ar) Hy Hy u, m3= —(wK?/47r) BE, By u. (26) 

In special cases, as when the system has an axis of sym- 
metry parallel to w, the components M, and M, will vanish, 
and then we have simply 

Se eral uae ogy eee) 

§ 15. When M and I are both parallel to w, we can at once 
write down P, the momentum in the pulse. For, by (20), 
P=I—M, and hence, in this case, by (19) and (27), 

= OW er 2a ee lpcg oe 3k KAS) 

Thus, by (13), eee el eta Le) Ae) 

If we can calculate P and W for the pulse, we can deduce 
from them not only the electric and the magnetic energies 

of the system in steady motion but its momentum as well. 

For, by (29), (28), and (27), 

BS eee eal COO) 

Pe WV sae ay Seer ow igs “etl 31) 

2c. Ss Be yw Led 

§ 16. The impulse of the force required to suddenly stop 
a system, which is moving along an axis of symmetry, is 
easily found. for since both H and H in the pulse change 
signs, when the system is stopped instead of being started, 
we see that the momentum in the pulse is the same in both 
cases. Hence, before the stopping, the momentum is M, 
while at a great time after the stopping the momentum is P, 
since the Maxwell stress over an infinite surface enclosing 
the pulse vanishes, because E and H at points outside the 
pulse ultimately vary as 1/7?.. Hence, if I’ be the impulse, 
in the opposite direction to u, which is required to reduce the 
system to rest, 

VY=M—P=2@—U+U,)/u . - .., (33) 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Vol: 13. No. 13. Jan. 1907. K 
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Hence the impulse required to start the system exceeds that 
required to stop it by twice the momentum carried away by 
the pulse in either case. 

§ 17. We will now apply the principles explained in the 
earlier part of this paper to some simple systems, and will 
calculate the energy and momentum in the pulse formed when 
the system is set into motionat speed u. By § 7, the electric 
and magnetic energies in the pulse are equal, and thus the 
total energy in the pulse is ultimately equal to 

= iF | He eda dz, 
ae 

‘where dw is an element of solid angle. Hence, by (11), 
since u/v=n, we have 

vant (sin? Oded: (aQy : Ay Bere \j (L—n cos @)? - +) | ele ieee 

In the. pulse, H and H are perpendicular to the radius » 
and to each other. Hence, attending to the directions of E 
and H, we see that VEH is in the direction of the outward 
radius and that its magnitude is simply HH. Hence, by (16), 
if r, denote a unit vector in the direction of the radius, the 
momentum in the pulse is given, in vector notation, by 

_ pK | sa pun (Cr, sin’? 0 dw dz (dQ’? |, 
ee {\ on, dodz = ie ane cos eee ) (35) 

Here and in (34) the range of z is from p,; to p., where 
po—pi=p, the thickness of the pulse. 

he component of r, in the direction of u is cos 6, and 
hence when, for any reason, P is parallel to u, it has the value 

pa mun \\ sin” 0 cos 0 dw dz (2) 
(36) 

When the system is symmetrical round an axis parallel to 
the direction of motion, we may put dw=27sin 6 d9, and 
then 

wa me (( sint@d@dz (dQy 
2 it) (l—n cos @}* dey). ee 4) 

Pe hun sin? 0 Cos 6d@ dz (Z
 2 3 

Z (1=nicos@)70 de Jun (38) 

where @ goes from 0 to z. 
§ 18. Small Veloctties—Let the radius be defined by @ 

— 4a JN (neon)? \de 
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and $, where ¢ is measured round the axis of motion. Then 

d\) 
ah Ve y i ee 

has the same value for the radius defined by r—@ and $+7 
as for the radius defined by @ and ¢. Hence, if we expand 
(1—n cos 6)—? in the expression (35) for P and integrate 
term by term, we see that the integral of the jist term is 
zero since, for a given value of dw, the parts of the pulse 
defined by @ and ¢$ and by 7—@ and $6+7 make equal and 
opposite contributions to that term. Thus, going as far as 

‘o) 

the second term; we find that for small calcd Foe n 

y 

es \ (‘) Tsim 6 cos 6 d@dz. > & (39) 

Hence, for small speeds, P is proportional to n®,-and there- 
fore, by (29), U—U, is pr ete tO ons By (13) it 
follows that W—T is proportional to n*. 

§ 19. Sphere with a uniform surface-charge.— This is, so far 
as I know, the only system to which the method explained in 
the present paper has been applied. The application was made 
by Dr. Heaviside*. . If Q be the charge and-athe radius of the 
sphere, dQ/dz=Q/2a, so that dQ/dz is independent of <z, and 
thus the integrations with respect to z can be made at once. 
We thus obtain, by (37), 

| _ LQ? ue e sin? 0 dé 

du 0 (i wieos G)’ 

where n=w/v. Putting ies cos 0=h, we find 

lin 

a? ae n> —] Z ‘ 

ee dan = mete! whe opel 
1—n } 

eQ? v/v, vtu 
— log —2)}. 

AF a v-u Ji 

TPES? ape) ae ut + ) 

The electrostatic energy of the sphere at rest is given by 

vu Q? 2 pe? Q? 

ao, Se 

* ‘The Electrician,’ Nov. 29, 1901, p. 210. 

K 2 
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Thus since, by (13), U+'T, the total energy of the sphere. 
in steady motion, is W+U , we have 

2 
U+T= moe: lo es = ae (; log Uae -1). 

U K y: f YY 2a Su 2Kalu 

This value is identical with that which I found* by inte- 
gration throughout the whole field of the sphere in steady 
motion. 

Since the sphere moves along an axis of symmetry, the 
momentum carried off in the pulse is, by (38), 

pa ning i * sin? 0 cos 6 d0 
~ 4a Jo (1—n cos 0)? * 

Putting 1—n cos 0=A and using wKv?=1, we find 
1+a 

()? fr Fi bor ie eee 

~ danuk } LP? Aan 4 +h bal 
1—7 

ur UtTu be 

¥F x 1 G~! log Pi eaine | s a ’ 

woh ac “(s5 2 4u? 6u' 

"RK NOD + 5. Tv ee: cs oe 

Hence, as was proved in $18, for small values of u/v the 
momentum carried off by the pulse varies as wu’. 

From the values of W and P those of U, T, and M ean be 
deduced by the method explained in § 15. 

§ 20. Sphere with a uniform volume-charge.-—lIft < be 
measured from the centre of the sphere, we have, in this case, 

dQ aE 3Q(a’— 27) 

de Aa’ ; 

Hence ( @y ae 

and thus, by (37), 

pQ? ue 6" sin? @d0 

hse ae a (1—n cos Dak 

and hence, by § 19, 

We e 4 
9) 

pv? Q? aa oe ) 

2a \u ? v—-U ° 

* Proc. Royal Soe. vol. lix. p. 844 (1896), and Phil. Mag. Oct, 1897, 
p. 340, 

ee a ee ee 
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“Thus the energy carried off in the pulse in the case of the 
volume-charge is. six fifths of the energy carried off in the 
case of a surtace-charge. 

In exactly the same way, it follows that P for a sphere 
with a volume-charge is six fifths of the value for a sphere 
with an equal surface-charge. 

The electrostatic potential at a point within the sphere ata 
distance 7 from its centre, when the sphere is at rest, is easily 
‘found to be 

Q (8a? — 7°) /2Ka’, 

and hence by the formula 

U,=4% charge x potential, 

the electric energy 1s given by 

Vise hen Ge 
Oe a. 

and-this is six fifths of the energy when the charge is on the 
surface. 

It therefore follows, 1 by § 15, that the values of U, T, and 
M for a sphere with a volume-charge are six fifths as great 
as for the same sphere with an equal surface-charve*. 

§ 21. Pair of concentric spheres with uniformly. distributed 
complementary charo -ges.—Let the outer sphere have the radius 
~a and the charge @, while the oe oo has the radius ( 
and the charge —Q. Then from z=—a to z=—b and also 
from z= to; ei 

dQ/dz= Q/2a, 

but from z= —b to z=6b 

dQ/dz= —Q (a—b)/2ab. 

(=) bes Oe Qile—s)? .Q? a—b Thus ( pi 

we —t dz 2a? 2a2h ae) es 

For the outer sphere alone 

{-@ dems, 
and the value of U for the pair of spheres is Q?(a—~ b)/2alk. 
Thus the values of W, P, and U, for the system are (a—b)//) 

* Dr. M. Abraham has proved similar results for an ellipsoid by a 
method not depending on the calculation of W and P for the pulse. 
See his Theorie der Elektrizitit, vol. mp. 170. 
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times the values for the outer sphere alone, and hence, by 
§ 15, the values of U, T, and M are (a—b)/b times the values 
for the outer sphere alone. 

In this calculation a uniform distribution of the charges 
has been assumed. But this is not the natural distribution, 
corresponding to the speed wu, for a pair of conducting spheres. 
So far as I know, the distribution in the latter case has not 
been investigated. 

§ 22. Sphere with surface-density proportional to cos 6.— 
Let o, the surface-density,; be given by c=o,)cos@. Then 
the same distribution can be obtained by taking two spheres 
of volume-densities p and —p with their centres at a distance 
£ apart, and proceeding to the limit €=0, while pé& has the 
constant value a). In terms of g, the “ electric moment” of 
the sphere, we have 

ag 

PEE Oo tees 
Let O (fig. 3) be the centre of the sphere of density p and 
O' that of the sphere of density —p. Then, if A be the area 
of the section of the sphere O by a | 
plane at a distance z from OQ, the Fig. 3. 
normal making an angle @ with OX, 
we have A=a(a?—z’). The area 
of the section of the sphere O’ by the 
same plane is m{a?—(<+ &cos 6)?}. 
Thus the charge dQ contained be- 
tween two planes at a distance dz 
apart 1s 

IQ=T7pia@—2}dz—mp {a?—(<+ Ecos 0)? h dz, 

whence, to the first power of &, we have 

dQ/dz=27z cos 0. pé. 

Hence, since p&=3q/47a3, 

dQ). 3yz2c0s @ 

dle Ab 

ce + @ 
Since nar nhs ire 

edz=ae’, 
Pee ae 

we have, by (37), 

W Bury? {= A cos?
 6dé 

ta Jy Un e088) 
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Putting 1—n cos @=h, we find 

; 1+i7 

ee opig. be ne—1l = 4—Zn? 3 ol a. ae Poe abe pre (6—n*)+4h—h 5 dh, 

_ dig? ce we iE re ea v - 20) 
24 Uw eat Halper eee ie 

apug:) ot du? Sut =e Las pe Pa 

Since the sphere moves along an axis of symmetry, the 
momentum carried off by the pulse is given by (388), and, 
thus, after integrating w ith respect to z, we have 

Buuren (~~ -* 8 cos’ 6 dé 

ta? (i —weos@)? 

ea ib __ Bung? { ee aye a — (10 —3n?) + (10— 12 yh— 51 +18 b ch, 
~ fa3 n> h? 

a a 

Smug? S¢ Ltn pine 
= —3n?) log ——— ie ey a 

4a n? oo vere 7 3 J 

| Seed one oo Su: aut 

au 5, SS ioe Oey Og ae oe 

When the sphere is at rest, the electrostatic ere at its 
surface is V=g cos 0/Ka’, and hence 

~ 1 (°° geos@ ene ye 
U,=32Vq= Als Ka .0) cos 6. 27a? sin 6 dé 

2 2.2 
oa eae 

Py as | As 

From these values of W, P, and Uy we find, by § 15, that 

for the sphere in steady motion, 

9 9 2 < os S “ 

ee | Gut 120 1d 

Uae Vt bet 798 + 918 7 -e 

T dp? fa es) Wael 2? du dus \ 
eh Sek eae 2 hee ot 

wa See fg OE Sat pet of 7 7 9 5 Out T 9+ 1108 
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§ 23. Ellipsoid of revolution with a surface-charge.—W hen 
a charged ellipsoid is in uniform motion, the charge is dis- 
tributed in the same w ay as when it is at rest*, The surface- 
density is everywhere proportional to the thickness of an 
infinitely thin ellipsoidal shell bounded. by similar ellipsoids, 
the inner surface of the shell coinciding with the ellipsoid. 
Such a shell can he formed by uniformly straining a shell 
bounded by concentric spheres. If the spherical shell be cut 
by a series of parallel equidistant planes, they will divide the 
shell into portions of equal volume, and hence the series of 
parallel equidistant planes, into which the first series is trans- 
formed by the strain, divides the ellipsoidal shell into portions 
of equal volume. Thus, the charge contained between a pair 
of parallel planes which cut the Fie. 4 
ellipsoid is, for any given direc- ae 
tion of the planes, proportional 
to the distance between them. 
Hence, if the distance between a 
pair of parallel tangent planes 
AA’, BB’ (fig. 4) be p, the value 
of dQ/dz, where dz is an element 
of the normal to these planes, is constant for those planes and 
is equal to Q/p, where Q is the total charge on the ellipsoid. 

§ 24. For ae elk the ellipsoid of “revolution will be 
supposed to move along OX, its axis of revolution. If a, b, 
b be the axes of the ellipsoid, then, when the normal to the 
tangent planes makes an angle @ with OX 

p=A{l’+ (@—L) cos? 6}. 

Since dQ/dz is independent of z, we can integrate (37) at 
once with respect to z, and thus, writing cos O= =2#, we find 
for the energy carried off in the pulse 

ee ae (12°) de 
1—nzv) )24/ B + (a?--b?) a7 

= et -J,#25,— (1 <0 de), 
where 

J dv oid ie dx 

ASF [. VBP EY: ee : e'-1 (l—nz) Vb? + (a —l* jx? 

and rave re dev ees," 
SL, Ane)? V0? + (a= 0?) a 

* W. B. Morton, Proc, Physical Society, vol. xiv. p. 180 (1896), or 
Searle, Phil. Mag. Oct. 1897, p. 331. 
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When a>b, we put a?—0?=c?, and then we have 

bk, ate 
d= --log 

c Pa-—c 

The case when a<b is considered in § 26. 
If in Jp we put 0?(1—n?)=a?—F, and change the variable 

from x to y, where 

where 2? n®*(a? —P)(P —n'a? 
OL aemet ro o Meare? os 

Thus, when /? is positive, or a?>(1—n?)b?, that is, when 
the ellipsoid is prolate or less oblate than the Heaviside 
ellipsoid, 

a, * [log o+m)] =! Shel 
t——1 

The case when /? is negative is considered in § 26. 
The third integral ‘a 3 can now be easily found, for on 

differentiating the integral Jy with regard to n, we find that 
ndJo/dn=J,—J. Thus 

id . 
ie ip (rJ 5). 

Since dl/dn=nb?/l, we find 

Sues ?—n7l? ee Gta atl 2an?l? 

al gn 2) ee ae 
Collecting these results, and using wKv?=1, we have 

eo (zante) atl Anta 1 ate. 
Bea ak Widiic: capo aceite aa ong Pe aes 

The electrostatic energy of the ellipsoid at rest is Us, where 

Be ie 
i 
Uo= AK ¢ log Oo a4—C" 

§ 25. With the notation of § 24, the momentum carried 
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off by the pulse is given by 

ok ge | hel a dz 

eee (l—=nax)? fb? +1 + (a? —b?) a’ 

Bel a {—2J1 + G—n*)Jo— (1—n?)J3—nJs}, dn? 
atl 

where “dz 
J t— | LSS = = = —a 

al) RY / + (2— px? 

Thus, using wise? =1, we find 

v +2R nF | Yan? 2 
eee ees pes ier log nes ae 2 Oo a 

ae A gj -@ eee 

By § 15 we obtain the results 

Te ae a? + 2P —n?P oo 2 + at 
aK 20° 7a—Ti ae 

coy aie Mn ete at+l a 

Tike Lap Soni Ef 
By (27), M=27/u. 

These values of U and T agree with those I obtained by 
integration throughout the whole field of the moving 
ellipsoid *. 

§ 26. When a<b, the quantity ¢ is imaginary, and when a 
becomes still smaller, so that a<b /1—n’, the quantity / is 
imaginary also. The last case corresponds to an ellipsoid 
more oblate than Heaviside’s.. “The expressions for Uo, W, 
and P can be adapted to the case where ((1—n*)?<a<b, and 
where ¢ is imaginary but / is real, by putting l?—a?=C@ and 
writing 

2 C be a-he 
lao = cor’ — loo. 
C a é oe 

When a <)(1—n’)*, both ¢ and J are imaginary and we must, 
in addition, put 6°(1—n?)=—@ = L* and write 

2 L if ee 
= if; =a) be ae ee Repetto i tan a for ] log y: ik 

For a disk of radius b, we put ~a=0 and hence C=db and 
L=)(1—n?):. We thus obtain 

pee Aiempyy ce (q+ -1) 
AK? AK) 

j i eas ma? (— 2 ne —2) 
AK bu (l—n?)? "J 

* Phil. Mag. Oct. 1897, p. 340. - 
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By the results of § 15 we obtain 

2 Lee 
pee ie qe tat + -..); 

= WwW —iuP= Voss 2)3 

If we put n=sin y, we obtain 

=4(sec y+cos ry) Uo, 
ie 20a — cee y 5 U,/e", mz=2d (Tu) /di=sec*y . U,/v’, 

where m; is the “ transverse mass”? and m, the “ longitudinal 
mass.” 

§ 27. Crrcular disk moving in tts own plane.—In this 
instance the axis of symmetry of the system is not parallel t> 
the direction of motion, as is the case in the other problems 
we have considered. Wo therefore require two angular 
coordinates, ¢ and yw, where ¢ is measured from the axis of 
the disk and vr is measured round the axis, starting trom the 
plane which contains the axis, and is parallel to the direction 

_ * of motion. Then, if the radius defined by ¢-and Ww makes 
| the angle @ with ane direction of motion, we have 

cos G=sin d cos. 

Taking the disk, of radius b, as the limiting form of an ellip- 
soid, we see that p, the thickness of the “pulse, is equal to 
2bsind, and thus, by § 23, dQ/dz=Q/2bsin¢. Now do, 
the element of solid angle, is equal to sn 6dddw and thus, 
by (84), since dQ/dz is ‘independent of z, 

_ pwQ ANG sin? Odd dy 
~~ 8arb VY) (1—ncos 6)? 

_ pa’ 2()? (1—sin? ¢ cos? > ar) 

Sab (yf (1—nsin pi cos yr)” eee, 

yhere @ goes from 0 to 7 and wf from 0 to 27. 
aiding the denominator and integrating term by term, 
we find 

, ae Meas Pee Gf dy Tse: al : 
W= or 1G J 402; s(s: 5) tee alee: ry. use Pe 

We can express this result in a finite form by means of the 
first and second complete elliptic integrals F and E. If 
A’?=1—n’ sin? «, we have 

ps (7% 5 ite (5 Jat Ey, +n deed a i eet 

p=(Fad=F {1-7(5) ~$ nu a) ale eee 

=n? U)(S+in?+...). 

) aeons 

—_ 

~ 



__ mpun?y? 7 (1° ua ees Lia 
Pa ep y) + 40 gp se Pa ee - > aa eae 
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Comparing the series for W with those for F and E and 
using wKe?=1, we obtain 

W= ae Or ia —dt ar). 

The momentum carried off by the pulse is, by symmetry, 
parallel to the direction of motion and hence, by (86), is 
given by 

pe pun (sin? 6 cos Odd dy 
pi By oil —n cos 0)? 

_ pun sind cosar— sin? cos*yp 

~~ 8arb ate (1—n sin ¢ cos Ww)” ddr, 

where, as before, @ goes from 0 to 7 and from 0 to 27. 
Expanding the denominator and integrating term by term, 
we find 

Thus, as was proved in § 18, the momentum carried off in 
the pulse is proportional * u® for small values of u/v. 
Comparing the series for P with those for F and E and using 
pKv?=1, we obtain 

Q? 
SO ioe 

3 2b Ky b’” 

Since the momentum of the field, when the disk is in steady 
motion, is parallel to the direction of w, we can employ the : 
formule of § 15. Thus, since | 

U, = qw()?/40K, 

—n’?)K—H~—!}. | j 

we obtain 

U=4uP+ U)=U rf (8—n?) F—E!} =U,(14 7n4/644...), 

T= W — $guP=Upr-Y{ (14+ n?2)F—E}=n?U, (8/44 1m?/32+...). 

Comparing these results with those of § 26, we see that the 
magnetic energy of a disk moving in its own plane 1s, for 
small speeds, greater than the magnetic energy of the disk 
moving parallel to its axis In the proportion of 3 to 2. 

§ 28. To show how the increase of speed affects the electric 
and magnetic energies when the disk moves (1) along its axis, 
2) am ‘its plane, the following table is given. Since the 
“transverse mass,” mm, is equal to 2T/u*, it will be convenient 
to tabulate nu], Where-msis the value Be m, for infinitesimal 
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speeds. To facilitate the use of Legendre’s tables* for E 
and F', we put x=sin y. 
} 

| | 
| | Motion along Axis. | Motion perpendicular to Axis. 

| 

| | | net 
| wae 2. JU. M4], U/U,. ity] 729. 

aes 1736 | 10001 | 10154 | 1-001 1-0106 
| ay | 3420 1:0019 10642 1:0016 1:0366 | 
i} 30 |; +5000 1-0104 1:1547 10085 10860 
| 40 "6425 1:0357 13058 | PP WOZIS 11627 | 
| 80 “7660 10992 babe 1 0712 12772 
; 60 "8660 1:2400 2-0000 1°1590 14502 
) 0 9397 1°6329 2°9238 1331G | 17291 
| 80 9848 | 29662 | 57588 17068 | 22631 
| 85 9962 57804 11-4737 21263 | 2°8320 

: ; { 

We notice that, as m increases, both U/U) and m,/mp in- 
crease more rapidly when the motion is along the axis of the 

disk than when it is perpendicular to the axis. For some 
value of n between °8660 and *9397 the value of m;/mg for 
motion along the axis becomes three halves of the value of 
mz/mg for motion perpendicular to the axis, and then the 
magnetic energy for motion along the axis becomes equal to 
that for motion per pendicular to the axis. 

The “longitudinal mass,” my, is easily found. For 
we have T 

pee athe eae 
dn n(1—n?) we? an 

and thus 

d = Ay Gat Vey, ee ee) 
ny=2 —(— J=——(- j= —— ae a 

du v-dn\n ws ani 1—n?) 

§ 29. Momentum and energy of a system of revolution 
moving slowly in any direction—When a system which is 
symmetrical round an axis, and is also symmetrical with respect 
to a plane normal to that axis, moves either along or at right 
angles to its axis, its electromagnetic momentum is in the 
direction of motion, but the amounts of momentum are 
different in the two cases. If, however, the axis makes any 
angle other than 0 or $m with the direction of motion, the 
momentum has a component at right angles to that direction 
as well as one parallel to it. 

A general investigation would be difficult, but we can easily 

* Legendre, Zratté des Fonctions Elliptiques, vol. ii. 
+ A. Caley, “ Elementary Treatise on Elliptic Functions,” chapter 3. 
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obtain some interesting results when 7 or u/v is so small that, 
as we see by (1), the electric force due to the system may be 
regarded as being the same as if the system were at rest. 
The axis of « will be taken in the direction of motion, the 
volume integral of KE? through all space will be denoted by 
> H?, and n will be written for K/4irv?, or wK?/40r. | 

If M,, M,, M; be the components of the momentum when. 
the axis of the system is parallel to the axis of w, we have, by 
(24), since pKv?= 

M,=un>(E,?+ E,? Ce a /y*) Uy —un3B,2(40) 

while, by (26), we have, for reasons of symmetry, 

= —und Hi; H,=0, Mo = —un>H, K,=0. c (41) 

In the expression for M, we have put U, for U, since we 
know, by § 18, that, when n is small, U—U), is proportional 
to n*. Since there is symmetry round the : axis, 2H,.’?= > H,”, 
and thus 

und Hy =2uU,/o°—M,, wnt Hy=unshy=sZMy. . (42) 
a 

Now let the system be turned round the axis of y in the 
positive direction, so that the axis of the system makes an 
angle @ with the direction of motion and with the axis of w, 
and let G be a point rigidly connected with the system and 
turning with it. Since when w/v is very small the electric 
field turns round with the system without any other change, — 
the new components of the electric force at G are given by 
the equations 

hy — cose eae, E, =, t 

E,'= —E, sin 8 + E; cos 0 ie 

For M,’, the component of the Cnn in tie dineetane 

of endtnne we have, as in (40), 

My!’ =2uU/v" —und Hy”. 

But >E,E,=0, and hence, by (48), 

M,'=2uU/1?—und( EY? cos? 6+ Hi? sin? 0), 

=2uU) sin? @/v? + M, (cos? 6—3 sin? @). 

If N be the momentum zn the direction of motion when me 
system moves at right angles to its axis, 7.e., when @=3$7, 
we have 

N = 2uU4/ lee BML ts eit veyed uiepli) aan cea 

and thus for any value of 0, | : 

M,’=M, cos? 6+N sin? 6. 

. (43) 
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By symmetry >H,E,=0, and }H,E;=0, and hence, by (43), 

M.’= —un>H,/ EK.’ = —und(E, eos a +E; sin ?)Es=0. 

The momentum at right angles to the direction of motion is 

thus given by 

M,’= —un>H,’'B; '=und(B2 — 7) sin @ cos @ 

=e cin. cos G.I |) go (45) 

When @=47, the component of the momentum at right 
angles to the direction of motion vanishes, and hence N is 
the resultant momentum in that case. 

From (45) we see that the resultant momentum is inclined 
to the direction of motion at an angle w, where 

tan yr = M,'/M,/=(N—M)) sin @ cos 6/(M, cos? 6+ N sin? @). 

If T’ be the magnetic energy for any value of 0, and T and 
S be the magnetic energies when the system moves along 
and at right angles to its axis, we have, by (25), 

T=2M,/u, T=4Mae-> S=iNu. 
Thus a 

i Veos O-- S sino... ee a 
and . id 

ee ee et TN OP A 

§ 30. We may illustrate the formule of § 29 by the results 
for a charged disk of radius b. Here we have, by § 26, for 
very small speeds 

j= Ti Q?; AND, l= 40 U,/”. 

Hence 
8S =wWU,/v?—3T=PPU Ye’, 

and thus the magnetic energy of the disk moving slow rly in 
its own plane is sae as great again as when it moves along 
its axis at the same speed, as we found in § 27. 

Now N—M,=2(S—T)/w=4uU,/v? and hence, when the 
axis of the disk tos an angle @ with the direction of 
motion, 

M,’=M,+ (N—M)) sin’ @=3(u/v?)U,(2 + sin? 9), 

M,’ =4(u/v?) Up sin 8 cos 0. 

Thus the resultant momentum is inclined to the direction of 
motion at an angle yy, where 

sin @ cos @ 
tan w= 5 ticintds: 
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Tt is easily found that tan W has a maximum value (24)~ or 
0:20412, corresponding to y=11° 32’, when sin? 0=2/5 cor 
§=39° 14’. Rey 

For a sphere with a surface-charge where the surface- 
density is ay cos 6, we have, by § 22, hen u/v is very small, | 

T= 2aP UO ones 

Hence, by (47), 

S=wl o/e—sl= BP soe’ = oT 

N=2Mi- 

For a prolate ellipsoid, when n is very small, we may put 
J=c, and then we find, by § 25, that 

and 

T— wQ? [arte pote _ 4 

AK? 2¢° yas Phage 

Hence 

S=v7U)/e?—sT 

wQ? (3°—d@, ate. a 
=r —— log ——— + —— 

4Ke? Ac i CM ak 

where ?=a?—0?. 
For a very slender ellipsoid, where a/b is very great, we 

may put (a+c)/(a—c)=4a’7/l?, and need retain ‘only the 
logarithmic terms. We then find 

Dw ge", S=4T. 

§ 31. Hitherto we have supposed that the speed is im- 
pulsively changed from 0 to uw or from w to0. But the 
principle of § 3 1s easily extended to the case when the velocity 
of a point charge is impulsively changed from u to wu’, where 
u and w’ may ‘be inclined at any angle. We hav e, as Dr. 
osivisidle t has indicated, only to destroy the velocity u and 
then instantly restart the charge with the velocity u’. By 
(8) we obtain a vector expression for e in the form 

q oa _ (ur) -u sf 
C= 

Kr 1) —wu'r, v= ET) 

Writing u’—u=w and a v—ucosO=v—ur,=vh we 
easily find 

. | (48) 

es i pe ical para! (vr, — u)w cosy me 

Kr : vh—w cosy  vh(wh—w cos 

Here 6 is the angle between rand u while y is the angle 
between r and w. 

vk Nature,’ Noy. "6, 1902; 
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__If w be infinitesimal compared with v—7, (49) becomes 
—- 

a w= (¢r,;—u)weosy + e=~|-“4+ | me) 

- Applying (50) to a sphere of radius « with a uniform sur- 
face-charge Q in the manner explained in § 7, we find that 
in the pulse, at a great distance from the sphere, 

(vr,;—u)w cosy 

le wh? ee Os) 

If be the angle between u and w, we find for the energy 
_ per unit volume in the pulse, since wKr?=1 and a=u/», 

KE? . pQw? Fl | 2ncosycosw — =n’) cos? ial (52) 
Ar ~ 16a7%a ao 2 qe h? ht mag 

- One angular coordinate of r is 6; if the other be ¢ and 
be measured round the direction of u from the plane of u and 
w, we have 

cos y= Cos Gcosw+sin @sinwcos¢. . (53) 

Fie. 5. “The varions angles are shown in fig. 9. 
The thickness of the pulse is 2a, and 

hence the energy radiated away in the 
pulse is given by 

ail — 2a 77 sin 6 dé dd. 

From (53) we find 

ae at _ 2acos(1—h) 
Ba at oy NL n 

2 

if cos*ydod= sates 3 sin*yv)(1—h)? +n? sin’ }. 
0 

Integrating with respect to @ from 0 to 27, and writing 
dh]n for sin @ d@, we find 

W=A-—Bsin’ vy, 
1-|-2 

uQ' w 2. tw 
ae dan? ale i? a ee Jan, 

1—2 

1+n 

pQ?w 34+n? gener | ae 

~ “Aan? | i 2h? i 2h4 ; 
1-2 

| Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 73. Jan.1907. 
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Integrating with respect to h, we find 

raar p20? “iy 

mod 

§ 32. In the pulse, H=vKVr,E, and thus the momentum 
per unit volume is (K/47v)VEVr,E or r,K E?/47v, since E is 
perpendicular tor. Hence, if P, be the momentum in the 
pulse in the direction of u, 

n= \| a 2a7? cos 8 sin 0 dO dd. 
! 

y 

Using the values of \ cos yd and \ cos*ydd given in § 3l 
and aan (1—h)/n for cos 8, we find 

P;=C—D sin’? 

1l+n 

canQut [1 8 dont tmnt 
4avnt f h h? h? h* 

1—2n 

1+7 

_ BPQ?w* w | Btn? J—n? (Bn)? (l= )B—n?) 

~ Favn® 1 a) ea | Zi 
1—n 

Integrating with respect to h, we find 

pweQ?w? log. Lam | Rta ow) 

davn'* ol—n 3(1—n?)? 
1 

Lea Sa 1g a 
in ae ae = 3(1—n®)? \|. 

If O2 (fig. 5) be in the plane of uand w and at right 
angles to u, the cosine of the angle between r and O2 is 
sin@cosg@. Hence, if P, be the momentum in the direction 
of O2, 

‘(KE | 
=f 1- 2ar? cos d sin? 6 dé d Ine cos @ sin? 6dé db 

From (53) we find 
2a 

i) cos y cos db=27 .$sin OG sinw. 
0 
120 

cos’ y cos 6 db = 27 . sin @ cos @ sin W cos wp. 
0 a’ 

* Dr. O. Heaviside has calculated W for finite values of w, when w 
is inthe same direction as u. ‘Nature,’ Nov. 6, 1902. 

a 
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Thus we obtain 

one wQ?n0? sin: vw” sin Y cos ("" fn (1—n2) cos 9 sin? dé. 

. hay é LB a ie i 

Since cos 0@=(1—A)/n and sin @d9@=dh/n, this becomes 
1+7 

_ WGP w? sin ert { aa ny ere in alt bmi 

pee tavn* ., "alee I wet he h ee 
I—-n 

Henee, finally, 

2G? w? sin Wr cos p 2n(3 — 2n*) ares Tn 

tavn* 3(1—n?*) Si—n 

By symmetry the momentum in the pulse has no component 
perpendicular to the plane of u and w. 

S30. ey nis small but, of es not zero we find that 

w LIM 
de — 0. ee a STihak! 3) See afi jor ® sin cos fy, 

where pe siecnt 3a, the electromagnetic mass of the sphere 
for infinitesimal speeds. . 

It is easily found that the whole momentum in the pulse 
can be expressed in the vector form 

. P= (mp/10v7) {3u.w? + w(uw) t. 

The angle @ between P and u has its maximum value 
when tany=2/,/3, the maximum value being given by 
tan B= (48)-2. These values correspond to w= 49° 6’ and 
gS, 33": 

§ 34. When n is nearly equal to unity, so that (L—x*)—1 is 
large, we again obtain simpie expressions for P, and Ps. 
Since log w is rus ea in comparison with w when w is large, 

D 

we see, by § 32, that, when w is nearly equal to v, 

m,w*(1—n? sin? ) Pp.” jw” sin cos 
BES mye MN a 2 WES: 2c 

The resultant momentum in the pulse may be regarded as 
being in the direction of u. For, if 6 be the angle between 

oO 

P, (1—n’) sin yr cos fb 
P and u, we have 

tan 6 = —- : 
Py” 2(1—n? sin? ah) 

and tan8 vanishes when w=0 and when y= om. The 
maximum value of tan @ is the small quantity $(1—n”)>, and 
this value occurs when tan y=(1—n?)-. 

§ 35. If the centre of the sphere be made to travel with 
velocity u round a polygon inscribed in a circle of radius 1, 
and if 2a be the angle which each side subtends at the 
centre, the vector change of velocity at each angle is 

2 

P= 

P= 
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w=2usin #, and the angle between w and u is p=g7r—a, 
Then, by § 81, when @ is small, and therefore w is small, the 
mean rate, R, ‘of radiation of ener gy is 

2uQ?u3(1 —n? cos? a) sina 2 eeepc es Min Gee Ne 
dar(1—n*)? 

This result is applicable until 2 becomes so small that the 
pulse arising from one impulse has not got clear of the sphere 
before the next impulse occurs. The smallest permissible 
value of sin a is au/(v—u)r, and in this case 

2uQ?u* l—n?cos?a 1—n? cos? a 

) oor? (Lg?) ae ae l—n 4 

Here the radius of the sphere appears only through cos’a. 
If we make a/r infinitesimal, we have cos e=1 and 

R=(L+n)R,. 
Dr. Heaviside*™ has shown that R, is the rate of radiation 

of energy from a true point-charye moving with velocity u in 
a circle of radius 7. Hence we see that, “however small the 
sphere may be, the nfean rate of radiation when the successive 
pulses just fail to overlap is greater than when they merge 
into a continuous disturbance. 

§ 386. Ifa point-charge g has an acceleration f, the change of 
velocity in time dt is f dt. ‘The disturbance ar ising during this 
time is confined to a shell contained between two spheres, one of 
radius vt described about the position of g at the beginning 
of the interval, and the other of radius v(t—dt) described 
about the position of gat the end of the interval. The thick- 
ness of the shell is thus (v—wcos @) dt or vh dt and the flux 
of displacement Ke/47 is distributed through this thickness. 
Hence, putting f dt for w in (50)-and allowing for the thick- 
ness of the shell, we find that the electric force at a great 
distance from an accelerated point-charge is 

Er 4 r f a (vr; —u) fcos m1) 
Kr (v—ucos 0)? © (v—ucos 6) 

where @ and y are the angles made by r with uand f. This 
result agrees with that given by Dr. Heavisidet, who has 
also calculated the energy and the momentum carried away 
in the expanding shell. 

§ 37. In the preparation of this paper I have been greatly 
assisted by Mr. D. C. Jones of Pembroke College. He has 
not only written out the manuscript for the press but has 
also verified all the formule. My thanks are also due to 
Prof. J. J. Thomson for reading the paper in manuscript, 
and to Dr. A. H. Bucherer of Bonn: ‘for reading the proofs. 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. 

* ‘Nature,’ Nov. 6, 1902 , equation (10). 
+ ‘ Nature,’ Nov, 6, 1902. See also M. Abraham, Theorie der Elek- 

timttat, ip. 97. 
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VIL. Auroral and Sun-spot Frequencies Contrasted. 

By-C. Carex, Se.D., LLD., FRS.* 

$1. URING several recent investigations I have had 
occasion to contrast the annual variation in years 

of many and in years of few sun-spots of elements such as 
the diurnal range of the magnetic declination, or the fre- 
quency of occurrence of magnetic storms. The formula 
first advanced by Wolf 2 

Paid te bl eoumeslne cites, ...\ (1) 

as connecting R, the range in the mean diurnal inequality of 
declination throughout the year, with 8 the corresponding 
sun-spot frequency—a and being constants—can be applied 
with considerable accuracy to the 1 range in individual months 
of the year, and to magnetic inclination, horizontal force 
and vertical force, as w ell as declination. But taking any 
one element, a and b are different for the different months of 
the year, and b/a is in general decidedly larger for. winter 
than for summer. 

Suppose, now, that dashed letters refer to a winter, un- 
dashed to a summer month, and that suffixes 1 and 2 relate 
to two years in which sun-spots are respectively many and 
few. Then for the ratio of the ranges in the summer and 
the winter month concerned, we have in the year of many 
sun-spots, 

r ! . b i : Gs \ R,/R,'=(a/a 1+78:)+ (1455; : 

supposing for simplicity the sun-spot frequency the same 
for the two months. On the same hypothesis, we have for 
the corresponding ratio in the year when sun-spots are few, 

heh ! y b )+ , i! 
R,/R! = (a/a (1 + 7S: : (1 + use} 

From these two equations we at once deduce 
Cal) GulRs) — G- Aloe S;)=: 4 (1+ S,)(1+5 7s) }. 

As already mentioned, observation shows that b'/a’ exceeds 
b/a, and by hypothesis on S. is positive, thus 

ufos ln pietee aioe oes (2) 

Tn temperate latitudes, whether sun-spots be many or few, 
the diurnal range of any magnetic element is larger in 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read November 23, 1906. 
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summer than in winter, 7.e. R, exceeds R,/ and R, excels R,’. 
Thus (2) shows that relatively considered the diurnal range 
is more variable throughout the year when sun-spots are 
few than when they are many. Jn other words, if the 
annual change of the diurnal range be illustrated by a curve 
whose ordinates represent the ratios borne by the ranges in 
individual months to their arithmetic mean for the twelve 
months, the maximum and minimum ordinates differ more 
when the year selected is one of few than when it is one of 
many sun-spots. 

§ 2. Again, taking.a list of the more considerable magnetic 
disturbances recorded at Greenwich from 1848 to 1903, as 
given by Mr. W. Maunder, I obtained the following figures * 
for the relative frequency at different seasons of the year, 
treating separately the fourteen years of largest (S max.) 
and the fifteen years of smallest (S min.) sun-spot frequency: 

WINTER. Equinox. SUMMER. 

November to February. March, April, Sept. Oct. May to August. 

S max. S min. S max. S min. S max. § min. 

ay) 28 ate 4S 27 24 

The figures denote percentages of the totals for the whole 
year. The average absolute numbers of storms per annum 
were 

Whole period. S max. years. S min. years. 

130 184 8-5 
With increased sun-spot frequency, the absolute number 

of storms increased in all three seasons of the year; but 
relatively considered the increase was least in the equinoctial 
months— the season when magnetic storms are most numerous 
at Greenwich—and the tendency obviously was towards a 
more uniform distribution throughout the year. The pheno- 
menon is thus analogous to that described above in the case 
of the regular Aurel range. 

§ 3. iG temperate latitudes, as is well known, magnetic 
storms of any considerable iniensity are usually associated 
with auroras. It was thus of interest to determine whether 
auroral fr equency showed phenomena corresponding to those 
just described in ‘Terrestrial Magnetism. It has long been 
known that auroral frequency, as observed in temperate 
latitudes, varies in a general way with sun-spot frequency. 
The results obtained, Poe, have not shown a very exact 
correspondence been een the years of maximum and mini- 
mum in the two classes of phenomena. In the case of 

* Phil. Mae. Sept. 1905, p. 514. 
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sun-spot frequency—except as regards data for recent years— 
practically the only source available has been the data pub- 
lished by Wolf and Wolfer, which extend back to 1749. It 
is improbable that the unit in Wolfer’s latest. table * repre- 
sents an absolutely unchanging value throughout the whole 
period, but great care has been taken to make the table as 
homogeneous as possible, and the epochs it gives for the 
occurrence of sun-spot maximum and minimum are pre- 
sumably, in at least the great majority of cases, very 
approximately correct. 

Auroral data are exposed to many more uncertainties. 
The observed frequency varies enormously at different parts 
of the Earth, and the number of auroras recorded in any 
specified area is largely dependent on the provision made 
for observing and recording them. Conspicuous auroras are 
unlikely to escape notice in populous countries where they 
are rare occurrences, but in Arctic latitudes where auroras 
are common many doubtless fail to be recorded. With 
the increase of population and the development of means oi 
communication characteristic of the last 100 years, there has 
no doubt been a tendency to an increase in the proportion 
of auroras which come to be recorded. 

Thus auroral frequency is a quantity which is certainly 
not expressed in terms of an invariable unit ; and the various 
tables which have been published show irregularities due to 
temporary and local causes, whose disturbing influence it is 
practically impossible to assess. In the following investi- 
gations the methods adopted aim at reducing to a minimum 
the effect of the various uncertainties. 

§ 4. The sun-spot frequencies made use of are derived 
exclusively from Wolfer’s table, which gives data for each 
individual month during the 153 years 1749 to 1901. The 
auroral frequencies are from two sources, viz.: ‘‘ Catalog 
der in Norwegen bis Juni 1878 beobachteten Nordlichter 
zusammengestellt von Sophus Tromholt, herausgegeben von 
J. Fr. Schroeter”? (Kristiania, 1902), and J oseph Lovering’ s 
“Qn the Periodicity of the Aurora Borealis” (Mem. 
American Academy, New Series, vol. x. 1868). 
Of the several tables in the former work, that employed 

is Table E, pp. 414-417, which gives auroral frequencies 
derived from the whole of Scandinavia from July 1761 to 
June 1878. In this table Schroeter has combined Tromholt’s 
results for Norway with those of Rubenson for Sweden. In 
the original the yearly totals are for years commencing in 
July. In order, however, to obtain results more strictly 

* Met. Zeit. 1902, vol. xix. p. 195. 
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comparable with Wolfer’s mean annual sun-spot frequencies, 
I have calculated from the Scandinavian monthly totals data 
for years commencing in January. In addition to yearly 
totals—from July to June—for the whole of Scandinavia, 
Tromholt’s Table E gives yearly totals for five subdivisions 
of the country, numbered I. to V. according to latitude. 
ie includes all ‘districts north of 68°5 , II. extends from 68°°5 
teroo-s LLL: from 65° to 6175) Pe om 61°-5 to 58°°5, while 
V. includes the extreme south of Scandinavia from 58° 5 
toD0-. 

For a considerable time aubsbquene lh to 1761, observations 
from district I. were very few, a fact due probably more to 
lack of observers than anything else. This possesses some 
importance for the following reason. The annual variation 
in auroral frequency is Jargely dependent on the fact that 
aurora is seldom vivid enough to be visible until the sun is 
several degrees below the horizon. In high latitudes there 
is daylight throughout the whole 24 hours near midsummer, 
and no daylight near midwinter, and the auroral frequency 
in these regions, as was pointed out many years ago by 
Lovering, has a single maximum near midwinter, and a 
single minimum answering to a total absence of aurora near 
midsummer *. ‘This state of matters is at least approached 
in district I., and to a lesser extent in district II. (¢. loc. cit. 
Table G, p. 420). Further south in Scandinavia the annual 
variation-is similar to that in England, showing two maxima 
near the equinoxes, a principal minimum at midsummer, and 
a secondary minimum at midwinter. The mean annual 
variation deduced for the whole of Scandinavia will clearly 
depend to some extent on how far the several districts con- 
tribute to the general result. Assuming an increasing 
relative contribution from district I., if annual variations be 
calculated from two different periods, one may not unreason- 
ably expect the later period to show the equinoctial maxima 
less prominently and the midsummer minimum more promi- 
nently than the earlier period. This is one of my reasons 
for contrasting one period of a special type with two of an 
opposite type, “the one earlier the other later. 

Lovering gives annual variations for a number of separate 
stations. Most of these, however, are based on too few years’ 
observations to suit the present enquiry. 

Of the data for separate stations or districts, | propose to 
use only those for New York State (lc. p. 181). These 
extend over 26 years, including 1205 separate observations, 

* Cf. A. Angot’s ‘Les Aurores Polaires,’ Paris, 1895, p. 125. 
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and represent a latitude much lower than that_of Scan- 
dinavia. The other data employed are from Lovering’s 
General Catalogue, pp. 195-200. This comes down te 1864, 
and extends to earlier than the 14th century. Though 
enumerating nearly 10,000 auroras it is pr obably, judging 
by Tr omholt’s figures, very far from complete. The ‘data 
are doubtless of a very heterogeneous character, and the 
same precautions appeared necessary as in the case of the 
Seandinavian data. 

Recently Prof. Schuster * has gone very fully into the 
existence of periodic variations in Wolfer’s sun-spot tre- 
quencies, and has concluded that there is evidence of the 
existence not merely of the ordinarily recognized period of 
11125 years, but of others which like it are submultiples 
ofa period whose most probable value is 33°375 years. This 
is one of the reasons why I have dealt with three successive 
33-year periods, viz. 1761-1793, 1794- 1826, and 1827-1859. 

§ 5. Before comparing sun-spots and auroras, I would draw 
attention to some features of Table I., which gives mean sun- 
spot frequencies for the several months of the vear, as 
calculated by me from Wolfer’s table for a number of specified 
combinations of years. It has been remarked by Mr. Ellis f 
—who based his remarks on Wolfer’s data for groups of 

3 months (February to April, &c.)—that sun-spot frequency 
shows no real annual period. The results in the first line of 
Table I. cannot be said to be decisive against the existence 
of a small annual term, though inconsistent with the existence 
of a large term having this period. The extent of the 
difference between the mean results for the several months is 
more easily realized in Table II., which expresses the monthly 
values in Table I. as percentages of the arithmetic mean for 
the 12 months. One would, I think, hardly have anticipated, 
in means based on 153 years’ data, the ditference of 64 per 
cent. shown between the values for January and May. On 
the other hand, if there were a true annual period, one would 
expect the percentage figures in Table II. for the three suc- 
cessive 33-years periods to resemble one another more closely 
than they actually do. 

The monthly means in these three periods show very con- 
siderable differences ; in the earliest period, for instance, the 
difference between the March and November means amounts 
to 20 per cent. of the mean value for the epoch. 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. xxvii. p. 145. 
+ Monthly Notices R. A. 8S. vol. lx. p. 142. 
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The central period 1794-1826 comprises that period of 
33 consecutive years which gives a minimum mean sun-spot 
frequency. That mean is only a third of the mean appro- 
priate to the combined periods 1761-93 and 1827-59. 

As a rule, three successive years of conspicuously high 
frequeney occur at each sun-spot maximum, and three ‘of 
conspicuously low frequency at each minimum. Wolfer’s 
table includes 13 groups of these 3 extreme years of sun-spot 
maximum, and 13 of sun-spot minimum. The respective 
means from these 39 years of maximum and 39 years of 
minimum form the fifth and sixth rows of Tables I. and II. 
The last two lines in these Tables refer to shorter groups of 
33 years of sun-spot maximum and 33 of minimum which 
correspond more closely to the auroral data presently to be 
described. 

§ 6. Probably the simplest way of investigating the 
relationship between sun-spot frequency and the “magnitude 
of any element is to form two mean values for the element, 
the one corresponding to years of many, the other to years of 
few sun-spots, and then to assume that the difference between 
these means depends on the corresponding difference in sun- 
spot frequency. In applying this method to data from the 
whole period covered by Wolfer’s table, one would employ 
the sun-spot frequencies given in the 5th and 6th rows of 

o>) 

Table I. Doing so, we should get differences of sun-spot 
frequency varying from 81°76-13°63, or 68°13, in January, 
to 78°77 in August. The existence of so large a difference 
between the sun-spot data for January and August is im- 
material, provided there is a direct connexion, which possesses 
no lag, between sun-spot frequency and the element concerned. 
If, however, the connexion is of a less simple character, for 
instance if the element depends on the sun-spot frequency 
for some mouths previously, the application of the above 
method would lead to an overestimate of the influence of 
sun-spot frequency in January and an underestimate in 
August. If we use more exact methods, e. g. the method of 
least squares,—still assuming purely synchronous variation— 
the above source of uncertainty is less easily recognized, but 
it exists all the same. Considered absolutely, the difference 
between the mean monthly values in Table I. is greater for 
the 39 or the 33 years of S max. than for the corresponding 
group of S min. years; but relatively considered — 
cf. Table Ii.—the variability from month to month is greater 
for the S min. group. Thus in the 39 years of 8 min. the 
means for March and September differ by 39 per cent. of the 
mean from the 12 months. Moreover in the S min. groups 
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of years there is a decided difference—some 20 per cent.— 
between the means derived from the 6 winter and the 6 sum- 
mer months. ‘There is a smaller difference, but in the same 
direction, between the winter and summer means from the 
dd-year period 1794-1826 remarkable for its low average 
sun-spot frequency. This is unquestionably somewhat sug- 
gestive of an appreciable real-annual period in sun-spot 
frequency i in years when sun-spots are few; but whereas in 
the 39 or 33 years of S min. the mean frequency i is large for 
May and November, and small for July, in the period 1794— 
1826 the exact opposite is seen. Again, an appreciable excess 
in the winter over the summer mean also appears in the 
period 1827-59, when the average sun-spot frequency 
considerably exceeded the average from the whole 153 years. 

§ 7. Proceeding to Table THe, we have in the first line 
the annual variation of auroral frequency in Seandinavia as 
derived from 117 years. The monthly values represent 
percentages of the value for the whole year. The largest 
values occur in October and March, and a_ secondary 
minimum is recognizable in December. The dip in the 
February value arises really from the smaller number of 
days in that month. When referred to an equal number 
of days, the February frequency exceeds that in January in 
the ratio of 104 : 100. 

In the second and third lines we have similarly annual 
variations from the two 33-year periods of high average 
sun-spot frequency, their mean appearing in the fourth line. 
For the ratio, however, between the mean frequencies from 
the earlier and from the later of these two periods we have 

From Sun-spots. From Auroras. 

100-485 fOGcs tet. 

If we contrasted these two periods with one another we 
should thus associate an increase in auroras with a diminution 
in sun-spots. 

Again, the annual variations from the two periods differ 
markedly. In the later period, as compared to the earlier, 
the summer frequencies fall and the winter frequencies rise. 
The differences apparent between the two periods may 

represent a real change, but in all probability they are largely 
due to an increase in auroral observers, especially in the 
northern districts of Scandinavia. Taking the yearly data 
for the five districts mentioned above, we obtain for the total 
number of auroras observed the results given in Table LY. 
(p. 158). 
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TasBLE LV.—-Auroral Observations in Seandinavia. 

| : 

District. ; 

MME A on a eed ey All 

I. Li.) ae | Iv. | Vv. Scandinavia, 
j 
! 

I July to June. | | 

MP 1761 to 1794. /............| 22>) “See OO) iss bas 2481 
Pm lgge to C827)... scat Bo) 604 | 408") Bra oe 1316 

| Moi to L800. ...o.0 bee Sa7' | 878 | 352) 

| Ist & 3rd periods ee | 849 | 1166 | 1322 

An aurora is often seen in more than one district, but 
comparatively seldom in ail. Obviously the increase in the 
auroral frequency in the latest as compared to the earliest of 
the three periods arises from the large increase of observations 
in the two most northern districts ; and this being so, the 
tendency naturally is to bring the annual frequency nearer 
to the Arctic type with a single maximum at midwinter. 

Coming now to the intermediate period in Table ILV., we 
see that the development of district I. was mainly subsequent 
to 1827. Thus what we should a priori expect to observe in 
the annual variation from this period in Table III. would be 
a form intermediate between those from the other 33-year 
periods, but approaching most closely that from the earlier 
period. What we actually do find is a variation differing 
trom that of 1761-93 in the expected direction, but to an 
even greater extent than does the variation from the period 
1827-59. Comparing the results from 1794-1826 in Table 
III. with the means from the preceding and succeeding 
33-year periods we largely eliminate the influence of the 
change in observational conditions. The figures show that 
in the 33-year period characterized by few sun-spots, summer 
occurrences of aurora were relatively much fewer and winter 
occurrences more numerous than in the adjacent 33-year 
periods of high average sun-spot frequency. We thus have 
low sun-spot frequency associated with an exaggeration in 
the annual variation of auroras, the precise phenomenon already 
described in connexion with Terrestrial Magnetism. 

§ 8. The mean sun-spot frequency for the two 33-year 
periods 1761-93 and 1827-59 combined was 60°83, whilst 
the corresponding auroral frequency for the year was 80:2. 

Comparing these with the corresponding figures for 1794— 
1826, we have for a trebling of sun-spot frequency only a 
doubling of auroral frequency. This would suggest that if 



= : 
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auroral frequency is connected with that of sun-spots by a 
formula of type (1), then the constant a does not vanish ; 27. e., 
a total absence of sun-spots would not be accompani ied by a 
total absence of auroras. A difficulty, however, arises here, 
which the figures in Table IV. for the several districts of 
Scandinavia will serve to explain. 

The ratio borne to the frequency of auroras in the average 
year of the period 1794-1827 by the corresponding frequeney 
for the combined periods 1761-94 and 1827-60 is roughly 

1 for the whole of Scandinavia ; but is 9 : 1 for district V,, 
328) fer district “1V., 3: 2) for astnes IIJ., and less than 
1:1 for district II. “Any comparison for district I. would 
be misleading. 

These foures suggest ‘that with decrease in sun-spot 
frequency the diminution in auroral fr equency is enormously 
greater in the south than in the north of Scandinavia. 
Several authorities have called attention to analogous pheno- 
mena, and the theory has even been advanced that the 
difference in auroral frequency in years of many and few 
sun-spots really arises from the alternate expansion and 
contraction of Fritz’s isochasms * (curves of equal aurora! 
frequency). The theory does not seem to be strongly 
supported, but there seems little if any doubt that a sub- 
stantial difference really exists between the long period changes 
of auroral frequency in different regions. Results from several 
stations in Greenland—whose substantial accuracy seems 
accepted by Prof. A. Paulsen, one of the leading authorities 
on the subjec ar to indicate that auroral frequency is 
there very peeedeeally less when sun-spots are many than 
when they are few. 

§ 9. We now pass to the consideration of the figures from 
Lovering’s general catalogue in the last five lines of Table ITI. 
As’ before, the monthly figures are expressed as percentages 
of the y early total. ‘The figures corresponding to the whole 
period covered by the table are given by iets + himself. 
‘Though derived from very heterog eneous data, they represent 
very fair ly the type of annual variation which is character- 
istic of lower temperate latitudes. The midsummer minimum 
and the equinoctial maxima are less pronounced than they 
are even in the South of England. 

Comparing the totals from the two periods 1761-93 and 
1827-59, we see that the excess from the !ater period is even 
greater than it was in the case of Scandinavia. The annual 

=~ 

* Cf. Angot, ‘ Les Aurores Polaires,’ p. 138. 
{ £. c. pp. 200 & 216. The total for December on p- 200 should 

apparently be 907, and not 1007 as printed 
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variations from the two periods also differ, and in the same 
direction as before. From May to September the relative 
frequency is decidedly less, and at midwinter considerably 
greater, for the later period than for the earlier, and the 
equinoctial maxima are but indistinctly shown in the later 
period. As in the case of Scandinavia, northern stations may 
have contributed more to the means for 1827-59 than to 
those for 1761-93. It is clear, however, from the substantial 
frequencies in the summer months, that even in the period 
1827-59 data from temperate latitudes must largely have 
prevailed. Thus the closer approach to the Arctic or single 
maximum type is difficult to wholly explain, unless we admit 
that it is partly a real phenomenon, representing a real 
difference in the distribution of auroras throughout the average 
year of the two periods 1761—93 and 1827-59. As regards 
the intermediate period 1794-1826, we see that its mean 
annual variation differed from that of the neighbouring 
periods in the same direction as it did in the case of Seandi- 
navia. The fall in the summer frequencies is very pronounced, 
even as compared to the period 1827-59 alone. Of the 
equinoctial maxima, that in March is much enhanced, but 
that in October seems to have vanished, unless it is represented 
by the maximum now shown in December. 

The average year from the two periods 1761-93 and 
1827-59 combined shows fully five times the auroral frequency 
of the average year of the period 1794-1826. This is inter- 
mediate between the ratios deduced for the Scandinavian 
districts IV. and V. 

§ 10. Table V. shows the annual variation of auroral 
frequency in several pairs of groups of years characterized 
respectively by many and by few sun-spots. The first line 
gives results for the whole of Scandinavia from 30 years, 
made up of the 3 years of largest sun-spot frequency from 
each of the ten 11-year cycles covered by Tromholt’s table ; 
the second line gives the results for the corresponding 
30 years of few sun-spots. Any gradual change in the nature 
of the observations should affect the two sets of results nearly 
equally. The third and fourth lines give corresponding 
data calculated from Lovering’s general catalogue, also for 
30 years of many and 30 years s of few sun-spots. 

Of the ten 11-year cycles employed in the two cases nine 
are identical; the Lovering data cover one cycle prior to the 
common nine, the Scandinavian one later. This was un- 
fortunately necessary owing to the dates when the Lovering 
table ended and the complete Scandinavian table commenced. 
The two sets of data combined represent eleven consecutive 
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11-year cycles, and the sun-spot data for the 33 years of many 
and the 33 years of few sun-spots from these eleven cycles 
are those given in the last two lines of Tables I. and I. 
For the purposes of the present enquiry, these sun-spot data 
‘answer sufficiently closely to either the Scandinavian or the 
Lovering auroral data. 

The Mist two lines of Table V. give auroral data for New 
con) 

York State, derived from 3x3 years of largest sun-spot 
frequency and 2x3 years of least sun-spot frequency 
included between 1828 and 1849. 

Kach of the three pairs of comparative figures in Table V. 
shows a decided rise in the spring maximum in the years of 
few as compared to the years of many sun-spots. 

The average monthly frequency from May to August is 
also less in the years of few sun-spots, very decidedly so in 
the case of Lovering’s data; in the New York data the 
depression of the midwinter minimum is the more decided. 
On the whole, the phenomena resemble those already de- 
scribed, 7. e. the annual variation is accentuated in the years 
of few sun-spots. The differences, however, between the 
selected years of many and the selected years of few sun- 
spots are less conspicuous than those between the 33-year 
periods ; and such differences as exist may not unreasonably 
be partly ascribed to the differences in the annual variations 
of the sun-spot figures in the last two lines of Tables I. & II. 
This explanation cannot, at the same time, go very far, in 
view of the fact that there is no marked depression in the 
auroral frequency in September in the groups of 30 years of 
few sun-spots. 

The differences between the average number of auroras in 
the year from the first two groups of contrasted years in 
Table V. are much less than the corresponding differences 
in Table III., notwithstanding that the sun-spot differences 
are larger in the case of Table V. he ratio of the mean 
frequency from the period or group of years of many sun- 
spots to the corresponding frequency from the period or 
group of years of few sun-spots takes the following approxi- 
mate values in the several cases (p. 163). 

Obviously the conclusions one would draw as to the extent 
of the influence of sun-spot on auror al frequency would vary 
immensely according to one’s method of attacking the 
problem. } 

§ 11. Table VI. deals with the same Scandinavian and 
New York data as the previous tables, but instead of selecting 
groups of 3 years of S max. and 5 min., it selected groups of 
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From the 33-year periods. From 10X35 years of Smax. & 8 min. 
Tables I. and ITI. Tables L. and V. 

—$—____ _—___—_. 
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| Sun-spot ratio. _ Auroral ratio. | Sun-spot ratio. 

/ 

3 successive years of largest and 3 successive years of least 
auroral frequency. One “of the groups for New York State 
was made up of the last and the two earliest years of the 
period of observation. The differences between the mean 
sun-spot frequencies for the contrasted groups of years in 
Table VI. are really much less than in the corresponding 
eases in Table V., but the opposite is true of the mean 
auroral frequencies. For the ratio between the auroral 
frequencies in the contrasted groups of years we have 
21:10 in Table VI., both for Scandinavia and New York 
State, whereas in Table V. the corresponding ratios are 
respectively only 16: 10 and 15: 10. 

As to annual variation in Table VI., the group of years 
of few auroras shows, as compared to that of many auroras, 
an enhanced maximum at one or both equinoxes, and a lower 
minimum both in winter and summer. 

Lovering’s general catalogue is not considered in Table VI. 
owing to the erratic way in which the auroral frequencies in 
it vary from year to year. In some of the 11-year cycles 
years of many and few auroras seem to occur almost pro- 
-miscuously, and the selection of 3 successive years as repre- 
sentative of either high or low frequency presented difficulties. 
Even in the comparatiy ely homogeneous Scandinavian data, 
the same phenomenon occurred toa certain extent. . 

§ 12. The difference between the results in Tables V. and 
VI, and the great irregularity in the variations from year 
to year of auroral as compared to sun-spot frequency, point 
to one of two conclusions,—either 

(1) Auroral data are so heterogeneous, or so intrinsi- 
cally defective, that consecutive vears’ results are 
affected by large differential errors when treated as 
measures of the same quantity ; or 

(2) Auroral frequency depends, and to no small extent, 
on something more than the contemporaneous value 
of sun-spot frequency. 

M 2 

Auroral ratio. 
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As to the question of a possible lag: In the case 
of Seandinavia the groups of 3 years selected from con- 
sideration of sun-spot frequency for use in Table V., 
represented an earlier epoch than those selected from con- 
sideration of auroral frequency for use in Table VI. in 
14 cases, the same epoch in 2 cases, and a later epoch in 
only 4 cases. This is, to say the least, not unfavourable to 
the view that auroral frequency tends to Jag behind sun-spot 
frequency. 

In every case we have found the annual variation in 
auroral frequency, monthly values denoting percentages of 
the total number for the year, to be more uniform when sun- 
spots are numerous than Gdien they are few. The differences, 
however, between the frequencies in the contrasted years are 
in some instances not very conspicuous, and may be partly 
due to chance. Also, supposing it to be a fact that the 
annual variation in temperate latitudes becomes more accen- 
tuated as sun-spots diminish, this may mean one of two 
things. There may be, as sun-spots. decrease, a greater 
relative diminution in summer than in winter of the physical 
phenomena which appeal to our eyes as aurora, or there may 
only be a general diminution in the brightness of auroras 
throughout the whole year. From what happens during 
magnetic storms, it can “hardly be questioned that the cause 
—presumably electric discharges in the upper atmosphere— 
to which auroral phenomena are due is often active when 
aurora is invisible. It may even conceivably be in continuous 
operation, though incapable of appealing to the eye, however 
favourable the visual mee ra until a certain minimum 
intensity is reached. | 

Only exceptionally brilliant auroras have much chance 
of being seen until the sun is far below the horizon, 
so that a general reduction of intensity might well be 
more prejudicial to visibility at midsummer than at other 
seasons. 

In conclusion, I should like to draw attention to the 
utility for investigations such as the present of trustworthy 
auroral observations taken on a uniform plan, desirably 
throughout more than one sun-spot cycle, at a consi- 
derable number of stations suitably distributed over the 
earth. 
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VIII. On Radioactinium. By Orro Haun, Ph.D.* 

[* a previous paperf I gave a brief account- of the 
methods of separation and the radioactive properties of 

a new product of actinium, which was called “ radioactinium,” 
as its position in the disintegration series of actinium is the 
same as that of radiothorium in the thorium series. 

The object of the present paper is to consider in more 
detail the properties of radioactinium, and also the experi- 
mental and theoretical curves, which throw light on its 
properties as the intermediate product between actinium and 
actinium X. 

Il. PREPARATION OF RADIOACTINIUM. 

The experiments on radioactinium were made both with 
actinium of Debierne (kindly lent to me by Sir William 
Ramsay) and actinium (emanium) of Giesel. Again, as in 
previous cases, no differences in the radioactive behaviour of 
the two substances could be observed—a result which proves 
beyond question the identity of the radioactive constituents 
of the two preparations. 

On dissolving in inydrochloric acid an actinium preparation 
in the form of a fine powder which has previously been heated, 
the resulting solution is generally not clear. A smail portion, 
depending on the strength and nature of the acid and on the 
active preparation employed, remains undissolved. 

If a small quantity of the jiltrate is evaporated to dryness 
and tested from time to time in an electroscope, it is soon 
found that the activity continues to increase for a long time. 
The activity curves first obtained in this way were mor very 
regular, but they showed a different shape from that to be 
expected, if the rise in activity were only due to the pro- 
duction of actinium X and its successive products. 

In addition, the change in activity of the insoluble part was 
very different from the well-known behaviour of actinium X 
or of a mixture of actinium and a surplus of actinium X. 

In some cases, the activity of the filter, instead of decreasing 
remained nearly constant or actually increased. This result 
was very puzziing, as the activity of the filtrate was also 
increasing at the same time. 

All these results were quite unexpected, and at the time no 
reasonable explanation suggested itself. 

In order to find out whether physical conditions, such as 
diffusion, moisture, &c., were in any way ie for this 

* Communicated by the Author.— , ph 
+ ‘Nature,’ } DOGS Ber. xxxix..p. 1605. 
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anomalous behaviour, a large number of experiments were 
undertaken to test the variation of activity under’ different 
conditions and with different methods of preparation. 

As the general result it was seen, that the undissolved part 
of the preparation contained a new radioactive product. 
If, in addition, actinium X also remained in the insoluble 
portion, the activity of the filter was nearly constant for 
some time, and then decayed slowly, finally diminishing 
according to an exponential law with a period of about 
20 days. 

If there was no actinium X in the insoluble part, the activity 
of the latter at first increased, reached a maximum after about 
two or three weeks, and later decayed with a period of about 
20 days 

This prodact t with a decay period of about 20 days was 
later called “ radioactinium,” when its position in the actinium 
series had been settled. 

The method of preparation of this new product, previously 
described, was not very satisfactory, and generally gave a 
mixture of the whole series of actinium products together 
with a surplus of radioactinium. 

The following two methods proved much more satisfactory 
and rendered it possible to obtain the product radioactinium 
free, or at least nearly free, from actinium and actinium X. 

Actinium, which had been standing for a few months in 
solution in order to reach the equilibrium state of activity, 
was precipitated several times with ammonia. By this method 
Godlewski and, independently, Giesel have shown that 
actinium X remains in solution, while actinium itself remains 
in the precipitate. The precipitation had to be repeated 
several times to make the separation of actinium X as com- 
plete as possible. 

The actinium precipitate is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, 
and to the acid solution is added a very little sodium thio- 
sulphate solution. The latter is decomposed by the acid, and 
amorphous sulphur soon appears. The sulphur 1 in the cold 
solution is allowed to settle down for some time and is then 
filtered and washed. The surplus is then burnt in a porcelain 
crucible. An appreciable residue is always observed because 
some of the rare earths, like thorium, are precipitated with 
the sulphur. 

This residue shows considerable activity, depending of course 
on the amount of actinium taken for the experiment. The 
activity increases to about twice tbe initial strength and then 
decays slowly, finally diminishing according to an exponential 
law with a period of about 20 days. 
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The other method, which proved satisfactory for the separa- 
tion of radioactinium, is. described already in my paper on 
* The Ionization Ranges of Actinium” *, A small quantity of 
ammonia is added to an actinium eae in radioactive 
equilibrium in amount sufficient to produce only a partial 
precipitation. The ammonia filtrate is redissolved and part 
again pr ecipitated. After repeating this process several 
times, all the actinium X and the greatest part of the actinium 
remain in solution, while the radioactinium remains in the 
precipitate. The latter is then treated in the same manner 
as the sulphur precipitate described above. 

The methods of separation of radioactinium, which we 
have outlined, are not altogether as satisfactory or reliable as 
could be wished. In some cases a very complete separation 
is obtained, but in others some actinium is carried down or 
other difficulties are encountered. The right conditions are 
not always easily found, but, in general, the separation can 
be effected by the methods described above. 

Some recent experiments of Levin seem to show that radio- 
actinium can also be separated to some extent by electrolysis. 

Il. Rapioactive PROPERTIES OF RADIOACTINIUM. 

a. Nature of the Radiations. 

Radioactinium emits a rays. In the previous paper rr 
described the methods of preparing a thin film of this radio- 
active product, sufficiently active for the determination of 
the range of its 2 particles by the electric method. It was 
shown that freshly prepared radioactinium emits one homo- 
geneous type of « rays, which are able to ionize the air for a 
distance of 4°8 cms. at ordinary pressure and temperature. 

While newly prepared radioactinium always shows a very 
considerable « ray activity, the @ ray effect at first is very 
weak, and is probably due to the presence of a slight amount 
of actinium B. This is in accordance with the results of 
Levin obtained in Rutherford’s laboratory, for he has shown 
that actinium B is the only product of actinium which emits 
B rays. 

A small amount of actinium Oe ee is also present. 
Since actinium X is the direct parent of the emanation, the 
amount of emanation in the preparation is a measure of the 
amount of actinium present. 

As we shall prove later in this paper, actinium X is formed 
by the radioactinium : itis therefore very difficult to obtain a 

* Phil. Mag. Sept. 1906. + Loe. cit. 
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radioactinium preparation completely free from emanation, 
but a preparation can easily be obtained which initially shows 
only a very small emanating power compared with the value 
observed two or three weeks later. 

The amount of emanation and of @ ray activity observed 
rise proportionally, since actinium B which emits the 6 rays 
is a product of the emanation. 

The «and especially the 8 ray activity of the radioactinium 
preparation increase rapidly for a week or more, and then 
more slowly as the maximum is reached (see figs. 1 & 2, 
pp- 173 & 175). The activity measured by the « rays reaches 
a maximum slightly earlier than the activity measured by the 
8 rays or by the amount of emanation present. 

b. Decay Period of Radioactinium. 

It was very soon recognized that the period of the decay 
was not the 10:2 day period of actinium X but considerably 
slower. The activity, whether measured by the « or 8 rays 
or the amount of emanation present, finally decays according 
to an exponential law. It generally does not decay quite to 
zero, but a small residual activity of a few percent. was 
observed, indicating that the preparation contained small 
traces of actinium. By using actinium preparations carefully 
freed from radium, the possibility of this residual activity 
being due to radium was excluded. 

After subtracting the small residual activity, the exponential 
nature of the decay curve was easily to be observed. The 
following values of the decay constant A (sec.-!) were found 
for several decay curves of radioactinium, which had been 
prepared by different methods and using both the actinium 
of Debierne and the actinium of Giesel :— 

0:425 x 107° 
0°413 x 107° 
OF399' ees 
0-407 x) 105% 
0-412 x08 

Average . 0411 x 107° 

From this it follows that the time for radioactinium to be 
half transformed is 1°68 x 10° sees. or 19°5 days. 

This value is a little lower than the value of 20 days, 
which I stated in my first paper on the subject. The period 
19°5 days may still be slightly in error. [further measure- 
ments are in progress to determine the period with more 
accuracy. 
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For an example the following table gives the experimental 
(1.) and theoretical (II.) values of the activity ; ; IL. supposing 
the period is 19°5 days. This only refers to the part of 
the decay curves obtained about one month and a half after 
the preparation of the radioactinium, when the decay is 
exponential. The numbers at I. are corrected by subtr acting 
a small constant residual activity. In both cases, the value 
after 19°5 days is taken as 50:0. 

1 

Time in days | I. | Il. 
: we Observed. | Calculated. | 

Mace eee eS jee | 

See eer 98-2 100 
LE Slee Pa ate 84:8 83° 

| ia it aes Raa 3 17-2 (a1 
is a Re oe Rae 50-0 50°0 
re RL Met bese PM 21-2 20°0 
(EL) RGD acetal 11-4 11:0 
Gi reee ee 9°30 9°25 

ah Ok fee i td 85 5°80 
eS SRST eek ADs | 4°25 

| 11 ies ol ee 2°45 pay | 

Thus over an interval of nearly four months the numbers 
are in a satisfactory agreement, showing that the decay is 
exponential with the period stated above. 

ce. Position of Radioactinium in the Radioactive Series. 

The following experiments were made to throw light on 
the position of radioactinium in the actinium series. The 
radioactinium was prepared after one of the methods pre- 
viously described and was tested on the filter. It exhibited 
the characteristic variation of « and 8 ray activity, viz. a 
rapid rise measured by the @ rays and a more gradual rise 
measured by the a rays. The maximum value was reached 
after two and a half weeks. Shortly after reaching the 
maximum, the filter contzining the sodium thiosulphate pre- 
cipitate was burnt in a porcelain crucible and a solid white 
residue remained, which probably consisted 1 in part of thorium 
oxide and other rare earths. 

This residue, which weighed only a few milligrams, was 
then treated with strong nitric acid. A part of the residue 
remained undissolved. After dilution and filtration, the 
filtrate was precipitated with ammonia and left standing for 
a short time. A very small quantity of a colourless jelly- -like 
precipitate appeared and was filtered through the first filter, 
which contained the trace of undissolved residue. The 
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ammonia filtrate was evaporated, heated and tested in the 
electroscope, the filter was burnt, and the small residue also 
tested in a similar way. 

Both preparations showed considerable « ray activity, while 
ihe filter also showed considerable 6 ray activity. 

The activity of these two prepar: ations varied, however, 
in a very different w ay. The activity of the filter increased 
in exactly the same way as that of the initial radioactinium, 
when first prepared ; the activity of the filtrate, however, 
steadily decreased according to an exponential law withew 
period of about 11 days. 

There is no doubt that this decaying product was actinium X, 
for which Godlewski found a period ot 10-2 days. 

On repeating the above-described experiment, the activity 

of the ammonia filtrate was found to decay to half value in 
about 12 days and then slightly slower, indicating that the 
product consisted mainly ae actinium X but also cone 
a little radioactinium. 

For comparison, some actinium X was now prepared after 

the method of Godlewski and of Giesel from actinium solution 
itself and not from radioactinium. On account of the great 
number of other preparations under investigation, care could 
not be taken to avoid slight irregularities of the activity 
arising from the effect of moisture and other influences on the 
actinium X. The period found for actinium X was therefore 
not very accurate ; 11 days, or even a little longer, was 
found instead of 10°2 days, as found by Godlewski. It is 
intended at an early date to repeat these experiments in order 
to determine with greater accuracy the decay and rise curves 
of the products achinium, radioactinium, and actinium X, 

The separation of actinium X from decaying radioactinium, 
which originally was almost entirely free from actinium X, 
shows clearly that actinium X is continuously produced by 
radioactinium. This is confirmed by the fact that old radio- 
actinium, from which the actinium X has been removed, again 
increases in. activity in exactly the same way as a newly 
prepared specimen. ‘This increase of activity is due to the 
formation of actinium X and its successive products ; after 
reaching a maximum, the actinium X and radioactinium are 
in approximate radioactive equilibrium, and the activity finally 
decays according to the period of radioactinium. 

In order to prove this connexion beyond question, the 
ionization curves of the a particles of radioactinium were 
determined at different intervals after preparation. 

In my paper on “ The Jonization Ranges of the « Particles 
of Actinium,” I described the methods of preparing a thin 
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film of the active substance and gave the ionization curves 
obtained with it. 

The suecess was complete. Immediately after preparation 
of the radioactinium the «rays were found to be homogeneous 
and had a range of 4:8 cms. This result showed that ouly 
one « ray product, viz. radioactinium, was present. 

Progressive measurements showed the gradual entrance 
of new kinds of a rays, the most penetrating of which were 
shown to be due to actinium X. 

If the actinium X was separated the ionization curves 
showed exactly the same variation with time as before. 

d. Comparison of the Haverimental with the Theoretical Curves. 
(1) « Ray Curves. 

Knowing the period of radioactinium and its connexion 
with the other actinium products, it is not difficult to deduce 
theoretically the rise and decay curves, measured by the « 
and 8 rays, that should be exhibited by radioactinium. 
We mie? remember thatka Act. is the parent of Act. X, 

which in turn is transformed through the stages emanation, 
actinium A, and actinium B. 7 

Let 24, A, be the constants of transformation of radio- 
actinium and actinium X respectively. 

Let P and Q be the number of atoms of radioactinium and 
actinium X respectively existing at any time ¢ after the 
preparation of the radioactinium. Then it is known from 
Rutherford’s theory of the successive changes * that 

Pai, eu 

; =5- a7, = 

where 7 is the number of atoms of radioactinium initially 
present. 
Now the « ray activity of the radioactinium some time after 

preparation is due to radioactinium, actinium X, the emana- 
tion, and actinium B. The period of actinium a is 10-2 days, 
of the emanation 3°9 secs., of actinium A 36 minutes, and of 
actinum B 2 minutes. The changes following actinium X 
are thus very rapid compared with actinium X itself, and we 
may, for the purpose of calculation, assume without sensible 
error that the changes succeeding actinium X are instan- 
taneous. Wemay therefore include the activity due to these 
products with that of actinium X. 

Now the activity I; (measured by the electrical method) otf 

* Rutherford, ‘ Radioactivity,’ 2nd edition, p. 352. 
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the preparation of radioactinium at any time ¢ is i 
tional to 

MP +k. AQ, 

where & is a constant, which may be defined as the ratio of 
the ionization resulting from the disintegration of an atom of 
actinium X through the stages emanation and actinium B 
to that resulting from the disintegration of an atom of 
radioactinium. 

If I, is the activity of the radioactinium immediately after 
preparation, 

I, AP+h.AQ 

18 eam 

I's 
ane ea Ait —A gt »p—A = + —— ear ——— (e~f —e-4) , 

This equation expresses the variation of activity of ee, 
actinium, measured by the « rays. 

It now remains to form an idea of the magnitude of ‘ie 
constant &. If each of the « ray products of actinium emitted 
a particles which produced exactly the same ionization in the 
surrounding gas, the value of & should be 3. This is obviously 
the case, since the ionization due to the emanation and 
actinium B is included with actinium X. The ionization, 
however, is not the same for all the actinium products, for I 
have shown that the ranges of ionization of the products radio- 
actinium, actinium X, emanation, and actinium B are 4°8, 
6°55, 5°8, and 5°50 cms. respectively. With a thin film of 
radioactive matter, the ionization due to each «a particle 
escaping into the air should be approximately proportional to 
the range in air. 

This relation has been shown by Boltwood * io hold closely 
for radium preparations. Consequently, if the measurements 
are made with a very thin film of radioactinium and under 
such conditions that the « particles are completely absorbed 
between the plates of the testing vessel, the value of & should 

Bee se ae eh = 3°72, instead of 3. 

If, however, a comparatively thick layer of radioactinium 
is employed, the value of & should be still greater. This 
follows from the fact that the « particles of oreatest range in 
air not only produce more ionization in “the gas but, in 
addition, more escape into the gas, since they can reach the 
surface from a greater depth of radioactive matter than the 
« particles of smaller range. 

* Boltwood, Amer. Journ. Sci. June 1906. 
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The above theory depends on the assumption that all of 
the radioactive products are completely retained in the radio- 
active matter. In practice, however, the preparations always 
lose a portion of their emanation dy diffusing into the air. 
In consequence of this, the activity due to the succeeding 
product actinium B is less than the theoretical value if no 
emanation escaped. For a thin film of radioactinium we 
should consequently expect a value of & less than 3°72, and 
this value will be variable within limits depending upon the 
emanating power of the compound. 

i 
12. 

Bo | Te 
ao 

7/ME /1N DAYS 

The theoretical curve is drawn in fig. 1, Curve I., the 
initial activity due to radioactinium being taken as 100. 
The shape of the curve agrees fairly closely with the experi- 
mental curve (Curve II.) plotted in the same way. The 
‘maximum ordinate of the theoretical curve is slightly less 

than the experimental value, showing that the value of & is 
slightly greater than 3°5. We AD 

The theoretical curve can be simply analysed into its com- 
ponents. The exponential curve A shows the activity at 
any time due to radioactinium itself. The difference curve B 
shows the activity at any time due to actinium X and its 
succeeding products. 

Curve III. is another example of an experimental curve, 
which was obtained under conditions where the radioactinium 
probably contained some actinium and actinium X. 

The maximum of the theoretical curve (Curve I.) is reached 
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after about 17 days, and the maximum of the experimental 
‘Curve II. is reached after the same interval. In Curve III. 
the maximum is reached in 14 days. The earlier occurrence 
of the maximum is to be expected if any sensible amount of 
actinium X is present initially with the radioactinium. In 
this case not only is the maximum reached earlier, but the 
increase of activity is also smaller. This is seen to be the 
case in the experiments, for the activity of Curve IT. rises to 
more than twice its initial value, while in Curve III. it rises 
to only about 1°5 times. 

The « ray curves are thus in very satisfactory agreement 
with the theory. The agreement of Curve II. ‘with the 
theoretical curve is especially good over the whole range of 
obseryations. The theoretical activity ultimately decays 
exponentially with the period of radioactinium—a result in 
entire harmony with the experiments discussed earlier in the 
paper. 

The results obtained are thus in complete accordance with 
the view that radioactinium is an « ray product of period 
19°5 days, which is transformed into actinium X of period 
10:2 days. 

(2) B Ray Curves. 

Radioactinium emits only # rays, and Levin has shown 
that the @ ray activity of any preparation of actinium arises 
only from the product actinium B. Disregarding a small 
time-lag, the amount of actinium B present is proportional 
to the amount of the parent product actinium X. But we 
have seen that the number of atoms Q of actinium X present 
at any time is given by the formula 

The 8 ray activity of the radioactinium preparation is pro- 
portional at any time to the value of Q. 

The theoretical curve for the hea rety of the 8 ray aetivity 
of radioactinium is shown in fig. 2. The activity starts from 
zero, rises to a maximum after : 30 days, and ultimately decays 
exponentially with the period of acoseenae viz., 19°5 days. 
The experimental observations are shown by pA A on the 
curve and are seen to lie closely on the theoretical curve. 
The observations of this particular preparation were not con- 
tinued after 30 days, as the preparation was utilized for a 
further chemical examination. Other observations have shown 
that the @ ray activity ultimately decays exponentially with 
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the same period as the « ray activity, viz., with the period of 
19°5 days. This is in agreement with the theory. 

Fig. 2. 

ACTIVITY. 

. TIME 1% DAYS. 

; Connexion of Radioactinium with Actinium. 

It is now necessary to consider the connexion of the new 
product radioactinium with actinium itself. 

Until recently, it was generally believed that actinium was 
the direct parent of actinium X. The intermediate product 
radioactinium had been overlooked. It was believed that 
actinium itself did not emit any rays, and that therefore by 
separation of actinium X it could be nearly completely freed 

. from activity. This, however, is not correct. 
M. Levin*, working in the same laboratory as the writer, 

determined with great accuracy the residual 2 ray and 6 ray 
activity of actinium after actinium X had been completely 
separated. By the well-known method of precivitation with 
ammonia, by continued precipitations he was able to reduce 
the emanating power of an actinium solution to one thousandth 
of its initial value. The separation of actinium X was very 
complete, but his actinium was still quite active. It always 
showed a strong « ray activitv not less than about 22- 25 
per cent. of its initial value. Levin states that this activity 
is due to the presence of radioactinium which is not separated 
from actinium by means of ammonia. This conclusion is in 
full harmony with the observations of the writer. 

In order to obtain actinium inactive, the radioactinium as 
well as actinium has to be separated. It is difficult to effect 
a complete separation of the radioactinium, when employing 

i : 
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very small quantities of working material. But the writer 
finally succeeded in reducing the ayray activity ta 2°) per 
cent. of the initial value. The method employed to separate 
the radioactinium and actinium X from actinium was as 
follows :— 

Actinium solution in equilibrium was precipitated several 
times with ammonia. Care has to be taken not to filter too 
early, as it takes a considerable time for the actinium to come 
out*. By this method, actinium X remains in the filtrates, 
aetna and radioactinium remain on the filter. The filter 
was again dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid, and to the 
solution a little ammonia was added in order to weaken the 
free acid. To the weak acid solution a small quantity of 
dilute sodium-thiosulphate solution was added at ordinary 
temperature. The small sulphur precipitate carries the 
radioactinium down; actinium remains in solution. If the 
filtrate was still decidedly active, the process of precipi- 
tating traces of amorphous sulphur was repeated. This 
method of separation works very satisfactorily. In order to 
avoid the presence of sodium sulphite in the actinium solution, 
the separation may be carried out in a different way by 
fractional precipitation with ammonia. ‘The first part always 
contains an excess of radioactinium, while the actinium is 
concentrated with the later parts. But this method does not 
effect a very rapid separation, and one sulphur precipitate 
is in many cases more effective than many careful ammonia 
precipitations. 

The activity of the actinium obtained in this way is very 
small. The activity only increases slightly in the course of 
the first few days, but then rises more rapidly for over a 
month and reaches nearly a constant value after four months 
(compare Curve II. fig. 3, p. 177). It is of interest to 
compare the experimental curve of recovery of activity with 
that to be expected from theory. As before, the changes 
following actinium X may be supposed without any sensible 
error to be simultaneous. Actinium changes so slowly com- 
pared with its products that we may suppose that it breaks 
up at a constant rate, giving rise to radioactinium which in 
turn is transformed into actinium X. Since actinium itself is 
rayless, the curve of recovery of activity is complementary 
to the curve showing the decay of activity of radioactinium 
and actinium X initially in radioactive equilibrium (see 
Rutherford, ‘ Radioactivity,’ vol. 11. p. 336). 

Let Po, Qo represent the number of atoms of radioactinium 
and actinium X respectively present in a stage of equilibrium. 

* See also Levin, loc. cit. 
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If X, and A, respectively are the constants of change of 
these substances, then 

AyPy = AzQo. 

Let P +Q represent the number of atoms of radioactinium 
and actinium X present at any time ¢ after the actinium is 
removed. Then 

a FP bean 

Q= Qo (Ar = Ane —Aat) % 
—= ey Q° Z a—~—~/NY eo é . 

The activity I, at any time ¢ is proportional to 

MP + k.rQ, 

where k£ isa constant. If I, is the initial activity, 

Bi Qe: 

ek Pep ben, sit Patty i 
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The rise-curve is complementary to this, and consequently 
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Taking the periods of radioactinium and actinium X as 
19-5. days and 10:2 days respectively, the theoretical curve is 
given in fig. 3, Curve I., the maximum activity being taken 
as 100. The value of & is assumed to be 3-5—the same value 

* These equations are given in ‘ Radioactivity,’ vol. 11. p. 334. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 73. Jan. 1907. N 

ACTIVITY. 
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as previously employed. The experimental values are shown 
by crosses on Curve I.; the agreement between the theory and 
experiment is clearly seen. The initial activity, experi- 
mentally found, is 2°4 per cent.; after about 4 days the 
experimental values lie closely on the curve for about one 
month. After that time, the experimental values lie some- 
what above the theoretical curve. 
We previously pointed out that the value of & is uncertain 

between limits, and varies for different experiments. Taking 
this factor into consideration, there is an excellent agreement 
between theory and experiment. [For comparison, a curve is 
drawn in fig. 3 (Curve II.), which represents the rise-curve 
for actinium, if the latter produced actinium X directly, as was 
generally believed before the separation of radioactinium. 
The difference between the two curves is striking. While in 
Curve II. the activity has reached half of its final value after 
10°2 days, the experimental Curve I. shows that more than 
30 days are required for the activity of actinium to reach half 
of its maximum value. 
We therefore see conclusively that the rise-curve for 

actinium is not complementary to the decay-curve of 
actinium X, but behaves just as it should do theoretically under 
the assumption that radioactinium is a product between 
actinium and actinium X. 

III. Orner PROPERTIES OF RADIOACTINIUM. 

It is not possible to make any definite statement in regard 
to the chemical properties of radioactinium. The various 
methods employed for its separation are very similar in 
nature, and cannot be considered to be definite chemical 
reactions in the ordinary sense. 

It is well known that barium sulphate possesses the property 
of dragging down many radioactive products from a solution, 
and the methods used for the separation of radioactinium 
appear to depend on a similar principle. A satisfactory 
explanation of these facts has not so far been given. It 
must not be forgotten that, with the exception of such slowly- 
changing substances as radiolead, polonium, and radiothorium, | 
most of the products of the various radioelements exist in 
almost infinitesimal proportion mixed with the parent matter. 

Methods of separation, similar in principle to those employed 
in the case of radioactinium, ought never be taken as a means 
of description of these products, and any system of classifi- 
cation based on such facts is liable to be very erroneous *. 

* A discussion of these points for the case of actinium has been given 
too by Godlewski, Jahrb. d. Rad. u, Elektr. vol. ii. 1906. 
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The peculiarities of such reactions are clearly brought out 
when varying quantities of precipitating material are used. 
For example, the following experiments were made :—An 
excess of sulphuric acid was added to an actinium solution in 
equilibrium. The clear dilute acid solution was divided into 
three portions. 

Portion 1 was precipitated with 0:1 c.c. of barium chloride. 
Portion 2 3 24 ED Lee, .. 
Portion 3 Ms ss about 10 c.c. ae barium 

chloride. 

The three solutions were treated in exactly the same 
manner. In order to determine the amount of active matter 
removed by the barium precipitates, it was not satisfactory 
to determine the activity of the precipitates themselves, as 
the amount of inactive matter contained in the three portions 
varied in the ratio of about 1:100. Recourse was had in 
the filtrates, from which thin films of active matter could be 
obtained whose activity could be compared quantitatively. 
For this purpose the acid filtrates were neutralized with 
ammonia, then the solutions evaporated to dryness in equal 
vessels and the ammonia-salts driven off by heating. Small 
films of the active matter were left behind, and the a ray 
activity of these thin layers of material could easily be 
compared under identical conditions. 

It was found that the activities of the filtrates varied in 
the following manner, the activity of portion 1 being taken 
as 100 :— 

Activity of 
Portion. filtrate. 

UAL Artes ee 100 

) CE Err 63 

Sv sRY MOE 37°5 

The result thus shows that the filtrates get weaker the 
more barium has been precipitated as sulphate. For this 
special case the activities were approximately 1, 2, 3 for 
quantities 1, 10, 100. 

This is in general agreement with the results of other 
observers for other products, and again shows conclusively 
that the reactions are not chemical in nature. 

Other properties of radioactinium have not so far been 
studied in detail. 

Like radiothorium, radioactinium is not volatilized by 
means of an ordinary blowpipe at a temperature where 
actinium A and actinium B are freely volatile. Still higher 
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temperatures may possibly effect a separation of radio- 
actinium from actinium, but this point has not yet been 
examined. 

For convenience, the disintegration series of actinium is 
given, together with the period of the products and the 
radiations they emit :— 

_ Time to be half 
Product. transformed. Radiation. 

PC ETIN WEN ie a aan cde ? Rayless. 

Radioactinium ...... about 19°5 days. a Yays. 

Actinium 2X en, 10°2 days. cB 

Hmanation .:.2e nee 3°9 secs. a ae 

Actinium A : 36 mins. Rayless. 
active 

acini oe 2 mins. a, B, & y rays. 

Summary of Results. 

The results brought out in this paper are chiefly sum- 
marized below :— 

(1) A new product called “ radioactinium”’ exists in 
the disintegration series of actinium. This new 
product is produced directly from actinium and is 
the direct parent of actinium X. 

(2) The transformation of actinium into radioactinium 
is rayless. 

(3) Radioactinium emits only a rays and is half trans- 
formed in about 19:5 days. 

(4) The methods of separation employed for the isolation 
of radioactinium throw no definite light on its 
properties. 

The present research was done at the McGill Physies 
Building at Montreal (Canada). Now that my visit to 
Montreal has come to an end, I record with much pleasure 
my gratitude to Prof. Rutherford for his kindness, interest, 
and ready help during the whole of my stay at the McGill 
University. 

Berlin: Chemical Institute of the University. 
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IX. The Carbon Cell. 
By W. H. Parterson, B.Sc.* 

N. two publications, Haber and Bruner ft have given 
reasons for considering that the so-called Jacques Carbon 

Cell is in reality an oxy-hydrogen battery. 
This cell consists of an iron and a carbon pole in molten 

caustic soda. 
Tron, as Liebenow and Strasser { have already shown, is in 

molten caustic at first active and of base potential. After 
some time, however, such iron becomes coated with an 
oxide skin and then functions as an air electrode ; the small 
quantities of manganate which are always present acting as 
oxygen carriers. 

On the other hand, the carbon develops hydrogen by a 
slow reaction with the molten alkali, which forms the source 
of potential of the carbon electrode. 

The reaction is according to the equation :— 

2Na0H + C+ H,0=Na,CO;3+4+ 2H. 

Water, according to Le Blane and Brode, is retained by 
molten sodium hydroxide with great pertinacity. 

The slower the reaction the less the hydrogen is able to 
charge up the carbon dipping into the molten alkali, because 
the manganate and ferrite contained in it, as well as the 
air surrounding its upper surface, are striving to remove the 
hydrogen, thereby making the potential approach the value 
for air. 

If there results, however, carbon monoxide from the action 
of the oxidizing substances contained, the formation of hy- 
drogen is increased, because carbon monoxide reacts rapidly 
and completely with molten caustic soda, forming carbonate 
and hydrogen. 

The author has made some experiments in order to establish 
this interpretation of the Carbon Cell. . First of all, it was 
shown that there is a slow production of hydrogen if carbon 
and sodium hydroxide are maintained at 350° C. in an 
atmosphere of nitrogen. On the other hand, the measure- 
ments of Haber and Bruner on the potential of hydrogen in 
molten sodium hydroxide were repeated. In the various 
experiments, the alkali was contained in a large silver crucible 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Haber & Bruner, Zeit. f. Electroch. vol. x. p. 697 (1904) ; also vol. v. 

p. 78 (1906). 
ft Liebenow & Strasser, Zeit. f. Electroch. p. 353 (1897, Feb.). 
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heated by a small Bunsen flame ; temperatures were de- 
termined thermoelectrically. After the method of Haber and 
Bruner, hydrogen was led into the molten alkali through a 
platinum tube, and the E.M.F’. of this tube measured by the 
compensation method against a N/10 electrode. In other 
experiments, the hydrogen was produced by throwing into 
the molten alkali a little formate and using a platinum wire 
as electrode. In both cases a value near to that of Haber 
and Bruner, 7. e. —1°5 volt, was attained without perceptible 
temperature coefiicient. 

Experiments were then carried out on the oxy-hydrogen 
combination, with sodium hydroxide as electrolyte, in order 
better to establish its dependence on the temperature. 

Haber and Bruner, in the latter communication, have 
caleulated this potential thermodynamically from water- 
vapour dissociation at high temperature, with the assumption 
that the molten alkali is in equilibrium with the water-vapour 
of the air, the latter having an average tension of 0-031 
atmos. The calculation rests on the integration of the ° 
Helmholtz formula for the free energy :— 

5A 
A= Q, + fi SP ? 

which is integrated in the form _ 

A } 

TB egy 
PAM A. So 

By help of the well-known value of the reaction-heat of 
the formation of water-vapour trom its elements and from 
the data found by Langen for the mean specific heat of the 
gases taking part in the reaction, the integral becomes 

*A =57084—2-976 x logT -+0-00125T? 

—4:56 x Tx log nee + const. x T. 
BY eee don 

The constant of this expression follows from the measure- 
ments carried out by Nernst and Wartenberg on the dis- 
sociation of water-vapour. It amounts to 7°6. In the 
equation, ‘Il’ denotvs the absolute temperature, and p the 
partial pressure of the gases. The free energy A is calculated 
in small calories. 

* For further information relative to the above calculation ef. English 
edition of Prof. Haber’s ‘Thermodynamics of Technical Gas Reactions’ 
(Longmans, Green & Co., 1907). 
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The values of the E.M.F. of the cell are derived from 
those of A by dividing with 2F, 7. e. 46220. 

The following numbers are those obtained :— 

we? E.M.F. (in volts). 

327 1-096—0:059 log ?#:0_. 
! Pu, - Po; 

427 ine =0 Oud ee 
527 1-29 ODTI A «syst! 58 
627. ~——-:1:010—0-089 

Taking with Haber and Bruner, 

Px.0 a 0-031, 

Pg, = 9°969, 

Pe rr 0-2, 

1t follows— | 

log ne = —1:1455 ; 
| Pu,0Po, 

so there is obtained for the E.M.F. 

wi _E.M.F. (in volts). 

327 1°164 * 

A427 ; 1-147 

527 1*129 

627 1-112 

These figures are plotted in the accompanying diagram. 

* No stress is laid on the absolute value of the third decimal place ; 
as it has a relative value, however, the last figure is given here and 
subsequently in smaller type. 
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The values of Haber and Bruner are marked by points ; 
they are above the curve at low temperatures and beneath it 
at high temperatures. , 

The reason for the high values at low temperatures can be 
understood, the molten alkali, according to Le Blane and 
Brode, being at this range of temperature hydroscopic. 
The values at higher temperatures Haber and Bruner them- 
selves regard as uncertain, their method seeming unfit to 
yield more exact results. 

In order to obtain better values the author tried to find 
electrodes which would, by insertion in molten alkali, behave 
as hydrogen and as air-electrodes respectively, so that the 
difference of potential between them would give at once the 
K.M.F. of the oxy-hydrogen cell looked for. 

It seemed probable that palladium saturated with hydrogen 
might be used as a hydrogen electrode. Palladium wires 
were charged, either in dilute sulphuric acid or dilute alkali, 
dried and inserted. Such wires develop hydrogen rapidly, 
but the amount of gas cathodically incorporated with the 
wire is so far above the amount which is in equilibrium with 
hydrogen under atmospheric pressure, at the high tem- 
perature of the molten alkali, that an excess of H.M.F. 
amounting to some centivolts is brought about. Of course 
the supercharge only lasts for a very short time, the hydrogen 
being driven off rapidly and the H.M.F. falling slowly; 
finally it reaches the value of the air electrode. There was 
no marked break in this fall of potential at the value be- 
longing to that in equilibrium with hydrogen at atmospheric 
pressure. Hydrogenized palladium was therefore not suitable 
as a hydrogen electrode. Iron was tried, a metal which, as 
previously shown by Haber and Bruner, gives a value very 
near to that of hydrogen gas. The difficulty which ensues 
from the iron becoming too rapidly passive was overcome 
by coating the iron wires used with electrolytic iron, after 
the method of Classen, from a solution containing ferrous 
oxalate or from a solution containing ammonium chloride. 
Such wires show the hydrogen potential and for a longer 
time. 

The possibilities with regard to the air electrode were 
more numerous. Silver, platinum, palladium, nickel, and 
iron were tried. Wires of these metals, after insertion into 
molten alkali, all showed the air-potential—the iron and 
nickel of course after some time—necessary to let them 
become passive. There is possibly a slight deviation in the 
case of palladium which, being probably slightly attacked by 



: 
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the alkali, shows some inclination to deviate towards the 
hydrogen ‘value. 

Combinations consisting of such electrically coated iron 
wires, acting as a hydrogen electrode, and platinum, function- 
ing as the air electrode, were finally found to be the best 
arrangement for measuring the temperature coefficient of 
the cell. 

The following figures were thus arrived at (values plotted 
on diagram as curve with crosses). 

Temp. .. 348° 369° 382° 410° 420° 432° 458° 
mare. Yeon 7-193" 1-198) O76) 178) 116s: 1-189 

Hemp +) (460°; SiGe... 549° 575° 600° 618° 
eee. 14a 112 , I-1is 1103 =1:096 1:090 

The results are in agreement with those which Haber and * 
Bruner obtained by their different methods of working up to 
about 400° ; above this the values are higher than those of 
Haber and Bruner, and are in closer proximity with theory. 

In connexion with this, it was thought that perhaps 
addition of sodium oxide (Na,Q) could render the molten 
alkali free from water, and therefore change the E.M.F. of 
the cell, which, as a consequence of theory, would thereby be 
increased. This plan, however, did not bring about the 
desired result. Adding a little oxide did not cause a marked 
change ; on the other ‘hand, if all the associated water was 
eliminated, the iron, even coated electrolytically, quickly 
assumed the passive state. 

The influence of associated water is more marked with 
‘potassium hydroxide. Caustic potash freshly melted, thereby 
containing relatively much water, ives rise to values which 
are much smaller than those obtained from caustic potash 
which has been kept molten for a long time and is therefore 
poorer in water. 

This influence of water is easily misleading. The presence 
of water always causes iron to remain longer active and the 
hydrogenized palladium to retain its charge. Thus it is 
easier to work with molten alkali containing water, but the 
results may be several centivolts too low, the equilibrinm 
pressure of the water-vapour above the molten alkali being 
in excess of the atmospheric vapour-pressure to some extent. 

Caustic potash, moreover, from which water has been 
eliminated by prolonge! heating, causes iron to become 
much more rapidly passive than does caustic soda. 

The following values, in the case of canstic potash, were, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 73. Jan. 1907. O 
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however, obtained with the same arrangement, 2. e. electro- 
lytic iron against platinum. 

Temp. ...... 405° 410° 425° 480° 
BALE, oie. 11182 5 L180) Van glee 

On comparing these numbers with those obtained from 
sodium hydroxide, it is seen that the difference is not very 
great. 
The above results are in close agreement with those found 

by Haber and his co-workers Fleischmann and Foster * 
‘concerning the oxy-hydrogen cell with glass and porcelain 
as electrolyte. In especial between 340° and 575° C. the same 
thermodynamical expressions have been confirmed with these 
gas-cells (described by Haber in Zeit. 7. Electrochem. 1906, 
No. 24). 

It seems rather interesting that such distinct cases as the 
Carbon Cell and the dissociation of water-vapour at high 
temperatures are governed by the same thermodynamic 
relation ; that is to say, they are both consequences of the 
free energy of the formation of water-vapour from its 
elements, the amount of which is found to be almost identical 
with the results of experiments described and quoted above. 

In conclusion the author wishes to acknowledge his 
obligations to Professor Haber for kind assistance and 
advice. 

Karlsruhe, Chem. Techn. Institut 
der Hochschule, July 1906. 

X. Notices respecting New Books. 

The Royal Society, Or, Science in the State and in the Schools. 
By Sir W1ti1amM Hueerns, K.C.B.,O.M., D.C.L., LL.D., Se.D., 
F.R.S., &. With twenty-five illustrations. London: Methuen 
mito, 1906... Pp. xvi 132 

(pee sumptuously printed and beautifully illustrated volume 
deserves to be widely circulated, not so much, perhaps, on 

account of its intrinsic artistic value, as by reason of the weighty 
matters of national importance with which it deals. It is practi- 
cally a plea, by its distinguished author, for the wider recognition 
of the claims of Science by the State, the responsible public, and 
the schools. The bulk of the subject-matter has been taken from 
Sir William Huggins’s Presidential Addresses. The introductory 
part contains an interesting sketch of the early history of the Royal 

* Zeit. f. anorgan. Chem, vol. li. pp. 245 & 289 (1906). 
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Society. The fine photographic reproductions of portraits in oil 
of “ Fellows of immortal fame in science ” will be greatly appre- 
ciated by all readers of the book. We may add that the price 
(4s. 6d.) at which the book is published appears to us ridiculously 
low ; and this fact should materially aid in securing for the work 
the wide circulation which it is highly desirable that it should have. 

Abhandlungen uber Theoretische Physik. Won H. A. Lorentz, 
Professor an der Universitat Leiden. Erster Band. Erste 
Lieferung. Mit 8 Figuren im Text. Leipsiec and Berlin: 
B. G. Teubner. 1906. Pp. 298. 

Au physicists will welcome the appearance of the Collected Papers 
of Professor H. A. Lorentz, of which the first volume has now 
been issued. This contains 10 papers, in three different languages, 
for—as the author says in his brief prefatory note—“ we Dutchmen 
are forced to write in foreign languages if we would take part in 
the common scientific work of the nations.” The first paper, in 
English, is entitled ‘“‘ Some Considerations on the Principles of 
Dynamics, in connexion with Hertz’s ‘ Prinzipien der Mechanik, * 
and is a critical examination of Hertz’s dynamical method. 
Paper II., in German, deals with the motion of a viscous liquid, 
and Paper II1., in the same language, with the origin of turbulent 
motion in liquids, and the effect of turbulent motion on the flow 
through pipes. Paper LV. (French) is on the equations of motion 
of a gas and the propagation of sound according to the kinetic 
theory of gases. Papers V., VI., VII., VIII., and X., which are 
all in German, deal with the application of the virial theorem to- 
the kinetic theory of gases, with the equilibrium of the kinetic 
energy of gaseous molecules, with the magnitude of regions in 
n-dimensional space, with the entropy of a gas, and with the virial 
theorem respectively. Paper IX. (French) is on the molecular 
theory of dilute solutions. Ofspecial interest to advanced students 
is Paper XI., which occupies nearly one-third of the entire volume, 
and which is based on the author’s lectures; this deals with the 
Second Law of thermodynamics, and with its relation to molecular 
theories. All the papers have been carefully revised by the author. 
The appearance of the next instalment of papers is promised 
shortly. 

Leitfaden der Wetterkunde. Gemeinverstindlich bearbeitet von Dr. 
R. Bornster, Professor an der Konigl. Landwirtschaftlichen 

- Hochschule zu Berlin. Mit 61 in den Text eingedruckten 
Abbildungen und 22 Tafeln. Zweite umgearbeitete und ver- 
mehrte Auflage. Braunschweig: F. Vieweg und Sohn. 1906. 
Pp. x1+ 232, 

THE first edition of this excellent manual was noticed in these 
columns some five years ago. The fact that a second edition has 
now been called for is ample proof of the fact that there is a wide- 
spread interest in meteorology, and that the author of the present 
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work has been successful in making his subject interesting and 
intelligible to a large class of readers. The new edition is modelled 
on. precisely the same plan as the old one, there being no changes 
in the arrangement of the subject-matter ; but the work has been 
considerably enlarged by the inclusion of much interesting infor- 
mation derived from investigations carried out since the appearance 
of the first edition. Among the special subjects deserving attention 
in the new edition may be mentioned the effects of forests on 
temperature and rainfall, the temperature distribution and currents 
in the higher strata of the atmosphere, the size and shape of rain- 
drops, and electrical disturbances in the atmosphere. The number 
of illustrations has also been increased, and in its new form the 
work is sure to prove even more popular than when it first made 
its appearance. Wecould certainly recommend no more attractive 
or simply and clearly written introduction to meteorology. 

Some Founders of the Chemical Industry. By J. Fenwick ALLEN. 
Sherratt & Hughes, London & Manchester. 1906, Pp. xxiv 
+ 289. | | | i 

THis volume contains biographical sketches of William Gossage, 
Josias Christopher Gamble, James Muspratt, Andreas Kurtz, 
Henry Deacon, James Shanks, Christian Allhusen, and Peter 
Spence. The. biographies originally appeared in the ‘ Chemical 
Trade Journal,’ from which they are republished without alterations. 
The method of treatment varies a great deal, for while in some 
eases the author deals mainly with a record of inventions, without 
any vivid presentation of the personality of the inventor himself, 
in others the human interest is given a generous share of attention. 
On the whole, these biographies will form interesting reading for 
the general public, and will be greatly appreciated by all who are 
directly or indirectly connected with the great alkali trade of 
Lancashire, of which the present volume is in some sense a:history. 

Die Geschwindigkeit der Réntgenstrahlen. Experimentaluntersuchung 
von Erich Marx. Mit 6 Fisuren im Text. Leipzig: B. G. 
Teubner. 1906..." Pp. ad: 

Iy this interesting memoir, which is reprinted from the trans- 
actions of the Kénigl. Sdchsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, 
the author gives an account of an ingenious experimental method 
devised by him for determining the velocity of the Rontgen rays. 
Full details of the apparatus are given. The result of the 1n- 
vestigation has been to establish the identity of the velocities 
of the Réntgen rays and of light, with a probable error in the 
determination of about 1 per cent. The author is to be congratu- 
lated on the skill, patience, and ingenuity which he has displayed 
in carrying out an extremely difficult experimental investigation. 
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XI. On the Electron Theory of Matter and “on Radiation, 
By G. A. Scuort, B.A., B.Sc., University College of Wales, 
Aberystwyth*. 

§ 1. NE of the most important problems of the Electron 
Theory of Matter is to account for the spectra 

emitted by the several elements; the solution of this problem, 
rather than of any other, seems likely to lead to the con- 
struction of a working model of the atom. By Electron 

} Theory of Matter I mean any theory which assumes matter 
to consist of electrical charges, acting upon each other with 
electromagnetic forces only. For stability it is necessary to 
have both positive and negative charges, and one or both 
must be in more or less rapid motion. Since the atom is 
permanent, or very nearly so, the orbits of all the charges 
must be ciosed and of atomic dimensions; since it is elec- 
trically neutral, except when ionized, positive and negative 
charges must be present in equal amount. There is no need 
at present to distinguish between the two possible alterna- 
tives: (1) the positive electricity constitutes a sphere of 
uniform electrification of atomic size, the negative electricity 
exists as corpuscles (negative electrons) moving inside the 
positive sphere (J. J. Thomson); (2) both positive and nega- 
tive electricity exist as discrete charges—electrons—moving in 
closed orbits of atomic size. The following discussion applies 
to both types of theory, except where special exception is 
made. 7 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Pia. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 13. Novis. Feb. 1907. - I 
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In the present paper we shall study the radiation from a 
ring of electrons in a controlling field, both when it is in 
steady motion and when it is disturbed. The general case 
of a system of rings is much more complicated ; it can be 
studied by the same method, but for the sake of simplicity 
it will not be considered here. 

It may be said at once that a single ring cannot be made 
to account for spectrum series or bands. It follows that the 
single ring cannot serve as a model of an atom; nevertheless 

‘its study is useful because it throws much light on the con- 

ditions which such a model must satisfy in order to account 
for spectra. They are three in number: (1) the electro- 
magnetic waves emitted by the disturbed ring and received 
by a stationary observer must be of sufficient intensity to 
give observable lines; (2) their frequencies must le within 
the limits corresponding to the spectrum; (3) they must be 
given by a formula, such as that of Deslandres for bands, or 
piace of Balmer, Ry dberg, or Kayser and Runge for series, 
and this formula must be satisfied within very narrow limits 
for every line. 

Although the last condition is much the most difficult to 
study, since it requires us to write down and solve more or 
less complicated frequency equations, it is the only one of 
the three on which to my knowledge any work has been 
done. In the present paper we shall only consider the first 
two conditions; it will be found that they can only be satisfied 
for a number of the waves emitted by a single ring too small 
to account for the lines of even one series. Hence it is 
useless in this case to study the third condition at all. In 
this investigation we shall require a number of experimental 
data, which are known only very roughly: for instance, the 
intensities of strong and weak spectrum- -lines, the ionization 
in a gas giving a “line spectrum, the time for which a free 
ion exists on the average; but the margin of error is so large, to} 2 oD 

that a knowledge of the order of magnitude of these quantities 
is quite sufficient for our purpose. For instance, any one of 
these quantities may be estimated ten times too large or small 
without affecting the conclusions of §14. Nevertheless the 
estimates of the energy radiated per second per ionized ring 
given in §§ 15, 16 agree so nearly with those of the energy 
radiated in spectrum lines given in § 10, that the ideal ring 
of §11in this respect is a satisfactory model of ae 
systems, such as we find in flames or vacuum-tubes. 

§ 2. A first difficulty in a theory of-this type is to ele 
how it is that a system of electrons in orbital motion has a 
definite structure at all. This dithculty I have examined in 
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a previous communication®*; it is there shown that, if the 
electron be supposed toexpand, and x such electrons be moving 
in a circle at equal distances apart, any one of them is subject 
to two forces along the tangent to its orbit: (1) the reaction 
which the wether exerts on it in consequence of radiation ; 
(2) a pull which the rest of the ring exerts on it as a result 
of the expansion. According as either force is in excess the 
electron is retarded or accelerated until its velocity reaches 
a perfectly definite equilibrium value; this value depends 
mainly on n; changes in the field of force in which the ring 
moves, in its radius, in the mass of the electron, in its rate 
of expansion, produce no appreciable effect, unless they 
involve a change in the order of magnitude of the quantity 
which is changed. 
We shall assume that the structure of the system is rendered 

definite by this cause. 

§ 3. The following notation will be used :— 
Charge of the electron=e electrostatic units, 

Mass=m, velocity =v, velocity of light=C, ze =/3, radius 
_ of curvature of the orbit=p. My , 

Occasionally we shall use a moving system of axes of 
. (En &) the origin being at the electron, O€ along the tangent 
3 to the orbit, On towards the centre of curvature, O€along the 

binormal. The components of the mechanical force on the 
electron in these directions will be denoted by T, P, S. 

The energy radiated per second will be denoted by R, for 
a single electron or for a group of electrons. 

The following numerical values will be useful :— 
e=3'4x10—" (J. J. Thomson). 
e 

Cm 

p=10-® cm., or thereabouts. 
Kinetic energy of « particle of radium=5-9 x 10~ erg 

. (Rutherford). 
Kinetic energy of @ particle of radium=7x10-° erg 

- 

(Rutherford), 

=1°88x i060’ fer a slowly moving negative electron 

(Kaufmann). 

both of course average estimates. 

Limits of the spectrum between which series lines have 
been observed: A=10-° cm. and A=8 x L10-° em. 

With a time of revolution equal to the period of these 
extreme rays in a circle of atomic radius, a body has velocities 
given by B='0063 and B=-0008 respectively. 

* Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xii. p. 21. 

P2 
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§ 4. We shall first show that stray - electrons cannot exist 
in a permanent atom; all electrons must be arranged in 
groups or rings. 

An electron loses energy by radiation whenever it has 
acceleration ; in fact 

n= aciney lp today) 
This expression was first given by Liénard; it has been 

confirmed by different methods by Abraham and by myself. 
Both terms in R are positive; its least value is therefore 
given by 8=0 or B=constant. We find in this case, with 
the numerical values of § 3, 

R=2'4x 10’ erg/sec., 
few 

a3) 
for an orbit of atomic size, and greater in proportion for a 
smaller orbit. Comparing this with the value of the kinetic 
energy of ana or £ particle, we see that 8 is necessarily 
extremely small. Hence we may calculate its energy and 
the radius of the orbit as if it obeyed the ordinary laws of 
mechanics. 

Its kinetic energy is H= 4% C?m?. 
Let it move in a circle 2 radius p under the action of an 

opposite charge ve. If the charge be central we have 

E P 

If it be a sphere of uniform electrification of radius 8, 

mp? _ ye 
Pig Oa 

In any case, peta 
C*m? > a 

204 

To the present approximation Raa ; hence 

2 (22 4 RY 426 Ave Sy 209, 

E> 30mp?— 3Cm2b — 
In other words, a single electron cannot move in a circle 

of atomic radius for any appreciable time. It will either 
pass out of the atom, fall into one of the groups of electrons 
already existing in ‘the atom, or, as its velocity diminishes 

=" 
a 
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owing to radiation, fall into the centre of attraction and 
correspondingly reduce its strength. In every case we may 
treat the system as one of which all the electrons are arranged 
in groups. It remains to examine the radiation from a group 
of electrons; it is of two types: (1) that due to the perma- 
nent motion; (2) that due to disturbances produced by causes 
external to the group. 

§ 5. J. J. Thomson* has shown that each of n equidistant 
electrons, moving uniformly in a circle, radiates energy at a 
very much slower rate than a single electron does for the 
same orbit and same velocity. He finds 

_ 20? B? n?(n+1) (np) R 
py antl an 

This expression is only true for small values of »8. We 
require one which holds for all values of @ less than unity. 

Strictly speaking, in all that follows 8 must be less than 
unity by a small amount depending on the ratio of the radius 
of the electron to that of the orbit. For the negative electron 
this ratio is of the order 10>; if @=-99 the results would 
be in error to about one part in one thousand, if B="999 to 
one part in one hundred. 

Let us consider the case of n equidistant electrons moving 
uniformly in a circle. Take the centre as origin, the axis 

as Qz. The azimuth of the Oth electron Hy may be taken to be 
wt+6, where w is the angular velocity, so that B=wap/C. 

The azimuth of the zth electron will be wt +6+ le Let 
n 

the polar coordinates, referred to Oz as axis and xOz as initial 
plane, of a point P be (r, 8, ); and let the components 
along the radius, meridian, and parallel at P be, of the electric 

* Phil. Mag. [6] vol. vi. p. 681. 
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force (P, ©, T1), and of the magnetic force (A, M,N). At 

a point so distant that terms of order = may be neglected 

in comparison with those of order z I find 

P=A=0, 

@=N=— 3 n’ colds xe Jsn(sn8 sin @) sin sn{a(t— —1)+ 6 +5 —$], 

W=—M= — ad n* Ne sJ'sn(sn8 sin 8) cos sn[ w(t— a +345 - —d]. 

By Poynting’s Thome we easily find 

blag ae *S [sng J!o5,(2snB) —s?n?(1 — 3° ){" J2sn(Qsnz)dx]. 

Biss g Duhamel’s asymptotic value for the Bessel function 

Vie 

if 
en) = “af Deng As n(y— Blogs ib y=/1—f?, B<1, 

we see that the series converges, and that for large values 
of n we may take the first term Y only. 
When 7 is small we may content ourselves with the 

Jowest power; in that case we get J.J. Thomson’s result. 
Generally we cannot neglect the higher powers and must 
write 

N 2 Q2 om 

es —- ye exp. ny 4 log 1) 

approximately for n large. 
Hor n=1 the series gives by direct summation 

20° 
dp? (1 — 8°)?’ 

in agreement with the general result of § 4. 
The reduction in the intensity of the radiation m the 

present case is clearly due to interference between the waves 
emitted by the several electrons of the ring. ach electron 
may be supposed to emit the same amount ‘of energy as if it 
alone were present; but to absorb a great portion of the 
energy of the same type emitted by the remaining electrons 
of the ring. From this point of view, the reduction in the 
radiation from the electron is due to resonance. It is clear 
that the electron can in the same way absorb energy from 
any wave which passes it, provided the wave be properly 
attuned to the motion of the electron. 

it 
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The interference, and consequent reduction in radiation, is 
by no means confined to the case of uniform circular motion. 
For example, » electrons moving in the same ellipse will 
interfere, if their eccentric angles increase at the same uniform 
rate, and are in arithmetic progression. 

$6. It is a very general assumption that the D lines of 
sodium can be attributed to steady motion radiation of an 
electron moving in a circle, as for instance in the elementary 
explanation of the Zeeman effect. We shall proceed to show 
that this is not so. 

If possible suppose the D lines to be due to the steady 
motion of a circle of » electrons. 

To account for the frequency of the D lines we must have 
nB='0010 (§$3, 5). Hence n8 is so small that J. J. 
Thomson’s approximation suffices. By $$ 3, 5, 

Ces alae-F I) (8) et" 

R p” \2n + a 

: 
Pz 

fiat 1Q—6@4V n(n +1)
 

[22+ 1 : 

The kinetic energy, E, of the ring is $}C’mn8?. Hence 

R 4e n(n + 1) (mB) 

li ~~ Cmp? 2n+1 
‘ 

= 2-6. 194, 1o-e Mth) 
\27 + 1 

These formule give the following values : — 

n= lL. 2, 3, 

ite 2 x 10 yo Gx RO, eT x tO. 
fe Set 100 Pe 26. gS ES At Ves 

These numbers show that the whole energy would be 
dissipated by radiation for 1 electron in one millionth sec., 
for 2 in ‘04 sec., for 3 in one-fifth year. 

EK. Wiedemann* has measured the radiation from the D 
lines and found it to be 18-45 x 101° erg per sec. per gram. 
Assuming the number of molecules in 1 c.c. of hydrogen at 
0° C. and 760 mm. to be 4x10! (J. J. Thomson), and the 
sodium molecule to be monatomic, this gives 7-7 x 10— erg 
per sec. per atom, or R=3-9 x 10- * for each of the D lines. 
This is of the order of the second case above, n=2. In this 
case the atom can exist for at most ‘04 sec., whatever the 

* Drude, Optik, p. 487. 
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conditions, for the radiation now considered is continually 
taking place. This is obviously impossible. 

Apart from this it has long been known that spectrum 
lines vary very much in intensity and width with the con- 
ditions under which they are produced, which in itself is a 
sufficient proof that their energy is derived from external 
Sources. ; 

§ 7. We shali now consider the disturbances possible in a 
ring of n equidistant -electrons in uniform circular motion, 
and the vibrations which it emits in consequence. The 
kinematics has been very fully treated by Maxwell*. 

Let (&, 7, £) be the displacements from steady motion of 
the ith electron, with reference to the moving axes of § 9. 

We may write 

(E, 7, $) =(A, BeY—ta,C) exp [ et =i ge) |, 

where real parts only are to be taken. 
As we shall see, the axial vibration (¢) is independent of 

the orbital vibration (&, 7); hence, A, B,C, « may all be 
taken to be real. «x is a small quantity representing the 
damping; this we shall usually neglect. g is the relative 
frequency, as observed by an observer moving with the mean 
velocity w of the ring. The electrons at any instant lie on a 
curve of k waves, with 2k nodes and loops; these waves 
travel round the ring with angular velocity g/k forward, 
their velocity relative to a stationary observer being g/k+@. 
Hence for the stationary observer the frequency is ¢+ ko. 
We may without loss of generality choose & to lie 

me We shall call & the “class.” The forms of 

the vibration for the chief classes are shown in the figures. 
k=0 gives vibrations of the ring as a whole, with all the 

electrons in the same phase. 

* Collected Papers, vol. i. pp. 321-328. 

between + 
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k= +1, orbital, are to and fro vibrations in the plane of 
the ring; k= +1, axial, are vibrations with one diameier 
fixed. In all cases positive values of £ mean waves travelling 
forward, negative, backward. | 

ORBITAL 
A=21 

SIDE WIEW 

We are not at present concerned with the forces which 
produce these vibrations, but only with the waves emitted, 

_ which we now proceed to examine. 
§ 8. Ata great distance from the ring I find 

P=A=0, 

18 —N = © ae V=la(¢- 8) 'S mi QS,,(18 sin 6) e=T-my 

ne : Bb aly S=20 j n 

“ mp? oO O../—1.Bev=i{ o(i-%)+0} U2'S'n(18 sin O)e N=t my 
s=—-@ 

5% 3 Ce V1 Ae a) > = —/B6 sin @ViaIu(I3 sin 0)¢ N=1 omy, 
==, \sin G 

ig aight =), my S ! C em = —M=— Fa /=1. de Yat 5) & PBT n(I8 sin 0)¢ 9-9 
s=—@ 

at rps N=if{a(t— 2) +0} ¥ (5 — 18? sin 0\12In(18 sin @)¢ (=a 

$=-—-@D 

- n€B aos G./ —1.Ce N=1.9(t- a) > 262J)'m(/B sin 0).€ V1. mp, 
rp s=-—@ 

where m=k+sn, l= z +k-+ sn, p=o(t— a 5+ 5 —¢. 
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( 

By using Poynting’s Theorem we find for the radiation 

B Re eg > IB[PB°S'2n (218) — (nt gy | Joy (Ql) da] 
0 

S=0 ies 2 ee . 2 

+B S 18[—” P6'I'29(218)+ + 183en(218) 
2 2 2 B 

a { ee (m2-+ PQ?) —2mlg?— ae \ a Ton(2le)de | 

SsS=a Pen. (204 2 8 

—?2ABsina > LB [2 5n(218) + — a) Toy (2la)de 

0 s=—@ 

Jae 1— 2 9 ) \ e +e > [@[— ee om( 213) + se eo [BI am(21B) 
s=—o 

Lot 7 : Swit eae) oe o — (m? + 07,37) —2mlB?— = : 
F 

} i |" Jan(2la) dz] } 

‘The expressions for the forces show that at a great distance 
from the ring the electric and magnetic forces are transverse 
and at right angles. They consist of an infinite series of 
harmonic terms, the frequency of the sth harmonic being 
qt+(k+sn)o. Since negative values of s occur, there are in 
reality two distinct series, one with positive and the other 
with negative frequencies. The amplitude of the sth har- 
monic is of the order J,, (/8), and the corresponding term in 
the radiation of order J2,(2/8). For small values of J, 
such as correspond to waves of light, the orders are 
(518)m/|w, and (/8)**/ \2u, where ~= Mod. m. 

The fact that a single vibration of the ring, corresponding 
to one degree of freedom of the ring, gives rise to an infinite 
series of harmonics is due to the presence of the ether, which 
possesses an infinite number of degrees of freedom. 

§ 9. Let 7 be the wave-length of the vibration considered; 
then 

For the extreme ultraviolet, A=10-* em., (6=:0063; for 
the extreme red, AX=8x10-° cm., (8=:0008. In this case 
we need only retain the lowest power of /8, and the 
harmonic of greatest amplitude, given by s=0, »=Mod. &. 
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_ We find 

p>) 
oS n?( A? + B?+ 2AB sin a+ 87°C?) 27°Ce? w(w 
Zs p* wy 2 

k positive 
where the si negative’ m = -reLers to 

(0) 

pe (BB + C) 4n*Ce” pe 
p- oe Xr 

In this case the terms involving A’, AB are of the next 
higher order. 

| : veneer A?) Qa" 
Throughout the investigation terms of the orders —, uae 

have been neglected. Hence z ... must all be small. 

The distance between consecutive electrons of the ring is 
277 
ae except in very violent disturbances A... can hardly be 

: ate Eical2 : 
greater than a small fraction of this; that is = eall it o— 

ean hardly be greater than a small fraction. 
The table gives values of R/o? for three wave-lengths calcu- 

Jated with the numerical values of § 3. 

| 
| 

Clas,t = | 0. +. | deme ate agate | coo Deeded hos 
| —— 

| 6.107% em.| -00.58 | -00029 | 48. 10-1] 2-5. 10-18| 6-4. 10-76 
/ | | 

R lous a’ aed ak fa | —16| 7.: 03) = era DostOpe 2.0051) (0025) | 1:2: 10-% | WO CIO eleetOz | 

2.1078 54 | “046 - | 024 | Si. Wage es hdd 1-4 yovlOm* : | | 

‘§10. Itis very frequently assumed that every disturbance 
of a system of electrons shows itself by a line in the spectrum 
of the system. We shall now show that for a single per- 
manent ring of electrons this is not the case, because many of 
the vibrations emitted are far too weak to affect the photo- 
graphic plate appreciably. 

We must first form an estimate of the least amount of 
energy which will enable a vibration just to produce an 
impression on the plate. Bearing in mind that the photo- 
metric intensity of a spectrum-line is indicated by a scale- 
number, from 1 to 10, we see that we must find out how the 
energy of a weak line 1 compares with that of a strong line 10. 
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Each of the D lines is numbered 10, and their energy may 
for our purpose be taken as a measure of that of every other 
line 10. : : 

Eder and Vaienta* give the times of exposure required to 
produce distinct photographic impressions under the same 
conditions of certain ultraviolet lines; the following are 
examples :— 

Mg lines, X= 2936, 2928, 2802, all 10, 15 sec. 

Mg lines, 7.=3336 —3329, 2782, all 6, 90 sec., 

Zn lines, 7A=2063 — 2024, all 1, 1200 see. 

Assuming the photographic effect to be proportional to the 
product of intensity by time of exposure, we see that the in- 
tensities are as 1: 1/6 : 1/80, practically as 1 : (1°6)~*: (1°64). 
Kayser t proposes to use a scale due to Jewell in which 

the intensities are as 1 :274:2-%. Weshall not be far wrong 
if we take as our ratio, for 1 and 10, 1:400. This makes the 
energy of the weakest observable line, 1, 10—!* erg per sec. 
per atom, the radiation in the D line being taken as 4.10- 
(§ 6). 
A all probability this energy is underestimated, probably 

very much so for the ultraviolet ; Pfliiger{, from an investi- 
gation on the relative intensities of spectrum-lines by means 
of a thermopile, concludes that the extreme ultraviolet lines 
are enormously stronger than the visible lines, although 
their photographic effect is very much less. For example, he 
finds that the Mg line, XA=280 py, gives 970 scale-divisions 
deflexion, whilst the Mg line X=383 wp, of about the same 
phctometric intensity, gives only 56 scale-divisions; this too 
although 280 is a single line, whilst 383 includes several 
neighbouring lines too near to separate. 
§ 11. It is desirable that we should form some idea as to 

the values of o to be expected for vi- 
brations of different ee For this +a 
purpose we shall consider the following 
problem :— 
A ring of. n+ 1 equidistant electrons 

is In steady orbital motion. An electron 
is suddenly expelled; required to find the 
subsequent motion. 

To fix the ideas suppose n odd. After 
the expulsion of the electron we are left 

* Bettrdge zur Photochemie, p. 44. 
+ Spectroscopie, vol. i. p. 646 
J} Drude, Annalen, xiii. p. 890. 
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with a ring of n electrons, arranged as in the diagram, and 
revolving in the direction of the arrow. 

_ This is not a possible state of steady motion for a ring of 
n electrons, because 

(1) they are not equidistant; 
(2) the angular velocity and radius correspond, not to 

n electrons, but to n+1. 
When 2 is at all large, the angular velocity and radius are 

practically the same for n electrons as for n+1. The 
deviation (2) produces slight oscillations in velocity and 
radius about the values corresponding to n electrons; but 
they are very small compared with the oscillations due to (1). 
We shall for simplicity neglect them. Thus we treat the 
ring as one of n electrons initially displaced from the state 
of steady motion, with zero radial displacement and zero 
velocity. 

For the angular displacement I find 

: 271 

My Baal I) a q’ orn (y —h =) 

and therefore for the angular velocity, 

Qa 
VA=1 qq! cos(

 th ) 

aa > ( ve 1) 3 
n 

n(n+1) (¢+4') sin (kn) 

Swiss n 
where the summation is for all values of & between + y 

excluding zero, and g, g’ are the frequencies corresponding 
to classes k, —k. The effect of damping has been neglected, 
so that the amplitudes are approximate only for the initial 
stage of the disturbance. 

It is to be remarked that, as in the case of Saturn’s rings 
considered by Maxwell*, there are four frequencies for dis- 
turbances in the plane of the ring; for two of these the 
tangential displacement is a large multiple of the radial 
displacement, for the remaining two it is about twice as great ; 
the values of g, g’ belong to the first pair, because in our case 
the radial disturbance is negligible. 

For vibrations of classes +k we have initially 
/ 

a (n+1)(¢+q’) sin (kar/n) ee oo 

= q7 eae 
(n+1)(g+4Q') sin (Amn) Ears: 

* Collected Papers, vol. i. p. 321, 
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maximum kinetic energy 

m™” mp? 0O7G = 
== - [3 k e 

n(n+ DEG 4 Go sin” (k7r/n) for a 

that is, 7?mp?q?o,°/n for k, and 7?mp7q’a,?/n for —k. The value 

of go is clearly less than Hoag aren al n sin (ka/nj 

§ 12. The ideal problem of § 11 differs in two respects 
from an actual case of ionization of a ring. The expulsion 
of the electron cannot really be instantaneous, but must be 
more or less gradual ; the disturbance pr oduced will in reality 
be less hae than in the ideal case, the values of o will be 
Jess, and probably the vibrations of higher classes will be 
weaker, not merely absolutely, but also relatively to those 
of lower classes. Again, the effect of damping on account of 
radiation has been neglected ; in consequence the values of o 
diminish with the time according to an exponential law, those 
of lower classes very rapidly, those of higher classes much 
more slowly. We must now consider the effect of damping 
on the radiation. 

It has long been thought that the radiation from a gas, in 
a vacuum-tube or in a flame, is connected with the ionization 
of its atoms. Stark*, from his experiments on the Doppler 
effect of canal rays, concludes that the line-spectra are emitted 
by positive ions produced from atoms by the expulsion of a 
negative electron, and that band-spectra are emitted in the 
recombination of the positive ion and negative electron. We 
may compare a radiating gas to a system of a very large 
number of rings like that of § 11. Suppose that on the 
average a ring remains ionized for T seconds. Further, 
suppose that the ener gy of an lonized ring due to a vibration 
of class & and amplitude o is H=Ao?, and the corresponding 
radiation R=Bo*. We have 

TS 
dt 

whence Ldb__&k =— B a constant. 
Hat Wh A 

Write B/A=y; then 

K=E,e %; > R= Ree.’, 

where ¢t is reckoned from the instant of ionization. 

99 * Physikalische Zeitschrift, vi. p. 892 ; ‘Nature,’ xxiii. pp. 78, 589, 583, 
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The mean enti les the gas per second per free ion is 

ie —e yt 

When the fens yis very small, as for the iat of 
high class, the last factor is practically unity and the radiation 
is Ry. When the damping is large, as for vibrations of low 

class, the last factor is nearly mG and the radiation is nearly 

R,/yI, that is E,/T. Thus the relative intensity of waves of 
high class and small radiation depends mainly on the relative 
radiation, calculated in § 9. The relative intensity of waves 
of low class and large radiation depends mainly on their 
relative initial energy, calculated in § 11. 

The damping, y, is given by Y= for E, we may take 
7 Pay are 

the maximum kinetic energy of § i, which is SET os 

thus y= seal [ou This may also be written 
m mp y? . 

nR,/o? 

2C?m(gB/w)” 

§ 13. We shall now try to form an estimate of the values 
of yTI for vibrations of different classes, in order to decide for 
which of these classes the intensity of the waves emitted is 
determined by the initial radiation, or by the initial energy. 

In § 8 we saw that a vibration er class & produces a series 
of harmonic waves, whose frequencies are g-+kw+snw. The 

strongest of these, for k between cE es is given by s=0; this 

alone will be considered, because the others are extremely 
weak in proportion. If) be the corresponding wave-length, 
we have 

ie Rpemls. 

he ee ri 
9 hence 9B hae 2p 

- @ Xr 

For frequencies within the limits of the spectrum ane is 

very small; hence uy is very nearly equal to —/@. There- 

fore for waves of corresponding frequency we find 

nT Ro 
T —— a ar aa 

7 Wem GO" ko 
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The first factor depends only on the nature of the system 
of rings. The second factor depends on the class & of the 
vibration considered ; its value can be found by means of the 
table of § 9. 

With the numerical values of § 3 we get 

1 

aC? m 
=1'9.10°. 

nL e 

The value of —, can be calculated if we assume that the 

value of 8 is fixed by the condition of § 2, in which case it 
depends Jargely on the value adopted for the rate of expansion 
of the electron. Ifa be the radius of the electron, the table 

given previously (foc. cit. p. 24) shows that with 10 

8='023 for n=10, 566 for n=100, while with — = 10~#, 

B= "00074 for n=10, *398 for n=100. In these cases we 
have for n/S* the values 1°9.16° for n=10, 2°8. 10? for 

n= OO, with = =10-, and 19.10" for n=10, 63.10° 

for n=100, with “ =10-*. Except for small values of n, 
a ° 

a 

n/? does not vary greatly, even for a small value of 73 we 

may take it to be 1000; with this value Pe is of 
me PTO mm ps 

The value of T, the average life of a free ion, is unknown 
for the gas in a flame or a vacuum-tube, but it has been 
measured for other cases, e. g. gases ionized by Rontgen rays, 
where it has been found to be of the order of 1/2 second *. 
In default of a better estimate we shall assume T to be of 

this order in the present case, and therefore “alae 5, 1m 
order 10°. li 

The table of values of R,/o,? of § 9 now shows that for 
k=+3 or more, yI is of order 10-‘ or less; for k= +2, 
yI is of order 1 for X=2.10-* em., and of order 001 for 
W010 > cm.; for k=0, = i oq Maewery larce, 

Thus the intensities of waves of classes +3 and upwards 
are determined by radiation, those of waves of classes 0 and 
+1 by the initial energy, those of classes +2 mainly, if not 
entirely, by the initial radiation. . 

In the former case the energy radiated per free ion per sec. 
by the gas is Ro, in the latter it is Ro/yT=LH,/T. 

* J. J. Thomson, ‘ Conduction of Electricity through Gases,’ p. 18. 
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§ 14. We shall now apply these results to decide whether 
our system of rings can account for spectrum-lines of the 
intensities of those found in nature. In § 6 we found that 
for a line of photometric intensity 10, e.g. the D lines of 
sodium, the energy radiated is of the Bae 4.10-” erg 
per sec. per atom; and in § 10 we estimated that for a line 
of photometric intensity 1, that is just observable, the radiation 
is of the order 10~' erg per sec. per aton. These estimates — 
are based on the assumption that every atom in the sodium 
flame at every instant shares in the radiation. If we assume 
that the radiation is due only to the ions, the radiation per sec. 
per ion is greater in proportion. | 

The ionization in a flame is difficult to estimate ; Stark * 
calculates the ionization in the unstriated positive column of 
a vacuum-tube to be of the order 10-°, and states that for a 
flame it is smaller. This value makes the radiation for a line 1 
at least 10—* erg per sec. per ion. 

This is the least value that Ry can have for any vibration of 
class +3 or upwards, if that vilration i is to give an observable 
spectrum-line. 

In order to calculate Rg we use the table of values of 
R/o? given in § 9. The values of a) have been found in 

§ 11; for class k og is of order a for small values of & and 
moderately large values of n. 

Let us apply our results to the case k= +3. 
tne walac ol Kj/a? is lef .10-% for A==2..10-° em. 

Hence the value of R is 2. 107%. 
This is only one five-millionth part of the value required 

for the faintest observable line. 
For greater wave-lengths the value of R is less still. 
Even if we had assumed all the atoms to be ionized the 

value of R would have been 50 times too small. 
We conclude that a vibration of class +3 or upwards is far 

too weak to produce an observable spectrum-line. 
Again, consider the vibrations of class +2. 
The values of R/c? are for 

R= 10? Cit ao ton 

Ao, UC cine A 
k= 63,103 oma, 4:5 10-4. 

The corresponding values of yT are ‘9, -03, -001 respectively , 
those of (1—e7?7)/yT are °66, 1, 1 respectively. The coi- 
responding radiations are respectively a 10- moe. Ot, 
1-2 .10—" erg per sec. per ion. 

* Die Elektrizitit in Gasen, p. 269, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 74. Feb. 1907. Q 
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We conclude that with an ionization. 10~° our system 
might give an extr emely faint line in the ultraviolet, but. 
could hardly give one in the visible spectrum. Qn the other 
hand, ifall the atoms were ionized it could give a strong line 
in any part of the spectrum. 

It is noteworthy that for these vibrations of classes +2 and 
upwards the brightest lines occur in the ultraviolet, where the 
value of R/o?is greatest. This is because the initial radiation 
Ro is here of most importance. 

§ 15. From what has been said, it follows that observable 
spectrum-lines can only be produced by vibrations of classes 
0, +1,and under certain circumstances by those of classes +2. 
We shall now consider the relative intensities of these lines. 
. For classes 0, +1 the damping is large 5 ; hence the radiation 
1S approximately E,/T (§ 13). 

For E) we may take the wee kinetic energy. For 

k=+1, +2 this is equal to ae reie — ia o>”, where 

! 

70 Gy )utD) sin (njn) 
and gq | . 

(y+ q')@v+ 1 sin (frjny “°* —* 
2 29 

The radiation becomes ~ = oy, Which for a spectrum- 

line reduces to i 

72m B? 
rage K?o.°=k’o,”. 10-* erg per sec. per ion (§ 14). 

Fora moneuaey large value of n this becomes 

ay of) og! bi pfemin oh aie Ieee Seine & MOT 7 -HatieiniearraNist erg per sec. per ion for &, 

and 
£9 § q har/n 

me Ug+q' sin (kar/n) 

These are of the order (10—%) of the radiation for an observable 
line with the ionization (10-°) calculated by Stark for a 
vacuum-tube. ‘Their relative intensities depend mainly on 
the corresponding free frequencies gq, y’ 

16. We have hitherto neglected to take into account the 
slight disturbance due to the fact that the initial velocity and 
radius of our ring are not exactly those necessary for the 
steady motion of a ring of n equidistant electrons. The 
differences are the same for each electron of the ring, 

2 ; 

\ erg per sec. per ion for —k, 
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and consequently during the readjustment each electron 
moves in the same way, so far as these disturbances are 
concerned. In other words, the vibrations due to these 
differences are vibrations of class 0. Their amplitudes are 
of the order of the differences in velocity and radius, and 
therefore small; nevertheless they may be comparable with 
the mean amplitudes for clusses +1, +2, because these are 
much reduced by radiation. We must therefore enquire 
whether these vibrations of class 0 are powerful enough to 
produce observable spectrum-lines. 

Let AB be the excess of the value of 8 for n+1 above 
that for n electrons in steady motion. Then the energy Hy 
is of the order +C?mn(AQ)’, and the radiation is of the order 

2 
2 

Cimn (A®)?, that is, of order 10-9. (SF) erg per sec. per AT . 

ion. 
The velocity @ is given by an equation of the form 

nU _ prp(8) a * 
B58 TAG Ty? ot? 

s=n B 

where U=2> | snQ?J'25,(2sn8) —s?n?(1— e| J 2u(2sna)de | ‘ 
s=1 0 

We find, as in § 6, 

| nU/B=a 5”. exp. n (y=4 Pe aaa y=/1—f". 

Hence fis given by 
ext het sleres 

V wy . Xp. n(y—3 loge )=V2a" ae = 

The right-hand member may also be written 

__ Cmp?a : 
27 . - o where m is the mass of the electron. 

Cmp* , 7 
- a varies but slightly with @, that is The value of ,/27 

with n; its value is 4.107". Thus the right-hand member is 
nearly constant and small when a/a is small. 1 find 

a 
—| (10s ae 

lees 2 awe imatel = ——_____—_ ver z : 7 Seay very approximately 

* Schott, /oc. cit. p. 23. 

ot 
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This gives the following results :— 

mM! ONCE, 10. 20. 50. 100. | 1000. 

$4979 10 160 31 15 09 03 

‘Eta a i = 
— i 46 10 135 ‘62 26 ig | “04 

‘hese values show that the vibrations of class 0 for small 
values of » are sufficiently powerful to give an observable 
spectrum-line, even when the ionization is as small as that in 
a vacuum-tube. For rings of 20 electrons or so, these lines 
are about as bright as those of classes +1, for larger rings 
they are probably weaker, for smaller rings stronger. The 
ratios of the intensities are not generally very large, but are 
comparable with those of Jewell’s scale. 
§ 17. We have found that of all the vibrations of our ring 

only those of classes 0, +1, and occasionally +2, can pro- 
duce lines sufficiently strong to be observable, but it may 
happen that the frequency of any one of these lines is outside 
the limits of the spectrum. In § 13 we saw that 

GP . 19 27 
@ a a No 

where A is the wave-length of the line. For the extreme red 

27P <-0008, for the extreme ultraviolet Ail: ='0063 ; these 

are upper limits, since p cannot exceed the radius of the 
atom, that is, 10-& em. For rings of from 10 to 20 or more 
electrons 8>:02 ; hence for such rings 

- +hk<-O04 for a line in the extreme red, 

g +k<-+3 for a line in the extreme ultraviolet. 
@ 

Negative frequencies are possible ; they represent lines of 

the same absolute frequency. As usual let | 4 represent the w 
absolute value of = . Then we must have 

q 
@ 

q 
A) 

for positive q : <‘04—h, -3—h, 

for negative q: >k—04, k—'3, 

for a red, ultraviolet line respectively. 
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Thus the only vibrations, which can give rise to observable 
spectrum- -lines, are 
for positive 4 : those of classes 0, —1, and occasionally —2. 
for negative q: those of classes 0, +1, and occasionally +2. 

That is, for a single ring of Beotans if we divide all the 
frequencies into groups, each group corresponding to 
vibrations of the same type, e.g. axial vibrations, orbital 
vibrations and so on, but of various classes, n in number, 
each group of frequencies can give rise only to two, or at 
most three, observable spectrum-lines. 

§ 18. For example, Nagaoka* has discussed a svstem of 
particles illustrating spectra ; he compares the free oscilla- 
tions of a rotating ring with the vibrations giving rise to 
spectrum-lines, and finds certain analogies between the 
grouping of the lines in bands and series and that of the 
oscillations of the ring, when their frequencies are compared. 
The frequencies for the axial oscillations are given by a 
quadratic, different tor each class : these two groups he con- 
siders analogous to the vibrations producing bands. The 
frequencies for the orbital oscillations are given by a quartic 
with a pair of real and a pair of imaginary roots ; the two 
groups belonging to the real roots he considers analogous to 
the vibrations giving series. ach line of a band or series 
corresponds to a value of & (hk in Nagaoka’s notation), that 
is, to an oscillation of that class. 

But we have just seen that any one group gives rise to at 
most three spectrum-lines. On the other hand, the Balmer 
series of hydrogen has 29 lines, and few series are known with 
less than 10. Even if we suppose all Nagaoka’s 4 groups 
to combine to give a single series we can only get 12 lines 
at most; this is obviously inadequate. For bands the 
difficulty ‘is still greater. 
When we consider the whole series of waves emitted in 

one group, we find that the intensities differ little for the first 
2 or 3 members, given by k=0, +1, +2 as the case may 
be, but after that “diminish witli very great rapidity, faster 
than the terms of a geometric progression whose ratio is 
one to one million. Nothing like this is found for series or 
for bands. 

I think this difficulty is peaehaice against Nagaoka’s 
view; but apart from that the frequencies of the oscillations 
used by Nagaoka are the frequencies relative to the ring 
(n in his notation) ; the frequencies of the waves emitted by 
the ring and received by a stationary observer are different 
(n+ hw in his notation). The two sets only agree when the 

* Phil. Mag. ser. 6, vol. vii. p. 445. 
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frequencies 2 are very large compared with the ‘ong 
velocity , which is not the case. If it be true that the 
values of n crowd together when h becomes large, as Nagaoka 
supposes, it follows that the frequencies of the lines produced 
approach to coincidence with an arithmetic progression, with 
difference cqual to w. This corresponds neither to a band 
nor to a series, but to a set of lines of constant frequency 
difference. 

§ 19. Nagaoka’s model may ‘be modified in two ways. 
(1) The controlling field, in which the ring moves, may ‘be 
altered ; for instance, the ring may be made stable as in 
J. J. Thomson’s model*. A comparison of Nagaoka’s 
equations (9), (12) with Thomson’s equations (4), (3), and 
indeed ith Maxwell’s equations (14) (22)t, shows that in 
all these cases the frequency equations are fundamentally the 
same ; we have the same six groups of vibrations, each of 
the same number n of classes, but the values of the frequencies 
are altered ; this is true however we modify the controlling 
field. Hence in all these cases the system can give rise to 
observable spectrum-lines for at most three classes in each 
group, that is 18 lines in all. 

(2) In the cases just considered the velocity has been 
supposed negligible compared with that of light, and there- 
fore higher powers of 6 have been omitted. Let us remove 
this restriction. 

The frequency equations reduce as before to a separate 
equation for axial and orbital vibrations, but each equation is 
transcendental and therefore has an infinite number of roots 
for each of the n classes. For stability all these must be 
real, if damping be neglected ; if damping be taken into 
account they must be complex with positive imaginary part. 
Can each of these give rise to 3 spectrum-lines? If so, we 
have a sufficient number to account for series and bands. 

§ 20. I have found the complete frequency equations for a 
ring rotating with large velocity in a given controlling field, 
but the results are ver y complicated ; as an example I give 
the frequency equation for axial vibrations ; in the notation of 
the present paper Nagaoka’s equation (9) may be written 

joe —ee (2), 

where the central positive charge is equal to v of the negative 
charges, and 

j ee etn (kart/m) 
"ae sine  (art/n). 

% “a, i Thomson, Phil. Mag. ser. 6, vol. vii. p. 287, 
t Collected Papers, vol. i. pp. 315, 316, 
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The corresponding complete equation is | 

y—(1— 69d 365-6) 0 
2 2 

. -28)} (@) —26—pyu © 4/00, 0)-/4, 9) 
where by 

K-> at (ee ak Se Usa? (kmi/m), 

gaa Asin wi/n’ =. 4 sin (7i/n)’ 

=2—1 sin (2k72/n) cos eer: 

ne a —  Ssin? (72/2) 

erga 2s—2k+1 : . f(k, gh= > jgcot $A) (12ers) 
+ (1+37)18I,,(U8) + {(1 +82) (m? + 28?) 

“(B 

—Amig?—1— 30%} ; Ji(ydy], 
. 0) 

oa ies loa —— o +2s+1. 

ele 000 

approximately. The constants v, K, H, M are i: order 7; 
tor small values of & J is of the same oxen: ; small values of k 
alone are of importance for our purpose. Thus vy, K, H, M, 

Rhee eee Diy ce i. 
and J are all small compared with a unless 7 be larger 

than is physically possible, since the distance between con- 
secutive electrons must be a large multiple of their radius. 

The largest terms of (4. g) are generally given by m= +1, 
that is, by s=0, s=—1; these are of the orders 

(2k+ 1) ( q 

Zn w 
a0 5) 2? respectively. 3 

- Unless be very large, /(k,qg) is at most of the order 

«(8 

If it be expanded in a series of ascending powers af ge 

the frequency equation aos: the form a 

2 C’mp (g8 : qB gBY al y—(1-— 7) der magr (8) intestinal te | tail J +.. 

where a, @,, 4, a3... are functions of n and 8, which 
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diminish with increasing index, and are small compared 

with The equation is transcendental, and thus has an 

infinite number of roots; for stability all must be real. We 
shall, however, not concern ourselves with the question of 
stability. 

When “— La is small enough we may neglect the higher 

powers in nie series ; we then obtain a quadratic, which is 
not very different from Nagaoka’s equation, and has two roots 
of the same order of magnitude. For values of k=0, +1, +2, 
these correspond to observable spectrum-lines, six in number 
at most. B 
§ 21. When = is large, the equation reduces approximately 

C 
0=——? +a, © +a,(#) Shae ate ie 

Cr x @ @ 

This equation has an infinite number of large roots. Can 
any of these give rise to observable spectrum-lines } ? 

In order that they may do so the frequencies must fall 

wale the proper limits, that is, P+ KB, which is equal to 

ae must lie between ‘0063 and 0008. We find 

to 

ileaeey 2k—2s—1)r 
BET ig rig ot EIT adanaaf (20 +1)8} 

+ (1-8?) (2s + 1) BJ "541(28+ 1A}, 
BB+") |. 7 

< Gd =e) 
This is exceedingly small compared with Se hence 

GB i. 4 very large number ; it follows that e +k8 cannot 
w 
be small, for kis less than + 5 and is less than unit y 

The only exception might occur for very large and f nearly 
unity, For xn=1000, B=°9, we find 

qB 
as< 1800, > 26. 

In this case the distance between consecutive electrons is 
only 30 times the radius of an electron. Even when the 
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electrons are as crowded as this, the value of 4@ is as great 
as 26, and that of & as great as 30, so that the line is far too 
weak to be observable. 
We conclude that the large roots of the frequency equations 

of the ring cannot give observable spectrum-lines; so that 
the most general type of single ring cannot account either 
for spectrum-series or for bands. 

22. The argument of this paper may be summarized 
briefly as follows. After some preliminary work (§§ 1-10) 
an ideal radiating system is considered, consisting of a large 
number of mutually independent similar rings of electrons, 
each in orbital motion in a suitable controlling field. of which 
a fraction are ionized owing to the previous expulsion of an 
electron (§§ 11-12). 

Each ion executes a number of vibrations; these can be 
arranged in six groups according to the frequency (gq) relative 
to the rotating ring; each group includes n classes of vibra- 
tions, x being the number of electrons in the ionized ring 
(ion), and the class (k) giving the number of segments in 
which the ring vibrates (§ 7). 
Hach vibrating ion emits a corresponding number of waves 

($ 8), of which the frequencies to a stationary observer 
are (g+kw), w being the angular velocity of rotation of 
the ring. 

The intensities of these waves after the first two or three 
elasses fall off with such great rapidity (§§ 9, 14), that 
waves of classes +3 and upwards are far too weak to 
giye rise to observable spectrum-lines; waves of classes +1 
and 0 give rise to lines whose intensities are of the same 
order of magnitude as those of spectrum-lines (§§ 14, 16); 
waves of classes +2 do so when the ionization is large 

(§ 14). 
When the velocity of the electrons in steady motion is very 

small compared with that of light, there are six frequencies (¢) 
for each class (4); hence the ring gives at most 18 observable 
lines ($$ 18, 19). When the velocity is comparable with that 
of light, the frequency equations are transcendental, and there 
are an infinite number of frequencies (q) for each class (4); 
but of these frequencies only six can give rise to observable 
lines, so that the maximum number for the ring is only 18 
as before ($$ 20, 21), that is, too small to account for series 
or bands. 
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XII. On our Perception of Sound Direction*. 
By Lord Rayuetew, V.M., Pres. RST 

[’ is some thirty years ago since I executed a rather ex- 
tensive series of experiments in order to ascertain more 

precisely what are the capabilities of the ears in estimating 
the direction of sounds {t. It appeared that when the alter- 
native was between right and left, the discrimination could 
be made with certainty and without moving the head, even 
although the sounds were pure tones. Nor was any difficulty 
introduced by the requirement that the ears should be stopped 
at the moment when the sounds commenced. 

On the other hand, if the question was whether a sound 
were situated in front or behind the observer, no pro- 
nouncement could be made in the case of pure tones. The 
impossibility of distinguishing front and back carries with it 
further confusions relating to cases where the sound may 
be obliquely situated. But with sounds of other character 
and notably with the speaking voice, front and back could 
often be distinguished. It is understood, of course, that the 
head was kept still. A slight rotation, bringing a pure 
tone (originally situated exactly in front or exactly behind) 
to the right or the left, gives the information that was pre- 
viously lacking. 

The discrimination between ‘right and left is usually sup- 
posed to be explicable by the greater intensity of sensation 
experienced by the ear which les nearer to the sound. When 
the pitch is pretty high, there isno doubt that this explana- 
tion is adequate. A whistle of pitch /', preferably blown 
from a gas-bag, is much better heard with the nearer than 
with the further ear. “‘A hiss is also heard very badly with 
the averted ear. This observation may be made by first 
listening with both ears to a steady hiss on the right or left, 

and then closing one ear. It makes but little difference nen 
the further ear is closed, but a great difference when the 
nearer ear is closed. A similar observation may be made 
upon the sound of running water.” 

* This paper formed the substance of the Sidgwick lecture given at 
Cambridge on November 10, 1906, and (except the ‘last two or three pages) 
was written before the deliv ery of the lecture. I have learned since from 
Iv. L. More that three years ago at Cincinnati he made experiments which 
led him to similar conclusions. It is to be hoped that Dr. More will 
publish an account of his work, the more as it was conducted on lines 
different from mine. 

+ Communicated by the Author. 
{ ‘ Nature,’ xiv. P 32 (1876) ; Phil. Mag. iii. p. 546 (1877); Phil. Mag. 

xi. p. 840 (1882). Ecientitic Papers,’ i, pp. 277, 3814; 11. p. 98. 

In a modified form of 
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the experiment the ear, say the right, nearest to the falling 
water is stopped with the right hand. The comparatively 
teeble sound then heard may be much increased if the left 
hand be so held at a little distance out as to reflect the sound 
into the left ear. The effect remains conspicuous even when 
the hand is held out at full arm’s length. Of course a reflector 
larger than the hand is still more ettective. 

The discrimination between the right and left situations of 
high soands is thus easily explained upon the intensity theory; 
but this theory becomes less and less adequate as the pitch 
falls. Ata frequency of 256 (middle c=c’) the difference of 
intensities at the two ears is far from conspicuous. At 128 
it is barely perceptible. But although the difference of 
intensities is so small, the discrimination of right and left is 
as easy as before. 

There is nothing surprising in the observation that sounds 
of low pitch are nearly as well heard with the further as with 
the nearer ear. When the wave-length amounts to several 
feet, it is not to be expected that the sound (originating at a 
distance) could be limited to one side of the head. The 
question is well illustrated by calculations relating to the 
incidence of plane waves upon a rigid spherical obstacle, 
and the results may conveniently be repeated here from 
‘Theory of Sound, § 328. 

ees E 2 ; 
| ae p. F47G. F?4G?. 

l 522 4+°139 i 294 
1 a 159—-484 i -260 

| | 0 -430—-217 i 239 
| | | 
| | 1 668 +238 ¢ 503 
| 1 ) Geet —-440—-303 i | 285 

| 0 4.°822—-365 i 237 
| | 
| 

| t. 797 4-234 i 690 
2 = 250-4506 i B18 | 

0 —"154—-577 i 356 | 

In this table 2c is the circumference of the sphere, and 
X is the wave-length of the. sound. The symbol mu denotes 
the cosine of the angle at the centre of the sphere between 
the direction of the sound (w=1) and the point upon the 
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sphere at which the intensity is to be reckoned. F+7G 
denotes the (complex) condensation, and f?+ G? the intensity. 
In the present question of a sound situated say to the right 
of the observer, the intensity at the right ear corresponds to 
p=+1, and at the left ear to w=—1. In the case of the 
head the circumference (27c) may be taken at about 2 feet 
or a little less, so that 27rc/A=4 corresponds about to middle c, 
or frequency 256. It will be seen that the difference of inten- 
sities for w=-+1 is only about 10 per cent. of the whole 
intensity. 

For still smaller values of 27re/X, ¢. e. in the present appli- 
cation for still graver notes, the difference of intensities may 
be adequately expressed by a very simple formula. 1t appears 
that 

‘i 3 (2ac\4 
(IP + G)ypa1— (+ Gye = 7 (==) : 

while at the same time the total value of F?+ G? approximates 
to ‘25. A fallin pitch of an octave thus reduces the differ- 
ence of intensities 16 times. At frequency 128 the difference 
would be decidedly less than one per cent. of the whole; 
and from this point onwards it is difficult to see how the 
difference could play any important part. 

So far as lam aware no explanation of the above difficulty, 
emphasised in 1876, has been arrived at. A few months 
since I decided to repeat, and if possible to extend, the 
observations, commencing with frequency 128. Two forks 
of this pitch were mounted in the open air at a considerable 
distance apart, and were electrically maintained, one driving 
the other. In connexion with each was a resonator which 
could be put out of action by interposing (without contact) 
the blade of a knife ora piece of card. An observer with 
eyes closed, placed between the two forks and so turned as to 
have them upon his right and his left, could tell with cer- 
tainty which resonator was in action. The ears may be open 
all the time; or, what is in some respects better, they may be 
closed while the changes at the resonators are being made, 
and afterwards opened simultaneously. If one ear be opened, 
the sound will appear to be on that side; but when the second 
ear is also opened, the sound assumes its correct position, 
whether or not this involves a reversal of the earlier judgement. 
When the sounds were in front and behind, instead of to the 
right and the jeft, several observers agreed that a discrimi- 
nation between front and back could not be made. | 

In another method of experimenting a single resonator and 
fork (which need not be electrically maintained) suftice, but 
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more than one assistant may be required. The observer, 
either on his feet, or more conveniently seated upona rotating 
stool, is turned round until he loses his bearings. There is 
no difficulty in this*, but some precautions are needed to 
prevent the bearing being afterwards recovered. The wind 
may act asa tell-tale. It is often necessary to cover the eyes 
with the hands as well as to close the eye-lids in order suffi- 
ciently to exclude the light. Until all is ready for a judge- 
ment, the ears are kept closed by pressure with the thumbs, 
and it is usually advisable to keep the thumbs in motion and 
thus to cause miscellaneous noises Joud enough to drown any 
residue of the sound under observation. Pure tones of’ pitch 
128 and 256 yielded by this method result in agreement with 
those already described. 

The turn-table facilitates observation upon the question as 
to the relative loudness with which a sound is heard according 
as the source is on the same, or the opposite, side as the ear 
inuse. In my own case | thought I could detect an advantage 
when the source was on the same side as the open ear, while 
others could detect no difference. This relates to pitch 128. 
At 256 the advantage is quite marked. 

In considering whether the discrimination between right 
and left at pitch 128 can really be attributable to the small 
intensity-difference, it occurred to me that, if so, the judgement 
might perhaps be disturbed by the introduction of an obstacle, 
such as a piece of board, near the head of the observer and on 
the same side as the sound. Butit was found that no mistakes 
could thus be induced, although in each trial the observer did 
not know whether the board were in position or not. Another 
circumstance, unfavourable to the intensity theory, may also 
be mentioned. It was found that the observer on the turn- 
table could sometimes decide between the right and the left 
before un-stopping his ears. 

The next step in the investigation appeared to be the 
examination of pure tones of still graver pitch. <A globe, 
such as are sold to demonstrate the combustion of phosphorus 
in oxygen gas, was sounded with the aidof a hydrogen flamef . 
Careful observation revealed little or no trace of overtones. 
The frequency was about 96 vibrations per second, thus by 
the interval of the Fourth graver than the 128 forks. At the 
temperature of the observations this would correspond to a 
wave-length of about 12 feet. If we use this value in the 
formula already given, we find for the proportional difference 

* The process is aided by the illusion of a reverse rotation when the 
real rotation has stopped. 

+ Phil. Mag, vii. p. 149 (1879) ; ‘ Scientific Papers,’ i. p. 407. 
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of intensities on the two sides of a sphere of 2 feet cireum-’ 
ference only about 2 parts per thousand. | 

Observation in the open air showed that there was no 
difficulty whatever in deciding whether this low sound was: 
on the right or the left. Several observers agreed that: 
the discrimination was quite as easy as in the case of forks of: 
pitch 128. On the other hand, as was to be expected, the 
front and back situations could not be discriminated. | 

At this stage a reconsideration of theoretical possibilities: 
seemed called for. There could be no doubt-but that relative 
intensities at the two ears play an important part in the locali-. 
zation of sound. Thus if a fork of whatever pitch be held 
close to one ear, it is heard much the louder by that ear, and 
is at once referred instinctively to that side of the head. It 
is impossible to doubt that this is a question of relative 
intensities. On the other hand, as we have seen, there are 
cases where this explanation breaks down. When a pure 
tone of low pitch is recognized as being on the right or the 

‘left, the only alternative to the intensity theory is to suppose 
that the judgement is founded upon the difference of phases: 
at the two ears. But even if we admit, as for many years * 
IT have been rather reluctant to do, that this difference of - 
phase can be taken into account, we nee I think, limit our 
explanation upon these lines to the cases of not very high 
pitch. For what is the difference of phase at the two ears. 
when a sound reaches the observer—say from the right? It 
is easy to see that the retardation of distance at the left ear 
is of the order of the semi-circuinference of the head, say 
one foot. Atthis rate the retardation for middle ¢ (c¢’ = 256) 
is nearly one quarter of a period; for ¢’ (512) nearly half a 
period ; fore’ (1024) nearly a whole period, and soon. Now 
it is certain that a phase-retardation of half a period affords 
no material for a decision that the source is on the right 
rather than on the left, seeing that there is no difference 
between a retardation and an acceleration of half a period. : 
It is even more evident that a retardation of a whole period, 
or of any number of whole periods, would be of no avail. In. 
the region of somewhat high pitch a judgement dependent 
upon phase would seem to be hardly possible, especially when 
we reflect that the phase-differences enter by degrees, rising 
from zero when a sound is directly in front or behind to 
a Maximum or minimum in the extreme right and left 
positions. 

As to whether there is any difficulty i in localizing to ahe 
right or left a tone of pitch 512, an early observation, 

* Conf. ‘ Theory of Sune § 385. 
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conducted with the aid of two forks and resonators of this 
pitch, gave an answer in the negative. The localization was as 
easy and as distinct at pitch 512 as at pitch 256. But it is 
quite possible that 512°is not sufficiently near the particular 
pitch for which the retardation would have the value of 
precisely. haifa period. 

The calculations for a spherical obstacle already quoted give 
some information upon this point. From the values of 
F+7 G corresponding to w= +1 for the case of 27c/A=1, it 
appears that there is approximate opposition of phase. A 
closer examination and comparison of the three cases shows 
that exact opposition will occur at a somewhat higher 
value, say 2mc/A=1:1. Calculating from this and taking 
2re at 2 teet, I find at the temperature of the observations a 
pitch about a minor third above 512, as that corresponding to 
a phase-difference of half a period. 

- Naturally, in its application to the head, the calculation is 
not very trustworthy, and I thought it important to make sure 
by actual experiment that there is no pitch in this region-for 
which the discrimination of right and left is at all uncertain. 
Tuning-forks not being available, I fell back upon “ singing- 
flames,” 7. e. tubes, usually of metal and about 1 inch in 
diameter, maintained in vibration by hydrogen flames. In 
order to eliminate overtones, the tubes were provided near 
their centres with loosely-fitting rectangular blocks about 
two diameters long, held in position by the friction of 
attached springs. In this way and with the precaution of not 
sounding them more loudly than was necessary, the tones were, 
it is believed, sufficiently pure. Trials were made in the open 
air on many occasions, the pitch ranging in all from d' to 9/”, 
and there was never the smallest suspicion of a difficulty in 
discriminating right and left. In the region from ¢"' to g" 
of special interest, the pitch was varied by half semitones 
with the aid of'sliding prolongations of the tube. During 
most of the observations the listener was placed upon the 
rotating stool and was in ignorance of the real position of 
the source. - This precaution is of course desirable; but after 
a good deal of practice I found that I was able to trust. the 
direct sensual: impression. In the case of right or left the 
impression is always distinct and always correct; but in 
trying to discriminate front and back there is usually no 
distinct impression, and when there is it often turns out to 
be wrong. , 

- We may fairly conclude that in this region of pitch (above 
'"=512) the discrimination of right and left is not made 

upon the evidence of phase-differences, or at:any rate not upon 
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this evidence alone. And this conclusion leads to no difficulty; 
for, as has already been explained, the difference of intensities 
at the two ears gives adequate foundation for a judgement. 
It would seem that at high pitch, above c’’, the judgement is 
based upon intensities; but that at low pitch, at any rate 
below c (128), phase-ditferences must be appealed to. 

It remained to confirm, if possible, the suggestion that not. 
only are we capable of appreciating the phase-differences 
with which sounds of equal intensity may reach the two ears, — 
but that such appreciation is the foundation of judgements 
as to the direction of sounds—in particular of the right and 
left effects. The obvious method is to conduct to the two 
ears separately two pure tones, nearly but not quite in unison. 
During the cycle, or beat, the phase-differences assume all 
possible values; and the mere recognition of the cycle is 
evidence of some appreciation of phase-differences. Expe- 
riments on these lines are not new. In 1877 Prof. 8. P. 
Thompson * demonstrated ‘the existence of an interference 
in the perception of sounds by leading separately to the 
ears with india-rubber pipes the sounds of two tuning- 
forks struck in separate apartments, and tuned so as to 
‘beat’? with one another—the ‘beats’ being very distinetly 
marked in the resulting sensation, although the two sources 
had had no opportunity of mingling externally, or of acting 
jointly, on any portion of the air-columns along which 
the sound travelled. The experiment succeeded even with 
vibrations of so little intensity as to be singly inaudible.” 
And in an observation of my own +, where tones supposed to 
be moderately pure were led to the ears with use of tele- 
phones, a nearly identical conclusion was reached. But 
although the cycle was recognized, in neither caseapparently 
was there any suggestion of a right and left effect. 

In repeating the experiment recently I was desirous of 
avoiding the use of telephones or tubes in contact with the 
ears, under which artificial conditions an instinctive judgement 
would perhaps be disturbed. It seemed that it might suffice 
to lead the sounds through tubes whose open ends were merely 
in close proximity one te each ear, an arrangement which 
has the advantage of allowing the relative intensities to be 
controlled by a slight lateral displacement of the head towards 

- one or other source. Two forks of frequency 128, inde- 
pendently electrically maintained, were placed in different 
rooms. Associated with each was a suitably tuned resonator 

* Phil, Mag. Nov. 1878. 
+ Phil. Mag. ii. p. 280 (1901) ; ‘Scientific Papers,’ iv. p. 553. 
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from the interior of which a composition (gas) pipe led the 
sound through a hole ina thick wall to the observer ina 
third room. With the aid of closed doors and various other 
precautions of an obvious character, the sounds were fairly 
well isolated. But each resonator emits a rather loud sound 
into its neighbourhood, a little of which might eventually 
reach the other. To eliminate this cause of disturbance more 
completely, a second resonator * of like pitch was employed 
in association with each fork, so situated that the phases of 
vibration in the two resonators were opposed. By a little 
adjustment it was possible to provide that but little sound 
radiated externally from the combination, though the internal 
vibrations might be as vigorous or more vigorous than when 
one resonator was employed alone. These arrangements 
were so successful that when one fork singly was in action, 
the sound was imperceptible from the tube belonging to the 
other, even though the open end were pressed firmly into 
the ear, by which the effect is enormously increased. The 
open ends of the two pipes may thus be regarded as sources 
of sound of constant intensity. 

inthe greater number of experiments the observer, leaning 
over a table for the sake of steadiness, placed his head eres 
the pipes, which were at sucha distance apart that one or two 
inches separated the open ends from the adjacent ears. At 
the very first trial on July 31, the period of the cycle being 
5 seconds, Lady Rayleigh and Tat once experienced a disti net 
right and left effect, the sound appearing to transfer itself 
alternately from the one side to the other. When the effect 
was atits best, the sound seemed to le entirely on the one side 
or on the other. 

The beat may be slowed down until it occupies 40 or even 
70 seconds, thus giving opportunity for more leisurely 
observation. The position of the head should be so chosen 
that. the right and left effects are equally distinct. Under 
these circumstances it is found that the sound seems to be 
predominantly on the right or on the left for almost the 
whole of the cycle, the transitions occupying only small 
fractions of the whole time. ‘The observations may be made 
with the ears continuously open, or, as in some of the out- 
door experiments, the ears may be opened and closed simul- 
taneously at short intervals. Itis perhaps better still, keeping 
the ears open, to close periodically with the thumbs the open 
ends of the tubes from which the sounds issue. When the 
tubes are closed, no sound is audible. It should be said that 

* Three out of the four resonators consisted of “ Winchester ” bottles 
from which the we had been Cae 

Phil. Mog. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 74. Feb. 1907. R 
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although the best results require the position of the head to 
be carefully chosen, right and left effects are perceived 
through a considerable rz ange. It is only necessary that the 
intensities be approximately equal. 

These results are quite decisive, if we can assume that the 
sounds were sufficiently isolated—that nothing appreciable 
could pass from the open end ofa pipe to the wrong ear. It 
was easy to verify that when one pipe and the opposite ear 
were closed, next io nothing could be heard; but it ma 
perbaps be argued that the test is not delicate enough. The 
risk of error from this cause is diminished by approximating 
the open ends to their respective ears. Many experiments of 
this kind were made, but without influencing the results. 
Finally, short lengths of rubber tubing were provided, by 
means of which the ears could be connected almost air- tight 
with the pipes. In this case, to avoid being deafened, it was. 
necessary to reduce the sounds by withdrawing the resonators 
from their respective forks. The right and left effect re- 
mained fully marked. Another argument to show that the 
effects can not be explainediby sounds passing round the head. 
will be mentioned presently. 
A question of great importance still remains to be considered. 

Betore the laboratory experiments can be accepted as expla- 
natory of the discrimination of right and left when a single 
sound is given in the open, it is necessary to show that in the. 
former the sensation of right (say) is associated with a phase- 
difference such that the vibration r eaching the right ear leads. 
There was no difficulty in obtaining a decision. While one- 
observer listens as described for right and left effects, a 
second observes the maxima and minima of the beat as heard 
by one ear situated symmetrically with respect to the two 
sources. In the case of sounds of higher pitch to be con- 
sidered later some precaution is required here; but for the. 
present sounds, corresponding to a wave-length of nearly 
9 feet, there is no difficulty. Under good conditions the. 
minimum, represented by a silence, is extremely well marked, 
and can often be signalled to within half a second. This. 
signal, corresp onding | to opposition of phases, gives the required 
information to the first observer. Ifa signal for the maximum, . 
representing phase-agreement, is desired, it is best made by 
halving the intervals between the silences. 

The results can be stated without the slightest ambiguity. 
The transitions between right and left effects correspond to. 
agreement and opposition of phase, not usually recognized 
by the first observer as maxima and minima of sound.. 
When the vibration on the right is the quicker, the- 
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sensation of right follows agreement of phase, and (what 
is better observed) the sensation of left follows opposition of 
phase. And similarly when the vibration on the left is the 
quicker, the left sensation follows agreement, and the right 
follows opposition of phase. The “question which fork is 
vibrating the quicker is determined in the usual way by 
observing the effect upon the period of the beat of the addition 
or removal of a small load of wax. If for example the beat 
is slowed by loading the right fork, we may be sure that that 
fork was originally the quicker. "A large number of com- 
parisons of this kind have been made at various times, and in 
no case (at this pitch) has the rule been violated. It is nota 
little remarkable that by merely listening to right and left 
effects aided by signals giving the moment of phase-opposition, 
it is possible conversely to pronounce which fork is the 
quicker, althongh the difference of frequencies may not exceed 
‘02 vibration per second. 

It should not pass unnoticed that the laboratory experiments 
cover a wider field than the observations in the open. In the 
latter case, if the single sound of pitch 128 is in front or 
behind, there is agreement of phases at the two ears. As 
the position becomes more and more oblique, the phase- 
difference increases; but it can never exceed a moderate 
amount, about one-eighth of a period, which is attained when 
the position is precisely to the left or right. Phase-differences 
in the neighbourhood of half a period do not oceur. From 
the laboratory experiments it appears that the right and left 
effects are not subject to this limitation ; but that, for example, 
a right effect is experienced when the ‘vibration ‘reaching the 
right ear leads, whether the amount of the lead be small or 
whether it approaches the half period. 

The right and left or, as I shall sometimes say for brevity, 
the lateral, sensations observable in this way are so conspicuous 
that I was curious to inquire how I had contrived to miss 
them in the earlier experiments with telephones already 
alluded to. The apparatus was the same as before. In the 
neighbourhood of the electro-magnet diiving each fork (128) 
was placed a small coil of insulated wire whose circuit was 
completed through a telephone. The double wires connected 
to the telephones were passed threugh the perforated wall. 
In order to weaken the higher oveitones, thick sheets of 
copper intervened between the electr o-magnets and the coils. 
But when the telephones were held to the ears, the sounds 
were perceived to be of a more mixed character than I had 
expected; and I am forced to the conclusion that I must 
formerly have overestimated their approximation to the 

Rg 
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character of pure tones. Although the cycle could be 
recognized, a distinct lateral effect was not perceived, and the 
failure was evidently connected with the composite character 
of the sounds. By loading the disks of the telephones with 
penny-pieces (attached at the centres with wax) the higher 
components could be better eliminated. It was then possible to 
fix the attention upon the fundamental tone and to recognize 
its transference from left to right during the cycle. But the 
effect was by ne means so conspicuous as with the tubes, and 
might perhaps be missed by an unprepared observer *. 

The subject now under consideration is illustrated by a 
curious observation accidentally made in the course of another 
inquiry. A large tuning-fork of frequency about 100, 
mounted upon a resonance-box, was under examination witha 
(Juincke tube. ‘This consisted of a piece of lead pipe more 
than one quarter of a wave-length long, one end of which was 
inserted into the resonance-box. Ata distance of one eighth 
of a wave-length fromthe outer end a lateral tube was 
attached which communicated with one ear by means of an 
india-rubber prolongation. When the second ear was closed, 
it appeared to.make no difference to the sound whether or not 
the outer end of the Quincke tube was closed with the thumb. 
But when the second ear was open, marked changes in the 
sound accompanied the opening and closing of the Quincke 
tube. On the view hitherto held, it would appear very para- 
doxical that a change not affecting the sound heard in either 
ear separately should be able to manifest itselfso conspicuously. 
It was easily recognized that the alterations observed were 
of the nature of right and left effects, and that they could be 
explained by the local reversal of phase which accompanied 
the closing of the Quincke tube. 

The conclusion, no longer to be resisted, that when a sound 
of low pitch reaches the two ears with approximately equal 
intensities but with a phase-difference of one quarter of a 
period, we are able so easily to distinguish at which ear the 
phase is in advance, must have far reaching consequences in 
the theory of audition. It seems no longer possible to hold 
that the vibratory character of sound terminates at the outer 

* Subsequently by a much heavier loading (53 gms.) the telephone-plates 
were tuned approximately to pitch 128, as could be verified by tapping 
them with the finger. ‘To find room for these extra ioads, the ear-pieces 
of the telephones had to be modified. ‘The sounds now heard were very 
approximately pure tones, and the lateral effects were as distinct as those 
observed when the sounds were conveyed through tubes. It is easy to 
understand that considerable complication must attend an accompaniment 
of octave and higher harmonics, which would transfer themselves from 
right to left more rapidly than the fundamental tone. 
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ends of the nerves along which the communication with the 
brain is established. On the contrary, the processes in the 
nerve must themselves be vibratory, not of course in the gross 
mechanical sense, but with preservation of the periad and 
retaining the characteristic of phase—a view advocated by 
Rutherford, in opposition to Helmholtz, as long ago as 1886. 
And when we admit that phase-differences at the two ears of 
tones in unison are easily recognized, we may be inclined to 
go further and find less difficulty in supposing that phase- 
relations between a tone and its harmonics, presented to the 
same ear, are also recognizable. 

oD 

The discrimination of right and left in the case of sounds 

of frequency 128 and lower, so difficult to understand on the 
intensity theory, is now satisfactorily attributed to the phase- 
differences at the two ears. The next observations relate to 
pure tones of pitch 256. ‘Two large forks of this pitch were 
used, such as are commonly to be found in collections of 
acoustical apparatus. Tuned with wax so as to give beats of 
3 or 4 seconds period, they may be held (after excitation) by 
their stalks one to each ear, preferably by an assistant. The 
sensation of transference from right to left was fully marked, 
and when the conditions were ood, especially in respect of 
equality of intensities at the two ¢ ears, the whole of the sound 
seemed to come first from one side and then from the other. 
The method of holding in the fingers is satisfactory as regards 
the isolation of the sounds. Practically nothing of either 
fork can be heard by the further ear. But there is a little 
difficulty'in maintaining quite constant the relative positions 
of forks and ears. 

In another arrangement, which has certain advantages, the 
orks are mounted, stalks upwards, on a sort of crown, in such 

a fashion that the free ends of the forks are about opposite 
the ears. A sketch by Mr. Enock is reproduced in the figure 
(p. 226). Ifthe crown be sufiiciently large, it can be adapted to 
various ‘as heads with the aid cf pads. Atthe back, attachea 
to the crown, is a forked tube of brass, symmetrically shaped, 
whose open ends abut upon the faces of the forks. The short 
limb, forming the stalk, is prolonged by indiz-rubber tubing 
and so connected with the ear of the assistant observer. If 
the forks are vibrating equally, a well-defined silence marks 
the moment of phase- -opposition. To excite and maintain the 
vibrations, a violin-bow is employed in the usual manner. 

Very good observations may be made in this way if the 
Lbritions of the forks are equally and sufficiently maintained. 
The assistant, listening through the forked tube, is able to 
give a sharp signal at the moment of phase- opposition. A 
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transition in respect of right and left effect occurs at this 
moment, and the sequence rule already stated defining whether 
the transition is from right to left or from left to right is found 

to be obeyed. 

There are some advantages, of course, in an experimental 
arrangement allowing the sounds to be uniformly maintained. 
As in Helmholtz’s vowel investigations, the 256 forks can be — 
driven by the 128-interrupter-forks already employed, and in 
each case the frequency of the driven fork is the exact double 
of the frequency of the driving fork. The observations may 
be made in two ways. Hither the 256 forks may themselves 
be brought close to the ears, leading wires being conveyed 
through the wali; or, what is on the whole pretferabie, the 
method employed for the 128 per second tones may be 
followed. In this case each 256 fork is associated with two 
resonators, vibrating in opposite phases, with one of which 
the pipe leading to the observation room is connected. The 
isolation was good, each sound being inaudible through the 
tube provided for the other. 

BHxcellent results were obtained in this way. With good 
adjustment the transitions between right and left were sharply 
marked and the sequence rule already formulated was obeyed. 
It is again to be noted that right and left effects are observable 
in the neighbourhood of phase-opposition, a situation which 
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does not arise when one sound in the open influences both 
ears. 

Unless the open ends are pretty close to the ears, the sound 
has more tendency to travel round the head to the wrong ear 
than was observed at pitch 128. This may raise a question 
whether, after all, the right and left effects may not be due 
to small differences of intensities at the two ears varying 
periodically. The best answer to this objection is to con- 
sider what would be the consequence of such invasions. 
Suppose that at one moment the vibration on the right is in 
advance by one quarter period, so that a full right sensation 
is being experienced. The retardation in travelling round the 
head will at this pitch be about one quarter period, so that 
the sound starting from the righi in advance will on arrival 
at the left be in approximate phase-agreement with the 
principal scund there. On the other hand, the sound starting 
trom the left, already a quarter period in arrear, will on 
arrival at the right be in approximate phase-opposition with 
the principal sound on the right. The effect of travel round 
the head is therefore to augment the sound on the left and to 
diminish the sound on the right. This would evidently tend 
to cause a sensation of sound on the left, and cannot therefore 
be the explanation of the observed sensation of a sound on the 
right. The same considerations will apply, if in less degree, 
to sounds of pitch 128, and to sounds somewhat higher in 
pitch than 256. 

The next sounds to be experimented upon in order of pitch 
were from forks giving e’ of 320 vibrations per second. 
These could not be driven from the 128 per second inter- 
rupters, and were merely held to the ears in the fingers of an 
assistant. The right and left effect was very marked, but 
there was a little difficulty at first in fixing the moment of 
phase-opposition. After a few trials it became sufficiently 
clear that the rule was the same as at the lower pitch, viz. 
that the quicker fork asserts itself after the maximum of the 
beat, corresponding to phase-agreement. 

From this point, as the pitch rises, the observations become 
more difficult, partly no doubt on account of purely experi- 
mental complications, but also, [ believe, because the effects 
ure themselves less well marked. From two forks of pitch 
g’, electrically driven from the 128 interrupters and provided 
with resonators in connexion with pipes, fairly distinct right 
and left effects were obtained, but at first there were discre- 
pancies as to which effect followed phase-opposition. These 
appear to have been due to faulty observation of the phase 
of opposition. As might have been anticipated, the moment 
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of silence representing phase-opposition varies with the 
position in the room of the ear of the assistant observer. 
To secure a satisfactory signal at the higher pitches, this 
position requires to be carefully chosen. In the later expe- 
riments a resonator was always employed, whose mouth was 
symmetrically situated with respect to the open ends of the 
pipes, which are the proximate sources of sound, connexion 
with the ear of the assistant observer being through a suitable 
rubber tube. After this there was no ambiguity, the rule of 
the lower pitch being uniformly followed. But when the open 
ends of the pipes were not very close to the ears, perhaps 
2 inches distant, the right and left effects seemed to two > 
observers (including myself) not only to be rather obscured, 
but to be concentrated into the neighbourhood of phase- 
opposition. A third observer, however, heard the right and 
left effects more strongly, and with less apparent concentration 
towards phase-opposition. 

On the theory that passage of sound round the head had 
something to do with these complications, the open ends of 
the pipes were brought much closer to the ears, but without 
fitting air-tight, the resonators being re-adjusted so as to 
diminish the loudness. In this condition of things the two 
observers experienced the right and left effect more normally 
and without special concentration in the region of phase- 
opposition. But the observation is certainly more difficult 
than at lower pitches, and I believe that the effects are really 
less pronounced. 
Experiments similarly conducted with forks of pitch ¢” (512) 

gave results of the same character. When the open ends of 
the pipes were quite close to the ears, the right and left effect 
was pretty good and fairly distributed: In this three ob- 
servers concurred. But a slight withdrawal of the pipes 
introduced confusion, the extent of which, however, appeared 
to vary with the observer. In all cases the right and left 
effects, when sufficiently marked to be observed, obeyed the 
seouence rule. 

At pitch e” (640) the results were “ht very different. The 
open ends of the pipes being close to the ears, but not fitted 
air-tight, only pretty good. right and left effects could be 
obser ved, and these appeared to be crowded towards phase- 
opposition. ‘The sequence rule was obeyed. 

Finally, trials by the same method were made with forks 
of pitch g” (6x128=768). No particular difficulty was 
encountered in satisfying the necessary experimental con- 
ditions, but the results were of a nondescript character. 
Even when the open ends of the pipes were close to the ears, 
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I could not satisfy myself that I experienced any right and 
left effect. Another observer thought he heard a little. It 
seems clear that at any rate the limit was being approached. 

Tt will be understood that some of these observations were 
not made without difficulty. Probably an experimenter new 
to the work would feel misgivings with respect to some even 
of the easier decisions. But all the more important results 
have the concurrence of at least three observers *. I regard 
it as established that up to pitch g’ phase-differences are 
attended with marked lateral effects. They are probably the 
principal basis on which discriminations of right and left are 
founded—at any rate below c’ (256). 
As has already been suggested, it was reasonable to anticipate 

that phase- difference would cease to avail as an indicator at 
high witch. Up to about e’ the conditions are favourable. At 
this pitch the phase-difference at the ears affected by a distant 
sound increases from zero when the source is in front or 
behind to a maximum of a quarter period (in one or other 
direction) when the source is on the right or the left in the 
line of the ears. This is the phase-difference for which one 
would expect the lateral sensation to be most intense, so that 
up to this pitch the lateral sensation would keep step with 
the true lateralness of the source. At a point somewhat 
higher in pitch it would seem that complications must enter. 
The maximum sensztion (corresponding to a phase-difference 
of a quarter period) would occur while the source was still in 
an oblique position, and the sensation of lateralness would 
diminish whiie the true lateralness was still increasing. Ata 
pitch in the neighbourhood of e” (640) the maximum phase- 
difference would rise to half a period, a phase-difference which 
could not give rise to lateral sensationatall. Thus, although 
there might be right and left sensations from sources obliqu ely 
situated, “these sensations would fail when most needed, that 
is when the source’is really in the line of the ears. i this 
case a perception of phase-differences would seem to do more 
harm than good. Ata pitch a little higher, ambiguities of a 
misleading and dangerous kind would necessarily enter, For 
example, the same sensations might arise froma sound a little 
on the left and from another fully on the right. 

On the whole it appears that the sensation of lateralness 
due to phase-difference disappears in the. region of pitch 
where there would be danger of its becoming a misleading 

2) 

guide. Itisnot su ggested that there is any precise numer ips 

coincidence. If it were a question of calculating a pitch 
precisely, it might be necessary to look beyond the size of 

* Lady Rayleigh, Mr. Enock, and myself. 
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modern adult heads to those of our ancestors, perhaps in a 
very distant past. It is fortunate that when difference of 
phase fails, difference of intensity comes to our aid. Perhaps 
it is not to be expected that we should recognize intuitively 
the very different foundations upon which our judgement rests 
in the two cases. 
A rather difficult question arises as to whether in the labo- 

ratory experiments. it is possible to distinguish the phases of 
agreement and of opposition. Not unnaturally perhaps, the 
apparent movements of the sound from right to left and back 
are liable to be interpreted as parts of a general movement 
of revolution, so that, for example, phase-agreement may 
correspond to the front and phase-opposition to the back 
position. In a particular case the question is as to the 
direction of the revolution, whether clockwise or counter- 
clockwise. With respect to this, my observers frequently 
disagreed, from which I am disposed to conclude that in these 
experiments phase-agreement and opposition are not definitety 
connected with front and back sensations. 

At this point there seems to be some discrepancy with the 
observations of Prof. 8. P. Thompson, who found* that 
“when two simple tones in unison reach the ears in opposite 
phases, the sensation of the sound is localized at the back of 
the head.” In Prof. Thompson’s most striking experiment 
a microphone is connected in series with a battery and two 
similar Bell telephones, one of the telephones being provided 
with a commutator by which the direction of the current 
through it can be reversed. When the current flows similarly 
through the telephones, a light tap near the microphone is 
heard in the ears; but when the current is reversed in one of 
them a sensation is experienced “ only to be described as of 
some one tapping with a hammer on the back of the skull from 
the inside.’ In some (rather inadequate) experiments I have 
not succeeded in repeating this observation. 

The other branch of the subject, which I had hoped to 
treat in this paper, is the discrimination between the front 
and back position when a sound is observed in the open; but 
various obstacles have intervened to cause delay. Among 
these is the fact that (at 64 years of age) my own hearing 
has deteriorated. Thirty years ago it was only pure tones, or at 
any rate musical notes free from accompanying noises, that 
gave difficulty. Now, as I find to my surprise, I fail to 
discriminate, even in the case of human speech. It is to be 

* Phil. Mag. November 1878, p. 391. 
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presumed that this failure is connected with obtuseness to 
sounds of high pitch, such as occur especially in the sibilants. 
For some years I have been aware that I could no longer hear 
as before many of the high notes from bird-calls, such as T 
employ with sensitive flames for imi itating optical phenomena. 
If, as seems the only possible explanation, the discrimination 
ot front and back depends upon an alteration of quality due 
to the external ears. it was to be expected that it would be 
concerned with the higher elements of the sound. In this 
matter it would not be surprising if individual differences 
manifested themselves, apart from deafness. <A ‘* paddle- 
box ”’ formation of the external ear, if not ornamental, may 
have practical advantages. 
My assistant, Mr. Hnock, is able to make discriminations 

between front ea back, though I think not so well as I 
used to be able to do. Experiments of this kind are easily 
tried on a lawn in the open, the observer closing his eyes 
and ears, with if necessary a movement of the thumbs over 
the latter to drown residual external sounds. At the moment 
of observation the ears are of course opened. In observing 
sounds from sources not conveniently moveable, such as the 
ticking of a clock, the rotating stool is useful. 

As had been expected, Mr. Enock’s judgement was liable 
to be upset by the operation of little reflecting flaps situated 
just outside the ears. The arrangement was that of Prof. 

oD 

Thompson’s ‘ pseudophone” *, whereby the reflectors, whose 
planes were at an angle of 45° with the line of the ears, 
could be rotated in a manner unknown to the observer about 
that lime as axis. In my use of it the two reflectors were 
always adjusted symmetrically. Thus, if the reflectors 
were so turned as to send into the ears sounds from the front, 
no mistakes were made, as if the action were co-operative 
with the natural action of the external ears. On the other 
hand, if the collars carrying the reflecting flaps were turned 
through 180° so as to reflect into the ears sounds from behind, 
fr equent mistakes ensued. I hope before long to be able to 
confirm and extend these observations. 

In conclusion, I will remark that the facts now established 
have a possible practical application. In observing fog- 
signals at sea it is of course of great importance to be able 
to estimate the bearing. If a sound is of sufficiently long 
duration (5 or 6 seconds), it is best by turning the body or 
head to bring it appar ently to the right and to the left, ‘and 
to settle down into the position facing it, where no lateral 
effect remains. If, as for most fog- sionals, the duration be 

* Phil. Mag. November 1879. 
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decidedly less than this, it may be preferable to keep still ; 
but we are then fable to serious errors, should the sional 
happen to come from nearly in front or nearly behind. A 
judgement that the signal is to the right or left may usually 
be trusted, but a judgement that it comes from in front or 
behind is emphatically to be distrusted. If, for example, the 
sound seems to come from a position 45° in front of full right, 
we must be prepared for the possibility that it is really 
situated 45° behind full right. A combination of 3 or 4 
observers facing different ways offers advantages. A com- 
parison of their judgements, attending only to what they 
think as to right and left and disregartling impressions as 
to front and back, should lead to a safe and fairly close estimate 
of direction. 

Terling Place, Witham. 

eS Se 

XIII. The Behaviour of Iron under Small Periodic 
Magnetizing Forces. By J. M. Batpwiy, M.A., B.Se* 

[Plate VIL] ! 
ile |) ae object of the present paper, which was undertaken 

at the suggestion of Professor Lyle, is to investigate 
the relations which obtain under actual working conditions 

. between the amplitudes and phases of the different harmonies 
of the magnetic induction produced in iron, and those of the 
magnetic intensity producing it, for low values of the induc- 
tion ; and from the harmonic expressions obtained for these 
quantities to deduce the loss of energy in the iron. The 
work which has been done previously on this subject has 
been performed under statical conditions, which are seldom 
realized in practice. 

The induction produced in iron in weak magnetic fields 
has been measured by Baury+ using the ballistic - method 
(statical). For the range H= 0:38 to H=0-016 (with | 
corresponding limits of the induction B=283 and B=any 
he found that the permeability « could be represented closely 
by an expression of the form 

w=at OH, 

where aand } are constants for the specimen. By extra- 
polation, ~ would tend to a definite limit in exceedingly weak 
fields. This limit for the specimen examined was 185. 

Later, Lord Rayleigh {, working with the compensated 
magnetometer method (statical), showed that, for unannealed 

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read October 26, 1906. 
+ C. Baur, Wied. Ann. xi. p. 394 (1880). 
{ Lord Rayleigh, ‘Phil. Mag. [5] vol. xxiii. p. 225 (1887). 
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iron, the permeability over the range H =0-04 to H=0-00004 
was appreciably constant, while ae ralues of H greater than 
0-04 the expression 

pw=at bl 

agreed well with experiment up to H=1-2. The value of a 
for hard iron was 90 or 100. Similar results held for steel : 
but for soft iron a complication arose due to the time-lag of 
the magnetization, ‘The effect of this time-lag in soft iron 
has been further investigated by Ewing *, who found that up 
to H=O'1l any change of H instantaneously produced an 
induction proportional to the change in H, and that then 
the induction gradually changed (in the same direction as 
the instantaneous effect) for some seconds afterwards. In 
the experiments, a description of which is given later, it 
will be found that when a bundle of wires Gin which the 
eddy-currents are small) is subjected to cyclic variations of 
magnetic intensity, the hysteresis loop is practically a straight 
line at the lowest inductions over the whole range of fre- 
quencies used (50 to 8°5). This would show that the amount 
of creeping of the induction that had time to occur was 
negligible for these frequencies. The iron, however, was 
not very soft. 

2. The relation between the amplitude and phase of the 
harmonics of the intensity of an alternating magnetic field 
and of the corresponding magnetic induction produced in 
iron have been investigated for ditferent frequencies by 
Lyle } ; the amplitude of the first harmonic of the intensity 
varying from 0:4 to 5°67 for approximately sinusoidal waves, 
and to 14 for waves not sinusoidal. The total amount of 
energ y lost in the iron per ¢.c. per cycle was also calculated 
from the Fourier expressions for the allied current and flux 
waves, and was found to be given with considerable accuracy 

_ within the limits B=1000 and B=12,000 (when the mag- 
* netizing current wave was appr oximately sinusoidal) by the 
formula 

if = (u + bn) 3°, 

where | is the total iron loss, 
a, b,.© are constants for any particular specimen, 
w the frequency, 6) 

and 93 the “ effective induction,” which is ~ times the 
Qin 

square root of mean square of ore : 

* J. A. Ewing, Proc. Roy. Soc.. vol. xlvi. p. 269 (1889); Magnetic 
Induction in Iron and other Metals, 3rd edition, p. 127. 
+ T. R. Lyle, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. ix, p- 104 (1905). 
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From the total iron loss I, the sum of the static hysteresis 
and the calculated eddy-current loss was subtracted, and thus , 
the kinetic hysteresis was obtained. This kinetic hysteresis 
increased with the induction and with the frequency. 

3. In the present series of experiments, in which the mag- 
netic intensity ranged from H=1°5 to H=0:01 and B from 
600 to 2°5, the hyster esis areas could have been determined 
only for the higher inductions by the statical methods, but 
the wave-tracer of Professor Lyle * affords a convenient 
method of obtaining the total iron loss, when the magnetic 
field is produced by an alternating current of any desired 
frequency. The portion of this loss of energy due to eddy- 
currents set up in the iron can be appr oximately calculated, 
and subtracting this from the total iron loss, the loss due to 
hysteresis is obtained. 

Two specimens were experimented upon, in one of which 
(a bundle of iron wires) the eddy-current loss was compara- 
tively small, while in the other (a rod of Lowmoor iron 
0°3 sg. cm, in cross section) the eddy -current loss was con- 
siderable. For the former specimen it was found that for 
very low inductions the lag of phase of the induction behind 
the magnetizing force was very small, and also that the 
permeability was practically uninfluenced by the frequency 
of the alternations. In the latter, where the eddy-currents 
are considerable, the resultant intensity inside the rod will 
no longer be in phase with the current in the solenoid, and 
so the resultant induction will always lag behind the mag- 
netizing current. 

Assuming that the induction at any point is in phase with 
the magnetic intensity at that point, as the experiments with 
the wire bundle show, and also that the permeability has a 
constant value for low inductions, equations can be obtained 
connecting the apparent permeability and the lag in phase 
of the induction behind the magnetizing current with the 
frequency. | 

Let OF (see figure) represent the resultant flux across the 
central section of the rod. The variation of the flux will 
roduce an E.M.F. in a circuit round the rod in quadrature 

with OF and behind it in phase. This E.m.¥., produces a 
eurrent, which in turn produces a flux — or IF (where 
iL ye FM) along the rod. This flux will also, on the assump- 
tions which have been made, be at right angles toOF. Then 
OJ is the flux which would have passed along the rod if there 
had been no eddy-currents. 

* T. R. Lyle, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. vi. p. 549 (1903). 
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cee Ol = Kh, OF=F,, FI=F it follows that 

== ultos Bn, R=, 

where yu is what the permeability would be if there were no 
eddy currents, 

ft» is the observed apparent value of the permeability, 
a is the area of cross section of the rod, 
w is the frequency multiplied by 27, 

and /: is a constant. 

Then writing @ for the angle FOI, the lag in phase of the. 
induction behind the magnetizing current, 

Cos a m pHa — ib 

and 

tan @ = a, = — = kw 

In these equations w, u,, @ are observed variable quan- 
tities, while ~ and & are constants for the specimen on the 
assumptions given above, and these assumptions can be tested 
by noting the agreement between the values of the quantities 
found from the equations. 
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4. The arrangement of apparatus was practically identical 
with that already described by Lyle *, the iron ring and the 
coils on it being replaced by a long solenoid, through which 
the specimen (a long straight rod or bundle of wires) passed. 
Round the centre of the specimen a small secondary coil 
was wound, by means of which the flux was determined. 
The speed was regulated by altering the number of cells in 
the armature circuit of the rotary converter and by altering 
slightly the resistance in the field-magnet circuit. The 
reducing factor of the galvanometer was determined by con- 
necting a Clark cell to the galvanometer, with a megohm in 
series, the current balance being used only to adjust the 
current to the required value. 

The procedure in any one experiment has also been de- 
scribed. In every case a full wave was taken, the ordinates 
being 12° in phase apart. In the reductions, no notice was 
taken of the seventh harmonic, which was always small and 
could not have affected the results, its influence on the 
amplitude being quite negligible, and its influence on the 
phase being practically eliminated by taking the phase of 
the first harmonic from four ordinates on each side of the 
zero ordinate of the curve. Im every case the third com- 
ponent | was plotted, and from it the ninth harmonie was 
taken, thus leaving the third harmonic. 

The wave forms having been analysed, the results were 
reduced to absolute measure by applying to them the proper 
factors t to reduce them to magnetic intensity and induction 
respectively in the form 

H = H, [sin ot +A; sing(@t — $3) +h; sin 5(@t— ¢;) ] 

B = B, [sin(@t —@,) +63 sin 3 (wt — 03) +4; sin 5(@t —@;) | 

the harmonics of order higher than the fifth being neglected. 
From these the value of the iron loss per c.c. per cycle 

(1 of = HldB ) 2 

I= asta {sin 8; + 3h3b3 sin 3 (0; — 3) + dhsb5 sin 5 (8; —¢5)}- 

To obtain the amount of this energy loss which is due to 
hysteresis, the eddy-current loss has been calculated from 

* T. R. Lyle, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. ix. p. 104 (1905). 
+ T. BR. Lyle, Proc. Roy. Soc. Victoria, vol. xvii. pt. 2, p. 394 (Feb. 

1905); Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xi. p. 25 (1906). 
{ T. R. Lyle, Phil. Mag. (6) vol. vi. p. 549 (1903). 
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the approximate formula given by Searle and Bedford * on 

the assumptions that mw is constant and that = does not 
vary over the section 

aX ~ Yow dB\?. 
‘dt 87p ee ; 

where X is the eddy-current loss per c.c., 
A the area of section of the rod or wire, 

and p the specific resistance of the iron ; 

1 ea 
ake (Si) 

where T is the period of the alternations, 
and HK is the eddy-current loss per c.c. per cycle. 

Substitute for B and perform the integration, 

A 
EK= eer - Ae a [1 + 9b3? + 250;7] 

 Wikg 2 
oe ao? 

where 8? =B,?!1+ 9b,?+ 256;7]. (Wis the quantity which 
has been referred to before as the “ effective induction.’’) 

K having been calculated, the hysteresis U is given by 

U=I—D. 

5. The first specimen experimented upon was a bundle of 
iron wires of low permeability, which were taped together to 
form a long circular cylinder, the details of which are given 
below. A coil was wound on the centre of the bundle for 
measuring the induction produced in the iron. Four different 
frequencies were employed, namely, 50, 28, 15°5, and 8°5. 

Details of Iron Wire Bundle. 

Number GE wires. .....2..:5-<006 4.40. 
Mean diameter of wires ...... 0:0789 em. 
Sectional area of iron ......... 0°2250 sq. cm. 
Length of’ wires ...e 307 cm. 
Specific resistance at 12°5 C. 1°366 x 104. 
Tarns on central coil, :.4:3.;.. 400, 

Details of Magnetizing Solenoid. 
Length of solenoid ............ 170 cm. 
Internal diameter of windings. 1°6 cm. q.p. 
Constant of solenoid ......... H=53-37 C. 

* G. F. C. Searle and T. G, Bedford, Phil. Trans. cxeviii. p. 33, 
1902, App. 1. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 74. Feb, 1907. S 
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The results obtained with this specimen are given in the 
following tables (I. to [V.). The meanings of the different 
symbols 1 in the tables are given by 

T=period, 

H=H, [sin wt +h; sin 3 (wt — 3) +h; sin 5 (@t— ds) ], 

B =B, [sin (wt —@) +63 sin 3 (@t —9—wW;) +0; sin 5 (wt —O—wW,;) |, 

Om zi ‘hae cee 
Hy’ Ebene 

oS= /2.R.M.8. (=); 

I=TIron loss per c.c. per cycle, 

H=Calculated eddy-current loss per c.c. per cycle, 
So 

Statical Permeability for different Inductions. 

MSY iia tas 11°3 44:8 lpierg 171°3 | 281°8 421-2 603-0 

‘hae Roepe "0747 2452 "0324 ‘7474 | 1:0664 | 1:3903 | 1:7119 

FE) wiartetin 152°0 182°8 209°5 229°2 | 264:3 303°0 | 352°2 

en ee Ser eM OO ee 
A number of the results contained in the tables are shown 

graphically by means of curves. The wave-form of the 
magnetizing current is in every case approximately sinu- 
soidal, and so the results obtained may be taken as typical of 
a series of induction-waves produced by magnetizing currents 
of similar wave-form. 

The most important of the characteristics are wy and 8, 
which connect the first harmonic of the induction with that 
of the magnetic intensity. If the magnetizing current and 
the flux-waves are assumed sinusoidal, then they will be 
given by expressions of the form 

H =H) sin of, 
B = Basin (ot—6), 
Bo= fiotly; 3 

and from thes se, since the total iron loss per ¢.c. per cycle is 

ibe 7 |e dB, 

= , Hobs sin 6. 

it follows that 

Thus when py and 6 are given in terms of Bo, the behaviour 
of the iron is determined. 
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The relation between py and B, for the different series is 
shown in P|. VII. fig. 1 (upper curve). It is seen that the value 
of po is very little affected by the frequency, the four sets of 
points lying on practically the same curve for values of B, 
up to 300 or so ; but beyond this the curves seem to separate, 
the value of 4) becoming smaller as the frequency is increased. 
On the same diagram are plotted the points for the statical 
permeability, and these also lie on the same curve. 

#4) decreases as the induction is lowered, this decrease 
becoming more rapid as the value of B, becomes smaller, 
and the value of m» appears to tend to a definite limit ot 
about 157 for very low values of B,. This limit is better 
shown by plotting my against H,. If this be done, it appears 
that up to about H=1:0 the relation between mw and H, can 
be well represented by a straight line, as Baur and others 
have already shown for the statical permeability. 

The values of @ for the four series are plotted against B, 
in fig. 1 (lower curve), and here, although there is not so 
close an agreement between the four series as there was for 
the w)—B, curves, yet the points all lie near a mean curve. 
The value of @ is seen to decrease rapidly as B, diminishes, 
and the rate of increase becomes more and more rapid as the 
induction becomes lower, the value of @ being about 1° when 
B, is as low as 2, and there seems no reasonable doubt that 
in the absence of eddy-currents 0 would become exceedingly 
small for very low values of Bj. 

The curves for 6; (the ratio of the amplitude of the third 
harmonic of the flux-wave to that of the first) seem to show 
that this quantity decreases slowly as B, decreases, and finally 
takes up a value of about ‘030 for the weakest fields used. 
The behaviour of 6; for the period T=-:020 is somewhat 
different, for there, in the weaker fields, b; increases. It 
will be seen from Table I. that for this series h; also increases 
in the weaker fields, and has a considerably higher value 
than in the other series, though whether this is the cause or 
an effect of the increase of 6; cannot be said. 3, the phase- 
lag of the third harmonic of the induction-wave behind the 
first, shows the same general behaviour for all four series ; 
gradually increasing as the induction decreases, it appears 
to tend to a value of about 60° for exceedingly low values 
of B,. 

Of 6;, all that can be said is that it has a value somewhere 
below ‘01, and of wf, that it increases as the induction 
diminishes ; but little dependence can be placed on the 
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values of 6; and wW; for the lower inductions. This arises 
from the small value of 6;. The amplitude of the galvano- 

"meter deflexion was seldom more than 20 mm., so that if b; 
were ‘01, the amplitude of the fifth harmonic would be only 
‘2 mm., and a slight unsteadiness of the readings from any 
cause might greatly aifect the values of both 6; and w;. 

In fig. 2 (lower curve) the hysteresis loss is plotted against 
the maximum value of B for the different experiments. of 
the four series. To avoid confusion, several points at the 
lower inductions have been omitted, but in every case all 
points that have been left out lie on the curve. It is seen 
that here again the four series of points lie on practically the 
same curve ; that is, the hysteresis loss for the specimen under 
examination is practically independent of the frequency, pro- 
vided the maximum induction does not exceed 600. This 
being the case, it would be impossible with the present 
apparatus to detect with certainty a loss due to kinetic 
hysteresis at. these low inductions. 

On the same diagram (fig. 2, upper curve) is shown 
the variation of Steinmetz’s ene iciedt o* (1=o3?) wa 
the maximum value of the induction. The curves show that 
o decreases rapidly as the induction diminishes, tending 
towards the value zero at very low inductions. Further, o 
increases with frequency, the increase being due to the 
increased eddy-current loss, for if the eddy-current loss is 
deducted, the points all lie on one curve. 

6. A-further series of experiments was performed on a 
long rod of Lowmoor iron 0°3 sq. em. in cross section, in 
which the eddy-current effect would be considerable. As 
for the former specimen, four different frequencies were 
employed, namely, 55, 28, 15, and 8°5. 

Details of Lowmoor Iron Rod. 

A straight cylindrical rod of circular section. 
Hirea of section eens ee > 2999 sq. ‘em. 
BRCM |), ss. cee rey eee Uae 360 em. 
Specific resistance at 12°5C.., 1:119x ah 
Number of turns on central coil. 400. 
Magnetizing solenoid as before. 

The results obtained with this specimen are given in 
Tables V. to VILLI. 

* In calculating o, the effective induction S has been used, not the 
maximum induction Bmax 
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Statical Permeability for different Inductions. 

ioe aoe 12°9 52:1 144:2 2280 | 389°3 608-5 920:0 

2 rege ‘0747 2450 D334 ‘7467 | 1:0671 | 1:3903 | 1:7097 

My heey: 1726 | 2125 | 270°3 | 305-4 | 3648 437-7 538°1 

From the tables it appears that the wave form of the 
magnetizing current is nearly sinusoidal, and so the induction 
may be considered as that produced by magnetizing currents 
of similar wave-form. 

The relation between my and B, is exhibited graphically in 
fig. 3 (upper curves). These curves show that for any one 
frequency the value of yw, diminishes as the induction is 
decreased, the decrease becoming more and more rapid as 
the induction get slower. If yw, is plotted against H,, how- 
ever, it is found that, as for the bundle of wires, the portions 
of the curves for low values of H, are approximately straight 
lines, but the range over which this is true is much more 
limited for the rod than for the wire bundle, extending in 
the former only to about H =0°3. The curves appear to 
approach a definite limit for each particular frequency when 
the value of the induction becomes very low. It is seen also 
that the frequency has a marked effect on the value of pw, an 
increase in frequency being accompanied by a decrease 
in fo, the decrease being more marked for the higher 
frequencies. 

On the same diagram is shown the relation between the 
statical permeability w and the induction. 

8 also decreases as the induction is decreased, the rate of 
decrease becoming more and more rapid as the induction 
becomes lower (fig. 4). For each frequency, @ seems to 
approach a definite value when the induction is very low. 
Also an increase in the frequency is accompanied by an 
increase in 0. 

The limiting values of 6 and wy obtained from the curves 
satisty fairly well the equations obtained in §3. The values 
used have been 

VO (e) 2) Oo 

leas as 5 118  19°6 32 
i ene 155 150 142 119 
i A Go ER 53°2 96°4 172°6 349-1 
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Substituting these values in the equations 

jb = ps, sec 0, b=*tand, 

the values obtained for pw are j cr i 

155:3 153°2 LaQ Te -° LAO: 
and for k on 

"00165 © -00217 “00206 “0017 

which must be considered a fairly satisfactory agreement. 
It appears then that the experiments agree fairly well with 

the assumptions that at very low inductions the permeability 
tends to a definite limiting value, and that the lag in the 
phase of the induction at any point behind that of the 
magnetic intensity at that point is zero. 

As regards the third harmonics, 6; appears to have an 
approximately constant value for each series, its value 
decreasing as the frequency is increased, while yw, increases 
as the induction decreases, tending to a value of about 60° 
in all cases for very low inductions. 

In fig. 3 (lower curves) is shown the relation between the 
total iron loss and the induction, and the curves here show 
the marked effect of the eddy currents in increasing the loss 
of energy in such a rod as that at present being discussed. 
It will be noticed in Table V. that the calculated eddy- 
current loss is greater than the total iron loss. This 
eddy-current loss was calculated from a formula (§ 4) obtained 

a was 

constant over the section. It appears then that for a thick 
rod such as the present one these assumptions depart con- 
siderably from the truth, and the question arises how far the 
results calculated on these assumptions for any particular 
specimen are in error. Owing to the uncertainty of the eddy- 
current loss, no attempt has been made to recognize kinetic 
hysteresis in the rod. 

In fig. 5, Steinmetz’s coefficient o is plotted against Brox. 
o is seen to decrease rapidly as the induction is diminished, 
and for very low inductions takes a very low value not very 
different from zero. 

In fig. 6 the hysteresis loops are shown, for four of the 
experiments, the upper ones being the Ist and 7th of 
Table II. and the lower ones the lst and 7th of Table VL, 

ters oe ee 

on the assumptions that w was constant and that 
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shows strikingly the effect of the value of @ on the iron loss, 
In the upper ‘figure the one curve is for the highest induction 
(Bmax = 563), w here the value of @ was 14°-97: the other (for 
which each of the scales is 20 times that of the first) is for 
Bmax. =14°9, the corresponding value of @ being 2°60. In 
the lower figure the values are Bnax,=440, 0=48°62, and 
Brax. = 1279, G=127-40. The marked effect of the eddv 
currents is seen by comparing the two curves A (for which 
the value of Hyax, is the same), and also the two curves B, 
with one another. 

7. The main results obtained in this paper are as follows, 
the value of the induction being below 600. 

In a specimen in which eddy-currents were very small :- 
(1) #o diminishes with B,, and tends to a finite value for 

very small values of B,, which for the specimen was about 
157. Fora considerable range at the lower inductions py 
can be represented closely as a linear function of H,. 

(2) @ diminishes rapidly as B, diminishes, and tends to a 
very small limiting value for very low values of the induction. 

(3) 63 decreases slowly as B, diminishes, and approaches a 
value about ‘030 for the weakest fields used. 

(4) ws gradually increases as the induction decreases ant 
tends to a value of about 60° for exceeding low values of By. 

(5) Change of frequency has practically no influence on 
fy and 6. 

(6) The hysteresis loss was practically independent of the 
frequency, and so the loss due to kinetic hysteresis was too 
small to detect with certainty. 

(7) Steinmetz’s coefficient o decreases rapidly as the 
induction is decreased, and has a value not very different 
from zero for very low values of B,. 

In a specimen in which eddy currents were considerable, 
(1) wo diminishes with B, and tends to a finite value for 

very small values of B, for any particular frequency. The 
value for slow speeds was about 156. 

(2) For a limited range at low inductions, 4 can be repre-~ 
sented closely as a linear function of Hy. 

(3) @ diminishes as B, diminishes, and tends to a definite 
limiting value at very low values of the induction for each 
particular frequency. 

(4) The limiting values of ~) and @ are consistent with the 
assumption that the induction at any point is in phase with 

_the magnetic intensity at that point. 
(5) 63 is fairly constant for any particular frequency, its 

value diminishing as the frequency is increased. 
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(6) 3 increases as the induction decreases, and tends to a 
limiting value of about 60° when B, is zero. 

(7) Increase of frequency largely increases the total iron 
loss, but, owing to the uncertainty as to the eddy-current loss, 
it could not be said what part of this increased iron loss was 
due to an increase of hysteresis. 

(8) For such a rod, the formula for the eddy-current loss 

he: TwA va 

eh 
2 chee dH 

calculated on the assumptions that pw is constant and as 

constant over the section gives results which in some cases 
must be too large. 

The work described in this paper has been performed in 
the Physical Laboratory of the Melbourne University, and 
I have to record my thanks to Professor Lyle for his kind- 
ness in placing the resources of his laboratory, and ia 
particular his wave-tracer, at my disposal, and for his help 
in preparing this paper for publication. 

XIV. The Ionization of the Atmosphere over the Ocean. 
By A. 8. Eves, A., McGill University, Montreal *. 

[ is important to ascertain if the ionization of the 
atmosphere over the ovean is equal to the ionization of 

the atmosphere over the land. Ji the radium emanation in 
the atmosphere, and the penetrating radiation due to radium 
in the earth, are together the main causes of the ionization 
of the atmosphere near the surface of the earth, then it 
might be expected that the ionization over the land would be 
greater than that over the sea. For experimental evidence 
at present obtainable indicates that radium is present in sea- 
water to a markedly less degree than in the sedimentary 
rocks on land. And, since radium emanation decays to half 
value in four days, the wind is unable to transport the 
emanation from land to places in mid-ocean before the activity 
is materially decreased. 

Unfortunately, but few observations of the ionization of 
the atmosphere have been made in mid-ocean. However, 
A. Boltzmann + made daily observations with an Ebert’s 
instrument during a voyage from Dover to New York, 
Aug. 21-31, 1904. He found the number of ions present 

* Communicated by Professor E. Rutherford. 
t Physikalische Zeitschrift, 6 Jahrganz, No. 5. 
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per c.c. to be n,=1150, n_=800, ratio 15. These values 
do not differ materially from those which obtain in Germany, 
or Lapland *, or Canada, and they indicate that the ionizations 
at sea and on land are approximately the same in magnitude. 

The present paper contains an account of observations of 
the ionization of the atmosphere made from June 21 to 30, 
1906, on board the s.s. “‘ Athenia,”’ Donaldson Line, sailing 
from Montreal to Liverpool. On this voyage the weather 
was bright and very clear, and there was neither fog nor 
rain. The barometer was fairly steady, and anticyclonic 
conditions prevailed with northerly winds. The sea was 
moderate to smooth, the motion of the ship was not great, 
and at no time was there much spray on deck or in the air. 
There were few passengers and there was much deck room. 
The captain and officers were kind and obliging. It will 
be seen then that the whole conditions were exceptionally 
favourable. It was possible to select positions for observations, 
screened from the sun, so that the wind blew fresh from the 
sea, unmixed with any air from the ventilators of the steamer. 

The instrument used was the later pattern designed by 
Kbert, made by Giinther and Tegetmeyer, of Brunswick. 
A small turbine driven by clockwork draws air through a 
vertical cylinder in which is a charged rod connected to an 
electroscope. The amount of electricity per cubic metre of air 
is determined from the fall of potential indicated by the elec- 
troscope. Assuming that the charge of an ion is 3°4 x 10-", 
it is easy to deduce the number of ions present per c.c. The 
instrument gave complete satisfaction, and there was no 
trouble about insulation. It may be noted that the key for 
winding the clockwork wore out on the voyage, but the 
chief engineer readily found a substitute for it. With care 
it was possible to obtain accurate readings even in a moderate 
sea, in spite of the motion of the ship. The natural leak of 
the electroscope has remained small throughout. The only 
difficulty is that the aluminium leaves are displaced by 
convection currents when there is a sudden change of 
temperature. For example, on altering the temperature 
of a room in Montreal from 61° F. to 20° F. the leaves have 
opened from 19°7 to 25°8 divisions, indicating an apparent 
change of voltage from 157 to 178. After a few minutes 
the leaves returned to their original position, showing that 
the movement was due to convection currents. It is, therefore, 
desirable to place the instrument for half an hour or soin the 

_ position of observation before beginning to take readings. 

* G. C. Simpson found in Lapland, during 1903-1904, for the average 
values, 2, =1120, n_=972, ratio 1°2. 
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_ Before the voyage on the “ Athenia ”’ commenced, readings 
were taken on three successive days at Montreal, on the roof 
of my house, on the College Campus, and on the top of 
Mount Royal. The nailnes obtained averaged n ,=370, 

Ha =o0 1. The results are extraordinarily emai being ‘about 

one third or one quarter of those usually obianaad vat 
Montreal. The temperature was about 70° F. and there was 
a conspicuous heat-haze over -the country, and the low 
readings were probably due to this haze. On the tirst day 
of the voyage similar low values were found on the River 
St. Lawrence, 25 miles above Quebec, about 100 miles from 
Montreal. it may be stated that the mean of several 
readings taken at Montreal during the winter and spring of 
1905-6 are n, =1400, n_=1234. But on Sept. 15, 1906, 

when all the weather conditions appeared similar to those 
on the sea voyage, I found at Outremont Golf tami mie 
from the smoke of Montreal, n, =768, n_=717. 

On the voyage in the Gulf ae St. Lawrence the means ae 
the readings were »,=761, n_=743. But on the open sea 
the average values were n,=975, n_=783, ratio 1°24. 

These figures are in fairly good agreement with those found 
by A. Boltzmann, namely, n,=1150, n_=800, ratio 14. 

As the vessel approached the British Isles larger results 
were obtained, n,=1210, n_=1045. And again in the 

Irish Sea, near ane Isle of Man, the observations gave 
nm, =1273, n_=872. Here the atmosphere was extremely 
Bigar. so that the tops of the masts of distant vessels could 
be seen whilst the hulls and lower parts of the masts were 
hidden by the curvature of the earth. Such clear weather 
is usually accompanied by high ionization, just as the haze 
at Montreal probably caused the unusually low readings 
there. In consequence of these meteorological conditions 
the number of ions per c.c. near the British Isles was nearly 
three times as great as in the basin of the river St. Lawrence. 

The whole series of observations are given in tabular 
form, and are also exhibited in a chart. Each observation 
consisted of two positive and two negative readings, but the 
means of these are alone recorded. Too much weight must 
not be attached to any particular reading, because all 
observers find that the number of ions present per C¢.c. is 
often subject to rapid and apparently capricious var jations. 

The results have been given in ions per c.c., but they can 
be reduced to electrostatic units per cubic metre by multiplying 
by 3:4 x 10-*. 
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These experiments, and those of A. Boltzmann, indicate 
that the ionization over the ocean is about the same as that 
over the land. 

The ionization in the air over land is generally attributed 
to radium emanation and its successive products in the 
atmosphere, and to the penetrating rays from the active 
matter in the earth. Iam notaware that any other adequate 
cause has been suggested which will account for the pro- 
duction of positive and negative ions near the earth’s surface, 
but there may be causes with which we are not at present 
acquainted. 

Various experimenters have found that the relationship 
qz==an® does not hold good, probably owing to the presence 
of dust and impurities in the air. Thus Mache and Rimmer * 
find a==4°6x 10° for the air in a cave, and a==2°i ee 
for surface air. Whilst Townsend, McClung, and Langevin 
find for dust-free air a=1'1x10-®. But supposing that 
we take any of these values as approximately correct for the 
lower layers of the atmosphere, then, ‘since 7 is about 1000, 
we find g=1'1 to 4:6. So that if a few ions per c.c. per 
second are produced by active matter in the earth or air, the 
ionization of the atmosphere over the land surface can be 
satisfactorily explained. But Cooke has proved that the 
penetrating radiation at Montreal produces about 4 ions 
per c.c. per second in a brass vessel, and I have deduced 
from this value an estimate of the amount of radium near 
the earth’s surface +, which is in fairly good agreement with 
the amount determined by Strutt by more direct methods. 
Again, an attempt to measure the ionization due to the 
« rays from the active matter in the air leads to an estimate 
of a few ions per ¢.c. per second{t. Hence the ionization 
of air over the Jand may be satisfactorily explained by the 
active matter in the earth and atmosphere. 

A consideration of the production of ions in air over the 
ocean presents several difficulties. The following is a list of 
possible known causes, but there may be others with which 
we are not at present acquainted :— 

(1) Emanation, and its successive products, rising from 
radium contained in sea-water. 

(2) Penetrating radiation due to active matter in sea- 
water. 

* Phys, Zeit, Sept. 15, 1906. 
Tt Phil. Mag. Sept. 1906. 
t Phil. Mag. July 1905. 
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(3) Emanation, and its successive products, rising from 
radium in the land, and carried by wind to mid- 
ocean. 

(4) Charged particles due to the action of wind on the 
waves. 

(5) Charged particles due to the change of area occasioned 
by waves or ripples. 

Before considering these itis desirable to obtain an estimate 

‘of the amount of radium in sea-water. Now Strutt has 

found, as an approximate determination, that sea-salt contains 
-15 x 10-¥ grams of radium per gram of sea-salt, whilst his 
average value for 17 specimens of sedimentary rocks is 
2-2x10—” grams of radium per gram of rock. So that 
‘such rocks are about 15 times as active as sea-salt. But 

sea-salt forms about one-thirtieth part of the total constituents 
of sea-water, and we may therefore deduce that on the 
average a gram of rock contains about 450 times as much 
radium as a gram of sea-water. 

The writer also has measured the amount of radium both 
in sea-salt and sea-water. The method employed was similar 
to that described by Strutt; and the standard used was a 

solution of radium bromide ‘prepared by Dr. Boltwood, and 
of such quality that radium bromide gave per gram a heating 
effect of 110 gram-calories an hour. Four hundred grams of 
Omaha sea-salt, guaranteed pure by the importers, gave 
2:04 x 10-4 grams of radium. This value is one-seventh of 
that obtained by Strutt. Ita appears then that 1 gram of sea- 
water should contain about 6x10-” grams of radium. 
Again, Mr. C. H. T. Newton of Edinburgh University was 
good enough to collect some sea-water in mid-Atlantic 
between Montreal and Glasgow, and to forward it to me 
sealed in clean glass bottles. This water was boiled down, 
and in due course the emanation from 2500 c.c. of sea-water 
was collected and examined in an electroscope. The amount 
measured was very small and is that due, per gram of sea- 
water, to about 3 x 10—'® grams of radium. from these two 
experiments it appears safe to conclude that sea-water does 
not contain more than 6 x 10—' grams of radium per grain of 
water, or only a three-thousandth part of the average 
determined by ‘Strutt in various sedimentary rocks. It seems 
clear that the uranium denuded from the land and carried to 
sea by rivers sinks to the bottom of the ocean and ultimately 
gives rise to the supply of radium found in sedimentary rocks. 
And this view is supported by the results which Strutt found 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 74. Feb. 1907. T 
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for igneous and sedimentary rocks, because the average 
amount of radium present is approximately the same in the 
two cases. 

Ifthe amount of radium present in the sea is so small, it is 
certain that the amount of emanation rising from the ocean 
must be much less than that from the land. 

Similar conclusions may be arrived at with respect to the 
penetrating radiation due to the active matter in the ocean. 
The coefficient of absorption of the y rays of radium by 
water * equals ‘034, and since rocks are about 2°7 times as. 
heavy as water, the coefficient of absorption by rock is 
about ‘092. In other words, the y rays are reduced to half 
value after penetrating 7°5 cms. of earth, or 20°4 ems. of 
water. But if there is 500 times as much radium in the 
average rock as in sea-water, we should find the penetrating 

radiation over the ocaan to be at times that overland. But 
500 

Cooke has shown that the penetrating rays at Montreal 
produce 4 or 5 ions per c.c. per second. Hence at sea the 
penetrating radiation should be 135 times as small and 
produce only ‘03 ions per ¢c.c. per second. It may be noted 
that a crucial test of the character of the penetrating radiation 

could be made by proving such radiation entirely absent, or 
very minute, above the surface of the sea or of a large lake a 
few metres deep, at a distance of one or two kilometres from 
land. 

Again, the emanation arising from the radium in the land 
must be carried by wind over the ocean. Now it is known 
that cyclones sometimes cross the Atlantic in four or five 
days, but in steady weather, when anticyclonic conditions. 
occur, the transportation of the emanation must proceed 
more slowly ; the radium emanation decays to half value in 
four days. Hence it would be expected that the ionization 
over the ocean would be much less than on land. It is true. 
that Greenland is only 300 miles north of the course of the 
“Athenia,” but the results of Boltzmann were obtained at 
more than a thousand miles from any large area of land. 

Mache and Rimmer + found g=120 for the air in caves at 
Vienna ; and in free air g has been found to vary from 9 
to 38f. But if ais equal to 1:1x10~*, and n=1000) we 
have seen that a value of g=1 is sufficient to account for 
the ionization observed over the sea. Jt must be remembered 

* McClelland, Phil. Mag. July 1904. 
| Phys. Zeit. 15 Sept. 1906. 
t Schuster, Proc. Manchester Phil. Soc., Nov. 12, 1904. 

at | 
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too that the air over the sea is free from dust, and that 
recombination of the ions may, therefore, take place more 
slowly than on shore. Thus the diminution in the activity 
of the emanation may be more than compensated for owing 
to the slower rate of recombination of ions. 

Hence the wind-borne emanation rising from the land may 
be sufficient to account for the ionization observed over the 
ocean. 

There are further possible causes of electrification to be 
considered. Thus Lenard has shown that drops of water 
shaken against metal acquire a positive charge, and the 
surrounding air has a negative charge. The electrification 
of the atmosphere in the neighbourhood of waterfalls is well 
known. It is probable that the wind breaking the crest of 
waves at sea produces a similar result. At the end of this 
paper (Note III.) I have recorded some effects of fine spray 
in the neighbourhood of an Ebert’s instrument causing a 
rapid discharge of the electroscope, whether charged posi- 
tively or negatively. This effect was certainly not due to 
defective insulation. Holmgren has also proved that when 
the area of water is rapidly changing, owing to the formation 
of ripples, the air receives a negative charge. Inthe present 
state of our knowledge it is not possible to assign values to 
these causes. But during the voyage of the “Athenia,” in 
calm weather, when spray was absent, the number of ions 
was approximately 1000 per c.c., and it therefore seems 
probable that radioactive matter is the main cause of ioniza- 
tion, and that the ions recombine at aslowrate. Furthermore, 
it is likely that the greater part of the emanation at sea is 
earried by wind from land, whilst a very small quantity arises 
from the sea. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that the 
ionization observed in mid-ocean is in excess of that which 
would be predicted from theoretical considerations, and the 
question should receive further experimental tests whenever 
opportunities occur. Measurements should be made in mid- 
ocean of the quantity of active deposit obtained on a negatively 
charged wire. LHlster and Geitel found low values for the 
active deposit at Juist, an island in the North Sea. Simpson 
obtained similar results in Norway when the wind blew from 
the land towards Hammerfest. These results bear out the 
view that emanation does not arise freely from sea-water. 
It must also be remembered that the Ebert’s apparatus has 
limitations, for Langevin has proved that a large number of 
ions in the atmosphere move so slowly in an electric field 
that they escape detection by that means. 

12 
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One or two notes are added on some results obtained by the 
Ebert instrument. 

I, : 

The Ionization of the Air in the Physics Building, 
McGill University. 

It may be of interest to note the effect of the presence of 
radivactive matter and emanation on an Hbert instrument. 
Observations were made in various rooms in the Physics 
Building. The supply of radium is kept mainly in the 
basement. For comparison, readings were taken out of doors, 
and inthe Chemistry Building into which radium has not 
been introduced. 

The effect both of the direct rays and of the emanation of 
radium in the Physics Building is well marked. 

March 17, 1906. 

Place. * Time. My. | M_. 

| Chemistry Buildimagy gases. accesses gence’ gaa 9.30 a.m.} 1760 | 1550 

| Physics Building, basement: .............. Back tages 11.00 ,, | 6660 | 6300 

hee Ps Ve NE et 11.20 ,, | 3660 | 2740 
is ie raem, top faor..2:: 12. fie 11.40 ,, secre | Gee 

» “A Lecture Theatre, 2nd floor...| 12.15 p.m. | ...... 3640 

| Out of doors, on College Campus............-..... 2.30 bs 1690 | 1642 

Physics Building, ‘Workshop, ground floor ...... 3°00 ,, | 7160 | 4900 

II. 

The Effect of Smoke. 

On another occasion a bee-keeper’s smoker, consisting of a 
pair of bellows, with a chamber for burning tobacco, rags, or 
paper, was used to blow dense clouds of smoke around the 
Kbert’s apparatus. , 

| | 8 m_, | 

| ‘ 

Maemoke:  .,. (cde es tee 1778 1590 | 

Riiiiceks:. ly borin Mae | aero | 1000 | 

ING PORG 0.64. . ca casinge eee ee | 2060 | 
| 
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In this, as in other experiments, it was clear that the 
presence of smoke decreased the number of ions detected by 
the apparatus. A few puffs of tobacco-smoke blown into an 
electroscope will decrease the natural leak as much as 35 
per cent. The ionization current due to °3 mg. of radium 
bromide placed near an electroscope was decreased from 4°2 
to ‘7 scale-divisions per minute by the introduction of a small 
quantity of tobacco-smoke. These effects are similar to those 
first observed with an electrometer by Owens. It is clear that 
the presence of smoke, haze, or fog may cause a diminution in 
the number of ions observable by an Ebert apparatus. 

III. 

On the Effect of Spray. 

It was natural to expect that an artificially created mist 
would also diminish the number of ions detected by the 
instrument. But under the conditions of the following expe- 
riment the reverse was the case. A land-sprayer was 
obtained such as is used to sprinkle roses with fluids in order 
to destroy aphids. A horizontal current of air is driven by a 
condenser-pump towards the orifice of a small tube leading 
down to the fluid employed. In this experiment water was 
used and driven off in an exceedingly fine mist in all directions 
around, but not towards, the Ebert instrument. The electri- 
fication in the air, both positive and negative, was greatly 
increased by the spray. 

| March 18, 1906. a | v 
| Vs 

| 
| BB SEL 0 oo os ene thes 2: 5a. a ae 1640 | 1770 

| Miiaheapray sets eons, 225. eee 7070 =| 9300 

i March 20, 1906. an | 
? 

| | 

be | 
| PMG EHEAY. -22253tn 2 -Cceee He e- <o'scenitheeupu yess 1390 | 

Peveiteereaiy | | LN ES RG 5350s 
| 

When the hand-sprayer was used without water there was 
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no increase in the electrification. The increase, when water 
was present, was probably due to the friction between the air 
and water. McLennan observed the high negative potential 
of the spray from Niagara Falls, and found it sufficient to 
maintain an insulated wire at 7000 volts. When the wind 
breaks the tops of the waves at sea and forms “ white horses,” 
electrification may be caused which will increase the apparent 
number of ions observed at sea. 

Summary. 

I. The ionization of the atmosphere over the North Atlantic 
Ocean appears to be approximately the same in magnitude 
as in Kurope or North America. 

1]. The amount of radium contained in sea-water is very 
minute, and is 1/500 to 1/2000 part of the average 
amount determined by Strutt in various sedimentary 
and igneous rocks. 

IIT. Specimens of sea-water obtained from mid-Atlantic, and 
a sample of sea-salt, indicate that 1 gram of sea-water 
contains about 5 x 10—'° grams of radium. 

LV. The emanation from the radium in sea-water, and the 
penetrating radiation from the active matter contained 
in it, are insufficient to account for the ionization observed 
over the ocean. 

V. Hmanation arising from radium on land, and carried to 
to sea by the wind, is the only known cause which will 
account for the ionization effects observed over the Meee sk BS 
ocean. ‘The ionization observed is larger than would be 
anticipated from such a cause, but it is possible that the 
rate of recombination of ions over the sea may be less 
than over the land. 

I am grateful to Professor Rutherford for helpful dis- 
cussion and suggestions. I wish also to thank Mr. C. H. T. 
Newton, and the captain and officers of s.s. ‘““Athenia”’ and of 
s.3. “ Hibernian ” for their kind assistance. 

Montreal, December 1906. 
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XV. A General Solution of the Electromagnetic Relations. 
By J. W. Nicuouson, D.Sc., B.A.; Isaac Newton Student 
and Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge*. 
HE only general mode of solution of the differential 

equations of wave propagation in electromagnetic 
theory, which has led to a result directly useful for definit 
physical problems, has been that of Prof. Lambf. This 
method is concerned with the determination of a vector 
(u, v, w) simultaneously satisfying 

CV? Pie iu, v,w) =-0 

and ou ov. ow : meio Oe 

(u, v,w) being Cartesian components. The general expres- 
sion found for this vector is somewhat cumbrous, and though 
well adapted for the solution of many problems, it frequently 
leads to tedious work. In this paper, an alternative solution 
will be developed by a different process. It is of a form 
more suited to certain classes of physical problems connected 
with spheres. Although it is not really distinct from that of 
Prof. Lamb, the equivalence of the two is not easy to prove, 
involving some laborious applications of reduction formule. 
The circuital relations, and not the equation of wave motion, 
form the starting point of the investigation. Instead of the 
Cartesian components of the vectors, we treat the components 
along the three main spherical polar directions at any point. 

Let (2, y, z), (a, 6, c) be the components of electric and 
magnetic force along the directions of (7, 0, d) increasing at 
any point. We may suppose the magnetic induction and 
force to be identical, without loss of generality. The space 
elements in the three principal directions are 

(dr, rdé, rsin Odo). 
Since the work done in taking a unit magnetic pole round 

any circuit, divided by 47, is the total current crossing that 
circuit, we have 

fo dr+brd@+ cr sin 0 dw) 

= tor || Gu sin 6 U9 des + vr sin 0 dr dw +or dé dr) 

mys ¢ 
MeV at 

under the conditions supposed. 

{le sin 0d0 dw + yr sin 6 dw dr +<r dé dr) 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Proc. Lond. Math. Soe. xiii. p. 51 (1882). 
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Or (e7sind, yrsin@, zr) = V* curl (a, br, ersin @), (2) 

the differentiations in the operation “ curl” being. | 

Os \r). OF panes 
Or’? 08° ew 

In a similar manner, since the electromotive force in the’ 

circuit is the rate of decrease of the total magnetic induction, 
across it, 

(ar?sin9, brsin@, ér) =—curl (2, yr, ersinQ) -@y) 

We have further, as necessary for the existence of these 
relations, the solenoidal conditions 

div (er sin 0, yrsin' 6)  2r) = 0) ae 

div (ar sin @,., brsin.6,,;, er) =.0,-.. _ Saat 

2 fe 
the differentiations in ‘‘ diy’ ’ being 

Thus 

= Or’ 00? “Oe 

—/ sin 096 = Tae © (wt sin 8)+7-2 (b sin @) 

ie ine Ma): ica py sin) - oo) ie 
J 

Now by certain relations embodied in the circuital 
formule, 

ar oe us 2 G pes 08) : we (gr). 

- is ik . _2«) 

+30) andere oer 
Pe) 1 Oa fe) se q 

aes " sin 0 Wa sin 8) f. 
But L> : ; 

V2 YZ = = 5 5 : ° ° “ (7): 

if 2a/k is the wave-length. 
Thus with the help of (6), 

pdr) oh Oh Wing de DP ag 
or 00] 0d. sind Qe? 

+o (o sin a}. 

4 

k?a 7? sin 6 = 0 sin 
‘e 

— = 2 rsina{ 52 =a ("a 

~ 

ind 
a ied a=, 
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> -~=_ 
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The terms involving } are seen to vanish, and therefore 

fol 2 1 Pe) . Oa Bes, 1 07a 29 = 

or (77a) ~ er &( sin ed of) rip ‘sin? 0 dw? +k Te a=0. (8) 

Now a,asa function of , may be expanded in a Fourier series. 
The coefficient u(” of the term involving cos (mw + ¢'”)) 
satisfies 

rae 1 Re a as Qum™)\ —  mul™) 
pe (m) eae iA ies : aad: ee }2 29,(m) —(), YE (aru) + = A so( sim 7 50 an? 6 + hry 

Writing wtet== Sa bY (eos 0): 

where P” denotes’the associated harmonic of degree n and 

order m. 
= a Then & (2un) + (ha? —n.n+1)ur=0, | 

whose solution, finite (unless n=0) at the origin, is 

te MY, SAT 2 el (kT) 
n+s 

and the corresponding value of a becomes 

a = Ar-3J (kr). P(cos @) (cos (m@+e)). - (9) 

More generally, we must add, to the associated harmonic, an 
arbitrary multiplier of the type Q;’(cos @), and to the Bessel 
function, a multiple of J (kr). For convenience, these are 

—n—Z 

ignored, for since they have the same differential properties 
as their primary types, their contribution to any formula 
may be at once inserted. ‘The electrical component 2 must, 
by symmetry, satisfy the same differential equation as a, and 
we thus write 2 i igi i 

a= Ar—: J (#r) P27 (cos @) cos (mw +e) 
aes \ : (10) 

xv = Br-: J (kr) Pi (cos @) cos (mw + 6) 
n+3 

where (A, B) bear no necessary relation to one another. 
They may be supposed to include a time factor exp. th vt, 
and a summation to be made for all integral values of 
mand n. 

The remaining components now require calculation, and 
are somewhat more difficult to obtain. 
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We have 

o (csin 80) — oe = rz sin 
re) 3 

tkrx sin @ . 
SeMGaE (11) 

and by the solenoidal relation, 

fs) de sin 6 2. 
ny; (6sin 0) + Serger mC 2). 

Thus (6, c) each consist of two bn of different forms, 
one derived from a, and the other from «. 

Performing the operations (2, 2, . sin a) on (18 

and (12), and subtracting, we obtain, since 2 

ear 5 pp ee: eee 5g 0m ie (b sin 9) —m?b = parce (ar? sin? @) 

tkr Ow 
ae sin § — ne (13) 

Put b=6,+ 0,, where 0; and b, are the portions to which 
a and & respectively give rise. 

The factors Sune ry in b; and by are respectively 

| ie: 
r ie 

rd and rd, 

where J is briefly written for J (kr). 
placa 

Making the substitutions 

b= ith . 23 . 6; cos (mea +e) 
yr dr 

1 J (14) 

Up = ar B. a . 0; Sin (mm + 6) 

where (0; a are functions of 9 oe we obtain 

a sin 0 SO sin 0) —m7d, = sf { sin? @P?(cos @){ (15) 

pe sin 0— p (85 sin 0) —m?6, = sin OPy(cos@) . . . (16) 
dO ° aed : 

and deduce at once, 

, Bee 1 P7 (cos 0) 

2 ney * sin O° -” 
(17) 
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If » = cos@, the sa for 6, becomes 

d 
S , oe ae 4 (sin 0) — a 6, sin 8 aie J1—p? . Pe (un) os 

Now 1 pda 5 Sie ) 
pe = a m+1. Prartn+m é ni}: 

Also 

1l—p’. . =n+m.P,j,— ice 

= meet nim.Poarn. mint LP yi} 

Thus on reduction 

In+1. Sp Pp”) = = nbn an. Py —n+2.. tot LP 

The Seas 

6, sin 6=pPy1t+-¢gPati 
is therefore Pes hae oe 

d m 

a 1—p? si (d, sin 8) — =—n.n—1.pP,_ 

etal oe ge 

The equation (15) is therefore satisfied if 

__ n-m a n—m+1 

a eee. 1? Dies n+1.2n41V 

and thus, 
iy i fnrntm on n—mt+lum ' 

aes a n a eg n+1 n+1 

aa 6 aP? 

~n.nbk du ~ 19) 

on reduction. 
Thus 

b=b,4+6, 

Asin? d ., dP, 
as nt 1dr . Pa) . ee (mo + €) 

tim Bro? 
ie ig eure ye J. Pr(w) sin(mwt+e).. (20) 
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Again, 

The portion of 

BOG = : ee (73J) . O cos (mw +e), 

where 

n.nt+1.0O= . : Detar? .n+1.P, sme 
¢ s . 

ae mee. 

Thus 

Bee, Ad 7 Pi (u) cos ‘(een 
0a nh «Rae a * sin 

— J sin go sin (mw+6), 

from which e follows at once. 
The calculation of y and < is now immediate. 

Writin 2 

A= ninth ~dae | 

B= \n.n+1.Dz 
tk 3 

oe involving the constant A has the value 

(21) 

(22) 

where (0%, D™) are arbitrary, the components of magnetic 

force become 

; (mo + €n) : a ‘n a ae n 

nv 

cos (mw + €n) = Ud Be oe cane 3J). sin 0 

pe . vv 

—mDrr-J . =", sin (mot o,) 
sl nO 

m 
m 1 ° dP an 

c= Drr-2Jd . sin @—~ cos (mw + on ) 
hi. - 

ae on = a (33) Pe 

ae dr ‘sin O° 
. sin (ma+en) sae (23) 
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where J may now be taken as J (47) +An J (hr). 
n+35 —n—3 

Anan, Im (es; w,, 2). or (a, .0, .)5,.we.add to. Pr. an 
arbitrary multiple of the associated harmonic of type Q”, and 
perform a summation for all integral values of m and n, we 
obtain the most general solution of the circuital relations 
corresponding to wave motion. In this form, the results are 
more appropriate to electromagnetic problems involving 
spheres, than those ordinarily given, their main utility lying 
in the fact that they give the radia] and transversal com- 
ponents directly. For example, the period equations of free 
vibration of the space between two conducting spheres may 

be written down at once, and are seen to be independent of 
the question as to whether the vibrations are symmetrical * 
or tesseral. 

XVI. Diurnal Periodicity of the Spontaneous Ionization of 
_ Air and other Gases in Closed Vessels. By ALEXANDER — 

Woop, B.A., D.Sc. (Glas.), Lecturer, Emmanuel College, 
Cambridge; and Norman R. Camepsnit, VW.A., Fellow of 
Trinity College, Cambridge t. 

Le a stream of air be drawn through a metal vessel which 
is subsequently sealed up, the spontaneous ionization in 

the vessel undergoes a progressive change which has been 
investigated by several observers. Since the conclusions 
reached were various and sometimes conflicting, a new and 
careful series of experiments was undertaken. It was soon 
found that the phenomenon was more complicated than had 

* Phil. Mag. May 1906; Macdonald, ‘ Electric Waves,’ chap. 3. 
+ Communicated by Prof. J. J. Thomson. 
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at first been supposed; for, imposed upon the progressive 
change of the ionization, which may continue for some weeks, 
there is a periodic diurnal variation of the ionization. It 
was considered advisable to investigate this latter change 
more completely, abandoning for the present the original 
purpose of the research. 

The existence of such diurnal variations has been suspected 
by several observers. Both of the authors*, when conducting 
separate experiments on spontaneous ionization, have been 
troubled by inexplicable variations in the current through 
their vessels; the current seemed smallest in the afternoon. 
Jaffét+ also noticed the variations, and investigated them in 
some detail, concluding that there was a minimum at 2 P.M. 
Borgmann{ states that the minimum of ionization is at 3 P.M. 
The first three observers had all worked at Cambridge, but 
since their experiences agree with those of Borgmann, it is 
probable that the effects are not due to local causes. A 
similar diurnal periodicity of the amount of radioactive 
emanation in the atmosphere has been observed by Dike §. 
His curve is obtained from the observations on six days only, 
so that it is impossible to attach much importance to its 
details, but its principal maximum (1 A.M.) agrees fairly 
well with one of the maxima of the ionization in our vessels. 

As it was desired to vary the gas in which the ionization was 
to be measured as well as the metal of which the vessel was 
made, the first difficulty to be solved was the construction of 
a vessel which would hold hydrogen or coal-gas for several 
weeks. In the end the following device was adopted. The 
vessel, which had a capacity of about 6000 ces., was placed 
on a brass plate and covered with a glass bell-jar. The bell- 
jar was cemented down to the plate with marine glue, and 
could then be exhausted and filled with any required gas. 
As the experimental vessel was thus placed in an atmosphere 
of the gas, no precautions were necessary to have it absolutely 
gas-tight. An insulated electrode passed through the brass 
piate up into the vessel, and the vessel was kept charged to 
a constant high potential in the usual way. The arrangement 
was found to hold a good vacuum for a considerable time. 
In order to obtain continuous readings of the ionization in 
the vessel, a device employed by Bronson || was used. The 

* N. R. Campbell, Phil. Mag. April 1905, p. 534; A. Wood, zbid. 
. 662. 

. + G. Jaffé, Phil. Mag. Oct. 1904, p. 556. 
{ J.J. Borgmann, see ‘ Science Abstracts,’ 1904, No. 1580. 
§ ‘Terrestrial Magnetism,’ vol. xi. No. 3, p. 128. 
|| H. Bronson, Phil. Mag. Jan. 1906, p. 148. See also C. Nordman, 

Comptes Rendus, cxxxviil. pp. 1418-1420 & 1596-1599. 
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electrode was connected to one pair of quadrants of a 
quadrant electrometer, and also to earth through a vessel, 
containing air ionized by uranium, which acted as a high 
resistance. The other pair of quadrants of the electrometer 
were connected to earth, and in this way the readings of the 
electrometer were, for smali variations, directly proportional 
to the ionization. During the day the spot of light from the 
mirror was read on a scale in the ordinary way—the value 
of the scale readings being found by comparison with a 
potentiometer. At night the spot was projected on to a 
clock-driven drum covered with bromide-paper, and the 
initial and final readings of the potential being known from 
the scale readings, the intermediate values could be found by 
measurement of the trace. 

It was thus possible to experiment with any gas in a vessel 
of any metal, and at first a great many combinations were 
tried. A zinc vessel was filled successively with hydrogen, 
coal-gas, carbon dioxide, and air; a lead vessel with carbon 
dioxide, coal-gas, and air; and a ce vessel with air. As the 
apparatus took some time to adjust itself, it was found to be 
impossible to study the initial changes in the ionization, but 
a record of the subsequent changes extending over several 
days, and in some cases over several weeks, was obtained. 
Curves have been drawn to represent these changes, and it 
will be seen that they exhibit two main features. ioe 
cases there is a gradual increase of the ionization with the. 
time. This had been previously observed by Burton and 
McLennan*, but whereas they found the increase to be rapid 
at first, then to fall away, and finally to cease altogether, 
leaving the ionization at a steady value, we found a fairly 
steady i increase, which was maintained over a period of ten 
days or more. It is just possible that this difference is to 
be explained in some way by the differences in size of the 
vessels used. 

This increase occurred in the case of lead with each of the 
gases tried, and so would seem to be characteristic of the 
metal rather than of the gas. The curves representing the 
change of ionization with time are shown for lead and carbon 
dioxide in fig. 1, and for lead and coal-gas in fig. 2. The 
abscissee are hours of the day, and the ordinates are the cor- 
responding values of the ionization. Hach separate curve 
represents one day. It will be seen that the curves lie 
successively above one another and that: they differ by ap- 
proximately equal intervals. In the case of zinc, however, 
no such increase has been found except in the single case 

* Phys. Review, iv. 1903. 
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when the vessel contained coal-gas. Coal-gas is so uncertain 
in composition that little importance is attached to this 
result. Air was enclosed in the zine vessel on the 10th of 
‘August this year, and its ionization measured on our scale 
was found to be 0°513. It was left enclosed until the 12th 
of October, and the ionization was then 0°521. The behaviour 
of the tin was similar to that of the lead, and showed a 
gradual increase in the ionization extending over the whole 
period of the investigation. 

By far the most interesting feature of the curves, however, 
is their periodic character. “This is quite well marked in the 
curves for lead, indeed it was in the curves for lead and 
carbon dioxide that it was first noticed. It will be seen that 

Fig. 1 
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in fig. 1 each curve shows a very rie ed maximum at a time 
varying from 21 hours (9 P.M.) to 23 hours (11 P.M.) and a 
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minimum between 12h. and 15h. Not quite so well 
defined but still quite obvious are the second maximum 
occurring between 8 h. and 11 h., and the second minimum 
occurring between 2h. and 6 h. The curves for lead and 
carbon dioxide thus show a double daily period. Looking 
now at the curves for lead and Aine (fig. 2), we find that 
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the scale to which they are drawn makes them appear more 
regular, but the same features are apparent. Once more 
each curve shows a well marked maximum between 20 h. and 
23 h., anda minimum between 12 h.and16h. Another maxi- 
mum may be observed between 7h. and 10 h., and a second 
minimum between 3h.and 6h. From this and other similar 
evidence it is concluded that the periodic variation of the 
ionization in the vessel is independent of the nature of the 
gas enclosed. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 74. Feb. 1907. U 
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The next point of importance was to determine whether 
the periodicity was peculiar to lead vessels. Fig, 3 shows a 
set of curves drawn for zinc and carbon dioxide similar to 
those already given for lead. Here again the periodicity is 
quite evident, and the above noted maxima and minima can 
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all be recognized. One very marked difference in this diagram 
is the frequent intersection of the curves representing suc- 
cessive days. This is due to the fact that little or no per- 
manent increase in the ionization occurred. Several other 
similar sets were obtained for zinc, the gases used including 
coal-gas, air, and hydrogen. All the sets showed the same 
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periodie variation; and hence we are forced-to conclude that 
this periodicity is ‘independent not only of the gas enclosed 
in the vessel but also of the metal of which the vessel is 
made, Mean curves for the three different sets of curves 
already given were drawn and are represented in fig. 4. 
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This brings out the similarity still more clearly, and is 
sufficient justification for drawing a single mean curve to 
represent the three sets of results, This is shown in fig. 5 
(p. 272). 

For subsequent results it will be more convenient to draw 
our curves in a somewhat different way. It was assumed 
that the permanent increase of ionization which took place 
from day to day with lead and with zinc (when coal-gas was 
enclosed) was uniform throughout each day. Its value was 
found by comparing the mean values of the ionization on 
each of two consecutive days. The corresponding day’s 

U 2 
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values of the ionization were then corrected for the rise, and 
the excess or defect of the value of the ionization for een 
hour of the day from the mean value for the day was plotted. 
In this way all the later curves were obtained. 

Fig. 5. 
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The periodic character of the variation was at first attri- 
buted to temperature as the most probable cause, and one of 
Callendar’s patent recording thermometers, kindly put at 

- our disposal by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Com- 
pany, was installed alongside of the apparatus. It was found 
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to be impossible to connect the temperature curve with the 
ionization curve in any way. The temperature curve had 
only one maximum and one minimum, so that if there be 
any connexion between the two curves the periodicity of the 
lonization must depend on some differential coefficient of 
the temperature. Then, again, the nature of the temperature 
curve depended entirely on the hot-water pipes, and was 
quite different on Saturdays and Sundays from the rest of 
the week, whereas we were unable to detect any change 
whatever in the character of our curves on these days. 

The next quantity, variations of which were measured with 
a view to connecting them with the variations of the ioniza- 
tion, was atmospheric potential. It was at once evident that 
there was a close similarity between the curves representing 
the simultaneous variation of the two quantities. For some 
time, the atmospheric potential recorder at the Observatory 
here was run with the kind assistance of Mr. A. R. Hinks, 
but in the end it was found to be unnecessary, as the very 
full data published of the observations at Kew, when used 
instead, brought out the same similarity and at the same 
time showed that it could not be due to local causes. 

In figs. 6 to 10 the ionization curves and the atmospheric 

ES 
ATMOSPHERIC POTENTIAL CURVE: ea 1905, 

FE: X\/ONIZATLON CUR (906. 

potential curves for the same month are plotted together. 
There is no connexion between the scales representing the 
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values of the two quantities. They are so chosen as to give 
nearly the same range in the two cases. 

Fig. 7. 
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Lead was found to give a somewhat oreater mean daily 
range than zinc, but the smaller total ionization of the zine 
made the pr oportional range greater for zinc than for lead. 
In nine successive days in August the value of this ratio 
was 0°12, 0°09, 0°17, 0-14, 0°18, 0°16, 0°12, 0-14, 0-09; this 
gives a mean of 0: 12, so that the variation in the ionization 
in the course of one day amounts to about 12 per cent. of 
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the whole. On comparing corresponding curves in figs. 6 to 
10, it will be seen that the general forms of the curves are 
the same and that the maxima and minima cor respond very 
closely. In order to make it quite clear that this does not 
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depend on the drawing of the curves, a table is given of the 
times at which actual maxima and minima points were 
observed. The times at which corresponding maxima and 
minima occurred are placed alongside one another in the 
same vertical column, the times for the atmospheric potential 
curves being always placed first. 
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Month. |. 1st Min. | Ist Max. 2nd Min. 2nd Max. 
| Pos pete bail 5 

ae aa | 4h. Gh. | 10h. 12h. | 14h. 14h. | 19h. Qh. 
March ......) 4h. 3h. | 8b. Gh. | 14h. 14h. | Q1h. Ah. 
ated 2.0... 4h. 5h. | Oh. Sh. | 14h. 17h. | Qh. 4h. 
Fone ......| 4h. 5h | Oh. Sh.°) 16h, 102h | Shee 
August ....... 4h. 4b. | 8h. 6h. | 15h. 14h. | Qh, 23h. | 

Means....... 4h. 43h.) 9b. 8h. | 14h. 14h. | 21h, 23h. 
' i ! ? a 

The close agreement of all these figures, and especially of 
the means, seems to be sufficient to establish a connexion 
between the two quantities involved. It may be noted that 
the atmospheric potential curves represent observations in 
fine weather only, while our observations were taken quite 
irrespective of weather conditions. So far as we could tell 
the weather conditions were entirely without effect on the 
ionization. 

An attempt was made to analyse these curves into Fourier 
series without success. The curves were smoothed out and 
account was taken of the first four components, but no con- 
stant results were obtained. The apparatus has recently 
been improved, and in future months it is hoped that obser- 
vations may be taken more continuously. In this way 
smoother curves may be obtained, and these may possibly 
analyse. 

Briefly, then, the paper seeks to establish the following 
points :— 

(1) The ionization in a closed vessel undergoes a per- 
manent increase for a considerable time after the 
gas contained in it has been enclosed, but this in- 
crease depends on the nature of the vessel, being 
comparatively large for lead and tin vessels and 
negligible for zine vessels. 

(2) Superimposed on this variation of the ionization is a 
periodic variation haying two maxima and two 
minima each twenty-four hours. 

(3) In their main features the curves representing this 
periodic change are the same as the curves repre- 
senting the variations of atmospheric potential, and 
it is hoped in a later paper to establish a connexion 
between the two variations. For a possible con- 
nexion the reader may be referred to Richardson’s 
letter to ‘ Nature ’*. 

The authors welcome snotliee opportunity for expressing 
their indebtedness to Professor Thomson. 

* ‘Nature,’ April 26, 1906, p. 607. 

> 
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XVII. On Spark Potentials in Liguid Dielectrics. 
By Die Ee, SHAW *. 

JN June of last year I read a paper before the Physical 
Society of London on the above subject ; it was pub- 

lished in the Phil. Mag. for October. Since then Mr. R. F. 
Earhart has produced a paper (Phys. Rev. xxiii. pp. 358-369, 
Nov. 1906) which covers to some extent the same ground. 
As his results are somewhat at variance with mine it seems 
of interest to briefly compare and contrast them. 

The conditions are different in several ways:—(1) He 
uses a 110-volt 60-cycle circuit stepped up by a transformer 
to 2200 volts; I used a 400-volt steady current, a town- 
lighting circuit. (2) He works up to 1000+ volts; I used 
up to only 400 volts. (3) He uses a plane surface and a 
spherical one of 25:4 mm. diam., whereas I used a plane and 
a small sphere of 2 mm. radius. (4) His surfaces are steel, 
mine of iridio-platinum. (5) He immerses the whole of the 
contact surfaces in the oil used; I used a drop between the 
two surfaces, renewed for each experiment. (6) The smallest 
discharge distance in his work is 3 microns, whereas I used 
distances as small as 0°25 micron. (7) His work is confined 
to four oils, whereas I worked on fifteen oils and other liquids. 

Seeing how the conditions differ in his apparatus and mine, 
it is scarcely strange that the results also should differ. To 
contrast the results:—(1) He finds the potential gradient 
for small distances greater than for large ones, there being a 
“knee” for potential 330. In my curves, half of the liquids 
show such variation in strength, as potential varies, that for 
them it seems impossible to state a potiential gradient. 
(2) The potential gradient found by him is in all cases much 
less than in my experiments, and the curves for liquids do not 
appear to cross the air-line, as is the case in all my experi- 
ments. (3) He finds, as I did, that for small distances air 
insulates better than liquids. (4) The most striking result 
of his research is the indication of the “knee” in the curves. 
He finds this to be at 330 volts, which is the same as for 
sparks in air. 

In view of this last result I have examined my results to 
see if there is any indication of a “ knee” in my curves also. 
As the accompanying figure shows, there seems to bea “‘ knee ” 
in some cases. It is pronounced for pentane, linseed oil, fusel 
oil, and rape oil. It is slight for ‘heptane, castor oil, and 
turpentine ; whereas for olive oil, codliver oil, hexane, and 
octane there is no clear indication of a change of the kind. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Again, as in Mr. Earhart’s results, the “knee” occurs at 
the same voltage as the “knee” for air, which in my appa- 
ratus is 300 volts. But for Mr. Earhart’s paper probably I 
should not have noticed this peculiarity in these curves. 

400 

300 

YOLTs. 

3 
_ MICRONS. 

The “ knee” is not distinct as for air; and since all sparking 
-distances are very uncertain it is natural to draw a line 
roughly through the plotted points and to disregard variations 
from the straight. 

Though this “knee” seems to be established for some 
cases I am not convinced that it is true always, e. g. for 
olive oil, codliver oil, hexane, and octane, under the conditions 
of my experiments. 
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Mr. Earhart tested four liquids—olive oil, paraffin, trans- 
former oil, and kerosene. For the first three of these direct 
comparison can be made with my results. 

For paraffin and transformer oil I found a breaking-down 
of insulation (7. e. the equivalent of a “ knee”) at 175 volts 
and 200 volts respectively, whereas for these as for the other 
liquids Earhart obtained the change at 330 volts. These 
considerable differences may be explained by the very different 
conditions of the two methods. 

XVIIT. On the Introduction of Doppler’s Factor into the 
Solution of the Equations of the Electron Theory. By 
L. DE LA Rive *. 
HE transformation of Maxwell’s equations takes place as 

follows. The equations are f :— 

it dH 
Com DS aa ge (1) 

eurl He be? + Apu. ay Wptts. Phat we ene) 
: : (f 

_ For regions of space not containing any electric charges, 

i div BD = 0; 

For a volume-distribution of electricity of density p 
measured in electromagnetic units, 

div D = @: 

The distribution of H being solenoidal, we put 
weak ae Bre Ae sie sk) 

whence GH 7 div RS Wrh sos. (4) 

Putting curl A for H in (1), we have 

eurl a =p re Cue By. | a (5) 

and, on integrating, 

dotD = — sia 6 
TU == dt d, e ° ° ° . ( ) 

V¢ being a constant of integration whose curl is zero. Let 
the auxiliary vector A be arbitrarily connected with the 
function ¢ by the relation 

d 
vas? 0. Stor sg (7) 

* Communicated by Prof. J. H. Poynting, F.R.S. 
+ Mathematische Einfiihrung in die Elektronentheorie, yon A. H. 

Bucherer, p. 76, 
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Differentiating (6) with respect to t, we obtain 

aD eee CA (8) 
dt Wed? sed bat 

hence, using (2) and (8), | 

ee eRe eh Vdd 

At 

eur) = Tete re ae ee ee 

and by (7) PA | 

a = V°A = 4npu. 

A similar equation may be obtained for $; and so we 
arrive at the system of equations :— 

1 7s 
P de —-VyWrA = teen a hala (L.) 

i Tek ip 
ra ee *h = dirpy’, . ... 

B= core. i. . . 

il fal 

oa Any? dt = 7 V@. - (LV.) 

Consider the point P, of the field at the instant %, and 
suppose that the values Of g@ and A have been propagated to 
it from the electron with the velocity of light v1 They have 
therefore been emitted by the electron at an instant ¢ such 
that the radius vector at that instant has the value 

re ut,—.). + s.r 
Let now ty) be regarded as constant, and let @ and A 

be expressed as functions of r by means of equation (6). 
Then 

Gr (ye asthe ON d7A 
ike vw s ary ¢ 3 

ae dr? dt dr? 

and equations (I.) and (II.) become 
2 
oo — Vib = Anpu, .. . . ae 
dr 

P —V76 =Azpv’. ... > . ee 
dr” 

A theorem of Beltrami’s gives for a function ¢ of rata 
point Po, 

donee a Ge # yi) ae: 
dr 
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the volume integral being extended throughout infinite space, 
eC by (I. a) and am ay 

and a similar expression may be Ae for A. In accord- 
ance with (6), each volume element of the integral should be 
considered at the instant ¢ defined by the relation 

t= t)—-- 
U 

Let us consider the nature of the variable t defined by (6), 
t) being regarded as constant. Let the whole of space be 
divided up by spherical surfaces of radius 7, varying from 
zero to infinity, corresponding to values of ¢ varying from to 
to minus infinity. I call ¢ the time of enussion ; and it is 
evident that to a positive increment dr there corresponds a 
negative increment vdt, since all the emissions are considered 
with respect to the same instant ¢) at Po. 

On the other hand, Maxwell’s ein and their trans- 
formations are dir ectly applicable to points such as P, of the 
field, which may be termed the transmission field, where 
the function g@ and its derivatives, whether with respect. to 
time or with respect to the space variables, are the result of 
the propagation of these quantities from the emitting source. 
Since our equations apply to the point P,, it is necessary 
to consider an elementary variation of ¢, and of the position 
of P,, the differentials concerned being denoted by do, 
ax, dyo, dz. 

Regarding both ¢ and ¢ as variable in (6), we have 

de siogig-ane . ee ae) 

E Ee 

N 

Po 

Let E and E’ be the two positions of the electron at the 
instants ¢ and ¢+dt of emission. The path EE’ described by 
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the electron is udt ; and on projecting it on the radius vector 
EP,, we have ~ 

EN = —dr = udt cos (ur), 

reckoning r in a direction from E towards P,. On inserting 
for dr its value given by (7), we find 

dt, = at(1 =" c0s (wr) ). _ |.) 

T call ¢, the time of transmission; and the relation (8) shows 
that for a point P, the ratio of the elementary variations of 

t and ¢, is constant. The ratio a) which may be termed 

Doppler’s Factor, is the ratio of the duration of a phenomenon 
of emission to the duration of the same phenomenon when 
transmitted, such duration being supposed. sufficiently short 
in comparison with the time required by light to travel from 
E to P,. Its value becomes unity when the velocity of 
propagation is at right angles to the radius vector, since in 
that case the source of emission neither recedes nor approaches; 
and it would become zero if w were equal to v and the angle 
between the two directions were to vanish, since the source 

itself would then, with all its consecutive emissions, arrive at 
the same instant at P,. 

Now that the ratio oe which we shall denote by K, is 

known and has been shown to be constant whatever the value 
of 7, and that equation (II.) as well as the other equations of 
the system relate to the transmission space, we see that, 
replacing, for the sake of greater clearness, the vectorial by 
the cartesian expressions, 

L Pb ae Cp &d oe 
oie ey zi v dt, 

or, putting 

dt.=Kdi, dz,=Kda. fy, 22 ee 

iene tne te | = Kelme’. 
a de dx dy? 

The first member of the equation again assumes the form 
which lends itself to the change of variable and the appli- 
cation of Beltrami’s theorem, but it becomes necessary to 
examine whether this theorem is not modified by the change 
of variables. 
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ih 
{ da dt, 

in which dw, dy, dz are respectively equal to dz,, dy,, dz, 

divided by K, is identically equal to 

1 ( @¢ 
K ee dt, 3 

. wy she die 2 
and this holds good even on replacing 72 by of. since 

dr,= Kar. ape 
On the other hand, in the demonstration of Beltrami’s 

theorem, as in that of an analogous theorem of Green’s, the 
point P, is surrounded by a sphere whose radius tends towards 
zero, and the surface-integral 

0) 
\¢ dr ag 

extended over the surface of the sphere, is considered. On 
substituting, as above, dw,, dy,,dz, for dw, dy, dz, the integral. 
becomes 

The volume-integral 

1 
pik a iG i 

1K ere rr K To, 

whence 

47o, = K| [So-v9 | dt, 

oy 

¢, = K? { (jar. 

On now replacing dr by dr,/K’, the factor K disappears. 
Thus, taking into account the field of emission and that of 
transmission, we see that the factor in question is not 
introduced, although it was necessary to mention this fact. 

Since, however, it is necessary to complete the expression 
for ¢, by the introduction of K into the denominator in 
order that the analytical results may accord with those 
obtained directly by Lorentz without the use of the notion of 
propagation, and with the experimental facts connected with 
oscillatory and circular motions of the electron, it becomes 
necessary to have recourse to a mechanical hypothesis 
involving this modification. ; 

I believe that the hypothesis according to which the 

and therefore 
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dimension of the electron parallel to the radius vector is 
modified in the desired ratio is a matter of controversy. In 
effect, this change of dimension is by no means justified by the 
subdivision of the electron into its elements of volume, each 
of which must correspond to an instant of emission, giving a 
slightly different value to the radius vector. This integration 
throughout the volume of the electron occurs in determining 
the mean radius vector, which only differs from the radius 
vector of the centre by a quantity of the second order. 

This may be shown as follows in the case of rectilinear 
motion. On taking P, as origin and the velocity wu as parallel 
to the z-axis, we find, by eliminating ¢,—t, the radius vector 
at the instant of emission expressed as a function of the co- 
ordinates of the electron at the instant ¢,. This expression, in 
which s is equal to (1—w?/v"), is as follows *:— 

Le OEE TOK: <4 0k SS |< a+ VP +a eI. 

This corresponds to the centre of the electron; it is 
required to find the variation of 7 due to the variation of the 
co-ordinates, and for this purpose the above expression is 
differentiated with respect to x, y, z, and then dw, dy, dz are 
replaced by 2’, y’, 2’, which represent the co-ordinates of a 
point in the interior of the electron relatively to its centre. 
This gives | 

Ee SG, 83 a 

se era f+ by +5. |. 
x/D, y/D, =/D are very nearly equal to the cosines of the 

angles made bv the radius vector with the axes, since D is equal 
to V/ (y?+22)s +2, which is equal to the radius vector at #, if 
we suppose s equal to 1. It is required to find the mean 
variation of dr for all points of the volume of the electron ; 
and this is done by integrating the above expression over the 
entire volume and dividing by the volume. Now each term 
when integrated with respect to the variable which it contains 
gives a result which is a square and has the same value at the 
two limits +/ and —/ which represent the dimensions of the 
volume; the integral therefore vanishes, and the mean radius 
differs from the central one only by an infinitesimal of the 
second order. This is not so if ris multiplied by K, since 
u/v itself is not even necessarily a very small quantity of the 
first order. 

The hypothesis which I propose as complying with plausible 
conditions consists in supposing that the action of the clectron 
in motion is due to an oscillatory state of the ether, which is 

* Bucherer, Linfithrung in die Elektronentheorie, p. 84. 
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propagated with the velocity of light. The ratio dt,/dt is 
thus found to be introduced as a denominator into the velocity 
of the oscillating mass, since Doppler’s factor modifies the 
duration of the oscillation propagated. Now the momentum 
being proportional to the velocity, it is momentum in the. 
electromagnetic field that fulfils the requirements outlined 
above, and this involves the assumption that field-intensity is | 
of the nature of momentum. 

In a memoir published by Byjerknes*, on the analogy 
between the steady electromagnetic field and the hydro- 
dynamic field, the author shows that field- intensity in the 
electromagnetic field is analogous to momentum in the hydro- 
dynamic one. There is between his conclusions, to which I 
would draw attention, and the necessity of introducing 
Doppler’s factor, a concordance which is worthy of notice. 

XIX. On the Thermodynamical Theory of Radiation. 
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

Mr. ‘TucKERMAN’s criticisms + appear to be based on a mis-. 
understanding of my position. He brings as-an objection 
to my argument, that the temperature T is “a quantity which 
is and can be defined only in terms of the properties of 
matter.” 
My argument was directed against the thermodynamical 

proof of the laws of radiation. It is therefore sufficient for 
my reductio ad absurtum that according to the thermo- 
dynamical theory underlying this proof it is possible to 
attribute temperature to the ether. (In the thermodynamical | 
proof in question we are concerned with an imaginary heat- 
engine, using ether as working substance, and working 
between temperatures T, and T,.) 

Apart from this, however, I wish to take this opportunity 
of remarking that it is quite easy to eliminate the idea of 
temperature “completely from my original paper f. Let us 
agree to measure the warmth of the radiator by a quantity H, 
which is to be equal to the average energy of a principal degree 
of freedom in the radiator, and therefore in the ordinary 
notation, to LRT. 

The Sai one function @ must be a function of A, KH, V, e, 
m,and K. There are now six independent quantities and 
four independent physical units, namely those of length, 
mass, time, and inductive capacity. As before, we can_ 
combine the six quantities in two independent ways. so as to 

* Archives des Sciences phys. et nat. 1905, t. xx. p. 325. 
+ Phil. Mag. Nov. 1906, p. 498. 
t Proc. Roy. Soc. A. Ixxvi. p- 545. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 74. Feb, 1907. xX 
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obtain a pure number, say 
é = Him V5 2 cy a en 

and, in order that @ may be of the dimensions of energy per 
unit volume per unit wave-length, we find that ¢ must be of 
the form 

$ =r (cr, 605 
whence, on passing to the limit as before, we obtain 

@=AA*HS(AE). 
Stefan’s formula follows on integration with respect to X% 

in the form SH, the value 8 being of course identical with 
the former 16 R~‘o. 

Hence it appears that the argument can be modified ' 
without trouble, so that the conception of temperature dis-— 
appears altogether, being replaced by the conception of 
energy. The objection brought against my original argu- 
ment, namely, that “temperature is and can be defined 
only in terms of the properties of matter, and in fact in 
terms of properties which are common to all matter,” must, I 
think, be withdrawn when “energy” is substituted for 
“temperature.” J. H. JEANS. 

Princeton, N.J. : 

XX. Notices respecting New Books. 
The Electron Theory. A Popular Introduction to the new Theory 

of Electricity and Maynetism. By EK. BH. FouRNIER D’ALBE, 
B.Se., A.R.C.Se. With a Preface by G. JOHNSTONE STONEY, 
M.A., SeD., F.R.S. London: Longmans, Green, 0g 
1906. Pp. xxiv+312, 

HE great interest which is being evinced by all educated people 
in the new views regarding the nature of matter that have 

been forced upon the scientific world by the brilliant researches of 
the last decade should secure a wide circulation for this book. In 
simple and easy language, free from unnecessary technicalities, 
the author presents to his readers an account of the electron 
theory, and shows how the theory may be made to interpret in a 
satisfactory manner all the old familiar facts, as well as discoveries 
of more recent origin. A brief sketch of the development of the 
electron theory is first given, and is followed by an account of the 
elementary facts of electricity and magnetism, couched in terms 
suitable to the new conceptions introduced by the electron theory. 
This part of the book is, in a sense, an elementary text-book 
written on entirely up-to-date lines. A commendable feature is 
the frequent use of arithmetical calculation for the purpose of 
arriving at results which give the reader a correct notion of the 
magnitude of the various effects discussed. The later chapters 
are mainly devoted to recent advances, and include an account of 
the electromagnetic theory of light, of magneto-optic phenomena, 
of radio-activity, and a discussion of the constitution of the 
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electron and the dimensions of electrical quantities. There are a 
few obvious slips, such as the one on p. 69, line 6 from the bottom, 
where “ dynes ” should read “ ergs.” 

To all who wish for a simple and easily-digested account of the 
electron theory we can heartily recommend this work, to which 
Dr. Johnstone Stoney contributes an interesting preface. 

Aether: a Theory of the Nature of Aether and its Place in the 
Universe. By Huen Wovuns, M.D., M.A.O., B.Ch., B.A., 
D.P.H. London: “The Electrician” Printing and Publishing 
Co., itd. 1906. Pp. xu+100. 

Accorpineé to the author of this book, aether consists of very 
minute particles in complete contact, without any intervening 
spaces between. The solar system is immersed in ‘an enormous 
volume of swiftly-flowing aether.’’ The resistance offered to the 
free flow of aether by the partially impervious bodies floating in it 
gives rise to ‘‘ whirls,’ which, “ by their continual action, make 
the bodies more or less spherical, and set them rotating,” while the 
whirl surrounding a body tends to draw other bodies in its neigh- 
bourhood “ centripetally towards the centre of the solid spherical 
body.” Hence gravitation may be accounted for “in a perfectly 
rational manner.” All other physical occurrences, such as the 
phenomena of heat, light, magnetism, electricity, &c., are made to 
follow in a similar “ rational manner ” from “ the author's theory.” 
And lest there should be some captious critics ready with 
objections, we have the following defiance flung at them on one of 
the concluding pages: ‘If our theory is scouted and cast aside, 
what other theory with a shadow of probability can be proposed 
in its stead ?” 

XXI. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

(Continued from vol. xii. p. 532. ] 

November 7th, 1906.—Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L., Se.D., 
Sec.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

| Make following communications were read :— 

1. ‘The Upper Carboniferous Rocks of West Devon and North 
Cornwall” By HE. A. Newell Arber, M.A., F.LS., F.G.8. 

After a reference to the previous work in the area, the author 
gives a description of the coast-sections, which display a highly- 
disturbed sequence of Upper Carboniferous rocks. Special atten- 
tion is paid to two lithological types :—The Carbonaceous Rocks 
which contain inconstant and impersistent beds of the impure 
smutty coal, known locally as ‘culm’: these beds have yielded 
plant-remains; and the Calcareous Rocks, partly of marine and partly 
of freshwater origin, consisting of well-marked, impersistent bands 
of impure limestone, and conglomeratic beds of calcareous nodules 
embedded in shales. One of the limestone-bands, the Mouthmill 
Limestone, is marine, and contains an abundant fauna; while in 
others the only fossils are Calamites Suckowi and <Alethoptevis 
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lonchitica. The calcareous nodules, which are not ferruginous, 
occur in thin shale-beds, 2 to 3 feet thick; they commonly contain 
a marine fauna, with goniatites, lamellibranchs, and fish-remains. 
The fossil flora and the horizon of the beds are next discussed, lists 
of plants being given from various localities; and the conclusion 
is reached that the rocks belong to the Middle Coal-Measures, and 
that there is no evidence of Upper Coal-Measures. Conglomerates 
of waterworn pebbles are also present, the pebbles being derived 
plant -petrifactions, possibly of earlier age than the sandstones and 
shales in which they occur. Two distinct and unmingled faunas 
are present in the rocks : one consists of freshwater lamellibranchs, 
and the other of marine fishes, cephalopods, and lamellibranchs ; 
and the evidence as to horizon obtained from them agrees with 
that yielded by the plant-remains. The paper concludes with a 
bibliography. 

2. ‘The Titaniferous Basalts of the Western Mediterranean. By 
Dr. Henry 8. Washington, For.Corr.Geol.Soe. 

In 1905 the author visited the volcanic districts of Catalonia, 
Sardinia, Pantelleria, and Linosa. He recognizes the existence in 
this region of a hitherto unrecognized petrographic province, in 
which the basalts contain a remarkably-high percentage of titanium. 
The rocks are of Tertiary age. lLabradorite, augite, and olivine are 
the essential minerals, with titaniferous magnetite and apatite, and 
in some cases subordinate nepheline. ‘The rocks vary from compact 
to highly vesi-ular; they are not conspicuously porphyritic, though 
small phenocrysts of augite and olivine, and occasionally felspar, are 
sometimes present. Olivine-nodules occur in some cases. ‘The 
textures are those common in basalts, and ophitic relations are almost 
wanting. A series of analyses is given: the silica varies from 44 
to 52 per cent., the alumina from 12 to 19, and the titanium-oxide 
from 2 to 5. The last oxide appears to be chiefly contained in 
titaniferous magnetite. Phosphoric pentoxide is distinctly abundant 
and appears to vary, as the titanium does, with the amount of iron- 
oxides. Soda is dominant over potash in every instance. ‘The 
augites are almost, if not quite, colourless, The classification of the 
rocks according to the quantitative system is discussed, and the 
majority of the basalts fall into the ‘Salfemane’ class, the exceptions 
being some of the Sardinian basalts and that of Graham’s Islan1. 

The extent of the region is as yet problematical, and the author 
points out that along the southern coast of France there are several 
‘basaltic’ volcanoes, and it is possible that these may eventually 
turn out to be connecting-links between the rocks of Sardinia and 
those of Catalonia, or possibly extrusion southward is indicated by 
the occurrence of phonolite at Maid Gharian near Tripoli. 

The Impulsive Motion of Electrified Systems. 
By G. F.C. Suarze. 

Correction :— 
On page 121 of the Philosophical Magazine for January ie : 

for “Since e is at right angles to the plane of r and uw’ 
read “ Since ie s in the plane of r and u,;” 
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XXII. Chemical Effects of the Electric Discharge in rarefied | 
Hydrogen and Oxygen. By Rev. P. J. Kirxsy, Fellow of 

_ New College, Oxford™. 

[ the Philosophical Magazine for January 1905 I described 
the chemical effect of passing electricity through a mix- 

ture of hydrogen and oxygen at low pressures and between 
electrodes whose distance apart varied between :25 cm. and 
15cm. I explained the results by the hypothesis that the 
gaseous ions as they pass from their origin to the electrodes, 
break up into uncharged atoms those molecules of the gas 
which they strike under favourable conditions, and thus set 
the atoms free to group themselves afresh into molecules of 
water-vapour. The experiments showed that when the cir- 
cumstances of the discharge were constant, the number of 
molecules of water was proportional to the quantity of elec- 
tricity that passed and so to the number of ions which 
reached either electrode, and was independent of the size 
and material of the electrodes. The formula which approxi- 
mately symbolized the results seemed to indicate that the 
chemical combination was most intense within the region of 
the cathode fall of potential, and that it went on to a smaller 
extent elsewhere, though the discharge was too short to throw 
this latter effect into relief. 

These conclusions were partly confirmed by some experi- 
ments made with an apparatus which will be described at the 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 75. March 1907. ie 
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end of this paper. These seemed to show that when the 
electrodes are widely separated the chemical combination 
within the positive column may become of equal importance 
with that within the region of the cathode fall of potential. 

To examine completely the part played by the gaseous 
ions In causing chemical action, one ought to determine the 
chemical effect of their passing through a centimetre of 
hydrogen and oxygen at various pressures and under various 
fields of uniform force. But unfortunately the number of 
molecules of water formed by the motion of a pair of ions is 
so small* that no results can be obtained by using the small 
steady currents that can be generated by the help of ultra- 
violet light in a uniform field of force, even though the force 
is increased—the current increases with the force owing 
to the multiplication of ions by collision—to its sparking 
value. 

Recourse must therefore be had to the large steady 
currents between parailel plate electrodes that are attended 
by a glow. And though with such currents f the electric 
force varies greatly in different parts of the discharge, yet, 
if the distance between the electrodes is great enough, it 
nevertheless becomes practically uniform towards the anode, 
the region of uniformity being known as “the positive 
column.” 

It was therefore intended by these experiments to deter- 
mine the amount of chemical action produced by the passage 
of a coulomb in a centimetre of the positive column when an 
electric discharge was passed through a mixture of hydrogen 
and oxygen in equivalent proportions, and also to determine 
the electric force in the positive column. These determina- 
tions would disclose the chemical effect of ions moving 
through a centimetre in hydrogen and oxygen at a known 
pressure and under a known uniform force. 

Description of the Apparatus. 

The apparatus designed for this purpose is illustrated 
diagrammatically in fig. 1. ABCD is a long vertical piece 
of glass tubing about 115 cms. in length and 2-2 enis. 
in diameter dipping into a jar of mercury J. The end A 

* When a luminous discharge passed between electrodes whose dis- 
tance apart did not exceed 1°5 cm. this number never exceeded 10. 

+ In the case of very small currents attended by a glow Professor 
Townsend. has shown that the force is practically uniform. ‘These, how- 
ever, would be too small for our purpose and far too unsteady. For the 
complete theoretical solution of the distribution of force between two 
parallel plate electrodes when a steady self-maintained discharge is 
passing, see Townsend, Phil. Mag. March 1905, 
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was fused together round a piece of iron wire a which carried 
the zinc cathode whose diameter was about 2cms. Iron was 
used instead of platinum to avoid the chemical effects which 
might arise if the cathode became hot and heated the platinum 
sufficiently (P. J. Kirkby, Phil. Mag. Oct.1905). The glass 
did .not stick perfectly to the iron, but the joint was made 
thoroughly air-tight by placing some mercury above it ina 
piece of rubber tubing as shown in fig. 1. The anode, near 
the point B of the figure, was also of zinc*, its diameter was 
2 cms., and it was supported by one end of an iron rod which 
passed up through the glass tubing and was bent at the 
bottom so that its other end E protruded above the mercury 
in the jar. At the point C, inside the glass tube, was a steel 
guide, fixed by springs to the inner wall of the glass tube. 
By raising or lowering the end E the anode B could be 
adjusted at any distance from A not exceeding 16 cms. A 
piece of glass tubing of large bore, fixed horizontally, led 
from a place in the vertical tube AD near the cathode A into 
the vessel F containing pentoxide of phosphorus, and per- 
mitted the water-vapour, as it was formed, to disappear 
rapidly. Glass tubing connected F to G, another drying 
vessel, which was similarly connected to two McLeod gauges 
(only one is shown in the fig.) and an ordinary manometer 
(not shown), which enabled any pressure to be measured. 
All these, which were in permanent connexion, were con- 
nected by a single tube to a large mercury pump; but the 
tube leading to the pump could be closed by a stopcock H, 
which thus greatly reduced the space where the falls of 
pressure were measured and so increased the accuracy of the 
measurements. 

Hydrogen and oxygen were generated together by the 
electrolysis of pure barium hydrate contained in a small 
sealed glass vessel which was provided with a U-shaped 
manometer ; were passed on through the stopcock K toa 
drying chamber, and then were admitted by the stopcock J 
to the mercury pump and by H to the rest of the apparatus. 
Every joint was of sealed glass, and the stopcocks and the 
vessel G were protected by mercury so that every part of 
the apparatus was thoroughly air-tight. By working the 
pump with the stopcock H open and so evacuating the ap- 
paratus, and then by replenishing it with pure mixed gases, 
the air or gas vitiated by use could be eliminated to any 
desired extent. 

* Zinc electrodes were used because they are most easily worked ; 
and I have shown that the effects under investigation are independent 
of the material of the electrodes. 
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The space occupied by mercury and the part of the drying 
vessels occupied by pentoxide of phosphorus are indicated 
by shading. 

The electrodes A, B were connected by means of the rods 
a, Hi to the ends of a battery of small lead cells, whose voltage 
lay between 1800 and 1900, through resistances including 
when necessary a megohm. And in the few cases when the 
battery failed to initiate the discharge, which however it 
always easily maintained, the discharge was started by an 
induction-coil whose secondary had its ends connected to 
wires surrounding but not touching the cathode and anode. 

Method of Experiment. 

Preliminary experiments (made with air) showed that the 
force in the positive column is independent of the current so 
long as the pressure is constant, but changes, although less 
than proportionally, with the pressure, and that the force at 
other points of the discharge changes with the current as well 
as with the pressure. 

Nevertheless, by keeping the current and pressure constant 
the potential difference between the electrodes is made a 
function of the distance between the electrodes. Hence, if 
with the distances between electrodes as abscissas and poten- 
tial-differences of electrodes as ordinates a curve is constructed 
corresponding to a constant pressure and current, the electric 
force in the positive column corresponding to that pressure 
and current can be determined by the final slope of the curve, 
when the curve becomes straight. 

The chemical reaction in the positive column should be 
exhibited by a similar method. For I: have already shown 
in previous papers that the chemical reaction, represented by 
the fall of pressure Ap, is proportional to the quantity of 
electricity AQ which passed during the discharge, the cir- 
cumstances ot the discharge being constant. Accordingly, 

hs should be a function of the distance between the elec- 

trodes when the current and pressure are constant. ‘This 
will certainly be the case if my hypothesis is correct that the 
chemical action is the outcome of the dissociation into atoms 
of the molecules of the gas by the impacts of the gaseous 
ions, for the motion of these ions is wholly determined by 
the electric force. If, then, a curve is plotted whose abscissas 
are the distances between the electrodes and whose ordinates 

are the values of ah for a given pressure and current, the. 

chemical reaction per centimetre in the positive column would 
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be determined by the final slope of the curve, if the curve 
becomes ultimately straight. 

To construct such curves it is necessary to find the chemical 
effects of passing the same current through hydrogen and 
oxygen at the same pressure but with different distances 
between the electrodes, and to find the corresponding poten- 
tial-differences of the electrodes. As the discharge passes 
the pressure steadily falls and the current changes slightly, 
generally falling steadily. But if the variations in pressure 
and current are fairly small, the results will apply with 
sufficient accuracy to that pressure and that current which 
are the mean values of the changing pressure and current. 

Several series of experiments were accordingly made, each 
series with approximately the same mean pressure and current. 
Moreover, the mean current was nearly the same throughout, 
being in almost every case within 5 per cent. of the value 
‘00275 ampere, which was selected as the norm partly 
because it was accurately read on the ammeter, partly because 
it was easily maintained for a sufficient time in the hydrogen 
and oxygen at the required low pressures, being neither too 
great nor too small. 

- The current, as has been said, slowly changed, but it was 
stopped before it diverged more than about 5 per cent. from 
its mean value. Thus the currents used in every one of the 
experiments recorded in the tables below lay always within 
about 10 per cent. of ‘00275 ampere. It was an easy 
matter to adjust the current by means of external resistances 
except at very low pressures. But it is not so easy to secure 
the desired mean pressure. 

Let jy» mms. denote the pressure before the current was 
started, and », the pressure after it was stopped and the 
water-vapour resulting from the discharge had been wholly 
absorbed. Then the mean pressure 

P=3(PotPr)- 

Thus, to carry out an experiment with a given mean 
pressure, p, po had to be estimated so that after “the experi- 
ment p should reach the desired value. This is a difficult 
result to achieve, partly because it is hard to adjust pressures 
by means of a mercury pump with sufficient delicacy, and 
partly because the adjusting the current so that its mean 
value should lie near enough to ‘00275 ampere frequently 
involved a considerable fall of pressure. Nevertheless, the 
mean pressure for almost all the experiments in each series 
tabulated below was constant within 3 or 4 per cent. 
The fall of pressure, Ap, due to the absorption of the 
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water-vapour (=»)—p,), was always large enough to measure 
with sufficient accuracy and was often as much as 10 per 
cent of p, and sometimes much more. But it is safe to 
assume that no errors are involved in the results by taking 
Ap so large, provided that the current keeps steady or 
changes but little, for then the distribution of force through- 
out the discharge cannot be greatly affected. And the 
consistency of the results given below is sufficient in itself 
to justify this conclusion. 

The difference of potential, X, between the electrodes 
during the discharge was found thus. Let © denote the 
current, Z the voltage of the battery, and R the whole ohmic 
resistance of the circuit exclusive of the gas, then | 

x 74 OR, 
el taking the mean value of C we get the mean value 
of X. 

This method of determining X was found to be far more 
accurate and satisfactory than the use of an electrostatic 
voltmeter, because both C and X were thus instantly deter- 
mined by a single observation, the ammmeter being dead- 
beat. 

The quantity AQ of electricity which passed through 
the gas during the discharge was obtained by multiplying 
the mean value of the current by the time during which the 
current lasted. 

The duration of the discharge varied greatly. It was 
determined by the rate at which the current changed, 
for the current was not allowed a variation of more than 
) per cent. on each side of its mean. It ranged from a few 
seconds for the lowest pressures to 100 for the highest : the 
lower the pressure, the more rapidly the current changes. 

Results of Experiments. 

Hach of the following tables (p. 297) contains the results of 
a series of experiments made with practically the same mean 
pressure ; for the mean pressure lay in almost every case 
within 3 or 4 per cent. of the pressure given at the head of 
the table. 

To recapitulate :— 
p= half the sum of the pressures, measured in mms. 

of mercury, before and after the passage of the 
electricity, the water-vapour being completely 
absorbed, =4(p9+/)- 

Ap = the fall of pressure in mms. caused by the passage 
of the electricity =p)— py. 
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AQ = the quantity of electricity measured in coulombs 

which passed, namely, the product of the mean 
current and its duration. 

X = the mean potential-difference of the electrodes 
during the discharge. 

D= the distance in centimetres between the parallel 
plate electrodes. 

The mean current used throughout was approximately 
constant and ‘00275 ampere. | 

The capacity * of the apparatus where Ap was observed 
was 840 c.c. | 

These tables show that when the distance D between the 
electrodes is large, the weight of water formed per coulomb 
passed through the gas is greater for the lower pressures 
than for the higher. Thus the amount of the chemical 
reaction is by no means proportional to the concentration of 
the gases. On the contrary, the amount of the reaction per 
coulomb is absolutely increased, and very substantially in- 
creased, by diminishing the pressure down to about 1°4 mm. 
provided that the distance between the electrodes exceeds a 
certain value. When the pressure falls below 1-4 mm., the 
reaction per coulomb becomes less. The greatest effects 
were observed at 1:4 mms. pressure. 

The tables are illustrated by the curves now given (p. 298). 
The abscissas in these curves are the distances between 

the electrodes measured in centimetres. The ordinates are 

the values of ah and therefore measure the chemical 

reaction per coulomb passed through the mixed gases. 
Each curve is determined by one of the tables and so 
corresponds to a definite mean pressure, which is marked 
upon it. But, to avoid confusion, only four of the tables are 
represented. With a battery whose voltage was less than 
2000 it was not found possible to extend the curve for the 
pressure 9'3 mms., even with the help of an induction-coil 
in starting the discharge, because the current did not at 
once assume its steady value, and so accurate measures both 
of AQ and of X were out of the question. It will be seen 

that ah is always roughly the same when D is very small. 

For a given pressure as rises in a well-marked way up to 

a certain point, while the distance D between the electrodes 

increases to about 2 cms. After that, the rise in ah is very 

* This was measured by comparing it with the capacity of a glass 
bulb through an obvious application of Boyle’s Law. 
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gradual and almost imperceptible during a. large increase 
Ap 

AQ 
increases once more in a well-defined manner with increase 

of distance. 

in D. But in the case of the lower pressures, eventually 

fable Lk. p= 9°3. 
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As an illustration, it may be seen from the curves that 
when the distance between the electrodes is 12 cms. the 
quantity of water formed per couiomb is perceptibly greater 
at the low pressure of 1 mm. than at the pressure 4 mms., 
and even than at the pressure 9 mms. 

The points corresponding to a given pressure fall upon a 
curve, or at least do not deviate further from it than errors 
of observation (about 5 per cent.) should allow ; and thus 
the remark made above is justified, that if the current 
and pressure are kept constant, the chemical action per 
coulomb that passes is a function of the distance between the 
electrodes. 

It should be noticed that when D exceeds 10 cms. the curve 
corresponding to the pressure 1°05 mm. lies above that corre- 
sponding to 2°1 mms. which lies above that corresponding to 
4-5 mms.; but that the curve corresponding to ‘65 mm. (not 
plotted in fig. 2) lies below those corresponding to 1°05 mm., 
2-1 mms. 

Haplanation of the observed effects. 

I shall endeavour to show that the phenomena presented 
by the forms and relative positions of these curves can be 
completely explained by the same hypothesis which I made in 
my previous paper and mentioned above, namely, that. the ions 
moving swiftly under the electric force dissociate into un- 
charged atoms those molecules which they strike under 
favourable conditions and with sufficiently high velocity. 
But first it is necessary to recall the theory of the electric 
discharge in any gas between two parallel plate electrodes 
as established by Professor J. 8. Townsend. 
When the current exceeds a certain small value there is an 

intense field of force near the cathode, namely, the region of 
the cathode fall of potential where ions are generated by the 
impacts of both the positive and negative ions with the neutral 
molecules of the gas. From this region of intense foree— 
due to the accumulation near the cathode of the more slowly 
moving positive ions—the potential rises more gradually up 
towards the anode: and the electric force tends to become 
uniform if the distance between the electrodes is great enough. 
There seems to be no reason to suppose that a sudden rise of 
potential occurs at the anode (Townsend, Phil. Mag. June 
1906), as has been supposed. The region of approximately 
uniform * force terminating at the anode and called “the 

* Although the number of positive ions which emerge from the 
positive column during a discharge is a very small fraction of the 
number of negative ions which traverse it, yet the numbers of ions of 
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positive column” is not sufficiently intense to cause the 
negative ions that pass through it to ionize the gas except to 
a small extent. 

Thus in the case of a gas where no chemical action takes 
place far fewer positive ions than negative pass through the 
positive column per second. Hence any chemical action that 
is observed in the positive column when a discharge passes 
through hydrogen and oxygen should on our hypothesis be 
attributed to the motion of negative ions, unless the chemical 
union of these gases is attended by the generation of ions. Now 
it is true that the explosive union into water of hydrogen and 
oxygen is attended by the formation of ions; but the number of 
ions formed is incomparably smaller than the number of mole- 
cules of water (C. E. Haselfoot and P. J. Kirkby, Phil. Mag. 
Oct. 1904). We conclude then that any chemical action 
that occurs in the positive column is exclusively due to the 
impacts against the gaseous molecules of the negative ions. 
But before estimating the chemical action per centimetre of 
the positive column, it is convenient to investigate the force 
there upon which depends the motion of the ions. 

Estimation of Electric Force in the Positive Column. 

To determine approximately the electric force in the 
positive column during experiments made at the same mean 
ressure, curves have been drawn having as abscissas the 

distances between the electrodes and as ordinates the mean 
potential difference in volts of the electrodes. Hach of these 
curves applies to one pressure and was constructed from the 
numbers in one of the tables. But to avoid confusion only 
four of them are shown in fig. 3, and these four are each 
derived from the same table which contributed one of the 

each kind within it are always almost exactly equal. For the constancy 
of the force in the positive column requires that the stream of negative 
ions has the same density as the stream of positive ions. ‘The former 
probably moves with a much greater velocity than the latter, since the 
pressure is so low; hence the number of negative ions which traverse 
the positive column per second is, in the same proportion, greater than 
the number of positive. Thus if uw, v are the velocities of the streams 
of negative and positive ions, C,, C, the currents in amperes carried by 
these streams, so that C,+C, is the whole current, and if A is the cross- 

maa ps8 sth 
section of each stream, the equation 7 =4mp becomes in the positive 

gm 4a XOX 10% 70, G, sath 
column 7- = Ee < (= — a X being in volts percm. Hence 

if X is nearly constant, C, : C, = w: v almost exactly. I assume in what 
follows that no positive ions are generated near the anode, the expla- 
nation does not essentially depend on that assumption at all (see below). 
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curves in fig. 2. Thus the curves in fig. 2 correspond to those 
in fig. 3, and apply to the same pressures. 

The curves tend to become straight when the distance 
between the electrodes exceeds a certain value dependent 
upon the pressure and current. The explanation of this is 
that the electric force in the positive column (defined as 
the region terminating at the anode where the electric force is 
approximately uniform) is independent of the distance between 
the electrodes. But that distance must be great enough to 
allow the positive column to be established. The region where 
ions are generated by collision lies near the cathode : ; and 
though the highest activity of reproduction within that region 
is limited to a narrow strip close to the cathode, yet an appre- 
ciable number of ions must be produced outside the domain 
ot highest activity. This will be especially the case at the 
lowest pressures when the mean free paths of the negative 
ions are more considerable. In fact the influence of the 
cathode fall is propagated to a distance of some centimetres 
from it when the pressure is solowas 2 mms. (See the curves 
p. 437, J. J. Thomson, ‘Conduction of Hlectricity through 
Gases’; p.533in 2nded. Fora discussion of the distribution 
of force seec. xvi.ib.) But when the distance D between the 
electrodes is so large (5 or 6 cms. in the curves just referred 
to) that the region near the anode is well removed from the 
region where ions are generated, so that a positive column 
(as defined above) exists, any further increase in D merely 
adds to the length of the positive column. 

Let the electric force in the positive column be denoted 
by Y, then, if the distance between the electrodes is increased 
by 6 and their potential difference by Y6, the pressure being 
unchanged, the same current will pass as before and nothing 
will be altered within the discharge except the length of the 
positive column, which is increased by 6: the positive column 
remains unchanged in character. (See J. S. Townsend’s 
paper, already referred to, Phil. Mag. March 1905.) 

Thus the electric force in the positive column for the 
pressures of these experiments can be inferred from the slope 
of the curves of fig. 3, and others plotted similarly, when they 
became straight. 

The electric foree Y in the positive column at various 
pressures, determined in this way, are given in the following 
table. Itis obvious, however, that the errors of estimation 
may be considerable, so that the table cannot claim to be 
more than roughly true except perhaps for the lowest pres- 
sures, for the curves corresponding to these are accurately 
determined by the observations. 
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Table X. 

er hen ae 
|__| 7 
| 93 | 80 

| 4 bs a0 00 

a 25 

65 | 15 

It must be observed that the theory that, with a given 
pressure and current, the force in the positive column is 
independent of its length, necessitates the conclusion that 
extremely few positive ions are generated within it in com- 
parison with the number of negative ions that traverse it. To 
make this obvious, let us suppose that a negative ion by 
collision breaks up one molecule into ions in going through 
the positive column which is 5 cms. long, so that half the 
eurrent is formed within the positive column. Then, if the 

positive column were doubled in length, the force within it 
remaining the same, the passage of a negative ion through it 
would give birth to 3 other negative ions, so that # of the 
eurrent would originate within the positive column. In that 
ease, if the circumstances of the discharge outside the positive 
column were unchanged, the current would be doubled, 
imstead of remaining the same. Similar reasoning shows 
that if greatly to extend the positive column does not sensibly 
affect the force in it, a sensible proportion of the ions which 
traverse it cannot have been generated in it by collision. If 
then there is no anode fall of potential where positive ions 
might be generated, we conclude that comparatively few 
positive ions pass through the positive column ; and otherwise, 
that all but a small percentage of the positive ions within it 
have to pass through its whole length. 

Estimation of the Chemical Action per centimetre of the 
Positive Column. 

I have discussed the theory of the positive column with 
reference to the curves of fig. 3, before estimating the che- 
mical action per centimetre of the positive column by means 
of the. curves of fig. 2, because the curves of fig. 3 enable us 
to interpret those of fig. 2. Their relation is well illustrated 
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by the curves in each figure corresponding to the pressures 
2:1, 1:05 mms.; the pair of curves corresponding to each of 
these pressures begin their approximately uniform upward 
slope when the distance between the electrodes exceeds about 
the same value. If the chemical combination is the result 
of, and is proportional to, the number of molecules dissociated 
by the collision of the ions, the proportion contributed to the 
whole observed chemical reaction by each strip of the dis- 
charge must depend upon the electric force within that strip. 
That being so, we could only account completely for the 
forms of the curves of fig. 2, just as we could only account 
for the forms of the curves of fig. 3, by a complete knowledge 
of the distribution of force in the neighbourhood of the 
cathode. But the portions of the curves of both figures, 
where their slope is practically constant, are explained on the 
same lines. When the distance between the electrodes is 
great enough, any further separation of them, the current 
and pressure constant, merely extends the positive column 
without altering its character. That being so, the final and 
nearly uniform slope of the curves of fig. 2 gives the chemical 
action per coulomb that takes place in. a centimetre of the 
positive column. Now this chemical action cannot be due 
to the positive ions which are generated by collision within . 
the positive column: if it were, the slope of the curves 
(fig. 2) would not become constant, but would become 
proportional to the length of the positive column, and the 
chemical action to the square of its length. Hence unless 
positive ions are generated near the anode in large numbers, 
the chemical action within the positive column must be 
attributed exclusively to the negative ions; and then it is 
easy to calculate the number of molecules of water which 
result from the motion of a negative ion through a centi- 
metre of the positive column. 

In the first place, let W denote, as in my previous papers, 
the number of molecules of water, whose formation is the 
effect of the motion to the electrodes of each pair of ions ; 
then it is very easy to show that, with the present apparatus, 

VW. aah almost exactly. 

For let N be the number of molecules in a c.c. of gas 
under normal temperature and pressure, then in a vessel of 
capacity S a fall of pressure Ap means the disappearance of 

eh as Ap molecules, while AQ coulombs is carried by 
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ax i0° 
AC) x a 

Tf then we divide the number of molecules of hydrogen and 
oxygen which disappeared by the number of ions which 
reached each electrode and observe that Ne=1:22x 10 
(Townsend, Phil. Trans. 1899), a in the present research 

ions, é being the electrostatic charge on each. 

S=840 c.c., we get the number 4°5 Bah. But 3 molecules 

of hydrogen and oxygen go to form 2 molecules of water. 

Therefore Ap 
\ — 3K AQ’ 

That being so, if we find the slope (increase of ordinate 
per centimetre-inecrease of abscissa) of one of the curves of 
fie. 2, and multiply it by 3, we obtain the number of mole- 
eules of water which result from the motion of a negative 
ion through a centimetre of the positive column corr esponding 
to the curve in question. Let w denote this number of 
molecules ; then-w depends both on the pressure p of the 
gas (namely that marked on the curve) and on the electric 
force Y within the positive column. In fact w is the chemical 
effect of the motion of a negative ion under the force Y 
through hydrogen and oxygen at the pressure p. 

The fact that the chemical action per coulomb is for large 
distances between the electrodes so much greater when the pres- 
sure is very low than when the pressure is much higher, is now 
easily explained by the hypothesis here adopted, namely, that 
the ions dissociate into uncharged atoms those molecules which 
they strike under favourable conditions and with sufficient 
velocity, thus setting the atoms free to recombine into water. 
At the higher pressures the free paths of the ions are smaller 
than at the lower pressures. Now an ion acquires its 
velocity of impact by moving freely under the electric force 
between successive impacts. Hence at the lower pressures 
an ion has greater velocities of impaét, unless the electric 
force is reduced in the same proportion with the pressure. 
But in the positive column diminution of force does not 
keep pace with diminution of pressure. Accordingly, though 
at the lower pressures the number of the impacts made by an 
ion in moving through a centimetre is smaller than at a 
higher, yet the velocities of impact are greater. Hence it 
follows that more molecules may be dissociated per centi- 
metre in the positive column at a lower than at a higher 
pressure, the fewness of the impacts at the ‘lower pressure 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 75. March 1907. LZ 
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being more than balanced by the higher velocities of 
impact. | 

But to be precise, it follows from our collision-hypothesis 
that w, p, Y are connected by the functional relation 

w x 
aes | (-). ne P 

A simple proof of this is the following, which is practically 
the same as one given by Professor Townsend in connexion 
with his theory of the genesis of ions by collision. 

Let us suppose that a mass of hydrogen and oxygen is 
contained in a gas-tight vessel formed by closing a straight 
glass tube with two metallic electrodes at right angles to the 
axis of the tube and fitting the tube exactly. Let one of 
the electrodes be movable like a piston so that, while the 
mass of gas remains constant, the distance « between the 
electrodes can be varied. Let the electrodes be kept at a 
constant potential-difference, and let an ion cross from one 
to the other in the field of uniform force Y. Then when # 

X ; 
is changed —remains constant, for both Y and p vary inversely 

as w. But for all values of 2 the number of collisions made 
by the ion in crossing the gas is the same, and the circum- 
stances, including the velocity, of each impact are invariable, 
because the diminution of force is exactly balanced by increase 
of free path or vice versd. Hence the whole number of dis- 
sociated atoms and therefore of molecules of water that result 
is constant. Therefore the number of molecules of water 
formed by the passage of the ion through a centimetre is 
inversely proportional to «. But p is also inversely as 2, 

Therefore " is constant while ¥ is constant. 

w Y; eee i= ) 
r P 

The following table gives the values of w and Y for four 
pressures at which they can be determined from the curves 
with greatest precision, although the errors of determination 
may be larger than (e.g. double) the errors of observation, which 

may be taken to be about 5 per cent. In the last two columns 

Hence 

w Y 2 
the values of —, — are given. 

[A 
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Table XI. 
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The last two rows of the table show an interesting agree- 
anent of the observations with the theory advanced to explain 
them. ‘The fact that under certain conditions the chemicai 
action per coulomb can be increased by lowering the pressure 
down to a certain point, after which the chemical action is 
diminished, is thus explained. In fact the theory enables one 
completely to account for the complicated and paradoxical 
effects observed and to interpret the forms and explain 
the relative positions of the curves (such as those of fig. 2) 
which give the values of Ap/AQ for the various pressures. 
It is unfortunate that the method here pursued does not lead 
to a greater variety of results. A more elaborate apparatus 
and a battery of far more than 2000 volts would be necessary 
to extend the range of observations. And even then the 
range of force in the positive column, however accurately 
that force might be determined, would be far too limited for 
the purpose in view. _ eee YD : 

In thus accounting for the observed phenomena I have 
assumed that only negative ions pass through. the whole 
length of the positive column. But the explanation given 
does not essentially involve that assumption. It will still 
hold good in a slightly modified form if we suppose that 
positive ions originating near the anode (see J. J. Thomson, 
“Conduction Kc.’ p. 489) traverse the positive column with 
chemical results as well as negative ions, provided that the 
proportion of one kind of ions to the other does not sensibly 
change with change of pressure and electric force in the 
positive column. In that case the equation 

it G f 2 

P PP? 

is still true, only w is now the number of molecules of water 

resulting from the dissociation effected by both kinds of 

jons in a centimetre of the positive column. In fact these 

Z 2 
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experiments throw no light on the question whether positive 
ions do or do not form a sensible proportion of the current 
within the positive column : -whatever view is taken these 
chemical effects are equally well explained by the collision 
of the ions present in the positive column with the molecules 
of gas. 

Estimate of work required to dissociate 
a Molecule of Oxygen. 

If one is right in attributing the chemical action within 
the positive column to the motion of negative ions, the 
numbers given above can be applied to estimate the work 
done in breaking up a molecule of oxygen into its atoms. 
The mean fr Pe path of a negative ion in hydrogen at 1 mm: 
pressure is 4 ou (Townsend, Phil. Mag. June 1902) and in 
air is about. -'s em. Hence we shall not be far wrong in 
taking the mean free path of a negative ion in hydrogen “and 
oxygen to be } cm. At the pressure 4°5 mms. a negative ion 
will therefore make 36 collisions in passing through a centi=. 
metre. During this passage it dissociates enough molecules 
of the gas to produce ‘75 molecule of water. If we assume. 
that to be the result of dissociating °37 molecule of oxygen,. 
it follows that one dissociating collision occurs out of nearly 
100 collisions made by a nega tive ion in moving through the. 
mixed gases at pressure 4°5 mms. and under a force of 50 volts 
per cm. Now one free path out of 100 is very nearly 
4-6 times the mean free path, which, for a negative ion in the © 
case under consideration, is = cm. It follows that to. 
dissociate a molecule of oxygen cannot require more energy 

co) 

than that due to a fall of a negative ion through a potential; 

difference of (5 it x 4°6 =i 6:4 volts. And since the charge. 

on a negative ion is nearly 3 x 10" in electrostatic units, the- 
work required to dissociate a molecule of oxygen cannot 
exceed 6°4X10-” ergs. Probably, however, this limit is. 
rather high. For even if the molecules of hydrogen do not 
have to be dissociated as well as the molecules of oxygen 
before water can be formed, it is highly probable that of 
the dissociated atoms of oxygen some will recombine into 
molecules of oxygen. Hence the above limit may be a small 
multiple of the work which it is necessary to expend in order 
to separate the atoms of a molecule of oxygen. 

Again, Professor Townsend has shown (Phil. Mag. Feb. 
1901, p. 220) that the energy required to break up a molecule. 
into ions is net greater than that gained by an ion in moving 
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down a potential fall of 5 volts. Now, the experiments 
recorded in this paper and previous papers prove that the 
breaking up of a molecule into atoms needs the expenditure 
of less work than the breaking of it up into ions, for the ions 
are generated by the collisions of the moving ions with the 
molecules of the gas, and at least 5 times as many molecules 
of water were always formed as pairs of ions. Hence, on 
these grounds we can fix 5 x 10-2 ergs, which is practically 
the same figure as before, as a superior limit to the work 
involved in separating the atoms of a molecule of oxygen. 

Very little Ozone present. 

Nothing has so far been said about the formation of ozone 
during the discharge, although it is known that that gas is 
always present. Some of the atoms dissociated by the 
colliding ions group themselves into molecules of ozone, but 
the number of these molecules can be safely neglected 
beside the number of molecules of water which are formed. 
For it has been repeatedly verified in the course of these 
experiments that the same results are obtained whether one 
uses freshly prepared hydrogen and oxygen or those gases 
after they have been already used till more than half has been 
made to combine into water. Now, if any appreciable quantity 
of ozone were formed, the error involved in the calculation 
by neglecting it could not in such circumstances escape 
notice. 

Possible influence of the form of Apparatus. 

A few of the observations recorded in this paper were 
made under conditions similar, in respect of pressure and 
distance between electrodes, to observations contained in my 
Jast paper on this subject. The latter were approximately 
covered by the formula 

pie od 

10 * 800 
and with the present apparatus W=3Ap/AQ. It is therefore 
possible to make some comparisons between the two sets of 
observations. In the cass of the smailest distance :25 cm. 
the agreement is good enough, but in the other cases 
discrepancies occur which cannot he accounted for by errors 
of observation, since they. reach in two cases about 30 per 
cent. Now Il have shown that these chemical effects are not 
dependent upon the nature of the electrodes, so that one is 
forced to conclude that the form of the apparatus plays a 

= (same notation), 
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considerable part in these reactions. This would be the case 
if the rate at’ which water was formed depended to an 
appreciable extent upon the amount of water-vapour present, 
for then the observed reaction would depend to some extent 
upon the rate at which the apparatus permitted the water- 
rapour to diffuse away from the region of the discharge. 
Now on our hypothesis the chemical reaction resulting from 
the motion to the electrodes of each pair of ions is very 
likely to be affected by the amount of water-vapour present, 
for water-vapour condenses on ions of both kinds (J. J. 
Thomson, ‘ Conduction, &c.,? pp. 153, 154), retarding their 
motion and increasing their effective mass. The resalt of 
this condensation may be to increase the chemical reaction : 
an impinging ion may be. more likely to dissociate a molecule 
if the mass of the ion is thus increased up to a certain 
point even though its velocity of impact is diminished. 
Perhaps this is the reason why the final slope of the curve 
(p=4'5 mm.) of fig. 2 is not so uniform as that of the 
curves corresponding to the pressures 2°1, 1°05 mms. ; the 
slight increase in the slope may be due to this, that as 
the positive column is extended the ions which traverse it 
have a greater chance of attaching water-vapour to them, 
for all but a small percentage of the ions in the positive 
column pass through its whole length. This effect, however, 
would tend to disappear at the lower pressures owing to the 
greater speed of the ions. 

In view of these considerations and of the discrepancies 
alluded to above, the observations recorded in this paper 
cannot claim to be independent of the form of the apparatus 
except very roughly. Nevertheless, they agree among 
themselves with great precision, and therefore furnish an 
accurate record of the amount of chemical action which took 
place in the present apparatus in the various circumstances 
of the discharge. 

Influence of the Current. 

It was shown in the preceding paper that Ap/AQ is 
independent of the current for small values of the distance 
between the electrodes. This, however, should cease to be 
true when that distance is large, for then the distribution of 
clectric force may be so hodeed by a large change in the 
eurrent that the chemical reaction is appreciably changed. 
This conclusion was confirmed by observation. Thus, when 
the distance between the electrodes was 16 cms. and the 
current ‘0015 ampere was used, Ap/AQ proved to be 5°5 
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(X being 750) for the pressure 1°85 mm.; whereas with the 
current 00275 Ap/AQ would have been 6:4 (X about 770) 

Another Heperiment. 

At the beginning of this paper I referred to another 
apparatus. This was designed with the view of confirming 
my conclusion that the greatest intensity of chemical activity 
existed in the cathode fall. A section of it is shown in fig. 4 
which is drawn fairly to scale. 

Fig. 4. 

It was made of glass tubing from the side of which two 
bulbs, roughly spherical in form, were blown. Pieces of 
platinum carrying aluminium electrodes were fused into the 
ends P, Q of the tubing. The vertical tubes R, 8S permitted 
the introduction of phosphorus pentoxide (shown by the 
shaded areas) into the bulbs without soiling the electrodes, 
after which Rand §8 were closed at the top. The distance 
between the electrodes was 11°6 cms. and the diameter of 
each was 1:°4 em. The diameter of the bulbs was 4 ems. and 
their orifice roughly a circle of 3 cms. diameter. Hydrogen 
and oxygen entered the apparatus when evacuated of air by 
the side tube T. 

The terminals P, Q of the electrodes were connected to a 
battery of 1200 volts and the pressure was sufficiently reduced 
to allow a current of about -0026 ampere to pass between 
them. The current was started by means of an induction- 
coil and was maintained by the battery for about half an hour. 
As the gas disappeared through chemical action it was 
replaced by fresh gas, the pressure varying between about 
3 mms. and 7 mms., in such a way as to keep the current 
about the same as its initiat value and continuous. The 
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current never exceeded ‘0052 ampere. The mean value of 
the pressure may be taken to be 3 or 4 mms. 

The phosphorus pentoxide in the bulbs was carefully 
watched for the first symptom of absorbing water, and it was 
observed that the phosphorus pentoxide under the cathode 
was distinctly soiled by water-vapour before that which was 
under the anode appeared to be soiled at all. And later, 
when the latter showed also the yellow effect of absorbing 
water-vapour, the former continued to maintain a deeper 
colour. 

The experiment proved that the chemical activity was 
greater in the neighbourhood of the cathode than elsewhere 
in the discharge. 

[After obtaining this result some quantitative experiments 
were made. ‘The values of Ap/AQ for several pressures were 
determined and compared with values obtained with the 
previous apparatus when the distance between electrodes did 
not exceed 1°5 cm., due allowance being made for change of 
capacity. 

This comparison showed a large increase in the chemical 
combination per coulomb, presumably due to dissociation 
within the positive column, and led to the _ present 
investigation. | 
We may apply the curves of fig. 2 to obtain a rough 

estimate of the relative amounts of water-vapour contributed 
by the positive column and by the region of the cathode fall 
of potential during the experiment just described. 

Taking the mean pressure to be 3°3 and the mean current 
“00275, our curves give, for D=11'6, Ap/AQ=3°5. Hence 
W=10°5. Again, taking D about 1 cm., so as to eliminate 
the effect of the positive column, we obtain Ap/AQ=2 about, 
and W=6, as the contribution of the cathode fall. The 
quantities of water-vapour formed in the positive column 
and in the cathode fall were therefore in the ratio 4°5 : 6. 
The former wouid diffuse about equally into both bulbs ; of 
the latter by far the greater part would go to the bulb 
beneath the cathode which thus would receive about four 
times as much as its companion. 

I must express my thanks to Professor J. S. Townsend, 
to whom I am greatly indebted for some most valuable 
suggestions. 
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XXII. An Attempt to explain the Radioactivity of Radium. 
By Lord KErvi1y*. 

§ 1. NE chief action concerned in radioactivity is the 
shooting out of electrions from a non-electrified 

solid or liquid body. In the equilibrium of kinetic averages 
in any solid or liquid, every individual electrion must occa-- 
sionally have so high a velocity that it is shot out of the 
body. Hence every solid or iiquid body has something of 
radioactivity 

§ 2. The Radium atom must, so far as we can at present 
judge, be assumed to have a special property of being adapted 
to store enormously more energy, by an electrion within it, 
than the atom of any other substance hitherto known to us 
In a short article, published in the Phil. Mag. of Dee. 1905, 
I explained the plan of an atom by the purely Piosestiohian 
assumption of mutual force in the line between the centre 
of the atom and an electrion anywhere within it, according 
to which there is for the electrion one position of stable 
equilibrium, near the boundary of the atom, with very small 
potential energy ; and another position of cable equilibrium 
at the centre of the atom, with very great potential energy. 
Hor brevity I shall call the atom “ loaded,” when there is an 
electrion at its centre, or anywhere w ith the range of the 
stability of the central position: and I shall call the atom 
“unloaded,” when there is no electrion within the central 
range of stability. 
§ A tia solid erystal of Bromide or Chloride of Radium 

we may suppose the Bromine or Chlorine, and the Helium 
which Ramsay and Soddy produced from it, to be not 
directly concerned in the marvellous radioactivity, which the 
crystal presents. For brevity at present I shall assume that the 
radioactiv ity depends primarily on the Radium atoms in the 
compound. Suppose now the crystal to be given with every 
Radium atom in it unloaded. Ina very short time of pro- 
gress towards equilibrium of kinetic averages, perhaps the 
millionth of a second, or the millionth of the millionth of a 
second, some of the atoms will become loaded. As time 
advances a greater and greater proportion of the Radium 
atoms will become loaded until, perhaps in the course of a 
few months, a permanent average of loadings and unloadings 
a be reached. The energy “of the work done in loading 
he Radium atoms is taken from the energy of thermometric 
aa in the crystal. A cooling is thus experienced by the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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erystal, until heat conducted and radiated in from the sur- 
rounding matter compensates the cooling effect of the loadings, 
and a permanent equilibrium of temperature is reached. 

§ 4. A certain definite proportion of all the loaded atoms, 
probably a very small proportion, will, according to the 
equilibrium of kinetic averages, become unloaded every second 
of time. Electrions will be “projected out of these atoms with. 
enormous Velocities ; sufficient no doubt to shoot them through 
the substance of the crystal into space outside. It will be 
convenient for us to call this action a discharge, or explosion ; 
just as the immediate result of igniting the cordite in a loaded 
great gun is called a discharge, or explosion. The exciting 
cause of our supposed atomic explosion is a shaking of the 
electrion from its stable equilibrium in the centre, far enough 
out to get beyond the range of the stability, and to be expelled 
away by repulsion. ‘This repulsion increases to a very high 
maximum, and thence diminishes to zero, and changes 
continuously to the relatively small amount of the attraction 
between the resinous electrion and the vitreous atom, 
experienced when the electrion passes out of the atom. 

§ 5. Those of the discharges of loaded atoms which send 
the electrion inwards, relatively to the crystal, would, by the 
recoil, force the unloaded atom outwards: and, if it is near 
enough to the surface of the crystal, would send it out into 
the surrounding space, with comparatively small velocity 
and energy. The unloaded atoms, being vitreously electric, 
constitute the “« radiations,” when they are sent outside 
the crystal by the force of the explosion. They would 
generate comparatively little heat in being brought to rest by 
the resistance of the matter outside he crystal. The 
generation of heat by the electrions which are shot out, 
would be much ereater because of their much greater kee 
energy. 

§ 6. It seems to me that it must be chiefly the electrions 
(the “ particles”?) which do the work of producing heat 
at. the rate of one hundred gram water centigrade calories, 
per gram of Radium, per hour: but the “a particles’ * must 
also i etrionte to it. 

§ 7. This process can go on forever, without violating the 
law of conservation of energy, and without any monstrous, 
or infinite, store of potential energy in the loaded Radere 
atom. The shooting out of electrions with prodigious velo- 
cities generates heat | locally in the material around the Radium 
erystal ; while heat is taken into the crystal by conduction, 
and aon. to supply the energy for the continued loadings 
of unloaded Radium atoms. 
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Go back to the “equilibrium of temperature ” reached 
at a end of §3. Suppose the matter around the Radinm to 
be a globe of lead of 50 ems. radius, surrounded by a spherical! 
sheath so arranged as to leta stream of water flow steadily 
along meridional semicircles of the globe. Every “a particle,” 
and © B particle,” shot from the Radium into the lead, will 
generate the heat-equivalent of its kinetic energy in the 
lead. A certain proportion of the heat will pass inwards 
into the Radium to cooperate with radiation in supplying 
energy for the continued loadings. The remainder will he 
eondueted outwards and will be carried away by the water. 
The arrangement suggested will form a calorimeter to measure 
the steady, permanent, thermal, effect of Radium. 

LEAD 

—_—_> 

§ 9. If the outer surface of the lead were coated with an ideal 
impermeable varnish, the whole heat generated in the lead by 
the electrions and atoms shot out from the crystal, would 
return into the crystal by conduction and would supply the 
energy for the loadings. 

$10. It has occurred to many radioactive minds, that by 
making the lead globe large enough the heating effect might 
possibly be all lost. This is no doubt true, according to the 
explanation of radioactivity now suggested : because, with 
thicker and thicker lead, a greater and greater proportion of 
the heat generated in the lead will be conducted inwards to 
supply the energy for the loadings in the crystal. 

§ 11. Ifthe Radium is sealed in a glass tube or globe, and if 
its eaiits effect is tested by a stream of water, flowi ing around 
it through a glass tube of small bore, a large proportion of 
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the heat generated by the “ 3 particles”? would not get into 
the calorimetric water, but would be lost in heating the outer 
air around it. If, in the arrangement of § 8, the globe were 
only half a centimetre instead of fifty centimetres radius, a 
considerable proportion of the ‘‘ 8 particles ” would get away 
without leaving their energy in the lead or water, but prac- 

_ tically all the “« particles” that get out of the Radium would 
be stopped by the lead, and would give up their energy to it. 

§ 12. The dimensions stated in § 8 are chosen merely for 
the sake of illustration, and are not suggested as suitable for . 
any practical experiment. 

§ 13. The words “radiated” and “ radiation,’ printed in 
italics in §§ 3, 7, and 8, above, indicate what seems to me 
the only possible way of escaping the conclusion that Radium 
contains a quasi-infinite supply of energy, which can be 
drawn upon for hundreds of years, without any compensating 
extraneous source. It seems to me not absolutely impossible 
that Radium may be, as it were, an exceedingly black body, 
relatively to waves of ether so short that lead and other solid 
and liquid substances are transparent for them. 

XXIV. Acoustical Notes.—VII. 
/ By Lord Rayueien, O.M., Pres. RS. 

/ [Plate VIII.] 
Sensations of Right and Left from a revolving Magnet and 

Teléphones.—Multiple Harmonic Resonator.—Tuning-Forks with slight 
Mutual Influence.—Mutual Reaction of Singing Flames.—Longitudinal 
Balance of Tuning-Forks.—A Tuning-Fork Siren and its Maintenance.— 
Stroboscopic Speed Regulation.— Phonic Wheei and Commutator. 

Sensations of Right and Left from a revolving Magnet 
and Telephones. 

MONG the methods available for the production of a pure 
tone in a telephone circuit is that where the electromotive 

force has its origin in the revolution of a small magnet about 
an axis perpendicular to its length, the magnet acting 
inductively upon a neighbouring coil which forms part of 
the telephone circuit. It was by experiments made partly 
in this manner that I formerly + determined the minimum of 
current necessary for audibility in the telephone. In 
connexion with recent work upon the origin of the lateral 
sensation in binaural auditiont I have again employed this 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. xxxviil. p. 285 (1894); Scientific Papers, iv. p. 109. 
+ Phil. Mag. [6] xiii. p. 214 (1907). 

; — 
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method, and I now propose to give a brief account of the 
results, which were not av ailable in time for incor poration in 
the paper just cited. 

The object of the experimental arrangements is the separate 
presentation to the two ears of pure tones, practically in 
unison, in such a manner as to allow the effect of a variation 
in the phase-relationship to be appreciated. _ When the 
sounds proceed from tuning-forks vibrating independently, 
the phase-difference passes cyclically through all degrees, 
and if the beat be slow enough, there is good opportunity for 
observation. But it is not possible to stop anywhere, nor in 
some uses of the method to bring into juxtaposition phase- 
relationships which differ finitely. Y thought that it would 
be of interest to observe under conditions which would allow 
any particular phase-relation to be maintained at pleasure, 
and to this the revolving magnet method naturally lends itself. 

The propulsion is by means of wind (under about two. 
‘Inches water pressure) from a well regulated bellows. The 
blade forming the magnet may be bent wind-mill fashion and 
receive the wind directly, but in the present experiments it 
was combined with a dimmnutiv e turbine, the whole revolving 
about a vertical axis. The speed was about 190 per second, 
giving in the telephones a note of pitch g. Two inductor- 
coils* were used, the circuit of each being completed through 
a telephone. The planes of the coils were vertical, their 
centres being at the same level as the magnet. One was 
fixed and the other was so mounted that it could revolve 
about an axis coincident with that of the magnet and turbine. 
The angle between the planes represents of course the phase- 
difference of the periodic electromotive forces, subject it may 
be to an ambiguity of half a period, dependent on the way 
the connexions are made. If the circuits are similar, as 
is believed, the phase-difference of the currents and of the 
electromotive forces is the same. The telephone-discs were 
loaded, but not so heavily as to bring them into tune with the 
sounds employed. The circuit of one telephone included a 
commutator by which the current through the instrument 
could be reversed, corresponding to a phase-change of 180°. 

In commencing observations the first step is to adjust to 
equality the sounds heard from the two telephones. This 
can be effected by varying the distances between the magnet 
and the inductor-coils. The telephones are then brou oht into 
simultaneous action at the two ears, and the effect is observed. 

* They were also employed i in the 1894 experiments and are there 
spoken of as “ wooden coils’ from the fact that the wire is wound upon 
wood, 
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A rotation of the movable coil may then be made, or the 
current in one telephone may be reversed by means of the 
commutator. The results were for the most part in harmony 
with what bad been expected from the -experiments with 
forks. But one anomaly must be noted, relating to the 
neutral condition where no pronouncement can be made in 
favour of either right or left. This should occur when the 
phases of vibration at the ears are either the same or precisely 
opposed ; and it had been expected that the condition would 
be realized when the planes of the inductor-coils were strictiy 
parallel. There is no difficulty in determining the neutral 
position, where neither right nor left bas the ‘advantage i in 
either state of the Eoneone ; but I was surprised to hou 
that according to my own judgement the neutral position 
deviated very appreciably, perhaps 10° and one occasion 
even more, from that of parallelism. At first I supposed 
that the explanation of the anomaly was to be sought in the 
behaviour of the telephone plates, whose vibrations may not 
have the same relation in the two cases to the electric currents 
actuating them. It is possible that this cause of disturbance 
may have been operative to some extent ; but that it was not 
x complete account of the matter became evident later when 
it was found that in Mr. HEnock’s judgement the neutral 
position did coincide sensibly with parallelism of the coils. 
There is no doubt at all but that the judgements of the two 
observers really differed ; each repudiated the setting of the 
coil satisfactory to the other. 

In the judgement of the individual observer, the neutral 
position can be determined with considerable precision by 
the observed absence of lateral effect, in conformity with the 
results of the tuning-fork experiments. In using the com- 
mutator in order to ascertain that no change in respect of 
lateral effect accompanies reversal, a complication arises from 
the fact that during reversal one circuit is momentarily 
broken. The telephones may be removed from the ears 
during commutation. If this be not done, care must be 
taken that the judgement made relates to the permanent effect, 
or errors may ensue due to the momentary action of the 
sound on one ear only. 

When the neutral position of the coil is departed from, a 
Jateral sensation—say to the right—is experienced, and this 
increases until the displacement reaches 90°. A reversal at 
the commutator changes the right into a left sensation, having 
the same effect as a rotation of the coil through 180°. 
When the adjustment is such that the combined lateral 

sensation (to the right) isa maximum, it is interesting to 
observe the effect of applying the telephones to the ears 
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consecutively. If the right telephone be the first applied, 
the sensation of course is ofa sound to the right. When the 
left telephone follows, the sound remains on the right and 
appears louder. If on the other hand the left telephone be 
the first applied, the sound appearing originally to be on the 
left transfers itself to the right as the second telephone comes 
into action. Under the best conditions there seems to be 
nothing remaining over on the left. 

The results are thus confirmatory of those obtained from 
tuning-forks. Unquestionably we are able to take account 
of the phase-difference at the two ears, and this in the case 
of low pitch is the foundation of the secure judgement as to 
direction that we are able to form when a single sound is 
heard from the right or from the left. With respect to the 
convenience of the two methods of experimenting, much of 
course depends upon what appliances are available. In most 
laboratories, I suppose, the tuning-forks would be preferred. 

Multiple Harmonic Resonator. 

The use of Helmholtz resonators to demonstrate the com- 
pound character of a musical note is now familiar. The 
harmonic component tone which has the pitch of the resonator 
is specially reinforced and so rendered conspicuous even to 
untrained ears. By changing the resonator, the fundamental 
tone or any of the harmonics may be intensified in succession. 

Such effects are rendered far more striking if the 
necessary changes of pitch can be brought about in a single 
resonator, which then remains continuously connected with 
the ear. We may doa little in this direction with a resonator 
of the usual Konig pattern. Choosing one of somewhat high 
pitch and listening to a harmonium note two or three octaves 
down, we find that various harmonics swell out in turn as we 
pass the finger over the aperture, thereby gradually lowering 
the pitch to which the resonator responds. 

The idea is carried out more completely if the resonator is 
provided with a number of separate apertures, any or all of 
which can be completely closed with the fingers. According 
to the simple approximate theory * the natural frequency (N) 
of the resonator is given by 

N= = /(£),. 4, 

where a is the velocity of sound in air, S the volume included 
in the resonator, and ¢ the electrical conductivity between 
the interior and exterior caleulated upon the supposition that 
air is a conductor of unit specific conducting power and that 

* Theory of Sound, §§ 304, 305, 306. 
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the walls behave as insulators. For a circular aperture in a 
thin wall ¢ is equal to the diameter of the aperture. If there 
are several apertures, well separated from one another, ¢ is 
equal to the swm of the diameters, or as we may write it, 

cd, Ady tdg+.. ict 4) 

Hence, if the first aperture acting alone give the funda- 
mental tone, the first and second together the octave, the first 
three together the twelfth and so on, we have so far as 
relative magnitudes are concerned, 

d,=1, d,+d,=4, d,+d,+d,;=9, e.: 
or 

hy site Hest Share oh dl Me (3) 
4 

The ratios (3) may give some idea of the proportions, but 
for many reasons—among them the neglect of the thickness 
of the walls—they are only roughly applicable. There is no 
reason for insisting on a circular form of aperture ; indeed, 
when the aperture is large, an elongated form lends itself 
better to closure by a finger. Extreme cases excluded, the 
effectiveness of an aperture depends mainly upon its area. 

When, as would be especially likely to happen in the case — 
of the fundamental tone, a simple aperture would be very 
small, it may be well to replace it by a channel of finite 
length. If R be the radius of a tube of circular section and 
L its length, 

aR? ~TLaiagh “..: 4) 
= 

from which it will be seen that the area of aperture may 
be much increased as compared with what would be admissible 
me ie 

Two compound resonators on this principle have been 
constructed. ‘The first was made from the upper part of a 
glass bottle which had been cut off square near the neck. 
Over the wide opening arather stout zine plate was cemented 
through which the various apertures were bored. Througha 
cork, fitted into the neck, passed a short piece of brass 
tubing, by means of which and a suitable india-rubber pro- 
longation connexion between the ear and the interior of the 
resonator was established. In tuning the instrument it is 
necessary to begin with the lowest tone and care must be 
taken to complete the adjustment of each aperture, or channel, 
before the next is attempted. Further details are hardly 
required. If the resonance is improved by shading an 
aperture with the finger, it is a sign that the aperture is 
already. too large. If on the other hand the resonance 

C 
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improves up to complete withdrawal of the finger, the aperture 
may still be too small. Before finally enlarging the aperture 
it may be well to ascertain that the resonance is improved by 
a partial use of the one next in order. 

The second resonator was constructed entirely of metal. 
It consists of an elliptical box of sheet zine, with top and 
bottom also of zine and slightly dished for the sake of en- 
hanced rigidity (fig. 1). The capacity (8) is about 140 c.c. 

Bic VT. 

The apertures for the fundamental tone (F) and for the 
octave L(th) are formed of brass tubing soldered into position. 
The other passages are simple perforations in the wall and 
in the top of the box. E represents a short length of brass 
tubing over which is slipped an india-rubber attachment 
passing to the ear. To sound the fundamental tone of about 
128 vibrations per second (B of my harmonium), F, about 
8 mm. in diameter and 20 mm. long, is alone open. For the 
octave tone L(th), 11 mm. in diameter and 53 mm. long, is 
opened in addition. Rs thengives the twelfth, R, the double 
octave, R, the higher third, L; the sixth component (octave + 
twelith), L, the harmonic seventh, and finally L, the triple 
octave. The diameter of R; is about 5 mm. and that of L, 
(the largest aperture) say 13 mm. The letters are intended 
to indicate the fingering. Thus L,, L,, L; denote the first, 
second, and third fingers of the left hand; R,, R,, Rs the 
corresponding fingers of the right hand. The octave tube 
L(th) is closed with the thumb of the left hand. 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 13. No. 75. March 1907. 2A 
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The performance of this instrument is very satisfactory. 
The seventh and eighth components are a little weak, but the 
others, and especially the twelfth and higher third, are loudly 
heard. The experimenter should bear in mind that when 
working in-doors much depends upon the precise position. 
The room is intersected with nodes and loops of approximately 
stationary vibrations, whose position varies from one tone to 
another. Ifa particular harmonic is iil heard, it may only — 
be that the situation of the resonator is unfavourable. A 
motion of a few inches will often make a great difference. 
Usually the effects are best when the resonator is held pretty 
close to the reed in action. 

In general a harmonium note is the most convenient for 
experiment and demonstration, but other instruments are of 
course available. A man’s voice singing the proper note 
(B as above) gives excellent results. 

Tuning-Forks with slight Mutual Influence. 
Two forks giving 128 vibrations per second are inde- 

pendently maintained, each making and breaking its own 
contacts ata mercury cup. If mutual influence be altogether 
excluded, the “beat” may be made as slow as we please, 
But although the electric circuits may be entirely distinct, 
if the forks stand on the same table there may be enough 
mutual influence to bring about absolute unison. ‘The best 
method of observation is by Lissajous’ figures. The per- 
manence of the ellipse is a sign that there is mutual control 
and that absolute unison is established ; otherwise the ellipse 
undergoes more or less slowly the usual transformations. 
A series of observations on this subject were made in 1901. 

Mutual influence may arise from both forks being connected 
with the same battery. If the electric circuits are in a series 
which includes two Grove cells, the forks keep together inde- 
finitely; but this arrangement is rather akin to the familiar 
one in which a single interrupter-fork drives another, the 
second having no break of its own. Even when the fork 
circuits are in parallel and are fed from two Grove cells*, 
there is, or may be, sufficient reaction to maintain absolute 
unison. The feebler the reaction, the more nearly must the 
natural frequencies approach to identity. When the reaction 
is just insufficient for control, it is interesting to watch the 
cycle of the beat, as revealed by Lissajous’ figure. At one 
part of the cycle the changes are very slow and at the 
opposite part relatively very quick. — 

In another set of experiments the electric circuits were 
quite distinct, each fork being driven by a separate Grove 

* The internal resistance of the cells comes into play here, 
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cell. A sufficient mutual reaction could be obtained through 
the air. To this end a large resonator was constructed by 
cementing a wooden plate over the opening of a bell-glass. 
In the plate were two similar apertures, to which the free 
ends of the forks were presented, the pitch of the resonator 
being equal of that of the forks (128). In this way an 
adequate control was secured, but the margin was narrow. 

A more powerful controlling reaction accompanies a con- 
nexion between the two forks by means of slender cotton 
threads. The arrangement employed is indicated in the 
figure. A and B are the free ends of the upper prongs seen 

Fig. 2. 

from above. To them is attached a Y-shaped thread 
ABCD, the tension of which can be adjusted at D. When 
the control is established, the Lissajous’ ellipse is stationary 
and usually open. An ellipse closed in upon its major axis 
would indicate that the natural frequencies were identical, 
independently of the control. By touching a fork judiciously 
with the rubber tip of the exciting hammer, the phase may be 
disturbed without stopping the electric maintenance. If one 
fork be touched, the ellipse closes in, while a similar operation 
upon the other fork opens it out. In a short time the ellipse 
settles back, showing that the original phase-relationship is 
recovered. 

Mutual Reaction of Singing Flames. 

In a former paper* I discussed the mutual influence of 
organ-pipes nearly in unison, showing that the disturbances 
depend upon the approximation of the open ends, and not 
sensibly upon the circumstance that they may take their wind 

* Phil. Mag. vii. p. 149 (1879) ; Scientific Papers, i. p. 409. 
2A2 
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from the same source. When the reaction suffices, only one 
note is sounded, and that is usually higher in pitch than the 
notes of either pipe separately. 1t is proposed to record the 
results of some observations of a similar character recently 
made upon so-called singing flames, 2. e. tubes caused to speak 
by means of hydrogen flames. 

The tubes were of glass from the same length, each 30 em. 
long and 16 mm. internal diameter. The hydrogen bottles 
were also similar and were provided with burners formed 
from 14 cm. lengths of glass drawn down at the upper ends. 
Very small flames suffice. The tubes were held vertically and 

_ so that their upper (and lower) ends were at the same level. 
When the distance between the tubes is considerable, say 

30 cm., and draughts are avoided, fairly slow beats may be 
obtained by suitable tuning, as by approach of the finger to. 
one end of that tube which vibrates the quicker. But when 
the distance is reduced to perhaps 8 or 10 em., a difficulty 
begins to be experienced in producing slow beats. Hither 
they are rather quick or else, when the tuning does not allow 
ot that, they disappear altogether, the vibrations as it were 
engaging. On the margin where beats still occur, their 
character is peculiar. They appear unsymmetrical, the swell 
being protracted and the fall hurried. The phenomenon is 
the same as that observed optically in the case of forks 
(p. 323). When the tubes are as close as possible—they may 
conveniently be tied together with string,—even moderately 
slow beats are excluded. In this situation the sound is much. 

Fi de 

attenuated, indicating that the phases of vibration are opposite,. 
at any rate in the ideal case. The ideal case is, however, 
rather difficult to attain. There should be complete cessation 
of the principal tone in a resonator (C) whose mouth is held 
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near the upper ends (A, B) symmetrically in the median 
plane (fig. 3). Frequently a better silence may be reached 
by moving round a little, and even then it is not absolute. 

- By use of the finger to give a finishing touch to the tuning, 
the most silent position may be driven to the median plane, 
but even so the residual tone may not be quite extinguished. 
It is evident that the ideal condition is easily disturbed a 
little by slight failures of symmetry, probably connected with 
the flames. 

As so far described, the disappearance of the principal tone, 
sometimes very nearly realized, leaves a considerable amount 
of octave outstanding. A remedy may be applied by the 
insertion, at the middles of the tubes, of rectangular blocks of 
wood, about two diameters long and forming a loose fit. They 
are held in their places by springs. In this way the out- 
standing octave may be very much reduced. 

Longitudinal Balance of Tuning-Forks. 

The vibrations of a well-constructed tuning-fork are ap- 
proximately isolated and are conveyed to the stalk in only a 
limited degree. When, as in the ordinary use of small forks, 
the stalk is pressed against a sounding-board, the principal 
tone is attended by a considerable accompaniment of octave, 
especially at first when the vibrations are vigorous. The sub- 
stitution of a suitably tuned resonance-box for the sounding- 
board may easily render the octave sound preponderant *. 
The experiments now to be recorded were an attempt to 
ascertain how far it was possible to carry the isolation of the 
principal tone. It should be remembered that however com- 
plete may be the isolation as regards the stalk, there is 
necessarily a certain small amount of direct communication 
from the vibrating prongs to the surrounding air. For our 
present purpose this is to be disregarded. 

At first sight it may appear that the desired state of things 
must be very approximately attained in the usual construction 
where the prongs are parallel. Something will depend upon 
the manner in which the transition takes place between prongs 
and stalk. In what follows I have more particularly in view 
a construction in which the prongs forma U of tolerably 
uniform thickness, to which a cylindrical stalk is attached 
without much excess of metal at the junction, Asa rough 
approximation we may suppose that the inertia of the fork is 

* Phil. Mag. iii. p. 456 (1877); Scientific Papers, i. p. 318. Even 
when the box is tuned to the fundamental note, the octave and twelfth 
are often easily audible. I have observed this effect with three different 
256-forks when mounted upon a particular resonance-box. There was 
no suggestion of looseness or chatter. 
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concentrated at the ends of the prongs. Then if the fork be 
free in space, these ends can move only backwards and 
forwards along the line joining them. ‘The question we have 
to ask is—does the stalk remain at rest? A little consi- 
deration makes it fairly clear that in the case of parallel 
prongs the answer isin the negative. As the prongs approach 
one another the curvature of the bend is increased and the 
stalk moves along its length outwards, 1. e. away from 
the prongs*. Similarly half a period later the opening of 
the prongs is accompanied by an approach of the stalk. 
Under these conditions if the stalk be brought into contact 
with a sounding-board, a motion of the first order is commu- 
nicated and the principal tone is heard. 

It is evident that the effect to be expected 
when the prongs are parallel may be compen- 
sated by a suitable permanent bending of the 
prongs inwards, or what comes to the same 
by a suitable loading on the inner sides. 
The motion of the stalk during the vibra- 
tion is then composed of two parts which 
have opposite signs—the one already con- 
sidered depending on the variable curva- 
ture at the bend, the other on the obliquity 
of the prongs to the line of motion at the 
ends. It would appear then that by this 
adjustment it should be possible to secure 
that the stalk remains at rest, so far as 
motion of the first order is concerned. It is 
assumed that everything is symmetrical, so 
that the stalk, if it moves at all, does soalong 
its length and (in view of its dimensions 
relatively to the wave-length of vibration in 
steel) practically as a rigid body. 

For the purposes of the experiments a 
large fork was constructed by Mr. Enock. 
The U was from a single length of steel 
60 cm. long and of section 1:275 cm. square. 
The prongs were parallel, 5°35 em. apart 
(Inside measurement), and the stalk was 
attached by brazing (fig. 4). 

In its unloaded condition it gave 128 
vibrations per second and could be screwed 
to a resonance-box appertaining to a large 
fork by Konig of the same pitch. When 

I 

j 

= 
pa 

= 

=| 

* Somewhat as if by a violent local bending at the middle of the U 
the prongs were brought into contact throughout their whole length. 
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excited by bowing it emitted a very powerful sound 
and, largely in consequence, came somewhat rapidly to. 
rest. The isolation of the vibrations was thus far trom 
complete. 

The principal loads, of 40 gms. each, were in the form 
of nuts and travelled along screws passing through the 
prongs near their ends and parallel to the direction of vibra- 
tion. Suitable lock-nuts kept all tight. In consequence of 
the loading, the pitch fell about a major third, and the tuning 
of the resonance-box had to be readjusted by a piece of board 
obstructing the mouth. It soon appeared that, as had been 
expected, when the loads were outside the prongs the sound 
diminished as they were moved inwards as far as possible. 
To obtain a minimum, the loads must be inside the prongs ; 
and a great falling off was readily achieved by adjustment of 
their position. 

At this stage considerable difficulty was experienced in 
appreciating the quality of the residual sound, but it was 
suspected that most of it was octave, in spite of the fact that 
the resonance-box was tuned to the fundamental tone. The 
device appropriate to stop tones of « particular pitch from 
gaining access to the ear is a Quincke tube. A straight 
length of composition metal tubing, open at both ends, was. 
provided with a lateral connexion at a distance from the 
outer end amounting to +A of the octave tone. The whole 
length was nearly the double of this, and the other end was 
inserted in the resonance-box. At the same time the ear was. 
connected with the lateral branch with the aid of an india- 
rubber prolongation. When the outer end of the straight 
tube is closed with the thumb, that end becomes a node of 
the stationary vibrations of octave pitch executed therein,. 
and as the junction with the lateral tube is distant } from 
the end that place is a loop, and consequently no (octave) 
vibration is propagated to the ear. The application of the 
thumb accordingly has the effect of freeing the possibly com- 
pound sound from its octave component, while it leaves the 
fundamental tone in full vigour. 

The application of this test proved at once that by far the 
greater part of the residual sound heard when the loads were 
In approximate adjustment was in fact octave. Immediately 
after bowing, when the vibrations of the fork are vigorous, 
a loud sound is heard when the outer end of the Quincke 
tube is open, but comparative silence ensues when the thumb 
is applied. As the vibration dies down, closing the end has. 
less effect. 

In this way it appeared that in reality a great measure of 
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success had been already attained in isolating the fundamental 
tone, only obscured by the accompaniment of octave in 
unexpected amount. A sensible revival of the fundamental 
tone ensued when the loads were rotated from their best 
adjustment though a quarter turn fee corresponding to a 
lateral shift inwards or outwards of ., inch. Since the test 
is of such delicacy, we may perhaps oa the isolation of 
the fundamental tone to be practically complete. 

The fact remains, and must not be slurred over, that it 
was not possible by any adjustment of the loads to eliminate 
the fundamental tone entirely. The residual sound did not 
come directly through the air from the prongs, but was 
propagated through the stalk to the resonance-box. It is a 
little difficult to trace the nature of this residue. Upon the 
supposition that the vibrations of the various parts of the 
fork are all in one phase, and of complete geometrical and 
mechanical symmetry in the construction of the fork, it 
would appear that some adjustment of the loads must 
eliminate the fundamental tone. There was, indeed, evidence 
of actual lack of symmetry, which could not in any case be 
mathematically perfect. When with the aid of a handle 
the fork was held horizontally so that its stalk rested upon a 
wooden edge supported in its turn upon the top of the 
resonance-box, sound was heard from the box, which varied 
as the fork rotated round its stalk as axis and in-fact nearly 
vanished in two asymmetrical positions. It would seem that 
the residual fundamental tone heard in the more normal use 
may be connected with a lateral movement of the stalk, 
dependent upon some failure of symmetry. 

As a variation upon the above arrangement the prongs 
were now bent inwards so that at the outer ends the distance 
from metal to metal was reduced from 58°5 mm. to 38 mm., 
a bending intended nearly to represent the effect of the loads. 
With the 40 gm. loads it was no longer possible to reduce 
the fundamental tone to silence and, as soon appeared, for 
this reason that the proper position for the loads was 
unattainable, being that occupied by the metal of the prongs 
themselves. When smaller (20 gm.) loads were substituted, 
interior positions could be found allowing the elimination of 
the fundamental tone to about the same degree of perfection 
as before. In listening with the Quincke tube to the dying 
sound with alternate application and removal of the thumb 
at the outer end, it was recognized that the low tone was 
practically gone ‘(thumb on) ‘while the octave (thumb off) 
was still fairly audible. About the same displacement of the 
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loads as before (;'5 inch) was sufficient to cause a perceptible 
augmentation of the residual fundamental tone. 

‘As to whether these results can be turned to practical 
account in the construction of forks, we must remember that 
if a fork is to be used in conjunction with a sounding- 
board or resonance-box a too complete isolation of the funda- 
mental tone would defeat the intention. On the other hand 
if,as in Helmholtz’s vowel experiments, a fork is to be 
employed to excite an air resonator placed near the ends 
of its prongs, a suitable turning inwards of these prongs 
and consequent quiescence of the stalk would be of 
advantage. 

In conclusion attention may be drawn to the circumstance 
that a symmetrical bell with stalk attached would not need 
any particular adjustment in order to ensure the isolation 
of the vibrations of the first order. If the stalk tend to 
move outwards when contraction occurs along one particular 
diameter of the circumference, the same tendency must 
repeat itself half a period later when the contraction is 
transferred to the diameter at right angles to the first. 
A similar remark would apply to a symmetrical compound 
fork, such as we may imagine to be produced by cutting 
away all the material of the bell, except in the neighbourhood 
of two perpendicular meridians. 

A Tuning-Fork Siren and its Maintenance. 

When in 1901 I was experimenting upon the work absorbed 
in various cases of the production of sound * I had at my 
disposal a Trinity House “Manual” Fog-horn. In this 
instrument the wind is generated by cylinders and pistons, 
and a much higher pressure is available than is usual in 
laboratory apparatus. Among the experiments then tried 
was the substitution of what I called a tuning-fork siren for 
the natural reed and conical horn of the instrument. Fitted 
to a wind-chest was a metal plate, carefully faced internally 
and carrying a rectangular aperture about 10 mm. broad. 
This aperture could be nearly closed by a plate 3 mm. wider, 
which vibrated laterally in front of it. The vibrating plate 
was mounted upon the side of one prong of a fork making 
128 vibrations per second. When the fork was at rest, the 
aperture was obstructed and the fit of the moving and fixed 
plates was so good that the leakage of wind was not serious. 

* Phil, Mag. vi. p. 292 (1903). 
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But as the fork vibrated the aperture was in part uncovered, — 
and that twice during each complete vibration of the fork, 
so that the pitch of the instrument, considered as a siren, 

was 256. The fork was driven electrically from another 
interrupter-fork of the same pitch situated outside. Fitted 
to the aperture externally was a resonating tube whose length 
could be adjusted to give the maximum effect. One of the: 
objects was to be able to vary the resonance without dis- 
turbing the maintenance or the pitch of the siren. The 
pressure employed was sometimes as low as 2°5 cm. of 
mercury, and the consumption of wind about 34 litres per 
second, corresponding to ‘015 horse-power. At this rate of 
working the pumps could be kept going by hand, or rather 
by legs, for a moderate length of time. 

One unexpected effect presented itself, which seems worthy 
of record. As has been mentioned, the intention had been 
to keep the fork in motion electrically. But it was found 
that, at any rate after being once started, it remained in 
vigorous vibration under the action of the wind alone, 
although the electric connexion was cut off. It will be 
observed that this case is altogether different from that of a 
veed, where the tongue approaches and recedes from the 
aperture normally. It is more analogous to the zolian harp, 
where, as I have formerly shown *, the vibration is executed 
in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the wind. So 
far as 1 am aware, no adequate mechanical explanation of 
this singular behaviour has been given. 

Stroboscopic Speed Regulation. 

The stroboscopic method ft has often been employed for 
testing and regulating the speed of revolving shafts. I used 
it extensively in my determinations of absolute electrical 
units t, referring the speed of revolving coils to the frequency 
of vibration of an electro-magnetically maintained fork. 
But I doubt whether even now the convenience of this method 
for general purposes is appreciated. A few years ago the 
late Mr. Gordon drew for me upon card rows of alternate 
black and white “teeth” from 20 to 40. Photographs 
from this upon flexible paper could be mounted upon a 
revolving shaft so as to form reentrant circles of teeth for 

* Phil. Mag. vii. p. 149 (1879); Scientific Papers, 1. p. 413. 
t Plateau (1836); Topler, Phil. Mag. Jan. 1867. 
t See for example Proc. Roy. Soc. xxxii. p. 104 (1881); Scientific 

Papers, i. p. 8. . 
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observation by intermittent view. In my use of it an elec- 
trically maintained fork of large dimensions and of home 
construction was employed. The fork was provided with 
solid (platinum) contacts and made 64 vibrations per second. 
At the ends of the prongs were blackened plates of thin 
metal perforated with slits, so disposed as to be opposite to 
one another in the equilibrium position. When the vibra- 
tions were excited by one or two cells, there were 128 views 
per second through the slits. 

Viewed past the fork, some of the circles of revolving 
teeth appear nearly stationary. Usually two. neighbouring 
circles can be picked out, which appear to revolve slowly in 
opposite directions. From these data the necessary informa- 
tion is obtained in a way that need not be further explained. 
It is thought that it may be of service to give a reproduction 
of Gordon’s drawing (fig. 5, Plate VIII.). Photographic 
copies can easily be made upon any desired scale adapted to 
the shafts round which it is intended to mount them. Care 
should be taken to effect the junction properly, so that 
the circles of teeth are continued through it without 
irregularity. 

Phonic Wheel and Commutator. 

- By the use of the phonic wheel, invented independently by 
La Cour and myself *, the speed of revolving shafts may be 
not merely compared with a fork but automatically governed 
thereby. I have used this method for driving a commutator 
of the kind required for passing a regular succession of 
condenser charges through a oalvanometer, as for example 
in determining the ratio of the electrical units (velocity 
of light). The contacts required are such that a piece A 
in connexion with the insulated pole of the condenser 
shall make contacts alternately with a piece B representing 
the insulated pole of the battery and another C connected 
to earth and to the other pole of the battery and condenser. 
Of course the contacts must be good, and it is essential that 
both be not made at the same time. 

As in Thomson and Searle’s work +, the commutator was 
of the usual type adapted to a revolving motion, except 
that the cycle of contacts was repeated so as to occur twice 
in each revolution. The developed form is shown in the 

* Phil. Trans. 1885, p. 295. Scientific Papers, i. p. 355; i. p. 179. 
+ Phil. Trans. 1890, p. 607. 
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accompanying diagram (fig. 6) where the shaded parts 

Fig. 6. 
represent brass pieces separated by ebonite 
insulation. Springs lightly bearing against 
the exterior continucus portions of ‘metal 
correspond to B and ©, while A corresponds 
to a brush bearing near the centre and 
making contact alternately with the two 
metal pieces. Provision was made for varying 
the pressures at these contacts during the 
running and without disturbing the insulation. 
The problem is to secure a uniform rotation of 
this commutator, whose diameter was 28 mm. 

The phonic wheel, mounted on the same 
shaft as the commutator, takes its time from 
a vibrating fork (44 per second *) acting as in- 
terrupter of an electric current. The current 
(about 4 amperes) is from 3 secondary cells and excites not 
only the electro-magnet by which the vibrations of the fork 
are maintained but also the electro-magnet of the phonic 
wheel. Jour. soft iron armatures are mounted round the 
circumference of the drum and in their passage complete 
approximately the magnetic circuit. The holes through 
which the fork is viewed are also four in number. 

The most advantageous action of the regulating current 
occurs when one armature passes for each complete vibration 
of the fork. Under these circumstances the prong, or 
rather a projecting wire attached for the prapos is seen 
stationary and single. There are then 11 (=x 44) revo- 
lutions of the wheel per second and 22 charges and dis+ 
charges of the condenser. But the wheel may also be run 
at double or triple this speed, and then the projecting 
wire is in general seen doubled or tripled. The regulating 
current from the fork is of itself capable of maintaining 
the rotation at single or double speed when once the 
necessary engagement has been secured. For this purpose 
the speed must be raised to the required point by means 
of a string passed round the shaft and worked with the 
fingers, and even then it may be only after many trials 
that engagement ensues. For the triple speed the power of 

* For the design of steel vibrators and for rough determinations of 
frequency, especially when below the limit of hearing, the theoretical 
formula is often convenient. We may take 

frequency = 846002//°, 

where / is the total length of a prong and ¢ the thickness in the plane of 
vibration, both being reckoned in centimetres. (‘Theory of Sound,’ §177.) 
At any vate the octave is never uncertain. 
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the fork current is insufficient, and recourse must be had to 
independent driving by an electric motor or water-power 
engine. If the driving power be in excess, the fork currents 
are equally capable of holding the wheel back. The whole 
behaviour is evident on observation of the fork through the 
revolving apertures, and so long as the engagement lasts the 
wheel can never gain nor lose a complete cycle relatively to 
the fork. 

I have used the commutator thus driven to observe the 
charges of a condenser in their passage through a galvano- 
meter. The only inconvenience was the necessity of a 
considerable separation between the galvanometer and the 
rest of the apparatus to obviate magnetic disturbance. The 
galvanometer deflexion was steady and apparently indepen- 
dent of the force exercised at the springs of the commutator. 
I believe that the arrangement might be used with advantage 
in such work as determining the ratio of the electrical units. 

XXV. On the Ionization of Various Gases by the a Particles 
of Radium.—No. 2. By W. H. Brace, WA., Hider 
Professor of Mathematics and Physics in the University of 
Adelaide*. 

//, {Plate IX.] 
/ Introduction. 

a a paper with a similar title (Proc. Roy. Soc. of South 
Australia, vol. xxx. p. 1, and Phil. Mag. May 1906, 

p- 617) I have given a preliminary account of an attempt to 
determine the relative amounts of ionization produced in 
various gases and vapours by the « particle of RaC. The 
present paper contains an account of the further progress of 
this work. 

In the first place, I have here discussed the validity and 
the experimental details of the method used, and have brought 
forward evidence in favour of the hypothesis that 6s, the 
ionization produced in consequence of the expenditure of a 
small quantity of energy de by the « particle, is reiated to the 
latter quantity by the equation 6v=kf(v)de, where /(v) is a 
function of the velocity of the particle only, and & a constant 
for each gas. 

Secondly, I have given the result of the attempts to de- 
termine for several gases the constant k, which may be called 
the specific ionization of a gas for aradiation, air being taken 
as the standard. 

* Communicated by the Physical Society of London: read February 22, 
1907. Part of the paper was also read before the Royal Society of 
South Australia, Oct. 2, 1906. 
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In conclusion, I have discussed very briefly the form of 
the function 7(v »), and such conclusions as it seems legitimate 
to draw from the results so far obtained. Amongst these is 
the following:—The ionization per molecule (ks, where s 
is the stopping power) is closely connected to the molecular 
volume. 

§ 1. 

The method of this research has already been described 
briefly in the preliminary paper (loc. cit.). For the sake of 
clearness, however, and in order to facilitate a discussion of 
the validity and the experimental details of the method, it 
will be well to insert a short description here also. 

A small platinum plate is coated with a very thin layer 
of radium bromide, and placed below a horizontal ionization- 
chamber of 3 mm. width, at a distance which can be altered 
at will. (See Plate 1X.) <A set of narrow vertical tubes is 
placed over the radium, and stops all 2 particles which move in 
any direction which is not almost vertical. Thus the particles 
cross the narrow chamber at right angles to its greater dimen- 
sions, and all spend 3 mm. of their paths in the air within it, 
The resulting ionization being plotted against the distance 
from the radium to the 
middle of the chamber, Pic, 1. 
we obtain an “ionization 
curve,” as in fig. 1, where 
ordinates represent dis- 
tances and abscisse repre- 
sent lonization currents. 
Hach reading of current 
is the difference between 
two others, one measured 
when a very thin copper 
screen is placed over the 
radium, and one when it 
is not. 
In this curve the portion 

AE is due to the 6 rays 
only, and represents the 
effect of such f radiation 

as is intercepted by the 
screen: the chamber is 
out of range of « rays. 
Let EA be produced to 
meet the axis of x in D. 
The portion ABP repre- 
sents part of the effect of the « particles from RaC. 

Cc | i IC 
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If no other radioactive substances were present, the curve 
would show a continuation of the portion BP down to the axis 
of #, in some such manner as PC. 

If the ionization curve were completed in this way, the 
area ABPUD would represent the total ionization due to the 
a radiation from RaC. If now the air were removed, another 
gas substituted for it, and the air re-measured, a comparison 
of the values obtained would give the result which this 
research aims at. We may call it the specific ionization of 
the gas. But the complete determination of the boundaries 
of the area is so long and complicated a process as to render 
this procedure impracticable. It can, however, be shown that 
the product of the coordinates of a certain point on the curve 
may be taken as a measure of the area of the curve, provided 
certain assumptions are made. ‘The point is at the intersection 
of the top portion of the curve representing the effects of RaA 
with the side of that showing the effects of RaC. The co- 
ordinates of this point are comparatively easy to obtain. 

Now, it might appear that it would be better to measure 
of one time the whole of the ionization produced by the 
particle, rather than to determine the ionization point by 
point along its path: since, if this were done, it would no 
longer be necessary either to find the exact form of the ioni- 
zation curve, or to. depend upon the validity of assumptions. 
We might spread a layer of radioactive material on the floor 
of an ionization-chamber , and so arrange the temperature and 
pressure of the gas in relation to the dimensions of the 
chamber, that all the « particles completed their paths within 
the gas. But the potential gradient required to separate and 
collect the ions made by the « particle is generally very 
great. For example, in ethyl chloride at 30 cm. pressure 
and ordinary temperatures, about 1000 volts per cm. is de- 
sirable, if saturation is to be certain. With such gas it would 
be necessary to make the height of the chamber about 4 cm., 
in order to allow all the 2 particles to complete their r ranges ; 
even if the radioactive material were uranium or polonium. 
Thus, a potential of 4000 volts would be required, and such 
large electromotive forces are out of the question. If the 
pressure of the gas were lowered, less electric force would be 
sufficient ; but the paths of the « particies would be longer, 
the chamber would need to be higher, and the total potential 
as great as ever. 

It is absolutely necessary to use a narrow ionization- 
chamber if sufficient electric force is to be obtained without 
the use of enormous battery-power. Clearly it would be no 
gain to use such a chamber if the radioactive material were 
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spread on one of its walls. For in this case some of the 
particles would complete their full ranges within it, others only 
part, and an estimate of the ionization to be expected would 
render it necessary to take into account the amount of the 
range completed by each particle as determined by the nature 
and physical conditions of the gas and the dimensions of the 
chamber, the reckoning being further complicated by the fact 
that the ionization produced by the particle is not constant along 
its path. Itis possible that an experiment might be arranged 
in which a thin sheet of « radiation entered the chamber 
through a slit at the side, and spent itself within the chamber 
without touching the walls. It would be necessary to make 
sure that the same portion of the range was completed within 
the chamber by the particle, no matter with what gas the 
chamber was filled. I have not yet tried this plan. 
It will now be clear, I think, that the method actually 

used is not without its advantages. It avoids the use of very 
high potentials, and does not require lengthy and uncertain 
calculations. It has also this in its favour, that it gives the 
range of the particle in the gas, so that it is possible to make 
a sufficiently accurate estimate of the amount of any air that 
may be present. The presence of this air can then be 
allowed for. 

Let us, therefore, proceed to consider the assumptions and 
approximations which the method requires. 

In the first place it is necessary to consider whether any 
disadvantages are likely to arise from the use of a sheet of 
gauze as the lower wall of the ionization-chamber. The electric 
field must be distorted in the neighbourhood of the gauze ; 
some very small portions of the chamber which are just over 
the openings in the gauze must be under feeble forces, and 
the ions made there be separated only when the potential is 
high. Itis easy, however, to show that this effect is negligible 
ky a consideration of the ionizations due to @ rays. This 
ionization does not show initial recombination, as in the case 
of the « rays; a fact first demonstrated by R. Kleeman, 
formerly of this University. In fig. 2 are drawn the upper 
parts of the ionization curves of ethyl chloride under different 
potentials. It will be seen that in the portion which repre- 
sents the effects of 8 rays only, saturation is complete when 
50 volts are applied tothe 3mm. chamber ; but the ionization 
due to x rays is far from being collected completely by ten 
times that potential... Now, if the field distortion due to the 
gauze were appreciably effective, we should find the @ rays 
also producing an ionization which appeared to increase at 
higher potentials ; and there is no trace of any such effect. 
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The same result shows that, although ions are very apt to be 
drawn through a gauze by a strong field on one side, yet in 
this case nothing of the sort takes place. ‘To prevent it, a 
second gauze has been placed 3 mm. below the first, and 
earthed, so that there are strong, equally-balanced fields on 
both sides of the latter. 

Fig. 2. 

CHG Pure gas. 
A Sovolts|to 3mm 
BISQ » fn iwe 
Cc 300 « 

A thin uniform metal sheet might replace the gauze, but 
unless it were very thin it would cut off more of the range 
than can generally be spared ; and if it were thin it would be 
liable to flexure by the powerful electric forces, so that the 
depth of the ionization-chamber might become indeterminate. 
We must now consider the assumption that the area of 

the ionization curve may be represented by the product of the 
coordinates RI as already defined. This is really equivalent 
to the supposition that the ionization resulting from the 
expenditure of a quantity of energy de by the « particle is 
equal to kf(v)de, where /(v) is a function of the velocity of 
the particle and é is a. constant, depending on the nature of 
the gas molecule. It implies in the first place that the area 
of the ionization curve in any gasis not dependent on pressure 
and temperature, and that, if the form of the curve is altered 
by a variation of these conditions, it is only in so far that all 
the ordinates are multiplied by some factor, and all the 
abscissze divided by the same factor. It implies, inthe second 
place, that the ionization curve of one gas can be made to 
coincide with the curve of any other gas, by multiplying all 
the ordinates by some factor, and all the abscissee by some 
other factor. Let us examine the evidence in favour of these 
statements... | a fr - 

lf the hypothesis is true, RI must be independent of pressure 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 75. March 1907. 2B 
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and temperature. As regards pressure, some results were 
quoted in a paper “On the Recombination of Ions in Air and 
other Gases’ *, which showed this to be correct in the eases 
of air and ethyl chloride; and further evidence will be found 
in the results given at the end of this paper. For, without 
having made any exhaustive comparison of the values of RI 
at different pressures in each gas, I have often used various 
pressures in the determination of the specific ionization of a 
gas; and the general agreement between the results obtained 
is good evidence that pressure is without effect. 

In the same way, since many determinations in the case 
of the same gas have been made at different temperatures, the 
close agreement shows also that temperature has no influence 
on the ionization. More direct confirmation can be obtained 
from the following results. Durimg a number of the deter- 
minations of RI, the ionization-chamber was connected in 
parallel with a second chamber containing a uranium layer. 
The ionization currents acted against each other. Thus the 
values of the currents in the radium apparatus could be 
determined by balancing against the uranium: the latter was 
always at the temperature ‘of the room, and therefore formed 
a fixed standard. The extent of the surface of the uranium 
could be varied by means of a semaphore, having a graduated 
circle on the same axis. It was then found that although 
the RI in air appeared to decrease as the temperature of the 
radium apparatus was raised, yet when the readings were 
expressed in terms of the uranium scale, the value of RI was 
constant. The decline was merely apparent, and due to leakage 
through the heated glass insulators. The actual-values of RI 
were :— 

Five determinations, 20° to 60° C.: 320, 326, 318, 314, 
314; mean, 520. 

Five determinations, 60° to 80° C.: 296, 314, 311, 334, 
327; mean, 316. 

‘The experiments were made at various times, and some of 
the irregularities are probably due to slight alterations in the 
amount of the RaC present. 

Furthermore, it has already been shown with respect ‘to 
ionization in general that pressure and temperature have no 
effect (Patterson, Proc. Roy. Soc. Ixix. p. ‘277, 1901, and 
Phil. Mag. Aug. 1903). I have thought it well, however, to 
reconsider the point with special reference to the cir cumstances 
of this experiment. 

It is convenient at this stage to state that temperature 
does not seem to have much effect on initial recombination. 

* Trans. Roy. Soc. 8. A. 1905, p. 187; Phil. Mag. April, 1906, p. 466. 
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The latter decreases rapidly as pressure is lowered. This has 
been shown by Kleeman and myself (‘‘ On the Recombination 
of Ions, &e.”’). But when the alteration in density occasioned 
by a rise of temperature has been allowed for, there appears 
to remain only a slight diminution in initial recombination, 
which can be adcribed to fue. direct. resnit.of the eee 
in temperature. This is shown with some clearness in some 
experiments which I have made with CO,. They may 
be tabulated as follows, the ionization at an electric force of 
1600 volts per em. being taken as 100:— 

Tonization Tonization Jonization 
at at at 

GO..: 1000 volts 383 volts 166 yolts 
a per cm, per cm, per cm. 

(a) Pressure, 651 mm., 20°C. .. 100-0 95:0 90-2 

(b) Pressure, 760 mm., 72°C. .. 100-0 96°8 94-0 

A repetition of the experiment gave practically the same 
result. The pressures and temperatures were so arranged that 
the density was the same in each experiment. 

I also tried the experiment with ethyl chloride, but the 
results were not so definite ; that is to say, change of tempe- 
rature produced no very obvious effect. 

It is further assumed that the curves for different gases are 
_ of the same form ; in other words, that the function /(v) is 
the same for all gases. 

A complete test of this hypothesis would require an accurate 
‘delineation of the ionization curve in the case of each gas. 
As has already been said, this would be a difficult task, in- 
clusive, indeed, of our present purpose. But a comparison of 
the curves in different gases, so far as they have been obtained, 
shows that the principle is at least approximately true. For 
example, the ratio of the range of RaC to that of RaA is the 
same in all gases within errors of experiment, and again the 
ratio of the maximum abscissa of the RaC curve to the abscissa 
I is also constant, so far as 1 have measured it. As examples 
of the constancy of the first of these two ratios, | have at 
different times found it to be 1°46 in air, 1°47 in pentane, 
1-47 in ethyl chloride, 1°44 in carbon dioxide, 1°48 in ethyl 
alcohol, | 1°49 in ethy lene. The differences here are probably 
experimental only. Asregards the second ratio, I have found 
it to be 1°36 in air, 1°37 in ether, 1:44 in ethylene, 1°35 and 
again 1°41 in ethyl chloride. This ratio is mach more liable 
to error than the former ; for all ionizations are harder to 
measure correctly than ranges, and the peak of the ionization 

curve is an especially uncertain point. Also there isa special 
2B2 
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difficulty due to the existence of a peculiar phenomenon, 
which must now be considered. : 

It is to be observed that the ionization curves in different 
gases will not correspond unless the potential employed is 
enough to saturate at all points of the path of the « particle. 
More electric force is required as the particle slows down. 
This may be deduced from figures given in the paper “ On the 
Recombination of Ions, &e.” p. 196. It is there stated that 

the ratio of the saturated ionization current to that at 25 volts 
per cm. in the case of the ions made by the a particle of RaC 
at a distance of 6°25 cm. from its origin was found to be 1°29; 
whereas, when the distance was reduced to 5°05 em., it 
was found to be 1:19. Each of these ratios is the mean of 
four determinations. (By an arithmetical error, one of the 
latter is incorrectly given in the paper quoted: 1:23 should 
be 1:20.) | 

C,H.Cl.75%+Gir 25%. 3 
A. 50. volts to 3mm. 
BOs tae ot 
Cc 200 

Again, the effect is clearly shown by the curves of fig. 3, 
which represent the results of experiments on a mixture of 
ethyl chloride and air. It will be seen that the curve does not 
show the characteristic increase of ionization with distance 
when the electric force is small, the reason being that it is so 
much more difficult to collect the ions made by the « particle 
at the end of its path. 

It is necessary to refer to one more assumption which is. 
made in calculating the results, viz., that the RI of a mixture 
can be determined from a knowledge of the RI of each 
component. For example, it is supposed that the RI of air 
being 100 and of ethyl chloride 132, then the RI of a mixture 
in such proportions that the a particle spends half its energy 
in each is 116. 
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For I have not. been able to prevent the leakage of air 
into the apparatus when raised above ordinary temperatures, 
and itis necessary to measure and allow for the air present 
in each experiment. The apparatus holds very well when 
not heated ; bui.it is sometimes necessary to raise the tem- 
perature to 60° or 70° C. in order to obtain a_ sufficient 
density of the vapour under treatment. Fortunately, however, 
the air present may be a considerable fraction of the gas 
when measured by pressure, and yet be of little importance 
when measured in terms of the energy spent init. Thus the 
correction for air present is usually quite small, as will be seen 
from a consideration of the numerical results in § 2. 

The assumption is by no means an obvious one. If any 
part of the ionization in a gas is secondary, and is due to 
radiation originating in one “molecule and acting on a neigh- 
bouring molecule, it might well be that complications would 
arise ina mixture of gases. I have made several direct attempts 
to find whether any such effects existed: the results of some 
of them are shown in the following tables. Each table refers 
to a set of experiments car ried. out consecutiv ely. The 
percentage of gas in each mixture is determined from the 
stopping power, and the percentage of energy spent in the gas 
is then calculated. The value of RI for the gas is calculated 
by multiplying the observed value for air “by the specific 
lonization of the gas, as taken from the final tables given 
at the end of the paper. For example, in the first set 
RI for air is 198-5, and RI for ethyl chloride is taken to be 
189°5 x 1:32=262. The RI for each mixture is then calculated. 
In the table the calculated and observed values are put side by 
side, and it will be seen that there is a good agreement :— 

Percent. 
. Percent. Percent. of Energy Pressure RI Ri 

C,H,Cl: of Gas. of Air. spentinGas.inmm. Temp. © observed. calculated. 
Lo ee 0 100 07 760 37 198°5 = 
2 ae 88°5 145 C45 421 375 253 259 
i oe as 39°7 - 60°3 61 437 38 235 237°5 
< ee 175 82-7 33 433 38 220 220 
De. 85 915° 18 441 382 212 210°5 
enc: 0 100 0 760 39 198-5 = 

C.H,Ccl 
Boveeses2 0 100 0 760 32 200°5 
= 91°5 85 Jo 294 B45 258 260 
3. 35°53 64°7 96'S 310 36°5 232 23 
easonbis 0 100 0 760 37 198°5 — 

C,H, 

EN ees 0 100 0 760 4] 202 = 
Sieh 83°5 16°5 95 321 43 262 264 
3 19-2 80°8 45°5 351 45 232 229°5 
Be ahaabe 0 100 0 760 45°6 195 = 
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Nevertheless, in a number of cases in which I have attempted 
to calculate the value of RI of one gas from a knowledge of 
the values of RI for air, and for a mixture in known pro- 
portions, I have obtained an unexpectedly high result, and 
when I began some direct experiments on the question I was 
quite prepared to find that the ionization of a mixture of air 
and gas was more than the sum of the ionization of air and 
gas separately. Further experiment will, no doubt, make 
everything quite clear. In the meantime it is sufficiently 
evident that the principle is at least nearly true. For the 
purpose of this investigation it may be taken as quite true, 
since the correction to be made for’ the presence of air is, at 
the most, only small. ' 

The quantity I, as measured, includes a small proportion of 
8 ray ionization. It must be shown that this does not harm 
the result. 

In the form of apparatus which I use the ionization in the 
portion AE of the curve (see fig. 1) is nearly 6 per cent. of 
the ionization at P, and I have’ not found enough varlation 
from gas to gas to justify an attempt at correcting for It, ae 
course, the quantity is only small. 

‘The. curve shows only this 8 ionization above A; that 
below is hidden. But TI have found by experiment that: it 
varies very little throughout the whole distance from the axis 
of w. -This?l did’ by. placing over the radium just enough 
tinfoil to cut off all the a rays 

In the foregoing will be found, Tf think, sufficient justi- 
fication for the choice of the method of this paper, and 
for the assumptions made during the calculation of the 
results. 

In the previous paper [ have already given a brief descrip- 
tion of the process of an experiment. Some points, however, 
deserve reconsideration in the light of further experience, and 
some changes have been found convenient. These are best 
discussed in relation to an actual experiment; I will take a 
determination of RI in carbon bisulphide. 

T have found it best to separate experiments whose object 
is to determine RI from thoso whose object is to find the 
stopping power of the gas. In the former the chief difficulty 
lies 1n overcoming initial recombination. This requires. the 
pressure of the gas to be low, and the applied potential to be 
high, A little leakage of air into the apparatus, which can 
hardly be avoided under these circumstances, is no serious 
disadvantage, since the proportion of air can be found from a 
knowledge of R, and of the pressure and temperature at the 
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time when R is measured ; and these data are easily obtained. 
In the latter, any moderate voltage will do, since the range 
does not depend on potential ; but it is desirable to have as 

_ much gas as possible, and no leakage of air during the expe- 
riment, so that when the bulb containing a sample of the 
gas is taken away and weighed in order to find the pro- 
portion of the mixture, it may truly represent the condition 
of things during the earlier part of the experiment. It is 
best to work at a high temperature, if such is required to 
fill the chamber with gas which is nearly at atmospheric 
pressure. 

Carbon bisulphide vapour is well superheated at a tem- 
perature of 30° and a pressure of 25 cm. The apparatus is, 
therefore, heated to that temperature ; and RI for air is first 
measured. | 

Fig. 4 shows the readings obtained, and the curve which 
is drawn to find Rand I. These are determined to be 4°95 

and 42°8 respectively, so that RI=212, the temperature 
being 30° C., and the pressure being 75°1cm. The apparatus 
is then exhausted and filled with CS, vapour to a pressure 
of about 24 cms. It is known from a separate experiment 
that 1000 volts per cm. is a saturating potential gradient, 
and a battery of 300 volts is therefore put on to the 3 mm. 
chamber. 

The readings then taken, and the curve drawn are shown 
in fig. 5. It appears from these that R=7-74, [=37°3, so 
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that RI=289. The pressure has altered about 1 em. during 
the determination of the curve, but was found to be 23°35 at 
the moment when the corner (R, I) was passed. The tempe- 
rature at the same time was 29°. Now the stopping-power of 

Fig, 5. 

Gem 

| / 

| nee 

Scm 

| 

3 4 

CBS, is 2°20, and the stopping-power of the mixture is (com- 
paring with the previous experiment) 

495° TOL §_ og. 

74 gabe 
Hence: 

If « be the percentage of gas, we must have 3 

2X 224+1—rf=2°06, ... v=88'9. 

The vapour is then cleared out of the apparatus, and dry air 
admitted. The value of RI for air is again determined, as 
shown in fig. 6, and found to be 214. 

In the second experiment the proportion of gas to air, by 
pressure, isas 88°5 to 11°5; but, a ncene ncn to the energy spent 
by the e particle, as 3 88° 5 to 11° 5/22 as 94°5 to 5°5. Hence 
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the true value of RI is found from the equation 

-945 RI +:055 xX 213 =289; 

whence RE==294. 

Hence specific ionization of CS,=294/218=1°38. 
The results of this particular experiment are recorded in 

the second line of the results for carbon bisulphide in § 2. 

Fig. 6. 

It seems probable that the determination of the ionization - 
in various cases due to the e rays may be of considerable 
importance, and I therefore attach a drawing of the apparatus 
which I have used (Plate IX.) in the hope that it may save 
the time of any other workers in this direction. 

In the figure, P is one of the three glass pillars which 
support the high potential plate. I have also used a glass 
plate, as shown by the dotted surface, to insulate the upper 
plate of the ionization-chamber. Sulphur and ebonite do not 
stand the heat. The upper gauze, yg, is the lower wall of 
the chamber, g'g' is the lower gauze and is earthed ; it is sup- 
ported by three brass pillars, only one of whichisshown. The 
vertical tubes are shown at TT, and the radium plate at RR. 
The semaphore, ss, is made of thin sheet-copper, and can be 
turned round so as to uncover the radium. It may be worth 
while mentioning that I have found it better to keep the 
plate, QQ, “out of sight” of any insulating material con- 
nected with the high-potential plate; and if this is not done 
then the creep of electricity over the insulators, which is apt 
to occur when the potential is changed, exerts a troublesome 
electrostatic effect. DEF Gis the outline of the electric oven. 
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The tube A goes to the manometer, B to a bulb used in the 
determinations of stopping-power, and C to a bulb which 
contains the liquid whose vapour is being treated. 

§ 2. 

The following tables contain the results of the determi- 
nation of the constant of specific ionization due to @ rays. 
These have all been made recently, except when the contrary 
is stated. I have rejected a large number of earlier mea- 
surements. In the case of each experiment with a gas, the 
value of RI for air was found immediately before and imme- 
diately afterwards. It varies somewhat from day to day, 
and generally increases during any long series of experiments, 
since the warmth and dryness are Condciye to the better 
retention of the emanation. The radium plate is not quite in 
so good a condition as it used to be, being covered with a very 
thin film of dirt and grease (mainly from the taps). This 
could, no doubt, be removed by a red heat; but I am 
unwilling to handle the radium film so roughly just now. 
The presence of the film slightly lowers the ranges, about ° 
to 1 mm. in air; and rather blurs the corners of the ionization 
curves. 

Percent. Percent. 

Volts Pressure Tempe- of Gas by of Gas by RI. RI RI 
perem. incm, rature. Pressure. Energy. (corrd.) (air). 

Pentane. 
1670 25 445 83:5 95 262 265 198 

_ 32:7 43 79°5 93:5 261 265 198 
és 23°79 30 91°5 975 26). 263 197 
" 29°4 378 88:5 96:5 265 267 197 
i 38:5 40 81 94 Wid Qik 200 
i 39°6 37D Oo D7 277 279 208 

1000 32°6 39 R85 96°5 281 284 °° ~20E% 
- 25°6 40 885 96°5 282 285i 208 

Mean 
Carbon Bisulphide. 

1670 25°8 40 91 96 282. 285 209°5 
1000 23°35 29 88°5 94:5 289 | 294. 213 

a 3071 40 91 96 284 287 209°6 
Mean 

ther (C,H,,O). 

1000 242 29%) 82°5 94:5 274 2th 214 
1670 24-7 30 86°5 95°5 27. 280 214 

4 26°2 49-5 87 96 270 273 207 

Chloroform. 

1670 26+] 50°5 86) a 205 262’ 265 207 
a 23°5 50 86 95 262 265 207 

27:4 o4 3 94 260 264 202 
, Mean 

Ratio 

1:34 
1:34 
1:33 
1°35 
1:37 
1:34 
1°36 
1°36 
L335 

1:36 
1:38 
137 
L‘37, 

1:295. 
131 
1:32 

Mean 1°31 

12 
12 
13 
1°28 

8 4 

8 
1 
9 
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Percent. Percent. 
Volts. Pressure Tempe- of Gasby of Gasby RI. Rl RI 
percm. inem. _ rature. Pressure. Energy. (ecorrd.). (air). Ratio. 

Ethyl Chloride. 

1670 233 14 89 95 244 247 i9] Ig 
3000 38 16 93 97 270 272 204 1-33 

4] 58 26 915 96°5 266 268 203 es 
1670 26:2 72 81 91 202 211 166 1-27 

a 318 60 85 93 238 242 186 1:30 
32°8 60 8&5 93 239 243 186 1-30 
29-4 345 91°5 96 258 261 = 11995 1-31 
42-1 BT'O 88°5 94:5 253 256 198°5 1-29 

Mean 1:3 

Carbon Tetrachloride 

1670 25-0 60°7 89 oT 257 259 197 1-315 
Be 22°8 61 72 91 259 265 199 1-33 

29 61 83 95 253 256 199 1-285 
; rai th 54 8] 94°5 264 267 204 1°31 

26°4 53°5 90 975 264 266 202 1°32 
Mean 1:31 

Ethyl Iodide. 
1000 252 65 755 91 223 228 77 2g 
1700 tive 68-5 90°5 97 Zod 263 207 1°27 

ada Mean 1:28 

Ethyl Alcohol. 

1000 348 12 85 98 213 216 174 1°24. 
- So 67 73 85 27 pee 3 184 1°22, 

Mean 1°23 

Methyl Alcohol. 

1000 30'9 65 92 94 217 219 179 1-22, 

ethyl Iodide. 

1000 . 35°35 AT 88 95 210 213 160 1°33 

Benzene. 

1670 ae 62 71 89°5 226 232 181 1-28 
‘ a2, 61-5 17) 2-2 235 240 185 1-30 

_ 1000 25'6 67 89 96°75 251 253 194 1-30 
1670 29°3 67 88 96 248 250 198 1.26 

is 270 67 3 94 252 256 198 1:29 
Mean 1°29 

Volts Pressure 
per cm. in em. Temperature. RI. RI (air). Ratio. 

Acetylene. 
1000 Atmo. 54 2 223 1-28 

" - 37°5 298 232 1-28 
ee 3U°5 294 229 1-28 

70 252 201 1:25 
Mean 1:26 

Ethylene. 

1000 Atmo. 345 290 22% 1:28 
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Volts Pressure 
per cm, inem. Lemperature. RI. RI (air). Ratio. 

Carbon Dioxide. 

1090 Atmo. 20 235 215 1:09 
ai 72 192 176 1:09 

. 2 31 237 225 1:05 
Mean 1:08 

Nitrous Oxide. 

1000 Atmo. 745) 240 229 1:05 

Oxygen. 

1000 Atimo. 20 DAT 296 1:09 

Nitrogen. 

1000 Atmo. 19 214 Box ‘96 

Of the measurements recorded in the above tables, those 
for acetylene, ethylene, carbon dioxide, and nitrous oxide were 
made some time ago. But they are probably quite correct 
enough to rank with the rest, which have for the most part 
been made recently, since they are not affected by tempera- 

_ ture and initial recombination difficulties. The measurements 
most likely to contain error are those of the alcohols and 
methyl iodide, the latter because I have been unable from 
lack of material to repeat the one somewhat ancient determi- 
nation, the former because for some reason the alcohols are 
very difficult to manage in my apparatus. They are apt to 
cause—particularly methyl aleohol—very large normal leaks, 
though other vapours, such as benzene, have no such effect. 
I believe the cause to be connected with the presence of 
minute particles of fluff, which bridge across the walls of the 
ionization chamber, being stretched along the lines of force. 
Although the apparatus is guarded with plugs of glass-wool, 
yet things of this sort seem to find their way into the chamber 
ut times, and it is possible that the methyl alcohol sets them 
free from the sides or base of the apparatus to which they. 
are fastened by traces of grease. I have only once had the 
apparatus in perfect working order with methyl alcohol: at 
that time I had gone over the working parts with a magni- 
tying yvlass to find and remove every foreign particle, and 
had washed the whole apparatus out with methyi alcohol 
itself. These good conditions lasted only a short. time, and 
unfortunately a second cleansing process was not equally 
effective. 

I must point out that the results for benzene and acetylene 
are now Close together. In the preliminary paper I believed 
them to differ considerably, and used them as an illustration 
of the want of direct connexion between the energy spent and 
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the ionization produced. It will be seen later that this effect 
is now clearly shown, but I was unfortunate in using a com- 
parison of benzene with acetylene as an illustration. 

Though our knowledge of the process of ionization by 
the « particle is as yet only small and imperfect, it does not 
seem out of place to draw together what facts we do know, 
and to endeavour to connect them by some thread of argument, 
which may be useful for a time. 

In the first place, there is the fact that the ionization 
produced by the a particle increases as its velocity diminishes. 
Now, Rutherford has recently shown (Phil. Mag., Aug. 
1906) that the particle spends energy at a uniform rate along 
its path. It follows, therefore, that the ionization produced 
is not proportional to the energy spent. In my preliminary 
paper I have already given a reason for supposing that the 
energy spent and the ionization produced are not directly 
connected, viz., that the former is related to the atomic weight 
by a simple law and che latter is not. 

As a temporary hypothesis let us suppose that there is 
an intervening link; that the « particle produces a primary 
effect A, which in turn produces a secondary effect B. The 
latter consists of ionization, the former may or may not do 
so. It isin the production of the primary effect that the 
energy of the particle is spent. 

Since the energy spent is related to the atomic weight 
by a simple law, since it is independent of velocity, and since 
there is a critical speed at which all ionization ceases, which 
speed is the same for all atoms, it appears clear that A is 
a sub-atomic effect. It consists in the performance of some 
act which always involves the expenditure of the same 
amount of energy ; and the stopping-power of an atom is 
proportional to the number of times that the act is performed 
within it. The effect might consist, for example, in some 
operation upon a common constituent of all atoms, such as an 
a particle. The critical speed might be that at which the 
moving a particle failed to penetrate, or, more generally, act 
upon the @ particle of the atom. 

In the next place, consider the effect B. The proportion 
of ionization to energy spent varies from molecule to molecule, 
and is dependent on the velocity of the « particle. The 
results described in this paper show that, as already said, 
di=kf(v)de. The nature of the function /(v) is of great 

* The greater part of §3 has been written since the above was read 
before the Royal Scciety of South Australia. 
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interest. In two previous papers I have made attempts to 
find it. In the first (Phil. Mag. Sept. 1905) I showed that 
if we assumed the ionization produced to be proportional to 
the energy spent, and both to v”, and also assumed all the 
energy to be spent on ionization, then the form of the curve 
was most readily explained by taking n= —4. Later Ruther- 
tord showed that the energy of the @ particle was not all 
spent on ionization, but that much still remained when ioniza- 
tion ceased. Using his figures, J] then pointed out that with 
this modification of the hypothesis it seemed probable that 
n=—2 (Phil. Mag. Nov. 1905). But Rutherford’s recent 
work shows that the hypothesis is still fundamentally wrong, 
because the ionization is not proportional to the energy spent. 
His results settle the whole question. 

If v=the velocity of the particle, x the range yet to be 
run, da constant, which Rutherford estimates at 1°25 em., 
then his conclusion is that v is proportional to ,/(7+d). 
Now I have shown (Phil. Mag. Nov. 1905) that the ioniza- 
tion produced by the particle during the last » cm. of its path 
is proportional to ,/(r+d)—,/d where d=1°33. The two 
values of d may be taken to be the same. Hence di/dr is 
proportional to 1//7(r+d), 2. e., to 1/v; which means that 
7(v)=1/v, or that the ionization produced at different points 
of the path in any gas is proportional to the time spent by 
the « particle in crossing the atom. 

The formula which I have used here for the ionization 
was calculated on the hypothesis that the « particle lost its 
ionizing power abruptly, and that the slope of the top of the 
ionization curve was due to the effects of the thickness of the 
Ra film. Bronson’s results (Phil. Mag. June 1906) seem 
to show that the loss of ionizing power is not quite so 
sudden as I supposed it to be. But I find that this does not 
affect the calculation of the form of f(v). For we may take 
an extreme view and suppose the whole of the top slope to be 
due to a gradual decay of the e particle’s powers, and none 
to the thickness of the radium layer. In that case the form 
of the ionization curve represents the effects of one particle. 
Now, the ionization at 6°5 cm. (in air) for RaC is nearly 4/3 
of the ionization at 5 em. At the former distance 7+d=°"5 
4+1°25=75, and at the latter 241°25=3:25. But ./3°25/ 
/1:°75=1°36; whichis very nearly 4/3. Thus the ionization ~ 
on this hypothesis also is inversely proportional to ./(7+d), 
and the true explanation of the top slope must lie between 
the two extremes. 

It seems clear, then, that the ionization in ‘the molecule 
is proportional to the energy spent in it (z.e., to the stopping- 
power, or the amount of the effect A), to the velocity of the 
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a particle inversely, and to a quantity /, constant for any one 
gas, but varying from gas to gas. It is this quantity which 
is given in the last column of the tables above. 

The velocity of the « particle might enter into the formula 
because A is effective in producing B in proportion to 
the derangement of the atom or molecule consequent on the 
presence of the particle within it, and therefore to the time 
during which the intrusion lasts. There is something odd 
about this conclusion, which suggests a reconsideration ‘of the 
position. 

At this stage, therefore, it is natural to raise the question 
whether the effect A really is the cause of the effect B, 
whether, that is to say, the energy spent by the « particle goes 
to the production of ions, or the ionization energy comes from 
some other source and the a particle merely pulls the-trigger 
in its passage through the molecule. The fact that the 
ionization produced varies as the time of passage is certainly 
indicative of the truth of the latter hypothesis; whilst the 
occurrence of the stopping-power in the expression for the 
ionization is not necessarily evidence against it, because the 
factor / might be taken in conjunction with s,and ks might be 
found to represent not some derivative of the energy spent by 
the particle within the molecule, but some inherent property 
of the molecule which determined the ionization produced in 
consequence of the pulling of the trigger. 

The quantity fs represents in the first place the specific 
ionization of the molecule; that is a relative measure of the 
ionization produced in a molecule when an « particle passes 
through it at a given speed. Now, it is an extraordinary . 
thing that the values of /s which I have cbtained for different 
molecules prove to be nearly related to already well-known 
molecular constants, such as the molecular volumes, molecular 
refraction constants, and so on. 

In the following table the values of k, s, and ks of a 
number of substances are given in the first three columns ; 
the fourth contains the values of the molecular volume v, 
and the fifth the ratio v/ks. The values of the volumes were 
for the most part taken from the tables in Ostwald’s Lehrbuch 
der Allgemeinen Chemie, 2nd edition, p. 356, &c., but those 
of C,H, and C,H, were calculated from the general equation 
for obtaining the molecular volumes of organic compounds, 
and the values for CQ,, O., and H, were adopted on the 
assumption that they fell into line with the same equation. 
This is justifiable since my immediate object is to show a 
relationship between ks and the atomic volume in combination. 
As a matter of fact, the molecular volume of QO, per se has 
been found by Dewar to be 27°4 (Chem. News, June 1898). 
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This is uldee to the value in the table, viz., 24:4. But Dewar 
also finds H, to be 28, which is. much lair ger than the value 
used in the ordinary far mula. | 

| BX 102. | >< 1O2P) asx 102, v.  |v/ksx10.) B.  iks1Bx 102. 

eee c,... 429 33 430 | 960 | 223 | 755 | 58 
Oa | 135 359 485 || 1170 | 949" By y eee 
em kk. | 198 135 173 440 | 254 | 480 | B84 
Cae | 126 1 140 33:0 | 236 | 360] 39 
OO...) 132 333 440 | 1060°| 241 | 830] 5a 
OO...) 128 200) 246. |. 62:0 | 952 | 470 | 5a 
CEL KOR | 122 143 1740 i) a5 toed * u 
SC hime eee ae 400 528 | 1040 | 197 | 8001 68 
OHO!) 2. | 199 | 316 | 408 | 850 | 208 | 720 | 57 
C,H,Cl......) 182° | 236 | 81a") 71-0 ||) 997° aan ee 
CHAN, | 138 258 343 | 660 | 193 | 520 | - 66 
COR .s,.14 glee 312 400 860 | 215 | 688] 58 
Ch aan | 18% 218 299) 620 .| 207 | 500) aimee 
OC. 108 147 159 | 354 | 222° | 3004) "(5s 
INO Ge | 105 146 153 re . | 990 | 58 
Olay ol eee | 109 105 115 24-4 | 212 | 19:0 61 
INE een \~ 96 96 04 es a - as} 
a 100 24 24 110 | 460 | 86] 28 

The value of & for H, is set down as 100. This is only 
approximate, and is probably too high. Its accurate deter- 
mination will require the construction of special apparatus. 

The agreement between the ratios v/ks in the fifth 
column is not such as to show that v and ks are directly pro- 
portional ; but it is good enough to suggest strongly that 
they both rest immediately on some “ore fundamental 
property. The case is even a little stronger than appears at 
first sight, since it is clear that H, contributes an abnormal 
amount to the molecular volumes ; the ratio v/ks is high 
whenever H preponderates in the molecule. Moreover, the 
molecular refractions also run closely parallel, as is ‘well 
known, with the molecular volumes, and in general the con- 
nexion between the various physical properties of the mole- 
cule and its volume is more obvious than any connexion with 
its molecular weight. Consequently the quantity &s is closely 
related to most of the physical properties of the molecule. 
As a second instance, I have put in the sixth column of the 
above table the respective values of Sutherland’s molecular 
volume B (Phil. Mag. Jan. 1895), and shown in the last 
column that this also is closely connected to ks. According 
to Sutherland, 6 tends to be proportional to the electric 
moment of the molecule. In this case also the variations in the 
ratios (see the last column) seem to be due to abnormalities 
‘in B rather than in ks ; e.g., C,H. and C,H, would fall into 
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line if the values of B for these substances were more in keep- 
ing with those tor C,H, and C;H)p. 

Since & is nearly the same for a number of gases, v/s is 
also nearly the same. Thus the molecular volume is connected, 
not very distantly, with the sum of the square roots of the 
weights of the atoms which make up the molecule. 

Hach of these physical properties which are so nearly 
related is partly additive, partly constitutive. For example, 

_ the molecular volume of an organic molecule depends in part 
on the sum of the volumes of the constituent atoms, and in 
part on the mode of constitution. This suggests that there 
is some fundamental and purely additive property of the 
atom itself, on which various semi-additive properties are 
based. For this reason it appears to be of great interest 

_ that the stopping-power of the atom has shown itself to be 
simply additive, so far as experiment has tried it; and at 
the same time to be closely connected with the atomic volume, 
the atomic refraction, and the rest. The additive nature of 
the constant may be secn from the following table, in which 
the observed stopping-powers of a number of gases are set 
alongside those calculated from assumed values for H, C, O, 
and Cl. 

Assume. dio="24. C,=°85,. O,=1:03, Le 78, the air 
molecule being ae as stained: == 

CH. O53 CH; OH. /CH,0... 0,H,0. 
Calculated ...... 108). Sah ser) 56  AL.....2°08 

Observed ......... 1-11 ese A935. a S300) 

CG, IT Gan Oe Gclea?. GHEE. | Cel 
Calculated ...... 3:41 1:47 3°98 Seal 2754 

Observed ......... ar aah 1-48 4:00 3 LG 2°36 

It is of course too early to say that the stopping-power 
has been proved to be a perfectly additive property of the 
atom, yet it is clear enough that it is more so than any other 
known property, except one. The more nearly experiment 
shows it to be strictly additive, the greater will be its title 
to rank with mass itself. I hope to begin soon a fresh and 
more accurate set of experiments in the endeavour to find 
to what extent the additive law holds. 

The near proportionality of the stopping-power to the 
atomic square root is an effect which is quite apart from its 
additive nature. Its existence is a connecting link between 
the atomic weight on the one hand and the atomic volume, 
refractive power, &c., on the other. The preliminary paper 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 75. March 1907. 206 
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on this subject contained a table of stopping-powers as found 
up to that time. I have made several new measurements of 
these constants, which are, I believe, an improvement on the 
old. This is particularly the case with the metals Au, Pt, 
Sn, Ag, Cu, and Al, since the specimens used were obtained 
as pure from Messrs. Johnson, Matthey & Co. I find that 
if the stopping-powers of S, Cl, and I are caiculated from 
those of molecules containing them, on the assumption that 
the additive law holds, then these fit in very well with the 
metals. So also does Br fit in very well; it is quite possible 
that the divergence is due to experimental error, since the only 
measurement on a molecule containing Br was made at a very 
early stage of this inquiry. The divergence from the exact- 
ness of the square-root law, which I have previously pointed 
out, seems to occur only in the molecules whose weights are 
below 30; these have an abnormally low value, as may be 
seen from the table below, in which the “ air-atom ”’=1. 
It is curious that a similar effect should occur in the case of 
the atomic heats :— 

EE Oe fa Ne O Al, 8. Cl. Fe. Ni. 

3 ch eee 94 85 43694 «6©«1:05)«=— 1-495 «21-76«=78 Dee 
No see 100 3:47 3:74 4:00 520 565 5:96 748 765 
sV¥wx10® ...240 246 251 °° 262 987 312 999 “S07 aieerS 

Cus) Br. seas Sn. Ty Jeu Au. Pb. 

Pls ihe. aan 246 260 3:98 3:56 344 414 492.50eeaa 
Nia ioe 796 893 1037 109 112- 1395 140 1485 
sNwxX103 ...809 291 316 326 307 . 297: BOY 298 

[Note added Nov. 8.—The figures in this table will no 
doubt be somewhat modified by more accurate measurements, 
and [ am revising my methods for this purpose. The values 
for C and N are certainly, perhaps 4 per cent., too low. As’ 
regards C, see also the accurate measurements of Kuéera 
and Masek (Phys. Zeit. 1906, p- 634). The value of H may 
be in error as this gas really requires a special apparatus. 
Good sheets of Fe and Ni are hard to obtain. The value for 
Br requires redetermination. I think the rest are fairly 
accurate, and I trust the average error in this table will not 
in the end be found to exceed one or two per cent. The 
values of s for Sn and Ag certainly show some variation from 
the square-root law as indicated by the difference of the 
ratios 316 and 326. 

The results of Kuéera and Masek are a very welcome con- 
firmation of the square-root law. Only on one point there 
seems to be still an obscurity. These authors claim to have 
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shown that the stopping-power of a metal *depends on the 
velocity of the a particle, and certainly some effects observed 
by them and Kleeman and myself would be explained if this 
were true. On the other hand, this hypothesis is contradicted 
by Rutherford’s direct measurements of the velocity after 
passing through various sheets of foil. It might be argued 
that Kuéera and Masek measure the relative stopping-powers 
of metal and air, and that their results really show that the 
stopping-power of air decreases with increasing velocity ot 
the « particle, not that that of the metal increases. But this 
is inconsistent with their own measurements in the earlier 
part of the paper, where they show that two equal Al foils 
cause twice as much drop as one ; and also with the similar 
and fuller measurements of this effect made by Levin. I 
may add that in comparing their own results with those of 
Kleeman and myself, they make a natural mistake in sup- 
posing that we placed our foils in contact with the Ra. But 
as a matter of fact they were about 1:5 cm. away, so that 
the average speed of the particle in going through a metal 
equal to 3 cm. of air was about the same as the average speed 
in a gas. | 

One other point invites some consideration. Whilst the 
saturated ionization curve seems to be the same for all gases, 
yet the effects of initial recombination vary from gas to gas 
and from point to point on the curve. This fact can be 
explained by the consideration that the amount of the ioniza- 
tion produced is an intramolecular effect, and is therefore 
independent of the physical conditions of the molecule and 
of the relations of one molecule to another, whilst the amount 
of initial recombination depends on extramolecular relations, 
on pressure, perhaps on temperature, and so on. ‘The in- 
crease of initial recombination towards the end of the path 
of the particle may be due in part to the existence of a 
greater number of molecules that have lost more than one 
ion, since in such cases recombination would be harder to 
prevent. This raises the question as to how the ionization 
is distributed between the molecules which the @ particle 
traverses. There does not appear to be any evidence, as yet, 
that the chance of an ion being formed from a molecule is 
dependent on whether the molecule has already lost one or 
more ions: rather the contrary. If this is the case, occa- 
sional molecules must lose several ions. Nor is it yet clear 
in what mode ionization occurs. Does the @ particle simply 
cause the removal from the molecule of one or more electrons ? 

- May there not possibly be a more complete disruption of the 
molecule, or even the atom? There is one curious parallelism 

2C2 
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in numbers which may have a bearing on this question. 
Ramsay and Soddy (Proc. Roy. Soe. Ixxii. p. 204, 1903) found 
that 50 mmg. of radium bromide in solution evolved gases 
at the rate of *5 cc. per day—~. e., 2 x 10'® molecules per day. 
Now, Rutherford has shown that one gram of radium bro- 
mide, without its radioactive descendants, produces 3°6 x 10° 
a particles per second. Hach @ particle makes 86,000 pairs 
of ions. Hence the number of ions made in one day by 
50 mmg. is 

3°6 x 10 x: -05 x 60 x 60 x 24 x 172,000 =2°7 x 10”. 

This number is an inferior limit. A superior limit is 
found by considering all the radioactive products of radium 
to be present in full, in which case the number will be 
between five and six times greater. The close agreement of 
these numbers certainly fits in with the hypothesis that an 
actual disruption of the water molecule takes place in con- 
sequence of the passage of the & particle through it. 

Iowe my thanks to my assistant, Mr. A. L. Rogers, for 
the great care and skill with which he has made the apparatus. 
used in this work, and drawn the plate illustrating this paper. 

| 

Vov. 14.—The very interesting experiments described by 
Kuéera and Maxek in recent numbers of the Pi ys. Zeit. aftord 
a very welcome confirmation of the square-root law of 
absorption. 

On one point only there is stil] some obscurity. It was 
pointed out by Kleeman and myself (Phil. Mag. Sept. 1905) 
that the « particles from Ra A were less stopped than those 
from Ra C bya sheet of metal placed at a given distance from 
the Ra. (The distance was 1°5 cm. in our experiments, not 
zero aS Kuéera and Masek suppose ; the point is of some 
importance in view of their comparison of our resuits with 
their own.) This could be explained by supposing that ‘“ the 
slower a particles were a little less affected than the swifter ’” 
(Phil. Mag. Sept. 1905, p. 337). Kuéera and Masek come 
to the conclusion that they have established this fact from 
their own experiments. The trouble is that this is hardly 
consistent with Rutherford’s experimental determination that 
successive equal layers of Al foil absorb equal energies 
from the e particle’s motion. Unless indeed it is supposed 
that métals absorb to an extent which is independent of speed, 
and that it is the air which is at fault; forthe experiments of 
Kuéera and Masek and those of Kleeman and myself relate 
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to the relative absorption of metal and air. But this again 
is opposed to the experiment of Levin (Phys. Zeit. Aug. 
1906), who found that equal layers of foil dropped the 
ionization curve by equal amounts ; and to a similar experi- 
ment described by Kuéera and Masek themselves (Phys. Zeit. 
XVill. p. 630). 

The following figures are taken from measurements by 
Kleeman and myself :— 

Drop of curve when sheet of metal is placed 1°5 cm. 
above Ra. 

Drop for Drop for Drop for Drop for 
Rat: © RaA. Emanation. Ra. 

BPA pbicinck a. 2°31 2°25 Ld icne-wiitnray Ay, ol enti 

BUSI ws kid .0J 1:92 Ler OTA alae 1 ee 

pre eot 283 25,23: 191 181 NARA cts te TER eee 

BNA 2... ‘86 ‘81 | 50 73 
5/5: 4) eae re 1:63 1:46 OOre Lip ht Cp asccss 

' I 

XXXVI. The Efficiency of the Plug-Cock Fog-Chamber. 
By Cart Barus*. 

B PAT RODUCTION.—In the last few years I have 
had occasion to use the fog-chamber extensively for 

the estimation of the number of “colloidal + nuclei and of 
ions in dust-free air under a great variety of conditions. 
These data were computed from the angular diameter of the 
coronas of cloudy condensation ; and it is therefore necessary 
to reduce all manipulations to the greatest simplicity and to 
precipitate the fog in a capacious vessel, at least 18 inches 

- long and 6 inches in diameter. To obtain sufficiently rapid 
exhaustions it is thus advisable to employ a large vacuum- 
chamber, and the one used was about 5 feet high and 1 foot 
in diameter. The two vessels were connected by 18 inches 
of brass piping, the bore of which in successive experiments 
was increased as far as 4 inches; but 2-inch piping, pro- 
vided with a 24-inch plug stop-cock, sufficed to produce all 

# Communicated by the Author. 
+ See Smithsonian Contributions, No. 1309, 1901; No. 1375, 1908 ; 

No. 1651, 1906. Carnegie Publications, No. 40, 1906: No. 63, 1907 
(forthcoming). 
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the measurable coronas as far as the large green-blue-purple 
or the bluish type, the largest of the useful coronas producible 
in a fog-chamber by any means whatever. Moreover, it is 
merely necessary to open the stop-cock as rapidly as possible 
by hand, using easily devised annular oii-troughs at top and 
bottom of the plug, both to eliminate all possible ingress of 
room-air and to reduce friction. _Fog-chambers larger than 
the one measured were often used, and it is curious to note 
that the efficiency of such chambers breaks down at a certain 
high exhaustion abruptly, while up tc this point (varying 
greatly from chamber to chamber) different apparatus behave 
nearly alike. The vacuum-chamber is put in connexion with 
an air-pump, the fog-chamber with s well-packed filter b 
the aid of stop-cocks. Water nuclei are precipitated between 
exhaustions from the partially exhausted fog-chamber. 

2. The Variables.—After reading the initial pressures of 
the fog- and vacuum-chambers, it is expedient to open the 
stop-cock quickly and thereafter to close it at once before 
proceeding to the measurement of the coronas. Hventually, 
1.e. when the temperature is the same in both the fog- and 
vacuum-chambers, they must again be put in communication 
and the pressures noted, if the details of the experiment are 
to be computed. 

The following series of variables (Table I.), where p denotes 
pressure, p density, r absolute temperature, 7 vapour pres- 
sure, is to be considered. The ratio of volumes of the fog- 
and vacuum-chambers was v/V =‘064. 

TasieE I.—Notation. 
Drop of pressure dp=p—>p;, observed: d9=p—p,, computed. 

oem Fog-Chamber. 4 Vacuum-Chamber. : Remarks. 

Initial states. Chambers 
separated. 

} Adiabatie states, after ex- 
haustion. Chambers com- 
municating. 

Do., after condensation of 
water in the fog-chamber. 

Chambers separated before 
condensation ensued. Ori- 
ginal temperature regained. 

Chambers separated after 
condensation. Original tem- 
perature regained. 

Chambers communicating 
after exhaustion. Original 
temperature restored. 
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At the beginning (case 1), the fog-chamber is at atmo- 
spheric pressure, p (nearly), the vacuum-chamber at the low 
pressure p’, and both at the absolute temperature +r. On 
suddenly opening the stop-cock the adiabatic pressures, Kc., 
given under no. 2 appear, supposing that no condensation 
has yet taken place in the fog-chamber. If the stop-cock 
could now be suddenly closed and the whole apparatus 
allowed to regain the original temperature 7, the conditions 
under no. 4 would obtain. This is virtually the case in 
Wilson’s * piston apparatus, and consequently these variables 
are comparable with his results, cf §3. In the present 
apparatus, however, condensation takes place within the fog- 
chamber before the stop-cock can be closed, and thns an 
additional quantity of air is discharged from the fog- into the 
vacuum-chamber. After condensation and before the stop- 
cock is closed, the conditions under no. 3 apply ; when the 
stop-cock has been closed and the apparatus thereafter 
allowed to regain the room temperature 7, the conditions are 
shown in no. 5, and may be observed (with crude approxi- 
mation) in the isolated chamber. Finally when the chambers 
are put in communication, the variables, no. 6, are the same 
in both. 

This account of the phenomena may seem prolix; but 
it is essential to a just appreciation of the efficiency of the 
plug-cock fog-chamber. Quantities in the above table 
referring to a given chamber may be connected at a given 
time by Boyle’s law, as for instance, p—*x= Rpt. This gives 
eleven equations, some of which may be simplified. Corre- 
sponding quantities in groups 1 and 2, as for instance 
T/T, may be connected by the law for adiabatic expansion 
giving two equations. In addition to this, an equation 
stating that a given mass of air is distributed in fog- and 
vacuum-chamber (volumes v and V, respectively) is avail- 
able ; or 

up-+ Vp’ = vp,+ Vp = &e., = (v+ V)ps.- 

All the quantities 7 are supposed to be given by the 
corresponding 7, though at high exhawustions the lower limit 
of known data, 7 = f(T), is often exceeded. 

3. Computation of p, and po.—It will first be necessary to 
compute pz, the pressure which would be found in the fog- 
chamber when it has again reached room-temperature 7, if 
there were no further transfer of air from fog-chamber to 
vacuum-chamber, due to the condensation of water-vapour in 

_ the former after adiabatic cooling. The pressure p, is given 

* C. T. R. Wilson, Phil. Trans. London, vol. 192, pp. 405 e¢ seq. 
(1889). 
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by the gauges of the piston apparatus, since there is bat a 
single chamber. In this respect the plug-cock apparatus 
differs from it, because the corresponding gauge reading is 
essentially even less than po, $ 5. 

The nearly rigorous solution when the air in both chambers 
is continually saturated, leads to transcendental equations for 
the adiabatic pressures pj=p,', which can therefore only be 
obtained approximately. If the vapour pressures 7, and zy’ 
correspond to p; and p,’, the results are 

(ee Ro | 
Pom = (mye Vm) (ps =) — 
(p—m)**= (rm \(L+ eV) : 

7 =n! im) OF FV (Pe 
where approximate values must be entered for 7, 7’, 4, in 
the denominator on the right side of the equation. 

Similarly, 

(Pa A — a re 
(pa! Fr) = Ba tg YP a ae 

rit, =((p—m)[(dr— my), 
7/t =p =3)/(p~: — 7) 7 ee 

Making use of the values found incidentally elsewhere, the 
data of Table II. were computed on a single approximation. 
They are reproduced in the graph. 

TaBLE I].—Showing successive values of pressure and. 
temperature in the plug-cock fog-chamber. Volume 
ratio of fog- and vacuum-chambers, v/ V ="064; p=76 ; 
t=20° C.; w=1'7 cm.; ¢ refers to ° C., 7 to absolute 
temperature ; 6p denotes the drop in pressure. 

, 
OBSERVED*, CoMPUTED 1. 

| 

P'. | Ps | Pa | Pe'- || Pr ae P2'- | Po || ™'.| Te | Oe , t! 

| ° ° ° 
43:5} 455) 47-9 | 45-6) 46-1 461 | 547 44-9) 49-9) -0 | 2:2| -7 |—17-8|45:2|424-1 
51°5| 525 543] ... || 52-5 | 52°5 |-59-6| 52-0] 55:5) -2 | 1-9] -9 |— 83] 94] 21-3 
59°5| 59°7 2 62-2 59°3 | 59°3 | 64-6] 59°4) 61-55 | 1-7/1 |+ -8| 127] 198 

| py= |oPa= | | 

‘P~P2|P-Ps| Pol] Ps, | 
0 ae 

| 16-3 | 11-4] ¢s-"|-70 
23-5 | 16-4 i 69 ea 
30°5 | 21-3 | | 

* These observations merely illustrate the equations. 
made at accuracy. See Chart. 

+ The values of p,/0,='91, 98, °95, respectively. 

No attempt was 
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Pressure and Temperature of the Fog and Vacuum Chambers, for different 
initial pressures of the latter. 

4S 50 55 60 

The corrections (p,—ps3) relative to (p—ps) lie on a curve 
which passes through zero, but with a larger slope than for 
dry air. In fact they are much in excess of these cases * 
and throw the whole phenomenon into a lower region of 
pressures. | 

A few incidental results deserve brief mention. The first 
of these is the nearly constant difference of about dp,=2 cm., 
between the observed value yp, (nominal) and p;. Since for 

* Am. Journ. Sci, vol, xxii. p. 342 (1906). 
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dry air or not 

(po —m)+e/V . (po—7) =(p3—T) (1+2/V) 

is constant for a given absorption, 

Ops’ == —v/V . dpo. 

Hence if 69,=2 em., since v/V ='064, 

— 6p5'="064 x 2="'13 em. nearly. 

This case is illustrated graphically for p’=45 cm. in the 
notched curves of the figure in a way easily understood. 
It seems probable that whereas the smaller fog-chamber has 
lost too much air to even approach the isothermal pressures, 
px the large vacuum-chamber is only a millimetre short of 
them when the cock is again closed. The constancy of the 
observed difference, p2—p3, seemed at first to be referable to 
the systematic method of investigation, though the effect of 
the precipitated moisture (which has not yet been considered) 
will largely account for it. See § 5. 

Anomalous relations in the data for the fog-chamber, as in 
the case of p’=59°5 cm., are direct errors of observation. 
On the other hand, however, since within ihe ranges of 
observation and very nearly p=a, po=do-+ bop’, pz=azt b3p’, 
it follows that (~—~e2)/(p— p3) may approximately be written 
A+ Bp’, where a, 6, A, B, &c. are constant. Frequently B 
is negligible, so that (po—ps3)/(p—p3) is constant, in which 
case the graph for py—p3 varying with p—p; passes through 
the origin. ! 

4. Computation of t,—To find the temperature of the 
fog-chamber after the adiabatic temperature 7, has been 
raised by condensation of fog to 7,, it is apparently necessary 
to compute py first, and then proceed by the method used by 
Wilson * and Thomson. When the vacuum-chamber is 
large, however, its pressures vary but slightly, and therefore 
the pressure observed at the vacuum-chamber after exhaustion, 
ps, When the two chambers are in communication, is very 
nearly the adiabatic pressure of the fog-chamber, p,. This 
result makes it easier to compute not only 7, but incidentally 
the water, m, precipitated per cubic centimetre (without 
stopping to compute the other pressures), with a degree of 
aceuracy more than sufficient when the other measurements 
depend on the size of coronas. 

To show this, let d, L, and a refer to the density, latent 

* ©. T. R. Wilson: Phil. Trans. London, vol. 189, p. 298 (1897). 
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heat of vaporization, and pressure of water (or other) vapour ; 
let p, k, c, t denote density, specific heat at constant pressure, 
specific heat at constant volume, and absolute temperature of 
the air, the water-vapour contained being disregarded apart 
from the occurrence of condensation. As above, let the 
variables, if primed belong to the vacuum-chamber, otherwise 
to the fog-chamber. Let the subscripts &c. also be similarly 
interpreted, so that d is the known density of saturated 
water-vapour at t degrees absolute. A 

Assuming the law of adiabatic expansion to hold both for 
gaseous water-vapour and for wet air in the absence of con- 
densation, it is convenient in a plug-cock apparatus of fog- 
and yacuum-chamber (where p, is nearly given by ps) to 
reduce to adiabatic conditions, whence 

ia — a7 \% kid fk. 

Taa(M— Zt) a ee “) (T,—T;), 
Pas. Weert } 

(0-7 (k—e) k C (D1 —T7. ef 

(=T “eae Wiig eee (ea (ia 
pi ; L\ p--aw 4 

where m is the quantity of water precipitated per cubic 
centimetre of the exhausted fog-chamber. Finally d, the 
density of saturated water-vapour, must be known as far as 7, 

so that an equation d=/(t) is additionally given. Here 7, 
the vapour-pressure at 7), is usually negligible (about °5 cm.) 
as compared with p,, and p,; may.in practice (where great 
accuracy is not demanded) be replaced by ps3, which, like p, 
is read off, while w holds at +, which is also read off. In 
conclusion I give a numerical example taken from Table II. 
for p’=43°5 em. 

If the original equation (isothermal) istaken, m= 5°36 x 10-® 
grams per cubic centimetre. If the above equation is taken, 
m=05'309x10-® If the above equation is taken and p, 
replaced by p3, m=5'30 x 10-°, the error being 1 per cent. 
of the true value, near enough in practice to admit of easy 
correction. 

9. Computation of p2—Since the plug stop-cock cannot be 
closed before the water condenses in the fog-chamber after 
sudden exhaustion, the pressure observed in the fog-chamber 
when the room temperature reappears is smaller than >. 
An excess of air has passed to the vacuum-chamber, so that 
the pressure within the fog-chamber is eventually po, or less. 
The equations for p, and p,’ remain as in §3. 
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The new quantities are 

- sa (k—e)/k oft deca (R77) (1-7), 

pi =e)fh = EP fae 1 (p'—n)\*? 5 

Pi 

where p, is the density of air at 7, The ratio p;/p,; may be 
found when 7, is known as 

k 
(py —7')° 3 

py re (a, —7,) — (ry! — 7) + (4 —7™
) (l+v/V. 11'/7)) 

€ 
(Pr —7;) (7

4/73 = v/V 
. Ti Ti) 

where 7,! and 7,!, 77,’ and 7’, 7, and p,' are nearly the same. 
The last equation may usually be written 

Pi/pi=(14+e/V. 7) / (74/7, +v/V. T1' | T4)5 

and the small quantity tie the vapour-pressures 7 
treated as a correction. It amounts to about 1 per cent of 
the large quantity. The values of p, are also given in the 
table and chart. This shows that pz observed is always 
smaller than p, computed, even when allowance is made for 
the condensation of water; 7, e. the fog-chamber begins to 
appreciably heat itself above the temperature 7, before the 
cock can be closed again, so that when isolated the fog- 
chamber contains less than its proper quantity of air. Only 
the initial and the final (both chambers communicating) 
pressures may therefore be taken at the fog-chamber. 

6. Conclusion—lIf the fog-chamber is combined with a 
large vacuum-chamber, through a sufficiently wide passage- 
way containing an ordinary plug gas-cock to be opened and 
closed rapidly by the hand, all the measureable coronas of 
cloudy condensation, due to the presence of colloidal nuciei 
in wet strictly dust-free air, may be evoked. While such an 
apparatus admits of capacious fog-chambers and extremely 
simple manipulation, it has not been shown to be inferior 1 in 
efficiency to any other apparatus whatever. 

The conditions of exhaustion must, however, be computed 
from the initial pressures of the foo- and vacuum-chambers 
when separated and their final pressure (after exhaustion) 
when in communication, all at the same temperature, and 
the volume ratio of the chambers. The chief pressures and 
temperatures are shown in the figure for different initial 
pressures of the vacuum-chamber, the fog-chamber being at 
atmospheric pressure. 

3 

Brown University, 
Providence, R. I. 
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XXVIT. On the Influence of Past Experience on Future 
Kezpectation. By Karu Pearson, £.R.S* 

(1) ‘a the whole round of statistical investigation few 
principles are so much theoretically neglected at 

present and yet so largely and unconsciously appealed to 
as that theorem in probability by which our past experience 
is made a basis for future conduct. It is perfectly true that 
the logic of this theorem has been criticised and discussed 
by De Morgan, Boole, Venn, Edgeworth, and many others, 
but the extent to which it really hes at the basis of most 
state, municipal and individual actions is too often dis- 
regarded. It is not only the insurance companies, but the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, the First Lord of the Admiralty, 
the local officer of health, the merchant, and the general 
practitioner, who almost daily express their faith in the 
approximate stability of statistical ratios. One and all, we 
act on the principle that the statistical ratio determined from 
our past experience will hold, at any rate approximately, for 
the near future. This category of the stability of statistical 
ratios is as all important not only in statistical theory but 
in practical conduct, as is from a second standpoint in 
physical theory and also in practical life the principle that 
the same causes will reproduce the same effects. Neither 
principle admits of an ultimate logical demonstration ; both 
rest on the foundation of commonsense and the experience 
of what follows their disregard. Both need considerable care 
in their application, but what is quite clear is that practical 
life cannot progress without them. The object of the present 
paper is to put into a new form the mathematical process of 
applying the principle of the stability of statistical ratios, 
and to determine, on the basis of the generally accepted 
hypothesis, what is the extent of the influence which may be 
reasonably drawn from past experience. 

The problem is of course not novel; it has been treated by | 
a number of the greater writers on probability, but I believe 
the present investigation is original in character ; it extends 
some of the usual conceptions and shows very serious limita- 
tions in the applications frequently made of the old results. 
Very crude applications of the principle are occasionally 
made in vital statistics, or even suggested in medico-statistical 
text-books. Thus past experience has shown that in a certain 
population a sample of n individuals shows a character in 
np individuals and an absence of this character in ng indi- 
viduals (P+4¢= 1). These proportions are taken to hold 
good for future experience, and if a further sample m be 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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expected, the result anticipated will be mp individuals of the 
given character with a probable error of *67449,/mpg. This 
result is often given without any regard to the relative mag- 
nitudes of mand n, or again of P andy. Further, tables of 
the probability integral are applied to determine the proba- 
bility of deviations, although many of the users would be 
much puzzled to cite where the justification for using the 
normal curve at all is to be found. 

It seems therefore desirable to reinvestigate the whole 
subject. I start as most mathematical writers have done, 
with ‘the equal distribution of ignorance,’ or I assume the 
truth of Bayes’ Theorem. I hold this theorem not as rigidly 
demonstrated, but I think with Edgeworth that the hypothesis 
of the equal distribution of ignorance is, within the limits of 
practical life, justified by our experience of statistical ratios, 
which a priort are unknown, 7. e. such ratios do not tend to 
cluster markedly round any particular value. “ Chances” 
lie between 0 and 1, but our experience does not indicate any 
tendency of actual ‘chances to cluster round any particular 
value in this range. The ultimate basis of the theory of 
statistics is thus not mathematical but observational. Those 
who do not accept the hypothesis of the equal distribution 
of ignorance and its justification in observation, are com- 
pelled to produce definite evidence of the clustering of 
chances, or to drop all application of past experience to the 
judgment of probable future statistical ratios. It is perfectly 
easy to form new statistical algebras with other clustering of 
chances. We can form other geometries with varied axioms 
as to parallels. But as the usual axiom of parallels leads to 
results in close approximation to experience, so the “ equal 
distribution of ignorance”’ leads us to results which accord 
reasonably with actual observation. As to the second alter- 
native, even those who criticise Bayes’ Theorem apply at every 
turn in practical life their past experience of statistical ratios 
to actual conduct. 

With this prelude, which appears needful in the present 
state of opinion as to the basis of probability, I turn to the 
actual problem before me. 

(2) Let the chance of a given event occurring be supposed 
to lie between w and 2 +82, then if on n= p-+gq trials an 
event has been observed to occur p times and fail g times, 
the probability that the true chance lies between 2 and +6 
is, on the equal distribution of our ignorance, 

we (1l—a)ide . 

\ (1—x)'dz 
e 

pou a 

This is Bayes’ Theorem. 
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Now suppose that a second trial of m = r-+s instances be 
made, then the probability that the given event will occur 
r times and fail s, is on the @ prior chance being between 
wand «+6u 

and accordingly the total chance C,, whatever « may be, of 
the event occurring 7 times in the second series, is 

@ . Lm [rr ade 
iar = a 

aS ee a7 der 
. (i) 

This is, with a slight correction, Laplace’s extension of 
Bayes’ Theorem. 
A further evaluation of C, is then usually made by ex- 

pressing the integrals in @-functions,these again in y-functions, 
then using Sterling’s Theorem, and after a series of approxi- 
mations, not always closely investigated, showing that C, can 
be represented by the ordinates of a normal curve of errors. 
The present investigation is intended to replace this by a 
more rigid and non-approximative process. 
We have: 

im T(ptr+l) Tigtst)T(n+2) 
Irs P(ptIT(gt1)Tm4+m-st?2) * 

r— 

Now write : 

. . Tgtm4+1)lat+2) ie 
° Wigt)TPat+mt2y °° * od, 

then the chances of the successive values of r, 0, 1, 2... . m 
are the successive terms in the series: 

re eee ptt. mm+1) @ED@t?2) 

01 l!qg+m_ rie (q+m)(q+m—1) 

m(n—1)(m=2)__(p+I(H+20PH3) ge Ley 
Ta Cre (g+m—1) (q +m—2) tke. ¢ (iv) 

This is a simple hypergeometrical series, the momental 
properties of which have already been studied *. 

* Pearson, “On Certain Properties of the Hypergeometrical Series, 
and on the Fitting of such Series to Observation Polygons on the Theory 
of Chance,” Phil. Mag. Feb. 1899, pp. 236-246. 
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_ Now it is clear that the terms of this hypergeometrical 
series increase as long as ' 

m—r--+-l ptr 
= aa bs 
, grm—~—r+1 

or as long as — 

p(m+1) 
ee San ae ee (v.) 

n 

The nearest whole integer to p(m+1)/n accordingly gives 
us the modal value, or maximum frequency to be expected in 
second trials. This result is wholly independent of the values 
of p, g, m, and n. 

Let us write p= p/n, g=q/n so that P+¢=1. Then 
p and ¢ are the chances calculated from the first trial, and 
the modal or most probable value on the second trial is the 
nearest whole integer to (m+1)p. 

The value of the mean of the hypergeometrical series is 
given in Eqn. (8) of the paper cited. Measured from r=0 
we find: 

_ m(p+1) et mip + sie ((—P), pene. (vi.) Mean 
n+2 n+2 ; 

whereas from the same origin 

Mode = greatest integer in mp+/p. . . (vi) 

Hence for mode and mean to agree—the first condition 
for an approach to a Gaussian curve—it is necessary that P 
should not be very small, and further m/(n+2) should be 
small. In other words, characters which occur in a very 
small percentage of the population, or when a relative large 
second sample is taken, cannot be expected to give on further 
sampling a mean simply determined by the experience of the 
first sample. 

As illustration, let us take the following: 2 p.c. of a 
certain population, on the basis of a sample of 100, are found 
to.be suffering from malaria. The mean value to be expected 
on the basis of this sample in future samples of 100 is 2°94 
or nearly 3 and not 2 p.c. If the first sample were 1000, 
future samples of 100 might be expected to have an average 
percentage of 2°10 p.c. For both cases of first sampling the 
most probable frequency in second samples would be 2 p.e. 
But it must be remembered that in dealing with the probable 
error, we generally take the probable error of the mean and 
not of the mode. Hence in rare characteristics considerable 
caution must clearly be used in tacitly replacing the modes 
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by the means, from which they may differ, as just shown, by 
as much as 5 to 50 p.c. of their values. 

I now pass to the standard deviation, o, of the frequency, 
measuring it as usual about the mean. The value of 
/4)=o" is given in the paper referred to (p. 239, eqn. (13) ) 
for a hypergeometrical series. We find, substituting the 
present values of the symbols, that : 

G—p Gd — Pp mm ae 

oj Th (p+ ee +5)(1+ foe Nail: ) 

It is clear that this can take values differing comparatively 
widely from the customary o.=mpq. This latter carries on 
the face of it its unfitness to express the desired facts. The 
variability about the expected average must depend on the 
extent of the previous experience, but no sign of this is 
visible in c= mpg. 

Suppose, for example, that the characteristic does not 
occur in a disproportionately large or small section of the 
population, then if the samples are considerable as they 
mostly will be in safe practice (¢—P)/(n+2) may be 
neglected and (viil.) gives: 

= mpq(1+ =) 

=mpq (1+ =), 

if m and n are considerable. Hence a first sample having 
given a percentage value of the characteristic p, a second 
sample of m individuals may be expected to give: 

1007+ 67-449 /pa( 2 — *) per COGS om, SAEs.) 

This is the correct value, and not 1007+ 67°449 oS is 

frequently adopted. ‘To justify the latter the first sample 
must be indefinitely larger than the second, and in many 
eases this is not true. The first result given shows at once 
why a small first sample is quite usel-ss in determining the 
expectancy in the case of a second large sample. The 

5 ae sy 
absence of the term x in the second formula proves its 

unfitness. 

* This value has been long used in my laboratory and by my 
statistical students. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 75. March 1907. 2D 
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Thus far we have seen that a sensible modification in the 

expected mean may be needful and most probably a still 

more appreciable deviation in the variability about that 

mean. It is necessary, however, to consider how far the 

distribution is really normal round the mean. Otherwise 

we have no justification for calculating the odds on the basis 
of tables of the probability integral. 

The full values of the second, third and fourth moments 

about the mean for the hypergeometrical series are given 

in the paper already referred to (pp. 239-240), and with 

the changes requisite to suit our formula (iv.) are: 

_ (pt i(gt a “= ) | 
fo= (n+2) 1+ n+ 3 Ws . . . . . . . . : . . . (x. 

— mp+1)(q+1)(¢—-p) ( mes ( 2(m—1) 4 
p3= (n+ 2)3 1+ eae Lr “eo ) es 

Bp eset) i =) (1+ me t(a— 8 9 )) 

(n+ 2)+* n+3 n+A4 m—2 nt+5 

m(p+1)(¢q+I1) | f 6On— ) f ee AS 

1 (n +2)? (14 n+3 vais n+A4 (1+ n+-5))° Gt 

In any actual case there is no difficulty in calculating pp, 

wz and py; then, if By=p5?/uo? and Bo= p/p” we can find 

B, and B,, and these ought to be sensibly zero and 3 respec- 

tively, if the system is to have the symmetry and meso- 
_ kurtosis, which characterize the Gaussian curve. 

The values of @; and ®, can, however, be found directly 

from the following formule : 

: 9 m— 4) 

(g—py (1 Hs 
pi m(p+1)(g+1) 14 m—1 (xill.) 

n+3 

m—1 38 !) 

8 iene — ae a i, 

: ( m ee m—L 

, n+3 

.m—1 m—2 

(n+ 2)? Lee ee aaa, 
i m(p+1)\(q+ iP ie 

ae 
m—1 

n+3 
dig 
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Or, if we write e=(P—Y)/(n+ 2), we can throw 8, and 
into a form which shows their approximation to the values 
0 and 3 thus: 

, 2n=)) : 

({—Pp) ( 1— f3) (14 EE ) a PSs S ES GUS 

x= p+ e\q=9) nie emt) 
Bo 

m—1 8 Sy 

ge re er he a3- a3) 
i; ae m ne Lb 

n+3 

14 “in (14 2) 

4 ‘ 1 4 aie il ad ' ' n+ 9) (xiv. bis 

m(p+e)(Y —€) jae ii F 

. n+3 

Hence if doth m and » are large numbers : 

m | 
“TF \2 1 +2 re *) 

B = (7 —= 9)" ( HL | 

L m(p+e) (7 —e) 14” | 

‘i ‘ (xy.) 

146—(14 = | 
B ule + 1 7 ik I 

aT" mp tee) m | 
1+ — 

n ) 

If m be small relative to n, they become 

({—P) a N bi 
a in PFET — far Bo=3t+ m(PF eG). a. Ca¥.) 

While if x be small relative to m, we have 

i vad, Beha eek (vii) 
n(p +e)(7—e)’ n(P +€)(I=e) 

These again reduce to still simpler forms if e=(7 —P)/(n+ 2) 
be not comparable with either /P or 7, 2.e. if neither P or 4 
be very small. We then have for: 

(xvi), &=(—P)'/(mpq), B2=3+1/(mpq): 
(xvi), B=4(7—PY/(npy), Bo=3+6/(npp). 

Both forms result,—for z or m large and the product of either 
2 2 
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with p and ¢ not small,—in §8,;=0 or B,=3, 7. e. in the sym- 
metry and mesokurtosis, which are for practical purposes 
closely enough represented by the Gaussian curve. But if 
m and n be commensurable, and either P or Y moderately 
small, this result by no means follows. Thus suppose we 
take :— 

lilustration I. A sample of 100 of a population shows 
10 p.c. atfected with a certain disease. What percentage 
may be reasonably expected in a second sample of 100 ? 

In this case m=n=100, p=10, g=90, and we easily 
find : 

Mode=10. Mean=10°78. o = 4344. 
Probable error of mean= 2-930, 
Further: 8,=°2749, §,=3°3255. 
There is thus sensible skewness and sensible leptokurtosis. 
If we suppose the probable error to still give a sufficiently 

definite meaning, we should put the answer in the form 
10°784 + 2-930, or assert that the percentage of the character 
in the second sample was as likely to fall outside as 
inside the limits 7°85 to 13:71. IJ£ we used the value 
mp +*67449./mpq, often adopted, we find the limits 7:98 
to 12:02. The first result gives a very much more con- 
siderable chance of percentages arising in the second sample 
considerably beyond that shown by the first sample. It 
seems worth while investigating for this case, the actual 
errors in expectancy introduced by using the normal curve 
for our skew platykurtic frequency distribution. I have 

1 
2581 

nearly, and obtain the distribution of frequency given in 
Table I. In this table the second column gives in a 1000 
second samples of 100 each, the numbers which would show 
the percentage in the first column ; the third column gives 
the numbers, which would show this percentage or any less 
percentage. This table proves at once the marked skewness 
of the distribution which with a modal value at 10 stretches 
from (0 on the defect to upwards of 30 on the excess side. 
If we interpolate to find the quartiles we have lower quartile 
at 7°65 and the upper quartile at 13°48. The median is at 
10°40. Thus the lower quartile has 2°75 and the upper 3:08 for 
range ; values in excess of the percentage observed are thus 
to be expected. Since $(2°75+4 3°08) =2°92, we see that the 
“‘ probable error” thus found is practically identical with 
the value found from the standard deviation. The range, 
however, as obtained from placing this probable error either 

accordingly calculated out series (iv.). I find C= 
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TABLE I. 

Frequency of Percentages in a Second Sample 
‘for Special Case. 

| (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) 8) 
Percentage.| Frequency. Los Percentage.| Frequency. ae He cy. 

ay ee ee 4 17 29:5 997°7 
L 2:2: 2°6 18 220 949-7 
2 fe on 19) 16°0 * 965°7 
3 159 rd aa 20 114 9771 
4 28°) 94:5 21 79 985°0 
) 44:8 9937" | 22 a4 990°4 
6 61:3 1606 | 23 36 994:0 
i 761 236°7 | 24 2°3 996°3 
S 870 B23" hos) | 25 Lats) 997°8 
9 92°8 416-37. | 26 ‘9 998°8 

10 93°3 509°8 27 6 999°3 
1a 891 5989 28 st 999°6 
12 81:2 680°1 29 “2 999°8 
13 710 rei) al 30 x! 999°9 
14 59°9 Sn ol ‘0 1000 
15 48 7 8597 |—— — | ————_———_ | 
16 345 PSOE yee Votal wat" 1000 1000 

side of the mean (?. e. 7°85 to 13:1) is clearly too high. If 
we calculate the median by the rule of the third* and place 
the probable error either side of this theoretical median, we 
shall approximate closely to the actual range. The distance 
from mode to mean = 10°78—10=°78, and one-third of this 
is 26. Hence 10°78—:26=10°52 is the theoretical median. 
This gives 10°52 + 2°93, or a range of 7°59 to 13°45 as compared 
with the actual 7°65 to 13°48 within which half the number 
of second samples will fall. This is a far better result than 
the 7°98 to 12°02 of the usual method. The one amounts to 
saying that half + the second samples will fall between 7:5 
and 13°5, which is sensibly in accord with actuality, while the 
other crowds them into the range between 8 and 12, which 
result is far in excess, only about 36 p.c. of the samples 
falling within this range. 

his first illustration is, I think, sufficient to demonstrate 
that it is not possible in judging expectancy from past expe- 
rience (i.) to neglect the relative sizes of the first and second 
samples, or (ii.) to neglect, even in characteristics which 
appear in 10 p. ec. of the sample, the sensible deviation from 
the Gaussian distribution. 

The above method of dealing with the problem is merely 
intended as a ready approximate method. It involves only 

* Phil. Trans. vol. clxxxvi. A. p. 375. 
+ More accurately 51:5 per cent. 
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the calculation of the mode, the mean and the 8.D. trom 
formule (vi.), (vii.), and (viiil.). For more accurate work 
we must calculate the frequencies as I have done in Table I., 
a laborious process, or we can note that the values of 8; and 
8 correspond to a skew curve of TypeI.* We have in fact 

ky=64+368,—268, ='1737>0. This leads to » = 70°8325,. 

€== 052'8582, m,= 7°93, m=60'90, 

and the equation to the curve is 
Pa Al (14 re ee - ee 

Hick 12°78 58: Leen 

The origin is at 9°57 per cent. and the range from —3°2 to- 
107°7 per cent., extending somewhat beyond the possible limits, 
with, however, no sensible frequency. Considering that the raw 
moments have been taken to get the constants, the curve must 
be considered as giving very good results, and exhibiting in 
a manner amply sufficient for practical purposes the deviations. 
to be expected in second samples from the Gaussian symmetry 
and mesokurtosis, The curves are shown in Diagram I. 

Illustration I1.—I proceed now to a more extreme case. 
Let us suppose that examination of 1000 members of a popu- 
Jation has shown 20 affected with a certain characteristic. 
What is the expectancy if a second sample of 100 be 
examined? In this case p=20, g=980, n=1000, and 
m=100. We find: 

Mean=2°096, Mode=2; @=YFo50To, 

and thus the probable error = 1-013. : 
There is not much difference between the mean and the 

mode, and the usual theory would give c=1°40, and state 
the answer to be expected from the second sample as 2+°94. 
The second sample is so much smaller than the first, that, 
the standard deviation of second samples is fairly close to the 
true value when calculated by the erroneous formula. But 
the assumption of a Gaussian distribution falls wide of the 
mark. In Table II. are the calculated frequencies given by 
the series in (iv.) for a thousand samples t+, the data being 

* Phil. Trans. vol. clxxxvi. A. p. 369. This is an interesting illus- 
tration of the futility of Dr. K. Ranke’s criticism of the worth of these 
curves on the ground that they may give negative and unintelligible 
values for the constants, In this particular case the 2 of Phil. Trans. 
vol. elxxxvi. A. p. 361, has become the minus (n+ 2) of this paper, and 
the pn and gn of that paper are here both negative. Yet we see that 
the 7, p, and g of our present notation are perfectly intelligible, and that 
the skew curve follows at once from the series in (iv.). 
t C, of (iv.)=°1328 nearly. 
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. | UP ABLE LD aa 

Percentage.| Frequenc pas Percentage. |Frequency Same Be. quency-| Frequency. a 4 "Frequency. 

0 132°8 132°8 6 16°8 992:0 

1 258:2 391-0 il a7 997 °7 

2 260°6 ~ 6516 8 al" 7. 999-4: 

3 181°6 833°2 9 0-5 999°9 

4 98°2 9314 10 | Ol 1000°0 

: ae oe Total...| 1000-0) |e | 

arranged as in Table I. We see at once that there is no 
approach to a Gaussian curve. If we proceed by simple 
interpolation we find the median at 1°919, the first quartile 
at °954, and the second at 3°042; these give a probable error 
in defect of -965 and in excess of 1:123, or a mean probable 
error of 1°044, somewhat greater than the value deduced 
from the standard deviation or 1:013, and considerably greater 
than that given by the usual theory. Here, as in the last 
illustration, we see a sensibly larger chance of the second 
saniple exceeding than of its falling short of the percentage 
given by the long first sample. We might perhaps express 
this best by saying that the expectancy is 50 p.c. of samples 
with a percentage of the character between 0 and 1:92 and 
50 p. c. with a percentage between 1°92 and 10. 

To show the sort of erroneous inference that may be drawn, 
I suppose a percentage of 6 to have been observed in a second 
sample. Table IJ. shows that a percentage as large as this © 
actually occurs with a frequency of 24°8 in the thousand, 
or its improbability is only measured by 39 to 1. On the 
other hand, if we adopt a Gaussian distribution we should 
only expect a deviation as large as 4 from the mean to occur 
in excess 3°5 times in the 1000 trials; or the odds are 285 
to 1 against its occurrence *. Such long odds would reason- 
ably lead us to suppose some modification in the population, 
since the first sample was drawn. The error of such a sup- 
position really flows, however, from the assumption of a 
normal frequency distribution. 

Looked at analytically we find: 

B:="5836, Bo=3'6468; 
or the curve is verv sensibly skew and leptokurtic. 
We find «,="4572, >0, or the curveis of Typel. We get 

r=27:0761, €=87°3453, and m,=2°7435, m,=22°3326; 
* 475 to lagainst so large a deviation, if we adopt the old theory, for 

which such a deviation is 2°86 and not 2-70 times the standard deviation. 
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whence we deduce as equation to the curve : 

: 27435 / ‘ 222326 
y= 279°92( 1+ err) fae ee 
/ 25217 AQ-Dz7T2 

The origin is at 1:4308, and the range from —1:09 to 
+ 22°05. * Considering that the moments have not been 
corrected, the fit is quite reasonable. 

PERMILLE FREQUENCY OF SECOND SAMPLES 

TI WVaviCT 

ANID PIS 2 NMOHS SUH O0OO/ SO F7TAWYS LSU11 NIA ‘OO AO FIAWYS GNOIZS N/ SPOWLNIDYIS 

Diagram II. gives the curve set against the histogram of 
the hyperg seometrical series, and the following table gives the 
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whole number frequencies, those for the curve being found 
by mechanical integration. 

| | 
| Frequencies. | Frequencies. 
| | | 

Percentages. | ~ | Percentages. | _ 

| Hypergeo- | Curve, | Hypergeo- | Qurve. 
| metrical. | / metrical. 

Less than “b $33, | ae OR Sih / Je isa 
1 he. | yee 259 ca i 6 7 
2 ie, eo 257 cls ae 2 3 
3 181 179: | 9 0 0 

4 98) a 9B) | 10 0 0 

2 a aie meee ae 1000 

Conclusions.—The method often adopted for measuring 
the expectancy of a future sample from past experience is in 
certain respects defective, when (i.) the size of the future 
sample is at all comparable with the past experience, (ii.) the 
characteristic expected occurred only in a small percentage 
of cases in the first experience. In such cases the mean and 
probable error of the expectancy can be easily found, and 
depends upon the relative sizes of the past experience and of 
the future sample. The frequency of future samples is given 
by a certain hypergeometrical series, which is not at all closely 
represented by the Gaussian curve except when the past expe- 
rience is very large as compared with the proposed sample, and 
further the characteristic expected does not occur in either a 
very large or very small percentage of the population. 

XXVIII. On the Radioactive Matter in the Earth and the 
Atmosphere. By G. A. Buanc, Ph.D. (Rome) ”*. 

a* a paper published in the Philosophical Magazine 
(September, 1906), A. S. Eve has given the very 

interesting results of the investigations made by him on the 
radioactive matter contained in the soil and atmosphere, 
concluding that the presence of radium in the earth and 
radium emanation (with its successive transformation pro- 
ducts) in the atmosphere are the principal cause of the 
ionization which is observed in the open air and inside 
buildings. 

Eve comes to the conclusion that a proportion of 1°8 x 10~" 
gr. of radium bromide per c.cm. uniformly distributed in the 

* Communicated by Lord Kelvin. 
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earth’s crust is necessary to account for the penetrating 
radiation observed in the atmosphere, and calls attention to 
the fact that such a quantity is about four times greater than 
the average amount which Strutt has found to be contained 
in rocks. 

Now I wish to call attention to a fact which was pointed 
out by me at the meeting of the “ Societa Italiana di Fisica” 
that took place in Rome during the month of April 1906. 
I then communicated the results of an investigation made by 
me on the excited activity obtained by exposing a negatively 
charged wire to the open air, showing that a great part of 
the active matter contained in the atmosphere (at least in 
Rome and its surroundings) consists of transformation 
products of radiothorium. 
A simple calculation shows that, owing to the respective 

values of the constants of decay of radium B and thorium A, 
while an exposure lasting for 3°1 hours is sufficient to obtain 
99 per cent. of the maximum activity in the case of radium, 
an exposure lasting for 73°5 hours is necessary in order to 
obtain the corresponding result in the case of radiothorium. 

It is interesting to note that already three years ago Sella * 
had seen that the activity excited on a wire by exposure to. 
electric effluvium in the open air could be considerably in- 
creased by prolonging the exposure for many hours; a fact 
which was not consistent with the hypothesis of radium 
emanation being the only cause of the observed effects. 

Bumstead + later, found that by prolonged exposure of a 
wire to the open air, in Newhaven, the excited activity of 
rapid decay was followed by a residual activity which was 
similar to that obtained by exposure to thorium emanation ; 
and Dadourian { also noticed, in the same locality, a residual 
activity of the thorium type on a wire exposed to air extracted 
from the soil. 
Burbank §$ finally, has observed a similar effect for wires 

made active in the open air, first in Gottingen and afterwards 
in Washington. . 
My object was therefore to establish as exactly as possible 

the relative amount of radium and radiothorium excited 
activity to be obtained from atmospheric air in Rome and its 
surroundings. 

An insulated brass wire, about twelve metres long, kept 

* Sella, Rendic. Acc. Lincei, Sem. 1, 1902. 
+ Bumstead, Amer. Journ. Science, xviii. July, 1904. 
{ Dadourian, Amer. Journ. Science. xix. January, 1905. 
§ Burbank, Phys. Zeit. vi. p. 436, 1905; ‘ Atmosph. Electr. and Terr, 

Magn.’ 1906, 
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charged at constant potential of about —500 vy. by means of 
a battery of small storage-cells, was repeatedly exposed to 
the open air for periods lasting three days, after which the 
activity of the wire, previously wound on a fr ame, was tested 
in the usual way, by means of a gold-leaf electroscope. 

The results were always similar. After an initial rapid 
decay, the activity went decreasing according to an exponential 
law, the constant of decay being, Che the limits of experi- 
mental error, identical with that of thorium A. 

It was easy, by extrapolation, to calculate the effect due to 
the excited activity of the radiothorium type at the moment 
in which the activation process had come to an end. Now 
the important fact is that the excited activity of the radio- 
thorium type represents generally a large part of the total 
amount eahibited by the wire, and precisely from 50 to 
70 per cent. 

Measurements were made on the terrace of the Physical 
Institute of Rome, and, to make sure that the effect was not 
due to the presence of thorium, saltsiin the laboratory, also in 
a garden at a certain distance from the town. In both cases, 
results were similar. 

A series of experiments was also carried out by activating 
a wire inside the Catacombs of, Sant’ Agnese, near Rome, 
which are dug in the voleanic for mation called pozzolana. Here 
also a very strong proportion of radiothorium excited activity 
was observed, for exposures of the wire lasting three days. 

Hor short exposures of the wire, not exceeding three or 
four hours, the law of decay was always very similar to that 
observed by Rutherford and Allan in the case of a wire 
activated in Montreal; the characteristic time of reduction 
of the activity to half value varying between 50 and 
60 minutes. 

It is evident that the large amount of radiothorium excited 
activity obtained on a wire exposed to the open air at a certain 
distance from the soil, cannot possibly be due to direct contact 
with the emanation. The disintegration products thorium A 
and thorium B, probably fixed on atmospheric dust particles, 
are evidently carried by the air, and, owing to their slow rate 
of decay, are able to cause the observed effects. It is probable, 
on the other hand, that no products such as thorium A or 
thorium B could, in any appreciable quantity, escape through 
the capillary conduits of the soil into the atmosphere, owing 
to the property these products have of remaining fixed on _ 
solids with which they come into contact. 

Experiments are actually being made with the object of 
determining as exactly as possible the amount of radiothorium 
emanation which, by diffusion, escapes from a given area of 
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soil ; and the results so far obtained confirm my former con- 
clusions as to radiothorium transformation products being, at 
least in these regions, a most important agent of atmospheric 
radioactivity. 

As I have already mentioned, Eve’s estimate of the quantity 
of radium contained in the earth’s crust, based on the obser- 
vation of the penetrating radiation present in the atmosphere, 
is four times greater than the average amount found by Strutt. 
in rocks. Now itis clear that the experimental method used 
by ‘Strutt could only reveal the presence of radium in the 
materials tested by him. It is therefore not impossible that 
the reason of such discrepancy should be ascribed to the 
fact that part of the effects observed by Eve are due to 
the presence of the product thorium B in the soil and 
atmosphere. 

As I have already said, I shall soon be able to give a 
detailed account of my researches, which will, I hope, enable 
me to make an estimate of the amount of radiothorium present 
in the earth’s crust, at least as far as concerns the Roman 
region. ; 

Rome, Istituto Fisico della R. Universita. 

XXIX. Pleochroic Halos. By J. Jory, F.R.S.* 

[Plate X. T] 

RYSTALS of zircon occurring in certain anisotropic 
coloured minerals, more especially in biotite, are 

invariably seen to be surrounded by an area showing strong 
pleochroism. Thus in biotite, when the section under obser- 
vation is transverse to the principal cleavage, the darkening 
of the halo cecurs when the vibrations are in the direction 
of cleavage. The absorption is then often so complete as to 
produce opacity. When the vibrations are at right angles 
to this direction the halo almost disappears. The zircon then 
appears simply as a minute highly retracting speck marking 
the centre of the halo. In short, the area referred to appears 
as an intensification of the general pleochroism of the mica. 
As the term halo is misleading to those unacquainted with 
the phenomenon referred to, it is well to mention that the 
darkening takes place uniformly over the circular area around 
the zircon. 

The cause of this curious appearance has long been matter 
of speculation. It has been assigned to organic (?) pigments, 
mainly on the strength of the fact that a very high tempe- 
rature will cause its dissipation. The following considerations 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ [The plate illustrating this paper will appear in the April number. | 
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appear to show that it is most probably referable to those 
ra‘lioactive properties of zircon so clearly demonstrated in 
the Hon. R. J. Strutt’s experiments. 

The well-developed halo appears never to exceed a certain 
maximum dimension. The radius may attain 0°05 mm. or 
even a little more. The average of measurements made on — 
good halos in mica was 0°04 mm. Smaller halos are frequent. | 
In the smaller halos the originating enclosure is often too 
minute to be discoverable. The halo is the section of a 

_ sphere of very considerable truth, judging from its accurate 
circularity. 

Professor Rutherford has shown that 13 layers of aluminium 
each 0:00031 cm. thick, reduce the velocity of the most 
energetic « rays from radium to a degree rendering them 
incapable of effecting photographic action or of exciting 
phosphorescence. When this result is translated into the 
equivalent thickness of. biotite, the active range is just 
0°04 mm. Hence the halo attains just such dimensions as 
would be expected if due to alterations affected by the a 
radiation. Halos of smaller radius are probably due to a 
source of radium so minute in amount as to limit the effect 
to the inner region which is traversed by rays of every 
Vv elocity ; or the smaller radial dimension may only be apparent, 
the section being taken in such a plane as to exclude the 
centre. 

Some writers refer these halos to the presence of other 
minerals. I find sphene, apatite, and allanite mentioned as 
being occasionally surrounded by halos. As regards the first 
I believe I have seen associated halos. However this may be, 
Mr. Strutt has shown that both sphene and apatite are highly 
radioactive. Not being able to find any determination of 
radioactivity in the case of allanite, | examined a specimen 
in the Museum here for radium, using the methods developed 
by Mr. Strutt; it afforded 270 x 10—¥ grams radium per gram. 
This is comparable with the activity of zircon. 

One conspicuous property of these halos might long ago 
have put any aggregation-theory out of court. The fact that 
their sphericity is independent of the cleavage or physical 
structure of the medium in which they are formed. Aggre- 
gation or spreading by diffusion would most certainly not 
take place with equal ease across and aiong the cleavage ; as 
is shown in ali interpositions and alterations in mica. I have, 
indeed, frequently observed halos extending with perfect 
circularity across the cleavage of two or more crystals of 
biotite in mutually inclined positions (Plate X.*). This appears 
to me to be strong evidence for their radioactive origin. 

* [This will be published in the April number. ]} 
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Shortly after coming to these views I noticed in Zirkel’s 

fine monograph * Tiber Urausscheidungen in Rheinischen 
Basalten’ (p. 52) the remark that the lar ge zircons in these 
basalts may, by aid of a lens, be seen to be bordered by a 
thin dark grey margin. He remarks that this border is 
about 0-05 mm. wide. There can be little doubt that this 
is of similar origin to the halo in biotite. 

The question remains, what is the precise nature of these 
halos? It is certainly not a colouration similar to the 
colouration produced in glass by radium. The latter takes 
place through very considerable thicknesses and is, therefore, 
ascribed to the @ radiation. While it is worth consider ation 
if the deep brown of certain biotites, much spotted by halos, 
is not a potassium colouration referable to the ionizing 
influence of 8 rays (see the interesting paper of Mr. J. C. 
Maxwell Garnett, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. vol. 205), the limited 
radius of the halo and its particular limiting value point to 
the a radiation as being responsible. Helium is probably 
stored in the halo but in very minute quantity. Thus it is 
easily calculated that if an average halo-sphere is derived 
from a zircon having a diameter one-tenth of the sphere, a 
period of 10° years ‘must elapse to generate a quantity of 
helium sufficient to fill one hundred thousandth part of the 
volume of the sphere. 

Halos occur in cordierite which appear to differ somewhat 
in properties from those in mica. I have no experience of 
them: the cordierite in my possession showing many inclusions 
but no halos. The inclusions apppear to be non-radioactive 
substances. On the other hand, Dana makes the remark 
that halos in cordierite are formed “ particularly by zircon.” 
MM. Fouqué and Lévy speak of mica and pleonaste being 
associated with such halos. The first might well be radio- 
active. The last mineral, which is very Oa in composition, 
I have not yet investigated. 

Geological Laboratory, 
Trinity College, Dublin. 

XXX. Votices respecting New Books. 
La Mécanique des Phénoménes Fondée sur les Analogies. Par M. M. 

PerrovircH, Professeur 4 !Université de Belgrade. Paris : 
Gauthier-Villars. 1906. Pp. 96. 

= unity introduced into the investigation of physical phe- 
nomena by the use of analytical methods, which enable whole 

series of physical problems to be thrown into identically the same 
mathematical form, has long been known as an illustration of the 
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marvellous power and extreme generality of analytical methods. — 
The particular nature of the physical entities dealt with vanishes 
into thin air by the time we have established our differential 
equations, and we are then left simply to deal with a number of 
variables connected by certain relations. A system of ‘ general 
dynamics” founded on the consideration of the nature of the 
relationships existing among the variables is the subject-matter 
of the little volume under review, which forms No. 27 of the 
“Scientia ” series. After a brief introduction and some preliminary 
considerations regarding the use of analogies, the author outlines 
a system of general dynamics, ‘and then studies various important 
groups of problems. _ In the concluding chapter ‘the possible 
applications of the system are: briefly discussed. The book is a 
suggestive one, and should prove interesting reading to the 
mathematical physicist: 

Quadratic Forms .and their, Classification by “means of Invariant 
Factors. By T. J. VA. Bromwicr. ii ieee University 
Press. 1906. | 

THis is the third of the Cambridge T'racts in Mathematics and 
Physics now being published under the editorship of J. G. Leathem 
and E. T. Whittaker ; and both in purpose and method it carries 
out in an interesting way,the object aimed at in ‘these tracts. 
Rapidly and yet.step by step the student is led from simpler to 
more complex cases. The treatment is arranged.in five chapters.. 
In Chapter IIL., “A Family. of Quadratic Forms,’ the reduction 
is completely worked out both for three and for four variables, and 
is used to classify the contacts ef conics and quadric surfaces ~ 
respectively. The last chapter gives further geometrical illus- 
trations, and also the important dynamical case of reduction to 
normal coordinates. Full references are given to original memoirs 
on the subject from the early and pioneer work of Sylvester in the 
middle of last century down to recent times. The reader is also 
referred to papers dealing with developments which could not be - 
discussed in the limited space of a tract of 100 pages. Itis indeed 
surprising how much Professor Bromwich has managed to pack 
into the space at his disposal, and how in spite of the conciseness 
demanded he has presented a clear and logical statement complete 
so far as it goes. The real student of algebraic form will find the 
pamphlet of the greatest service to him in-many ways. 

Annaaire pour An 1907.  Publié par le Bureau des Longitudes. 
Avec des Notices scientifiques. Paris: Gauthier-Villars. 1907. 
Pp. vi+682+ 84 204146445. 

Tuis well-known annual contains, besides the onl tables, the 
following special articles :—‘ Diamétre de Vénus,” by Bouquet de 
la Grye; and “ Histoire des idées et des recherches sur le Soleil. 
Révelation récente de l’atmosphére entiére de l’astre,” by H. Des- 
landres. It is published at the moderate price of 1 fr.'50 c. 
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XXXI. The Attraction of Ellipsoidéd, ‘Shetis ands? Solid 
Ellipsoids at External and Internal Points, ° wget some 
Mistorical Notes. By ANDREW Gray, L {TIS 
Professor of Natural Philosophy mn ies University of 
Glasgow *. 

1. FY WROTE out the greater part of the following paper 
while on a holiday this summer, and was not aware 

until my return home that the method given below 
(§§ 24, 28 to 30) for the determination of the potential 
of a homothetic ellipsoidal shell had been anticipated by 
a passage in Thomson and Tait’s ‘ Natural Philosophy ’ 
(Part u., § 525). That also, I have since found, had been 
anticipated in § 24 of the beautiful memoir by Chasles, 
“Sur Pattraction d’une couche ellipsoidale,” in the Journal 
de [Ecole Polytechnique (t. xv., 1835). The investigation 
contained in $$ 14 to 18 below is, however, quite distinct, 
and I think new. It gives a complete solution of the 
problem of the shell and the ellipsoid, and leads naturally to 
the other discussion already referred to, which differs in some 
respects from the solution of Chasles. I have, moreover, 
worked out in detail some particular problems. With all 
due acknowledgment, therefore, I venture to allow my notes 
to stand. Jam aware of course of the recent discussions of 
the problem, for various laws of density, by Ferrers, Dyson 

* From the ‘Proceedings of the Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow,’ 
1906. Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April 1907. 2H 
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and others; but perhaps this solution of the older and simpler 
problem may not be without interest. | 

2. No problem in the Theory of Attractions has received 
more attention than that of the attraction of a solid ellipsoid 
on an external particle. The subject engaged the attention 
of Newton and Maclaurin*, who dealt with it by a combination 
of the geometrical methods of which these mathematicians 
had such a perfect mastery, and the results of Newton’s own 
calculus of fluxions and fluents (differential and integral 
calculus) ; and all the celebrated analysts of the end of the 
eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth, 
Laplace, Lagrange, Ivory, Gauss, Poisson, Chasles, wrote 
memoirs on the subject which have become classical. To 
find the attraction of the ellipsoid at an internal point had 
been soon found to be a comparatively easy matter. The 
process adopted was to take the altracted point as origin of 
polar coordinates by which the positions of the particles of the 
ellipsoid (supposed of uniform density) were specified, to 
express the volume of an element of the attracting body by 
these coordinates, and then the components of attraction 
on the particle as triple integrals with respect to the radius- 
vector and the two angular coordinates. As Poisson puts it 
in the introduction to the very remarkable memoir fF read to 
the Académie des Sciences on October 3, 1833 :—“ The 
integration with reference to the radius-vector can be carried 
out without any difficulty, and in the case of an internal 
point a second integration is easily effected, so that the three 
components of attraction are expressed by single inteerals, 
reducible to elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds. 
These integrals are obtainable in a finite form when the 
ellipsoid is one of revolution. When, however, the attracted 
particle lies outside the ellipsoid, the double integrals contain 
a radical, and have limits which render them much more 
complicated, so that, instead of carrying out the second 
integration directly, we have to turn the difficulty by reducing 
the problem for the external point to that for an internal: 
point, which leaves the problem of the direct integration 
unsolved. Jor this reduction the theorem of Ivory leaves 
nothing to be desired.” 

3. Ivory’s theorem depends on his notion of corresponding 
points on two ellipsoidal surfaces, the axes of which are 
coincident. Let a,b,c be the lengths of the semi-axes of 
one, say the smaller, ellipsoid, x, y, z the coordinates of a 

* See Newton’s Principia, Lib. I., ss. xii. and xiii., and Maclaurin’s 
‘Treatise on Fluxions,’ vol. il. 

t+ Mémoires del Académie Royale des Sciences de V Institut, t. xiii., 1835, 
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point P on the surface, and similarly a’, b’, c’, 2’, y', z' the 
lengths of the semi-axes of the larger ellipsoid, and the co- 
ordinates of a point Q upon it. If the coordinates fulfil 
the relations z/a=z'/a', y/b=y'/b', z/e=2'/c’, the points P, 
Q are corresponding points. It is easy to show “that if 
P, P’ be two points on the first ellipsoid, Q, Q’ the corre- 
sponding points on the other, and the ellipsoids be confocal, 
the distances PQ’, P’Q are equal. 

Now considering attractions in the direction of the principal 
axes, and taking first the axes a, a’, it can be proved that the 
attraction X of the first ellipsoid, As say, on a particle of unit 
mass at Q on the surface of the other ellipsoid, B, is to the 
attraction X’ of the ellipsoid B on a unit particle at the 
corresponding point P on the surface of A, in the ratio bc/b’c’. 
Similarly Y/Y'=ca/e’a', Z/Z'=ab/a't'. The ellipsoids are 
here supposed to be solid and of uniform density, p sav, and 
-econfocal. If we call the masses of the ellipsoids M, M’, then 
since M/M'=abe/a'b’c', we may express the theorem in the 
form (not given by Ivory) 

Mee Ne YM Zi poe Mh \ 
Miia MEN w mM? Alm oe! oC) 

When expressed in this form the theorem is evidently 
true whether the two ellipsoids have the same density or not, 
provided that each is homogeneous. For the components of 
force on a unit particle evidently vary with the masses of 
the ellipsoids, when their dimensions remain unchanged, 
and therefore a change in the ratio M/M’, caused by varying 
the density of either ellipsoid, is represented by a correspond- 
ing change in each of the ratios X/X', Y/Y', Z/Z’. 

In the particular case of M=M’, the theorem takes the 
form 

Mya. YORE: V) eer (2) 
xX! ? Y/ ih 9 fi . ° . ra 

C 

It was first pointed out by Poisson that Ivory’s theorem is 
‘true for every law of attraction, provided the law is a function 
of the distance only. 

4, Let us now suppose that the problem of finding the 
-attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid at an internal point has 
been solved, and that it is required to find the ‘attraction at 
an external point, @ say. It is only necessary to find for 
the corresponding point P on the surface of the given ellip- 
soid the attraction exerted on a unit particle by the confocal 

-ellipsoid, the surface of which contains the point Q. The 
2H 2 
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components are given by (1), and thus the so-called external 
problem is reduced to the internal problem of which the 
solution is known. 

5. The external problem was, however, solved directly by 
Poisson in the memoir above referred to, by the device, which 
he appears to have been the first to adopt, of imagining the 
eliipsoid divided into infinitely thin similar and similarly 
situated ellipsoidal shells, or ‘elliptic homeoids” as they 
have been called by Thomson and Tait*, then finding by 
direct integration the attraction exerted by such a shell on 
a unit par ticle at the | given external point, and finally passing, 
by another integration from shell to shell, to the attraction 
exerted by the solid ellipsoid. 

[The term homothetic¢ ellipsoidal shell is used by many 
writers for the “ 
his solution, and is perhaps less open than the term elliptic 
homceoid to objection on the ground of derivation ; but we 
shall adopt the name elliptic homeeoid, or simply homeeoid,. 
where there is no risk of ambiguity. . Thomson and Tait also 
give the name “ focaloid ” to a shell bounded by two confocal 
ellipsoidal surfaces, ] 

6. On Ivory’s notion of corresponding points Chasles based 
avery important and elegant theorem of the attraction of 
confocal homoeoids. Imagine two elliptic homeeoids, A, B, 
of infinitesimal thickness, and each of uniform (not necessarily 
the same) density, the two outer surfaces and the two inner 
surfaces of which are confocal. Let a, b, ¢ be the lengths of 
the semi-axes of A, and a’, b’, c’ the same quantities for B. 
Also let P and Q be corresponding points on the two shells. 
The theorem of Chasles affirms that the potential at the point 
Q due to the homeeoid A is to the potential at P due to the 
homeeoid B, as the mass of A is to the mass of B. 

For let ds be an element of A and ds‘ the corresponding 
element of B, and p, p’ the length of the perpendiculars from 
the centre on the tangent plane at the elements. It is easy 
to prove that 

pda 2 oe 
pis abe Ue et el 

The masses of corresponding elements of the shell are Spds. 
f'p'ds', where 8, 8’ are constants depending on the density and 
seale of thickness in the two cases. he total masses are 4a7Babc, ~ 
47 B’a'b'c' respectively. Hence it follows that the masses of 
corresponding elements are in the ratio of the total masses in 

the two cases. [See § 13 below for the value of 8, @’.] 

* Nat. Phil. Part IL § 494 ¢, 

couche elliptique” on which Poisson based 
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Now, if * be the distance of Q from any element of the 
shell A, it is also the distance of P from the corresponding 
element of B. If 8, 6’ be constant multipliers, as already 
explained, the potential at Q due to the matter at ds is 
Bpds/r, and the potential at P due to the matter at ds’ is 
B'p'ds'/r*. The former bears to the latter the ratio Babe/B'a'b'd. 
Since this is true of every element the total potentials have 
the ratio just stated, that is the ratio of the masses of the 
shells. 

It follows from this theorem that if the potential at an 
internal point is known for a thin elliptic homeoid, the 
potential at an external point can be found, and vice versa, by 
considering a confocal shell. 

¢. These results are true whatever the law of attraction 
may be, if only it is a function of the distance, as may be seen 
by substituting 7(7) for 1/r in the expression for the potential 
of anelement. In the case of ordinary matter the law of 
attraction is that of the inverse square of the distance, and 
the potential determined is commonly called the Newtonian 
potential. 

It is well known (and it will be referred to again presently) 
that the Newtonian potential of a homeoid is the same at 
every internal point, and therefore also at every point of the 
shell, since the potential is not discontinuous at points within 
attracting matter of finite volume density, or even at passage 
across a surface of finite density. Thus in order to find the 
potential at an external point P, due to a given elliptic 
homeeoid, it is only necessary to imagine a confocal homeeoid 
of equal mass constructed so as to have P on its surface, and 
find the uniform potential which it produces at every internal 
point. This is the potential required. 

8. It follows from this result that the external confocal 
ellipsoidal surfaces are the equipotential surfaces of a uniform 
homeeoid, and that such a shell is itself at uniform potential. 

* We tale here as the specification of the potential 
_dm 

where r is the distance of the point for which the potential is defined 
from an element dm of the attracting matter, and 3 denotes summation 
for all elements. Here the unit of mass is that which concentrated at 
unit distance from an equal mass, also concentrated at a point, is attracted 
with unit force. When the ordinary unit of mass, the gramme, say, is 
used, the right-hand side of:the equation for V must be multiplied by the 
value of the force of attraction which exists between two such units 
placed at unit distance, a centimetre, say, apart. This multiplier is 
called the “ gravitation constant.” It is generally omitted (that is taken 
as unity) in what follows: where it is inserted it is denoted by x. 
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The resultant attraction due to such a shell exerted on a 
particle at an external point is along the normal through the 
point to the confocal surface on which the point lies. 

It can be seen at once without analysis that an elliptic 
homeeoid exerts no force at any point in the internal hollow, 
that is, that the potential has there a uniform value. For 
the shell may be imagined constructed by homogeneously 
straining a uniform thin spherical shell, within which, of 
course, the potential is uniform. Such strain is that which 
elongates all parallel dimensions of the shell in the same ratio, 
and fieretore leaves it of uniform density, though of varying 
thickness, proportional to the length of the perpendicular 
from the centre on the tangent plane at each point. If then 
a cone of small solid angle be drawn with its vertex at any 
point in the hollow of the spherical shell, so as to intercept 
two elements of the surface, these two elements exert equal 
and opposite forces ona particle atthe vertex. By the strain 
the masses of these two elements are not altered, nor the ratio 
of their distances from the vertex of the new cone into 
which the former one is changed. The elements, therefore, 
still exert equal and opposite forces ona particle at the vertex. 
Hence, as cones can be thus drawn so as to exhaust the shell 
by pairs of elements, the shell as a whole exerts no force at 
the common vertex. 

9. The same idea of division of a solid ellipsoid into 
homoeoids had, however, occurred to O. Rodrigues, and been 
used by him in a “ Mémoire sur l’attraction des Sphéroides,” 
published in the Correspondance sur Ecole Polytechnique 
(t. 11., 1816). The method adopted for the solution of the 
problem of the attraction of a solid ellipsoid seems to have 
been suggested by a previous paper by Gauss, and consists 
in finding the variation, 6W, say, in the ratio of ae 
potential of the ellipsoid at the given point, A, &, l, say, 
ile mass of the solid, when the squares of the semi-axes 
a*, b?, Care altered by the same small amount, od, say, that is 
by the passage from the given ellipsoid to an adjacent contoeal 
ellipsoid. It is shown that for an external point 6bW=0, 
and for an internal point 

2.» OD h? ak ag SWat (tts —1), (4) 

From these results Rodrigues deduced the attraction of 
the ellipsoid at the given point. It is easy to find from them 
an expression for the potential. (See $ 18 below ts) 

The determination of 6W hee on the evaluation of a 
certain integral taken throughout the volume of the ellipsoid 
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in which the element of volume is expressed in ordinary polar 
coordinates. The integral is transformed by considering a 
homothetic shell within the ellipsoid, and taking as the element 
of volume that intercepted between the two surfaces at an 
element ds of one of them. Then tke integration is effected 
for the whole shell to which ds belongs, and then carried from 
shell to shell for the whole ellipsoid. 

It is to be noticed that Rodrigues did not determine the 
attraction or the potential due to a single homothetic shell, 
but merely imagined the solid ellipsoid divided into such shells. 
in his process ot integration. 

10. In the volume of the Mémoires de 0Institut (t. xv., 
1835) already referred to and immediately preceding the 
memoir cited, is a “ Mémoire sur l’attraction des Ellipsoides,”’ 
also by Chasles, in which the mode of division into homothetic 
shells is used, and is attributed to Poisson. There can be no 
doubt that Poisson was the first to calculate explicitly the 
attraction of such a shell at an external point, and to apply 
it to the problem of the solid ellipsoid ; but it is equally clear 
that the idea of this mode of division is of earlier date. Over 
this point arose in 1837 a curious reclamation. Another 
memoir by Chasles, in which the same method was used, was 
referred by the Académie des Sciences to Libri and Poinsot. 
The latter reported without mentioning Poisson’s memoir of 
1835, and thereupon Poisson in the Comptes Rendus (t, vi., 
pp- 83 —840) called attention to this mode of decomposition 
of a solid ellipsoid, and affirmed that it offered the only means 
of reducing the double integrals of the problem to single 
integrals. Poinsot rejoined re-affirming the priority of 
Rodrigues in this matter, and the discussion was closed by 
some further remarks by Poisson, and a second rejoinder from 
Poinsot. These are to be found at the beginning of the next 
volume of the Comptes Rendus: a fairly full account of the 
controversy is given also by Todhunter in his ‘ History.’ 

11. In Poisson’s memoir of 1835 it is proved that tho 
resultant attraction of an elliptic homeeoid at an external 
point 7, g, h, is directed along the internal axis of the cone 
drawn from the external point as vertex to touch the homeoid. 
This is a very remarkable theorem, and attracted very con- 
siderable attention. For that axis of the cone is the normal 
to the confocal ellipsoidal surface through 7, g,; and the 
theorem at once gives the family of external confocal ellip- 
soidal surfaces as the equipotential surfaces of the homeeoid. 
The importance of these surfaces was not perceived until later, 
when the researches of Green, Gauss, Chasles, and others 
had become known, and had led to new methods of treating 
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problems of attraction—methods which had become essential 
for the progress of the theory of electricity. 

Poisson resolved the force due to each element of the 
homeeoid along the axis of the cone, and by expressing the 
component in terms of polar coordinates referred to f, g, h 
as origin, was able to obtain the resultant force in an integrable 
form. His process is one of direct integration of the 
expressions obtained, and involves some troublesome con- 
siderations as to the limits of the integration with respect to 
O, the angle between the axis of the cone and the line drawn 
to the element considered, and therefore runs to considerable 
length. 

12. Avery different process of calculating this integral is 
followed by Chasles in his memoir already cited, “‘ Sur l’attrae- 
tion d’une couche ellipsoidale.”” There the theorem of Lamé 
(given for the steady motion of heat in a uniform solid), 
that Laplace’s differential equation of the potential is 
integrable when the equipotential surfaces are known, is 
employed for the family of equipotential surfaces revealed 
by Poisson’s theorem, and the attraction is reduced to the 
evaluation of a constant left undetermined by the integration 
of the specialized: form of the differential equation for this 
case. ‘This is effected by considering the particular case of 
the attracted point on the surface, evaluating the integral for 
this case, and comparing with the expression obtained from 
the integration of the differential equation. 

13. I shall now show bow the integral for the resultant force 
at, g, h, expressed in terms of the element ds, its coordinates 
x,y, 2, the perpendicular p from the ne on the tangent 
plane at ds, the distance 7 from the point /f, g, h to ds, and 
the angle @ between this line and the axis of the cone, can, 
by means of a simple geometrical theorem of confocal surfaces, 
which I have not before seen remarked, be transformed to an 
come integrable form, so that the whole calculation 
can be set forth very briefly. 

In order that the result may be at once applicable to the 
calculation of the potential of a solid ellipsoid, I take as the 
equation of the outer surface 

os. 
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where & is less than 1. The equation of the inner surface is 
9 

ee 5s 
»S ~g =k—dk, © e . e . ° (6) 

a 

as k must diminish from the value unity, for the surface 
which has the equation 

to zero when the axes are of infinitesimal length. Turther, 
I shall take as the equation of the confocal surface 

Se ee papas (ess (0 Paeieg cee tte (7) 

The thickness of the homeeoid at the point A, of co- 
ordinates «, y, 2, on its outer surface is $pdk/k, and the 
mass of an element of area ds at the same point of the shell is 
sppdsdk/k, where p is the length of the perpendicular from the 
centre on the tangent plane at w, y, z, and p is the volume 
density of the matter of the shell. For the thickness of the 
shell is clearly }(«dzx/a*)/,/S(«?/a*), that is pS(«dx/a?)/k, 
and by differentiation of (5) this is at once seen to be 
spdk/k. Thus tpdk/k is the constant 8 of § 6 above, and 
similarly @’ is found. 

14. I shall now establish the geometrical lemma referred to 
in § 13 above, on which will be based a proof of Poisson’s 
theorem that the resultant force exerted by the homeoid ona 
unit particle at the external point P of coordinates 7, g, h 
acts along the normal to the confocal through P: then I 
shall give a very simple and direct calculation of the amount 
of this resultant force, and finally obtain the potential of the 
homeeoid, and of a solid ellipsoid, at any external point. 

Let the enveloping cone be drawn from P as vertex to the 
externai surface (5) of the homceoid. The points of contact 
lie in the polar plane of P; and the internal axis of the 
cone, the normal at P to the confocal, meets this plane in a 
point Q. Now let a line drawn from P at any angle @ to 
PQ meet the homeoid in the two points A, B (see fig. 1). 
Consider for the present only one of these, A, and let a, y, z 
be its coordinates, and 7 denote its distance from P. P is on 
the confocal represented by (7): let P, (coordinates /,, 915 /11) 
be the corresponding point on the surface (5) of the homeoid, 
and A’ (coordinates zx’, y’,2’) be the point on the confocal 
corresponding to A. The distance of A’ from P, is also 7 by 
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the property of pairs of cor responding points. Also fi, 91, hy 
a ole go/0', he/c’ and 2’, 9’, 2 =2xa'/a, yb'/b, 2c'/e, where 
a a ores n/ 6° + U; VC+U. 
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Now let 7%, p’, be the lengths of the perpendicular from the 
centre on the tangent plane at P, and the tangent plane at A’ 
respectively, and ‘' denote the an gle between the latter per- 
pendicular drawn outwards and the line P,A’. The lemma 
to be established is expressed by the equation 

a’ cos Op=p, cos O. 

In order to express cos 6) we have the direction cosines of 
QP and AP. These are {//(a’+u), 9/O'+u), h/(?+u)}p,/k 
and (f—w, g—y, h—<)/r. Hence 

=P Fb *) = Po A ae 
cos 6, lee ie di uh hk — 2 ; nigel 

or as we may write it 

cos y= (k — 3a ). a) ae (8') 

Similarly we obtain 

con — er Aw -) 5 bey 2 

so that 
P COS. 0 p= Pp. COS Fa eels. =) st) 

which was to be proved. A similar relation of course holds 
also for the points P,, A on the homeeoid. 
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This theorem, it is to be remarked, is not confined to con- 
focal ellipsoidal surfaces. 

15. Now, imagine drawn from P as vertex a cone of small 
solid angle dw, intercepting two elements of the homeeoid at 
A and B: let ds be the area of that at A. The length of the 
perpendicular from the centre on the tangent plane at A 
being p, the mass of the element is $ppdkds/k ; and if ds’ be 
the element at A’ of the surtace of the confocal corresponding 
to ds, that is, containing the points corresponding to those 
contained in ds, we know that 

ahe Perel ‘ee PO the VL CLT) 
a aiaor +w)(b? + w)(c? + wu) 

The attraction at right angles to the axis PQ exerted by 
the element on a unit particle at P is when «=1 (see foot- 
note § 6) 

Ikpds . 
—- sin 45 

aan bole 

which by (11) and (10) may be written 

6 CL ee 008 ds) an 6 
ae k ‘ee (a 4u(P+ul(e+ uw) a os 

In this the only factor which varies from element to element is 

cos @' ds’ 
sea es, 
a 

Now cos 6! ds'/r? is the solid angle dw subtended at P, by the 
element ds' at A’. We can exhaust the whole of the homeeoid 
by means of elements intercepted by small cones drawn from 
P as vertex; and to this corresponds precisely an exhaustion 
of the confocal by small cones radiating from the internal 
point P; as vertex. And clearly for every elementary cone 
of solid angle dw, there exists another in the same plane 
through PQ, for which the factor just referred to has the 
same value with opposite sign. Hence in no plane through PQ 
is there any force perpendicular to PQ ona unit particle at 
P; that is the resultant is along PQ. This is Poisson’s 
theorem. 

16. The total force F along PQ (in the direction from P to 
Q) is given by 

B= (pee. mere! (12 

in which the expression to be integrated over the homeeoid is 
the component of attraction along PQ due to the single 
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element ds. If now we use the transformation already 
employed above, that is, express the coordinates of A and P 
in terms of the coordinates of their corresponding points A’ 
and P,, A’ on the confocal, P; on the given shell, and sub- 
stitute for ds its proper value in terms of the area ds’ of the 
corresponding element on the confocal as given by (11), and 
use the theorem (10), the transformed equation is 

z ik tbe 208 6! P=) 5 en | 
CV (e@+u)(V+uy(e+u) yi 

in which the integral is now taken over the confocal. The 

only variable factor is now ds’ cos 6'/r?, and it is well known 
that for the complete confocal shell 

ds' cos @' 
pean eS —Arqr 5) 

since the point P,; is within it. Hence, if V be the potential 
at P, (13) becomes 

AN dk abe 
Paiste and el ae a ee 

dn : k J/ (e+ u)io? tu) (c?+u) , Ce 

where dn is an infinitesimal step outward along the normal at 
P to the confocal. But by the equation of the confocal [see 
also § 29] 

dpe du 
| Po 

and (14) becomes 

— dV = mpabe —— ee - oe 
V (a? +u) (b> +u)(c? +u) 

The potential. V of the homeeoid at P, and at any other 
point of the confocal surface, is thus given by 

===, . (16) V= 7 whe tk peiiew ES _t Sy pe ce 
Tr PUUCl ie Vai +ulletu)(e+u

)’ 

where u is now supposed to vary in value as we go from con- 
focal to confocal outward from P in the integration: the 
confocal from which the integration starts is that on which P 
lies, and 2’ is the positive root of (7) regarded as a cubic 
in w. The value of the expression on the rightis —V,, + V; 
and as V, =0, we have (16). 

17. We may proceed in precisely the same way when P 
is within the homeeoid. A confocal ellipsoidal surface of 

ie2) 

du 
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equation | 

a—u 

is described through P andthe corresponding point P, on the 

shell is taken as before. P is joined to the point A on the 

shell and P, to the corresponding point A’ on the confocal. 

The angle @, is as before between AP and the normal at P, 

and 0’ between PA’ and the nermal at A’; also AP=A'P,=r. 

If p, p’ be the lengths of the perpendiculars from the centre 

on the tangent planes at P and A’, we have as betore 

p' cos 99 =py cos &. 

Precisely as in the former case we get for the attraction on a 
unit particle at P | 

ae dk > Mabe a Alsace 
i 2P i: ‘r/ (a2 —u) (2? —w) gaan) 2 ds 5 (18) 

where the integral is to be taken over the confocal. The 
integral is the total solid angle at P, subtended by the con- 
focal, and as P, is outside that surface, the solid angle is 
zero. Hence the force is zero at every point within the 
shell, and the potential is there uniform. Thus the problem 
of the attraction of a homeeoid is completely solved. 
We have, in the result stated in (13), the curious theorem 

that the value of F at P is, to a constant factor, equal to the 
potential produced, at any point internal to itself, by a 
uniform magnetic shell coinciding with the confocal surface. 
The strength of this shell is proportional to the length of the 
perpendicular from the centre on the tangent plane to the 
confocal at the point P, and therefore varies with the position 
of P on the surface, as does the length of that perpendicular. 
A similar theorem holds for a distribution upon any surface 

whatever, which maintains that surface at uniform potential. 
The potential which that distribution produces at an external 
point P is equal to the potential which a magnetic shell, 
coinciding with the equipotential surface through P for the 
same distribution, produces at any point internal to itself. 
The strength of the shell varies with the position of P, and 
is inversely proportionai to the distance, dn, of P measured 
along the normal to a chosen neighbouring equipotential 
surface. This expresses, in fact, the relation (32) below, 

namely, 

= | iid 

This shows that o is inversely proportional to dn for a constant 

dV. [See § 27.] 
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18. For a solid homogeneous ellipsoid, which has 

for the equation of its surface, (15) becomes 
2 1 

hap abel noe te 
tae V (a ue ue Fu) 

where A [the positive root of the equation in w 

(19) 

Syl pli =1] 
a? + u 

is the lower limit of the integration with respect to u, and 
J(u) is the value of & that fulfils equation (7) for any one 
particular value that « may have in the range of integration. 
This value of & is given by 

| ea Piha 
a eh) 

Thus 

2 

2 (1-3. Ja 
V=mpabe| mala leis 

. Vet P twit) 
There is no difficulty in the application of this method of 

integration by shells to the formal determination of the 
potential of solid ellipsoids or of thick shells of varying density, 
if each homeeoidal film is of uniform density throughout. If 
the density p vary from shell to shell then for the ellipsoid 
by (16) 

a Me's) 
du 

1 
i we Uk ——) 

ae Ne hake xf VJ (ae +u) G + u) ( (?+u) 

where 2X! is again the positive root of (7) for any given value 
otk. But | 

Fa fl =— = dk UL @ aa i u 

and when k=0, u= ; likewise when 4=1 w=), where A 
is the positive root of 

2 

sa — 
a+ u 

regarded as a cubic in uw. Therefore 
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19. The result stated in (20) seems to have been first 
2 ay (MN pea RIE DE 

given by Plana in a “ Note sur l’intégrale ie =V” which 

appeared in Crelle’s Journal, vol. xx. (1840). It was given 
also by Lejeune Dirichlet in the same journal in 1846. His 
process of demonstration is, however, indirect. The result 
in (20) is first assumed, and then verified by showing that 
this value of V satisfies Laplace’s differential equation of the 
potential 

io oY o-V f : 

AVE + ay + ee Pome, iy ei (21) 

at every point external to the ellipsoid, and that V vanishes 
at infinity. This latter fact is important. It is fairly obvious 
for both the homeeoid and the solid ellipsoid. The integral 
(16) for the homeeoid, for example, may be compared with 
the greater integral obtained by putting for each of a’, L’, 
the value of the smallest. This integral is then evaluated, 
and it is seen that it vanishes at infinity ; @ fortiort so does 
the integral for the homeeoid. 

20. lf the point f, g, h be on the surface of the ellipsoid 
the value of X is zero in (16) and (20). In the former case 
the modified equation gives the potential at every internal 
point for the homeeoid ; in the latter case 

zs (is fi -) du 
a+ 

A J/ (a +u)(6? +u) (? +u) 

for a surface point on the solid ellipsoid. The case of an 
internal point requires examination in the latter case. 

It is easy to show that equation (22) is applicable without 
change of form to the case in, which the point f, g, h lies 
within the surface of the solid ellipsoid. For let the point be 
on the homeeoidal surface given by 

V=m7pabe (22) 

fig ts Memieet werbapei et 24 | (23) 

then the potential is made up of two parts, V,; due to the 
ellipsoid internal to the surface (23), and V, due to the 
homeeoid of finite thickness external to the point. By (22) 

© (1-2 al 
Vi=Tpabe | cee pe ila ll ile : 

ae 0 / (@utu) (Putu)(eutu) 
b 
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which, if we write uw! for u/w and substitute, becomes (accents 
omitted) j 

_ Hi re ) é @ > ae wy du 

=o abo Reo Wes. a. 

Sy JO +P EF U) 
Again, as may easily be verified, 

du 
, , ails 

Vi ——1 ia abel a| ee 

: p It 0 nf (ur +a) (OF +u)(e+ u.) 

> du . 
=m7pabe(1—w eee 

p ( P | af (a +u)(U?+u) (c+ wu) ) 
Hence 

~ (1-2 au 
V=V\4+V.=% abe | a 

: Jo WAC =f uO? +uy(e+u)’ (26). 

The value of V given by (20) and (26) was verified by 
Dirichlet by showing that it satisfies Poisson’s differential 
equation 

ON t Oyu 

Oaz aa Gr a 022 —— —4rrp * e ite (27) 

within the attracting matter, and Laplace’s equation elsewhere, 
gives continuous values of the force-components —aV/de, 
—dV/dy, —dV/dz at the surface, and vanisnes for w=o, 
Thus (20) and (26) give the solution of the differential 
equation of the potential for the given distribution of matter, 
and the known family of equipotential surfaces possessed by 
each homeeoidal part. As has already been remarked, it was 
shown by Lamé that the differential equation could be inte- 
grated in these circumstances.: It would, however, be outside 
the scope of the present paper to enter into a discussion of 
the process. Suffice it to say that any solution which fulfils 
the conditions indicated above can be proved to be the only 
one; . . } 

21. The lemma stated in § 14 above enables the whole 
problem of the ellipsoid to be disposed of very simply ; but, 
so far as merely proving Poisson’s theorem of the direction 
of the attraction of a thin homeeoid is concerned, nothing more 
elegant has ever been invented than the demonstration 
published in Crelle’s Journal (Bd. 12, 1834) by Steiner, 
immediately after the theorem was announced by Poisson in 
the memoir of 1833, to which reference has already been made. 
Steiner’s construction is shown in the adjoining diagram. 

(a1 
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P is the external point and PQ is the normal to the confocal 
through P to the homeoid of which a section through PQ is 
given in fig. 2. A, Bare two of the points in which the 
enveloping ‘cone touches the homeeoid, and therefore the line 

PE ann AB 

MEETINR 

AB is the polar of P with respect to the elliptic section made by 
the plane BPA. The line PQ meets the curve in G and pro- 
duced again meets itin F. G, F are points in which the line 
PQ, starting from P and ending in F, is divided harmonically. 
Similarly, if PE be drawn at right angles to PG and meet 
AQB produced in R, the line RQ is also harmonically divided 
in Band A. {[t follows that if EQ meet the curve in C 
and D, EQ is divided harmonically in © and D. Thus PQ 
not only bisects the angle APB, but also the angle CPD. 
Hence DQ/QC=PD/PC. 
Now let a cone of small vertical angle be drawn from Q as 

vertex with its axis along CD. It will intercept two elements 
of the homcesid at C and D, the masses of which are directly 
as the squares of their distances from Q, while their 
attractions, per unit of their mass in each case, are inversely 
-as the squares of these distances. Hence the total attractions 
on a unit particle at Q are equal and opposite. But it has 
been seen that PD/PC=DQ/QC ; hence the attractions of 
the same pair of elements on a particle at P must be of equal 
amount, and being along PD and PC are equally inclined to 
PQ, and have therefore a resultant along that line. The 
same thing is true for any other pair of elements intercepted 
by a cone with vertex at Q, and the whole homceoid may be 
exhausted by pairs of elements in this way. Any plane through 
PQ thus divides the homeeoid into two portions which exert 
attractions at P equal in amount and equally inclined to PQ. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April 1907. 2K 
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22. Returning now to the results expressed. by equations 
(16), (20), with lower limit » or 0, as the case may be, it is 
obvious that we can change the lower limit of the integral. 
Thus, taking (16) we write 

Maat 

where r',18 positive as wellas A. Then when wis equal tor’, 
w' is equal to X';, and the equation becomes 

ates / 

V =mpabedk| sn ce lt 
V(e+u')(P+u\(e+u')’ ° 

which is of the same form as (16) and the accents on the w’s 
may be omitted. This proves that two confocal homeoids of 
equal mass produce the same potential at any point P external 
to both, that is, that their external fields are identical. IE 
the masses are differ ent, the potentials (and therefore also the 
field- ee at the different Sp ae are proportional to 
the masses 

This of course is a particular case of the very general 
theorem of the potentials of distributions which was given by 
George Green, of Nottingham, in his celebrated “ Hssay on 
the Application of Mathematical Analysis to the Theories of 
Electricity and Magnetism ’ published by subscription at 
Nottingham in 1828. . 

The substitution used above is also applicable to (20), and 
proves that any two confocal solid ellipsoids of equal mass pro- 
duce the same potential at every point external to both. Ifthe 
masses are different in the two ellipsoids, the potentials at the 
same external point are proportional to the masses. This is 
what is usually called Maclaurin’s* theorem; but it was 
only given in its full generality by Laplace many years after 
Maclaurin’s death. Jtis stated in Maclaurin’s ‘Treatise of 
Fluxions’ (Edinburgh, 1742), § 653. that the attractions of 
two confocal ellipsoids are the same at all external points 
which are on the prolongation of the axes. This was a very 
remarkable result for the time, and though the theorem was 
only fully generalised by Laplace in his book entitled * Théorie 
du Mouvement. et de la Figure Hlliptique des Planetes’ 

* Colin Maclaurin, 1698-1746, Professor of Mathematics in the Uni- 
versity of Edinburgh, appointed as assistant and (apparently) successor 
to James Gregory in 1725. There being a difficulty, through want of 
funds, in making this arrangement, Newton offered to pay £30 a year if 
Maclaurin were appointed. Thus Maclaurin was appointed, Newtono 
suadente, as stated in the inscription on his monument. 
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(Paris, 1784)*, there is some justification for continuing, as 
has been very generally done, to associate it, even in its 
extended form, with the name of Maclaurin. 

23. From (14) in § 16 above we obtain the components of 
attraction at the pomt P. The cosine of the angle which the 
normal at P to the confocal makes with the semi-axis, of 
which the length is a, is pof/(a+u)k. [See (7) $13.] 
Hence for the component X of force in the direction of x 
increasing on a unit particle at P (14) gives 

A L a 

X=—27p ee : = 2g) : De 
KV (e+u)3(P+u)(e+u) 

Y and Z are obtained by substituting g/(b? +x), h/(@+4u) for 
f/(@ +u) in this equation. The same results are deducible 
from (16) by differentiating with respect to uv, and multiplying 
the result by the value of du/df drawn from the equation 

Bee 
atu 

(29) 

of the confocal. 
In the same way (20) gives 

fea) 
du X= —2mpab 

3 
mpa a) V(e +u)y(O+uj)(e+u) 

and similar expressions for Y, Z, which may be written down 
by symmetry. In the case of X=0, the factors which 
multiply f, g, h in these expressions for X, Y, Z are inde- 
pendent of the values of these coordinates. Hence for an 
internal point 7, g, 4 of a solid ellipsoid 

Bap Vee geen Pe Bh 

where A, B, C are constants, the values of which are given 
by (30) and the other two stmilar equations 

24. I shall now indicate the method which the theory of 
equivalent distributions affords for the solution of the 
problem of the ellipsoid. It was shown by Coulomb, for the 
case of an electrical distribution, that the normal force just 
outside a closed conductor is proportional to the surface 

(30) 

* This book is referred to by Todhunter im his ‘ History of Attractions,’ 
and he quotes Professor de Morgan as to its rarity. I have not seen it, 
and give the reference above only at second hand. The University 
Library has no copy, and though the magnificent edition of Laplace’s 
works, which is now being published in Paris, has reached vol. xiil., this 
book has not been included, though much of later date and ou similar 
subjects has already appeared. 

2 2 
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density (amount of attracting or repelling matter per unit 
: . e = 

area) in the neighbourhood. In the language of the potential 
this is expressed by the equation 

— ry =Ars = e 5 = : - (32) 

where o is the surface-density, and dV/dn denotes the rate 
of variation of potential per unit of distance outwards along 
the normal. This equation is at once transferable to gravi- 
tational attraction, and o becomes the density of a thin 
stratum of ordinary matter. Here o of course denotes the 
surface-density of ordinary matter; e. g. the mass 4ppdk/k of 
a homeeoid taken per unit area at an element just outside 
which the normal force ~dV/dn is taken. 

25. I shall not discuss the properties of level surfaces 
here; but merely apply some of the properties I have 
mentioned to the problem of the ellipsoid. But a theorem 
of Bertrand may be referred to of which our process will 
afford an illustration. Let there be a family of surfaces 
represented by the equation 

Ca 

where a is a variable parameter ; and let them be such that 
if a distribution of matter be placed on the surface, S say, 
characterized by any chosen value of a, and be made of 
surface-density inversely proportional to the distance from 
that surface to an adjacent one of the family, the whole space 
within the surface is at uniform potential. hen the surfaces 
external to 8 are level surfaces for the distribution specified. 

The truth of this theorem may be seen as follows. Let 
the distribution specified be made on an inner surface, 8; 
say, of the family: the space within is at uniform potential, 
and therefore so also are all points of the surface. But if o 
be the density at any point of the surface, then just outside 

dv 
ae ie — Aro e . e ° . ° (34) 

Now the step from the surface §, to an adjacent one 8, 
may be taken as dn, and being inversely proportional to 
gives a constant difference of potential between 8, and §,. 
Hence S, is a level surface for the distribution on 8,. Let 
now the distribution be transferred to 8,, and be made 
according to the law set forth in (32) for the values of dV/dn 
which exist at S, with the distribution on 8,. Since 8, is a 
level surface for the distribution on §,, the transference thus 
effected will bring the whole space within S, to uniform 
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potential equal to that which existed at S, before the 
transference. But the surface 8, is by hypothesis ene over 
which a distribution can be made of density inversely pro- 
portional at the different points to the normal step to an 
adjacent -surface 83, and producing uniform potential in the 
interior. If the mass in this latter distribution be made the 
same as that which has been transferred trom §,, the potentials 
at S, and within it produced in the two cases will be the 
same. For it can be proved* that there cannot be two 
distributions of a given charge of matter over a surface so 
as to produce uniform potential at all parts on or within the 
surface. 

The distribution therefore transferred from S, must have 
the same density as in the other case supposed, that is o 
must be inversely proportional to the step from 8, to 83. 
S3; is a level surface and the charge can now be transferred 
to 83, when 8, will be found to be a level surface and so on. 
Hence Bertrand’s theorem is proved. It is easy to construct 
(see Picard, Traité d@ Analyse, tome i.) an analytical proof of 
the theorem, founding on Lame’s theorem of the integration 
of Laplace’s equation for a given system of level surfaces. 

26. In the transference of matter imagined in the last 
article the particles may be regarded as carried out along 
trajectories, cutting the successive surfaces at right angles. 
Thus, if we draw these trajectories from points in the peri- 
phery of ds,, they will mark out elements ds,, ds3, etc., on 
the successiye surfaces. The matter first on ds, will be 
earried to ds, then to ds3, and so on; and this law will hold 
however small ds,, ds., ete. may be made. 

Let now this process be applied to the elliptic homceoid 
discussed above. It is plain that we may take as o the 
value 4ppdk/k, which gives us the result 

dV dk cee 

But if m denote the total mass of the homceoid 

m=3p) pds=2mpabck*dk, . . . (36) 

since /pds is three times the solume of the homeeoid, that is, 

Acrabck?. Thus we obtain dk/k=m/2zpabck? and 

eee (37) 
dn kz abc 

* This is one of a set of theorems as to the uniqueness of solutions of 

potential problems. The proof will be found in treatises on Electricity 

or on Gravitational Attraction. 
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From (37) it follows that the work done against attraction 
in carrying a unit particle outwards through a small distance 
dn along the normal is b 

m 
—dV= jek aben ° e ° e ° (38) 

27. If then dn be taken for different points of the surface 
so that pdn is constant, there will be the same step of 
potential at every point, and the surface on which lie the 
extremities of these elements, dn, of the normals will be, 
like the surface of the homeeoid, an equipotential or level 
surface. The distance between this surface and that of the 
homeeoid is inversely proportional to p. It can in fact be 
shown very easily that the shell of space between the surfaces 
is a focaloid, to use the name given by Thomson and Tait to 
a space bounded by confocal ellipsoidal surfaces. For the 
equation of an ellipsoidal surface external to and near to the 
external surface of the homeeoid }(2?/a?)=4, is 

x? 

> a+du I 

where du is small, and x, y, z are the coordinates of a point 
on the new surface. If for 2, y, ¢ in the last equation we 
write «+dzx, y+dy, 2+dz, and subtract from the result 
=(a?/a?)=k, we obtain for the thickness dn at x, y, z of the 
shell of space 

udu k 
2s (=) = ie, (39) 

Thus the equipotential surface given by dn thus chosen is 
confocal with the surface of the homeeoid. 

28. Let us now imagine the mass of the homeeoidal shell 
carried out along the normal at each point, and distributed 
on the near confocal surface, so that the mass on any element 
ds of the shell is placed on the element ds’ which is marked 
off by normals drawn from the periphery of ds. The shell 
thus formed will, by Green’s principle of equivalent distri- 
butions, be a new homeceoid which will give the same field 
external to itself as was produced by the original shell. 
For, take the tubular space marked out by normals drawn 
from the periphery of ds, and terminated by two caps, one 
just inside ds, but otherwise coinciding with it, the other 
outside ds’, and fitting closely to that element. The surface 
of this portion of space is the Jateral surface, the inner cap, 
and the outer. Now take the integral of normal force /Nds © 
over the whole surface of this space. The inner cap contri- 
butes nothing to it since there is no force within the homeoid, 
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the lateral surface also contributes nothing, the outer cap 
gives F'ds' if F’ be the field-intensity there. The. matter 
within the space is ods, and therefore by Green’s (or Gauss’s) 
theorem of the surface ‘integral of normal force over a closed 
surface F’ds'=—4aods. But if matter were distributed 
over ds’, and similarly over the rest of the surface of the 
confocal, so that the field remained unaltered, the surface 
integral over the short tube just described would still be 
H’ds', and the matter on ds’ would now be ods. This 
distribution is unique for the given level surface, and the 
given field external to it. Since the surface 8" is ellipsoidal, 
and the potential is constant within it, the distribution upon 
it effected as described, by carrying the matter out from the 
initial homeeoid, is also homosoidal ; otherwise the distribution 
over the surface producing uniformity of potential would not 
be, as it can be proved to be, unique. 
It is easy to verify this latter point as to the nature of the 

distribution. The matter on ds’ is now ods, and for o we 
may write Bp where £8 is a constant. Hence the new 
surface-density o’=@pds/ds’. But if p' be the length of the 

perpendicular from the centre for ds' > andia , 0", ¢ = Le a? +du, 

VP + de b? + du, Je +du, we have p’'ds’ =pds. a ‘c'/abe, so that 
a =B7! abe a bic thas o’ varies as p, that is, Hp distribution 
is homeeoidal. 
We can now imagine a further step of potential taken 

from the surface 8’ to a succeeding confocal and so on, until 
we have carried the whole distribution of matter to a surface, 
every point of which is at an infinite distance from the 
original surface. There the surface-density will be zero, 
and the potential at infinity, which has not been altered by 
the transference, will be zero. It is thus seen that the equi- 
potential surfaces of the external field of the original 
homeoid are ellipsoids confocal with the original homeoid, 
a well-known result which has been otherwise established 
above. 

The matter in the transference passes_from confocal to 
confocal, so that the matter on an element of one is carried 
to the corresponding element on the next, and so on. Thus 
at any stage of the transference when the distribution is on 
a given confocal the matter which was originally on the 
element ds of the original homeeoid is situated on the element 
of the confocal which corresponds to ds. The transference 
is along the hyperbolas which are the orthogonal trajectories 
of the confocals, or, as they are often called, the lines of 
force of the field. 

29. Another way of dealing with this problem of equivalent 
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distributions is to apply the theorem of Bertrand discussed 
in $27. The initial distribution is an elliptic homeoid, and 
we know that the family of confocal surfaces surrounding it 
fulfil the condition stated in Bertrand’s theorem. Fer upon 
any one of them a homeeoidal distribution can be placed so 
as to produce a constant potential throughout its interior. 
Hence the confocals are the level surfaces of the field of the 
original homceoid. Hence also we can suppose the whole 
distribution carried out from confocal to confocal, so that at. 
each instant the distribution is homeeoidal on one of the 
level surfaces, and the path of each particle is along the 
line of force at the inner extremity of which it was originally 
situated. 

30. We have found [§ 28, equation (38)] the step of 
potential from the initial surface to an adjacent one of which 
the equation Is 

Qe 

e+du 

and itis proved in § 29 that dn=4kdu/p. Thus (38) becomes 

tet ae ye 
D) Mh }. abe 

In the same way the step of potential from the level 
surface 

=dV= 

uv? 

i aha 
k 

to the adjoining surface for which « has been increased 
by du is | 

1 mdu 
— = We aN Se s = a (40) 

I /k (a? +u)(O +u)(e+u) 

Integrating from w=0 to u=o, and observing that the 
integral must vanish at infinity, we have 

Vee 7 i 
on i\ V (a +u(P+uy(etu) 

If in this we insert the value of m stated in (36) it becomes 

—dV 

(41) 

V=npabedk | Ln a ae 
o V(e+u)(O+u)(e+u) 

If in (42) we change u to w—w! we obtain 

V =mpabedk ie (43) Wy V(e+u—u (P+u—wv)(e+u—w’) 
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which is to be interpreted as the total step of potential 
involved in carrying the matter, supposed initially in a thin 
homeeoid (mass m) of which the equation is S{2?/(a2—u')t=k 
from the level surface }x?/a?= to infinity in the manner 
described. Thus matter m distributed in a homeoid on the 
latter surface has the same potential at the surface and at all 
external points as the same matter had when in the original 
homeeoid. This is for confocal homceoids what Maclaurin’s 
theorem is for solid ellipsoids, and indeed Maclaurin’s theorem 
flows from it at once since a solid ellipsoid may be supposed 
built up of a succession of homeeoids. It is to be observed, 
however, that this theorem of equivalence of homeeoids on 
confocal surfaces is only a particular case of Green’s very 
general theorem of equivalence. Maclaurin’s theorem and 
the analogous theorems for shells have been explained in 
§ 22, and it is not necessary to pursue the subject here. In 

18 the extension fora shell to a solid ellipsoid has also been 
fully discussed. 

31. The potential of a thin homeoid at a point on its 
surface or anywhere in the interior is given in (42). From 
this we can obtain the potential of a thick homeeoid at a point 
within the interior hollow. We shall suppose that the 
equations of the outer and inner surfaces are respectively 

ye = ES Vand ee 25) 
a we 

We have therefore only to integrate (42) with regard to & 
from k=hio k=1. Thus for the thick ne 

du 

Ke tal ee \, Mae +u) u \(e Se ule Fe u) (44) 

The potential produced by this homceoid at an external 
point may be found as follows: The squares of the semi-axes 
of the interior ellipsoidal hollow are ah, 67h, c?h, where h< 1. 
The potential V’ at the external point #, g, h (here h is a co- 
ordinate), due to an ellipsoid of density p filling the hollow is 

f? 

4 (a> eran dau 

V(@h+u,)(PAr+u,)(Ch+u,) 

where A, is the positive root of the equation 

5 ee 
aeh+uy we 

VW =npabela | (45) 
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If in (45) we write wh for 14, we get 
2 

© (A f /) du 
_ 2a Ae ge eae (46) 

Ms ./(@+u)(O?+u)(e+u) 

where X'=),/h. The potential at the external point f, g, h 
due to the complete ellipsoid is given by (20) [§ 18]. Sub- 
tracting (46) from (20) we obtain for the thick homeeoid 

Vi= mpabe 

Niaeae 
y (1-3 Na 

V=7pabe [ ie pares ie Wer 
Yr W(a+ul(P+u)(e+u) 

a du 
l—h ee 

hee a! MEER CE ae: 

When the internal hollow is contracted to zero, that is when 
h=0, '’ becomes «©, and the second integral on the right 
i The equation then coincides with (20) as it ought 
to do. 

32. We can now find the potential produced by a thick 
focaloid at an external or internal point. First for an external 
point: let two confocal ellipsoids have the same density, and 
let the shell between their surfaces be the focaloid to be con- 
sidered. The potentials which they produce at a point external 
to both are in the ratio of the masses of the ellipsoids. For 
the potential of that which has =(2?/a?)=1 for the equation 
of its surface the equation is (20) [$18 above], and for the 
potential of the other which has, let us say, }{2?/(a?—s)\=1 
tor the equation of surface, the equation is the same with as 
multiplier of the integral apy/(a?—s)(6’—s)(—s) instead 
of mpabe. Thus for the potential of the focaloid at an external 
point f, g, h we obtain 

ae: 
00 (1-3 5 Ja 

V=3m’ { ane CAN RE 
y V(e@t+u(P+uy(e+u) 

where m’ is put for the mass of the foealoid, that is 

4up{abe—/(@—) P—(@—af. 
~ This equation is precisely the same as (20) which gives the 
potential at an external point for a solid ellipsoid: and just 
as in the case of ellipsoids it follows that :—any two uniform 
focaloids which are confocal with the same ellipsoid produce, 
at any point external to both, potentials which are in the 
ratio of the masses of the focaloids. 

(48) 
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_ This theorem was practically given for points in the axes 
of an ellipsoid of revolution by Maclaurin. For he states 
[Fluxions, Art. 650], with the same limitations, the remark- 
able result that an ellipsoid made up of contocal shells each 
of uniform density, differing from shell ‘to shell, and an 
ellipsoid of the same size and of uniform density, exert 
attractions on an external particle which are in the same 
direction, and have values in the same ratio as the masses of 
the ellipsoids. 

The theorem becomes generalized by the extension of 
Maclaurin’s theorem by Laplace to any form of ellipsoid and 
any external point. Obviously in the theorem just stated 
for a heterogeneous ellipsoid, the ellipsoids compared need not 
be of the same size but only confocal. 

33. If the point f g, h considered be in the hollow within 
the focalvid, the potential can be found by subtracting from 
the expression for the potential at the point due to the 
complete ellipsoid, the petential at the same point due to the 
solid ellipsoid of the same density bounded by the surface 
fa"! (a? — 1, the internal surface of the focaloid. 
Making this calculation by (22), and putting in the result 
m' (see § 32) for the mass of the focaloid, we get 

Vaan fe (i-s_/ Z) du 

0 / (a? +) TTS (c?+u) 

ry (1-3 ae -)au 

—2(m—m’) | rams as ; 
J—s/ (a2 +4+u) (b+ u)(e +u) 

where m is the mass of the complete ellipsoid. 
In the remaining case, that in which the point f, g, h is 

within the mass of the focaloid, the procedure is exactly the 
same as that just described. The form of the result is slig ghtly 
different: it is 

a o (1 Fae a) du 

0 ( a? + u) (6? + u) (24 u) 

(1-35 ii -)ai U 
—i(n—m) bis a’+t ===, (50) 

VJ Alas V (a? +u)(b?+u) (c?+u) 

(49) 

where ’ is the positive root of ¥{ f2/(a?—s+u)}=1, regarded 
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as an equation in vw. When »’=0, the point f, g, h lies on 
the internal surface of the focaloid. Then (50) agrees 
with (49). 

34. It is interesting to compare equations (42) and (49). 
The first gives the potential produced at any internal point 
by a thin elliptic homeoid of mass m, and (49) gives 
that of a focaloid of mass m at an internal point f, 
g, h. If we put f=g=h=0, we get the potentials at the 
centre in the two cases. Let it be supposed that both shells 
are thin, and that both have the same external surface. The 
thickness of the homeeoid being directly, and that of the 
focaloid inversely, as the length of the perpendicular let fall 
from the centre on the tangent plane at the point considered, 
the potential at the centre must be greater for the focaloid — 
than tor the homeeoid. The first term on the right of (49) — 
involves for the centre the same integral as does (41) for the 
homeeoid, but this integral is multiplied by 3m’ in (49) as 
against 4m in (41). The excess is diminished by the second 
term in (49) which varices with the deviation of the surface 
from sphericity ; and also with the thickness of the focaloid 
on the whole. 

_ In the particular case in which the surface is spherical the 
second term just makes the potential at the centre the same 
for a thin focaloid as for a thin homeeoid, as the reader may 
verify by evaluation. If we take the case of a solid ellipsoid 
the second term in (49) vanishes, and the potential at the 
centre is 3 of that which would be ‘produced in the interior 
of a thin homeeoid of the same mass and coincident with the 
surface of the ellipsoid. 

35. From the expression given in (44) for the potential in 
the interior of a homeeoid of any thickness, we can readily 
calculate the work done by gravitational attraction in bringing 
together from infinite dispersion in space the matter com- 
posing an ellipsoid, or a homeeoid of finite thickness, whether 
uniform or made up of homeeoidal shells of different densities. 
For the case of uniform density, let mass of amount 
2mpabchedh, be brought from infinity to the homceoid to which 
(44) refers, and be placed as an additional thin homeeoid 
on the interior surface. The work done by gravitational 
attraction in bringing this matter into position is Vm. Hence 

ie) 

du 

A iG +u(P+u)(e- +u) | 

Tf then W denote the whole work done in building up the 

Vm=21rp7a7b?72(1—h)dh (51) 
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homeeoid by adding to the interior until / is changed from 1 
to H, 

‘ ao 

We - 2’ Pele? ( he(1—h) dh ( ak du Pals 

JH Jy V(@+u)(P+u)(e+u) 

lu 
= 27° p?a7b?c? {54 — 2 H2(1—2H ( = aa 2 p u ys | L Vv (a? +u)(e aif w)(C? + u) @ 

If H=0, this becomes the result for a solid ellipsoid. 
For this case 

‘3 du W= 87° “abe ee (8S 
tine 9 V(@ tu +uy(e+u) oe 

In the particular case of a uniform sphere this becomes 

Wee 
a 

if the unit of mass is grvavitational (see § 6, footnote), ox 

Pe Rt a 
W = Rha 

if the ordinary unit of mass is used and « is the proper value 
of the gravitational constant. This is the result given by 
Helmholtz, from which the rate of shrinking one the sun 
necessary to supply the energy radiated may be calculated, 

If the density vary from shell to shell (53) | becomes 

du Wor ee ny k 
ay fe a a a3 (a2 tue +uy(e +u) y (4) 

as the reader may verify by finding the work done in building 
up a thick homeeoid by adding shells of varying density p, 
and then varying the constant h of this homeeoid from 
to)... 

XXXIJ. On a New Principle of Relativity in Eleciro- | 
magnetism. By A. H. Bucnerer, D.Sc., Privatdocent 
in the Bonn University*. : A, 

§ 1. [' is needless to dwell on the serious difficulties which 
the Maxwellian theory has encountered by the 

well established experimental fact that terrestrial optics is 
not influenced by the earth’s motion. The endeavours of 
some distinguished physicists, notably of H. A. Lorentz, to 

* Communicated by the Author. A short note on the same subject 
was published in the Physik, Zeitschr. vii. p. 556 (1906). 
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modify the Maxwellian theory in such a manner as to elimi- 
nate the effects of translatory motion have admittedly failed. 
Now the author, guided by the feeling that the form of the 
Maxwellian equations must correspond somehow to the true 
laws of electromagnetism, has attempted a new znterpretation 
of these equations “that should harmonize with facts. 

In the following the author will show how this task can 
be accomplished. We consider two electromagnetic systems 
A and B in uniform rectilinear motion relatively to each 
other. Then, whenever we speak of the dynamical inter- 
action of the systems we stipulate that the system acted upon 

we will call this henceforth the passive system, and ac- 
cordingly the other system the active one—experiences the 
same force as it would in the Maxwellian theory on the 
assumption that 7t were at rest in the ether and the other 
system moving relatively to it. As will be shown later on, 
the stipulation that the passive system is invariably the 
system ‘‘ at rest” implies the principle of relativity. 

2. The Maxwellian equations as adapted to the electron 
theory have this form for empty space : 

(E2) — = = curl E, 

CE) 5 =v curl H—47v’pu, 

(ITT) vio, 

(LV.) vE=0, or =A4rv’'o. 

As in the Maxwellian theory, H and E are the field inten- 
sities measured in the system ‘“‘at rest.” The forces exerted 
by the active system are purely electrical or magnetic. 
There are no electrodynamic forces on a passive system. 
We will limit our investigation for simplicity to rigid systems. 
The total force exerted on the passive system takes the form 

(V.) F= (| Ho,,dg+ {\\ Ep dr. 

Here co, means the surface-density of magnetism; dg is 
an element of surface, and dt an element of volume. While 
H and E are due to the active system, o,, and p belong to 
the passive system. 

We will now proceed to apply our equations to the rela- 
tive motion of electrons and fictitious magnetic poles. We 
thus obtain so-called point laws which by suitable integra- 
tions can be employed to find the ponderomotive forces for 
any distribution of electrical and magnetic masses of systems 
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in relative motion. The following point laws are partly 
known from the Maxwellian theory. They can be easily 
verified and found in agreement with the: differential 
equations. 

When two electrons move relatively to each other the 
passive one is acted upon by the force 

2,2 
By Ge U's 

p— ae, y 3 . e . 2 . s 

9 (3 Jago Ay 2 \ 
ry l— “sin” ) 

vy 

Here r, signifies a unit radius vector drawn from the active 
to the passive electron; g is the charge of the electron, y is 
the angle which the direction of motion makes with r, u is 

. . Ue 

the velocity of motion, and s=1— = 

(1) 

Of two moving fictitious magnet-poles of unit strength the 
passive one is acted upon by the force 

Further, when an electron and a unit magnet-pole are 
moving relatively to each other, the force on the passive 
electron is 

oh 
F =—V u Fy uz \ 3 : F cs P (3) 

<2 -2 2 2 

7 (1 — sin 1) 

whereas the force on the passive magnet-pole is 

SO ral vis 
F=V Fy a 2 3ij- e ° ° (4) 

Pia Be ey Soest 

Here as elsewhere the radius vector is always drawn to 
the passive system. Vow an inspection of these four funda- 
mental equations shows that the choice of the passive one of the 
two systems in relative motion ts arbitrary; 1. €., a moving 
magnetic pole exerts exactly the same force on a “ resting”’ 
electron as a moving electron on a “resting ” pole, and we 
can at once conclude that with any distribution of magnetic 
and electric masses in the two systems, the force exerted by 
A on B is the same as that exerted by Bon A. This proves 
the validity of the third law of Newton and implivs the 
principle of relativity. 
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Suppose a system A contains only magnets and B only 
electric charges; then the observer, whom we imagine always 
to be on the passive system, will interpret the action exerted 
on his system as electric or magnetic according as he stays 
on Bor on A. LEvidently the electric action must equal the 
magnetic action, and we have the relation 

(\ Eosdre=— {(c,,, dg... sn 
Of ‘particular interest are the forces which uniform mag- 

netic and electric field exert on moving electrons. They are 
different from those of the Maxwellian theory. Suppese an 
electron moves between the poles of an electromagnet, then, 

° e € : a) 

according to equation (3), the force on the passive electron 
is 

: { Viury sq om dg 
2 3. 

} AD U * 9 P4 

7 (1— Bain? y ) 

Here g is the outward normal erected on the positive 
surface of the pole. For 4a, we can put Ho, the field 
intensity as measured by an observer at rest with the electro- 
magnet. We then can write for the force exerted on the 
electron: 

F=V.Hu- ie i arn 
ul . 

Li a (gu) )° 

whereas the Maxwellian theory furnishes 

gq V Hou. 

Equation (7) can be tested by the deviation of Becquerel 
rays in a magnetic field. 

Hquation (4) furnishes the force which an electron ex- 
periences in a uniform electric field, for instance in that of a 
condenser. Let the surface-density of electricity on the 
condenser-plate be c, then evidently 

F= i | a oe, dg d 

ye [= 5 sin” 7 | 

4 aad 2 
ua TOU g {us = (211) a}. i. 

to 

5) a 

1 Tey (gi01)? 
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g, is the unit normal erected on the positive plate of the 
condenser; (g; 0,) is the cosine of the angle which u makes 
with gy. 

In case the electrons move parallel to the plates the force 
takes the same form as in the Maxwellian theory. 

§ 3. We will now proceed to consider the energy relations 
that follow from our principle of relativity. Suppose we 
have two systems A and B in relative motion. External 
forces are required to keep the motion steady. We denote 
the field intensities due to the active system A by E, and Ha, 
and those due to the active system B by Eg and Hz, where 
it is understood that E, and Hy, are measured on B and 
E; and Hz on A. Further, the volume-density of electricity 
of A is pa, and that of Bis ps. As to the electromagnetic 
nature of the two systems, we will assume for simplicity that 
the system A contains only electrical masses, while B contains 
electrical and magnetic masses. Now remembering that the 
relative motion of electric and magnetic masses produces 
forces that are perpendicular to the direction of motion, and 
hence do not perform work, we find for the energy change 
in the element of time : 

dW =dt {\\\ pe ub, dr=de |\\ pau, dr. 

By the aid of the equations I. to IV. and by the general 
rule 

E curl H = div VHE + Heurl E£, 

we can easily transform this expression and obtain: 

de SS, A) Sigel ima 
he hohe. | ae 2 i 

ee Po peel ane EK, E ay 
Sa dt (\| HHad 8irv aN a Bede ey, 

In this equation dg denotes a vectorial element of surface 
which has the direction of the outward normal. The surface 
integral vanishes by removing the surface to infinity since 
radiation is excluded. Thus: 

dw iid ( a: (( : 
= ————- 1——— — e ; - = Sl E E . 

di Sx dt, \\xaar Sirv® di iI { a 
We examine now what happens when the external forces 

which kept the motion steady are removed. Acceleration 
will set in, and if the inertia of the system B is infinitely 
larger than than that of A, the latter system alone will be 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April 1907, 2G 
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accelerated. The form of equation (10) suggests putting for 
the increase of the electromagnetic energy of A in virtue of 
its acceleration : 

dW, _1d \{( ’ Vive ( 
dt =z 3a dt} Hy, dt + Saree dt 4 E,? at. (11) 

This equation, which holds for quasistationary motions, 
is compatible with our principle of relativity but does not 
follow from it. 

§ 4. We consider an electron in motion, and we inquire 
after its electromagnetic masses. Let p; denote its longitu- 
dinal and yw; its transversal mass. External forces acting in 
the direction of motion wiil increase its electromagnetic 
energy W. Proceeding exactly as in mechanics we can put 

bel OW ie ds A | : yo 
Mi Ou mw Ou \|s n+ goa ||| Bar (12) 
Now the right member of this equation has been evaluated 

by G. F. C. Searle for the case of a charged sphere. Sup- 
posing an electron to be a rigid charged sphere, we find by 
an easy calculation the same expression as Abraham derived 
for the longitudinal mass. 
We can connect the electromagnetic masses of the electron 

with the quantity of motion M 

ak dt ; 5 a (13) 

The first term of the right member represents the longi- 
tudinal force, while the second member represents the 
transverse force. 

From mechanics we know 

Mj (*- ow du = ("y du 
> u Ou ae 

But the general expression for the transverse force is 

aM, ped: Se wR, 

de ome 
where R denotes the radius of curvature. 

And dM, De 

ann. ae rin 
Therefore 

i 
peat puduy ied ils oo. i 

4 0 

Substituting the value of mw, we find the same value for 
#2, aS was obtained by Abraham. 
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It is worthy of note that whereas in general the forces 
‘acting on the electron in a uniform magnetic or electric field 
are different from those of the Maxwellian theor y, yet the 
masses acted upon are identical. Becquerel rays moving 
obliquely to the field should therefore exhibit a different law 
-of deviation from that expected on the basis of the Maxwellian 
theory. Here there is the possibility for carrying out an 
experimentum crucis to decide for or against the principle of 
relativity as here introduced. 

§ 5. It is of especial interest to investigate the bearing of 
our principle on the phenomena of radiation. It is evident 
that relativity excludes any influence of the translatory motion 
of the earth on terrestrial optics ; and it is hkewise apparent 
that for relative motions of a source of light and an observer 
the principle of Doppler holds and that the phenomena of 
aberration are easily accounted for. 

The phenomena hitherto considered were governed by the 
Maxwellian equations for vacuous space; and the question 
imposes itself whether the adopted:principle of the relativity 
-of motion is capable of accounting for phenomena in which 

the structure of ponderable matter plays an essential réle. 
The electron theory, as is well known, interprets the pro- 

perties of matter by assuming that it is made up of complex 
assemblages of negative and positive charges. Thus, while 
our equations still hold in the interstices of matter for the 
single electrons, the observable properties are due to the com- 

cos) 

bined effects of numerous assemblages of electrons. We 

obtain these effects by a process of averaging, and as Lorentz < >? 

has shown the result is a set of equations for ponderable 
matter which is identical in form with that of Maxwell,— 
leaving out of regard phenomena of dispersion. 
Now it is evident that with our principle of relativity we 

arrive at the same-results as Lorentz as long as We restrict our 

investigation to bodies at rest. But there are two well-known 
experiments which have always been adduced as proving the 
existence of an ether at rest. These experiments are that of 
Rontgen on the magnetic effect of the rotation of a dielectric 
between charged condenser-plates, and that of Fizeau with 
the propagation of radiation in streaming water. It will 
suffice to show that the former experiment is in perfect accord 
with our hypothesis. For let a liquid dielectric flow between 
charged condenser-plates. At the boundary of the dielectric 
free charges will form and will take part in the motion of 
the liquid. This motion constitutes a convection current, and 
as such will be proportional to the free charge; and ihe 
magnetic field outside the condenser will therefore likewise 
-be proportionate to the free charge. The latter for a given 

2G 2 
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condenser charge, as follows from Maxwell’s theory and from 
: —] 

Lorentz’s method, is proportionate to a where K_ denotes. 

the dielectric constant. And this is in perfect accord with 
the experimental result that the magnetic force is pro- 

portionate to the fraction x 

Now any theory which yields this coefficient for the Réntgen 
current, leads to the same coefficient called F'resnel’s coefficient 
for the Fizeau experiment. Hvidently according to Maxwell 

x equals ]—— where n is the refractive index, if we 
its 

disregard dispersion effects. I intend working out a complete 
theory of the Fizeau experiment on the basis of the principle 
of relativity. 

I hope to have shown by this short survey that this 
principle can account for all the known facts of electro- 
magnetism. 

Bonn University, 
January 1907. 

MARGIT: The Magnetic Field and Inductance Coefficients 
of Circular, Cylindrical, and Helical Currents. By 
ALEXANDER Russgevi, MA. MIELE | 
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Hh Co hoe 

ike) ee) “I OD OV 

1. Introduction. 
ERIES formule + are usually given for the components 

h) of the magnetic force at a point in the neighbourhood of 
a current flowing in a circular filament. They are generally 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read February 8, 1907. 
+ E. Mascart and J. Joubert, Lecons sur ?Electricité et le Magnetisme, 

vol, 11. § 566 (1897). 
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deduced from the expression for the magnetic potential at 
the point expressed in a series of spherical harmonics. In 
many cases the series converge very slowly. It seemed 
desirable, therefore, to attempt to find formulee which can be 
evaluated more readily. 
By means of Laplace’s formula * for the magnetic force at 

any point due to an element of current, formule for the 
component forces can be found very easily in terms of 
elliptic integrals, the values of which are given in Mathe- 
matical Tables+. The results found are also useful in 
hydrodynamics in connexion with the theory of the circular 
vortex filament. The formule give directly the mutual 
inductance between two coaxial circular currents and a close 
approximation to the self-inductance of a thin circular 
eurrent. The author has not found it necessary to assume 
Neumann’s theorem in proving any formula for self or 
mutual inductance. An expression is found for the axial 
magnetic force at any point due to a cylindrical current 
sheet, and particular cases are noticed. Itis proved that the 
mutual inductance between two cylindrical current sheets is 
the same as that between one of them and a certain helical 
current of the same diameter and axiai length as the other 
sheet. This theorem can also be immediately deduced from 
a formula given by Viriamu Jones f. 

The exact formula for the mutual inductance between a 
cylindrical current sheet and a coaxial helical filament is 
expressed both in terms of elliptic integrals and in a series 
which in general converges rapidly. Viriamu Jones left the 
solution in the form of a definite integral. By the formule 
given in his paper § this can be expressed without difficulty 
in terms of complete and incomplete elliptic integrals. By 
utilising Jones’s results, Professor Coffin in the ‘ Bulletin of 
the Bureau of Standards’ (p. 118, June 1906) has done this 
when the axial length of the two helices is the same. The 
author, however, starting from Laplace’s formula, directly 
deduces the complete solution in forms adapted for easy 
computation. Lorenz’s formula || for the self-inductance of 
a helical filament is a particular case of the general formula 
for mutual inductance given in this paper. It is shown also 
that a well-known formula due to Lord Rayleigh is a 
particular case of Lorenz’s formula. 

* A. Russell, ‘ Alternating Currents,’ vol. i. p. 29. This formula is 
sometimes attributed to Ampére in English text-books. 

+ For instance, Dale’s ‘ Mathematical Tables,’ p. 76. 
T Proc. Roy. Soe, p. 203 (1898). § LZ. c. ante. 
|| Wiedemann’s Anzalen, vii. p. 170 (1879). 
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2, Mathematical Formule. 

It is convenient to collect together for reference the- 
mathematical definitions and theorems in connexion with 
Elliptic Functions which we shall require in proving the 
theorems which follow. Most of them are well known, and 
they are nearly all to be found in Legendre’s Traité des: 
Fonctions Elliptiques (1825). For proofs the reader is 
referred to A. Cayley’s ‘Hlementary Treatise on Hlliptie 
Functions.’ | 

The definitions of the complete elliptic integrals H and 

ae 7/2 m2 
== Add, and F={ | an 

0 0 A 

where A= (1—A’ sin’ d) “? and & is the modulus. 
It follows at once from the Integral Calculus that 

aaa 
Sar 2 Li Mi wONCIe. oul Dil Oe eee soF = ()e-Cayt Ge 

i CB PPR ia og mee bb resp 
ao) [ee te flee aes e 

Hence when & is small EK and F can be readily computed. 
When & is nearly equal to unity (which is its maximum. 
value) Legendre * has shown that we can use the formule 

ae 4 2 i 

+32 -gh'(lee, — a gat @ 
4 De ey } 2 

Ne pee a @ hy (log. 7, l z 

a a ae ( 4 2 2 
Ms 0 ary a 2); 

cf (Ga) He PB a ta ey Tasted 

where 4,?=1—#?, and so k, is a small quantity. For 
instance, when k=0:99, k,=0°14 approximately. For a 
proot of (1) and (2) see A. Cayley, ‘Elliptic Functions,’ 2nd 
edition, p. d4. 

* A. le Gendre (A. M. Legendre), “Mémoire sur les Intégrations par 
arcs @ellipse,” Histoire de l’Académie Royale des Sciences, 1786. 
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The following theorems can be easily proved by elementary 
Integral Calculus :-— 

m2 sin? h 1 

i) A dp= pi F—E
), ° . : : : (3) 

meconaG a 2 
{ K dp= 75(H—F) +F, e

e (4) 

7/2 sin? cy) cos? 0) et 2 — fe? 2 —2},2 : 

J j ar Seve Be (5) 

r2dp 
\ AB ae (eae e ae OA cae) wee Malt, (6) 

7? sin? ddd
 7 eee

 ‘e F 
: 

0 A? Gr 21 — 2) Ted ae (7) 

7 os 0) es ee Fee 
f sin oe ae yee : (8) 

The following theorems for transforming the modulus of 
elliptic functions are of fundamental importance. By their 
means simple formule can be found from which, as Legendre 
has shown, the elliptic functions can be calculated to any 
required degree of accuracy with extreme ease. The first 
formula™ was given by Landen. 

Glee 14 aera eae 
2 j stake [eae (9) 

where the modulus of E' and F’ is k’, and 

k’=(1— f1—F)/(1+ V1—?) 

and k=2 J/k'/(1+#’). 

3d. Formule for the magnetic force at any point due to the 
current in a circular filament in rectangular, polar, and 
bipolar coordinates. 

In fig. 1, BR is the conducting circular filament and OZ’ is 
its axis. It is obvious from symmetry that the lines of force 
will all be in planes passing through OZ’. We shall first 
find the component forces Z and X, parallel to OZ’ and OX’ 
respectively, at the point P in the plane Z/OX!’. Let the 
radius of the circular filament be a, let PO be r, and let the 
angles POX’ and X’OR be 6 and ¢ respectively. We shall 
consider the force at P due to the current in an element adé 

* A proof is given in Todhunter’s ‘ Integral Calculus,’ Chapter X. 
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of the filament at R. Let RS be the tangent to the circle 
at R, and draw PK and KL perpendicular to OX’ and RS 
respectively. Then, noticing that KL=a—r cos @ cos ¢, and 

Fig. 1. 

X and Z are the components of the magnetic force at P due to 
the current in the circular filament. 

that cos POR=cos@cosq, so that PR?=a’ + r’ —2arcos @ cos d, 
we get by Laplace’s formula, 

_ tadh 

et les ang 

_tadd Pl KL 
7 PR? * Pipe BiG 

_ ta(a—reoos@cosd)dd . 
~ (a?+7?—2ar cos @ cos d)??’ 

and therefore, 
aon bt (a—r cos 6 cos )dh 
ara 9 (a*+7?—2ar cos 6 cos )*” 

Similarly we find that 

sdereert, itt sin 9 cos dd¢ 
a iar | (a? +7? —2ar cos cus p)?? *—  * uy 

Now (10) can be written 

sin PRL . sin KPL 

(10) 

(pa Vi dd . 

J, (a? +2"— Zar cos § cos d)1? 

: a dd Bis emai gkko url gS aaa ape! boc 
aes | (a? + 7? — 2ar cos 6 cos d)??" 
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Hence, writing ¢=a7—2¢’, we get by (6) after a little 
reduction 

= =(< cae Ail F) . l 

Similarly sa 27 tan @ (S +7 ae r) a 

Po" 

(12) 

ia | 

where 7? =a? +7? + 2ar cos 8, 

ro? =a? +7? —2ar cos 8, 

and the modulus & of the elliptic functions is given by 
r= _ tee r;2. 

If R and T be the component magnetic forces along and 
perpendicular to OP (fig. 1), we have 

BeZaing+Xeosg— “9p, N 
and ne gc ailica: ‘ . (18) 
T=Zcos§ —Xsind= [* ree El ips F]4 

yt, cos 0 cos@ 

In rectangular coordinates, we have 

ee a 
7-2! ene ER -E)|, 

ry 

where rf=(a+ez)?+2, 

re=(a—x)yP +, 
bat 3 2) 2 and kh? =1 —r?/7r1?. 

B 

The magnetic force at P due to the circular current is the resultant of 
the forces 27(/F—E)/(r, cos@) and 4iaH/r,r, acting at right angles 
to OP and AP respectively. 

If ¢ be the angle APB (fig. 2), OP=r, the angle POA=@, 
and OA=OB=a, we have AP=7, and PB=n,. 
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Hence in bipolar coordinates 

24 24 
Z=——Hcosé+—F,. 

a7) 47 + Tis? 24 297 ds fd ji 9 Hs 

j- Hsing >) 3 Heit gaa 
2 TiS Pie was oro 

x= 
PT, 1-7 

where cos $= (1)? + 19? —4a”)/(27y7r,), and kK? =1—>7,?/r,. 
A simple and useful way of considering the force at any 

point P due to a circular current is to consider that it is the 
resultant (fig. 2) of two forces at right angles to AP and OP 
respectively. The component at right angles to AP equals 
(Ata/7,7.)E, and the component at right angles to OP equals 
2i(F — E)/ (7, cos @), the modulus of H and F being 
(L—r2/r,2)¥?, : 

4. Applications of the Formule. 

i. Force in the plane of a circular current. 

From fig..2 we see at once that the force at any point in 
the plane of the circular current and inside the circle is 
given by 

ee F, . ° . . ° (16) 

the modulus being 2(ar)"/?/(a+r). | 
Again, at points in the plane of the circular current, but 

outside the circle, we have 

ye 24 21 

r—a r+a 

21 20 

i as ae ee 

Hence, whether the point be inside or outside the circle, 
formula (16) gives the magnetic force. When the point lies 
within the circle the author at first used the formula * 

Z= ee oy 
a—-r 

2 i ee 21 a Besar 
rare gic: : 

where the modulus is 7/a. By means of (9) we see that the 

* ‘The Electrician,’ vol. xxxi. p. 212 (1893) or ‘ Alternating Currents,’ 
vol. a, pomsuns), oh ” 
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formule give identical results. For points outside the circle, 
howeyer, we find by (16) and (9), or oer 

os 

7 

Vy pSoun Te pw, 

the modulus now being » Tt will be seen that it is best 
to consider (16) as the standard formula, as it gives the force 
at points in the plane of the filament, both outside and inside 
the circle. 

It is worth noticing that if r be not greater than 0°7a, the 
maximum inaccuracy of the formula 

ae 7 ee recy ae Zi Wear Vare—r? + 4a? — 27? 5 

is less than 1 in 10,000. 
Let us now find the value of the- magnetic force very close 

to the filament. In this case, as the modulus of E’and F 
in (16) is nearly unity, we can use Legendre’s formule (1) 
and (2) to find K and F. Hence 

a 27 / a7 \4 ate 

d= [1+ 5(—*) iy Sos 5| nat | 

22 A4(a+r) a—1 A(a+r) ] 

+7 | log a—r +7(2) hog a-?r 1 TAS 

4 DQ, , > Ean: 21 jg hae (17) 
a—r a+r? a-—r 

when (a—r)’/(a+ 7)? is negligibly small compared with unity. 
The first term on the right-hand side of this equation is very 
great compared with the second when is nearly equal to a, 
and, in this case, we may write 

24 
Z= au go Wel approximately. 

Similarly, when 7 is greater than a, we have 

21 4 2 loo FUE) 
r—a r+t+a >? r—a 

ie 
approximately. 

(18) 

. The mutual inductance of two coaxial circular currents. 

i: the radii of the circles be a and 6 respectively, and 
let ¢ be the distance between their planes. We shall calculate 
the flux M through the circle whose radius is } due to unit 
current in the circle whose radius is a. Let Z be the 
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magnetic force at an element 7’d@‘dr’ of the area of the circle 
whose radius is 6, then 

6 ( 27 

m= { | Zr'dé'dr’, 
070 

and pas that 72=7/+4 0, and 7’ cos 0=c, we get 

(a—1"' cos Nite dn 

ca =|"; (a2 +r? + —2ar’ cos o)??° 

Changing to rectangular coordinates, we have 

= iar (a—a2)dudy 

nin), Me 5272 {(a—2)? +2 +e}? 

Rear 
=) [W/{(a—w)?+ ¥ ee | dy. 

I*r35 2 —A b2—y- 

Put y=0 sin ¢ and simplify. In the second integral also, 
write d'=7—¢. We get 

Me ee 
Atub J, (a2+b? +0 —2ab cos d)"?" 

Now putting 6=7—26, we have 

M 2 (7*cos 20 } pee = 0, 

and therefore, by (4) 

M=4r Vab{(2/k—h)F—-(2/kK) EB}, . . (20) 

where r2=(a+b)2+e, and P=4ab/r?2. 
Formula (20) agrees with that given by Helmholtz * for 

the analogous problem of the vortex ring. 
If we transform (20) by the Landen- Legendre formulee (9), 

we get 
Sar ab 

M= ee 
Vk! 

(WE), > . aa 

where 

=(71—19)/(%, +19), 7? =(a4 6)? +07, and r.?= (a—b)? +c?, 

This is Maxwell’s formula. 

ill. Approaimate formula for the self-inductance of a ring. 

We shall suppose that the radius of the ring is a, that the 
radius of the cross section is 7, and that the current density 
at all points of the cross section is the same. We suppose 

Crelle’s Journal, vol. lv. p. 25 (1858), or Ges. Abh. t. 1, p. 101. 
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also that v/a is small compared with unity. Frem the con- 
struction given in fig. 2 we see that the lines of force near a 
circular filament are very approximately circles with their 
centres on the circular axis of the filament. The field is 
therefore similar to that round a straight cylindrical con- 
ducting tube, in which the current flow is parallel to the axis. 
Now it is well known” that the magnetic force outside a 
straight cylindrical conducting tube can be calculated as if 
the current were concentrated along the axis and that the 
magnetic force inside the tube is zero. Let us suppose that 
the circular conductor is built up of an infinite number of 
infinitely thin ring-tubes, every point on any tube having the 
same minimum distance from the circular axis, and make 
the assumptions that the current in each ring-tube produces 
no magnetic field inside it, and that the field outside can be 
calculated as if the current were concentrated along the axis. 
From the corresponding electrostatic problem of a charged 
conducting ring we see, by the method of duality, that the first 
assumption could be made rigorously true by assuming that 
the density of the current distribution over the cross section 
of the infinitely thin ring-tube was proportional to the 
surface density of the electrostatic charge. In this case, 
however, the magnetic force at points outside the tube is not 
the same as if the current were concentrated along the circular 
axis, and therefore the gain in rigour by making the first 
assumption accurate is problematical. When r is very small 
compared with a the surface density is approximately constant 
over the ring +. In this case, therefore, when the current 
density is uniform over the circular tube, the magnetic force 
produced inside is negligible, and therefore our assumptions 
are legitimate in obtaining an approximate solution. 

Let ®, be the flux linked with the whole current when 
unit current is flowing in the ring, and ®, the flux linked 
with part of the current only. By (21) we have 

| P,=87a(kF—E), 

where the modulus is (a—r)/a. 
By (17), the force Z at a point in the plane of the circular 

axis and at a distance a—& from its centre is given by 

ee an 8a 

approximately, where 2’=£?/r?, since the whole current in 
the ring is unity. 

* A. Russell, ‘ Alternating Currents,’ vol. i. p. 32. 
+ F. W. Dyson, Phil. Trans. vol. clxxxiv. A, p. 67 (1898). 
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Hence, on our assumptions 

D,=2e |’ (a— E)L(E/1*) dé. 

This integral can be easily found. Since, however, we 
are supposing that r and £ are very small, we may write 
LZ=2'/E simply, and thus ®,=7a, approximately. 

If L, therefore, denote the self-inductance, we have 

L=@,+®,, 

= 8ra(F—E)+ 7a. 

Substituting for F and E their approximate values 
(1/2) log (8a/r) and 1, we get 

L=4ma{log (8a/r)—1:75}, . . . (22) 
approximately. 

The formula given by Lord Rayleigh* and Sir W. D. 
Niven is 

L=4ra{log (8a/r) —1°75} + (a7r?/2a){log (8a/r) + 1/3}, 

and by Max Wien + 

L=4ra{log (8a/r) —1:75} + (a1?/2a){log (8a/r) —0-0664}. 

When r/a=1/100 we should expect (22) to give L with 
considerable accuracy. We see that in this case, the value 
of L found by it differs from that given by either Rayleigh’s 
or Wien’s. formula by less than the five-hundredth part of 
one per cent. 

If we suppose that the conductivity of the ring is infinite 
so that the current flows entirely on the surface, then our 
method of proof shows that 

L=®,=87a(F —E)=47a{log (8a/r)—2}, 

approximately. When 7/a=1/100, the value of L given by 
this formula is more than five per cent. lower than that 
given by any of the preceding formule. It will be seen, 
therefore, that even with a thin wire the manner in when 
the epee is distributed over the cross section has an 
appreciable eftect on the inductance. It must also be noticed 
that when r/a is small, dL/dr(= —A4rra/r) is large, and hence 
L varies rapidly with r and a small error made in measuring 
7 may lead to a large error in the calculated value of L. 

It is interesting to compare the formula for the self 
inductance of a ring with the formula for its electrostatic 

* ‘Scientific Papers,’ vol. ii. p. 
+ Wiedemann’s Annalen, liii. p. 984 (1894). 
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capacity. Formule for the capacity K have been found by 
W. M. Hicks* and F. W. Dyson f. 

When the radius of the ring is large compared with the 
radius of the circular section, they both agree in giving the 
formula as 

K=za/{ log (8a/r)}. 

Hence, if the resistivity of the ring be zero, we have 

KL=(27a)?{1—2/log (8a/r)}. . . . (29) 

When 1007=a, this equation becomes 

KL=0:7 (27a), approximately. 

It will be seen, therefore, that we can only use the equation 
KL=(27a)? when r/a is an exceedingly small fraction. 
The corresponding equation KL=/’, for two long parallel 
cylinders of infinite conductivity is strictly true (see A. Russell, 
* Alternating Currents,’ vol. i. p. 141). 

5. Applications to Hydrodynamics. 

Lord Kelvin has shown (‘ Papers on LElectrostatics and 
Magnetism,’ p. 444) that the problem of finding the velocity 
at any point of an incompressible fluid near a vortex filament 
is, from the point of view of mathematical analysis, the same 
as the problem of finding the magnetic force near a current 
filament. The strength m of the vortex corresponds to the 
strength z of the current and the fluid velocity to the magnetic 
force. If r be the radius of the cross section (supposed 
circular) of a vortex ring and » the angular velocity of 
points on the ring round the circular axis, the strength £ m 
of the vortex is generally defined to be ar’. In the 
electrical problem the magnetic force tangential to the ring 
is 22/r, and in the hydrodynamical problem the corresponding 
velocity is wr. Hence to convert the formule for the 
magnetic force at a point into the corresponding formule for 
the fluid velocity at that point we must multiply by @r?/2i, 
that is, by m/27m. For instance, we see from the construction 
given in fig. 2 that the velocity at a point P in the fluid near 
a vortex ring can be found as follows:—The component 
velocity at right angles to AP (fig. 2) equals (2ma/mry.)H, 
and the component at right angles to OP equals 

m(E —E)/(ar, cos 8), 

the modulus of E and F being (1—7,2/r,7)'7. At points on 

* Phil. Trans. vol. clxxii. p. 643 (1881). 
+ F. W. Dyson, p. 68, 7. c. ante. 
Tt It is sometimes defined as 2277. 
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the surface of the vortex ring we have r,=r, and we may 
write 7,=2u, cos6=1, HE=1, and F= log (8a/r). Hence 
points on the surface of the ring have a velocity m/zr, that 
is, or about the circular axis and a linear velocity w upwards, 
where ' 

m a 
= gen (los ~1). = - < - - (a) 

We see, therefore, that the vortex ring moves bodily 
upwards with the velocity w. We see also at once that the 
velocity of the fluid at the centre of the vortex ring is 
2ari/a x m/2i, that is, m/a. 

Again, if the components of the velocity of an element of 
the volume dv of the fluid be u and w, and if p be the density 
of the fluid, we have 

2 

T,=4p2(u? + w?)dv= gaa 2(X + Z)dy 

m7 = ¢ 

ane es 

where T, is the kinetic energy of the moving fluid and 
R=the resultant magnetic force at dv in the electrical 
problem. But by Kelvin’s formula 

> (R?/82r) dv = Ln?/2, 

and thus 

where Li?/2 is the energy due to the linkages of the lines of 
force with the whole of the electric current. 

Hence, by the preceding section | 

Ara (log — 2) ; 

8a = Iom? ack 2pm a(log : 2) 

Let us now suppose that the core of the vortex-ring is 
solid so that the angular velocity of every point in it round 
the circular axis is constant. ‘This corresponds to assuming 
that the current density over the cross section of the ring in 
the electrical problem is constant. ‘Let us also suppose that 
the density of the core is the same as that of the fluid. The 
kinetic energy T, of the core is given by 

m? 

2Qar 
= 

T= $pmr’2rras (r?/2)@* + w*}, 

=4om’a+small terms. 
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Hence the total kinetic energy of the system 'T,+T, equals 

2pnta(log —1:75) : 

This is the formula given by Lamb*. By means of (22) 
we could have written it down at once. The formula, 
however, Lamb gives for the velocity of translation of a 
vortex ring 1s 

; m Se (od 
oO = ja (log =“ — 3). ; e . . (b) + 

‘This formula is due to Lord Kelvin{. In Basset’s 
“ Hydrodynamics’ § both formule are given. ‘The author 
thinks that when 7/a is small formula (a ) must be the more 
accurate. If this be not the case, then the electrical analogy 
must break down at points contiguous to the filament. 
Chree I in his paper ‘ Vortex Rings in a Compressible 
Fluid,’ gives formula (a).. He also points out reasons for 
the slight divergences in the formule for the motion of vortex 
rings given by” various physicists. In another important 
paper {| by the same author, the similarity of the equations of 
vorticity to those of electrodynamics is shown very clearly. 
When the compressibility of the fluid is considered, the 
hydrodynamical problem is much the more difficult. 

6. The magnetic force due to a cylindrical current sheet. 

We shall suppose that there are n bands of current per 
unit length. We shall first find the magnetic force at a point 
P in a plane through the base of the cylinder and at a 
distance + from the axis. Let the length of the axis of the 
cylinder be / and its radius a. Then, by (10), 

Poe i's, a—r cosh = . 

Z=2ia ("| (2+0+7?—2ar cos h)??" 1 ie 

where 2 is the current in a filament. 

Hence © Qin Fal(a—r cos d) Zz l 

| oh ony aera aeayn |v 
a—rcos d) 

= = ani A? (F+a%) aS ee se 

where A?=a?+7?—2ar cos o. 

* “Hydrodynamics,’ p. 227, 3rd edition. 
+ ‘Hydrodynamics,’ p. 297. [Note that k=2m.] 
{ Phil. Mag. [4] vol. xxxiii. Supp. p. 511 (1867). 
§ Vol. ii., (5) p. 62, and (86) p. 87. 
|| Proce. Edin. Math. Soe. vol. vi. p. 59 (1887). 
qj Proc. Edin. Math. Soe. vol. viii. p. 43 (1889). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April 1907. 2H 
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The magnetic force, therefore, at a point distant h+z 
from one end and h—z from the other end of a cylindrical 
current sheet is given by 

7 — Nit ™a(a—r cos d) [ Ay +2 

hy Ne { (Ay +2)? +A?} 12 

hy— 

+ TaayeayR dp, 
. (26) 

where 2h,=the axial length of the cylinder, and Ny=2/4n. 
Now noticing that 

0 

hy +2 a atl 1 44 Zar cos 
{(hy +2)? + ET eli d Diwan i d? 

1 3 /(2arcos d\2 ] 
NG a mi +... > 

where d?=(h,+2)?+a’ +7’, and that 

™a(a—7r cos 

) ; s “ GP mat 0 
a(a—r cos $) 

ls (2ar COs dp) ay oN EL do—ar, 

0 

I (2ar cos ¢)? ans ae $) dd =m1?(r + 2a?), 

we see that, 

al Ips sane 14 Lig? ob riGea ae) 
hy T 5° ae ae Aes d* 

1.3.5 ri(r?4+ 3a?) 1.3.5.7 r*(*+47°o? + ba") 
19 4G an Z.4.6.8° di 

1...9 7°(4+ 52a #100) rial 

A EET io . 
hy—z ay 
a it5-qat- } |, Dot 2 (ane) 

where d?=(hy—2)? +a? +7". 
The terms in the bracket multiplying (h, —z)/d’ can be found 

at once from the corresponding multiplier for (hy +2)/d, by 
writing d’ for d in the terms in the latter bracket. As a 
rule the series converges rapidly. 
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Particular cases of the formula are interesting. For 
instance, when h, is infinite we get 

Ne \:. 
A= dir( 5 on -}i A 

and when 7 is zero, 
Dome +z hy—z 

me Te d d! | 

Both of these results are well known. It is not difficult to 
show that the latter result is true for a helical current 2, the 
radius of the helix being a, the axial length 2/,, and the 
number of turns Nj. 

When 2z is zero, that is at points on the plane bisecting 
the axis of the cylindrical current sheet at right angles, we 
have 

ZL= 
27Ny jac 1 x2 oe 3 7 (7 + 2a?) 

he tester} el Phit+ta+r * 8 (h,? +a? +17)? 

z r* (7? + 3a) Prete ae a . (28) 

When 7” is small compared with h,*+a?+7?, the series con- 
verges with great rapidity. This result, however, is not 
trae for a helical current. 

7. Formule for the mutual inductance between two cod wial 
cylindrical-current sheets. aie. 

Let us suppose that there is a cylinder of radius 6 and 
axial length 2h,, coaxial and concentric with the cylinder 
considered above. Weshall suppose that 6 is less than a and 
that we have N, filaments equally spaced on the inner cylinder 
so that N,/(2h,) gives the turns per unit length. We have 
now to calculate the linkages M of the flux, due to unit 
current in the outer cylinder, with the filaments of the inner 
cylinder. 

If dM denote the linkages due to the flux through the 
element of area rd@ dr from z=h, to z= —h,, we have 

ie 
dM= Zrd@dr N,(dz/2h:), 

ae 

and hence, by (26), | 

ae at it an 
Se lis A? 

= {(hy = hg) 2 + A*}? ld dr. 
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Therefore 

ee |. \g ar(a—?r ee [ {(lay + hee)? + ARH? 

IS) 

—{( Me ci e ‘ (29) 

It can be proved mathematically that this formula is equiva- 
lent to the following ; 

M =4:rabc? ae 
m/? sin? @ cos?

 

\, 1—c? sin? @ anes ky? sin? 6)¥? 

—R,(1—4,? sin? 0)? |d0, |. 7) a} 

where c?=4ab/(a+b)?; Ry?=(a+b)?4+ (h, +h)? ; 
R,?= (a+6)? + (h,—hg)* s ky? =4ab/Ry’ and k,”=4ab/R,?. 
As we give a nae of the identity of (29) and (30) in the 
next section, it is unnecessary to give a mathematical proof 
here. 

It is not difficult to find a series for M by expanding the 
radicals in (29) by the binomial theorem and then integrating 
the terms. The author has found several series formule for 
M. The following two approximate formule deduced from 
them are simple, and when h,’+/,’+a? is greater than 
b? + 2ab they give accurate results. The first formula given 
(31) is much “the more accurate, especially when h, and h, 
are not very differen. 

We 2a N,N .(ab?) od 

pe d ( (d? + Bhyhy)¥? + (a? —Zhyhg) ¥? 

: 3a)? Sart 
8a 16a } (31) 

and 

2a N,N .(ab? 3476? + 4h, hs? 
Hi hee — ee Li eS 2 ie (32) 

where Le +h? +a’. 

Let us suppose, for instance, that N; =300, N,=200, a=5 
b=4, fy=—J), and h,=2-5, the lengths being measured in 
centimetres. Formula (31) makes M=0-0011995 henry, and 
(32) makes M=0-0011992. By the complete formula given 
in the next section M=0-0011995. It will be seen that the 
accuracy of the approximate formule in this case is quite 
satistactory. 

From Considerations in connexion with the magnetic 
potential of a cylindrical current sheet, G. I’. C. Searle* has 

* G, F.C. Searle and J. R. Airey, ‘The Electrician,’ Dec. 8th, 1905. 
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deduced the formula 

ee eee 
dy Dae 4 

Sa 4 ba) 
So , 

where d?=h/+a?. The value of M found by this formula 
in the case considered is 0°0011999 henry. 
We shall find a formula in the next section by means of 

which M can always be evaluated to any specified degree of 
accuracy. 

8. Formule for the mutual inductance between a helix and 
a coaxial cylindrical current sheet. 

We shall first find Jones’s formula* for the mutual in- 
ductance between a circle and a coaxial helix. | 

From (19) we see that the mutual inductance M between 
two coaxial circular currents is given by 

m/2 cos 26 dé 

as —8rab | 4(a+b)? +2?—Aab sin? $1?’ 

where z is the distance between their planes, and a and 0 are 
their radii. Hence the mutual inductance dM between a 
sector. of the circle whose radius is b and the circle whose 
radius is @ is given by 

cos 20 dé 
(a+b)? +27—Aab sin? O}1/?’ 

where dv is the angle of bs sector. 
Let p be the pitch of the helix, and let the coordinates of 

points on it be given by e=bcosw, y=bsiny, and c<=py. 
We shall first find the mutual inductance between this 

helix and a coaxial circle in the plane XY (fig. 3). Let us 
find the linkages of the helix with the flux due to unit 
current in the circular filament. Consider two contiguous 
points P, and P, on the helix and draw P,N, and P.N, per- 
nendicular to OZ. Also draw P,P parallel to OZ to meet 
the plane passing through P,N, and perpendicular to OZ 
at P. Join PN, and PP,. Now every line of force due to 
the circular current must lie in a plane which passes through 
OZ. Hence, since P,P, are infinitely close together all the 

dM = — aay), 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. lxi. p. 247 (1897). 
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Fig. 3. 

iz 

MMM 
SS 

VAL 

Helix and Circle. ZOZ’ is the axis of the helix and XOY is the plane 

of the circle. The axial length of the helix is 2/,, its radius 6 and the 
number of turns N,. The radius of the circle is a. 
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lines of forceilinked with the circuit P,;P,N.N, pass through 
the sector N,P,;P. Hence if the helix have an integral 
number of turns and its ends be joined by a conductor lying 
in a plane containing the axis of the helix, we get 

ie "a/2 ("We cos 20 dy dé 
M= — 4a By } (a+b) —Aab sin 0+ pap? f/? ) 

where yr, and wy are the values of yf at the ends of the helix. 
Hence, integrating, we get 

pM _ =( n/2 \ he ea 
aay cos 26| log (py + 4/ par? + A?) 

“0 

—log (pha t+/ pez’ + 4°) |d8, 
where A?=(a+6)?—4abd sin? @. 

Integrating by parts and noticing that sin 26 vanishes at 
both limits, we find that 

pM Bie sin? 6 cos? 6 dé 
pe 4ab ) Om 2\1/2 FEO a Pe aad 0 (P+ A?)?(py + WV pp? +A?) 

o sin? 0cos iG a (ak ; vy, 2 2 7h 1D = sab A2(pr, oT Vow tA py) dO—... 

sin? Geos’ @ '¢ )" pare oy 
= sab | AZ U Cea ene Lyerly? + A2 a0 

0 Peer Vp wr + 

Therefore 

a="). ade { eas Hab eI 

where ¢’=4ab/(a+b)?; R’=(at+b)?+ py ; 

2— (a+b) +p pe; ky=4ab/R?; hk? =4ab/],’ ; 

A? =1—2#,? sin? 0, and © A,?=1—k,? sin? 0. 

If —Yy=y.=, Ry =R,=R, and h?=4ab/R’, we have 

Me ( TIP dl te NO 
4ab xR (l—@sin? 0)/1— sin? 0 

Noticing that 

? i 
é sin? 6 cos? @= 

—c 
—c? sin? 6) ( sin‘ 0 a =), 
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and using (3), we get 

ett aiek bi ck E (F—B) + ome (F-m)|, . 5) 
where 

Ul =({" 
de 

a’ Altes sic @)(1—k? sin? 6)? 

and is consequently the complete elliptic integral of the third 
kind in which n= —c?. Thisis the final form in which Jones 
gave his formula. 

If we put =, and p=0, so that c=k, then; (iyaaee 
we get 

M=4r Vab}(2/k—hk) F — (2/k) Bh, 

which is formula (20). 
M may be found from (35) bya formula, due to Legendre, 

given on p. 138 of Vol. I. of his Traité He fonctions Ellip- 
taques, and by the tables given in Vol. IJ. 

Legendre’ s formula may be written in the form 

—fi, thes a)—m/2]. . (86)* 

In this formula k?=1—2?, and F(X’, «), H(k’, a) represent 
‘elliptic integrals of modulus k’ and amplitude a, where 
sin «= (1—c?) ¥2/k’. | 
We shall now find the mutual inductance between a helix 

and a coaxial concentric cylindrical current sheet. Let N, 
be the number of turns of the helix, 2/; its axial length, and 
aits radius. If p be the pitch of the helix,h;=pN,r. Let 
also N,, 2h2, and 6 be the number of turns, axial length and 
radius of the cylindrical sheet. Let us consider a filament 
of the cylinder at a height z above the median plane. | Then 
its distances from the ends of the axis of the helix will be 
Aytz and 1—« respectively. Hence if dM be the linkages 
of the flux due to unit current in the helix. embraced by the 
circular filament N.(dz/2h), we get by (83) 

aM = 4abe* a sin? 6 cos? @ [ 
hy+z2 

pe. Pe hs 1—c’ sin? 6 (hy + eee 

hy | 7] pNode 

7 Oe RENEE ye 

* See also Cayley’s ‘ Elliptic Functions,’ Chapter V. p. 139, 2nd edition. 

> 
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and therefore, integrating from —/, to +h, we get 

M = 4rrabe aNiNs Soe “TR (1— ay? sin? @)+/? 
Iyhy J, 1—e' sin’ @ 

—R,(1—4,’sin? @)""]d0. (37) 

Now | 

e sin? 6 cos? 6 /1—k,? sin? 0 

(?—k?) sin? 6 cos? O+k,? sin? 6 cos? 6(1—c’ sin? 8) 
Se Lae > 

V1—k,? sin? 6 

and thus, by (5) 

N,N kv, f1- 
M=4zrab ci Et =)4 Fe T(E th) + pa a E) } C 

2—k,? 2—2hk,? ae mes Fr, } Bees ea pe i rag are 

2) chee a eke — Rated Fe Be Fat! \] 

Ns 2\/1—e = 4a [r.(i-2)(- = ae 

— 3) @i-B) +R 4 

—R,(1- i) (1A), TI) 

“Bag 5+ 2—3)h— -E,)— Ree F,] 
k 2 

(38) 

+R, F, 

By the aid of (36), therefore, and the tables given in 
Legendre’s treatise, M may be calculated by this formula to 
any desired accuracy. If a four-figure accuracy suffice, the 
tables given on pp. 68-75 of Dale’s ‘ Mathematical Tables’ 
will be found ample. 

It is to be noticed that provided a, b, A, and hz remain the 
same, the formula for the mutual Gee clenice between a helical 
erent and a cylindrical current sheet may be written in the 
form mN,N, where m is a constant. By considering the 
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case, therefore, of N, infinitely great, that is, when the helix 
is practically identical with a cylindrical current sheet of the 
same axial length and diameter, we see that the formula for 
two cylindrical current sheets must also be mN,;N>. We 
thus see that the formule (29) and (38) must be identical. 

It has to be remembered that the above formula needs to 
be modified when both the coils are helical. If the pitch of 
one of the helices be a very small quantity the correcting 
factor will be small. It is advisable, however, when actually 
measuring the mutual inductance to investigate whether 
rotating * one of the helices round the axis through various 
angles alters the mutual inductance. 
|| | Even when Legendre’s tables are accessible, the evaluation 
of (38) is laborious. We shall, therefore, give a series formula 
for M which is convenient in many cases. By the binomial 
theorem, we always have 
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Now it is easy to show that 
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Thus the successive values of gx can be readily computed. 

Since P, is always less than P,-1, and f, is always less 

than unity, it follows that the series given above is always 

convergent. The formula for M can, therefore, be written 

* Lord Rayleigh, British Association Report (1899), p. 241, 
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in the form 

Maw [R {1-5 3 Ihr = g3ky* ae ale } 
Pal 

9.4 

A 1. Ww is ae 514% TAL (41) 

where 2 =(a+b)? + (hy +h)? 3 ke? = 4ab/R? 5 

“and o = (a+ 6)?+ (hy—hy)?; ko? =4ab/R,”. 

This formula gives a complete practical solution of the 
problem. 

Let us take the case of the two cylindrical coils for which 
a=9, b=4, m4 =15, hg=2°9, N, =300, and N,= 200, mentioned 
in the preceding section. ‘By (39) we easily obtain 

G—U 1, q3—0°9929, gq,=0-4618, 9g,=0°5992, 

ge— 073527," g7=0°3170,  &e: 
Also P= (a+b) + (yt hy =38T25 5 ° R,=19-6787 ; 

R= (a+b)? + (y—he)?=237-25; Ry=15°4029 ; 

k= 00/3825 5—- kh,’ = 380/231°25. 

Thus. substituting in (41), we have 

M = (4ar)? 6. 10* 
az.5-— [19°6787 (1—0-07230—0-00295 

— 0°00026—0°00003—.. .) 

— 15°4029(1—0-11802 —0-00785 

—0-00100—0-00020 

— 0°00004—0-00001—...)] 10-9 
=0:0011995 henry, 

which agrees with the answer found from (29). 

When h,=h,=/h, 

hy=4ab/{(a+b)?+4h2t and h2=4aba+b)=c. 
In this case the series of terms with the suffix 2 in (41) may 
converge slowly. It is better, therefore, to express the second 
half of the formula on the right-hand side of (41) in terms of 
elliptic integrals. The formula * now becomes : 

NN {3 : ies 
= 7? (R,4 1- 5 dak — oo "ore F ee g dak" 7 

+yeo NiNe ((a!+b*)(F—E) —20bF], 
where the modulus of the elliptic functions is 2(ab)"?/(@+ 4). 

* For another formula in terms of incomplete elliptic integrals, see 

J. G. Coffin, p. 124, 2. c. ante. 
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For the calculation of the mutual inductance standards 
required for calibrating the galvanometers used in iron- 
testing, this formula is suitable. In order that the coils be as 
compact as possible, it is necessary to make h=a and 6 large, 
but even in this case the series can be easily summed. 

Let us now consider the case when the cylinder has the 
same radius as the helix. We may suppose, for instance, that 
both coils are wound on the same insulating cylinder. The 
formula (37) now becomes 

+ 
iNe 7/2 

M = 47a? aa sin? 6 | Ry(1—h,? sin? 6)? 
1 

—R,(1--h,? sin? 0)/7) dé. 

Hence, from (8), 

yy — aay | 

iM = 4cra? Lae fae i B,+R, oe 1 

py ge 1—k, 

where 

Ry? =4a?+(ty+hy, R2=4a?+ (hy—ho)*, 

hh? == hai]? vaind | ke Sane? ae. 

The value of M can be readily found from this formula with 
the help of Dale’s Mathematical Tables or by the series for 
EK and F given in § 2, 

If we have, in ndcieen! hy=h,=h, then 

R,=2(a?+h?)'?, Ro=2a, kh? = (C+ 18 ), and AF 

Hence 

Sra’ 2 12 M =F NN, [ (145). Bits ee i) | + |. 44) 
If the height 2h equal the diameter 2a, so that the coils are 

as compact as possible, we may write 

M = lve 589 Ni Noa. 4 . ° e ° (45) 

9. Formule for the self-inductance of a helical current when 
the pitch of the helix is small. 

If we have a wire closely wound on a smooth insulating 
cylinder, the diameter of the wire being small compared w ith 
that of the cylinder, then the mutual inductance between it 
and a cylindrical current sheet of the same radius as the 
helix formed by the axis of the wire and having the same, 
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‘axial length, will be approximately equal to the self- 
inductance L of the coil. Hence, by (44), we find that 

| one + (1+ a bit Pa 4 | L = Sete (148) {m+e AoE) )| <1, (46) 

where N is the number of turns of the helix and a/(a*+h*)'? 
is the modulus of the elliptic functions. 

From a paper by Rosa*, the author has recently discovered 
that this formula has been previously given by Lorenz f. 
Before finding this out, however, he had given the formula 
to his students, and oe of them had constructed standards 
of self-inductance by simply turning cylinders of well-seasoned 
teak in a lathe and. winding cotton-covered wire round them. 
The agreement between measurement and calculation was 
found ‘quite satisfactory. 
When his less than a, we get by the Binomial Theorem 

and (1) and (2), 

= Aa AAW fir 4d o 1 ty ag on Pe ccc eens ie tase L = 47aN [log Tea tg ( tog ae, a (47)3 

This is in exact agreement with a formula previously given 
by Lord Rayleigh (‘ Scientific Papers,’ vol. i. p. 15). 
When h equals (3/4)a, the number found by this formula 

is too small by about the quarter of one per cent. For 
smaller values of A the numbers found by (46) and (47) are 
in practical agreement. When h is small,a small percentage 
error in determining it introduces a large percentage 
error into the calculated value of L. Hence, in making 
standards, it is advisable to have A not less than 2a. In this 
case we can use the following remarkably simple formula : 

2 4 __ 2ar'a? Mae 4a ie ANE 

a= h a E 3h * Bie eae l Pili ibeeD 

When h=2a, the inaccuracy of the formula (48) as com- 
pared with the more accurate elliptic integral formula is less 
than 1 in 8000. If h be greater than Sa, therefore, it is 
sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes. 

It is convenient to write 

RSM far RN AE Bae) Ap) (49) 

and tabulate the values of 8 for various values of h/u :— 

* Bull. Bureau of Standards, p. 162, Aug. 1906. 
7 Wied. Anz. vii. p. 161 (1879). 
J The much more elaborate formula given by Coffin (J.‘c. ante, p. 118) 

may be deduced in the same way from (46). 
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When / is greater than 40a we may write 

L =19-740 —4a/3ah)(c/h)N? >” 

and when f is greater than 400a, we get the well-known 
formula 

L = 19°74(a°/h)N’. 

XXXIV. Simultaneous Vibration-Curves of String and Bridge 
photographically obtained from a Monochord. By HK. H. 
Barton, D.Sc, F.RS.E., Professor of Eaperimental 
Physics, and J. Prnzer, Research Scholar, University 
College, Nottingham”™. 

[Plates XI. & XIL] 

eee papers in this series have dealt with (i.) the 
belly + and string, and (ii.) the airt and string; the 

present communication gives the results experimentally 
obtained for the bridge and string of the same monochord. 
The motions of the bridge are recorded vertically and hori- 
zontally, the string being excited both by bowing and 
plucking. Examples of beats are also obtained by using in 
addition to the vibrations of the string those of a tuning- 
fork placed upon the instrument. In the later figures curves 
are shown for the bridge and string when the latter is 
weighted in the middle so as to make its partial tones 
inharmonic. 

Experimental Arrangements.—The string’s motion is ob- 
tained and recorded as in the previous papers. The bridge’s 
vertical motion is detected and photographed by the rocking 
motion of an optical lever, as in the case of the motion of 
‘the belly in the first paper. These effects are shown in 
figs. 1-6 & figs. 14-26 (Plate XI.), in which the string’s 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Barton & Garrett, Phil. Mag. July 1905. 
+ Barton & Penzer, Phil. Mag. Dec. 1906. 
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diameter was 0°92 mm., and it was illuminated at 5 or 6 cms. 
from the centre. In the original plates the string’s motion 
was magnified 14 and the bridge’s vertical motion 1425 times. 
Thus on the reduced prints, though both magnifications are 
changed, their ratio 1069 remains constant and gives the mag- 
nification of the bridge’s motion relative to that of the string. 

Fig. 1.—Plan of Optical Arrangements. 

For the horizontal motion of the bridge in the direction: 
parallel to the length of the string a special form of optical 
lever was adopted. A plan of the entire optical arrange- 
ments is shown in fig. 1, and an enlarged detail of the 
optical lever and bridge in fig. 2. Consider first the light 
which falls on the optical lever. It starts from the are 
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lantern and passes through the pin-hole 8, (fig. 1) in a tin- 
foil screen, falls upon the mirror M, of the optical lever, and 
is thence reflected to the lens L, which focusses it upon the 
photographic plate at R which is on rails in a dark room. 
The normal to the mirror is M, N, and M, A shows the axis 
about which it rotates if the bridge moves lengthwise of the 
string. 

In the ordinary use of an optical lever as previously made, 
the plane of rotation coincides with that of incidence and 
the reflected beam describes an angle exactly double that 
described by the lever. Or, if these angles are respectively 
called 6 and p, then 6/u=2. 

But in the special arrangement and use of the optical lever 
here adopted, not only are the planes of rotation and incidence 
inclined, but also the normal to the mirror is inclined to the 
axis of rotation of the lever. Hence, as the lever turns, the 
reflected beam traces out a conical surface instead of a plane. 
And the angular magnification §/w varies according to the 
circumstances of the case between its limiting values unity 
and infinity! ‘Thus when the lever turns through the small 
angle yw about its axis M, A, let the point N on the mirror’s 
normal rise to N', and let R in consequence rise to R’. 
Then since I, N’ and R’ are in the plane of incidence and 
reflexion, I N' R’ is a straight line. Hence 

RR/NN'=RI/NI. Also »=NN’/AN and 8=RR//AR. 
If we now write forthe angle AM,N between the axis of 

rotation of the lever and the normal to the mirror, and 0 
for the angle of incidence I M, N, it can easily be shown 
that the angular magnification is given by 

2 tana 

0 Paes a—tan 0° 

Thus, if the incident beam is coincident with the axis of 
rotation, 2=—aand 6/u=1. Again, if the incident beam 
is along the mirror’s normal, 6=0 and 6/w=2 as in the 
ordinary form and use of the optical lever. But if the angle 
ot incidence is nearly equal to a, the reflected beam is almost 
coincident with the axis of rotation and the angular 
magnification is very great. Thus writng 0=a we have 

In dealing with the actual magnification of the arrange- 
ment used, it is convenient to first omit the lens L, and find 
as above how RK would move to R’ by the action of the 
optical lever simply. Next trace this reflected beam back 
through the mirror M, to the virtual image of the pin-hole 8; 
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and find the consequent motion of this virtualimage. Finally, 
omit the mirror M, but regard the lens Ly as present, and 
find the motion of the bright spot on the photographic plate 
at R as due to the lens L, which focusses upon it the virtual 
image of 8, in the mirror M,. A calculation on this prin- 
ciple gave the linear magnification of the bridge’s motion 
lengthwise of the string to be 108 on the original negative. 

By inserting a piece of very thin blown glass under the 
lee of the optical lever, see P, (fig. 2), and noting the con- 
sequent movement of the bright spot on a card, the linear 
magnification was estimated as 93 times. Thus we may say 
that the magnification near enough for our purpose is of the 
order 100. | 

The exact action of the optical lever is best seen from 
fio. 2, in which it is shown detached from its place at the 
bridge, where when in use it is secured by indiarubber 
bands so as to keep its three legs in contact with the hole, 
slot, and plane shown by H and § on the bracket PQR 
and by P, on the bridge B. The plane P, consisted of a 
piece of glass cemented on to the head of a pin driven home 
into the bridge. On the optical lever OL is seen a little 
tie-piece or strut from the mirror M to the plate L. Before 
that piece was inserted the mirror yielded a little in the 
middle of its rotation, and so displaced the spot horizontally 
in the photographic plate. And though this yield was 
of the order of only two minutes’ of arc, it produced a 
horizontal motion of about 2 mm. on the plate and rendered it 
worthless. 

In conjunction with the above special optical lever the 
optical arrangements for recording the motion of the string, 
now of 0°88 mm. diameter, are seen in fig. 1. In this M, 
represents a mirror of biack glass which diverted part of the 
beam from the lantern to the tin-foil screen having a vertical 
slit at S,, whence the light passed to the lens L, which 
focussed a bright image of the slit on the string at a point 
about 5 cm. from its centre. Thence the light fell upon 
the mirror M;, this reflected it to the lens Ls, which focussed 
it upon the plate at R. The string’s motion is accordingly 
shown on the prints by a black line on a light ground due to 
its shadow crossing the bright image of the slit. The motion 
of the string at this point is hereby magnified 14 on the 
original plates. Soon those and the reductions accompanying 
this paper, the relative magnification of the bridge’s motion 
lengthwise of the string is 100/14=67 nearly. 

In all the prints and their reproductions the left side 
corresponds to the beginning of the time and the string’s 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April 1907. 21 
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motion is inverted. The bridge’s motion vertically in figs. 
1-6 and 14-26 is also shown inverted. In figs. 7-13 and 
27-47 showing the motion of the bridge horizontally the 
high positions of the spot denote a yielding of the bridge 
towards the centre of the string. 

Results-—The curves obtained by these experiments are 
represented in the 47 photographs on Plates XI. and XII., each 
showing the simultaneous vibrations of string and bridge. 
These fall naturally into five groups which are taken in order 
below. 

Group I. includes figs. 1-6 in column 1 of Plate XI. 
These show the vertical movements of the bridge, the string 
being excited by bowing and plucking at the places shown 
in the margin of the plate. 

Group II. includes figs. 7-13 in column 1 of Plate XI. 
These show horizontal motions of the bridge parallel to the 
length of the string, the string being excited by bowing and 
plucking as noted against each figure. Two examples of 
beats are represented in figs. 9 and 10. In the former the 
string had a frequency of 138 per second and was plucked at 
10 cm. from the bridge whose motion is shown, while a fork 
of 128 per second was excited by striking and then held ver- 
tically with its stem on the belly of the ‘sound-box at 18 em. 
from the bridge. The photographic plate was also shot 
slower than usual in the hope of showing a couple of maxima 
or minima of the resultant vibrations. This state of things 
was not obtained, but as the left end of the print indicates 
the beginning of the time we see there is evidence of in- 
creasing amplitude, thus proying that the bridge could take 
up vibrations from a fork on the belly although the string 
was passing over it and vibrating at a different frequency. 
This plate paved the way for the next, fig. 10, in which beats 
were obtained by the device of making them 18 per second 
instead of 10 and shooting the plate still slower than before. 
In this case the frequency of the string was raised to 146 
per second, and the 128 fork was held upright with its stem 
on the bridge near the point B in fig. 2. The string as 
before was plucked at 10 cm. from this bridge. The upper 
half of the print shows clearly two maxima of the resultant 
vibrations of the bridge, while the lower part shows that the 
string’s vibrations were dying away. 

Group III. consists of figs. 14-26 contained in column 2 
of Plate XI. Here bowing at a tenth of the string’s length 
is adhered to throughout, the pitches forming the tempered 
chromatic scale of frequencies 92 to 184 per second. All the 
figures in this group show the vertical motions of the bridge. 
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Group LV. consists of figs. 27-39 contained in column 3 
of Plate XI. These all show the vibrations of the bridge 
parallel to the length of the string, which is throughout 
bowed at 90 em. from the bridge as in the previous group. 
Thus columns 2 and 3 of Plate XI. allow comparison of the 
two motions of the bridge under given conditions of pitch 
and excitation. They also allow of comparison with the 
corresponding columns in the previous papers*, where the 
motions of belly and air were shown. 

Group a comprises figs. 40-47 on Plate XII. Here the 
string is loaded in the middle by having a wire coiled round 
it and cemented where necessar y to preclude all jarring. In 
the first column of this plate the photographic plates were 
shot fast; in the second slow, to obtain more vibrations on a 
plate and reveal the progressive changes in type due to the 
inharmonic relation between their partials. In all these figs. 
the white curves show the hridge’s motion lengthwise of the 
string. The loads used had masses which were respectively 

~ 0°002, 0-004, and 0:008 of the mass of the string between the - 
bridges. After fig. 42 the attempt to bow the string was 
abandoned. A moment’s reflection will show its difficulty. 
When the string < carries a load at the middle each partial 
having a node there is unaffected in pitch, 2. e. all the 
evenly-numbered partials. Whereas all the other partials 
having an anti-node at the middle are flattened by the presence 
of that load. Hence, when the string is tightened to restore 
the fundamental tone to its original pitch, all the even 
partials are sharpened. But the compound vibration excited 
by the forcing action of the bow must be strictly periodic, 
and hence by Fourier’s theorem all its partials commensurate. 
Thus when the departure from this state of things is slight 
the bow can force the partials into tune, but when the de- 
parture is great the bow refuses to “ bite” and it becomes 
difficult to coax the string to speak with any tolerable quality 
of tone. 

Accordingly for the figs. 44-47 constituting the second 
column of Plate XII. , plucking only was adopted. And this 
had the advantage af leaving each partial free to vibrate at 
its own natural period although inharmonic with the others. 
‘The inharmonic character of the partials, of course, causes a 
slight change in the resultant vibration as their relative 
phases vary. And this progressive change of type is well 
shown in these four figures, where the plates were shot 
slow so as to obtain a number of complete vibrations on each. 
These curves give a graphic representation of the disturbance 

* Phil. Mag. July 1905 and Dec. 1906. 
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caused by any irregularity in a musical string on a violin or 
harp, and illustrate the impurity of tone which must follow. 
The curves show also that these irregularities are all taken 
up by the bridge, and so no doubt extend to the sound-box 
and the adjacent air. 

Looking now over the results as a whole for the bridge’s 
motion, it is noteworthy that the fundamental tone of the 
string is also revealed in the vibration of the bridge. Whereas 
it might have been thought that whether the string were up 
or down the bridge would be equally deflected inwards 
towards the string’s centre*. But if this were the case the 
fundamental would be lost by the bridge, its slowest vibra- 
tion being the octave. This, however, is not the case, as all 
experience shows and as is confirmed by the curves. 

As to the general character of the vibrations of the bridge, 
they seem to be intermediate in type between those of the 
belly dealt with in the first paper and those of the air dealt — 
with in the second. 

University College, Nottingham, 
Dec. 21, 1906. 

XXXV. On the Appreciation of Difference of Phase of Sound- 
Waves. By Ll. 'T. Morn, PA.D., Professor of Physics, and 
H. 8S. Fry, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry, The University 
of Cincinnati. 

i) See experiments described in this paper, in which an 
attempt has been made to show that we can locate 

sounds by an appreciation of the difference of phase of the 
waves coming to the ears, were carried out during the winter 
of 1902. Certain psychologists, to whom the results were 
submitted, considered them to be inconclusive, and their 
publication was postponed until additional work could be 
done. But this winter Lord Rayleigh, in his Sidgwick 
lecture {, described some experiments he had performed which 
convinced him that we do locate sounds, partially at least, by 
this means. As his method differs considerably from ours, 
it seems best to publish these in spite of some incompleteness. 

There have been several attempts made to prove that the: 
ear is capable of detecting phase-differences of. sound-waves 
as well as their amplitude and- complexity. Apparently the 
attempts have not had much success, and Koénig is perhaps 
the only one who maintained that one could distinguish two 

* Compare the longitudinal form of Melde’s experiment, see Rayleigh’s 
‘Theory of Sound,’ 2nd ed. vol. 1. p. 81. 

+ Communicated by the Authors. 
t See Phil. Mag. [6] xiii. p. 214 (1907). 
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complex tones similar in all respects, save the phase relations 
of their harmonics. His experiments with his rotating 
“ phase-disks ” have been repeated in many laboratories, and 
most observers agree with Helmholtz that there was no 
certainty in distinguishing the tones. In fact the theory of 
audition elaborated by Helmholtz apparently excludes the 
recoonition of the vhase of the wave by the auditory nerves. 
While this may be true of the sensation in a single ear, the 
experiments described in this paper make it probable that 
phase relations of sounds do influence binaural audition and 
enable us to locate sounds. 

If we accept Helmholtz’s theory of sound perception, we 
are, in explaining our method of locating sounds, compelled 
to rely on the ability of the mind to judge the intensity and 
complexity of the waves which enter the ears. ‘That is, 
sounds coming from the right or left are louder or more 
complex in one ear than in the other, and by comparing the 
relative intensities or complexities of the two, we determine ~ 
with considerable accuracy the direction of a sound. 

| The effect of the complexity of the wave we know little 
about from direct experiment and it is probably of minor 
importance in the general problem, as one can locate pure > 
tones quite accurately. However, it seems natural to suppose 

a the sound heard by the averted ear is weaker than the im- 
; pression made on the other, and that the mind is capable by 
é comparison to judge the location of the sound. But the work 
‘ of Lord Rayleigh has raised very grave objections to this as 
a an adequate method of locating sounds in all cases. We can 
4 dismiss at once the fact that one ear is a little further from 

the sound source than the other, because we can as readily 
determine the direction of sounds coming from a great dis- 
tance as of those from near by. But the intensity of sounds 
is affected by obstacles in their path, and it is true that the 
head is generally more in the path of the wave to one ear 
than to the other. Although the head may be thus inter- 
posed, the calculations of Lord Rayleigh, ‘ Theory of Sound,’ 
vol. 11. p. 442, show that it is too small an obstacle to affect 
appreciably the intensity of the long waves given out by 
grave tones. And this can be verified experimentally. If 
these two functions of sound-waves are inadequate, we are 
compelled to fall back on the only other property of a wave, 

_ its phase. 
* * In one ease, at least, we do know that the mind takes 

notice of the phase relations. Professor 8S. P. Thompson 
proved this by applying the receivers of two telephones, each 
to an ear. When the telephone disks vibrated so as to give 
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waves in the same phase, the impression on the mind was 
quite different from that when the disks vibrated oppositely. 
But no experiments. had then been published which showed 
that our power of locating sounds is largely due to this phase 
interpretation”. 

There are three reasons which support this theory: first, 
experiments made on animals; second, the fact that we can 
locate complex tones made in the medial plane between the 
ears; third, the systematic experiments given below. 

Ti is a significa nt fact that the ears (certainly at least the 
outer parts) of many animals which have need to locate 
sounds accurately, are placed on top of the head and close 
together. This position is such that the head can make 
absolutely no sound shadow unless the source of the sound is 
directly below them. A sound coming from a considerable 
distance to a horse must affect each of his ears with the same 
intensity. Yet a horse, or any other of the animals tried, 
had no difficulty in locating the direction of a noise. This 
can be readily proved. If a person stations himself behind 
and somewhat to the sght of an animal and then whistles, 
the animal invariably moves his head or ears to the right and 
continues the motion until pointing directly to the person, 
although he may be hidden. Of course the same holds true 
for experiments made on the left side. The results are quite 
certain, that such animals locate sounds accurately and yet 
have no means of doing this by comparing the intensity of 
the sounds in the two ears. 

It is well known that a pure tone made directly in front 
of a blind-folded person cannot be distinguished from a similar 
tone sounded directly behind. But one has not much difficulty 
in distinguishing complex tones under like circumstances, 
and especially is this true when the tones are made by the 
human voice. As neither a difference in intensity nor in 
phase exists, we were led to the belief that a complex tone 
produced a different sensation according to the direction the 
waves entered the outside ear. Certainly the shape of the 
outer ear is well adapted to modify the short waves of the 
higher harmonics, and thus to change the character of complex 
tones. 

Lastly, we devised a set of experiments to see if the ap- 
parent direction of a simple tone could not be changed by 

* lhe preceding remarks are, of course, no longer correct, as Lord 
Rayleigh, in his Sidgwick lecture of last fall and in his paper in the 
February issue of this journal, states his unqualified conviction that 
phase-differences do affect the hearing. But, as they give the views held 
at the time our experiments were made and in fact were the cause of 
their being made, we decided not to alter them. 
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producing a difference in phase of the waves which entered 
the two ears. It was easy to produce such an effect, but an 
exact relation between phase-difference and direction was 
more difficult to obtain, although, allowing for personal 
variations, something has been accomplished. 

A listener seated himself at the centre of a large circle 
marked on the floor of a room. ‘The circle was divided by 
radii every 221° so that 0° was directly behind him and 
180° in front, + 90° being to his right and —90° to his left. 
A glass funnel, LS?5,, eh..1n. diameter, was mounted hori- 
zontally on a table about seven feet behind him. Heav y 
rubber tubing, 1°2 cm. internal diameter, connected the 
funnel toa glass Y tube, on the other two branches of which, 
rubber tubing of the same size was fitted. These branch 
tubes ended in glass tubes bent so as to fit into the ears of 
the listener. Hach of the branch tubes was cut in two in 
the middle and, by inserting pieces of glass tubing, their 
lengths were readily altered without the listener being at all — 
aware of it. Fourteen different students of the college 
assisted, and to be sure they might not be biassed in their 
judgments, they remained unacquainted with the purpose of 
the experiment. In experimenting, a tuning-fork or the. 
voice singing an open vowel at the same pitch was sounded 
at the mouth of the funnel. The listener was then asked to 
locate the direction from which the sound appeared to come; 
this direction was compared with tne angles of the circle, and 
the relative lengths of the branch tubes were measured. 

The results, in general terms, prove that when the branch 
tubes were of exactly equal length, the sound seemed to come 
from behind, but if one were longer than the other, by say 
two centimetres, the direction of the sound was shifted to 
the right or left; when the tube to the left ear was the 
longer the sound came from the right, and vice versa. How- 
ever the different observers might vary as to the exact angle, 
they were unanimous so far. Some objections to the ex- 
periments are obvious, but they can be discussed better after 
the results are displayed in detail. 
In the following two tables of results, the capital letters 

stand for the different listeners. 6d is the difference in 
phase of the two waves of sound when they reach the ears, 
expressed in eighths of the wave-length of the tone used. 
The angles give the apparent direction of the sound for 
various phase-differences noted by each listener. Since no 
mistakes were made in respect to the general directions, right 
and left, it is not necessary to distinguish the angles with 
plus and minus signs, if we remember “only that 0° “signifies 
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behind and 180° in front. When the experiments were made, 
the order of changing the lengths of the tubes was entirely 
arbitrary, that is for a given observer the two tubes might 
be equal for the first observation, then the right tube might 
be lengthened a half wave-length, or the left tube be 
lengthened a quarter of a wave-length and so on. 

. TaBLe I, 

Fiteh ‘oi fork = 512: Wave-length (A) =64 cn. 

so20, |agp-<an.| 2a) || eRe AR en eae LX | 

mC | 6 35 615 [67S | 6r5 90 | 90 67 | 67 | 
PBo| 0 | 2335. 145° | G75) 90% | 7-5 | O07 aia 
©...) 0 | O° | 235 | 45 >| 45- | 675 | 90° Gries 

Pa. 0 22:5 | 925 | 67-5 | 675 | 90 | 45 ©) 4b ie 
Pes. 0 225 | 675 | 675 | 45 | OTD | 45 | 675 | 675 
ete. 0 225 45 | 67S | 90 | 675 | O75 | 675 | 90 | 

Gi a.|e50 225 | 925 | 45 | 675 | 90 | 45 | 225e aia 
eee 10 225 | 45 1 675 | 67-5 | 225 | 90) | GO 
E..| 0 |.925 | 45° | 675 | 90 —| 67-5 | 90°) equyn imines 

|K...) 0 | 225 -|675 | 90. | 675'| 45 | 67a ae 

TasieE II. 

Pitch of fork=320. Wave-length (A)=104 em. 

b9=0.] =r.) | B. | PD | a | PW | A] Od 
MII Rc oR aaa eT To | os | 
Teen: 925 | 45 |45 |90 |90 |90 | 90 490 
ar Eh 0 995 | 45 | 675 | 675 | 675 | 90, | 90 | 90 | 
aR ap 225 |90 |90 |90 |90 |90 | 675 | 90 | 
Cae Pay 925 | 675 |45 | 225 | 675 | 90 |90 | 90 

fC...) 2 | 935 | 45 | 67s} 90 | 90 | 60 So uiaam 
ee 45 | 675 | 67-5 | 675 | 67-5 | 67-5 | GTS | 90 
te a 25. [45 | 675 | 675 | 90 | 90 | 907) | Sa 

In spite of a certain indefiniteness in the results and con- 
siderable variations in the exact direction for any given 
phase-difference, the observations of these fourteen students, 
who, without an exception, correctly noted changes of direc- 
tion, go to show that the hearing is affected by phase varia- 
tion in the waves reaching the ears. Examining the data 
more carefully, we can divide them into two parts. Up toa 
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certain increase in phase-difference, the change of direction 
increases regularly and uniformly. But when the phase- 
difference becomes greater than 2A, for X= 64 cm., and 
+r for 7X=104 em., decision is more difficult, the apparent 
direction remaining unchanged to some and to others the 
angle is diminished. This may be shown by the following 
sum mary = 

When \= 64 em., 
if Og is changed from 0 to 4\,~all but one noted a change in direction. 

1 

3! 

A iy i 2X ,, 2A,-—. ,,. +Xtwo ,, further increase in angle. 
. , ay cue f eight noted a further increase in angle. 

, ” a ie ORs bike | two 3 no ” 2 ” ” 
| four or a an 33 39 ” 

3h ,, 2A,= four ., no > » * ” 
| two .. a decrease ee i, 

1, a, _ | five, a further increase ,, 
"9 ” page ee See Re » a decrease 3 

When A=104 cm., 
if 0g ischanged from 0 to ?A,--aJl noted a change in angle. 

2X ,, 4A,-—  ,,..,. @ further increase in angle. 
( three noted a further increase in angle 

2 2 . iX ” == ] three » no ” ”? ” 9 

! one ie eel decrease eee 
: two a further increase bony wks 

9 22 cP) 3A a oF aK four nO 5, ” ” ” 

one a decrease Pe eke 

We may then say, for the wave-lengths used, a phase- 
difference up to about a quarter of a wave-length determines 
partially or wholly the apparent direction of a sound. From 
the properties of summation wave forms, we should expect a 
difference of phase of a quarter wave-length to be the greatest 
which would alter the form of the wave made by this addition. 
The agreement between our observations and this property 
of waves cannot, however, be said to be established except 
for these wave-lengths, and experiments to test this point 
should be made with sounds presenting great differences in 
pitch. 

The experiments were continued up to a phase-difference 
of a whole wave-length, and roughly for greater differences, 
but the latter were not recorded as the angle continued, with 
most observers, to he about 90°. 

Analytically, of course, the complex waves are identical 
when the phase-differences of the component waves are zero 
or a whole wave-length; and to explain the fact that most 
observers noticed a difference in direction for these two 

cases, we are led to believe that when one tube is so much 
longer than the other, the intensity of the sound in the longer 
tude then becomes appreciably less than in the other. This 
supposition is supported by the fact that the majority found 
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a maximum change in direction before the phase-difference 
of a wave-length was reached for the fork of shorter wave- 
length, but did not find such a maximum for the graver 
tone. And also we should remember that in the problem of 
locating sounds of these pitches in the free air, such large 
differences of phase would not occur. For example, the 
average distance between the ears of a man is about 15°5 
centimetres, and that is less than a quarter of these wave- 
lengths. 

If it be granted that we locate sounds entirely by their 
phase relations up to a phase-difference determined by the 
distance between the ears, we still find this insuthcient as an 
explanation for locating sounds which come from the extreme 
right or left. or these large angles, difference in intensity 
may be our principal aid, especially as the head is best fitted 
then to cast a sound Shader: It is also a matter of observa- 

tion that it is not so easy to locate either very grave tones or 
very shrill ones, and this may possibly be so because the 
difference in path to produce a phase-difference of a quarter 
of a wave-length is either much greater or much less than 
the width of the head. 

During the experiments, attention was paid to the question 
whether difference in phase produced a change in the in- 
tensity of the combined tones. Analy tically two sounds 
interfere when the phase-difference is a half wave-length. 
But the mind evidently does not combine the separate sensa- 
tions in the ears in so simple a manner,as not one of the 
observers could detect any alteration in the loudness of the 
sounds when the relative phases were changed. Neither 
were they heard as two tones, nor was the pees et louder in 
one ear than in the other. The effect was as if the fork had 
been sounded in the free air at different points on the cir- 
cumference of a circle. 

These experiments are perhaps open to the objection that, 
to produce a difference in phase, one branch tube must be 
made longer than the other. And so a doubt may arise 
whether the intensity of the sound going through the longer 
tube is not diminished more than that through the other 
tube. But the observations show that this objection j is not 
valid. I£ it were a question of change of intensity, the change 
in direction would increase continually and not reach an 
angle where further increase in length of the tube produces 
either a doubtful increase in angle or even at times a decrease. 
We iested the least change in the relative lengths of the 
tubes which would shift the angle appreciably and found, 
for some listeners, two centimetres to be sufficient. The 

—- © 
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diminution in intensity for a length of two centimetres of 
large tubing would be quite unnoticeable. Also it shouid be 
remembered that, to explain the location of a sound by dit- 
ferences in intensity, the idea of a sound shadow produced 
by the head was introduced, as it was evident that the dif- 
ference in length of path of the sound to the two ears was 
not sufficient a cause. 

The writers of this paper are not well enough acquainted 
with physiology to offer any explanation of the w ay the mind 
takes cognisance of phase-differences of tones. The theory 
of the mechanism of hearing advanced by Helmholtz seems 
entirely unsuitable, for a simple rod-like filament of the 
auditory nerve, vibrating sympathetically to waves of sound, 
apparently has no apparatus for recognizing phase-ditterences. 
So far as we know there has been but little adverse criticism 
of Helmholtz’s work on the ear except in one instance. 
Dr. Howard Ayers, after a careful and laborious examination 
and measurement, maintains that his theory of audition is 
incorrect. Unfortunately the work of Dr. Ayers is not at 
hand, so a comparison of his theory with our experiments is 
not possible at present. 

Before the laws of this effect can be stated completely a 
large number of experiments must be made, and it is hoped 
that those planned to be done this year wili prove adequate. 

Cambridge, England, 
January 1907. 

XXXVI. On Convective Equilibrium of a Spherical Mass of 
Gas subject only to the Mutual Gravitation of its parts. By 
J. Prescort, Lecturer in Mathematics at the Manchester 
School of Technology™. 

EFORE attacking the question from a mathematical 
standpoint, let us get some idea from physical con- 

siderations, how the radius of the sphere of zero density 
depends on the mass of the gas, 

Suppose that, when a mass of gas acted on by no forces 
except its own oravitation has taken up its equilibrium state, 
it were possible suddenly to double its density at every point 
by placing in every portion of space an exactly equal and 
similar mass of gas to that which already occupies the space. 
The pressure would be doubled everywhere, and therefore 
the resultant of the pressures acting on the gas enclosed 
within any given space would be doubled. But the mass 
within the space would be doubled, and the attracting mass 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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likewise doubled; hence the resultant attraction would be 
quadrupled. And since, before the alteration in density, the 
pressures and attraction balanced, it follows that the attraction 
under the new conditions would be preponderant everywhere 
and each element would move nearer the centre of the sphere. 
Thus the larger mass, starting from the same initial con- 
ditions as the smaller mass, will occupy the smaller volume. 
In the preceding argument iahGnobisad assumption concerning 
the variation of temper ature throughout the mass; and there- 
fore the conclusion is true however the temperature may 
vary from point to point. 

The consideration that the smaller the mass the larger is 
the sphere occupied by a gas led me to suspect that there 
might be a critical mass. of gas which, starting with a given 
amount of internal energy per unit mass, would just diffuse 
to infinity. In the case of convective equilibrium, however, 
I find that this surmise is not correct. Although the bounding 
sphere may become very great for small masses yet it never 
becomes infinite. But practically a small mass of gas could 
not be held together by its own gravitation in the neighbour- 
hood of other bodies; for the attraction on the outer portions 
of the mass would be so small that the slightest attraction, 
even from distant external bodies, would suck some of 
oh al and this process would go on until nothing was 
ett. 
Now I propose to obtain the relation between the density 

p and the distance from the centre 7 in a mass of gas in 
convective equilibrium. 

The equation expressing the condition of equilibrium is 

a f= oF, 0. > oe 

where p is the pressure, and F is the attraction on unit mass 
at a distance r. ‘Thus 

aah parrdry i oko. ae 
0 

K being the constant of gravitation. 
Hence 

ee ees Paani Ap pe . 

Assuming convective eee we have 

p= cp" 
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The equation of equilibrium now becomes 

do Kk ci 3 
CPN i eran — a PRGA. 1c. (4) 

A: RL hs LAO lg { eee (5 Ne ame Ani i cae Sera ) 

By means of the substitutions 

por=y 
if 

this last equation reduces to 

Phe eked (al, 
ee ey | YU ye é : - (6) 

ve) ~ 

Now putting, for convenience, 

veo Nee 4a K(y —1)’ 

and differentiating with respect to the upper limit, we get 

é dy ya ; 

ee ee 

Being unable to find the general solution of this equation 
I have concentrated my attention on a single solution of the 
type which applies to the physical problem, and I shall shortly 
show that this single solution can be adapted to any mass of 
as. 
Let us take y=1'4. If we start with y=0 when aU 

and e=a, m and a being both positive, then so long as the 
curve for « and y does not cross the axis of « again we know 
that y< mu; consequently 

dx? a? 

di * m2 
therefore pata 5 <a : dx. 

dx Pee 

The right hand side of this inequality is finite when the 
upper limit is infinite. Hence, if we start with suitable 
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values of m and a, the value of : 

stant as w becomes infinite; 7. e., the curve will have an 
asymptote. ‘he only types of curve which will apply to 
the physical problem are those to which this asymptote 
is parallel to the axis of « and ata finite distance from it; 
for the value of y when w is infinite is the value of pY—! at 
the centre of the sphere. It is easier to start with « infinite 

will approach some con- 

da te 
and =<” zero and work towards the origin. Itherefore began 

da : di By 
with y= 100, -- =(0 when v=, and proceeded by successive 

xv 
steps until y became zero. The values obtained are only 
approximate ones, but I do not think the errors in the values 

di ; 
of vw and — when y is zero are greater than 5 or 6 per cent. 

AOU 4 
. : i d 
The following table gives the calculated values of — and y. 

dy | dy | 

ie dx Y ee dx | oe 

ce O 100 1 Sb San 72°04 
LOGE A 0338 98:33 » y lou 20 2-588 | 69-60 
80 | 0525 97°47 . 19 2-856 | 66°88 
60 | 0993 95°95 18 3°154 | 63°87 

1 50° | (1689 94:61 ye 3-483, | 1) (60iaa 
| 40 | *3045 92:25 | 16 3°844 | 56°89 
| 36 “5321 | 90°78 | 15 Ae 52°85 
| oe "8796 88:28 14 4649 48:40 

S074) LOT 86°38 | 153 5085 43°54 
| 29h) Acta B5201 nillipyadke 5529 |. Bite 
| Doe ale eat 84:10 . iB 5960 | 32°49 

ah L3a2 82°81 | 10 6°352 26°34 

26 1475 81°41 9 6°6709 19°83 
25 L613 49°87 8 6877 13:06 
ade) SOY 78:18 Fe 6°957 6°14 

23 | 1:939 76°33 6°10 6°98 O 

22 Dalal 74°30 

The accompanying curve shows the relation between y and 
« from the point where y=0 to c=40. The numbers in the 
table can easily be converted into distance from the centre 
and density by means of the relations 

ae of cy 
Sap! An K(y—1) ‘ 

1 

yt} p=; 
and 

25 4) S&S 
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Taking Ch Geet SoS 332° 2, 

which is the value, in foot pound units, of ae in our atmo- 

sphere at the surface of the earth; and taking also 

! 1 

N= 53x 108 
we get that 

When p is zero r=790 miles, and when + is zero 
p=100,000. This, however, does not correspond to any 
physical conditions, for the density of a gas cannot have such 
a large value. I shall now show, however, how the solution 
can be adapted to give any arbitrary value of p at the centre. 

If we put 

pr" = Py 
ie We lay cy 

‘ii OS Tae WV day =1) 

in equation (5), p and g being constants, we get 

PY =% — —p? g* —» 

dx? me? 

and if we make p'’ ¢?=i, this reduces to equation (7) whose 
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solution has been obtained. Denoting by M the total mass 
of the sphere, we know that 

NR tn | pr ar. 
0 

the subscript (9) indicating values of quantities when, p=0. 
Substituting for p and r we get 

Ce Sieh te Pay M = aa An K(y—1) ) ib P qd ve da 

= 20 xa Ex | S da 
Lo 

= 20410" yf dx 

= 1:20 x 10" x 4) 
Ak jo 

= 1:20 x 10"! x 6-98 x g—t. 
Therefore gs =O Lx 0 aii 

and pr=qr-3 
a 
“POA <10 t 

Hence a. (3) if a cy 
M o Amr KK (y—1) 

and a= (ine 

oe M 25 
i (sax ion) 

Thus, by means of the table given, the density at any 
point can be obtained when the mass is given. 

Let us find the radius of the. sphere whose density at the 
centre is 10 lbs. per cubic foot. At the centre 

Oe 

p=10=( sa 791) h@?. 

Therefore oA x LOP 
ML 

And at the surface of zero density 

310". 

12 il ett 
y = I010x re % 2575 x EO ateet 

= 12600 miles about. 
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Also if the density at the centre is 1 lb. per cubic foot the 
-radias of the containing sphere is about 25100 miles.- 

I will now investigate what effect the contraction of the 
_gas has on the temperature. 

Let us first transform the equation of equilibrium so as to 
-make 0, the temperature, the dependent variable, instead of p. 

We have assumed 

p? = ¢C. 

But P_ Re 

p 

fterice -*=. (ere = Be. 

‘Thus, since or) . de 
ae | dr 

-the equation of equilibrium becomes 

y_ di 18 gid 
y—1l de a = drpr-dr 

r 1 

= s dor abe rdr. (8) 
fae c 

Now if the gas loses heat ¢ will diminish. Let us find 
‘the changes in r and @ for the same element of gas—or 
rather, for the gas occupying the same relative position in 
‘the mass, corresponding to a diminution in ce. 

Suppose the new value of ¢ is ¢ such that 

q=ne, 

n being less than unity; and let n,, 0; be the new values of 
r, @ for the corresponding element of gas. Then it can 
-easily be shown that 

rT; = nF 

6, = n8@ 

-satisfy all the conditions of the problem provided « and 8 
-be properly chosen. For, the new equation of equilibrium is 

dé n vat eel 3 =-K( bn AO) edn - (9) 
y—-1"? dr, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April 1907. 2K 
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Now putting nr for 7, and n®0 for 0, we find 

5 ae. , a0 
Rr? 2 = RP A nt+B F os (10) 

Ee yn a redr= |" (er 2dr 
0 1U€ 0 NC 

Same i ed ees 
an | (2 \-tar, (11) 

0 

Hence we see that with these values for 7,, 0,, equation (9) 
is reduced to equation (8) provided 

B-1,3 
netB = ny} 

and 

2. e., provided 

po, pel ) 
Oe panei ° ° ° ° ° (12) 

This means that, if equation (12) holds, n*r and n8@ are 
the distance from the centre and the temperature respec- 
tively of an element of gas in convective equilibrium with 

the value ne for Bi Now to ensure that 7,, @, shall refer 

to the same element of gas as 7, 0 referred to in the old state, 
we must make the mass within the sphere 7, the same as that 
which formerly occupied the sphere r. But the expression 
on the left-hand side of equation (11) is proportional to this 
mass in the new state. It will be the same mass as that 
originally in the sphere 7 if 

or pe LE 3a =e ° ° . ° ° ° (13) 

Equations (12) and (13) give the following values for 
and 8, 

it 

Oe Se 
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Hence we see that 

4 
Giana) 8: 

Now there are two cases to consider. 

Case’ 1. dy > 4. 

Then, n being less than unity, 

el < 42 5 

that is, the whole sphere contracts uniformly in consequence 
of loss of heat. 

Case 2. oy < 4. 

ay 8 rp Sr; 

that is, the sphere expands uniformly in consequence of loss 
of heat. 

In both cases 

AOS 70: 

In the first case, therefore, as the gas loses heat the sphere 
contracts and the temperature rises; whereas, in the second 
case, with loss of heat the sphere expands and the temperature 
falls. 

It is clear that, since a gas for which y (the ratio of the 
specific heats) is less than 14, loses energy as it expands, it 
must be supplied with energy from outside in order to con- 
tract. Also it follows that in any given state of convective 
equilibrium such a gas has more internal energy than it could 
have obtained by contraction from a state of infinite diffusion. 
This conclusion agrees with Perry’s theorem as stated by 
Lord Kelvin on page 368 of ‘ Nature’ for February 14, 1907. 

If, however, the gas has been supplied by some means 
with the heat necessary for a state of convective equilibrium, 
the gradual inevitable loss of heat will only drive the particles 
further and further apart until the outer portions come within 
the sphere of attraction of some other body, after which 
this body will gradually suck in the whole of the gas. 

But a gas for which y is greater than 14 will condense as 
it loses heat until a liquid nucleus is formed at its centre. 
After that stage is reached the results obtained for a wholly 
gaseous mass will no longer apply. 

2K 2 
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XXXVIT, On Transformer Indicator Diagrams. By 
THomas R. Lyin, M.A., Sc.D., Professor of Natural 
Philosophy in the University of Melbourne*, 

[Plate XIIL] 
iE HE term “ transformer indicator diagram” has been 

applied by Professor Fleming to any series of 
periodic curves which gives the forms, relative phase-positions, 
and magnitudes of the waves of current and E.M.F. on both 
the primary and secondary sides of a transformer when 
working. Such diagrams have been obtained by many 
investigators in different ways, but by none of the methods 
hitherto used has it been possible to determine directly and 
independently either the wave of magnetic flux F in the 
core, or the wave of magnetizing-current turns usually 
represented by the vector sum n,O,+79C. . 

Both these quantities are of fundamental importance in 
the theory of the transformer. When they are known for 
any given load, all the other quantities (currents and E.M.F.s) 
can be determined for the same load when the primary and 
secondary turns, resistances, and leakage coefficients are 
known f. | 

In addition, since, as will be shown later, the integral 

Ju, + NgU_)d EF 

for one cycle is equal to the total iron loss per cycle, the 
advantage of being able to determine both n,C,-+n.,U, and F 
directly and accurately is apparent. 

Theoretically, 2;C;-+2C. can be obtained by the vector 
addition of mC, and n,C., but as the latter quantities are, 
when the transformer carries a load, approximately equal in 
magnitude and opposite in phase, their vector sum is a small 
quantity compared with either of them. Hence small errors 
in the magnitudes of ,C, and n,C, may cause a large per- 
centage error in the magnitude of n,C,+n.C., while very 
small errors in the magnitudes and phase-difference of n,O, 
and n,C2 may render the phase of n,C,+7,C, caleulated from 
them utterly unreliable. 

By means of the wave-tracer { designed by the author not 
only can the H.M.F’. and current waves be accurately deter- 
mined, but also the wave of magnetic flux pulsating in the 
core of the transformer, and in addition, as will be shown in 

- * Communicated by the Physical Society : read February 22, 1907. 
+ See Lyle: “The Alternate Current Transformer,” Proc. Roy. Soe. 

Victoria, vol. xviii. pt. 1. 
t Lyle: “ Wave-Tracer and Analyser,” Phil. Mag. Nov. 1903. 
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the sequel, we can obtain by its means the magnetizing- 
eurrent wave, 7,C,+7,C., with the same accuracy as any of 
the other quantities. 

Incidentally will be given new methods of comparing 
mutual inductances, and of measuring both mutual and self 
inductances in terms of a resistance and a time. 

2. In the paper just quoted I have shown that if a periodic 
eurrent © flows in the primary of a pair of coils whose 
mutual inductance is M, and if the secondary be joined 
through a suitably arranged commutator (running synchron- 
ously with the generator of the periodic current), which 
commutes twice per period, to a large resistance + and thence 
to a galvanometer, there will be a steady deflexion y in the 
latter which is connected with the instantaneous value C of 
the periodic current at the instant of commutation by the 
relation 

ee NEL 

where 2 is the reducing factor of the galvanometer and T 
the period. 

By arranging so that the commutating brushes can be 
rotated ona divided circle round the drum of the commutator, 
commutation can be effected at any desired instant of the 
period, and the corresponding galvanometer reading when 
multiplied by the factor given in the above equation gives 
the ordinate of the current wave at that instant. 

Take now a triad (see fig. 1, T) of coils of which p; and pp. 
are to serve as primaries and the remaining one s placed 
vetween p; and p, to serve as common secondary. Let s be 
connected as before through commutator and resistance 7 to 
the galvanometer, and let M, be the mutual inductance of p,; 
and s, and M, that of p. and s. Then, when a current U, 
circulates in p; and none in po, the galvanometer deflexion 7, 
produced is connected with the ordinate of C, corresponding 
to the instant in the period at which commutation takes 
place by the equation 

M,C, = nea 

and when a current C,, equiperiodic with C,, circulates in 
pP2 and none in p;, a galvanometer deflexion y, is produced 
which is similarly connected with the corresponding ordinate 
of C, by the equation 

M.C)= ss 
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When both ©, and C, are flowing in their respective 
primaries at the same time, the galvanometer deflexion y will 

Migs 

Dd 
lo Commulalor. 

be the sum of y,; and y, produced by C, and Cy separately ; 

hence 

M,C, + J Gr = Y: 

Tf now n; and vn. are numbers such that A 2 

a 
My ils 

; See Le 
then . nC, + Nee = IM in > 
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so that if y be the galvanometer deflexion for a given 
position of the commutating brushes when (Q, is flowing in 
px and C,, correctly directed, in po, the ordinate of the wave 
which is the vector sum of »,C, and n,C, at the instant of 
commutation is the product of y by ArT/4M. 

The same principle can obviously be extended to the 
determination of the vector sum of any number of equi- 
periodic currents each affected by an independent numerical 
multiplier. 

In the paper already quoted it is also shown that if a coil 
of v turns of wire is looped on a magnetic circuit in which a 
periodic magnetic flux of period T is pulsating, and if the 
ends of the coil are connected through the. synchronous 
commutator that changes twice per period to a high resist- 
ance 7, and thence to a galvanometer as before, the ordinate 
F of the flux-wave and the corresponding galvanometer 
deflexion 8 for any position of the commutating brushes are 
connected by the relation 

Hence any desired set of ordinates of a flux-wave can be 
obtained. 

3. From what precedes itis obvious that in order to obtain 
practically the vector sum of nC, and n,C,, where n, and ny 
are numbers and C, and C, currents of equal period, it is 
necessary to have a triad pj, ps, and s of coils such that the 
mutual inductance of p,; and s is to that of p, and s as n, is 
to m;. These can be wound in three grooves turned oui of a 
eircular disk of seasoned wood that has been well baked and 

then soaked in melted paraffin. A rough approximation to 
the required ratio of M, to M, can be obtained by attention 
to the relative numbers of turns, and a preliminary adjust- 
ment can most quickly be made by the wave-tracer as 
follows :—Send a periodic current of suitable value through 
the common secondary s. Join together one end from each 
of p, and p, and connect the junction to one fixed brush of 
the commutator. Bring the other ends of two terminals of a 
two-way key, from whose moving tongue a connexion is 
made, to the other fixed brush. Join the two movable 
brushes of the commutator through a suitable resistance 7 to 
the galvanometer. Thus, when a current C is flowing in s, 
either p, or p, can be put in circuit with the galvanometer, 
and the deflexions y, and yo due to p, and py respectively for 
every position of the moving brushes are in the ratio of M, 
to M,, since rT rT 
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Obviously in making the comparison it is desirable to 
place the moving brushes so that the deflexions obtained are 
near the maximum ordinate of the current wave. 

Otherwise we might puta resistance 7, in the galvanometer 
circuit when p; is in, and 7, when py, is in, so as to obtain 
equal deflexions; then we would have that 

Hence the coils s and », may be finished and their ter- 
minals permanently fixed, and, using the latter (equal de— 
flexion) method a resistance 7, found to give a large deflexion 
when ; is in circuit and the brushes placed so as to give 
approximately the maximum ordinate of the current wave.. 
Now substitute 7, obtained by the above relation, allowing 
for galvanometer or other appreciable resistance that may be- 
in circuit, and switch p, on to the commutator ana galvano- 
meter. An assistant can increase or reduce the turns (or 
fractions) until the same deflexion is obtained as was given 
by p,; with 7, in circuit. Spare wire should be left in case. 
the further treatment of the coils causes any change in their 
M ratio. 

As it is necessary, if high accuracy with the wave-tracer 
be desired, that the M coils used should have high insulation, 
the triad should.now be thoroughly dried in an oven to drive 
off moisture from the cotton or silk covering and placed in 
an iron dish that can be fitted with an air-tight lid that has 
an exhausting tube through it. A layer of solid paraffin is. 
in the bottom of the dish, and on this the coil is placed and 
weighted with a piece of metal. The lid is luted on with 
melted paraffin, the air pumped out, and the dish then heated 
so as to melt the paraffin it contains. ‘The coil now sinks in. 
the melted paraffin, and as the air has been removed it 
becomes thoroughly impregnated. We can thus obtain coils 
of high insulation and permanent mutual inductance if, in 
addition, proper attention is paid to the insulation of the 
terminals. 

A final and careful adjustment of the ratio of M, to Me. 
should now be made with the wave-tracer. 

The absolute values of M, and M, must also be known, 
and they can easily be obtained by either of the methods 
just described in terms of a known standard of mutual in- 
ductance. An alternating current is sent through the primary 
of the standard, and either 7, or p. of the triad (the one 
whose M is nearest in value to that of the standard) and the 
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secondary of the standard and s of the triad arranged so that 
either can be switched on to the commutator and gaivano- 
meter. Then for any position of the commutating “bushes 
the two deflexions are pr oportional to the mutual 7 
when the resistance in circuit is fixed, or if equal deflexions 
be obtained the inductances will be proportional to the re- 
sistances. Obviously it will be desirable to make a number 
of independent comparisons by varying the position of the 
commutating brushes about the place at which the maximum 
ordinate of the current is obtained. 

The absolute value of a mutual inductance can be deter- 
mined by the wave-tracer in terms of a resistance and a time, 
as follows. An alternating current is sent through a Kelvin 
balance, and at the same time a number (usually 80) of 
equispaced ordinates (y) of it embracing one full wave is 
obtained by the wave-tracer using the mutual inductance M 
to be measured ; as 

| rArl 

= ou 
the square root of the mean squares of C;, which is the 
Kelvin balance reading (B say), is ArT/4M times the square 
root of mean squares (7 say) of the galvanometer readings, 
hence 

ArT 
M— : 

Pe BP 

T is given by the chronograph attached to the wave-tracer, 
and the ratio of 2, the reducing factor of the galvanometer, 
to B can be obtained as follows. Send a continuous current 
=B through the balance and through a standard resistance 
p (usually ‘1 ohm). From the terminals of p lead a shunt 
circuit through a resistance R to the galvanometer and let 
the deflexion of the latter be d. 

Then \d=py. 

and hence ry 
b re 4Rd° 

4, The transformer, some of whose indicator diagrams 
will be given, was a small experimental one of the ring type 
of about one-half kilowatt capacity. It was used as a step- 
up one of ratio 1 to 6 transforming from about 40 volts 
(virtual) to 240 at about 50 periods per second. 
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Its details are as follows :— 

Core :—144 annular Jaminz annealed and paper insulated. 
Laminz :—Internal diameter......... 15°25. seme 

External diameter ...... 2 1): eae 

Thickness: 2. te! i) cae ‘O47 cm. 

Primary coil :— No. of turns (,)=100. 
Resistance (warm) =0:0676 ohm. 

Secondary coil :—No. of turns (n.)=600. 
Resistance (warm) = 2°034 ohms. 

Before either coil was wound a single turn of well-insulated 
wire was looped on the core to serve as a search-coil for the 
determination, by means of the wave-tracer, of the magnetic 
flux pulsating in the core. The secondary coil was wound 
next the core. 

The primary current was drawn from the alternating side 
of a small rotary converter that was supplied with direct 
current from storage-cells. The spindle of the commutator 
and that of the converter were in line and rapidly connected 
so that perfectly synchronous commutation was obtained. 
A chronograph took a continuous record of the period, re- 
cording once every 200 alternations. 
The art rangement of the transformer and the mutual in- 

ductances by means of which the different waves were 
determined is shown in fig. 1. The primary current Q, 
from the converter enters by the two leads marked C;. In 
one of these leads is placed a two-pole switch a, by which 
C, can be sent through the primary p, of the triad T, or 
deflected through an equal compensating coil 6y, leaving pr 
completely disconnected from the live circuit in case “the 
triad is being used for the determination of Co. 

Hi, is determined by obtaining the trace of the current wave 
it sends through a non- inductive resistance of 1220 ohms. 
The mutual inductance m, of 00061 henry is used for ob- 
taining this trace. i, is similarly determined, the non- 
inductive resistance in circuit being 8660 ohms anameme 
mutual inductance m, ‘003535 henry. 

The secondary current Cy may, by means of the switch ag, 
be directed through the primary p, of the triad T or through 
the equal compensating coil 65. When ,C,+n,C, is being 
determined, both C, and C, flow through their respective 
primaries /, p2 of the triad in the proper relative directions, 
the common secondary s being joined as shown to the com- 
mutator and thence through a resistance to the oalvanometer. 
When C, alone is being determined, Cy is deflected through 
its compensating coil gs ; similarly when C, alone is being 
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determined, C, is deflected through };. The mutual induct- 
ance of p, ands was ‘0000485 henry, while that of pyand s 
was °000291 henry, which bear the same ratio to each other 
as n, to vy, that is as 1 to 6. 

The points marked F in fig. 1 represent the terminals of 
the single loop of insulated wire wonnd round and close to 
the transformer core. When the flux-wave is being obtained 
these are connected direct to the commutator, and thence 
through a suitable resistance to the galvanometer. 
By means of the key K either the flux leads or those of 

any of the secondaries of the different mutual inductances 
can be connected with the commutator so as to obtain the 
corresponding wave-trace. 

A glance at fig. 1 will show that the true primary current 
is less than the measured C, by the small current by which 1, 
is determined. ‘To correct for this (if correction is necessary ) 
we subtract from each galvanometer C, reading an easily 
determinable fraction of the equi-phase EH, galvanometer- 
reading. A similar correction has to be applied to the C, 
readings; but in this case the corrections, have to be added. 
The galvanometer-readings for n,;C,+n 02 have also to be 
similarly corrected, and in this case the corrections are of 
great importance as the C, correction is affected by the 
factor m, and the C, correction by the factor ,, and both 
corrections are approximately in the same phase. 

). For the present paper three separate sets of connected 
transformer quantities were determined, and they wiil be 
given below by their harmonic expressions and also repre- 
sented by curves or indicator-diagrams. 

These are for the transformer :— 

(1) At no load. 
(2) At (q-p.) full non-inductive load. 
(3) At (q.p.) full inductive load. 

galvanometer-readings The method by whichthe wave-tracer @ 
are reduced to absolute measure and the harmonic expression 
for the periodic quantity deduced from them has been fully 
explained in former papers *. 

In the present experiments, for each of the periodic quan- 
tities determined, 30 wave-tracer galvanometer-readings were 
taken, each differing from the next in order by 12°. The full 
wave was thus covered. Corresponding deflexions in each 
half of the wave were added, that is the 1st and 16th, the 

* “Wave-Tracer and Analyser,” Phil. Mag. Nov. 1903. “ Variation 
of Magnetic Hysteresis with Frequency,  Eebat, “Mag. Jan. 1905. ‘ Expe- 
ditious Practical Method of Harmonic Analysis,” Phil. Mag. Jan. 1906. 
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9nd and 17th, and so on, and 15 equispaced ordinates per 

half-wave obtained. These were subjected to harmonic 

analysis, and the amplitudes of the different harmonics were 

affected by their proper factors to reduce them to flux, 

current, or H.M.F.,as the case might be, in absolute measure. 

The results obtained are as follows :— 

(1) For the transformer at no load. 

Period =-02015 see. ; w= 3104. 

— 57-71 sin (wt — 6°98) — 4°34 sin 3 (wf — 15-7) +. 0°35 sin 5 (@t—29). 

C, ='1304 sin (ot —44°23) + 0.224 sin 3(wt —33) +°0057 sin 5(wt — 21). 

F =184700 sin (wt —97°11) +4300 sin 3(wt —105°9) —300 sin 5(@t — 84). 

And as E, at no load = are we find that 

7 = 345°5 sin (wt —187°11) — 241 sin 5 (wt —195°9) + 2°8 sim 5(@t— 210). 

(The different quantities are in absolute units and the phase 

angles in degrees.) 

(2) For the transformer at (q.p.) full non-inductive load. 

Period =°02053 sec. ; w= 306. 

The load was a manganin non-inductive resistance of 

104°7 obms. 

iD) fal . isa 

108= 56 sin (wt — 2°59) +4°18 sin 3(@t—51-9) +°78 sin 5(@t—61°2). 

QO, =1-945 sin (wt —5°71) +7149 sin 8(@t —50°1) + 034 sin 5(wt —33'7). 

my CO, + ngC22=12°6 sin (wt—45-21) + 2°67 sin 3(wt —33°4) +°7
5 sin 5(wt —30 

F 178900 sin (wt— 93°22) + 3900 sin 3(wt—83°2) —400 sin 5(wt — 93) 

C, ='309 sin(wt —183°16) + -022 sin 3(wt —233°5) +005 sin 5(wt —216) 

And as E,=R,C,=104'7 x 10°. C2, we find that 

a _399°5 sin (@t—183'16) + 28 sin 3 (@t—233°5) + 5:2 sin 5(wt—216). 

(3) For the transformer at (q.p.) full inductive load. Power % 

factor =*73. 
Period =-01835 sec.; @=—342°4. 

The load was a manganin non-inductive resistance in series 

with a copper wire inductance-coil. The total external 
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resistance was 76°52 ohms, and the inductance, measured 
independently, was *212 henry. 

EK ‘ BOR St . uae 
joer 8 sin (wt —10°5)— 5°36 sin 3(wt — 12°95) + 1°37 sin 5(@t —13-2). 

C, =1:907sin (of —52°1) —-065 sin 3(@t — 34:7) —-017 sin 5 (@t — 63-1). 

MC, + 20, = 11°18 sin (wt —48°37) + 1°82 sin 38(@t —42°14)+°31 sin 5(@t— 35) 

F =154900 sin (wt — 99-9) +5200 sin 3(@¢ — 101°7) + 800 sin 5(wt — 98). 

€, ='299 sin (wt — 232°38) —:015 sin 3(@t—215°4) —-002 sin D(@t — 235). 

f, =312°9 sin (@t —189-08) —31°8 sin 3(@t —189°5) —8°3 sin 5(wt — 223), 

6. The same wave-tracer deflexions were individually mul- 
tiplied by their proper factors to reduce them to absolute 
measure, and the products plotted as wave ordinates against 
the corresponding wave-tracer divided-circle readings (7. e. 
against wt where o=27/period)asabscisse. Fig.2 (Pl. XIII.) 
represents correctly in amplitude and relative phase the differ- 
ent periodic quantities for the transformer at no load ; fig. 3 
(Pl. XIII.) for the transformer at (q.p.) full non-inductive 
load, and fig. 4 (Pl. XIII.) for the transformer at (q.p.) full 
inductive load. 

Obviously in figs. 2, 3, and 4 the same periodic quantities 
are graphically represented as are analytically expressed in 
series 1, 2, and 3 respectively of the preceding paragraph. 

In addition to the sets of related waves, there is, in each of 
the three diagrams, an area very similar te the well-known 
hysteresis indicator-diagram. In the present case these closed 
curves were obtained by plotting the flux as ordinate against 
the corresponding value of the magnetizing-current turns 
(i. e., mC, + Cy.) as abscissa for a complete period. 

Thus the area enclosed (A say) is 
t47T | 

|, (mC, +n,C.)dF, 

where T is the period, and this integral can be shown tu be 
equal to the total core loss per cycle due to both hysteresis 
and eddy currents as follows :— 

Neglecting rc° losses, the energy entering the transformer 
on the primary side in any element of time dé is eC,dt, where 
é is the back 4.M.F’. due to variation of the flux ; and as 

e= Mis ay 

this energy is equal to 
dk 

mC, dé dt. 
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Similarly the energy leaving the’ transformer on the 
secondary side in the same element of time dt is equal to 

‘fF oe coe 

hence in the time dt the ene absorbs energy to the 
amount dE 

(Cy +720) a dt 

so that in one cycle, of ee T, the energy absorbed 
is equal to +7 

_ a + noUo we — 7 dt = == area, A. 

7. It is easy ae show that meta mC, FMVs and F are 
expressed in the forms 

my Cy + gC y= my sin (wt— py) + ms sin 3(@t —p3) +m; sin 5(@t—ps;) + Ke., 

F=f;,sin (ot —¢) +/3sin 3(@t— 3) +75 sin 5(@t—¢;) + &e., 

the integral or area A and therefore the total core loss, in 
ergs, per cycle is equal to | 

7 {471 sin (Pi — 1) + 38mg /3 sin 8(h3— fs) + Om;75 $n 3(h5;— Ms) + Ke.*, . 

which when divided by 10‘T, where T is the period, gives 
the total power lost in the core in watts. 

This form of expression has the advantage of giving 
separately the power absorbed by the iron by means of the 
harmonics of different orders, and from the analytic expres- 
sions for E.M.F.s and currents we can also obtain for the 
different orders of harmonics the input, output, and copper 
losses. Hence we can draw up a debit and credit account 
for the individual harmonics which will afford a good test of 
the accuracy of the wave-tracer, as the account for each order 
should balance. 

This has been done for the first and third harmonics of the 
three series given in this paper and the results shown in the 
following tables. The quantities for the fifth harmonics are 
negligible. ‘The figures represent watts. 

TaBLE I.—No Load. 

lst Harmonic. 3rd Harmonie. Total. 

Outputs Wia-o8 4: @) 0 Un 
bron vlogs ui... 2.4: 29°93 —°28 29°65 
Copper loss, I. ... 06 002 ‘06 
Copper loss, II... 0 0 0 
Sum (.2.: ee 29:99 =" 28 29°71 
Tnput cece a 29°95 ==" 30 29°65 
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TABLE IJ.—Non-inductive Load. 

Ist Harmonie. | ord Harmonie. . Total. | 

f | | | 3 _| 
. 

aigih 0c... .- 2-2 499°80 2°53 ) 502°33 : 
ira iGss ......... 25°63 . “24 ) 25°87 ; 
Copper loss, I. ... 12-79 ‘O7 / 12°86 
Copper loss, IT.... 971 ‘O05 9°76 | 
. US eee 547°93 : 2°89 | 550-82 
LT a ee / 545°8 ) 3°02 546°82 

TasBuLeE I11.—Inductive Load. 

) | 
| lst Harmonic. | 3rd Harmonic. | Total. 
| | : 

| | ee ae i 
SeMpUE 42-2 .5...55: | 3405 “OL | 341°01 | 
Tron loss .:....... | 23°18 | ‘O1 23°19 ) 
Copper loss, I. “4 13°29 ‘O01 12°30 
Copper loss, IT... 9:13 ‘02 | 9°15 [ 
eee oveae sa a ‘BD 385°65 | 
ae | 386-0 | 69 | 38669 | 

. | 

The output in Table IIT. is the mean value of E,C,. <A 
second determination of it, obtained from the mean value of 
RC, where R is the external resistance (76°52 ohms), gives 
342°86 watts as against 341. 

§. Other tests can be applied to the harmonic expressions 
given in $5, and though their results may not be so good as 
those in § 7, yet they w ail prove fairly satisfactory w hen the 
number of independent determinations involved in obtaining 
each series is considered. 

Thus the pressure drop from H, to E,/6 is too small in both 
series 2 and’3, and this is probably due to a common error 
or errors. Moreover the speed never remained quite constant 
throughout a complete series. Again in series 3, knowing 
the external secondary resistance, and assuming as correct 
the value given for the external inductance G 219 henry), C; 
can be calculated from E,. When this is done we find that 

C,=-2966 sin (wt —232°58) —:014 sin 3(@t —213) 

—°002 sin 5(@t — 239), 

which agrees well with the value of C, obtained with the 
wave-tracer. 

Conversely from E, and Cz obtained with the wave-tracer, 
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both the external resistance R and the external inductance L 
an be calculated, or if R is known two determinations of IL 
‘ean be obtained from each order of harmonic. 

If, however, as in the present case wL/R is considerable, 
the first order is the only one suitable for this purpose; for 
if Wy, Wz, and wf; be the difference of phase of the first, third, 
-and fifth harmonics respectively of EH, and C,, then, since 

L 301 dol 
tan yr, = a tan W3 = an tan; = “F a 

-and wL/R is large, a small error in the observed values of w; 
or w; will cause a large error in the value of L deduced 
‘from them. 

For the first harmonies, as ~,=43°3, R= 76°52, o=342-4, 
‘we find from 

wl, 
tany = ay 

that L=°2106 henry ; and from 

= —_ 
4/ Rew? L? 

‘that L=:2084 henry. 
‘These give a mean value for L of *2095 henry, which is as 

likely to be correct as the value +212 already given and which 
was obtained by the Wheatstone’s bridge method. As @ or 
27/T was determined by the chronograph attached to the 
wave-tracer, the above constitutes a new method of measuring 
an inductance in ternis of a resistance and a time. 

9. In Table I. § 7, it will be noticed that the iron loss for 
‘the 3rd harmonic is negative (—°28 watt). This means 
that all the watts put down as iron loss for the 1st harmonic 
are not dissipated as heat, but that some of them are trans- 
formed by the iron to 3rd harmonic power; a portion of 
‘these are dissipated as heat, while the remainder ‘28 watt 
.are given out as electrical power by the iron to the copper 
circuits. This phenomenon has already been drawn attention 
to in a former paper * by the author. 

10. In the diagrams, figs. 2, 3, and 4 (Pl. XIII.), it is worth 
drawing attention to the approximate permanence of form of 
the magnetizing current wave, and to the permanence of the 
relative phase relations of Ey, n,C,+n.0,, and F, for the 
three essentially different conditions of working for which 
the diagrams were obtained. 

* “Variation of Magnetic Hysteresis with Frequency,’ Phil. Mag. 
. Jan. 1905. 
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XXXVIII. Improvements in the Hiifner Type of 
Spectrophotometer. By KF. TwyMan*. 

TPXHE following is a description of a Spectrophotometer of 
__ the Hiifner type to which an addition has been made 

which converts it into a Polarimeter, by means of which 
optical retations can be measured for light of any wave- 

_ length in the visible part of the spectrum. Incidentally an 
improvement in design is described whereby greater accuracy 
is attained. 

The Spectrophotometer part of the apparatus (shown in 
plan and elevation in figs. 1 and 2 and in fig 3) was designed 
and constructed in the workshop of Messrs. Adam Hilger Ltd., 

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read January 25, 1907, 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April 1907. 2 L 
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for Dr. C. H. Kenneth Mees in 1904, and embodies many 
suggestions of his and of Mr. S. EH. Sheppard’s. The Optical 
Train is the same as that of the Hiifner Spectrophotometer 

Fig. 3. 

dispersion prism being the usual prism of 60°, the now fairly 
well-known constant-deviation prism is employed. 

Fig. 4. 

The prism is shown in fig. 4. It may be considered as 
built up of two 30° prisms and one right-angled prism from 
the hypotenuse of which light is internally reflected as shown 
inthe figure. The prism is, however, made in one piece. This 
construction of prism has the very important mechanical 
adyantage that the telescope and collimator are both fixed, 
being rigidly attached to a strong cast-iron base. The passing 

as made by Albrecht ; with the exception that instead of the | 
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from one part of the spectrum to another is effected by 
rotation of the prism by a micrometer screw. 

The light source, A, is fixed to the cast-iron bed of the 
instrument. The light passes partly above and partly through 
a polarizing prism C. The upper beam passes first through 

Fie. 5. the substance whose absorption - 1s 
to be measured and then through 
a thin wedge of neutral-tint glass, 
by the lateral translation of which 
the two beams may be made equal 

va in intensity. Both beams then pass 
through the rhomb of glass B (fig. 5) by means of which the 
two beams are br ought | into close juxtaposition. Immediately 
behind this rhomb is the slit of the spectroscope, the edge of 
the rhomb and the jaws of the slit both being in focus simul- 
taneously when one observes them in the telescope. 

The light after collimation in the usual way then under- 
goes dispersion by the constant-deviation prism, and passes 
on to the second polarizing prism G, and so on to the 
telescope. The second polarizing prism is mounted on a 
circle H divided into degrees and reading by a vernier to 
minutes, and by rotation of this the polarized beam of light 
can be reduced in intensity in the usual way till the intensity 
of the top and bottom beams is equal; and the density of 
the absorbing substance under test is then determined by 
means of the cos? law (the intensity of the light passing 
through crossed nicols being proportional to the square of 
the cosine of the angle between their planes of polarization). 

The instrument as used as a spectrophotometer will be 
found very completely described (together with an admirable 
bibliography on the subject of Spectrophotometry) in a 
paper by Messrs. C. E. Kenneth Mecs and 8. E. Sheppard 
printed in the ‘ Photographic Journal’ for July 1904. 

I might, however, again mention here the fact that the 
wave-length of the light under observation is read off direct 
on the helical drum of the micrometer-screw, see fig. +. 
This is an arrangement which is found of great convenience 
in practice. The wave-lengths.can be relied on to an av erage 
accuracy of well within 10 Angstrom units. 

The present paper is principally concerned 

(A) with the mode of correction of a serious error to which 
polarization spectrophotometers are liable ; 

(B) with the use of the instrument as a polarimeter. 

(A) The error referred to is that due to the polarization 
of the light on transmission through the dispersing prism, 

2L2 
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whether it be an ordinary prism of 60° or other angle, or 
a constant-deviation prism as in the present instrument. 

Considering the case where a beam of light, collimated 
but initially unpolarized, is passed through the prism. Such 
a beam is the upper beam in the present instrument, which 
passes over the first nicol. The beam when it emerges 
is partially polarized, owing to the unequal reflexion 
of vibrations in and at right angles to the plane of 
incidence. 

(In the case of a beam initially polarized ina plane neither 
in nor at right angles to the plane of incidence, matters are 
further complicated by the reflexion within the prism, which 
causes elliptical polarization ; a state of things which has to 
be avoided by very carefully setting up the first nicol, until 
it is found that satisfactory extinction of the polarized beam 
can be obtained by rotation of the second nicol.) 

Considering the appearance of the field of view as seen 
in the eyepiece, in the zero position of the second nicol: the 
position, namely, in which its plane of polarization is parallel 
to that of the first nicol. One sees a slit of light wider or 
narrower according to the width to which one may think it 
advisable to open the shutters in the eyepiece which limit 
the field of view. This slit of light is bisected by a fine 
horizontal line, the edge of the rhomb in front of the slit, 
which is almost invisible when the intensities above and 
below are equalized by the adjustment of the wedge of 
neutral-tint glass. The light-absorbing medium, whose 
density it is required to measure, is introduced into the top . 
beam, and the second nicol is then rotated to obtain equality 
of intensity. The lower half varies in intensity according 
to the cos? law; but owing to the polarization due to the 
dispersion prism the top beam also varies in intensity, and 
the absorption if determined simply by the application of 
the cos? law will consequently be incorrect. The amount 
of the error can be determined by applying Fresnel’s 
equations to any particular case. We will consider the 
actual state of things in the original instruments made, 
2 é.,a prism of refractive index 1°658 for the light under 
observation. 

Let @ and 0, represent respectively the angles of incidence 
and refraction at the surface of the dispersion prism. 

According to Fresnel’s equations, if unpolarized light of 
intensity a fall on a reflecting surface at an angle of inci- 
dence @, and if @, represent the angle of refraction, the © 
intensity of that part of the reflected light which is polarized 

cd ‘a 
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in the plane of incidence is (see Schuster’s ‘Theory of 
Opties,’ first edition, p. 49) 

142 ae (0,—8@) 
spina) 

The intensity of the transmitted light if that jight be polarized 
in the plane of incidence will then be 

eS eg a 2 (0,—6) 

20 {1 sin? (9; i 

As in a prism at the angle of minimum deviation the angle 
of incidence on entering the prism is equal to that of re- 
fraction on leaving it, the intensity of the transmitted light 
if that light be polarized in the plane of incidence, is, after 
passing right through the prism, 

sed Le sin’ (0, —6) 
5 sin? (0; + @) 

For the case under consideration this works out to > x “601. 

The polarization due to the prism in the plane at right 
angles to this will be found, when evaluated, to be negligible. 

When, then, a spectrum produced by such a prism is 
observed through a polarizing prism, and the latter is 
rotated, the beam varies in intensity from 1 to °651 (for 
the particular wave-length for which the mw of the prism 
== 1°658). 

It will be seen how extremely serious is this polarizing 
effect of the dispersion prism. Want of leisure has pre- 
vented me from reading up fully the bibliography of the 
subject, but although this error has been previously mentioned 
and seems fairly well known, there certainly seems to have 
been insufficient attention brought to bear on the subject, as 
there are still polarization photometers made which sufter 
from the full amount of this error. . 

The Hiifner instrument even in its original form is to a 
very great extent protected from this failing by the presence 
of the so-called Hiifner rhomb in front of the slit. It will be 
seen at once that this produces a partial polarization of the 
upper beam of light in a plane perpendicular to that of the 
partial polarization produced by the dispersion prism. By 
applying Fresnel’s equations as in the case of the dispersion 
prism above, we can find the amount of this partial polarization. 
The rhombs in the first instrument made were of Jena boro- 
silicate crown of wp =1°517, the angle of the front and back 
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edges of the rhomb being 70° (which makes the angle 
of incidence of the beam upon the face of the rhomb 55°). 
With these values we find that the intensity of the light 
transmitted by the rhomb, if that light be polarized after 
transmission in the plane of incidence, would vary from 1 
to 0°732: the partial polarization due to the rhomb ina plane 
at right angles to this being negligible. 

Thus if the beam after passage through both rhomb and 
dispersion prism be polarized, it will vary from 0°732 to 0°651 
as the analyzing nicol is turned. 

This variation in the intensity of the top beam produces 
errors of the following amounts:— 

Density of the absorbing 
Serie under test Percentage error in the density, 

ae las. LA henerk to be added or subtracted 
ire. 1985 | ase aaa according as the first nicol is set 

intensity of the incident beam and with its plane of polarization 
I, that of the transmitted beam). vertical or horizontal. 

0°054 11°5 
0-231 9-4 
0-602 6°4 
1°521 3°3 

The errors of reading are considerably less than the errors 
in the above table, so that it is very important to get rid of 
the latter. This is done in the more recent instruments by the 
simple and obvious plan of making the rhomb of the same 
glass as the prism, and of such angles that the angles of 
incidence of the beam on its surfaces equal those on the sur- 
faces of the dispersion prism. 

The following table will show the effect of this in several 
~ actual instances. A piece of neutral-tint glass was retained 

as a standard, and its density measured on various instru- 
ments, some with the old form of rhomb and some with the 
new. The plane of polarization of the front nicol was 
sometimes vertical, sometimes horizontal. 

It was in the testing of Nos. 2 and 3 that we first became 
fully aware of the magnitude of the error. 

Having calculated the amount on the hypothesis that the 
error was caused in the manner I have described, the front 
aicol was rotated through 90°, and an altered reading of the 
expected amount was obtained. On replacing the Hiifner 
rhomb by a fresh one of the same glass as the dispersion-prism 
and of corresponding angles, a reading was obtained exactly 
the mean between the two former ones. (See No. 3 below.) 

Several instruments were made before readings on a test 
density were taken, and instrument No. 4 was one of these 
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sent back for repair. The opportunity was taken of replacing 
the rhomb, after which it gave the correct reading, although 
I have no actual record of the final test reading. 

Density of Error due to 
| 

| standard glass | polarization by 
| Spectrophoto- | at W.L. 5550 | the Hiifner Corrected 
| meter number. | as given by the | rhomb and dis- reading. 
| spectrophoto- | persion prisms. 
| meter. (calculated). 
ena oe ON ff ss ate Masia lwa RS 

| ee 1:81 +05 1:86 

| bilge etude 1-92 05 1:87 
Bd ic vadazsas 1:92 — 05 1:87 

(nicol rotated [ 1°84 +°05 1°89 
through 90°) | J 

3 f é 
(new rhomb) } Eee + 1°88 

es a bees 1:83 +05 1:88 

Diesen 1°86_ 0 1°86 

cf ae alee 1°36 0 1°86 

One of the great sources of error in polarization photo- 
meters is the difficulty of obtaining pure plane-polarized light, 
and to keep it plane-polarized so that when it arrives at the 
second nicol it can be entirely extinguished. The extinction 
of the last two instruments was so good, that by rotation of 
the second nicol from the zero position to the 90° position, 
the intensity varied from about 1 to 1/10,000. Imperfect 
annealing of the optical train and strain by clamping or 
cementing, or flaws in the first nicol are the chief difficulties 
met with—they give considerable but not insurmountable 
difficulties, and are readily detected in the instrument. They 
all tend to make densities appear too high. 

(B) The use of the instrument asa polarimeter was first sug- 
gested by me, I believe, to Dr. K. C. Browning in conversation. 
Some while after that he commissioned Messrs. Hilger to. 
undertake the construction of one of these instruments with 
the suggested polarimeter addition, which consists merely in 
the extension of the telescope support sufficiently far to enable 
one to interpose between the dispersion prism and the second 
nicol the medium of which one desires to measure the optical 
rotation. 

The readings are taken by putting into the top beama 
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suitable density. This density is matched by rotation of the 
second nicol before and after the interposition of the substance 
under test. The difference of readings gives, of course, the 
optical rotation for the part of the spectrum under test. 

In the instrument exhibited room is provided for the inter- 
position of a 100 mm. tube for liquids, but there is of course 
no difficulty in extending this to any desired amount. It 
will be seen that one measures by reducing one half of the 
field to the intensity of the other half which is already fairly 
dark. Thus one would expect the sensitiveness to be somewhat 
less than that obtained by the use of polarizers, in which one 
half of the field decreases while the other half increases in 
intensity. But itis an exceedingly useful addition to the 
spectrophotometer and produces a polarimeter free from 
some serious defects of most instruments excepting those with 
the Lippisch and similar polarizers. Moreover it is, of course, 
suitable either for use by monochromatic light or for the 
measurement of optical rotations for different wave-lengths. 

I may add that a photographic negative is the best neutral- 
tint medium with which I am acquainted, and is what is 
employed when using the instrument asa cane eS imeter. 
— 

DOX KL. The io Degen of the Atther. 
By Sir Outver Lopex * 

Part I. 

is HE eetherial constants, w and «,—the magnetic per- 
meability and the electric inductivity of free space, 

have hitherto been of completely unknown value, both as to 
kind of quality and as to numerical magnitude ; though the 
reciprocal of their geometric mean is well known to be a 
velocity, the velocity with which the ether transmits trans- 
verse waves of all lengths and intensities. 

2. For many reasons [ have been accustomed to think of 
Aru (the ungeometrical part of a coefficient of self-inductance) 
as of something which by legitimate analogy could be spoken 
of as etherial density, and “of 47/K as of something which 
by similar material analogy must be expressible as setherial 
elasticity or rigidity : this kind of rigidity being probably 
due to the eether’s own intrinsic energy of constitution, and 
being explicable on a recondite hydrodynamical basis, as 
treated in various forms by Lord Kelvin. 

3. I have also adduced reasons (in ‘Modern Views of 
Hlectricity ’) for regarding the ether as exceedingly, perhaps 
infinitely, incompressible ; this view being based in the first 

~ * Communicated by the Author. 

ee 
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instance on the “ superficial-charge ” experiment of Cavendish 
(carefully repeated by Clerk Maxwell and the present Prin- 
cipal of Glasgow University with modern appliances) *; and 
in the second instance on the phenomenon of gravitation. 

4. Furthermore, of late years, the whole world bas become 
accustomed to think of minute electric charges—configura- 
tions probably of ether of some kind—moving about freely, 
and endowed with a definite mass and bulk: and, as is well 
known, the hypothesis has been mooted that matter itself may 
consist of bodies of this sort of character. 

But if so, it is apparent how very porous, and so to speak 
rarefied, a structure matter must exhibit, to everything except 
electric disturbance ; for the interstices must be enormous 
compared with the regions of definite structure. So, just as 
the ratio of mass to volume is small in the case of a solar 
system or a nebula or a cobweb, I have been driven to 
think that the observed mechanical density of matter is 
probably an excessively small fraction of the total density of 
the substance, or ether, contained in the space which it thus 
partially occupies — ihe substance of which it may hypo- 
thetically be held to be composed. 

5. Thus, for instance, consider a mass of platinum, and 
assume that its atoms are composed of electrons, or of some 
structures not wholly dissimilar: the space which these 
bodies actually fill, as compared with the whole space which 
in asense they ‘occupy,’ is comparable to 10—"th of the whole, 
even inside each atom; and the fraction is still smaller if 
it refers to the visible mass. So that a kind of minimum 
estimate of ztheria! density, on this basis, would be something 
like ten-thousand-million times that of platinum. 

This, standing alone, would be a wild guess; but other 
physicists have probably of late years been led, on various 
grounds, to suspect that the etherial density may be large ; 
though probably it has not occurred to them to surmise that 
it is as great as that. Nevertheless if more detailed consi- 
deration should urge us to contemplate a density of enormous 
magnitude for the ether, even greater than the above, there 

o 

is no need to be shocked or surprised. 

6. With this introduction I will state the argument as 
briefly as possible ; referring for fuller or more explanatory 
details to the concluding chapter of a new edition of 
‘Modern Views of Electricity ’:— 

* Maxwell, ‘ Cavendish Researches,’ p. 104, and Note 19, p. 417. See 4] 
also Proc. Camb. Phil. Sce.vol. iii. part iii., and Maxwell’s Collected 
Works, p. 612. 
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It is admitted that each negative electron has a certain 
intrinsic inertia or massiveness, dependent upon the amount 
of electricity which constitutes it, and on its size when 
pictorially represented as like a charged sphere ; the mass 
being constant for all ordinary ranges of speed. 

The simplest way of illustrating such a mass is to treat 
it as if it were a sphere of radius @ moving through a simple 
irrotational perfect liquid, of density p, which it merely 
displaces. | 

The ether being supposed incompressible, as stated above, 
the density inside and outside the sphere must, on the 
simplest hypothesis, be assumed the same. And accordingly 
the total effective mass of the moving body is half as much 
again as the mass of the sphere itself, viz. 27pa*; since in 
such a case the body is known, from ordinary hydrodynamics, 
to behave as if it carried half its bulk of fluid with it, while 
all the rest was annihilated. 

That is the simplest mode of regarding the matter. 
7. But it is known that the apparent mass of an electric 

charge really resides in the space outside it ; being due to the 
circular magnetism which surrounds its path. If its speed 
is u, the intensity of magnetic field at any place r@, due to 
the motion, is, in every system of units, 

Ha & ae O 
PF 

[Parenthetically we may here observe, without any hypo- 
thesis, how enormous is the magnetic intensity immediately 
surrounding the equator of an electron, moving along an 
axis at say =1,th the speed of light. It is no less than 10” 
c.@.s. units. At a third the speed of light, even in the 
completer theory of which the above is the dominant term at 
ordinary speeds, it is still not appreciably more than 10!°; but 
it begins to run up suddenly towards infinity when the velocity 
of light is closely approached. The reason probably being 
that it is then no longer a small fraction of the intrinsic 
rotational energy of the ether itself. ] 

8. Now mathematical speculation has suggested that there 
is an etherial flow or circulation along lines of magnetic 
induction, which are well known to be always closed curves ; 
and it is natural to assume that the energy of the field may 
be represented by the energy of this motion. Denote the 
speed of this hypothetical sether-drift by w, then the energy 
per unit volume is expressible in two equivalent ways, namely, 

aH? 
as zpw’, and as 
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Wherefore, in the case when the field is excited by a single 
spherical moving charge, e, 

_ Ps sre / (4) 

At the equator of the sphere, where r=a and 0=90°, w is 
a maximum, say w,, such that 

Wy sane (=): 
Uu a 47 3 

and so w Qa. 
— = — sin g: 
Uy F 

Thus the magnetic circulation round an electron, though 
certainly intense in its immediate neighbourhood, decreases 
as the square of the distance ; and at any perceptible micro- 
scopic interval of space is utterly insignificant. 

9. Certain imperfect cog-wheel, or rack-and-pinion, ana- 
logies, elsewhere developed—with a screw motion on the axes 
of the pinions by reason of the gyrostatic structure of the 
medium—suggest that w) and wu are velocities of the same 
order of magnitude,—suggest even that they may be equal, or 
connected by the ratio 7. 

Now although this is uncertain and hypothetical, yet it 1s 
difficult to suppose wy greater than wu, since it is excited by it; 
morcover wu is already often so enormous, sometimes nearly 
equal to the velocity of light. While if w, be regarded as 
decidedly less than uw, the density of the ether, shortly to be 
estimated on this basis, will be still further increased, in 
proportion to the square of the ratio w: wp, to an amount 
which becomes even more immense. As a working hypo- 
thesis, therefore, I propose to assume that wp and u are of the 
same order of magnitude and practically equal. 

10. An immediate consequence of this is that, in every 
system of units, 

extra’, / (=) ; 
p 

and as there are reasons (indicated in ‘ Modern Views”) for 
supposing that the quantity under the square root is unity, the 
electronic charge comes out as equal, both in magnitude and 
dimensions, to the superficies of its supposed spherical bulk. 
The ordinary electrostatic unit of charge, moreover, happens 
to equal the superficies of the conventional atom: and the 

dimensions of all electrostatic and magnetic quantities are as 

given in Appendix p of ‘ Modern Views of Electricity ’ (1889). 
11. But this is a minor matter; let us proceed to estimate 
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the massiveness of the hypothetical magnetic circulation, 
without any assumption of that kind. 

Its energy will be 

‘| Low?. 2arsin@.rdé.dr. 
7/0 a 

Substituting for w its value just found in $$ 8, 9,° 

2 
a ° 

w= usin 6, 
ye 

the term to be integrated becomes 

air. 
mpa‘u?. sin? de; 

TT 

and so the energy comes out 

Ampatu? 

3a 

Expressing this as the kinetic energy of a certain mass m 
moving with speed wu, this gives 

—'§ 36 

or twice the mass of the content of the sphere, considered 
as composed of the surrounding magnetically circulating 
medium of density p. In so far as wy and u are not equal, 
this expression for m becomes multiplied by the factor 

(=), which justifies the remark of § 9. 

12. All the estimates of inertia agree, therefore, as regards 
order of magnitude :— 

(1) The simple sphere composed of the coagulated liquid; 
(2) The sphere moving through effectively displaced simple 

incompressible fluid ; 
(3) The more elaborate and truer consideration of the 

magnetic circulation outside the sphere. 
For they are to one another merely in the ratio 

Piers 5 

and they all give the effective mass of the electron as due to 
a disturbance, moving and identified with itself, affecting a 
region comparable with its own bulk. That region ther efore 
must have a certain density. 
What is that density ? 
We all admit now that the mass of an electron is comparable 

j 
a 
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with 10-*7 gramme, while the volume is comparable with 
10-** ¢.c.; so that the density of the medium must be of the 
order 10! grammes per ©.c.; 

and the absolute value of the magnetic constant w for free 
space will be about 101 of the same units. — 

The electrostatic rigidity of the medium is therefore 
10°° dynes per sq. em.; 

or the absolute value of the dielectric constant « for free 
space is 10—* cubic centimetre per erg. 

The intrinsic constitutional kinetic energy of the ether, 
which confers upon it its properties and enables it to transmit 
waves, is thus comparable with 10° ergs per c.c. ; 

or say 100 foot-lbs. per atomic volume. 
This is equivalent to saying that 3 x 10! kilowatt-hours, or 

the total output of a million-kilowatt power station for thirty 
million years, exists permanently, and at present inaccessibly, 
in every cubic millimetre of space. 

13. Just as the etherial rigidity is of a purely electric 
character, and is not felt mechanically—since mechanically 
it is perfectly fluid,—so its density is likewise of an electro- 
magnetic character, and again is not felt mechanically, because 
it cannot be moved by mechanical means. It is by far the 
most stationary body in existence; though it is endowed 
with high intrinsic energy of local movement, analogous to 
turbulence, conferring on it gyrostatic properties. 

Optically, its rigidity and density are both felt, since optical 
disturbances are essentially electromotive. Matter loads the 
ether optically, in accordance with the recognized fraction 

2 

oe ; and this loading, being part and parcel of the matter, 

of course travels with it. But it is not a mechanical 
loading. 

The mechanical density of matter is a very small proportion 
of the etherial density ; but the opticai or electrical density 
of matter—being really that of ether affected by the intrinsic 
or constitutional electricity of matter—is not so small. The 
relative optical virtual density of the ether inside and 
outside matter is measured by n?; but it may be really a 
defect of elasticity, at least in non-magnetic materials. 

Hlectrical and optical effects may be said to depend 
upon e. Mechanical or inertia effects may be said to 
depend upon é?. 

Detached and inelastic charges can load the ether optically, 
quite appreciably; but as regards mechanical loading, the 
densest matter known is trivial and gossamer-like compared 
with the unmodified ether in the same space. 
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Some consequences of this estimate of Density. 

14. The amplitude of a wave of light, in a place where it 
is most intense, namely near the sun where its energy amounts 
to 2 ergs per ¢.c., comes out only about 10—" of the wave- 
length. The maximum tangential stress called out by such 
strain is of the order 101! atmospheres. : 

The hypothetical luminous circulation-velocity, conferring 
momentum on a wave-front, in accordance with Poynting’s 
investigation, comes out 10-”? cm. per sec. The arithmetic 
of these calculations is given in the new concluding chapter 
of ‘Modern Views’ already referred to, § 6, which is likely 
also to appear in ‘ Nature.’ 

The supposed magnetic zetherial drift, along the axis of a 
solenoid or other magnetic field, is comparable to 003 centim. 
per sec., or 4 inches an hour, for a field of intensity 12,000 c.a.s. 

But it is not to be supposed that this hypothetical velocity 
is slow everywhere. Close to an electron the speed of mag- 
netic drift is comparable to the locomotion-velocity of the 
electron itself, and may therefore rise to something near the 
speed of light; say +|,th of that speed: butin spite of that, at a 
distance of only 1 millimetre away, it is reduced to practical 
stagnation, being less than a millimicron per century. 

In any solenoid, the ampere-turns per linear inch furnish a 
measure of the speed of the supposed magnetic circulation 
along the axis—no matter what the material of the core 
may be—in millimicrons per sec. 

1 micron=10~® metre, 1 millimicron is 10-9 metre=10—7 centimetre. | ] 

To get up an etherial speed of 1 centimetre per second— 
such as might be detected experimentally by refined optical 
appliances, through its effect in accelerating or retarding the 
speed of light sent along the lines of magnetic force,—would 
need a solenoid of great length, round every centimetre of 

which 1000 amperes circulated 3000 times. That is to say, a 
long field of four million c.G.s. units of intensity. 

15. The magnetic circulation being thus extremely difficult 
if not hopeless to test experimentally, it may be thought that 
by sending light down a torrent of cathode rays ina vacuum- 
tube, a better attempt to observe some accelerating or retardin g 
effect could be made; because here a small portion of the 
ether is carried forward with enormous speed. But the 
excessive tenuity of the moving portion is against the possi- 
bility of detection. It is not the mechanical density of the 
residual gas, as compared with that of the stagnant ether, 
that need be considered however ;—that would indeed be small, 

a ae Vo 
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meme 10-°x10-?x10-"¥=10-*, at the exhaustion of a 
millionth of an atmosphere, even supposing the whole contents 
of the tube were electrons,—but it is the optical density; and 
that would appear to be something more like 10~°(n?—1)/n?, 
where 7 is the refractive index for common air. The optical 
fraction being 3,9, this amounts to $.10~°; and at a speed 
of 10° cm. per ‘sec. it would seem to give something almost 
appreciable in the way of drift. But the torrent of electrons 
must be only a smallfraction of the whole residual gas ; and 
sume positive charges are sailing up in the other direction, in 
numbers probably sufficient to compensate for their smaller 
speed. So the outlook for experiment on this kind of influence 
of electricity on light is not encouraging,—whether the 
question be examined from the point of view of magnetic flux, 
or from that of electric current. 

The estimates of this paper are:—That the ether has a 
magnetic inertia-coefficient which can be represented by 
likening it to a mechanical medium with a density of 10” 
grammes per cubic centimetre; that the intrinsic etherial 
kinetic energy is 10°* ergs per cubic centimetre; and that 
any streaming along magnetic lines of force is, in centimetres 
per second, one four-millionth of the number of C.¢.s. units 
of intensity in the magnetic field. 

Part II. 

Experimental Attempt to observe the Hypothetical 
Magnetic Hither Drift. 

16. During the years 1892-93, being urged thereto by 
- certain mathematical theories, which are referred to and partly 
quoted in an Appendix in inverted order of date, I made a 
careful examination of the question of an eether flow along 
magnetic lines of force. This experiment has not been pub- 
lished, and in view of the above estimate its details ought to be 
recorded. As the result was negative [ shall make the record as 
brief as possible. In July 1892 I constructed four bobbins 
or frames of brass, each 44 centimetres long, with a core of 
elliptical section of great eccentricity, so that the major axis of 
its aperture was about ten centimetres and the minor axis about 
one centimetre. Hach bobbin was provided with carefully 
glazed ends of optically worked plate-glass, that could be 
clamped on in a water-tight fashion, and with a means for 
supplying any desired liquid into the interior of the core. The 
surrounding brass-sheet walls of the core were double, so that 
between the core and the winding there was an annular space 
for water-jacketing, in whicha current of cold water could be 
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kept flowing, so as to screen the core from elevation of tempe- 
rature due to the current in the exciting coil. The coil of wire 
wound on each bobbin had a resistance of 31 ohms and con- 
sisted of seven thousand turns of silk-covered No. 18 wire 
(048 inch diameter), wound in 22 layers, with 7-2 turns to the 
centimetre in each layer ; thus giving a “ gauss-gradient,”’ or 
magnetic intensity, along the axis, of 200 times the amperes 
flowing in the wire. 

With 110 volts applied, the current was 33 amperes ; with 
230 volts applied, which could be done by putting the town 
mains (at that time 110 volts) in series with a large storage- 
battery, the current was 7 amperes, measured by an ampere- 
meter in both instances. 

The corresponding intensities of field are 

A= ‘1 eae c.G.8. lines to the square centimetre respectively. 

17. To check this estimate, the four bobbins were filed 
with bisulphide of carbon, placed all in a row, and supplied 
each with a current from the 110-volt mains, the coils being 
electrically in parallel. Polarized sodium light was then 
passed through the set, and the plane of polarization was 
found to be rotated by the current 83°; of which 5° was due 
to the glass, and 78° to the bisulphide of carbon. 

Hence the drop of magnetic potential between the ends 
of each coil comes out 29,000 gauss; according to Lord 
Rayleigh’s estimate of the Verdet’s constant for CS, at 18°, 
viz., ‘(042 minute of arc for every G.G.s. unit of magnetic 
potential. The other estimate, from current and number of 
turns, under the same conditions, made the drop of magnetic 
potential 44 x 670=29,500 o.a.s.; which therefore agrees 
quite sufficiently well for the purpose. 

18. All this is preliminary. In the actual experiment for 
trying the accelerating effect of a magnetic field on light, the 
bobbins were not placed in a row, but were arranged round 
the sides of a square inscribed at 45° to the sides of another 
square or optical frame (about 1 metre in the side) of which 
the details are given in the Phil. Trans. 1893, pp. 757 and 
761, or more exactly in the plate 31 at the end of that 
volume (vol. 184) of the Phil. Trans.; since it was the 
same optical frame as was used for my ether convection 
experiments therein described. (See also Preston’s ‘ Light,’ 
§ 136, and Proc. Roy. Inst. April 1, 1892.) 

It is sufficient to say here that a parallel beam of light, 
bifurcated by semitransparent silvered glass at 45°, could be 
sent, by carefully adjusted mirrors, several times round the 
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inscribed square, the two half beams going in opposite 
directions ; they could then be re-united by the same semi- 
transparent glass, and the interference bands observed in a 
telescope with a micrometer eyepiece. 

During February 1893 a large number of experiments were 
made in Hus way. Sometimes the light was sent five or six 
times round, when only air was in the core, so that no cover- 
glasses were required ; sometimes water was inserted in the 
core, and then the light could be got three times round. 

19. Sometimes, in the early trials, with a liquid in the 
cores, a darkening was seen when the current was put on, but 
never a shift of the bands; the darkening was capricious 
and could not always be got: it was suspected to be 
occasionally due to a slight shift of the bobbins through 
mutual magnetic attraction. Polarized light too was often 
employed; it emerged still fairly plane-polarized, if the plane 
-of polarization was parallel or perpendicular to the plane of 
reflexion at the mirrors; otherwise of course it became 
elliptical. But still there was no shift of the bands. 

20. In these early trials, however, I was not sure of seeing 
‘more than one-tenth of a baad oe and with bisulphide a 
-earbon not more than one-fourth of a band. 

The bisulphide was not often employed, since water was 
-so much easier: water is not nearly so sensitive to changes of 
‘temperature. Moreover the strong refractive index of bisul- 
phide of carbon made it difficult to keep the beams to their 
path, and prevent the bobbins from acting like prisms. But 
the chief difficulty lay in the extreme sensitiveness to changes 
-of temperature, so that now the water-jacketing failed to 
protect the bisulphide of carbon from some incipient elevation 
of temperature, and the slightest change of that sort began 
to contort the bands and render them undecided; while, if 
the curreut was left on any considerable fraction of a minute, 
they became unrecognizable. The experiment with the 
bisulphide, therefore, could not be pushed to the same degree 
of completeness as in the case of air or water ; but while the 
observations lasted the effect was negative, and after each 
experiment several hours had to be allowed for the liquid to 
attain a uniform temperature again. 

There was no special theoretical reason for supposing that 
the magnetic drift would be any stronger in bisulphide than 
in alr, so this experiment was not per sisted in. 

If a transparent magnetic liquid could have been used, per- 
sistence would have been called for, but no such liquid is 
known ; and though several attempts were made to use 
a eas, of some salt of iron, the minute increase of 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 18. No. 76. April 1907. 2M 
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permeability, and therefore of etherial density, to be expected, 
was too insignificant to be of appreciable use. Besides, the 
oxidation of the sulphate, and the comparative opacity of the 
perchloride, made these liquids very difficult. 

21. It is the experiments with air on which I place most. 
reliance ; and of these the best and final determinations were 
made six months later, immediately after receiving the following 
two letters from Dr. Larmor, which I am permitted to quote. 
The first letter seems to initiate the idea. that I should try the 
effect of a longitudinal field on light; but I had already 
been trying it within the previous year—as just described— 
among many other things in the course of my “ aberration ” 
work. 

Extracts from Letters from Dr. Larmor. 
“28 Oct., 1893. 

* Your kindness in sending me a copy of your Aberration 
paper encourages me to ask you a question which now interests. 
me very keenly, namely, whether transmission along lines of 
magnetic force in air appreciably alters the velocity of light. 
I cannot discover that anyone has tried, but according to an 
eetherial theory which I have nearly finished writing out, and 
which covers, I fondly imagine, a very extensive ground, 
there ought to be such an effect. Perhaps you know, or could 
easily try with your machinery.” 

I suppose I replied that I had tried, and found nothing, but 
that I would repeat the trial more carefully if he would be 
satisfied with an experiment in air; for his next letter says :— 

“1 Nov., 1898. 

“J can correlate most things in one scheme if I am allowed 
that magnetic force is velocity of the ether.... A magnetic: 
field should carry the light along with it,—with what kind of 
velocity I have not yet formed an opinion; but it has nothing 
to do with rotary effect, and should be of the same order in 
vacuum as in a mass.” 

22. In the experiment now to be described, as recorded in 
my laboratory note-book for November 1893, the light was. 
sent four times round, in opposite directions, through the 
square of bobbins above described ; the fact of four times 
being carefully tested, and sharp broad interference-bands 
being obtained. A fine micrometer cross-wire was set on the 
middle band, and watched, while 110 volts were applied to. 
each coil, put on, off, reverse, on, off, &c. No shift whatever 
was seen, either of the middle or any other band—no effect 
at all. Repeated carefully several times, and watched for so. 
little as the ,;,th of a band shift, which previous experience 
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had made me sanguine of seeing if it existed (see page 776, 
Phil. Trans. vol. 184). Could certainly have detected th of 

a band, probably ;;th ; but nothing was seen. 
23. The experiment was so good that it was decided to try 

a higher voltage ; so, putting the town mains in series with a 
storage-battery, 230 volts were applied to each coil, giving a 
current of 28 amperes on the meter, or 7 amperes to each 
coil. The bands were again watched while the current was 
being put on and off and reversed, sometimes slowly and 
sometimes quickly, but I never saw the slightest motion of any 
kind. The current could not be left on very long, because of 
possible heat disturbance penetrating from the windings of 
wire: for the coils themselves naturally became hot, since 
9 horsepower was being expended upon them, but the water- 
jacketing succeeded in keeping the cores quite cool. 

24, Hence I conclude, with security, that if there is any 
eether-flow at all along magnetic lines of force, it bears to the 

velocity of light a ratio less than the ratio of ;th of a wave- 
length to 32 times the length of a bobbin. The number 32 
being justified by the fact that there are four bobbins in 
optical series, and that the light is sent four times through 
each, in opposite directions simultaneously ; so that the whole 
virtual length of path along which the slightest acceleration 
or retardation would have caused a shift of the bands, is 
32x 44=1408 centimetres. The ratio of a fiftieth of a wave- 
length to this distance is less than 10-%, so I conclude that 
any hypothetical ether drift, along a field of intensity 1400 
C.G.S., is less than 30 centimetres, or one foot, per second; in 
other words, the ether flow is not as much aS <th of a milli- 

metre per second, or say 16 inches an hour, for each C.«.s. 
unit of field intensity. 

25. The total drop of magnetic potential applied was 
equivalent to 32 x 60,000=nearly two million o.G.s., and this 

certainly did not hurry the light by so much as ;th of a 

wave-length. Asa matter of fact ;<th shift could certainly 

have been seen, under the conditions; but I estimate jth, to 

keep on the safe side. 
So the deduction from this experiment was, either thatjthe 

theory about longitudinal magnetic drift is erroneous, or else 
that the ether of space is at least eight times as dense as 
platinum. 

26. That was the experimental conclusion thirteen years ago. 
I have now brought forward theoretical arguments which 
suggest that there is a sense in which what we call the 

2M 2 
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density of ether may turn out to be fifty thousand million 
times the ordinary material density of platinum. In which 
case every cubic millimetre of space contains the equivalent 
of a thousand tons, and every part of it must be internally 
squirming with the velocity of light. 

APPENDIX A. 

QuoraATIONS FROM EARLIER WRITERS ON THE SUBJECT OF A 

HYPOTHETICAL MAGNETIC FLOW. 

The experiments above described are referred to by Professor 
Larmor in his paper on ‘“‘ A Dynamical Theory of the Electric and 
Luminiferous Medium,” in the Phil. Trans. for 1894, vol. 185, 
p- 778. A fairly high value of density for ether is there contem- 
plated with equanimity; though it is pointed out that such density 
would require the ether to be absolutely stationary, except in a 
magnetic field, in order to avoid hydrodynamical systems of force 
between moving bodies. But since everything tends to indicate 
that the ether is the most stationary substance in existence, at least 
as regards locomotion—probably the absolutely stationary thing, 
in so far as the phrase means anything—this necessity involves no 
difficulty whatever. 

27. To illustrate the theoretical bearing and expectation of a 
magnetic drift, it may be useful to make a few extracts :-— 

First I will quote from § 73 and 74 from the above 1894 paper 
of Prof. Larmor’s (Phil. Trans. vol. 185, p. 773, &c.). 

“On the present theory, magnetic force or rather magnetic 
induction consists in a permeation or flow of the primordial 
medium through the vortex-aggregate which constitutes the 
matter; apparently it has not been tried (see however § 81) 
whether light-waves are carried on by this motion of the 
medium and their effective velocity is thereby altered, as we 
would be led to expect. It has been shown, however, by 
Wilberforce that the velocity of light is not sensibly altered by 
motion along a field of electric displacement, so far negativing any 
theory that would connect electric displacement with considerable 
bodily velocity of the ether; and it has also been verified, by Lord 
Rayleigh, that the transfer of an electric current across an electro- 
lyte does not affect the velocity of light init..... 

“As motion of the ether represents magnetic force, the fact that 
the magnetic permeability is almost the same in all sensibly non- 
magnetic bodies as in a vacuum, must be taken to indicate that the 
zther flows with practically its full velocity in all such media, so 
that there is very little obstruction interposed by the matter; it 
follows that, in the motion of a body through the ether, the outside 
eether remains at rest instead of flowing round its sides..... 

‘The notion of illustrating magnetic induction by the permeation 
of a fluid through a porous medium containing obstacles to its 
motion has been shown by Lord Kelvin to lead to a complete formal 
representation of the facts of diamagnetism.” 
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Also on pages 779 and 805 :— 

“The residual forcive between bodies at rest in a field of xetherial 
motion, due to very slight defect of permeability, has already been 
shown, after Lord Kelvin’s illustration, to simulate diamagnetism ; 
and the fact that there exist no powerfully diamagnetic substances 
is so far a confirmation of the present hypothesis. The view that the 
magnetic field of a current involves only slight circuiation of the 
fluid ether is also in keeping with the account which has been 
given ($46) of the genesis of such a field.” .... 

“The idea of representing magnetic force in the equations of 
electro-dynamics by the velocity of the electric medium has been 
tried already, for example by Heaviside and by Sommerfeld, not to 
mention Euler. The objection however has been taken by Boltz- 
mann and also by von Helmholtz, that 1t would be impossible on 
such a theory for a body to acquire a charge of electricity. A 
cardinal feature in the electrical development of the present theory 
is on the other hand the conception of intrinsic rotational strain 
constituting electric charge, which can be associated with an 
atom or with an electric conductor, and which cannot be discharged. 
without rupture of the continuity of the medium.” 

28. G. F. FitzGerald also recognized the possibility or probability 
that the ether may have a high density; as is shown by the 
following quotation from his Helmholtz Memorial Lecture before 
the Chemical Society of London in 1896 (page 347 of his Collected 
Papers) while discussing the vortex theory of matter. After 
explaining that a liquid with intense internal movement, or kinetic 
structure, could propagate disturbances like light, provided there 
were uno diffusion of the motion, he goes on to point out that 
‘‘as vortices move of themselves freely and independently of the 
density of the liquid, there is no necessity for supposing that the 
density of the liquid is small. In fact, the simple theory would 
point to the conclusion that its density may be greater than 
that of platinum. This would require the energy per cubic centi- 
metre of the turbulent motion to which the propagation of light is 
due to be very large indeed, approaching a million of millions of 
kilojoules, 7. e. it would be equivalent to a million horse-power for 
10 hours a day for nearly a month.” 

This guess at intrinsic etherial energy makes it 10% c.¢.s. My 
paper has now estimated it as several thousand million times 
greater still. 

29. At an earlier date, Mr. Heaviside’s ideas on a magnetic 
analogue or model, based on fluid flow, may be typified by the 
following extract from a paper of his in the ‘ Electrician’ for 1883. 
See ‘ Electrical Papers,’ vol. i. pp. 275, 277. 

“But by far the most interesting analogue is that presented by 
the motion of a perfect incompressible liquid. Let it fill all space 
(since the magnetic force of our rectilinear current extends without 
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limit), and replace lines of force by lines of motion of the liquid, 
its velocity to everywhere correspond to the magnetic force.” 

“The liquid within the cylindrical space corresponding to the 
wire is rotating, every particle of it, with the same angular velocity. 
The motion of the liquid outside the vortex, however, although the 
lines of motion are circles about the vortex, is differentially 
irrotational..... 
“Current direction corresponds to the axis of a vortex, current- 

density to twice the angular velocity; vortex lines and tubes, 
analogous to current lines and tubes, are always re-entrant; 
the line-integral of magnetic force about a current, measuring the 
amount of current, corresponds to the circulation of liquid about a 
vortex, being proportional to the angular velocity of the latter, ete. 

‘* But, not to go into details, we will merely note, further, the 
analogue of the identity 

23B° = S34,C, ; 

[p. 244 ante]. Here, B, being the magnetic force of current C.,, 
whose potential is A,, we have two expressions for the quantity 
that there is reason to believe is the kinetic energy of the system 
of magnetic force. Now, let B, be the velocity of a perfect liquid 
of unit density, then 23B,” is really the kinetic energy of the whole 
motion (sum of mass of each elementary portion x 4 square of its 
velocity). We have then the remarkable result that the kinetic 
energy of the moving liquid can be expressed in terms of its angular 
velocity in those places where the motion is rotational, and of the 
corresponding vector-potential.” 

‘Further, since if C,=0-everywhere, making YA,C,=0, it 
follows that XB,?=0, which (being the sum of squares) involves 
B,=0 everywhere. That is to say, if there is no rotation there can 
be no motion of the liquid [except a uniform motion not vanishing 
at infinity]. Hence, if the liquid fills all space, its motion, what- 
ever it may be, cannot be everywhere irrotational.”.... 

‘“‘'V*;a° is in fact the whole energy in the case of the moving 
liquid, including that of the sphere of same density.” 

30. But going still further back, to a time 35 years ago, Lord 
Kelvin’s representation of a magnetic field as a fluid-flow may be 
illustratea by the following quotations from a paper of his published 
in 1872; which is where we got the name ‘ permeability’ from. 
See his ‘ Papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism,’ pp. 581 and 568. 

“It is convenient to attribute to the supposed liquid such a 
density that 47 times the kinetic energy of liquid permeating a 
solid of unit permeability, reckoned per unit volume of the whole 
space occupied by porous solid and liquid, shall be equal to half the 
square of the ‘flux’; the word flux being borrowed from Fourier’s 
theory of the conduction of heat and adapted to the use we have to 
make of it.” 

“The whole strength of current in each circuit, reckoned in 
absolute electro-magnetic measure, is to be equal to the circulation 
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of the fluid through that aperture divided by 47. The resultant 
electro-magnetic force at any point will be numerically equal to the 
resultant fluid velocity at the corresponding point ia the hydro- 
kinetic system.” 

APPENDIX B. 

CoNSIDERATIONS RESPECTING A ROTATIONALLY ELASTIC ASTHER. 

On showing proof-sheets of the above to Prof. Larmor, he 
favoured me, just before leaving for America, with a communi- 
cation concerning the outstanding difficulties which had been felt 
by some mathematicians concerning the dynamical theory of the 
ether considered as a rotationally elastic medium; mentioning 
especially a critical remark of Lord Rayleigh, quoted by him in 
Phil. Trans. 1897 A. p. 230, concerning what would happen if a 
set of electrons were to circulate continually round a ring fixed in 
space, so as always to affect and keep in rotation the same identical 
portion of zther, instead of constantly operating on fresh and fresh 
portions. I quote his letter :— 

“If we imagine a permanent magnet fived in ether (through 
which it is to be observed that the earth is moving at something 
like 20 miles per second), then the circulation of the wether round 
it which represents its magnetic field, though it is at each instant 
differentially irrotational, would ultimately bring each element of 
ether round again to its original position, yet with a finite re- 
sultant rotation acquired by it. This would mean that the circu- 
lation in the ether, considered as an elastic medium with simple 
rotational reaction stress, would in such a case ultimately choke 
itself by becoming gradually held up against an accumulated rota- 
tional reaction. It would seem, therefore, that a magnet jiwed in 
ether could not exist in absolute permanence. It is pointed out 
(loc. cit.) that this ultimate elastic choking can be delayed in time 
indefinitely by taking the inertia of the ether very great, a hypo- 
thesis which there was no reason for excluding and which was 
accordingly then adopted. 

“If the inertia of the ether were no greater than your own 
(itself immense) estimate, then the statement of the fourth section 
of your § 14 would seem at first sight to hasten up this time of a 
complete circulation of the ether, close around the moving electron 
there considered, and on the theory of a purely rotational ether 
the region very close around the electron would not be amenable to 
the ordinary circuital relations of electrodynamic theory, but would 
be governed by modified relations of form which might perhaps be 
worked out. ‘There does not seem to be anything definitely known 
that would absolutely exclude this way out of the difficulty; for, 
needless to say, the representation of an electron as a small con- 
ducting sphere surrounded by free ether and with a charge on it, 
deformable or not, is merely an illustration ; and the interesting 
calculations that can be made about it must not obscure the 
fundamental fact that it implies a reversal of the order of ideas, 
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which was to explain electricity by electrons and not to explain 
electrons by electricity. The only thing experimentally known in. 
this domain seems to be Kauffmann’s result, which requires that an 
electron is some structure expressible analytically as formally 
equivalent to a spherical aggregation of ‘electric charge’ with in- 
variable volume relations, but with ‘density of charge’ that may 
vary, according to any law whatever, in terms of the distance from 
the centre. For other electrodynamic purposes this structure can 
be treated simply as if it were an aggregate charge concentrated in 
a point. 

‘“‘'The case has here been put at its worst, and this aspect of it, 
along with unusual features in the phenomena of mechanical re- 
action, has in fact led M. Poincaré* and others following to ascribe 
insuperable difficulties to a rotationally elastic representation of the 
ether, notwithstanding the direct and natural representation which. 
it gives of the field of an electron, as a self-locked stress-system 
keying on to it. 

“ But as I have been in the habit of explaining in academic 
lectures for some years, though I have not found time to explain 
the point in print, the case is far from being so hopeless. It may 
or may not be true that a permanent magnet (so-called), if abso- 
lutely at rest in ether, would through lapse of time have its 
magnetic field gradually choked: there is no direct means of 
knowing, so long as we must rush through space along with the 
earth at 20 miles per second. Take, however, your own supposi- 
tion of an electron rushing through space and having a circulating 
movement of sther relative to itself which is of the same order of 
velocity close up to the electron as its velocity of translation. If 
this were steady actual circulation of the ether, instead of merely 
apparent circulation relative to the moving electron, such an idea 
of an electron would be blankly impossible on a rotationally elastic 
theory. But on consideration it will appear there is in fact no 
cumulative circulation at all. he electron is constantly shedding 
off and leaving behind it, as a sort of wake in the stationary ether, 
these beginnings of circulatory motion which constitute its magnetic 
field, and thus the choking process never gets a start: in fact in 
the nature of the case it can never get a start Gf the inertia of 
eether is sufficiently great), for the very essence of a magnetic field 
is that it is a disturbance which arises from the electrons moving 
on, and thus of necessity leaving it to collapse behind them. 

“‘ Problems in hydrodynamics of the general character suggested 
by these remarks have been dealt with long ago by Clerk Maxwell 
(‘On the Displacement in a Case of Fluid Motion,” Proc. London 
Math. Soe. ii., or Scientific Papers, vol. i. pp. 208-214). He 
there considers the special case of a circular cylinder progressing 
with uniform velocity through quiescent frictionless fluid: the 

* See the discussion at the end of the second edition of his Lectricité 
et Optique, where the theory was by misunderstanding, doubtless due to 
its mode of presentation, contrasted with that of Lorentz, the two being 
in fact formally equivalent, as is now recognized. 
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stream lines relative to the cylinder are, as is well known, steady 
and beautifully simple ; but the actual path of the particles of this 
fluid as they are put into motion by the neighbourhood of the 
cylinder and finally left at rest in a displaced position after the 
cylinder has passed on, is a very different affair, as may be seen 
from the traces given in Maxwell’s paper. 

“‘ As your proof-sheets and queries have forced me back on this 
subject, I hope to arrange for obtaining some early investigation of 
the corresponding magnetic problem, viz. the displacement and strain 
in a rotational ether due to an electron rushing through it, on the 
usual kind of working hypothesis that the electron is representable 
as if it were a small charged body.” 

P.S. “On second thoughts the total displacement of position of 
an element of ether at P due to an electron e passing near it at 
distance h with uniform velocity v, is readily worked out. For it 

Y 

takes place around the axis of motion of the electron; and, if 
velocity of ether=kx magnetic force, we have 

; eu sin 8 
are of displacement =k 2 at, where udt=da 

= a sin @.d0@ 
h 

Bheer 
= api independent of wu; 

: a 3 2Qhe 
and the angle turned through in traversing this are = oa 

“This rotational total displacemement of the element of ether, 
arising from a motion differentially irrotational, is greatest when h 
is smallest. When h is but little greater than the effective radius 
a of the electron, the analysis is not adequate, for the electron cannot 
then be treated as a point. 

“Tt will, however, still give the order of magnitude of the rotation; 
so putting e=10—2!, h=>a=10-—" em. it gives 2.10% radians*, If 
this is to be smali, k must be at least of the order 10-9; so that 
unit C.¢.s. magnetic field would be represented by an zether-velocity 
of not more than 10-9 cm. per sec. ‘This would require the density 
of ether to exceed say 1016. But observe that the total arcual dis- 
placement, being proportional to h—1, can mend itself (as is of course 

* The numerical index of each of these estimates would by me be . 
reduced by unity; but it does not matter for the main lines of the 
argument.—O. L. 
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known) by an irrotational motion of the ether having velocity- 
potential of form A log; thus in its aggregate amount it involves 
no elastic reaction, and disappears spontaneously by irrotational 
flow when the electron has passed on. Thus, even with much lower 
effective inertia of the ether, the passage of the electron would not 
involve any permanent elastic dislocation in its surroundings, though 
very near it there might be increased elastic reaction equivalent to 
increase of its effective size: it being understood that so long as we 
do not know how the core of the electron is keyed together, the 
nature of its own penetration through ether—whether it be ana- 
logous to the motion of a vortex ring or otherwise—is beyond our 
cognisance, and must remain a matter of immediate hypothesis.” 

From this note a deduction at once follows, thus :— 
The angular displacement at any distance h from path of electron, 

after it has passed, is ¢=2ke/h*; so the linear velocity of gether 
circulation at that place, while the electron is passing, is 

k 
w=kH= =F = ou. 

Everywhere, except close to an electron, ¢ is extremely small; 
but I see no reason for attributing to @ any but a finite value (. ¢. 
something comparable to a radian) quite close to an electron. 
If that is permissible, the above little calculation is confirmatory 
of the hypothesis that w,, the rotation speed round the equator, 
is of the same order as w, the translation speed of an electron. 
But Larmor supposes that the angular shift must be small every- 
where. In that case w, would be less than w, and the estimate of 
ztherial density, together with the values of the other extra- 
ordinarily large quantities in this paper, would have to be corre- 
spondingly encreased. 

APPENDIX C. 

The following brief note from Professor J. J. Thomson is of 
special interest :— 

“ Cavendish Laboratory, 13 March, 1907. 

‘“‘ Many thanks for letting me see the proof of your paper. I 
have held for some time the view that the mass of bodies is the 
mass of ether they carry along with them, and that this mass can 
be carried along by the lines of electric force as well as the bodies 
these lines connect. The amount carried by the small negative end 
is small compared with that carried by the lines of electric force, 
while the amount of the ether carried by the large positive end 
exceeds that carried by the lines; hence the mass of the corpuscle 
seems wholly electrical, while that of the atom does not. I think, 
however, both masses are identical in origin, being masses of portions 
of ether. J went into this view at some length in my ‘ Electricity 
and Matter,’ and have been confirmed in it by later consideration. 
Of course it: requires a very dense ether.” 

It is satisfactory thus to find a fair consensus of leading opinion 
in favour of some such proposition as I have endeavoured to argue 
out, and make more precise, in the above paper. 
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XL. The Influence of the Velocity of the a particle upon the 
Stopping Power of the Substance through which it passes. 
By W. H. Braae, WA., Elder Professor of Mathematics 
and Physies in the University of Adelaide*. 

PAPER “On the « particles of Radium and their loss 
of range in passing through various atoms and mole- 

cules’ was published by Mr. Kleeman and myself in the 
Philosophical Magazine tor September 1905. On p. 337 of 
this paper it was pointed out that the ionization curve ob- 
tained when a metal sheet was placed over the radium did 
not show exactly the same drop from the normal throughout 
its entire length: the slower a particles were a little less 
affected than the swifter. That is to say, the @ particle 
ejected by RaC lost rather more of its range in going through 
a plate placed over the radium than the particle from Ra 
itself; the former particle being the swifter of the two. 
We remarked that this point deserved further enquiry. 

The question has been further discussed in a paper by 
Kucera and Masek, ‘‘Ueber die Strahlung des Radio- 
tellurs IT.,” pp. 630-640, of No. 19 of the Physikalischen 
Zeitschrift for 1906. In §7 of their paper they state that 
the stopping-power of Al is lowered by 10 per cent., and 
that of Pt by 12:5 per cent. if the rays, instead of entering 
the metal directly after leaving the radiostellurium, first pass 
through 1:9 cm. of air. Since the a particle would lose 
about 11 per cent. of its velocity in crossing such a layer, 
the authors suggest that probably the stopping-power is pro- 
portional to the velocity of the « particle (see also paragraph 
7 of their summing up). 

This hypothesis will of course explain the effects observed 
by Kleeman and myself. But in the form in which it is 
stated by Kucera and Masek it seems to me to be inconsistent 
with certain other experiments made by Rutherford, McClung, 
and Levin, and indeed by the authors themselves. 

I think this is clearly seen if the various results are set 
out as follows :— 

1. Rutherford has shown (Phil. Mag. Aug. 1906) that the 
a particle loses energy at a uniform rate on its way through 
aluminium. Rutherford measured the velocity of the particle 
directly ; so that his experiments may be said to be absolute 
as compared with those made by Kleeman and myself. Our 
measurements were relative, since we determined the energy 

* Communicated by the Author. Read before the Australasian 
Association for the Advancement of Science, Jan. 9, 1907. 
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indirectly, by finding the thickness of the air stratum which 
the particle could still penetrate. 

2. It has been shown by McClung, by Levin, and by 
Kucera and Masek (§ 1 of the paper quoted), that each layer 
of Al foil which is laid upon a radioactive surface diminishes. 
the range of the « particle by an equal amount. That is to 
say, if one layer cuts off -d cm., two cut off 1 em., three 
1-5 cm., and so on. Taken in conjunction with Rutherford’s 
experiment this implies that in air, as in aluminium, the loss 
of energy in crossing a given layer is independent of the 
speed of the particle, for if the loss of range in air is pro- 
portional to the thickness of the foil, then the relation 
between speed and stopping-power must be the same in 
metal as in air. 

3. Kucera and Masek describe experiments from which it 
would appear that the range lost by an @ particle in going 
through two sheets of dissimilar metals such as Al and Au 
or Al and Pt (§ 6 of the paper quoted), is independent of the 
order in which it passes through them. Now if it crosses 
the Al first, its velocity whilst passing through this metal is. 
greater than when passing through the gold, and vice versa. 
Since speed is a matter of indifference when it crosses the 
Al, it must be so also when crossing the Au or Pt. There- 
fore for these metals also the stopping-power is independent 
of the speed of the particle. 
We have thus reached a conclusion which is directly 

opposed to that of Kucera and Masek; and it is clear that 
there must be an error somewhere. 

Some experiments which I have made recently seem to 
suggest a probable explanation of the inconsistencies. In 
agreement with the work of Kucera and Masek, and with the 
original experiments of Kleeman and myself, they show that 
the stopping-power of a metal sheet is not independent of the 
speed. But they show also that this effect is not equally 
great in different metals ; it is smali in Al, but larger in Au 
and Pt. It follows that the reversal of two layers of different 
metals must alter the stopping-power of the combination; 
and this I find to be well shown under suitable circumstances. 

Let us first consider some experiments with aluminium. 
The behaviour of this metal is of special interest since it was 
used by Rutherford in the research already mentioned (Phil. 
Mag. Aug. 1906). My experiments show, on the whole, 
that the velocity of the a particle has only a small influence 
on the loss of range in going through a given sheet. It is 
fairly clear that there is some influence ; but the experimental. 
errors are often large enough to hide it. 
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In fig. 1 are two ionization curves, due to the a particles 
of RaC. One of these shows the readings taken when a 
certain Al sheet, equivalent to about 3:2 cm. of air, was 
placed close to the radium ; the other, the readings when the 

Fig. 1.—Showing that the stopping-power of a certain Al sheet is not 
altered by varying its distance from the radium. 

Bib ac jes | 
ee ee eet 

| | | x Al 1-5 cre from ha 
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sheet was 1°5 cm. from the radium. The two curves almost 
lie on top of one another ; yet in the first case the @ particles 
entered theplate at a higher speed than in the second, when 
they had to cross 1°5 cm. of air before reaching tke plate. 

In a second experiment the drop of the curve due to placing 
eight layers of Al foil over the radium was first measured. 
The average range was cut down from 6°82 cm. to 6°04 cm., 
or ‘78cm. When a sheet of tin-foil was placed over the 
radium so as to reduce the speed of the particle, the same 
Al foil cut down the range from 5°22 to 4:425, or ‘795 em. 
The speed of the « particle was again reduced by the addition 
of a second sheet of tin-foil, The Al then cut down the 
range from 3°63 cm. to 2°86 cm., or ‘77 cm. Thus no 
obvious variation occurred in the effect of the Al foils, 
though the speed of the a particle differed considerably in 
the three cases. This agrees with the results of McClung 
and Levin, and with the experiment described in the first 
paragraph of the paper of Kucera and Masek already 
quoted. 

On the other hand, I found that when the Al foil was 
placed over the radium and the whole ionization curve was 
obtained, it did not show the same drop in all four sections. 
The drop for RaC was found to be *79 em. (agreeing with 
the results already given), whereas that for Ra was only 
“725 (3°185 to 2°460). There is here a difference of over 
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half a millimetre, which is well outside the limits of experi- 
mental error, provided there is no mistake in the cause to which . 
it is ascribed. At this point I ought to say that the method, 
in which the whole ionization curve of radium is used, 
generally shows more of the effect under discussion than the 
methods referred to earlier in this paper. When the loss of 
range of the a particles of RaC is compared with the loss 
of range of those of Ra, more difference between the two 
losses is generally found than if the former loss is compared 
with that of « particle of RaC whose velocity has been cut 
down so as to equal the velocity of the particles of Ra itself. 
I have not yet been able to find a reason for this: the work 
is of course on the extreme boundary of what can be done 
under present experimental conditions. There is certainly 
no justification at present for supposing that there is here 
any proof that the a particles of RaC and of Ra are dis- 
similar in nature or condition; but when greater accuracy 
is attainable it will be proper to make a careful examination 
of the question. 

This point being reserved, it will be clear that on the 
whole the stopping-power of aluminium relative to air is at 
least nearly independent of the velocity of the @ particle. 

The effects differ considerably in the case of gold. In 
fig. 2 are shown two curves representing the results of an 

Fig. 2.—Showing that the stopping-power of a certain gold sheet is 
altered by varying its distance from the radium. 

«x Au ao 
co 

experiment which differed from that recorded in fig. 1 in 
one particular only, viz. that Au was used in place of Al. 
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But in fig. 1 the two curves are almost identical; in fig. 2. 
they are ‘23 cm. apart. 

In another experiment 28 thicknesses of gold-leaf were 
placed over the radium, and the whole ionization curve was 
determined. It was found that the drop for RaC was 
1:13 cm. for RaA 1:01 em., for the emanation ‘98 cm., and 
noe Ita 93 cm. 

In yet another experiment the velocity of the « particles 
of RaC was cut down by putting an Al sheet over the radium, 
so that the average range became 3°63; the same gold-foils 
then cut it down to 2°70, the drop being therefore 93 cm. 
In this case, therefore, the two methods agreed, and there 
was not, as usual, a greater effect obtained when using the 
particles of Ra than when using those of RaC whose velocity 
had been reduced to that of the particles from Ra. 

Thus it is clear that if the effect under discussion is small 
in the case of Al, it is largerin the caseof Au. The stopping- 
power of Au increases with the speed of the @ particle. __ 

It is now of some interest to consider certain results 
obtained by Kleeman and myseif two years ago; they relate 
to the drop in various parts of the full radium ionization 
curve, and are set out in the following table :— 

TABLE. 

Showin g@ drop in various parts of the ionization curve when 

different metal sheets were placed over the radium. 

RaC. Ra A. Emanation. | Ra. | 

“0h Tegel aa 231 2-25 | 
= ie 1-92 1-77 1:67 
1 Se 1-91 181 
oe 86 81 30 «| 73 
BAG 2. 1-63 1:46 1:36 

From these results it appears to be not improbable that the 
effect under consideration increases with atomic weight. 

If the stopping-powers of metals are affected in different 
degrees by variations in the speed of the particle, then the 
stopping-power of a pair of metal sheets, say Al and Au, 
must depend on the order in which the & particle passes 
through them. This deduction furnishes a good test of the 
accuracy of the preceding experiments and arguments. I 
_have therefore tried to examine the matter carefully; the 
more so, as Kucera and Masek did not find the effect. 
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In one experiment I used two thicknesses of tin-foil equi- 
valent to about 3 cm. of air, and 16 thicknesses of Al foil 
equivalent to about 1°5 cm. of air. When the Al foil was 
next the Ra the reduction of range was less by ‘06 cm. than 
when the Sn foil was next the Ra. The readings are given 
in the following tabie and plotted in fig. 3. The foils were 

Fig. 3.—Showing that the stopping-power of a pair.of metal sheets 
Aland Sn is altered by inverting the sheets. 

Upper curve Al next\hte. 

Lower curve Siu 7ext fra. 

reversed three times, so that the curve was found four times, 
as recorded in columns J., I1., III. and IV. 

| 
Distance from J. LB jE Iv 24 
radium to Sn next | Al next | Sn next | Al next. 

| ionization chamber. | radium. | radium. | radium. | radium. | 

20 495 5A4 4387 629 
| 2h 416 dO) Ady 464 

2-2 327 BIO |) Oe 378 
23 234 28a.) - 227 279 
24 163 196 155 197 
2:5 15 137 104 137 
2°6 89 94 75 92 
27 76 69 63 67 
3°0 63 53 45 47 
3°3 56 45 45 45 

The figures in the first and third columns agree closely ; so 
also do those in the second and fourth. ‘Thus the errors of 
experiment are much less than the effect observed; this is 
also obvious from the figure. 

Al and Au show the effect better than Al and Sn. The 
results given in the following table were obtained with an 
Au sheet equivalent to about 3:4 cm. of air and the same 
eight thicknesses of Al foil. They are plotted in fig. 4. 
The two curves are a whole millimetre apart. 
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Distance from I. igs (Ee 
radium to | Au next Al next Au next | 

ionization chamber, radium. radium. radium. 

2-0 | 598 G37 B66 
roe 564 614 584 

| iy 509 576 aoe 
paps 440 505 435 
2-4. 540 42 ome: 
2°5 hair(ll 364 268 
2-6 | 194 267 196 
27 ie LBZ 185 140 
2°8 91 128 96 
2-9 68 94 69 
ok 48 oT 50 
ao 44 AT 35 | 
epaed 

Fig. 4.—Showing that the stopping-power of a pair of metal sheets 
Au and Al is altered by inverting the sheets. 

In another experiment, in which the Al was equivalent to 
about 3°2 cm. and the gold consisted of the 28 foils already 
referred to, and equivalent to about 1 cm. of air, the average 
range of the a particle of RaC after passing through Au first 
and Al afterwards was 2°575, whereas when it passed through 
the metals in the inverse order it was 2°655. In this case 
there was therefore a drop of ‘08 cm. _ 

It is of course a differential effect that is observed in these 
eases. When the Au is placed above the Al it is equivalent 
to taking it nearly 3 cm. further away from the radium, 
making, that is to say, the same difference between the 
velocities of the a particles used in the two cases as exists 
between the velocities of the particles of Ra and RaC. Now 
it has already been stated that this set of gold-foils ent down 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April. 1907. 2N 
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the range of the RaC particles by 1:13 and of the Ra particles 
by °93, the difference being -2 cm. This means that when 
the effects of gold are compared with those of air, we obtain 
a larger difference than when they are compared with those 
ofaluminium; from which we should expect that the stopping- 
power of the latter metal varies to some extent with the speed 
of the 2 particle. 

To sum up, it is clear that the stopping-power of a metal 
increases with the speed of the a particle, and the more so 
the greater the atomic weight of the metal. The effects are 
small, and not easy to measure accurately ; so that, although 
there is not a complete agreement between the results obtained 
by different methods, yet it is possible that the inconsistencies 
may disappear with more perfect measurements. 

It was observed by Madame Curie that when a pair of | 
metal sheets was used as one of the walls of the ionization 
chamber, the ionization current was varied by the inyersion 
of the sheets. Rutherford (‘ Radioactivity,’ p. 188) ascribed 
this to differences in the secondary radiation from the various 
metals. Kucera and Masek have rejected Rutherford’s ex- 
planation, and supposed the effect to be due to a differential 
scattering of the a@ rays (Phys. Zeit. vii. 19. pp. 650-654). 
But it is clear that an effect of this kind ought to occur if 
the range of the «& particle after passing through the sheets 
is altered by the inversion; and before ascribing it to secon- 
dary radiation or scattering of the a rays it must be made 
clear that it cannot be completely explained in this direct 
Way. 

It is not easy to calculate the change that should be ex- 
pected in Madame Curie’s form of the experiment. For 
when a radioactive plate is placed at a little distance from an 
aperture of about the same size as the plate, geometrical 
difficulties are introduced into the calculation, since it is 
necessary to find the solid angles subtended by the aperture 
ut various points of the plate. The difficulties largely dis- 
appear if the metal sheets are laid directly on the radioactive 
surface, and the ionization chamber is large enough in 
every way to allow the a particles to complete their paths 
therein. : 

I have carried out an experiment under these conditions, 
using a deposit of RaC on a small piece of foil, a sheet of Al 
equivalent to 3°35 cm. of air, and the 28 gold-foils already 
referred to. ‘The metals were inverted at regular intervals of 
four minutes, and the successive readings were :— 
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Al next RaC. Au next RaC. 

Spit eee 339 
2b Nisa Raa eee 309 
ahi A 305 
ery tee 253 
OAR oe — 246 
UE Mie Bd tome 214 

Now,/(339 x 305)/309=1:04; 3:05/,/(309 x 253) = 1:09 
/(305 x 246) /253=1:08 ; 2-46/,/(253 x 214)=1°06 

The mean of these results is 1:07. Thus the ionization 
when the Au was uppermost is 7 per cent greater than when 
it was next the RaC. 

Now, as already stated, when these two particular metal 
sheets were inverted, there was a difference in the range of 
the a-particle after passing through them equal to ‘08 em. 
In this case the metals were at a distance of 1°5 em. from 
the radium. In order to calculate from this result a value of 
the difference in the ionizations, for comparison with the 
experimental value of 7 per cent., it is necessary to allow for 
the fact that when the latter value was obtained the metals 
were in contact with the radioactive surface, and, moreover, 
many of the rays traversed the plates at a considerable incli- 
nation to the normal. ‘To do this it is necessary to make 
some assumption as to the law connecting stopping-power 
with speed. |For this reason, and because the calculation is 
rather lengthy, and the data not so reliable as might be 
wished, I will only state here that I found the calculated 
difference in the ionizations to be about 11 percent. There- 
fore in this particular experiment the difference in range 
when the plates were inverted was quite enough to account 
for the observed difference in the ionizations. , 

This may also be seen on general bankidelMtions: The 
a particle that passed normally through the plates completed 
afterwards a range of about 2°5 cm. ‘in air. The difference 
of range on inversion was atleast-08 cm. Thus the difference 
in the ionization caused by the normal rays was at least 
*08/2°5 or 3 per cent. But many of the @ particles crossed 
the plates obliquely ; indeed, the relative importance of the 
oblique to the normal radiation is a striking feature of the 
ayrays. In the case of this important part of the radiation 
the paths through the metals were longer, and therefore the 
differences of range on inversion must have been greater. 
On the other hand, the subsequent paths in the air were less ; 
and therefore the differences of range were of still greater 

2N 2 
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importance, relatively. It is clear, therefore, that the 
observed difference of 7 per cent. in the ionizations can easily 
be accounted for. 

hypothesis, the alteration to be relatively greater the thicker 
the plates, the greater the distance from the radioactive 
material, and probably also the greater the contrast between 
the atomic weights of the metals. This agrees very well with 
actual observation. . 

Kucera and Masek ascribe the effects to a difference in the 
amount of the scattering of the rays by the two metals. I 
do not quite follow their argument as illustrated by the 
diagram in §3 of their third paper (Phys. Zeit. vil. 19. 
pp: 650-654). They point out that if the scattering power 
ot two metals is unequal, then there must be a difference in 
the paths of the outside rays of the pencil due to inversion 
of the plates. But the scattering is small, and this differential 
effect can only be of the second order of small quantities. 
Also the outside rays are not fairly representative of all the 
rays. And again, they compare the passage of a bundle of 
a rays through air or metal to the passage of a ray of light 
through a somewhat turbid medium. But the effect of two 
such media upon a ray of light which passes through them 
in succession is independent of the order in which it does so. 

It the stopping-power of a substance depends upon the 
speed of the @ particle, it is clear that the proportionality 
between the stopping-power and the square root of the atomic 
weight cannot be exact, except possibly at some particular 
speed. But the stopping-power does not vary much with 
the speed; and the general truth of the law is not affected 
by any of the results here described. 

It may be added that when the stopping-power of some 
metals were measured by Kleeman and myself, we placed the 
sheets about 1°5 cm. from the radium. They were usually 
equivalent to about 3 cm. of air, so that they were fairly in 
the centre of the range of the particle of RaC, and the 
average velocity of the particle when crossing them was 
nearly equal to the average velocity of the particle throughout 
its whole course. 
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XULI. On the Saturation Constants according to van der 
Waals’s Equation. By Joan P. Dauron, ILA., Carnegie 
Research Scholar * 

A. Deduction of Constants. 

OR the deduction of the saturation constants 0, 7, o, 
and @,, the following different methods are available 

and have been used :— 
1. M. Pianck’s method for the equation of Clausius may 

be adapted to that of van der Waals. For this purpose an 
independent variable ¢ is chosen, such that 

3@,--l=3rsin?3¢, and 30,--1=3rcos* dd. 

Since 

hence 

a 2 : i fo) rds sin? oe log tan z
l: 

So asin ab log tan$p+ cos 

Also . 
3@.0,— W,—@ 

cS 
@, WW 

and 

ee arate ays Ly 

8a,"a@." 

When ¢=90°, #,=1=@,, hence values of ¢ must so be 
chosen that 90°>¢>0. 

This method was used by A. Stoletowt who calculated 
pressures only, and gave the following results :-— 

d. | 0. a 

lis po ail eet Ls 
i 

80° | 0-9960 9-984 
70 09861 0-945 
65 09780 0-914 
60 | 09677 0 876 
5D 09549 0-829 
50 | 09396 0-776 

* Communicated by Prof. J. P. Kuenen, Ph.D. 
+ M. Planck, Wied. Ann. Bd. xiii. pp. 535-543 Aset ): 
i Als Stoletow, J. de russ. phys. Ges. xiv. p. 167 (1882). 
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and also by A. Batschinski*, who calculated volumes only :— 

(p. | 0. W,- fone: 

90° 1 1 i} 
40° 0-89894 06021 2°3625 
2° 0°80247 0:5190 4°1103 
52 | 069682 0°4659. 79828. «: 
S2 0:582138 O-4275 19:585 
zo ) 0°48222 04028 - 57°30 
2 | 0:40712 O-3877 1788 
OP 15’ | 0°30723 03709 1974 

| 

2. The constants may be obtained from the pv-isothermals 
using Maxwell’s criterion. This method was employed by 
H. Hilton t, who gives the following table :— 

0. | TT. | W). Wo. 

r | 0-937 0773 | ee ee | 
0:875 U-587 0-573 2:53 
0-344 0-486 O-545 3:31 
U°750 0-281 | 0-495 4-83 
0-625 0090 =| 441 3 
0:500 0018 | | ols = 

3. They may also be obtained graphically by means of the 
thermodynamic potential. E. Riecke{ using this method 
obtained the following :— 

| 0. | Ta @)- W.. 

0 60 0109 0432 16°60 
U'65 0:137 0-448 10°90 
0-70 0199 0-466 775 
O75 0288 0-489 D038 
(0-80 0384 ee U5 1 4:14 
0°85 O-507 0553 3°05 
0:90 0650 0602 2:32 
0°95 O°807 0°693 1-738 

| 

4, A second graphical method is given by the use of the 
free energy. This method was adopted by Kamerlingh 

* A. Batschinski, Zezts. f. phys. Chemie, xli. p. 748 (1902). 
t H. Hilton, Phil. Mag. [6] 1. p. 579, and ii. p. 803 (1901). 
t E. Riecke, Wied. Ann. lii. p. 379 (1894). 
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Onnes *, but he does not communicate any results. It was 

used independently by the author. isothermal w, v-curves 
were constructed by means of the equation 

1 

PRK 

and a double-tangent drawn to each curve. The slope of 
these tangents gave the values of 7. As it was difficult to 
read volumes exactly from the curve, values of a were 
substituted in the “reduced” equation of state, and the 
volumes determined by calculation. The tabulated results 
were :— 

80 3 
ae = Ce eae = ae 

| @ 7 W). Wy. 

} 

) | 
0:50 0:0280 0°4067 45°62 

| 0-60 0:0869 0 43826 16:72 | 
0°65 0-1364 0:4485 11°16 

) 0-70 0:2007 04671 7799 
. 0°75 Q-2825 04896 5642 

‘ 0-80 0 3840 05174 4-162 
. 0°85 0:5058 05532 3113 

0-90 06494 0°6029 2°337 
| 0-95 0-8095 06854 1°744 / 
| 1:00 | 1:0000 10000 1:000 | 

5. Clausius’s method + applied by him to the equation 

es atone) men 
RT” v—a2 86(0+B)” 

may be easily adapted to the present purpose and the table 
given by him ¢ (which appears to be very accurate) may be 
used. He calculates at intervals of 9=0-01 the corresponding 

values of im re and Wa’ where Il=p/RT, w=v—-4, 

and W=r7,—2. 
By comparing his equation with that of van der Waals 

expressed in the form 

es wa | be ae 

RRitte—b RTs? 

it will be seen that the saturation constants 7, @;, and 2 

* Kamerlingh Onnes, Comm. Leid. no. 66, p. 10 (1£00). 
+ R. Clausius, Wied. Ann. Bd. xiv. pp. 279-290 and 692-704 (1881). 
J Ibid. pp. 694-5. 
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according to van der. Waals’s equation may be derived from 
Clausius’s table by means of the relations 

aes 
rae 
WK 

pia pe Fs 
and ot Wabth 

2 +1 

DW, = = 

As these constants are frequently used, the fuil table is 
here given :— 

| 0. 
eal 

| aie W}- / Wo. 

0:20 | 0-000001180 0°35584 | 448520 
1 | 2646 0:35714 211560 
2 5478 0:35846 107120 | 
3 0:000010626 0:35980 57670 | 
4 19536 0:36116 32760 . 

| 5 34175 0:36254 19509 
| 6 57226 0-36395 12111 
| i 92232 0:36537 7801:7 
| 8 0:00014367 0:36682 | 51935 | 

9 21701 0:36830 | 3560°3 | 
0:30 31881 0:36980 | 2505°9 | 

| 1 ' 45688 0:37133 | 1806-1 
| 2 64006 0:37288 1330°1 | 

3 87849 0°37446 | 998-60 q 
4 00011885 | 037608 | 76313 | 
5 15673 | 0:37772 | 59261 | 

| 6 20435 | 0:37939 | 466-98 | 
| a 26265 | 0:38109 | 372-938 | 
| 8 S318. | 7038283. | > yee | 

9 41753 0:38460 | 248-49 | 
0:40 51744 | 038641 | 03°63 | 

l 63464 0:38825 169-83 | 
2 77095 0:39013 142-89 ) 
3 92833 039206 121-20 | 
4 0:011085 0:39402 103°58 | 

| 5 13134 0:39602 89-147 
6 15451 0°39807 17-227 / 

| i | 18054 (040017 | 67-300 | 
| 8 | 20966 040231 | 58969 
| 9 | 24205 0-40451 5] -947 ) 

0:50 | 27789 0:40675 45-984 | 
1 | 31738 0:40905 40°891 ) 
2 | 36073 0:41141 36:517 
3 | 40812 0:41383 32-741 

| 4 45975 0-41630 29-465 . 
| 5 51581 0°41884 26-609 

6 57646 0-42145 24-109 | 
7 64188 0°42413 21-913 ) 
3 71230 0:42687 19-973 

| 9 78783 042971 | 18256 | 
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| T. W,- é. | Wy. 

0:60 | 0086868 | 043262 16°730 | 
1 | 95508 | 0°48560 15366 
2 010470 048869 14147 
3 | 11448 044186 13-052 
4 | 19485 | 44513 | 12-067 
5 13584 | Ciesh Y a177 
6 14746 0-45201 | 10371 
i | 15971 | 045561 | 9-6387 
8 17262 0-45934 | 8:9733 
9 18620 0:46319 | 8:3660 

0-70 20046 0:46719 | 78113 
1 21541 | 047135 | 73027 
2 23108 0:47565 68355 
3 24747 | 0:48013 6-4057 

| 4 26459 |  0-48478 6-0093 
| 5 282.46 | 048963 5°6431 
| 6 30109 | 0-49469 53041 
| 7 32048 0-49998 49896 

8 34064 0:50551 | 46978 
7 9 36160 O51131 ~ 4-4259 
| 0°80 38335 0:51741 41725 | 
| 1 40593 0°52382 3-9356 
| 2 42933 | 058058 37141 
| 3 45353 0°53773 35064 
Be 4 47859 0-54531 33113 
| 5 50449 055336 | 3-1276 
| 6 | 58126 0:56195 | 2-95.45 
| 7 | 55886 057117. | 2-7910 
| 8 | 58736 058107 | 2-6361 
/ 9 | 61674 | 059176 2-4889 
| 090 | 64700 060339 | 92-3487 

1 | 67816 | 061615 2-2151 
2 | 71094. 0°63019 2-0867 

| 3 74319 0-64592 19633) 
| A boi p) e708 0°66368 18438 | 
| 5 81188 068412 ie: FI 
| 6 84762 0-7817 rey 1 
| F 88429 0°73746 ide 3 de495y 
| 8 92192 0°77535 | ESTE. | 
| 9 | 96048 0°83028 | 12418 
| 100 100000 | 100000 1-0000 

B. Comparison with Empirical Formule. 

(1) Vapour-PRESSURE Law. 

The values of 7 given above were used to test the well- 
known empirical vapour-pressure law of van der Waals, viz., 

log 7 = 7(1— 9) 

where j is a constant. Onnes* found that the pressures he 
obtained by the “free energy ” method obeyed the above law 

* Loe. cit. 
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with “fair approximation,” and gave f (at low temperatures) _ 
a value =3°4, when log w is expressed in natural logarithms. 
In the following, the constant has been calculated for both 

ordinary and natural logarithms : — 

| if in ks is 

0° | — logiy =. ar (1 i 9} . pe J. 

0:20 59281 4-0000 1-4820 34124 
‘25 44663 30000 14888 34280 
30° | ~~ «34965 23333 | 14985 3-4504 
35 | 28049 1:8571 1°5103 34776 
40° | 2-2361 1:5000 15241 3°5094 
‘45 | ~~ 18816 1-229 1°5395 35449 
50 | 15561 1-0000 15561 35830 
55 | . 12875 ‘81818 15736 36234 
‘60 10611 - 66667 15917 36650 
65 | ‘86697 3846 16101 3-°7073 
‘70 | 69797 42857 1-6286 3°7500 
5} +4904. 33333 16471 3°7925 
‘80 | -41640 -25000 1:6656 38352 
pied ‘29715 "17647 16839 38773 
90 18910 ‘11111 1:7019 39188 
95 | 09051 05263 1-7197 3-9597 

1:00 | -00000 ‘00000 GbE St 
| 

Fig. 1 shows graphically the deviaticn of f from a constant. 

(2) Tue Law or CaILLeTeT AND MATHIAS. 

Onnes * found that for the saturation volumes determined 
by him the law of the diameter held ‘“‘ very well up to quite 
low temperatures,” and A. Batschinski fT obtained by plotting 
mean density against temperature a line that did not “ differ 
much from a straight line.” 

From the table of saturation constants given above, the 
following figures were derived :— 

6. eee 6. Be oy 
ey as ig Nels 

[0-00 3-0000] 60 23713 
* 0°20 2°8103 *65 2°3191 

"25 2°7584. “70 2°2685 
°30 2:7046 ‘75 2°2196 
"30 2°6492 *80 2°1724 
“40 2°5928 °85 2°1268 
"45 2°53863 [OU 2-08381 
“00 2:4802 as 15 2°0407 
"D5 2°4251 1:00 2°0000 

—* Loe. eit, + Loc. cit. 
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It is known ™* that the equation 

x == toned =a+b0 
@, We 

39 

is not an accurate expression of the results of Biakik ation, 
but the curvature shown by plotting the foregoing numbers 

* §. Young, Phil. Mae. [5] 1. pp. 291-805 (1900). 
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(fig. 2) is more marked than that given by experimental 
results. 

IN_CLT 
Seo 
(Naa 

| || | \U| ha 
\ 

S. Young (loc. cit.) finds as a more correct formula 

D,;= D+ «t+ Be. 

For all substances « is negative; @ is zero only when 
the ratio of the actual to the theoretical density at the 
critical point has the normal value 3-77. When this ratio 
<3'77, B is positive and the curve is convex to the tem- 
perature-axis. This is quite in accordance with fig. 2, where 
the ratio has the value 2°67. 

University College, Dundee, 
February, 1907. 
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XLII. On the Variation of Specific Heats with Temperature 
and Density. By Joun P. Datron, M.A., Carneyie 
Research Scholar *. 

A. According to van der Waals's Equation. 

ia order to determine the effect on the specific heats of 
deviations from the gas-laws, van der Waals’s equation, 

shall be used. This gives the relation 

Caos Nie rep 
* pt ey 

or, using reduced magnitudes, 

Co ee pias: Aa? coe. 

R  40w? —(3a—1)”" 

iiticc ts 

- a this equation the accompanying set of isothermal 
yp—C 
( R a o }eurves were derived (fig. 1). (The portions 

of the curves corresponding to the unstable parts of the 

* Communicated by Prof. J. P. Kuenen, Ph.D. 
+ Van der Waals, Contin. i. p. 131 (1899). 
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pv-isothermals between the points of maximum and minimum 
pressure have been omitted as of no prac importance.) 

OC .) 
ov, OF ame 

the same curves must also determine the va anee of C, and 
of C,/C, with the volume. From the diagram it appears 
that C, is independent of the volume at large volumes and at 
high temperatures; as the temperature falls, C, increases; at 
temperatures above the critical it reaches a maximum at a 
volume equal to the critical volume; and at temperatures 
below the critical it becomes infinite at two volumes, one of 
which is greater, and the other less than the critical volume. 
These points where Cyp=« correspond to the points of maxi- 
mum and minimum pressures in the pu-isothermals, 7. ec. where 

| oe) =(0*. They may be determined from the relationT 
OU T 

(8@—1)?=4079. 

For the isothermals shown in the figure C, =x when 

Since C, does not vary with the volume (3 

g=0'5 @,=0°5 | oOj=3 log 
C= eo w@,=0°605 @,= 2°137 
¢= 1-0 @®,=1'0 @.=1°0 

van der Waals’s equation is notoriously incorrect, but the 
general features of fig. 1 may still be the same as for real 
substances. The var iations of C, are known to be small and 
to take place only between narrow limits; that quantity, 
therefore, cannot disturb the general features of the diagram. 

B. Experimental Evidence. 

Owing to the scantiness of data available only a partial 
and incomplete comparison of the foregoing results with 
direct experimental results is possible. 

(1) Hrger. - 

The author has calculated the variations of C,—C, and 
C,/C, in the case of ether, and, as will be seen, ie results 
afford striking Gontmaton of ihe above deductions. 

Data were obtained from papers by Ramsay and Young 
“On the Thermal Properties of Ethyl Oxide” f, and On 
the Continuous Transition from the Liquid to the Gaseous 
State of Matter at all Temperatures” §, and by Perman and 
Ramsay, ‘“‘ Hin Versuch, die adiabatischen Verhiltnisse des 

Athioayg* zu bestimmen ”’ ||. 
* Cf. Cont.i.p.133. + Cf. H. Hilton, Phil. Mag. [6]1. p. 584 (1901). 
i Ramsay & Young, Phil. Trans. elxxyiil. A, pp. 57-93 (1887). 
§ Ramsay & Young , Phil. Mag. [5] xxiu. pp. 435-458 (1887). 
|| Perman, Ramsay, & Rose-Innes, Zeus. f. phys. Chemie, xxiii. 

pp: 389 et seq. 

“a 
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Cp—C,. 

For the calculation of C,—C, the equation 

(3) Ol7; 
Daas v= —T Cp—C (2 ) 

Ou/r 

was used. Values of (Sr) were obtained by interpolation 

from the tables given by eae and Young (loc. cit.). 

For the determination of & ee isothermals were drawn ; 

the ie at the required points gave the corresponding 

values of (22). 

The Pine results were thus obtained :— 

TE ALOO?-C: W293: 70 C. 

We Cp—Co. V. Op—Cr. 

61-67 "0523 12-42 1640 
5597 ‘0528 10°75 DG. 
52-20 "0536 9°76 ‘2600 
50°35 “0515 8:45 ‘3684 

| rae "4895 

eC: «16 ‘6787 
6°52 1:0747 

65°31 ‘O401 5°88 2:2573 
56°81 0460 4-92 9-5409 
51-56 ‘0484 4-60 21-225 
44-67 0543 2798 21-673 
41-26 0553 3508 16-706 
37°84 ‘0602 S217 8-9250 
34-46 ‘0630 2-929 3°8364 
31:07 ‘0672 2856 2-6041 
27-68 0740 2-785 1-7425 
24-29 ‘0876 Pills 1-:0933 
19°47 1145 2.641 “8008 

2-584 “7080 
hap i 

12-06 ‘1897 T. 200°C 
10:44 2632 9°76 "2352 
9-48 "3205 8-45 ‘3356 
8-21 ‘3090 781 “4979 
7:58 ‘7625 6:52 gla! 
6:96 1-3072 5°88 1-1079 
6°33 2-1100 5:24. 1:7769 
2-424 ‘7048 2:75 ‘7861 
2-376 “5045 oF “7214 
2-330 “4466 2-6 ‘6138 
2-262 ‘4025 9:5 ‘5267 

| 

V is the volume of 1 gram in cubic centimetres, and 

C,—C, is expressed in calories. 



el Sar — = 
) 
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When plotted with Cy—C, as ordinates and V as abscissee 
the foregoing results give the set of curves shown in fig. 2 : 
and as might naturally be expected, the diagram agrees in 
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general outline with that deduced from van der Waals’s 

equation. 

for Ether. 

By a well-known thermodynamical relation 

_ Cp _ En 
eC.) . be 

where H,, and Ey are the adiabatic and isothermal elasticities 

respectively ; and 
S2 

==. E,= 

where § is the velocity of sound in the vapour, and V is its 
specific volume; then 

7=— 
” (3%) A 

This equation was used for the calculation of y, values of 
S? being taken from the data given by Ramsay and Perman 
(loc. cit.). 

The following table (p. 530) gives the results as obtained. 
Fig. 3(p. 531) represents these results graphically, and, with 

the exception of the left branch of the curve for T=200°C., 
they are fairly regular. 

it is evident that as the temperature increases while the 
volume is kept constant, the value of y falls; as the density 
increases at constant temperature, y also increases at first 
slowly and then more rapidly; at volumes smaller than 
the critical volume y decreases rapidly with increase of 
density. 

The general resemblance between the C,—C, and y 
diagrams is marked, and must be due to the comparative 
smallness of the variation of C,. 

Phil, Mag. S. 6. Vol. 13. No. 16. April 1907. 20 
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OOo: T.193"-3 1s 

V. Y- V. OE 

22 T-27 12°42 1:504 
61°67 1-217 10°75 1-660 
55:97 1:276 9-76 1-789 
52:20 1-276 8:45 1-991 
50°35 1:274 781 2-321 
1-638 2-447 7-16 2-822 
1-610 1:424 6°52 3812 

| 5:88 7-098 
O 4-92 21-696 

| i tc 4-60 48-863 
65°61 1-124 3-798 44-47 
56:81 1-182 3-508 34:13 
51-76 1-274, 3:217 17:23 
44-67 1-329 2-929 7-064 
41-26 1:33) 2856 4-829 
37°84 1:306 2-785 4-288 

37:07 1-480 | 2-713 2-709 
34°46 1:278 2-641 2-262 
32:10 1:307 | 
31:07 1:306 900° 
29-13 1 266 T. 200° ©. 
27°68 1 289 10:06 1-574 
25:24 1:382 | 8:45 1:803 
24-29 1-449 | 781 2032 
233i 1:432 | 7°39 2:295 
21°38 1547 6-73 2-916 
19 47 1:569 | 6:06 3-486 

| 5 88 3559 
1 185° C. | 5:24 4-909 

| 2:80 3°265 (?) 
12:06 1-703 | 2°63 2-948 (?) 
10°44 1:868 2-52 2-885 (?) 
9:48 1-922 
8-21 2-460 
7:58 3106 
6-96 4-606 
2-494 3136 
2:376 2351 | 
2:330 2320 | 

Variation of C, with Volume. 

C, was calculated by means of the equation 

"(3n), 
Go. ae 

but the resulting curves, though fairly well marked in general 

»— 
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outline, were somewhat irregular. “ Smoothed” values of 
C,—C, and y were, therefore, obtained graphically, and from 

ny 

a5 

them C, was obtained. The following table with fig. 4 
(p. 533) give the results :— 7 

22 
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TE: 100°C. T. 19373 | 

V. Ge | v. ce | 
722 1713 12°42 "3254 
61:67 ‘2917 10°75 "3320 
5597 1938 | 9°76 "3470 
52:2 1915 8:45 "3684 
50:35 "1910 781 3703 

7-16 ‘3725 
0 (4 6-52 3822 | TOP es es 

| 6561 -2005 4-92 -4610 
5681 2044 : 4-60 4434 
51-56 2104 | 3:80 4836 
44-67 2217 | 351 5042 | 
41-26 ‘2212 | 3-22 5499 | 
37-84 2934 2-93 6328 | 
34-46 2136 | 2:86 6477 | 
31-07 2063 | 2:79 -GU01 
27-68 1974 2-71 -4967 
94-29 -1991 264 ‘4576 
19°47 -2000 | 2-58 A702 

| 

| SMP 185°C. | T. 200° C 
| 12:06 2999 | 9°76 3989 

10-44 3082 8-45 -4179 
9:48 3476 781 -4148 
821 3486 6-52 4439 
6-96 3625 5-88 4326 | 
6:33 ‘3857 5:24. 4546 | 
2-49 2500 2-80 -3500(2) | 
2-38 3827 2-63 3189(2) | 
2:33 3381 9-52 2856 (2) 
2-26 3042 | 

If the gas laws were obeyed C,—C, for ether would be 
0°0268 cal. E. Wiedemann* gives for ether y, =1°078, 
hence C,-.. should be 0°3436 cal. This seems to be in- 
compatible with the above results; there is probably 
some constant error in the experimental data used for cal- 
See y which, however, does not influence their relative 
value. 

For ether the following deductions may be made :— 
(1) In the liquid state Cy varies with the volume more 

than with the temperature, of which it is practically 
independent. 

(2) In the gaseous state and at large volumes Cy, is inde- 
pendent of the volume, and becomes a function of the 
temperature only. This conclusion is supported by Young’s 

* KE, Wiedemann, Wied. Ann. Bd. ii. pp. 195-217 (1877). 
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researches * on Isopentane. 

(3h 

533 

He finds that at large volumes 
2, 

oh) is constant ; hence oe =19h =|) 

~ 

Fig. 4. 

* S$. Young, Proc. Phys. Soe. xiii. pp. 602-657 (1894). 
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(3) With increasing density Cy at first increases ; in the 
neighbourhood of the critical volume it attains a maximum ; 
and as the density is still further increased it diminishes. 
This is in accordance with the figures given for isopentane 
by C. Dieterici* ; but at low temperatures the variation 
given by him for C, appears to be much too rapid. It is 
also.in accordance with the calculation of C, for isopentane 
by M. Reinganum+, who finds for C, a maximum between 
v=2'4 c.c. and v=10 e.c. 

(2) Arr. 

In a paper dealing with “the thermodynamic properties 
of air,” A. W. Witkowskit has deduced the variation of y 
with the temperature along lines of equal volume, and has 
given the general features of the (y, 0) diagram; but with 
the exception of the results obtained at large volumes and at 
high temperatures, i.e. in the state of a perfect gas, his 
conclusions are at variance with those derived from a study 
of van der Waals’s equation and of the behaviour of ether. 
According to Witkowski, the ratio C,/C» first rises with 
increase of temperature ; at T= —120°C. (9=1°15) it attains 
a maximum which increases with the pressure; at higher 
temperatures it falls again and gradually becomes constant, 
Since at @6=1:15 there is a maximum value of y for every | 

volume, oY must vanish at that temperature for all volumes. 
00 

Hence, in the isothermal (y, v)-diagram, the isothermal 
§=1°'15 must be crossed by another at all volumes. Of such 
crossings neither fig. 1 nor fig. 3 gives any indication. 

Witkowski § also gives the (Cp, ~)- and (Cy, »)- diagrams 
for air. At small pressures the former agrees with the 

results obtained for ether, but when p no longer « 7 direct 

comparison is not possible. CC, is given as a linear function 
of the pressure. This is certainly not the case for ether; at 
large volumes C, is independent of the pressure, but at 
smaller volumes the curves are concave to the pressure axis. 

ii. H. Amagat || calculates y for air at T=50° C. by two 
methods :— 

(1) from Cy, as determined by Lussana, and 
(2) from C, as determined by Joly. 

* C. Dieterici, Ann. d. Physik, xii. pp. 154-185 (1903). 
+ M. Reinganum, Ann. d. Physik, xviii. p. 1017 (1905). 
t Witkowski, Phil. Mag. [5] xlii. pp. 1-87 (1896). 
§ Loe. cit. 
|| HE. H. Amagat, C. R. cxxii. pp. 66-70 (1896). 
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The two sets of results are unfortunately inconsistent, 
‘and no conclusion can be drawn from them. 

S. Lussana* finds that for air “Cp with the pressure 
increases ; it reaches a maximum, and then decreases.” This, 
as far it goes, confirms the results obtained for ether. 

(3) CarBon DI0xIDE. 

EK. H. Amagat+ obtaining C. from Joly’s empirical 
formule, calculated y for CO, by means of the equation 

+030). (50) 
The conclusions at which he arrives confirm the results 

shown in figs. 1 and 3. He says that for CO,: 
“ry doit aussi passer par un maximum peu eloigné des 

limites du Tableau.... A une température plus 
rapprochée de la température critique ces variations 
seraient encore plus prononcées.... Au contraire, a 
des températures de plus en plus élevées, ces variations 
s’affaiblissent graduellement et le maximum par lequel 
passent les valeurs de y finirait par disparaitre.” 

S. Lussana t gives the following results for CO, :— 
(1) With increasing pressure C, increases with the 

pressure less rapidly at low temperatures than at 
high ; and 

(2) At atmospheric pressure C, increases with increasing 
temperature ; but, with increasing pressure, it is 
very soon greater for lower temperatures than for 
higher ; 

and in a further communication § he finds agreement between 
his results and those deduced by Amagat. 

With the exception of the irreguiar behaviour of Cp at 
atmospheric pressure observed by Lussana, his results afford 
further confirmation of the results deduced from the equation 
of state. 

University Coilege, Dundee, 
February 1907. 

* S. Lussana, Bezbl. Bd. xxiii. p. 245 (1899). 
+ E. H. Amagat, C. R. cxxi. pp. 863-6 (1895). 
1 S. Lussana, Berbl. Bd. xx. pp. 522-8 (1896). 
§ S. Lussana, Berbl. Bd. xxii. pp. 648-9 (1898). 
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XLII. On the Specific Heat of Saturated Vapours. 
By Joun P. Datton, M.A., Carnegie Research Scholar*. 

A. According to van der Waals’s Equation. 

A WELL-KNOWN thermodynamic relation is expressed 
by the equation 

us or) To h,=C,+1( SF Pi 

d 
where h, is the specific heat of the saturated vapour, and a F ah dT 
is calculated along the saturation line. 

Hence 
RT dv 

aria Si 
or, in “reduced” magnitudes, 

3RO dw 
dents! 30—1dd° 

At “inversion” points, 7. e. at points where the specific 
heat of the saturated vapour changes its sign, ,=0. The 
curve of inversion points is, therefore, determined by the 
equation 

CO, 3 dw 

Now, the law of corresponding states does not involve the 
correspondence of thermal quantities. But, considering that 
©, does not vary with the volume, and probably comparatively 
little with the temperature, C, may be assumed constant and 
pany) to Cy=.- At infinite volume the gas laws are obeyed, 
ence 

R=Cr=0(Yn— 1); 
where y. =C,/C, at large volume. 

The equation to the curve of inversion points may now be 
written in terms of ¥, 

Yo =) aad ee 
Using the saturation constants given in a previous paper, 

-— was calculated by means of Stirling’s interpolation formula, 
dw 
and the right member of the above equation evaluated. 

* Communicated by Prof. J. P. Kuenen, Ph.D. 
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0. Yo. 0. Yo. 

SES 1-0804 0:65 11972 
30 1-0983 70 12013 
35 11164 755 1-2011 
iy hs 1s a 3) 11955 
45 1-1509 85 11838 
50 11660 90 11637 
aE 11790 95 1-1267 
60 1-1896 1-00 1-0000 

and on plotting these values the curve shown in fig. 1 was 
obtained. 

From this it appears that the specific heat of saturated 
vapours whose y,, >1'202 must be of invariable sign, viz. 
negative. No “inversion” can occur in monatomic vapours 
such as Hg, A, He whose vy, =1°67, or in such diatomic 
gases as Hy, O., N. whose y, =1°'41, and the specific heat of 
their saturated vapours must always be negative. For 
vapours such as ether, chloroform, benzene, &c. whose 
Y,, < 1'202 there must be two inversion temperatures which 
become further apart as y,, gets smaller. 
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From fig. J the following table of inversion points was 
derived :— 

| Inversion Temperatures. 
Yo 

Gi 9, 

| 1-00 0:000 1-00 
| 1-02 0:07 0-995 

1:04 0-14 0-99 
1:06 07195 0-985 
1-08 0°25 0°98 
1:10 0°305 0-970 
1-12 0°36 0:96 
1-14 0-42 0°935 
1:16 0:48 0905 
1:18 0°555 0:86 
1:20 0°68 0-765 
1:202 0°725 0-725 

Besides the fact that there must be two inversion points or 
none at all (except in the limiting case when the two coincide), 
it is also worth noting that the region to the right of the 
curve is the region of negative specific heats, to the left, 7. e. 
enclosed by the curve, of positive; while on the curve itself 
the specific heat is zero. Hence 

(1) Saturated vapours of substances whose y,,>1°202 have 
always a negative specific heat ; 

(2) Saturated vapours of substances whose y,,<1°202 have 
a specific heat that, as the temperature rises, is first 
negative, then positive, and finally negative again ; 

(3) In the limiting case when y,, =1'202 the two inversion 
points coincide; the specific heat is then always 
negative, except at one point when it becomes zero. 

Kamerlingh Onnes*, in a paper dealing with the reduced 
ay-surface, makes use of the equation (which is not quite 
exact) 

Odo _ it 

wd0@- = =y—1’ 

for the determination of inver sion temperatures according to 
van der Waals’s equation, and finds that according to it “the 
limit of y, is 1:195 if inversion is to be possible. He does 
not seem to note, however, that every saturated vapour that 
changes its sign once, must do so a second time, and his 
division of substances into classes does not appear to be | 
entirely in accordance with the above results. 

* Kegnerlingh Onnes, Comm. Led. No. 66 (1900). 
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B. Experimental Evidence. 

As in the case of ordinary specific heats one might expect 
the foregoing results to hold qualitatively for real substances: 
but, although observations of inversion points are neither 
sufficiently numerous nor accurate to afford a satisfactory 
test, an attempt was made to obtain a curve more closely 
adapted to experimental results. 

For the saturation constants the known properties of a 
normal substance may be used instead of the equation of 
state. Jsopentane was taken as a typically normal substance. 
Its properties have been fully investigated by 8. Young”, 
whose data have here been used. 

The equation toe the curve of inversion points is 

Lepr vde 

—G.=T (50), a0: 
The assumption was made that for all values of 0, = 

along the saturation line is the same function of @, so that 

CU. oer 

1 R 

The above equation may therefore be rewritten in terms 
of ¥, 

or 

R 
Yo =1— ; (8h) 7, PE). 

| a dv 

C. Dietericif, as a result of calorimetric experiment, has 

determined ©, for isopentane along the saturation line, and 

has also calculated 1( 25) sa in the following, the values 

given by him have been used. (0) may therefore be 
evaluated for various values of 6,if C,.. is known. For 
this purpose, C, —(, was patcalaied from Young’s datat ata 
temperature ae 30° C., and as near the saturation volume as 
possible. This gave a value C,—C,=0- 028. G, at that 
temperature is given by Dieterici =0- 361; hence, y at that 
point =1°08. This was assumed to be equal t0:¥5- LHrom 
the gas laws it follows that (C,—C,)., =0°0276 for isopentane; 
and since y.=1:08, C,., must be 0°345. By using the 

* $. Young, Proc. Phys. Soc. xiii. pp. 602-657 (1894). 
+ C. Dieterici, Ann. d. Physik, xii. pp. 602-657 (1903). 
{ Loe. cit. 
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above equation, and determining @(@) by this method the 
following results (plotted in fig. 2) were obtained :— 

0 Vo | e | Yo 

0°5924 10735 | 0-9180 1-1310 
0°6359 10816 || 09397 1:1201 
0°6793 1-0966 0-9614 1:1089 
0:7227 11121 09722 1-0879 
07661 11314 0-9831 1:0708 
0:8094 11350 0:9896 1-0523 
0:8529 1:1387 0:9961 1-0363 
0:8746 11377 0:9985 10219 
0:8963 1:1368 

° 00 1-02 04 1-06 1-08 1-10 Ila Lie 1-16 

The general features of the diagram show fair agreement 
with that deduced from the equation of state. In this case, 
however, a still lower value of y, is necessary to render 
possible an inversion point. From the diagram the following 
“Table of Inversion Temperatures for Normal Substances” 
has been derived :— 

Yo: 9,. | A. 

1:02 0-19 0-995 
1:04 0375 0:99 
1-06 0515 0:985 
1:08 0°62 0:98 
1:10 0°69 0:96 

Celieval 2 0:74 0-94 
1-139 0-835 0°835 
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For normal saturated vapours, therefore, we might expect 

(1) a negative specific heat for y.>1:139 ; 
(2) a specific heat first negative, then positive, and finally 

negative for y.,<1°139; and 
(3) a negative specific heat vanishing at @=0°835 for 

em Wi es) 

J. D. van der Waals* divides vapours into two classes : 
(1) when y<1-07 the sign of the specific heat is positive, 
and (2) when y>1:08 it is negative. When vy does not 
differ much from 1°08, nothing definite can be asserted about 
the sign of the specific heat. 

Observations of actual inversion points are hardly sufficiently 
numerous to enable a direct comparison to be made between 
the foregoing results and experimental data. The few, 
however, that are known are here given. 

Yo. Q observed. 9, or 9, from Table. 
Acetone......... 1:132 (Wiedemann) 0°92 (Cazin). 0-91 

Wenzone:....:.--—F129( do. yf @e7 C doz). ak 

0-70 (Dupré). 

Chloroform ... 1139 ( do. ) 0°74 {do. do.). 0°825 

1-110 (Miller) 0°72 

The degree of correspondence is sufficient to make one 
regret that further comparison is at present impossible ; it 
justifies, however, a rejection of L. Natanson’st “first approxi- 
mation” that inversion occurs in various vapours at cor- 
responding temperatures, and of his subsequent deduction of 
an inversion point for hydrogen. 

Abnormal Substances. 

An attempt was made to extend the foregoing method to 
abnormal substances, of which methyl alcohol was taken as 

Op\ dv 
—— were 

rad by eal 
obtained from the researches of Ramsay and Young{. In 

anexample. Data for the calculation of T( 

this case, however, no data are available for the determination 
of $(@). ©, was therefore considered constant, and equal to 
Cv=.. The resulting -(y., 7) curve was similar to that shown 
in fig. 2, but the maximum value of y, on the curve was 
much lower than that for normal substances. It would seem, 

* yan der Waals, Bezb/. Bd. ii. p. 331 (1878). _ 
T L. Natanson, Zeits. f. phys. Chem. xvii. p. 276 (1895). 
¢ Ramsay and Young, Phil. Trans. clxxviii. A. pp. 57-93 (1887) and 

Phil. Mag. [5] xxiv. pp. 196-212 (1887). 
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then, that abnormality diminishes the possibility of the exist- 
ence of an inversion point by lowering the value of y,, above 
which inversion is impossible. How far this conclusion is 
affected by the assumption ¢(@)= constant=1 it is at present 
impossible to say; and in the elucidation of this point there 
is still plenty of scope for further research. 

University College, Dundee, 
eet 1907. 

XLIV. On the Relation of the Field at the Point ee an Elec- 
trified Needle to the Mechanical Force resulting. By ¥. B. 
Youna, B.A,* 

° iar present research was carried out in the Physical 
Laboratory of University College, Bristol, under the 

direction of Professor Chattock, in order to obtain a correc- 
tion factor for certain values found by him for the field 
which was just sufficient to produce discharge at the extre- 
mity of a needle +. These values were obtained by measuring 
the pull of an electrified plate on an earth-connected needle 
opposite and normal to the plate and protruding through an 
earth-connected surface. The needle being cylindrical and 
eround to a hemispherical point this pull (P) i is a function of 
the field (7) at the centre of the point. 

Fig. 1 is a section of the point, R being its radi} S the 
electrical density at the centre of the point, and oS the 
density at any “other part of its surface. The pull on the 
surface of the annulus shown, resolved parallel to the axis of 
the point, is 

4a? (oS)? R? sin 6 cos 6 dO ; 
whence 

a) 5) P=%97" R? |". 2 sim 26 . de 

7 

tale fs eae 
= vi o” sin 20 dé; 

0 8 

/8P 
Near R’ e e e ° ° e es . (1) 

where ry 
Gs —— a 

/ (2 o” sin 20 dé 
0) 

* Communicated by Prof. A. P. Ca ae 
+ Phil. Maz. ees 1891. 
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If it be assumed that the density on the hemisphere is 
sensibly uniform, a=1. The values of / were calculated on 
this assumption in the paper referred to, and it was the object 
of the present investigation to find how far that assumption 
held good. 

Fig. 1. 

The investigation involved the experimental determination 
of the distribution of the charge round the hemisphere. For 
this purpose magnified models of the needle and plate were 
made ; the sewing-needles employed in the above-mentioned 
research were represented by two models about two metres 
in length and with diameters of about 13 cms. and 8 cms. 
respectively, which were fixed upright on the laboratory floor, 
whilst the plate employed was a screen about 3 metres square 
suspended horizontally above. . 

Of the two model needles employed the smaller was more 
perfectly made and gave more consistent results than the 
other. A section of it is shown in fig. 2. A is a metal tube 
the end of which was turned to fit accurately a brass sphere B 
of the same diameter, so that only a half of the sphere pro- 
jected. In the sphere a hole 8 mm. in diameter was drilled 
to receive a plug C 7°5 mm. in diameter ; the plug was 
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supported and insulated with paraffin-wax. Directly oppo- 
site C was a slit D, about 4 cms. in length. To the plug, 
which served as a proof- plane, was soldered a fine copper 
wire E which passed through D to an electrometer. The 
wire was insulated with rubber tubing, which was surrounded 
by an earth-connected sheath of tinfoil ; it was held in posi- 
tion by means of a plastic mixture of paraffin-wax and Prout’s 
glue with which the rubber tubing was filled. This arrange- 
ment served to make the electrostatic capacity of the wire 
constant and independent of its position relative to the 
cylinder A. On the great circle passing through C and D 
was scratched a scale of centimetres and with the aid of a 
cardboard gauge which marked the position of the extremity 
of the needle’s axis the proof-plane could be moved, by 
rotating the sphere in its socket, to a known distance from its 
central ‘position. 

The mode of employment of this arrangement may be 
briefly stated as follows:—a charge was induced on the needle- 
point by charging the screen to a certain constant potential 
and the portion of the charge residing on the proof-plane was 
measured by means of a Dolezalek electrometer. The pro- 
cess was repeated for various positions of the proof-plane, 
and in this way the values of o were obtained for various 
values of @. The advantages of the form of apparatus em- 
ployed were two-fold: the surface of the sphere was un- 
broken except for the narrow ring of insulating material, 
whilst, since the proof-plane was a fixture, any irregularity 
of density caused by this discontinuity or by any imperfection 
in the setting of the proof-plane entered equally into each 
reading. 

The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in 
fig. 3. The screen I consisted of a wooden frame covered 
with brown paper, which in its turn was covered with silvered 
paper in order to form a conducting surface. The whole was 
suspended near the ceiling by means of pulleys and silk cords. 
A wire G from the screen passed through the wall into an 
adjoining room, where it was connected to a Wimshurst 
machine W through a key which made contact with either 
prime conductor at will. The difference of potential between 
the screen and the earth was measured by means of a Kelvin 
Hlectrestatic Voltmeter V. The screen could be immediately 
brought to earth potential by means of the discharging-key H. 
A large Leyden jar, not shown in the figure, was attached to 
the wire G in order to increase the capacity of the screen and 
so to render less rapid the fall of potential due to leakage. 
The wire E from the proof-plane of the needle A was carried 

<> 
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on paraftin blocks along the floor into the adjoining reom to 
one terminal of the electrometer Q, the other terminal of 
which was connected to earth. The whole of the wire and 
the electrometer were enclosed in a metallic earth-connected 

Fig. 3. 

\ 
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case J of which the needle A itself formed a part, so that the 
only part of the system which was exposed to external elec- 
trical influences was the surface of the proof-plane itself. This 
casing was found very necessary. The deflexions of the 
electrometer were read through a window L in the case pro- 
tected with wire-netting. The proof-plane together with the 
attached electrometer quadrants were connected to earth 
through the key K, which was normally closed but which 
could be temporarily opened by means of an electromagnet 
controlled from the key M placed upon the discharging- 
key H. One terminal of the magnet was connected to earth 
through the case J, whilst the other was connected through a 
dry-cell N to M; M when closed made contact with earth, 
thus completing the circuit and opening K. The permanent 
connexion of the electromagnetic circuit to earth was found 
important. 

The method of taking the readings was as follows :—The 
screen I’ was charged positively by means of the Wimshurst 
rather above the required potential (considerably over 6000 
volts) and was then allowed to fall to that potential by 
leakage accelerated, if necessary, by touching the wire G 
with a piece of wood. A charge was induced upon the end 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 76. April 1:07. 2P 

“UVLO 
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of the needle A in which the proof-plane C shared as though 
an integral part of the needle, being in metallic connexion 
with it through the key K. The screen having reached the | 
required potential, the keys M and H were closed in rapid 
succession. When the screen was discharged the induced 
charge on the needle was released ; the greater part of that 
charge returned to earth, but the portion residing on the 
proof-plane, finding its way of escape cut off by the opening 
of K, distributed itself ‘over the proof-plane, wire and 
quadrants, and produced a throw of the electrometer-needle.. 
A similar throw was produced in the opposite direction by 
charging the screen negatively instead of positively, and the 
average of these and two similar throws was taken. The 
sphere was next rotated to bring the proof-plane successively 
to various angular distances from its central position, and at 
each position the above operations were repeated. In this. 
way was obtained a series of mean deflexions which, provided 
the capacity of the wire H and the potential of the electro-. 
meter-needie remained constant, were proportional to the 
density of the oe upon the proof-plane in its successive 
positions. 

To correct for any possible want of symmetry in the needle 
a second series of observations was made, in which the sphere 
wags rotated in such a direction as to lower the proof-plane on 
the opposite side, whilst to guard against a possible distortion 
of the field by surrounding objects a third and fourth series. 
were made for which the proof-plane revolved in a different 
vertical plane. As a further precaution the-sign of the 
charge on the electrometer-needle was reversed for two of the 

TABLE I, 

oO. 

é. | 

A. B. C. D. | Mean. 

| | 
0 ee ae nay oe Naieee 

62 || -995 993 ‘995 988 || 993 

| “524 967 ‘971 | -978 ‘968 ‘973 

785 ll. ‘937 933 933 934 935 

1:047 +880 885. | 883 -884 883 

1309 | 804 ‘807 | 805 818 809 
| 

four series. The complete set of observations is given in 
Table I.; the consistency of the series seems to show that there 
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Were no serious defects in the arrangements made. The 
mean values of these series in terms of the deflexion for the 
central position as unity gave the values of o for various 
values of @, from which was plotted a curve of relative 
density (curve A in fig. 4). 

Be ee fog CIs | 7 eer 

The constancy of the potential of the electrometer-needle 
was at first tested by a frequent application of a Clark cell 
which was connected to the quadrants through a switch 
actuated from the outside of the case C by means of a silk 
thread. This method, however, involved a disturbance and a 
possible change of capacity of the proof-plane connexions ; 
and it was found preferable, if somewhat less speedy, to take 
readings for the central position of the proof-plane alternately 
with those for other positions, and to compare each of the 
latter with the mean of the preceding and succeeding readings. 
If any considerable drift occurred in the needle’s potential 
the readings were discarded. The throw of the needle was 
taken in preference to steady deflexions partly in order to 
obtain larger readings and partly to lessen the lapse of time 
between discharge and reading, and consequently the possi- 
bility of errors due to slight leakage ec. 

2P2 
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Tests were applied for the purpose of ascertaining whether 
the capacity of the connecting wire was affected by the dis- 
placement of the sphere. With a thin plate of paraffin-wax 
and tinfoil a condenser was made whose capacity was ap- 
proximately equal to that of the proof-plane system, so that, 
when added to that system, it reduced the deflexions to about 
a half of their original magnitude. The vaiues of o were 
then found as before for two or three values of #. If the 
capacity of the proof-plane system is constant the values so 
obtained should agree with those previously found ; if the 
values differ slightly o=o, (1+20,—o,) approximately, 
where o; and oy are the apparent values of o without and 
with the condenser respectively. It was found that the 
results agreed well within the limits of experimental error 
except for the position of the proof-plane most remote from 
the centre, where a change of capacity of nearly 2 per cent. 
seemed to be indicated. In this position the wire and its 
covering were in a somewhat strained position, so that a slight 
change of capacity was possible. The corrected value for the 
value of @ in question does not, however, fit so well into the 
density curve as the uncorrected value, and the difference 
may well be accounted for by the diminution of thedeflexions 
which rendered the values of , liable to errors twice as great 

_ as those of o,. The test, indeed, cannot be regarded as giving 
more than a general indication that no progressive rise or fall 
of capacity occurs as @ is increased ; the smoothness of the 
curve and the consistency of the four series may be taken as 
evidence that no irregular fluctuations occurred which were 
not of negligible magnitude. The question of constancy of 
capacity was important as it probably constituted the weakest 
link in the chain of experimental proof. 

Tv 

ene 
In order to integrate } o? sin 20.d0@a second curve was 

0 

developed from curve A by plotting the value of o? sin 20 
with 6. The area of this curve, which gave the required 
integral, was found to be 0°85. The ordinates of curve A’ 
are proportional to the contributions of the annular elements 
of the hemispherical surface to the pull P for the correspond- 
ing values of 0, so that the curve serves to show the relative 
importance of these contributions. The part of the surface 
which contributes most to the pull is that for which 0 

approximates to z Hence the assumption of uniform 

density will give an approximate result only in so far as the 
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density does not vary between 6=0 and =F: whilst curve A 

shows a change of density within these limits which is by no 
means negligible. The value of @ in equation (1) is thus 

L 
Begg) O°: and the values of / obtained in the previous ign. 

research must be multiplied by that number. 
The curve A in fig. 6 is the density curve obtained with 

the larger sphere; the density appears to fall off a little 
more rapidly, and the correction factor derived from this 
curve is about 2 per cent. higher than that obtained from the 
small sphere. The discrepancy is no doubt due to the im- 
perfectly spherical shape of this sphere. The value of a may 
therefore be taken as very close to 1:09. 

Jt was desired in the above determinations to have the 
needle sufficiently long and at a sufficient distance from the 
sereen to leave the distribution of the charge practically in- 
dependent of any conditions other than the shape of the 
needle-point.. To ensure that the screen was at a sufficient 
distance, observations were taken whilst the screen was at a 
distance of 50 cm., and again when the distance was increased 
to about 90 cm. ; the two sets of observations were found to 
agree within the limits of experimental error. Professor 
Chattock, however, in view of possible future work, wished 
to obtain the minimum values of the length of needle and 
distance of screen for which the distribution was still depen- 
dent only on the shape of the needle. 

The screen was therefore lowered a little at a time, and for 
each position of the screen the relative density for a certain 
value of @ (@=1:047) was ascertained. Though the absolute 

a 4 G & 10R 12 14 16 jie. -2oR 22 24 50R 

density naturally rose as the distance decreased, the relative 
density o remained constant to a certain limit beyond which 
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it fell with increasing rapidity. The value of o is plotted 
(curve I. in fig. 5) with the distance of the screen expressed 
as a multiple of R, the radius of the hemisphere, and the 
curve shows that for distances of about 5:5 R and upwards 
the distribution is undisturbed. For the purpose of testing 
the influence of the length of the needle upon the density 
curve, a small circular screen was made by stretching paper 
covered with metal foil over a hoop about a metre in diameter. 
This was mounted on a wooden clip by ineans of which it 
could be clamped upon the needle concentrically with it and 

- Ina horizontal plane (P in fig. 3). A wire connected the 
screen to the earthed casing so that when the screen was 
raised the needle was virtually made shorter. The screen A 
was maintained at a distance of about 16 R, whilst the screen 
P was moved to various heights on the needle. The value 
of o for a constant value of 6 (@=1°309) was found for each 
position of the screen, and.curve II. in fig. 5 was plotted, the 
abscissee representing the length of the needle which pro- 
truded through P in terms of R. ‘The curve shows that the 
distribution of the charge is practically independent of the 
length of the needle if that length exceeds 18 R. (The 
length of the needle used in determining the correction factor 
a was over 50 R.) 

If the end of a platinum wire is fused in the oxy-coalgas 
flame it will, under the influence of surface tension, assume a 
very truly spherical surface. Unfortunately, however, the 
end is rarely hemispherical since the molten platinum usually 
forms a blob at the end of the wire. The manutacture of 
such points is much simpler than the grinding of steel ones, 
and it was therefore desirable to determine to what extent 
the value of a was affected by the blob. Three stalks of 
various diameters were made; and the large sphere was 
mounted upon these in succession to represent a blob. 

The curves A, B, C, and D in fig. 6 are the density curves 
obtained for stalks whose radii are respectively R, °82 R, 
“68 R, and °51R. The tension curve D’ is the one derived 
from D, and shows how the charge beneath the hemisphere 
diminishes the pull of the screen upon the needle. The 
density of the curve falls off less rapidly as the stalk becomes 
narrower, and there is consequently an increase in the pull 
on the upper portion of the sphere which partially but not 
wholly counteracts the back-pull upon the under surface. In 
calculating the value of a from the derived curves the negative 
area was of course subtracted from the positive area. 
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Collected Results. 

In Table II. are given the values of a obtained for various 
values of R'/R, where R’ is the radius of the stalk and R that 
of the sphere. 

TABLE II. 

| R'/R. a | 
| 

| 1-00 1-09 | 

‘82 1:14 | 

‘68 | 1:16 | 

| 
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XLV. Osmotic Pressure from the Standpoint of the Kinetic 
Theory. By 'T. Martin Lowry, D.Sc.* 

VAN T HoFrF’s Gas-THEORY oF Osmotic PRESSURE. 

[* any discussion of the origin and mechanism of osmotic 
pressure it is necessary to take into account, as a factor 

of fundamental importance, the fact—now fully established 
by experiment +—that the osmotic pressure of a dilute solution 
can be calculated with a very close approach to accuracy by 
means of the formula PV = RT, which expresses the relationship 
between the pressure and yolume of a gas. Not only is the 
osmotic pressure proportional to the concentration of the so- 
lution and to its absolute temperature, but the constant R has 
the same value in the two cases, so that the osmotic pressure is 
actually identical in magnitude with the pressure exerted by 
a gas of equal molecular concentration. This result could be 
predicted on general grounds in the case of gaseous osmotic 
pressures (Arrhenius, Zeit. phys. Chem. 1889, iui. p. 119; 
Ramsay, Phil. Mag. 1894, xxxviii. p. 206); but the conditions 
prevailing in a liquid are so far different that the gas-analogy, 
though suggestive, would be utterly insufficient to justify the 
application of the gas-laws to osmotic pressure unless these 
could be verified experimentally or established on an inde- 
pendent theoretical basis. 

When, however, the discovery was made by van’t Hoff 
(Zeit. phys. Chem. 1887,1. pp. 481-508) that osmotic pressure 
in liquids is actually identical in magnitude with the pressure 
of a gas exposed to similar conditions of temperature and 
pressure, it was generally assumed that the two phenomena 
must be essentially similar in character, and that the osmotic 
pressure produced by dissolving sugar in water was due, as in 
gases, to the bombardment of semi-permeable membrane by 
the molecules of the solute (van ’t Hoff, loc. cit. p. 482; B. A. 
Report, 1890, p. 836; Zeit. phys. Chem. 1890, v. pp. 174-176). 
Van ’t Hoff’s theory had the merit of giving a simple quanti- 
tative explanation of osmotic pressure, and was not’ unrea- 
sonable when applied to the osmotic pressure of gases dissolved 
in liquid (as well as in gaseous) solvents. The conception 
was, however, not easy to apply to the more ordinary cases. 
of osmotic pressure, such as those afforded by aqueous sugar 
solutions. In most cases the solute molecules have a very 

* Communicated by the Faraday Society (Abstract of a contribution 
to a general discussion on “ Osmotic Pressure” held on Jan. 29, 1907). 

+ Pfeffer, Osmotische Untersuchungen, Leipzig, 1877; Morse & Fraser,. 
Amer. Chem. Journ. 1905, xxxiv. p. 1 (1906) ; compare also the expe— 
riments of Griffiths on the freezing-points of dilute aqueous solutions, 
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slight mobility, and in the absence of the solvent are unable 
to produce any hydrostatic pressure whatever upon the walls 
of the containing vessel. It is therefore scarcely reasonable 
to attribute the whole action of the solution to the relatively 
inert solute, whilst neglecting the very active part played by 
the solvent (Fitzgerald, B. A. Report, 1890, p. 327). 

THE MECHANISM OF Osmotic PRESSURE 

There can at the present time be no doubt that osmotic 
pressure depends essentially on the phenomena of selective 

solubility. The palladium membrane used by Ramsay to 
develop a gaseous osmotic pressure acts in virtue of its ability 
to absorb or dissolve hydrogen, but not nitrogen ; the amount 
of hydrogen absorbed depends on the pressure, and equilibrium 
is attained when the partial pressure of the hydrogen inside 
the vessel is equal to its total pressure outside. A water- 
membrane has been used by Nernst to develop an osmotic 
pressure between ether and an ethereal solution of benzene, 
the former being soluble and the latter insoluble in water. 
Copper ferrocy: anide, which absorbs or dissolves water and 
certain salts but not sugars, forms an efficient semi-permeable 
membrane for aqueous sugar solutions, but not for salt. 
solutions. The presence of the sugar diminishes the solubility 
of the water in the membrane, and a flow of liquid is set up 
because the membrane when saturated with regard to the 
water on one side is supersaturated with regard to the solution 
on the other side. The amount of water taken up by the 
membrane can, however, be increased by compressing the 
liquid, and it is thus possible to counterbalance the decrease 
of solubility due to the sugar, and by equalizing the solubility 
on the two sides of the membrane to stop the flow of solvent 
into the solution. The pressure required to equalize the 
solubilities and stop the flow is the so-called ‘‘ osmotic 
pressure,”’ andit may again be urged that there is no a priord 
reason for supposing that this would be the same as that. 
produced by a gas of equal molecular concentration. 

Pickering’s theory (Ber. 1891, xxiv. p. 3639) that the 
action of the semi- permeable membrane depends on the 
relative size of the molecules, has not been confirmed. The 
similar mechanical theory of Sutherland (Phil. Mag. 1897 
[5] xliv. pp. 493-498), that the membrane consists of 
‘meshes ” through which water but not sugar can pass 
appears to be equally untenable and need not “be discussed 
here. The theories of Traube Le of Armstrong are referred 
to later. 
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POYNTING’S THEORY. 

Much interest was aroused by the publication in 1896 ofa 
paper by Professor Poynting (Phil. Mag. [5]xlii. pp. 289-301) 
in which an explanation was given of the osmotic pressure of 
liquids which afforded an alternative to van’t Hoff’s gas- 
theory, and had the advantage that the active part in osmosis. 
was assigned to the solvent rather than to the solute. In 
many respects the view he advocated is very similar to that 
described below, but the two theories differ in one essential 
point, and consequently lead to widely ditferent explanations 
of the origin of osmotic pressure. In particular, Poynting 
was led to assume that osmotic pressure was due to the 
formation of labile hydrates; and it became necessary, as 
Whetham pointed out (Nature, Oct. 15, 1896), to assume 
that all substances which gave a normal osmotic pressure 
were monohydrated, whilst the double osmotic pressure of 
binary salts might be ascribed to the formation of a dihydrate 
or of two monohydrated ions*. The invariable formation of 
loose monohydrates was so improbable, and is so far in con- 
tradiction to recent work on the hydrates present in solution, 
that Poynting’s theory has failed to secure general acceptance 
as an explanation of the osmotic phenomena. 

Osmotic PRESSURE AS A Kinetic PHENOMENON. 

The theory of osmotic pressure now described formed the 
subject of a paper read before the Chemical Society of the 
Central Technical College as long ago as May 1896; but it 
was only recently that it was recognized as being sufficiently 
novel to warrant further publicity. 

The starting-point of the theory is a consideration of the 
conditions prevailing at the surface of separation of the 
solution and the semi-permeable membrane, which may be 
either a layer of copper ferrocyanide or merely the boundary 
between liquid and vapour or liquid and ice. ‘The simplest 
of these cases is undoubtedly that which invelves the equi- 
librium between liquid and vapour. In this case the kinetic 
theory postulates a continual process of evaporation, whereby 
rapidly moving particles are constantly escaping from the 
surface of the liquid into the vapour space. This is balanced 
by the condensation of practically al) the molecules of the 
vapour that impinge on the liquid surface. When the 
vapour reaches a certain concentration the rate of conden- 
sation becomes equal to the rate of evaporation, and a con- 
dition of equilibrium is attained, not because evaporation has 

* Compare I. Traube, Ann. Phys, Chem. 1897, i. 62. pp. 490-506. 
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ceased, but because it is neutralized by an equal and opposite 
process of condensation. In the case of a non-volatile liquid 
the mobility of the relatively heavy molecules or molecular 
complexes is so small that very few are able to escape, and 
the maximum vapour-pressure is inappreciable. 

If now a solution be prepared by mixing a volatile and a 
non-volatile liquid, or by dissolving a non-volatile solid in 
a volatile liquid, the surface will contain both kinds of 
molecules. If one of the solvent molecules be struck by a 
rapidly moving molecule from the interior of the liquid, it 
will be projected into the vapour space. If, however, one of 
the non-volatile molecules be struck, it will be unable to 
escape, and the solvent particle will rebound in much the 
same way as if it had struck the wall of the containing 
vessel. The rate of evaporation is therefore reduced by the 
addition to the solvent of a non-volatile solute. On the other 
hand, zt is probable that the presence of the non-volatile mole- 
cules would not interfere with the rate of condensation of the 
eapour. This point is of fundamental importance, as the 
opposite view was advocated by Poynting, who supposed that 
condensation and evaporation wouid be checked to an equal 
extent, just as if the surface had been covered by a plate of 
perforated zine. Jt must be remembered, however, that a 
considerable upward velocity is required before a molecule 
ean escape from the surface of a liquid, and that a molecule 
descending with even tke smallest downward velocity weuld 
have little chance of escaping when once it came within the 
range of attraction of the liquid. Even if, on reaching the 
liquid surface, a vapour molecule should strike against a non- 
volatile molecule of the solute, the attraction of the neigh- 
bouring molecules of the solvent would be sufficient to hold 
it, and thus ensure its condensation. 

It need scarcely be pointed out that similar conditions 
would prevail at the surface separating liquid and ice, or at 
the surface of one of the more conventional semi-permeable 
membranes. In the former case the presence of a non- 
isomorphous solute might prevent the adhesion to the ice of a 
molecule of solvent moving towards it but separated from it 
by a molecule of solute. ‘On the other hand, it would not 
prevent the melting off or dissolution of an ice molecule if 
the average kinetic energy (2. e. temperature) of the ice were 
raised by the latent heat of crystallization of other molecules 
passing from the liquid to the solid state. In the case of a 
membrane such as copper ferrocyanide the solute would check 
the escape of solvent molecules from the solution into the 
membrane, but would not oppose the return of wanderers 
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migrating from the membrane back into the solution. This 
would lead to a disturbance of the equilibrium between the 
solvent and the liquids on either side, and would be sufficient 
to produce an osmotic flow and a consequent osmotic pressure. 

DEDUCTION OF THE GAS-FORMULA FROM THE KINETIC 

THEORY OF Osmotic PRESSURE. 

Of the theories of osmotic pressure that have hitherto been 
put forward, that of van ’t Hoffis the one that leads most 
directly to a simple quantitative explanation of the phenomena. 
Poynting, in developing his theory quantitatively, considered 
that solute molecules and stable compounds of solvent and 
solute would merely alter the effective surface of the liquid 
without changing the reiative rates of evaporation and con- 
densation ; only in the case of labile compounds was it consi- 
dered possible that the rate of evaporation might be checked 
without altering the rate of condensation; on this basis a 
quantitative explanation was only possible on the imprac- 
ticable assumption that all ordinary solutes are loosely mono- 
hydrated in aqueous solutions. The more recent theory that 
osmotic pressure depends on a disturbance in the equilibrium 
between simple and polymerized solvent molecules, e. g., 
nH,O 22 H,O, (Armstrong, Proc. Roy. Sec 90h 
Ixxvill. pp. 264-271), has also, as yet, failed to yield a quan— 
titative interpretation of the pressures produced. 

The quantitative interpretation of the kinetic theory of 
osmotic pressure follows at once from Nernsi’s proof of the 
relationship between osmotic pressure and vapour pressure 
(‘ Theoretical Chemistry,’ pp. 124-129). Thus if N be the 
number of gram-molecules of solvent, and n the number of 
gram-molecules of solute in unit volume of the solution, the 
validity of the gas-formula for osmotic pressure is readily 
deducible from the equation 

Niggas 

N 4 Pp 

where p is the vapour-pressure of the solvent, and p’ that of 
the solution*. If the simple assumption is made that the 
molecules of solvent are uniformly distributed in the surface 
layer, and that the spacing or packing is the same as in the 
pure solvent, it follows at once that the rates of evaporation 
from unit surface of solvent and solution will be in the ratio 

* The value of N is determined by the molecular weight of the solvent 
as it exists in the vapour, and not by its molecular weight in the liquid 
state. 
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N-+n to N,and that this will also be the ratio of the vapour- 
pressures, as required by the above formula. The argument 
is, of course, identical with that used by Poynting to show 
that each molecule of solute must destroy the mobility of a 
molecule of solvent; but, whereas he was led to assume the 
regular formation of iabile monohydrates, the theory given 
above merely postulates that the mobility of a solvent molecule 
is destroyed when its place in the surface of the liquid is 
occupied by a molecule of the solute. 

SURFACE STRUCTURE OF LIQUIDS. 

Tt will at once be noticed that in its simplest form the kinetic’ 
theory of osmotic pressure would indicate that the pressures 
calculated from the gas-formula might be subject to a small 
correction for the volume changes accompanying dissolution. 
Whether such corrections are necessary can only be deter- 
mined by experiment, but the evidence now availabie points 
to a very close agreement between the values observed and 
‘calculated for dilute solutions. If this identity should be 
confirmed, it will be possible to deduce from observations of 
osmotic pressure some information in reference to the surface 
structure of liquids, since if the agreement is exact there 
must be an equally exact replacement of solvent by solute in 
the surface of the liquid. Thus in view of the different 
masses of the molecules that may be dissolved in the same 
solute and yield identical osmotic pressures, there must be a 
considerable spacing between the actual molecules in the 
surface. Again, it may be noted that this exact replacement 
does not take place in the interior of the liquid where the 
molecular volumes of different solutes differ widely, and 
when calculated in the conventional way may even have a 
negative value. It is, however, by no means improbable 
that the marshalling of the molecules on the frontiers of the 
liquid may be governed by a stricter discipline than that 
which prevails in the interior, and that the surface molecules 
may even be forced to conform to the exact regulations which 
govern the replacement of molecules in solid solutions or 
isomorphous mixtures. 

FoRMATION OF COMPLEXES. 

The formation in the solution of loose complexes of solvent 
with solute or of solvent molecules with one another has not 
yet been referred to, but presents no difficulty in the develop- 
ment of the theory. Such complexes are usually formed 
without any large change of volume, and under the stricter 
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conditions prevailing at the surface no alteration in the area 
of surface occupied need result from the linking up of the 
‘residual affinities’’ of the molecules. Neither need it be 
supposed that the rate of evaporation would be affected other- 
wise than by a general reduction of mobility * due to the 
chemical attraction of the molecules and producing equal 
effects in solvent and in dilute solution. Thus, as there is no 
change of energy involved in the replacement of one solvent 
molecule in a complex by another from outside, a rapidly 
moving particle impinging on a complex might drive a com- 
bined solvent molecule into the vapour space and itself 
occupy the vacant position in the complex, the effects pro- 
duced being much the same as if no complex existed. A 
similar statement would apply to molecules of solvent attached 
to the solute in the form of labile hydrates or compounds ; 
a free solvent molecule impinging on a combined molecule in 
the surface of the liquid might drive it out and take its place; 
but if it should impinge on the nuclear solute molecule it 
would be repulsed and driven back into the interior, just as it 
would be by an uncombined molecule of solute. 

CONCENTRATED SOLUTIONS. 

No attempt has been made in the above to account quanti- 
tatively for the osmotic pressure of concentrated solutions. 
Even in the case of gases, the equation PV =RT only applies 
strictly to a material gas within narrow limits of pressure; 
but Morse and Fraser’s experiments indicate a much wider 
applicability when the formula is applied to osmotic pressures, 
provided only that for concentrated solutions V is interpreted 
as the volume of solvent used to dissolve the solute and not 
the total volume of the solution. It need scarcely be pointed out 
that this modification is very similar in type to the co-volume 
correction in van der Waals’s equation. 

Osmotic PRESSURE AND SURFACE TENSION. 

In view of the close relationship that has been indicated 
between osmotic pressure and surface structure it would not 
be surprising that a relationship should exist between surface 
tension and osmotic pressure. Such a relationship has been 
postulated theoretically by Traube, who supposes that osmotic 
pressure depends on a tendency to equalize the surface tension 
of the two liquids, and has been confirmed experimentally by 

* Compare the reduction of mobility caused by liquid cohesion in agas 
Zr Me a : 

and represented by the quantity 52 im van der Waals’s equation. 
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Batelli and Stephanini (Att: R. Accad. Lincez, 1905, (v.) 14. 
ii. pp. 3-14), who find that solutions of equal surface tension 
have equal osmotic pressures, even in cases in which the 
solutions are not nominally equimolecular. 

In conciusion it may be pointed out that whilst the views 
advocated above were comparatively novel ten years ago, the 
idea that osmotic pressure depends on the activity of the 
solvent rather than on that of the solute has now become 
widely accepted, and has been advocated not only by Poynting, 
but also by Armstrong (Enc. Brit. xxvi. p. 739), Beilby 
(B. A. Report, South Africa, 1905, p. 301), and others. At 
the present time, therefore, the only points for which any 
degree of novelty can be claimed are in reference to the 
mechanism by which the activity of the solvent at the surface 
of the liquid is reduced by the ‘ blocking action” of the 
solute operating in one directicn only, and to the possibility 
of deducing from the osmotic phenomena information as to 
the surface structure of liquids. 

130 Horseferry Road,— 
Westminster, S.W. 

XLVI. Notices respecting New Books. 

Les Ultramicrescopes et les Objets Ultramicroscopiques. Pur A. Corton 
et H. Mouron. Paris: Masson & Cie. 1906. Pp. 232. 

ise important part played by the microscope in almost every 
department of science, pure and applied, readily accounts for 

the large amount of attention which this instrument has received 
and for the rapid improvements in its construction—im provements 
which have rendered it one of the most perfect instruments at our 
disposal. The limits beyond which a microscope of the ordinary 
type ceases to be serviceable—limits imposed on it by diffraction 
phenomena—haying been reached, investigators began to turn 
their attention to means whereby objects too tiny to be visible 
under ordinary conditions could be so rendered, by the use of 
special devices, although such devices do not enable us to study 
the exact form or minute structure of the object viewed. 

An account of the most recent researches in this direction will 
be found in Messrs. Cotton and Mouton’s excellent little treatise, 
excellent alike from the point of view of the selection and arrange- 
ment of subject-matter, and that of simplicity of treatment: 
The subject is introduced by a very clear sketch of the physical 
theory of the microscope and the limits of visibility. The use of 
radiations of short wave-length is then dealt with, and in the next 
chapter is given an account of the conditions under which ultra- 
microscopic objects may be rendered visible, and a description of 
the special instruments devised by Siedentopf and Zsigmondy, and 
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by the authors themselves. The remainder of the work deals with 
ultra-microscopic objects. A chapter is devoted to the study of the 
minute particles embedded in transparent solids—such as particles 
of gold in ruby-glass—and those forming a thin deposit on their 
surfaces—such as metallic deposits on glass. Particles contained 
in liquids are next dealt with. Three chapters are devoted to the 
study of collvidal solutions. It is shown how the properties of 
such solutions may be accounted for by supposing them to possess 
a granular structure. ‘The electrical behaviour of such solutions is 
studied in detail, and an account is given of the indirect methods 
which enable us to.form some sort of notion regarding the form 
and. properties of colloidal granules. The concluding chapter deals 
with the ultra-microscopic particles of interest to biologists. 

The authors are to be congratulated on having produced so 
readable and simply written a book on a very difficult subject, 
and no person interested in microscopic work can afford to be 
without it. 

Lectures on the Theory of Functions of Real Variables. Vol. I. 
By James Prerpont. Ginn & Co.: Boston, New York, &c. 1905. 

Tue distinguished Professor of Mathematics in Yale University 
has in these published lectures given an altogether unique book to 
the English-speaking student of pure mathematics. he idea at 
the basis of the treatment of what the ordinarily trained student 
will soon recognize as his familiar friends in the infinitesimal 
calculus is rigorous demonstration. More particularly stated, the 
problem is to examine the condition under which the recognized 
theorems and processes can be applied correctly. The foundations 
of the whole doctrine of mathematical continuity must be laid firm 
and sure; and to effect this the author is compelled to begin with 
the modern theory of rational and irrational numbers. Following 
mainly along the lines initiated by Cantor, he devotes several 
chapters to the theory of the elementary functions; and it is not 
till Chapter VIII. that the subject of differentiation of functions 
of one variable is taken up. On the basis of the doctrine of limits 
already established, the differential coefficients of the fundamental 
formule of differentiation are deduced with rigour, an important 
educative feature being the indication in certain cases of the 
incorrectness of the more usual methods of establishing these 
formule. From Chapter XII. to the last chapter (X VI.) inte- 
eration is discussed with the same uniform method—clear, rigorous, 
and brief. At times, indeed, the discussion seems almost too brief, 
partaking more of the character of lecture notes than of a 
systematic treatise. This, however, has its advantages in making 
the reader complete the demonstration in his own way. There 
ean be but one opinion as to the value of the work; and the 
publication of the second volume will be awaited with interest and 
expectation. 
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The photograph shows a pleochroic halo in a rock-section; magnified 
300 diameters; light polarized. The halo-sphere extends across 

flakes of biotite mutually inclined, as is shown by the unequal 

absorption of the rays. 
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XLVII. On Rays of Positive ElectricitiP. 

By J. J. THomson, M.A., PRS. ana, at lh 

Bl 1886 Goldstein discovered that when the cathode in a 
discharge-tube is perforated, rays pass through the 

openings and produce luminosity in the gas behind the 
cathode ; the colour of the light depends on the 

Fig. 1. gas with which the tube is filled and coincides 
A with the colour of the velvety glow which 

occurs immediately in front of the cathode. 
The appearance of these rays is indicated in 
fig. 1, the anode being to the left of the 
cathode KK. Since the rays appeared through 
narrow channels in the cathode, Goldstein called. 
them ‘‘ Kanalstrahlen”?: now that we know 
more about their nature, “positive rays”? would, 
I think, be a more apprdpriate name. (Gold- 

GAH" stein showed that a magnetic force which would 
deflect cathode rays to a very considerable 

~ extent was quite without effect on the “ Kanal- 
strahlen.”” By using intense magnetic fields, 
W. Wien showed that these rays could be 
deflected, and that the deflexion was in the 

opposite direction to that of the cathode rays, indicating 
that these rays carry a positive charge of electricity. 
This was confirmed by measuring the electrical charge 
received by a vessel into which the rays passed through 
a small hole, and also by observing the direction in which 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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they are deflected by an electric force. By measuring 
the deflexions under magnetic and electric forces, Wien 
found by the usual methods the value of e/m and the velocity 
of the rays. He found for the maximum value of e/m the 
value of 10*, which is the same as that for an atom of hydrogen 
in the electrolysis of solutions. A valuable summary of the 
properties of these rays is contained in a paper by Hwers *. 

As these rays seem the most promising subjects for in- 
vestigating the nature of positive electricity, I have made a 
series of determinations of the values of e/m for positive rays 
under different conditions. The results of these I will now 
proceed to describe. 

| Apparatus. 
Screen used to detect the rays——The rays were detected 

and their position determined by the phosphorescence they 
produced on a screen at the end of the discharge-tube. <A 
considerable number of substances were examined to find the 
ove which would fluoresce most brightly under the action of 
the rays. As the result of these trials, Willemite was selected. 
This was ground to a very fine powder and dusted uniformly 
over a flat plate of glass. Considerable trouble was found in 
obtaining a suitable substance to make the powder adhere to 
the glass. All gums &. when bombarded by the rays are 
liable to give off gas ; this renders them useless for work in 
vacuum-tubes. The method finally adopted was to smear a 
thin layer of “ water-glass ”’ (sodium-silicate) over the glass 
plate, and then dust the powdered Willemite over this layer 
and allow the water-glass to dry slowly before fastening the 
plate to the end of the tube. 

The form of tube adopted is shown in fig. 2. A hole is 
bored through the cathode, and this hole leads to a very fine 
tube F. The bore of this tube is made as fine as possible so 
as to get a small well-defined fluorescent patch on the screen. 
These tubes were either carefully made glass tubes, or else 
the hollow thin needles used for hypodermic injections, which 
I find answer excellently for this purpose. After getting 
through the needle, the positive rays on their way down the 
tube pass between two parallel aluminium plates A, A. 
These plates are vertical, so that when they are maintained 
at different potentials the rays are subject to a horizontal 
electric force, which produces a horizontal deflexion of the 
patch of light on the screen. The part of the tube con- 
taining the parallel aluminium plates is narrowed as much as 
possible, and passes between the poles P, P of a powerful 
electromagnet of the Du Bois type. The poles of this magnet 

* Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitat, iii. p. 291 (1906). 
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are as close together as the glass tube will permit, and 
are arranged so that the lines of magnetic force are hori- 
zontal and at right angles to the path of the rays. The 
magnetic force produces a vertical deflexion of the patch of 
phosphorescence on the screen. To bend the positive rays it 
is necessary to use strong magnetic fields, and if any of the 
lines of force were to stray into the discharge-tube in front 

Fig. 2. 

A 

J 
of the cathode, they would distort the discharge in that part 
of the tube. This distortion might affect the position of the 
phosphorescent patch on the screen, so that unless we shield 
the discharge-tube we cannot be sure that the displacement 
of the phosphorescence is entirely due to the electric and 
magnetic fields acting on the positive rays after they have 
emerged from behind the cathode. 

To screen off the magnetic field, the tube was placed in a 
soft iron vessel W with a hole knocked in the bottom, through 
which the part of the tube behind the cathode was pushed. 
Behind the vessel a thick plate of soft iron with a hole bored 
through it was placed, and behind this again as many thin 
plates of soft iron, such as are used for transformers, as there 
was room for were packed. When this was done it was 
found that the magnet produced no perceptible effect on the 
discharge in front of the cathode. 

The object of the experiments was to determine the value 
of e/m by observing the deflexion produced by magnetic and 
electric fields. When the rays were undeflected they pro- 
duced a bright spot on the screen ; when the rays passed 

2Q 2 
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through electric and magnetic fields the spot was not simply 
deflected to another place, but was drawn out into bands or 
patches, sometimes covering a considerable area. To deter- 
mine the velocity of the rays and the value of e/m, it was 
necessary to have a record of the shape of these patches. 
This might have been done by substituting a photographic 
plate for the Willemite screen. This, however, was not the 
method adopted, as, in addition to other inconveniences, it 
involves opening the tube and repumping for each obser- 
vation, a procedure which would have involved a great 
expenditure of time. The method actually adopted was as 
follows :—The tube was placed in a dark room from which 
all light was carefully excluded, the tube itself being painted 
over so that no light escaped from it. Under these circum- 
stances the phosphorescence on the screen appeared bright 
and its boundaries well defined. The observer traced in 
Indian ink on the outside of the thin flat screen the outline 
of the phosphorescence. When this had been satisfactorily 
accomplished the discharge was stopped, the light admitted 
into the room, and the pattern on the screen transferred to 
tracing-paper ; the deviations were then measured on these 
tracings. 

Calculation of the Magnetic and Electric Deviation of 
the Rays. 

If we assume the electric field to be uniform between the 
plates and zero outside them, then we can easily show that «, 
the horizontal deflexion of a ray whose charge 1 is €é, Mass m, 
and velocity v, is given by the equation 

e 

Ji nv 
,((l+ 2d), 

where X is the force between the plates, / the length of path 
of the rays between the plates, and d the distance of the 
screen from the nearer end of the parallel plates. 

To find the deflexion due to the magnetic field, we have, 
if p is the radius of curvature of the path at a point where 
the magnetic force is H, 

mv? 
——" Saige 
p 

wh ~ =H, 
Pp mv 

or 
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If y is the vertical displacement of the particle, we have 

ty aay : 
—= —* approximately, 
pe ide” 

where z is measured along the path of the ray Hence 

Gyr ie 
dent mi? 

3 ltd (" 

y = ee [| ee Hd: J. . . - ° (1) 

In these strong fields there are considerable variations of 
H along the path, so that to calculate the integrals we should 
have to map out the value of H along the path of the ray. 
This would be a very laborious process, and it was rendered 
unnecessary by the following simple method, which, while not 
involving anything like the labour of the direct method, gives 
much more accurate results. The method is shown in fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. 

The part of the tube through which the rays pass was cut off, 
and a metal rod placed so that its tip Z coincided with the 
aperture of the narrow tube through which the positive 
rays had emergeu. A very fine wire soldered to the end of 
this tube passed over a light pulley, and carried a weight at 
the free end. ‘The pulley was supported by a screw by 
means of which it could be raised or lowered; a known 
current passed through the wire, entering it at Z and leaving 
it through the pulley. The pulley was first placed so that 
the path of the stretched wire when undeflected by a magnetic 
field coincided with the path of the undeflected rays. A 
vertical scale whose edge was at the same distance from the 
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opening through which the rays emerge as the screen on 
which the phosphoresence had been observed, was placed just 
behind the wire, and was read by a reading microscope with 
a micrometer eyepiece. When the magnetic field was put 
on, the wire was deflected ; and if T is the tension of the wire, 
p the radius of curvature into which it is bent, 2 the current 
through the wire, 

af 
vee |ale 

eae Pp 

or, if y, is the vertical displacement of the wire, 

Gy 4 

Cen ae H. 

Now if “1 9 when z=0 we have, if 7, is the displacement 

of the wire at the scale, 
‘ l 4 

h= ns -| Haz 
PJo Jo | 

Hence, comparing (1) and (2) we have 

ee 

a relation from which the magnetic force is eliminated. To 
ensure that the tangent to the wire is horizontal when z=0, 
the following method is used. P is a chisel-edge carried by 
a screw and placed about 1 mm. in front of the fixed end of 
the wire; this is adjusted so that when the magnetic field is 
not on the wire just touches the edge: this can be ascertained 
by making the contact with the wire complete an electric 
circuit in which a bell is placed. When the magnetic field 
is put on the wire is pulled off from the edge, and the tangent 
at z=0 is no longer horizontal ; it can, however, be brought 
horizontal by raising or lowering the pulley D until the wire 
is again in contact with P, which can be ascertained again 
by the ringing of the bell. Then y, is the vertical distance 
between the point where the wire now crosses the edge of 
the scale and the point where it crossed it before the m: \onetic 
field was put on. Since y, y, i, and T can easily be mea- 
sured, equation (3) gives us the value of e/mv, while the 
deflexion under the electric force gives the value of e/mv”. 
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If v is the vertical displacement of the patch of phosphor- 
escent light on the screen produced by the magnetic field, 
« the horizontal displacement due to the electrostatic field, 
we see that 

eel! Valhgsy  a 
I~ G/T me my 

where A and B are constants depending on the position of 
the screen and the magnitudes of the electric and magnetic 
forces. ‘These quantities can be calculated by means of the 
equations just given. 

Since — yo B 
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We see that if the pencil is made up of rays having a con- 
stant velocity but having all values of e/m up toa maximum 
value, the spot of light will be spread out by the magnetic 
and electric fields into a straight line extending a finite dis- 
tance from the origin. While if it is made up of two sets of 

Fig. 4. 

rays, one having the velocity v, the other the velocity v,, the 
spot will be drawn out into two straight lines as in fig. 4. 

If e/m is constant and the velocities have all values up toa 
maximum, the spot of light will be spread out into a portion 
‘of a parabola, as indicated in fig. 5. 

We shall later on give examples of each of these cases. 
The discharge was produced by means of a large induction- 

coil, giving a spark of about 50 cm. in air, with a vibrating 
‘make and break apparatus. Many tubes were used in the 
course of the investigation, the dimensions of these varied — 
slightly. The distance of the screen from the hole from which 
‘the rays emerged was about 9 cm., the length of the parallel 
plates about 3 em., and the distance between them °3 cm. 
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‘Properties of the Positive Rays when the Pressure is not 
exceedingly low. 

The appearance of the phosphorescent patch after deflexion 
in the electric and magnetic fields depends greatly upon the 
pressure of the gas. I will begin by considering the case ~ 
when the pressure is comparatively high, say of the order of 
1/50 of a millimetre. At these pressures, though the walls 
of the tube in front of the cathode were covered with bright 
phosphorescence and the dark space extended right up to the 
walls of the tube and was several centimetres thick, traces of 
the positive column could be detected in the neighbourhood 
of the anode. I will first take the case where the tube was 
filled with air. Special precautions were taken to free the air 
from hydrogen; it was carefully dried, and a sub- 
sidiary discharge-tube having a cathode made of Fig. 6. 
the liquid alloy of sodium and potassium was fused 
on to the main tube. When the discharge passes 
from such a cathode it absorbs hydrogen. The dis- 
charge was sent through this tube at the lowest 
pressure at which enough light was produced in 
the gas to give-a visible spectrum, until the hydro- 
gen lines disappeared and the only lines visible 
were those of nitrogen and mercury vapour. This ir 
pressure was a little higher than that used for the nu 
investigation of the positive rays, but a pump or ae 
two was sufficient to bring the pressure down to te 
this value. The appearance of the phosphorescence 
on the screen when the rays were deflected by magnetic and 
electric forces separately and conjointly is shown in fig. 6. 

The deflexion under magnetic force alone is indicated by 
vertical shading, under electric force alone by horizontal 
shading, and under the two combined by cross shading. 

The spot of phosphorescence is drawn out into a band on 
either side of its original position. The upper portion, which 
is very much the brighter, is deflected in the direction which 
indicates that the phosphorescence is produced by rays having 
a positive charge; the lower portion (indicated by dots in the 
figure), which though faint is quite perceptible on the Willemite 
screen, is deflected as if the rays carried a negative charge. The 
length of the lower portion is somewhat shorter than that of the 
upper one, but is quite coniparable with it. The intensity of the 
luminosity in the upper portion is at these pressures quite con- 
tinuous ; no abrupt variations such as would show themselves 
as bright patches could be detected, although, as will be seen 
later on, these make their appearance at lower pressures. 
Considering for the present the upper portion, the straightness 
of the edges shows that the velocity of the rays is approxi- 
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mately constant, while the values of e/m range fron: zero at 
the undeflected portion to the value approximately equal to 
10* at the top of the deflected band. This value of e/m is equal 
to that for a charged hydrogen atom, and moreover there 
was no specially @ oreat luminosity in the positions correspond- 
ing to e/m= 104/14. and 10*/16, the values for rays carried 
by. nitrogen or oxygen atoms, though these places were care- 
fully scrutinised. As hydrogen when present as an impurity 
in the tube has a tendency to accumulate near the cathode, 
the following experiment was tried to see whether the Kanal- 
strahlen were produced from traces of hydrogen 1 in the tube. 
The discharge was sent through the tube in the opposite 
direction, 7.¢., so that the perforated electrode was the anode, 
the electric. and magnetic fields being kept on. When the 
discharge passed in this way there was of course no lumi- 
nosity on the screen; on reversing the coil again so that the 
pertorated electrode was the cathode, the luminosity flashed 
out instantly, presenting exactly the same appearance as it 
had done when the tube had been running for some time with 
the perforated electrode as cathode. 

The fact that a spot of light produced by the undeflected 
positive rays is under the action of electric and magnetic 
forces drawn out into a continuous band was observed by 
W. Wien, who was the first to measure the deflexion of the 
positive rays under electric and magnetic forces. The values 
of e/m obtained from the deflexions of various parts of this 
band range continuously from zero, the value corresponding 
to the undeflected portion, to 10*, the value corresponding to 
those most deflected. Wien explained this by the hypothesis 
that the charged particles which make up the positive rays 
act as nuclei round which molecules of the gas through which 
the rays pass condense, so that very complex systems made up 
of a very large number of molecules get mixed up with the 
particles forming the positive ray 8, and that it is these heavy 
and cumbrous systems which give rise to that part of the 
luminosity which is only slightly deflected. I think that the 
constancy of the velocity of the rays, indicated by the straight 
edges of the deflected band, is a strong arg ument against this 
explanation, and that the existence of the negative rays 1s 
conclusive against it. These negatively electrified rays, which 
form the faintly luminous portion of the phosphorescence 
indicated in fig. 6, are not cathode rays. The magnitude of 
their deflexion shows that the ratio of we for thexe rays, 
instead of being as great as 1-7 x 10’, the value for cathode 
rays, is less than 10°. The particles forming these rays are 
thus comparable i in size with those which form the positive 
rays. The existence of these negatively electrified rays suggests 
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at once an explanation, which I think is the true one, of the 
continuous band into which the spot of phosphorescence is 
drawn out by the electric and magnetic fields. The values 
of e/m which are determined by this method are really the 
mean values of e/m, while the particle is in the electric and 
magnetic fields. If the particles are for a part of their course 
through these fields without charge, they will not during this 
part of their course be deflected, and in consequence the 
deflexions observed on the screen, and consequently the values 
of e/m, will be smaller than if the particle had retained its 
charge during the whole of its career. Thus, suppose that 
some of the particles constituting the positive rays, after 
starting with a positive charge, get this charge neutralized by 
attracting to them a negatively electrified corpuscle: the mass 
of the corpuscle is so small in comparison with that of the 
particle constituting the positive ray, that the addition of the 
particle wili not appreciably diminish the velocity of the posi- 
tive particle. Some of these neutralized particles may get 
positively ionized again by collision, while others may get a 
negative charge by the adhesion to them of another corpuscle, 
and this process might be repeated during the course of the 
particle. Thus there would be among the rays some which 
were for part of their course unelectrified, at other parts posi- 
tively electrified, and at other parts negatively electrified. 
Thus the mean value of e/m might have all values ranging 
from a, its initial value, to —2', where «' might be only a little 
less than a. ‘his is just what we observe, and when we 
remember that the gas through which the rays are passing 
is lonized, and contains a large number of corpuscles, it is, 
I think, what we should expect. 

At very low pressures, when there are very few ions in the 
gas, this continuous band stretching from the origin is 
replaced by discontinuous patches. 

Positive Rays in Hydrogen. 

In hydrogen, when the pressure is not too low, the bright- 
ness of the phosphorescent patch is greater than in air at the 
same pressure; the shape of the deflected phosphorescence is 
markedly different from that in air. In air, the deflected 
phosphorescence is usually a straight band, whereas in 
hydrogen the boundary of the most deflected side is distinetly 
curved and is concave to the undeflected position. The ap- 
pearance of the deflected phosphorescence is indicated in fig. 7. 

The result indicated in fig. 8, which was also obtained with 
hydrogen, shows that we have here a mixture of two bands, 
as indicated in fig. 4, the two bands being produced by carriers 
having different maximum values of e/m. The greatest value 
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of 2/m obtained with hydrogen was the same as~in air, 
1-2 x 10°, the velocity was 1° 8x 108 em. /sec. The presence 

Fig. 7 Fie. 8. 

of the second band indicates that mixed with these we have 
another set of carriers, for which the maximum value e/m is 
half that in the other band, 7. e. 5x10°. The curvature of 
the boundary generally observed is due to the admixture of 
these two rays. 

Positive Rays in Helium. 

In helium the phosphorescence is bright and the deflected 
patch has in general the curved outline observed in hydrogen. 

fo) 

I was fortunate enough, however, to find a stage in which 
the deflected patch was split up into two distinct 
bands, as shown in fig.9. The maximum value of 
e/m in the band a was 1°2 x 10+, the samevas in air 
and hydrogen, and the velocity was 1°8 x 10°; while 
the maximum value of e/m in band b was ‘almost 
exactly one quarter of that in a (2. e. 2°9 x 10°). As 
the atomic weight of helium is four times that 

of hydrogen, this result indicates that the carriers which 
produce the band / are atoms of helium. This result 
is Interesting because it is the only case (apart from 
hydrogen) in which I have found values of e/m corresponding 
to the atomic weight of the gas; and even in the case of 
helium, when the pressure in the discharge-tube is very low 
and the electric field very intense, the “characteristic rays 
with e/m=2°9 x 10 sometimes disappear and, as in all the 
gases T have tried, we get two sets of rays, for one set of 
which e/m=10# and for the other 5 x 10°. 

Although the helium had been carefully purified from 
hydrogen, the band a (for which e/m= 10*) was generally 
the brighter of the two. The case of helium is an inter esting 
one; for the class of positive rays, known as the 2 rays, which 
are given off by radioactive substances, would @ priort seem 
to consist most probably of helium, since helium is one of the 
products of disintegration of these substances. The value of 
e/m for these substances is 5x 10°, where we have seen that 
in helium it is possible to obtain rays for which e/m=2"9 x 10°. 
It is true that, at very low pressures and with strong electric 
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fields, we get rays for which e/m=5 x 10°; but this is not a_ 
peculiarity, of helium : all the gases which T have tried show 
exactly the same effect. 

Argon. 

When the discharge passed through argon the effects 
observed were very similar to those occurring in air. The 
sides were perhaps a little more curved, and there was a 
tendency for bright spots to develop. The measurements of 
the electric and magnetic deflexion of these spots gave 
e/m=10*, the value obtained for other cases. There was no~ 
appreciable increase of luminosity in the positions corre- 
sponding to e/m= 104/40, as there would have been if an 
appreciable number of the carriers had been argon atoms. 

Positive Rays in Gases at very low pressures. 

As the pressure of the gas in the discharge-tube is gradually 
reduced, the appearance of the deflected phosphorescence 
changes : instead of forming a continuous band, the phos- 
phorescence breaks up into ‘two isolated patches ; that part 
of the phosphorescence in which the deflexion was very 
small disappears, as also does the phosphorescence produced 
by the negatively electrified portion of the rays. 

In the earlier experiments considerable dithculty was 
experienced in working at these very low pressures ; for 
when the pressure was reduced’ sufficiently to get the offects 
just described, the discharge passed through ‘the tube with 
such difficulty, that in a very few seconds after this stage was 
reached sparks passed from the inside to the outside of the 
tube, perforating the glass and destroying the vacuum. In 
spite of all precautions, such as earthing the cathode and all 
conductors in its neighbourhood, perforation took place too 
quickly to permit measur ements of the deflexion of the 
phosphorescence. 

This difficulty was overcome by taking advantage of the 
fact that, when the cathode is made of a very electropositive 
metal, the discharge passes with much greater ease than when 
the cathode is made of aluminium or platinum. The electro- 
positive metals used for the cathode were (1) the liquid alloy 
of sodium and potassium which was smeared over the cathode, 
and (2) calcium, a thin plate of which was affixed to the front 
of the cathode. With these cathodes the pressure in the tube 
could be reduced to very low values without making the dis- 
charge so difficult as to lead to perforation of the tube by 
sparking, and accurate measurements of the position of the 
patches of phosphorescence could be obtained at leisure. 

The results obtained at these low pressures are very in- 
teresting. Whatever kind of gas may be used to fill the 
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tube, or whatever the nature of the electrode, the deflected 
phosphorescence splits up into two patches. For one of these 
patches the maximum value of e/m is about 10+, the value for 
the hydrogen atom ; while the value for the other patch is 

Fie. 10, Fig. 12. 
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about 5x10*, the value for @ particles or the hydrogen 
molecule. Examples of the appearance of this phosphor- 
escence are given in figs. 10, 11, 12; in fig. 12 the magnetic 
force was reversed. 

The differences in the appearance are due to differences in 
the pressure rather than to differences in the gas; for at 
slightly higher pressures than that cor responding tots. 12, 
the appearance shown in figs. 10 and 11 can be obtained in 
air. In all these cases the more deflected patch corresponds 
to a value of about 10° for e/m, while e/m for the less deflected 
patch is about 5 x 10°. 

Tt will be noticed that in fig. 11 there is no trace in the 
helium tube of rays for which e/m=2°5x 10°, which were 
found in helium tubes at higher pressures ; at intermediate 
pressures there are three distinct patches in helium, for 
the first of which e/m==10*, for the second e/m=5 x 10°, 
and for the third e/m=2 5X 108 approximately. Helium 
is a case where there are characteristic rays—1. ¢., rays 
for which e/m=10!/M, where M is the atomic w eight of 
the gas, when the discharge potential is comparatiy ely 
small, and not when, as at very low pressures, the discharge 
potential i is very large. I think it very pr obable that if we 
could produce ‘the positive rays with much smaller potential 
differences than those used in these experiments, we might 
get the characteristic rays for other gases. Iam at pr esent 
investigating with this object the positive rays produced when 
the perforated cathode is, as in Wehnelt’s method, coated with 
lime, when a potential ditference of 100 volts or less is able to 
produce positive rays. The interest of the experiments at very 
low pressures lies in the fact that in this case the rays are the 
same whatever gas may be used to fill the tube ; the charac- 
teristic rays of the gas disappear, and we get the same kind 
of carriers for all substances. 

I would especially call attention to the panplicity of the 
effects produced at these low pressures: only two patches of 
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phosphorescence are visible. This is, 1 think, an important 
matter in connexion with the interpretation of these results ; 
for at these low pressures we have to deal not only with the 
gas with which the tube was originally filled, but also with 
the gas which is given off by the electrodes and the walls of 
the tube during the discharge: and it might be urged that at 
these low pressures the tube contained nothing but hydrogen 
given out by the electrodes. I do not think this explanation 
is feasible, for the following reasons :— 

(1) The gas developed during the discharge is not wholly 
hy he : if the discharge is Kept passing long enough to 
develop so much gas that the discharge “through the gas 
is sufficiently luminous to be observed by a spectroscope, the 
spectrum always showed, in addition to the hydrogen lines, 
the nitrogen bands ; indeed, the latter were generally the 
most conspicuous part of the spectrum. If the phosphorescent 
sereen on which the positive rays impinge is observed during 
the time this gas is being given off, the changes whieh take 
place in the appearance ‘of the screen are as follows :—If, to 
begin with, the pressure is so slow that the phosphorescent 
patches are reduced to two bright spots, then, as the pressure 
begins to go up owing to the evolution of the gas, the deflexion 
of the spots i increases. . This is ow ing to the reduction in the 
velocity of the rays consequent upon the reduction of the 
potential difference between the terminals of the tube, as 
at this stage an increase in the pressure facilitates the passage 
of the discharge. In addition to the increase in the displace- 
ment, there is an increase in the area of the spots giving a 
er eater 1 range of values of e/m ; this is owing to the increase 
in the number of collisions made by the particles.in the rays 
on their way to the screen. As more and more gas is 
evolved, the patches get larger and finally overlap; the 
existence of the second patch being indicated by a diminution 
in the brightness of the phosphorescence at places outside its 
boundary. As the pressure increases the luminosity gets 
more and more continuous, and we finally get to the con- 
tinuous band as shown in fig. 6. At this stage it is 
probable that there may be enough luminosity to. give a 
spectrum showing the nitrogen lines, indicating that a con- 
siderable part of the gas in the tube is air. It is especially 
to be noted that during this process, when gas was coming 
into the tube, there has been no development of patches 
in the phosphorescence indicating the presence of new rays ; 
on the contrary, one type of carrier—that corresponding to 
e/m=5 x 10°—has disappeared. The presence of the nitrogen 
bands in the spectrum shows that nitrogen is carrying part 
of the discharge, and yet there are no rays characteristic of 
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nitrogen to be observed on the screen ; a proof, it seems to 
me, that different gases may be made by strong electric fields 
to give off the same kind of carriers of positive electricity. 

Another result which shows that the positive rays are the 
same even although the gases are different is the following. 
The tube was pumped until the pressure was much too low 
for the discharge to pass, then small quantities of the following 
gases were put into the tube: air, carbonic oxide, hydrogen, 
helium, neon (for which I am indebted to the kindness of 
Sir James Dewar); the quantity admitted was adjusted so 
that it was sufficient to cause the discharge to pass and yet 
did not raise the pressure beyond the point where the phos- 
phorescence is discontinuous. In every case there were 
patches corresponding to e/m=10*, e/m=5 x 10°, and except 
with helium these were the only patches ; in helium, in addition 
to the two already mentioned, there was a third patch for which 
e/m=2°5 x 10°, 

J also tried another method of ensuring that at these low 
pressures there were other gases besides hydrogen in the 
tube. 1 filled the tube with helium, and after exhausting to 
a fairly low pressure by means of the mercury pump, I per- 
formed the last stages of the exhaustion by means of charcoal 
cooled with liquid air. This charcoal absorbs very little 
helium in comparison with other gases ; so that it is certain 
that there was helium in the tube. The appearance of the 
phosphorescent screen of tubes exhausted in this way did not 
differ from those exhausted solely by the pump. 

The most obvious explanation of these effects seems to me 
to be that under very intense electric fields different substances 
give out particles charged with positive electricity, and that 
these particles are independent of the nature of the gas from 
which they originate. These particles are, as far as we know 
at present, of two kinds: for one kind e/m has the value of 104, 
that of an atom of hydrogen; for the other kind e/m has half 
this value, 7. e. it has the same value as for the @ particles 
from radioactive substances. 

This agreement in the maximum value of e/m at different 
pressures is a proof that this is a true maximum, and that 
there are not other more deflected rays not strong enough to 
produce visible phosphorescence ; for if this were the case— 
2. é., if the value of e/m for a particle that had never lost its 
charge temporarily by collision were greater than 10’—we 
should expect to get larger values for e/m at low pressures 
than at high. 

I have much pleasure in thanking my assistant Mr. HK. 
Everett for the assistance he has given me in these ex- 
periments. 
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XLVIII. Note on a Spectrum of the Réntgen Rays from a 
Focus Tube, and the relatively Selective Absorption of Réntgen 
Rays in certain Metals. By Joon Meap ApAms* 

[Plate XIV.] 

4% N the course of a research + upon the transmission of 
Roéntgen rays through metallic sheets, it became neces- 

sary to test by direct experiment Réntgen’s theory that an 
ordinary beam of Roéntgen rays is heterogeneous and that 
substances show selective absorption toward the different 
kinds of rays; and furthermore, to ascertain whether the 
selective absorption, if it exists, follows the same law for all 
substances, in other words whether the absorption of different 
substances is relatively selective. 

To obtain a direct answer to these questions a spectrum of 
Rontgen rays was sought by the following method :—A 
Réntgen-ray tube (see fig. 1, Pi. XIV.) was prepared, like an 
ordinary 'focus-tube in all essential respects except for the 
target. The target consisted of a strip of platinum 6°3 cms. long 
by 1:3 ems. w ide, bent into a circular are of 5 cms. radius and 
placed in the tube in the position indicated by T in the figure. 
A thick lead screen was set up in front of the tube (that is, 
facing the concave side of the target) in a plane parallel to 
the axis of the tube, and about 18 cms. distant from it. At 
a point opposite to the tar get this screen was pierced by a 
small hole about 0°15 cm. in diameter, with bevelled edge. 
A photographic plate or a fluorescent screen could be placed 
parallel to the lead screen and about as far in front of it as 
the axis of the tube was behind it. When the tube was in 
operation under these circumstances, an observer at the 
fluorescent screen perceived a bright spot upon it—the image 
of the spot on the target where ‘the cathode discharge from 
the electrode © focussed, formed according to the principle 
of the pin-hole camera. ON magnetic field was then applied 
to the tube in the neighbourhood of the electrode ©, in direc- 
tion perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and of such 
magnitude that the cathode discharge was spread into a 
spectrum { along the concave surface of the target. The 
bright spot upon the fluorescent screen was now drawn out 
into a band, and it was to be expected that the Réntgen rays 

* Communicated by Professor J. Trowbridge. 
+ Adams, Proc. Amer. Acad. xlii. p. 671 (1907). 
{ Birkeland, Comptes Rendus, exxii. p. 492 (1896). 
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at different points along this band would show ditterent pro- 
perties, since they were produced by cathode particles which 
differed from one another, presuinably in velocity. 

That a more or less complete separation of the Réntgen 
rays into a spectrum was actually effected was made plain by 
dividing the band into halves lengthwise, and photographing 
it while one-half was covered by a sheet of copper 0:0044 cm. 
thick, the other half being uncovered. Fig. 2 shows a photo- 
graph thus obtained. The width of the band was limited by 
brass strips with bevelled edges about 0°3 cm. apart. The 
Rontgen rays produced by the least deviated cathode particles 
are at A, those produced by the most deviated cathode 
particles at B. The difference in absorbing power of the 
copper at the two ends of the band is plain. The variations 
in intensity along the uncovered half of the spectrum give a 
rough idea of the distribution of the different kinds of 
rays. 
The existence of relatively selective absorption in the 

case of one pair of metals, aluminium and silver, was 
shown by photographing one half of the spectrum through 
a sheet of one metal, the other half through a sheet of 
the other. The aluminium was 0°16 ecm. thick, the silver 
0:002 em. Fig.3 shows a set of these photographs. In that 
figure, CD is a comparison spectrum, photographed without 
the interposition of any metal. In the photograph EF, the 
silver was on the left and the aluminium on the right. The 
thicknesses of the two sheets were so chosen that the rays 
at EK, corresponding to the least deviated cathode particles, 
were equally absorbed in them. Under these circumstances, 
the rays at F’ were transmitted by the silver in much greater 
quantity than by the aluminium. To show that this effect 
was not to be explained by a difference in thickness of 
either sheet at different poimts along the spectrum, the 
sheets were turned in their own plane through two right 
angles, and the photograph GH was then made, showing 
the effect unchanged. Secondary radiation from the sheets 
was not present in appreciable quantity at the photo- 
graphic plate; for if it had been, it would have resulted 
in a blurring of the boundaries of the shadows on the plate, 
the distance between the latter and the sheets being about 
2 cms. 

Another pair of metals, aluminium and tin, has been found 
to show relatively selective absorption to some extent, but the 
effect has not yet been obtained sufficiently well marked for 
reproduction. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 77. May 1907. 2K 
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The conclusions to be drawn from these experiments are 
the following :— 

(1) The beam of Rontgen rays from a focus-tube which 
yields a magnetic cathode spectrum is hetero- 
geneous. 

(2) A metallic sheet shows selective absorption of the 
different rays. 

(3) This selective absorption does not follow the same 
law in all metals: in certain ‘pairs of metals the 
absorption is relatively selective. 

Jefferson Physical Laboratory, 
Harvard University, Cambridge, U.S.A. 

XLIX. The Rate of Recovery of Residual Charge in Electric 
Condensers. By Frup. T. Trouton, F.2.S., and SIDNEY 
HUSS, Wesc:” 

[Plate XV.] 

‘tee analogy between the phenomenon of residual charge 
in Leyden jars and the recovery from elastic overstrain 

in solids has often been pointed out. The theoretical inves- 
tigations of Boltzmann and the experiments of Kohlrausch 
and Hopkinson have thrown considerable light on the 
subject. | 

In view, however, of recent work done by Mr. A. O. 
Rankine}, and subsequently confirmed by Mr. Phillips {, on 
the recovery of solids from: overstrain by a method in 
which the strain was kept constant while the stress disappears, 
it seemed desirable to experimentally examine the relations 
governing the rate at which residual charge makes its 
appearance in a discharged condenser under conditions 
analogous to those of their experiments. 

The explanation of the phenomenon of residual charge has 
been referred§ to a heterogeneity in the structure of the 
dielectric due to its consisting of parts having diverse con- 
ducting and dielectric properties, all however subject to simple 
linear laws. This hypothesis leads to an exponential ex- 
pression for the rate of recovery of the residual charge. This 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read March 8, 1907. 
+ Phil. Mag. [6] vol. viii. 1904, p. 538. 
t Phil. Mag. [6] vol. ix. 1905, p. 513. 
§ Maxwell, vol. i. p. 414. 
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explanation is on somewhat the same general lines as and 
leads to analogous results to that which has been advanced in 
the case of recovery from elastic overstrain, and which is 
based on the assumption of the material consisting in part of 
viscous and in part of purely elastic constitutents. This theory 
of elastic overstrain leads to an exponential expression for the 
recovery from the strain in terms ot the time. Now no such 
expression fits experimental evidence, but on the other hand 
the recovery can be well represented by the logarithm of a 
quantity proportional to the time of recovery. Thus in 
Rankine’s experiments where a constant strain 1s maintained, 
the stress while decreasing is given by 

=— S(1—-K log (pt+ Ty; 

where § represents the stress at any moment required to 
preserve a constant strain in the stretched substance. 

Our work was undertaken in the first place to examine 
whether the exponential law of the recovery of the Residnal 
Charge was justified by experimental data, and failing this, 
to attempt to find a law of the above type agreeing with 
observation. 

The examination of the rate of recovery was carried out 
in two ways. 

Where the Residual Charges were great enough the current 
as it came out of the recuperating dielectric was simply 
passed through a sensitive galvanometer and the rate of 
recovery thus noted. 

This method was found quite feasible in the case of a 
large condenser, the dielectric of which was celluloid, but 
was unsuited for mica condensers of the ordinary standard 
type. 

For such, a method was devised in which the plates of the 
condenser were allowed to charge up to a certain difference 
of potential (due to the Residual Charge coming out of the 
dielectric) which was measured by an electrometer, and kept 
at that difference of potential by inserting a variable resistance 
in parallel with the condenser. 

The difficulty of getting a resistance as high as that re- 
quired, and one which at the same time could be easily adjusted, 
was surmounted by adopting ionized air as the material of 
which the resistance was made. The cross section of this 
resistance was arranged so as to be easily and quickly varied 
as alteration in the resistance was required. 

2K 2 
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Rate of Recovery, or Current at Constant Difference 
of Potential. 

In these experiments a constant difference of potential 
was maintained between the two coatings of the condenser, 
and the rate at which the Residual Charge leaked out under 
these conditions was found. 

It is clear that if a constant deflexion on the scale of the 
electrometer can be maintained while the Residual Charge is 
appearing, then a constant difference of potential exists 
between the coatings of the condenser. 

This constant potential-difference was maintained by the 
use of a variable resistance obtained by connecting the two 
coatings of the condenser to two parallel plates of tin, 
on one of which a thin layer of uranium fluoride, for the 
purpose of producing the necessary ionization of the air 
between the plates, was uniformly sifted. Owing to the dif- 
ference of potential between these plates there will be a 
gradual leak of the residual charge across the air-gap between 
them, and if the effective area of the uranium surface can be 
adjusted the value of this current can be controlled as required. 
The effective area of the air conductor was regulated by a 
moyable shutter which was made to slide in between the 
two parallel plates, thus curtailing the active area of the 
uranium fluoride surface and thereby the cross section of our 
conductor. 

The mode of carrying out an experiment was to allow the 
difference in potential between the plates of the condenser to. 
rise through the development of residual charge, to a certain 
selected value, and then to prevent further increase by con- 
necting them through the variable ionized air-resistance. 
To preserve this constancy in potential the shutter must be 
continuously pushed in so as to diminish the current at the 
proper rate, namely, that at which the residual charge is 
developed by the unstraining dielectric. 7 

The position of the shutter at any moment while being 
pushed in so as to keep the deflexion of the electrometer 
constant, could be readily found: this is a measure of the 
current or the rate at which the charge comes out of the 
condenser when a constant potential-difference is maintained 
between its coatings. : 

A “hand”? method was first tried for closing the shutter. 
The apparatus used is indicated in fig. 1. K a condenser of’ 
mica plates was first charged by a series of cells C for a 
definite interval of time (14 mins.), discharged through the 
key B, and its two coatings were then connected ‘to the elec- 
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trometer E, one quadrant of which was earthed. P and Q 
are the two parallel plates, the uranium fluoride being spread 
on the bottom one Q. M the movable shutter was initially 
drawn right back, thus exposing the whole of the uranium 

ee * 

fluoride surface. 

'§ | Fig. 1. 
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On connecting K to H the deflexion increased at first, but 
owing to the leak introduced the turning point was soon 
reached ; at this instant the shutter M was moved in by means 
of the wheel 8, which engaged in the milling of a brass strip 
connected to M. The motion of the shutter was recorded bya 
pointer P (attached to the brass strip), which traced a path over 
a blackened surface of paper on a cylindrical drum D which 
revolved at a known speed by means of a motor, to which it 
was connected by a system of gearing-down countershafting. 

In this way the amount of active area exposed at each 
moment was recorded. This was proportional to the con- 
ductivity, and consequently to the current developed at each 
moment by the recovering dielectric. 

In controlling the motion of the shutter by hand one is 
very apt to overshoot the mark, due no doubt to air remaining 
ionized for a short interval after the shutter has covered the 
ionizing surface, this making the apparatus slow in respond- 
ing to any alteration in area. If 8 is turned too quickly, the 

7 leak is being cut too rapidly and the deflexion on the scale 
y increases, so that 8 has to be stopped for a short interval in 
| order that the deflexion may return to its former value. On 

account of this the curve traced out by P on the drum was 
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unduly irregular. After many trials made with this appa- 

ratus it was decided, for the above reasons, to move the 

shutter mechanically. The best of the tracings obtained by 

the previous experiments was utilized for constructing a cam 

for this purpose. The cam, which was cut out of wood, was. 

made to close the shutter by a uniform rotation about its 

axis. Fig. 2 illustrates the way in which this was done. 
ae 

Fig. 2. 

4artha 

H is a small brass wheel fixed to a brass strip which passes 
underneath the cam T and is joined to the shutter M ; a cord 
fixed to the other end of the shutter passes over a pulley R 
and carries a weight W which keeps the wheel H tightly 
pressed against the cam. As the cam rotates H is pulled 
forward and the shutter moves in at a varying speed. 

The uniform rotation of the cam was obtained by means of 
the toothed wheel L, which engaged in an endless worm N 
cut in a steel shaft, the other end of which carried a pulley- 
wheel V which was driven by a small motor highly geared 
down. The portion FG on the cam entails no forward motion 
of H, and is to allow the speed of the motor to become constant 
after starting. The method of carrying out an experiment 
was as follows :— 

The condenser was charged for 13 minutes to 20 volts, 
discharged through the key B, and the coatings then con- 
nected to the quadrants and the parallel plates P,Q. The 
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cam was timed so that the point G on it was just opposite H 
when the coatings of the condenser were connected to P, Q. 

The desired result was that the deflexion of the electro- 
meter remained constant while the shutter was being moved 
in. Hownearly this was attained will be seen from the figs. 3, 
4,5 (Pl. XV.), in which the deflexions are plotted against 
time, the data being given in Tables I., II., III. In each figure 

‘S) Bs 

the top curve was obtained by allowing the Residual Charge 

TABLE I. 

4 Partition exposed. 

Deflexions of Hlectrometer. 

Time wae 
EN ites Shutter kept | Shutter moved in| Shutter kept 
in Minutes. 

closed. by cam. open. 

ae saphanes cations 15°3 14 15-4 
peta 17°5 148 13'9 
ES een OP “1S 15 13°6 
RRL oe 19 15 13:2 
ch oath aeress | 19°35 15 12:6 
dy fee onc ancien. 19°5 15 11°8 
Ben 2h bos eee 19-6 149 il ig 
ee Lt 19°5 14:8 10°4 
Demi dad~+ saceued 19-4 A O77 
tenons 19°3 9:0 
EGS a ie oe 19-2 8-4 
OM aero Urs abe eis 19-1 Vv 78 

| if 

TaB.eE II, 

2 Partitions exposed, 

Deflexions of Electrometer. 

oe ee eS Shutter kept | Shutter moved in| Shutter kept 
as closed. by cam. open. 

a oes 10°5 15:3 14:9 
San et eee | 18-0 15°5 14:3 
Fe esse ete ee 18°5 15°6 128 
I Raat eee 4 ae 18°85 15°6 iy al 
A pte 18°95 15°6 9-4 
Race: hae toa: 18°95 15°65 78 
LIE oo ae 18°82 137 6°4 
MEL. « ci:c 35 18-65 a a1 
La ee 18°50 Al 
| ee 18°3 31 
of: 18:1 2°3 

| 7 ere / 18-0 Y 1-5 
| . 
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Tapun IIT, 

4 Partitions exposed. 

Deflexions of Electrometer. 

: Ae kt Shutter kept | Shutter moved in| Shutter kept 
Sinn closed. by cam. open. 

BE soaescaseee 145 12:1 10:3 
Dy gees aceeteee 15-9 12:1 $05 
EERE oe) 16°5 12:05 6:0 
Dea tect 16°8 12-1 4:0 
Pena 16°9 12°3 2°5 
Le sactlosbce 16°92 13 = 1:45 
17... eae ee 16°88 yi ‘60 
2 | smegudeeee en 16°80 ‘Ol 
Qa eee sagas 16°7 7‘ 
Do PRs 3.28 165 
25 RA acce. 16°35 
8: eee: 16:2 v v | 

to come out of the condenser in the ordinary unrestrained 
way, no correction being made for surface leakage. The 
middle curve was obtained with the cam in action, and the 
bottom curve with the plate @ fully exposed the whole 
time, thus showing how the Residual Charge immediately 
begins to leak across the gap between the two parallel 
plates P, Q. | 

The plate Q, upon which the uranium fluoride was spread, 
was divided into six partitions which could be separately 
covered with metal sheets, thus varying the surface over 
which the leak took place. 

Fig. 5 was obtained with 4 partition exposed. 
Fig. 6 - % 2 partitions exposed. 
ives ‘ " A partitions exposed. 

From the foregoing curves it was seen that the shape of 
the cam was approximately correct as it maintained the 
deflexion of the electrometer constant. 

Now since the difference of potential between the coatings 
of the condenser was constant, the rate the Residual Charge 
was coming out of the condenser at anv moment (and passing 
across the space between the two parallel plates) was propor- 
tional to the area of the bottom plate exposed. This, in turn, 
was proportional to (L,—O8S), where L, is the length of the 
radius vector of the cam which at any moment passes 
through H, and OS is the length of the radius vector when 
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the shutter is closed and therefore no current passing across 
the air-gap. 

If, then, we plot the values of (L,—OS) against time, we 
obtain the rate at which the Residual Charge came out of the 
condenser under a constant difference of potential. 

In all the experiments, however, surface-leakage was 
present. Its value in terms of the uranium -fluoride leak 
was always found after the main experiment was finished. 
Owing to this surface-leakage a certain quantity (which 
admits of easy calculation) must be added to the value 
of (L,—OS8) in order to give the rate of appearance of 
Residual Charge. 

This has been done, and the corrected values of (L, — O58) 
which represent current have been plotted against time in 
figs. 6, 7, 8, where ordinates represent current and abscisse 
time. The data corresponding to these figures will be found 
in Tables IV., V., and VI. 

+ Tapin EV 2 

tole Partition exposed. 

} i 
| 

Current (in arbitrary units). 

7) | 
Time, | Caleulated 

from equation 
| L unit—7°5 Observed. a pa 

unit=7°5 seconds. ee CER ayy 
: t+b 

| ei ahe 

| Fi weit ate eae 6-79 6-79 
| | he een | 5-29 5:35 

pe a ee 4-19 4°36 
pe ee 347 3°64 
2 Att eee eee 09 3°10 
i ee eee 279 2-66 
GER vistas: 2AT / 2°31 
(is: 6 See, 2-09 | 2°05 
Sey ee nese 1-84 1-78 
BAS S53 soe EGt ESF | 

| ee eee 1-49 1-40 
EIRGA Zhou: 1:29 / 2s 
O55 Be oS 1:09 1:10 | 
(5 ee pee ‘89 ‘97 | 
| Cy oo ee 49 81 / 

| 29" ee ape 65 af if | 
Lao ee ieee 8 “49 | 68 | 

| 

Values of constants in the above equation :— 

a—1 0) b=4-44, d=34'63. 
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Taste V.—2 Partitions exposed. 

Current (in arbitrary units). 

Time. 
Calculated 

from equation 

1 unit=6'5 seconds. ered C= eee 
EO ie 

Os. Lees 6-48 6°48 
dd Oe ee St 4-98 504 
per ee ea 2S 3°88 4-06 
Cy oe eee eee 3:16 Soo 
Ay a eee 2°78 278 
Ey 5 dyes aan 2°48 2°34 
6 cece Peer 2°16 1:99 
Tk eee 1-78 1-70 
8. tusuageeauees 1:53 1°46 
5 RE A ee 1:30 £25 

LO" 257 1:18 1:07 
Re Rees... ‘98 91 
MD re ho? es ee ‘18 7 
Oy lek ee 58 65 
| aes “48 55 
ype ee i ee , “BA AD 

| Gia sateen 18 36 

Values of constants in the above equation :— 

a=1°35, b=4-44, d=34'68. 

TaBLE VI.—4 Partitions exposed. | 

Current (in arbitrary units), 

Ge Calculated 
from equation 

PY es Observed. 
1 unit=5 seconds. gaa 

t+b 

Sa ee 6°42 6°42 
), |e 4-92 4°98 
22) 7 3°82 3:99 
2), yaaa ae 3°10 3:27 
2. ee 272 2°72 
SREY tscaetisc 2°42 2:29 
0 gaia 2°10 1:94 
tie oceans cede 172 1:68 
MME wie sete 1-47 1-41 
ee eee 1-24 1:20 

OP pias senccceeee 1 1:03 
aS Reo. “92 :86 
Pee Resists cues "72 she 
La Gea eee "52 60 
2 ange ae "42 44 
fe cess sat "28 40 
LOPS eee A ol 

Values of constants in the above equation :— 

o—138, b=4-44, d=34'63. 
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Fig. 6 corresponds to the case of § partition exposed. 
Fis. 7 2 3 A 2 partitions exposed. 
Fig. 8 4 . re 4 partitions exposed. 

The amount of surface-leakage can be seen from Table VII. 

TasLe VII. 

Ratio: 

Partitions Surface Leakage Percentage. 
exposed. Uranium Leakage 

oid 

AS 

"015 
2 355 2-9 

0118 
4 “646 18 

bole 

The corrected lates of the current when plotted against 
time were found not to agree with an equation of the € expo- 
nential type, with which they should, were the actions going 
on in an unstraining dielectric in agreement with the theory 
of heterogeneous structure as given by Maxwell. 

An equation of the form 
d 

URI G Tag 

was found to fit the experimental curves, figs. 6, 7, & 8 well. 
In these figures the continuous lines are aie from the 
above equation, and the experimental values appear as circles. 

Galvanometer Method. 

The condenser used in these experiments was of about 
5 microfarads. It was found to afford a very large residual 
charge. Celluloid sheets, in conjunction with layers of paper, 
laid on either side, were employ ed in its construction. This 
gave a dielectric of avowedly heterogeneous structure, and 
therefore might very well be expected to act in accordance 
with the exponential law ; nevertheless it will be seen, from 
the character of the curves obtained with it, that this is not 
the case. 

The method of experiment was to charge the condenser 
up to about 20 volts, discharge, and connect with a low- 
resistance D’Arsonval galvanometer which was practically 
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dead-beat. A sufficient current was then obtained, which 
was read at frequent intervals until too small to be observed. 
Two persons were required for this—one to note when the 
spot of light passed the divisions on the scale, the other to 
take the time of doing so. 

It was always found possible to fit a hyperbola to the 
observations so obtained. One of the series (Table VIII.) of 
observations is shown plotted in fig. 9. The curve 

Gul 2304°4 

t+8°94 

was found to suit these observations, and is there shown. 
The experimental points are seen to fit the curve in a most 
satisfactory way. 

TApme yin: 

| 5 | 

C ¢ C. | ¢ 

258 0 25 19 
208 3 23 87 
158 7 21 97 
108 13 18 115 
78 21 16 134 
58 30 14 155 
48 38 12 184 
43 43 | 1 203 
38 49 10 222 
33 58 9 251 
28 69 | 

In these experiments, since the condenser was practically 
short-circuited, there was comparatively speaking no dif- 
ference in potential between the plates throughout the 
recovery; so that the dielectric recovered at its maximum or 
normal rate. 

These and the experiments in the first part of the paper are 
in accordance with the analogy of recovery of elastic solids 
from overstrain. The quantity of electricity recovered up 
to any time ¢ is given by an expression of the type 

Q = alog (¢+0), 

which is the expression found by Rankine and others to fit 
the recovery from overstrain in elastic bodies. 
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L. Contributions to the Theory of Solutions. By 
L. Vegarp (Physical Institute, The University, Kristiania) *. 

Sa 
On the Change of Concentration in a Binary Solution, which is 

in a field of force where the force 1s proportional to the 
ponderable mass. 

13 the thermodynamic treatment of mixtures of substances 
3. dissolved in each other, it is always understood that the 
effect of Gravity need not be considered. In other words, a 
solution is supposed homogeneous, provided that equilibrium 
has set in. It follows, then, that the functions become homo- 
geneous with regard to the components of the mixture. 

If, however, the solution is submitted to the infiuence of a 
force that is proportional to the ponderable mass of the in- 
dividual components— exposed to the influence of Gravity for 
instance—the homogeneity will be lost, since the pressure 
varies from place to place in the fluid. Besides, it is a priori 
probable that the proportions of mixture also change within 
the solution, when the latter is in equilibrium. For if there 
were no inclination on the part of the substances to dissolve 
in each other, Gravity would cause the components to accu- 
mulate on the top of each other, each according to its own 
specific density. This effect of Gravity is now counteracted 
by the inclination towards solution; an equilibrium must 
ensue, in which the proportions of mixture change from place 
to place, so that the Centre of Gravity of the whole lies lower 
than if the system were homogeneous, but higher than if the 
substances had not dissolved in each other. In a solution 
exposed to the influence of Gravity, the thermodynamic 
functions respecting the components will be homogeneous no 
longer. In the neighbourhood of any point they can, how- 
ever, be considered homogeneous. 

Let us suppose that we have, in the following, a binary 
solution, that is to say, that we only have two components in 
the fluid system. Let us further suppose that the field to 
which the systeia is exposed is dependent on a potential U, 
which may be given as a function of coordinates in a rect- 
angular coordinate system. U as well as its first partial 
derivatives are considered to be continuous in the space 
occupied by the system. 

Let the two components have molecular masses M, and My. 

* Communicated by the Author. Placed before Kristiania Videnshubs- 
selskab on the 12th of October, 1906. 
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If in a small volume element of the solution there are n,; 
molecules of the first and n, of the second component, the 
concentration will be defined by the equation 

_ Man, 

ine 

The task we now set before us, is to find ¢ as a function 
of the coordinates when equilibrium has set in, and the 
temperature is the same all over the system. 

To keep the system in equilibrium, two conditions must be 
present—one mechanical and one thermodynamic. If the 
pressure at a point in the fluid is given by yg, it gives the 
following mechanical condition for equilibrium : 

U, Li 
ip=—0(o~ dat $7 dy © z ). ee 

pis the density of the solution at the point considered. To 
maintain equilibrium it is absolutely necessary for p to bea 
function of the coordinates, 7. e., dp must be an exact differ- 
ential. Consequently: 

BU) 9(,20 r 3.) a(po— aes, ) 
aa 

0U 
a 1G dz 

ies rah 

On differentiation oe rearrangement ; 

Op. Op epee: 
o: ae 
aU =9U~ 6U —K> 
Oe, OY amma 

where K denotes the resultant of the force intensity at the 

point, and op the change of density per unit of length in 

the direction of the;force. 
As the density is a function of the coordinates, 
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Furthermore, the concentration can be stated as a function 
of pressure, temperature, and density, If the temperature 
is always kept constant, 

de= oie vee dp 
OF Op 

If the values of dp and dp are substituted, 

pa ocop lL yor ol eo, OU 4. ac= (3, wk tapes, le + a dy + ae dz ) 

We must also be able to express it thus : 

Olis> Hpiae Oc a 
| < da+ eo y die. ony Ma. C20) 

And since both the terms for de must be identical, and 
#£, y, z are independent variables, 

de de de & 
tape aa NG 
eee 
on "Ox 02 

If these equations are inserted in (2a) 

1 0c 

~ KOn 

From this equation it appears that de=0 when dU=0. 
From this we conclude, that in the state of equilibrium the 
concentration must be constant along a potential surface and 

. must have the greatest slope in the direction of the force. 
U and K are given quantities. The only thing we now have 

de= 

dc= GO oes. a. eee Cat) 

2 . . lola . e e. 

to determine is an Oras we might call it, the concentration 
nr 

gradient. This must be determined by help of the thermo- 
dynamic equilibrium condition, which we shall briefly 
mention. | 

If at constant temperature a system suffers a change from 
a state 0 to a state 1, the amount of heat that the system dis- 
engages during the change can, as is well known, be expressed 
as Foliows: 

Q=T(S—8))+TP. 

Here T means the absolute temperature, 8 the entropy, 
T(S)—S8,) the amount of heat that the systems would have 
disengaged if the process had been carried out reversibly. 
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According to the second law of thermodynamics P is a 
quantity that, for all processes which can arise in the system 
of their own accord, can never be negative. 

If our system is considered in the neighbourhood of the 
point of equilibrium the vis viva can be left out of consideration, 
and in accordance with the First Law of Thermodynamies 

the heat being measured in work units. I is the internal 
energy, and A the external work done by the forces of the 
system. 

By a combination of both these equations: 

ee = (Ip —TSo) =— (i, —TS,) shoe 

Here I od S are functions of the variables of the system. 
We put 

I-TS=y, 
where. is the so-called thermodynamic potential. If the 
system suffers an infinitely slight change : 

TSP eA, 

The condition which is necessary, in order that a system 
left to itself at constant temperature, shall be in equilibrium, is 
that 6P =0 for every small change that the system may suffer*. 
If the system depends on rv independent variables a, a ...a>, 
the system can suffer 7 independent variations. The equi- 
librium condition may therefore be expressed as follows : 

(Ov), I (OA)., 

(OW) ax = (OA)as\ ot 

(Byp)., = (8A), 
Here (dyp),,, and (6A),,. mean the changes respectively of 

av and A for the same variation of a,, when the other variables 
ure kept invariable. 

The change that must come into consideration here is a 
relative displacement of both components in a volume element. 
This variation will generally cause a small volume change. 
The pressure on the element will, however, not be changed 
by it. If the external pressure is kept constant during the 

* Duhem, Mécanique Chimique, tome i, livre i. p. 89. 
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change, the exterior work will consist of two parts, and we 
have 

oA = — pout oa, 

p is the pressure, v the volume, and 6a the work done by the 
force in the field, on account of the variation. The equili- 
brium condition will in our case then be 

dvr + pov = 6a; 

and as p is constant, 
o(wr + pv) =da, 

(xr+pv) is the exterior thermodynamic potential or the 
thermodynamic potential under constant pressure. If this 
function is indicated by w, we get 

Car Ode a Bae hs ae (3) 

We will now consider a small volume element dz, dy, dz, 
containing nm; molecules of the first component, and n, mole- 
cules of the second component. We select the X axis 
parallel to the force at the point considered. Let us suppose 
that the thermodynamic potential for the element—neglecting 
quantities of a higher order—has the same value as it would 
have had if the system had been homogeneous, and pressure 
and concentration had had the same value as is to be found 
in the centre of the element. then becomes for the element 
a homogeneous function cf the first order; and according to 
a well-known theorem of Euler 

o(Myn,, Mono, p, T)=Myn, + Mon, eee. POLIS (4a) 
Pe) (Mn) O( Myr) ; 

The two partial derivatives are again homogeneous functions 
of the Oth degree of the components. We put 

0G 2a 
a(Mim) =i (6, pst ) 

0@ 
(Man ) =F Aa P> DP) 

If we once more make use of Euler’s theorem the result 
will be 

_ 0'w 0'@ us 19(M,n,)2 + Manes Tin (llan,) a 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 18. No. 77. May 1907. 25 

M,n 0. 
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If f,(c, p, T) and f,(e, p,T) are introduced, we get the 
following very important combination : 

Os Gun, T) |, Ofa(C D> T) BY Vie. 5 ar +¢ °Y; =()*)) 

If 7, and /, are introduced in equation (4a), we get 

o= Mn; f,(c, p, T) + Manafo(e, p, T). - (4b) 

If we now add to # a small quantity Av=dz we get a new 
element of the same capacity as the original (see fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. 

a 

On the average the pressure will be a different one in this 
element, and besides the mixture proportion will also be 
different. Supposing the numbers of molecules of the new 
element were n,+dn, and n.+dn,, this will involve the 
following change in the concentration 

Pp Grr de=e( 2), 

If we leave out quantities of the second and higher orders, 
we get for the thermodynamic potential of the second 
element 

wo’ =o + My fAdn, +My fodn.+ M, (20 ot ale 

pe) 
ai Myn,( i “Op ya 

* Duhem, Joc. cit. tome iii. livre vi. p. 5. 
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Here dn, dry, de, dp, mean the average changes. of the 
four quantities n,, v2, c, p from one element to the other; or 

rather the changes which these quantities undergo when we 
go from the centre of the first element to the centre of the 

| second. Then we can write 

dn = on dt: dng= one le, 

de= S de, dp= SL de, 

and when we take equations (1) and (5) into consideration : 

his > On ON: vo Oh OSs k o'=o+[ Mo + Mf — +Myn( $2 +052 \pK Jae 

It must now be noticed that n, and nz do not change inde- 
pendently of each other; for there must always be supicient 
substance of both kinds -in each element to keep the volume 
element full of fluid. . 

Supposing that the molecular volumes of the components 
are indicated at the concentration ¢ by v, and vz, respectively, 
the volume of the first element will then be 

tan 
7a) 

du. dy .dz=0v,\n, + vgn. 

In the other the concentration is different ; and the pressure 
also. Let us, however, suppose that the fluid is incompres- 
sible, and that we leave out of consideration the change of 
volume with pressure. The molecular volumes of both com- 

_ ponents of the second element will then be 

(v4 or de | and (m+ Sree) 

and the volume of the second element 

(v: + oe. de (ny + dn,) + (0, ip a) (N+ dng) 
? ; c 

= dz.dy.dz = wm + ven. 

For brevity’s sake let us write 

M, Ors p 

M, ; OC. 

My Qva\M; 
M, ; OG) M, ; 

ky =U (< => 

ke = U5 -- & ated 
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Then we get 

hid + kodng =0. 

Or as dn, and dn, are variations corresponding to the same ve 1 2 
variation dz: 

_ 0% 7 Oia 8 ay, ta =(0. ) (2 

If now oan is eliminated between equations (7a) and (8a) 

we get 

o!=0+[ (Mb Me f O24 Mr (oo. ol, K |az. (7b) 

The thermodynamic potential for both elements taken 
together will be 

o' +@=20+ i Mf; — Meh, )O + Min( $7 7 0 NOK ] dx. 

In order to find the condition for equilibrium, we must 
carry out a small variation, which consists in the masses 
Men; and Men, being carried from the first to the second 
element. These variations en, and en, are not, however, 
independent of each other but are connected by the equation 

v1IEN, +Ugeng=O0. . . | 

This equation (8) can with complete mathematical exact- 
ness only be applied on the supposition that the molecular 
volumes do not vary with the concentration. As, however, 
we shall see later on, the result must also, on account of the 
continuity of nature, ‘approximately be applicable to such solu- 
tions for which the concentration is quite small; and this is 
really the case with most solutions. And furthermor e, the 
actual change of concentration in the state of equilibrium is 
a very small quantity. 

The thermodynamic potential after the variation of our 
two elements, can now be found by calculating the potential 
of each element separately. 

The thermodynamic potential after the variation will then 
be for the first element, 

Be i 3) 
DO) =@— (Mf, =a ~ Mof2)en 5 

2 
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for the second, 

@) ‘s0+| (I, hi- AM, ie OP + Mn S24 + hi (oP )p K | 
fo) Op 

Bi 7) (OA EM, 220% ec 

a K (moo — aM oF en + Man, ps + ( Pe )e cde. 

On a superficial view, one would have thought that also p, 
as a function of the concentration, would have varied here. 
We must, however, remember that p is the average density 
between the centres of the elements; and by this relative 
exchange of masses nothing will be carried away from the 
whole double element. The av erage density keeps its value 
unaltered, and change of pressure between the centres is not 
influenced by the variation. 

The above term for a,’ can be considerably simplified 
since 

3 

rome oh ee Bhi Oe; 

Ses oie selec 50 0 
As will be seen later, 

=v, ky = V2 

eo 010 fo LL. 57+ Napaty) Mi Se =— 0) 
‘Op “20 P ) 

The term for @,' will then appear as follows : 

@./ =o +(ML f—;, Me ve Jem +(QES Ore: OFoyy, ce ecd x. 
ela U2 ole Ou 

By the aid of equations (5), (8a), (86), and (9) we get: 

Ny Ug No 

LS ek \ 
ec= —c{— — — Jem, 

| Ug No! 

and consequently 
on My ole 
Aas c a. 

If this is introduced into the equation for w,', we get at 
last for the whole variation of the thermodynamic potential : 

do =(@,+,'/)—(w+o’) =(M, an E oe O12) 9° ed (10a) 
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We have still to find the work done by the force during 
the variation. On the average the masses have been moved — 
a space dz, in the direction of the force, and accordingly 

da= K(Myen, + Moen.) dx ; 

or by the aid of equation (80) : 

§a=K(M,—"'MJemdz. . . . (100) 

If the values found for 8 and &a (equations (10a) and 
(105)) are introduced into equation (3), we get as the con- 
dition for equilibrium: 

(— 19 (c, p, Agee M, OFne 2, =) OF 2s Ma M, 

V ols Vo Pols Ov 0; ne J 

ah If we now eliminate =~ by the aid of equation (5) and 

write—in view of eae ( 2)—n instead of «a, 

ign (Raa) ang 
From this equation it appears that when the solution is 

in equilibrium, the concentration gradient is at every point 
proportional to the force. 

In equation (11a) we will try to introduce quantities that 
are more spontaneously accessible, and begin by finding 

Uy U9 

other values for the ratios : These quantities 
P if : 

mean the molecular masses divided by the molecular volumes. 
To make clearer the meaning of these quantities, we may 
suppose that we have a very big quantity of the soiution at 
the concentration c. If to the fluid is added a mass M, of 
the first or M, of the second component, the volume will be 
increased by the quantities v, and v, respectively. 

Instead of an infinite, we consider a finite quantity and 
add infinitely small masses M,dn,; and M,dn, to the solution. 
By doing that the volumes will be increased by dv, and dv, ; 
and then 

ME Midas M,. _ Moding 
c 

Vy dv 1 D; dv, 

If the whole volume of the solution is V, 

pN = Min see 
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If a mass M,dn, is added to the solution, we get 

pdv,+ Vdp=M,dn, 

ped My, +M : Bot : : Hyity  IMois op Oc = 

pay, + — : ee dn, = M,dn,. 

By a very simple calculation we get from this 

My e 
a 

M, p° 
\ (12 b) 

9 ‘ Oop p= (1 +O) 

By help of equations (12 a) and (12) we can easily prove 
the following term: 

du, MG deo 
Dart) NG ove 2 

out of which immediately follow the equations 

+ 

hy == 0) aid eo, 

According to a well known property of thermodynamic 
potential, 

0e _y 
| OP ae 

Tf we now introduce the values of » (equation 46) and V. 
and obtain the partial derivatives with respect to M,n; and 
Mn; we get 

From these equations : 

M, oA Mah_, 
4 OP OP A 

The correctness of the equation (9) is thereby proved. 
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When the terms found for ue and = are introduced 
1 2 

into equation (11 a) a very simple calculation gives 

¢,.0, 1) Oe ‘ p WU P sD) Oo (1 te 2? K. a 

In this way it appears that we can obtain a determination 
of the concentration gradient by help of the thermodynamic 
condition:of equilibrium. The result is therefore independent 
of every hypothesis as to the internal constitution of the 
solution. The formula cannot, however, be considered exact 
in a mathematical sense. In the course of the development 
we have taken it for granted that the fluid is incompressible, 
and that-the molecule volumes do not change greatly with 
the concentration ; which, however, very nearly corresponds 
to real cases. 

In our term for the concentration gradient, we have 
still to consider the function /,(c¢, p,T). Hitherto we have 
only mentioned that it is a function characteristic for both 
substances and closely connected with the external thermo- 
dynamic potential. Inthe work by Duhem above mentioned * 
the function is found for solutions in which the concentration 
is small, 2. e. for so-called Dilute Solutions. 

Furthermore, van Laar f, starting out from van der Waals’s 
equation of state, has established a more general equation 
which is approximately applicable also to concentrated 
solutions. 

Instead of f\(c,p,T) we shall, however, introduce a 
quantity which is more spontaneously accessible to our con- 
ception—namely, the Osmotic Pressure. Not that the 
solution as such can, properly speaking, be ascribed to an 
osmotic pressure ; but let us suppose that solution and solvent 
are in equilibrium on the two sides of a semipermeable 
membrane. The difference of hydrostatic pressures on the 
two sides of the membrane—the osmotic pressure 7—is now 
connected with the function /, in the following simple 
manner : 

: if aii 
PO: pT) Gt ae Bt Sioa (13) 

po is the density of the pure solvent since we have, 
throughout the development, calculated with mass units. 

* Duhem, Mécanique Chimique, tome iii. livre vi. p. 44. 
+ See J. J. van Laar, Sechs Vortrige iiber das thermodynamische 

Potential, 1906, p. 85. 
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p is the pressure on the same side of the membrane as the 
selution. In order to apply these equations to our particular 
case, we must remember that we have to place the solution 
under this pressure. If equation (13) is differentiated with 
regard to c, we get 

_ Onte Ps Dy hya “(2 ). 

0c me OG p 

= \ 
Sn) means the change of osmotic pressure per unit of 

D 

concentration change, when the temperature and the pressive 
in the solution are kept constant. If this is introduced into 
equation (114), the result is 

Om tole __ Po Op / By Set cdta aK «s+ (le 

It must be noticed that this equation holds good for all 
concentrations. 

If the value of we is introduced into equation (2): 
On 

de=— etree aL 2k. aemgiata) 

Oc. Dp 

i dr\ 0 
The quantities (32 ); =o and p are certain continuous 

functions of ¢, p, and T for the fluid mixture considered. 
As we have considered the fluid as incompressible, and as 
OT\ . : : 
(=) is approximately independent of the pressure, we may 

G 2 v 

Pp 

consider the three quantities as functions of cand T. Term 
(14a) is then an exact differential ; and by integration, we 
get - 

jtenU. . Re (14 6} 
por( +0) 

The expression to the left, when integrated, gives a 
Function of the concentration, which however contains the 
temperature as a parameter “but not the pressure. By 
equation (146) the concentration is determined as a function 
of the coordinates. 
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We shall now consider some special cases : 
(1) The solution is exposed to the influence of Gravity. 

Then we have 
U=gh + constant ; 

g is the acceleration of gravity, h the height above a fixed 
horizontal plane. This being introduced into equation (14 a), — 

i pea Poe(l +c) dp 
dc= ae 

p On oe 
0c P 

(2) The solution is placed in a vessel that turns round a 
vertical axis with constant velocity. It is supposed that the 
fluid follows the motion of the vessel. It is desired to find 
the potential U, referred to a coordinate system, where the 
Z-axis coincides with the axis of rotation and the two other 
axes follow the motion. Then 

gdh” . oe 

dU =gdz—y" (adv t+ ydy), 
and consequently 

ao 0b td op (der +-ydy)—gde\) ar 

02/p 
The force-intensity at the considered point is expressed by 

the following term : is 

BONG TOT) Noort ae 
y is the angular velocity and R the distance from the point 
to the axis of rotation. 

As the concentration gradient is proportional to the force, 

we see that when ¢ and = are not very small, we might 
Cc 

make R and ¥ sufficiently great to obtain a considerable 
change of concentration from place to place. In_other- 
words, we might expect to be able to separate the solutions 

for which gr has a considerable value, as milk is separated 

from cream in a separator. The separation will, however, 
never be complete. Besides it would be very difficult to 
carry out the experiment practically. In order that the 
separation might be made visible, the rotation would have to © 
be continued for a long time—since the rate of diffusion is 
very small—and the motion would have to be perfectly even. 
Furthermore, temperature differences would have to be 
avoided, as otherwise currents would arise in the fluid. 
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Nevertheless Van Calear and De Bruyn* have succeeded in 
showing that solutions really can be concentrated by centri- 
fugalisation. 

From the term for the concentration gradient we see, 
that—independent of the intensity of the force —it is equal 

to zero, when 2 is equal to zero at the concentration Q 

present. In such a solution de will consequently be equal 
to zero, and the concentration will be the same throughout 
the solution. We shall suppose that we only have to do with 
the influence of gravity, and we shall notice the expression 

(11d) more minutely. If oe is positive, the density will 

increase with the concentration, and the concentration will 

decrease with the height. When oP is negative, the con- 

centration Increases upwards. From this it follows, us we 
have already pointed out at the beginning of this article, 
that in both cases the centre of gravity of the solution will 
be lowered by the action of the force. 

For each solution we can consider the density as a function 
of the concentration, provided that the temperature and 
pressure are kept constant. ‘This function can be represented 
as is well known, by putting p pr oportional to the distance 
trom the point to a fixed line A—B, and c is represented by 
the ratios of the distances from the point to two lines 
perpendicular to A—B (fig. 2). Hach solution gives a curve. 

op At a point where =" is equal to zero, the tangent of the curve 
C 

is parallel to A—B and the density has for this concentration an 
intermediate maximum (or minimum). If p isa rational non- 
linear function of ¢, it would always be possible to find one or 

more values of the concentration, for which-5t is equal to zero. 

If, however, these values are to have a physical interpretation 
they must be positive and real, and also be within the 
domain of solubility. In fact we shall find, that to most 
solutions there will be no mixture proportion for which the 
concentration is constant throughout the solution. As the 
contraction of the solution is quite slight, we can take it for 
granted that the solution for which Bing gradient vanishes 
raust consist of components whose densities differ very little 
from each other. 

* Rec. Trav. Chem. Leiden, vol. xxiii. pp. 219-223 (1903). 
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These proportions have been represented in the adjacent 
fig. 2, where four substances 8,, S., Sz, and 8, are supposed 
to be dissolved in the same solvent. The density curves will 

Fig. 2. 

A : ae 
either rise always as OS, or fall always as OS,. Only in the 
case of such curves which are nearly horizontal may we 
expect to find maximum points. 

Finally we shall make a comparison between solutions and 
gases in this respect. If the absolute density is indicated 
by o, we have in the case of gases 

toler ae My'9 

Oh ee 
where R is the gas constant for a molecular mass M,’ of 
the gas. | 

In order to get a term for the solution that might be 
compared with this, we must introduce another definition of 
the concentration, and mean now by the concentration the 
mass of the dissolved substances per volume unit of solution. 
If the concentration defined in this way is indicated by C, 
we get the equations of transformation 

(£5-@) 

c(ai)=e 
()- Goa 

oo LOU x 

Bh Oh °° 
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; ' 1 : me 
and remembering that C,’= wT? by introduction into-(11d): 

e 

Ea sfo op 
(SF “) ans Sa Lior eek 

We will not transform the expression to the left. If the 
solution is not very conceutrated, and the vapour-pressure of 
the second component may be disregarded in comparison with 
that of the solvent, we have approximately 

OT 
Sy (50), m8 

R has the same value as before. If this is introduced, 

OC Po M, ee 
\ ae > RT o(1-+0) 22 Cm oe 

A comparison between he equations (15a) and (150) 
immediately shows us that there is a fundamental difference 
between solutions and gases with regard to the change of 
concentration with the height. In the case of solutions 
oC 
Oh 
tration itself being equal to zero, and this may just as well 
happen at the greatest concentrations. In the case of gases, 
however, the concentration-gradient will never be equal to 
zero, but will approach this value on the density decreasing 
ad infinitum. It might be said, however, that solutions and 

can, for instance, be equal to zero without the concen- 

gases approach conformity, at unlimited dilution, since oF 

as well as or then approach zero; but that similarity 

disappears in the case of concentrated solutions. 

In the following table =— of has, according to equation (14d) 
Oh 

been calculated for solutions of Cane Sugar and Potassium 
Hydrate at some concentrations *. The numbers refer to 

the absolute system of units. Then 2 2 , is of the dimension 
oh 

| Mass . Length—*| = | gr. em:~*), 

* The density measurements are taken from Landolt and Bornstein. 
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Cane-Sugar Solution. | KOH Solution. 

eee | 8, 00 | of) 
| P | rel | oh | OC | aoe 

oS a | a @ren PRL he ; 
Lo | 0380 |. 287a107" jl.) 0720 ja ie 

| ee |): O837- 0 aa rari eeas: li ':0°720 104), FAS 
a | OTE Seo) 0:60) eae 

ccc anoe 0-286 1150) 5) aa e eOT0e 4:93 
i 0-260 1655 5) WL 0-590 4°85, 
Tere | GOS ed ielra0-)) 4. Ome iOraee 945 ,, 

| ! 

With regard to the calculation in the case of Potassium 
Hydrate, we must remark that such a solution is usually 
consider ed to be dissociated. The solution is then not binary 
in the strict sense of the word. If, however, the electrical 
action between the ions is very oreat compared with the in- 
fluence of gravity, we can here suppose that the pairs of ions 
cannot be separated by the action of gravity, to any appre- 
ciable extent. 

We can, however, not apply equation (156) without 
further consideration. But equation (11 ¢) still remains true, 
and we can write :— | 

OT 

(Sc) = = a 
where 2 is the dissociation constant introduced by Van’t Hoff, 
and which is generally dependent on the concentration. 

Consequently 
-oU _ pe» M, 4+ Sey 
rah p ini pe jie. 

The calculation has been carried out for the potassium 
hydrate solution according to this formula. 

§ 2. 

On the Variation of the Osmotic Pressure with the 
Hydrostatic Pressure. 

Osmotic pressure has already been mentioned in $1; as 
also what is to be understood by it. When defined in this 
manner, the osmotic pressure will not only depend on tem- 
perature and concentration, but also upon the pressure to 
which the fluid is exposed on one side of the membrane. In 
passing through the membrane from the solution into the 
solvent, the hydrostatic pressure will fall from p to po, and 

b?*) ae 
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the osmotic pressure is then defined by the equation, 
ES [1s i) cyl eee ea an (9 

ie 

where @ is a single-valued, continuous function of c, p,’and T * 
When p is intr oduced from equation (1), we get 

w=(c, 7+ Po, 1). 
This on solving for 7 gives 

By Cros Up ve sae ss (26) — 

Consequently it is immaterial, whether we consider 7 as a 
function of p or of pp. 
We shall now try to find the influence”of the external 

pressure upon the osmotic pressure. For this purpose we 
find the partial derivatives of 7 with regard to p or p,—that 

at the same time 

is to say, the quantities 9 ed and Let us suppose, that 
Po 

we have dissolved a hands thie substance in a ponderable 
Fig. 3. 

QOYz) ) 

SOLUTION 

SOLVENT 

fluid. The solution 7 is pefameied from the solvent by a semi- 
permeable membrane, that forms a closed surface which we 
eae eepoee given by the ay 

pa, y,2)=0. (Big. 3.) 
* See Duhem, Mécanique Chimique, tome iii. livre vi. 
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Let us furthermore suppose that the membrane is ex-_ 
ceedingly thin, and that it can, at the same time, stand a 
great pressure ; conditions which cannot actually be realized 
in practice, but can be approximately, by fixing the membrane 
in a porcelain cell. 
We consider the system after an ideal state of equilibrium 

has set in. As long as we are in one of the fluids, the 
general condition for mechanical equilibrium must be 
fulfilled. According to equation (1) § 1, we get :— 

oe For the neighbourhood of a point (2, y;, °,) of the 
solution : 

eo =p Oe) a g ore Oy, if Se 1) dz) 

(2) For a point (22, y2, 22) of the solvent : 

dpy= —p,( 2 eo da + geet ay ait ones ae Uayaea) ag, ) 

U means as before, the potential for the field to which the 
system is submitted. We suppose that U, as well as its first 
partial derivatives with regard to 2, y, z, are continuous 
Bachacee in the space occupied by the system. 
Now suppose the points (x; y 2) and (a Y 22) approach 

the point (%¥Y2), situated on the surface y~=0; the total 
variation of osmotic pressure along the surface will be 

(oo Reabeee) aa OU(e Yo 2) 

Syne 

, 

+ OU Gatee ie :) | (3a) 

OW Covet Bt: — rane ane) aide 

da=dp—dp,=—(p— Po) 

Besides, according to (2a) we have 7 as a function of T, «, 
and p. We suppose the temperature to be the same through- 
out the system, while p and ¢ vary with the coordinates. 
Consequently we get 

dtr = & de + or dp 
a. 

If the values for de and dp are introduced from equations 
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(1) and (2) § 1, we get 

d= —| (27 ie entire ies sil “) a» pp OO et 0) - a] 

tole »On K ap? 

,_ ow LOY o~ ) 05 0~0 3b cas |, dz ) r (30) 

foal ae =) dy 4 toh Sabo He): J 

As both expressions for the total differential of a: ulong the 

membrane must be identical, we get as the necessary con- 
dition for it: 

OW Ens 0) de yh a 

! _(d7\ dc 1. Or 
p—r=(5") 5, maa: eo) 

If we choose py instead of p as variable, we get in a 
similar manner 

(/OoT\ oC OT 
i le eas oo ahaa (45) 

By means of equations (4a) and (40) there has been 
developed a simple connexion between the concentration 
gradient and the dependence of the Osmotic Pressure upon 
the External Pressure, a connexion which makes it possible 
to calculate one of these quantities when the other is known. 
In the development of this formula nothing has been assumed 
that restricts the general applicability of the solution found ; 
the fluid may also even be compressible. The formula will 
hold good, provided always that the fluid fulfils the equilibrium 
condition (1) § 1, characteristic of an ideal fluid. 

We will now proceed to apply the formula for the calcu- 

lation of ar as we have already found a value for oe in 
Op On 

the first section. By the aid of equation (llc) § 1 we get 

O7 _P—Po__ Po 4 4. OP : 
Op si p iy Pp ( 1 ny SE Duan Rar puke (5) 

The term that we in this way have found for the dependence 
of Osmotic Pressure upon External Pressure, is now fully in 
accordance with the equations found by Planck and Duhem 
from another point of yiew. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 77. May 1907. 2T 
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Planck * has expressed the law in the following terms : 

Upp) = vp. 

is the volume of 1 gr. solvent, v is the increase of volume 
suffered by a very great quantity of the solution, when 1 gr. 
of solvent is added to it. If equation (1) is taken into con- 
sideration, we get 

Om nos Sota 

In order to find the proportion = we will take a limited 

instead of an anlimaite quantity, and add to it an exceedingly 
small quantity of the solvent. We have as before: 

Vo=Min, + Mgny. 

If we add a quantity M,dn,;=p,dv, of the first component 
we’ get: 

ae 
du, -%, 

5 =O 14 Klee oy ae 

From equations (6) and (7) we almost immediately get 
equation (5). 
Duhem + has developed the following formula: 

U; (Dee Eee 0 Oe a, 

oul cs 

PAP 
an 

oe 1) ae +¢) = 

The term to the left corresponds . to what we have 

called “ Furthermore, weijhave : 

U,C0).= a and (eD= 5 4 
0 

If this is introduced, we get: 

as ae on £— (1+ > ae) 

oP a ta 9? 14 oat 

* Planck, Zeitschrift fur physik. Chemie, xiii. p 584, 
* Mécanique Chimique, tome iv. livre vi. p. 65, 
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and with the help of equation (7) : 

OT Pee 

On ean ve 
vo 

(0) a - A = = 

hue tt — ~.) is a very small quantity in comparison with 
)) 

the unit. We can therefore, when quantities of second and 
higher order are left out of consideration, immediately 
introduce one in the dominator and get the formula of 
Planck. 

As already mentioned the formula (4¢) holds good inde- 
pendently of the compressibility as also of the molecular 
volume’s variation with the concentration. 

In Planck’s formula the contraction is also taken into 
consideration. From equations (4a), (6), and (7), we can 
now reversibly deduce the expression found in § 1 for the 
concentration gradient. 

The dependence of Osmotic Pressure upon External Pres- 
sure has also been theoretically treated by O. E. Schiotz *. 
He comes to the result, that the change of pressure on the 
two sides of the membrane is connected by the following 
equation : 

pdp = potPor 
and consequently 

OT _ P—Po 
op p 

This value for a is obviously appreciably different from 

the one found above. The reason for the discrepancy must 
be sought in the fact, that Schidtz in developing this formula, 
has not taken under consideration the fact that the concen- 
tration varies with the height. ‘This, however, must be the 
case, as we have seen. From our formula it appears that 

when the solution fulfils the condition or 0, the formula 

developed by Schiétz will hold good for this special solution. 
We shall finally make a few comments concerning the 

variation of Osmotic Pressure with Concentration. In order 
to examine the influence of the concentration, we can suppose 

* O.E. Schidtz, “ Ueber die Abhangigkeit des osmot. Druckes und der 
Dampfspannung von dem Drucke” (Boltzmann-Festschrift, 1904, p. 618). 

ali oe 
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that it changes while the temperature is maintained constant ; 
but still the change of concentration can occur under two 
different circumstances. 

Hither, the pressure can be kept constant in the solution ; 

then we get the relation indicated by (S=) . Or we can 
p 

keep the .pressure on the solvent constant—in practice the 

and we get ee : 
Po 

We can now prove that these two quantities must 
generally differ from each other. If equations (4a) and (40) 
are subtracted, 

(BP) JER = nt 
Let us now suppose that oe has a finite value, which is 

On 

generally the case. The necessary and sufficient condition 
‘y f.O%% Bah. / Loge wen 

for a being equal to ea is that 

more general case 

Oc 

Om. par 
0Bp, dp’ e e . . . . (8) 

Generally, however, this equation is not fulfilled. To 
prove this, let us suppose that we increase the pressure on 
the two sides by just so much, that equilibrium is not disturbed. 

Fig. 4. 

SOLVENT 

We increase the pressure without moving along the mem- 
brane. Such a change of pressure can be carried out, for 
instance, by means of the arrangement represented in fig. 4. 
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On this supposition 
OT OT 

dir=dp—dp,= ap dp— a APor 

and consequently, 

OP. OP OPo 
In order that equation (8) also be fulfilled, we must have 

p. OF __O7/, a 
PoOp OP — PodP 

That this equation be fulfilled, we must either have 

: Ce 
Op = Q) 

or 

OT _ P—Po 
or a an 

The first of these equations implies that the osmotic pres- 
sure is independent of external pressure, which will not be 
the case generally. 

The second equation can according to (4a) only be fulfilled 

when oe is equal to zero; but this is in contradiction to 

our supposition. If, however, we had to do with such a 
special case, we should get 

bo) — (27) Np 
Oc , p OF. Bean? 

This is apparently an indeterminate expression, which is, 
however, determined by the limiting value 

OF 3.07 
Po Oye P Op 

Be Line } stp : 
Oc 

On Qn 

We thus come to the result, so very important ,to,the 
theory of Osmotic Pressure, that the variation of this pressure 
with the concentration will be different, according as the 
pressure during the variation is kept constant on the solution 
or on the solvent. 
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LI. The Effect of Change of Temperature on Spontaneous 
Tonization. By Norman Camppeti, Fellow of Trimty 
College, Cambridge”. 

iF [* a recent paper t I described some curious changes 
in the spontaneous ionization of a vessel which is 

being either heated or cooled. Since the changes appeared 
to have no connexion with the problem of the radioactivity 
of ordinary materials, which was at that time under con- 
sideration, further investigation of them was postponed. At 
intervals during the last two anda half years a large number 
of additional observations have been made: the effects can 
now be described with some completeness, and a tentative 
explanation of them offered. The changes observed are of 
great complexity and seem to be of little intrinsic interest, 
but, since other workers may be troubled by them, it is 
desirable to record the following notes. 

Experimental Arrangements. 

2. The dimensions of the tin vessel used in most of the 
experiments is shown in fig. 1. The walls are maintained 
at a potential (about 500 volts) high enough to send a 
saturation current through the gas to the electrode which is 
connected to a Wilson tilted electroscope and initially earthed. 
The vessel stands on blocks of slate and is usually heated by 
asmall gas flame placed underneath it. Since it is of the 
utmost importance that the insulation through which the 
electrode passes should be kept cool, the tube carrying that 
insulation is surrounded by a water-jacket through which 
a slow stream of water passes. ‘This device was found to 
simplify considerably the effects observed. 

3. The investigation has been hampered by the difficulty 
of obtaining consistent results. Indeed the attempt to obtain 
quantitative consistency has been abandoned and a general 
constancy in the nature of the changes observed accepted as 
the most satisfactory condition possible. The almost in- 
variable sequence of changes when the vessel is first heated 
and then cooled may be summarized as follows. 

| Nature of the Changes. 

4. When the source of heat is applied to the vessel the leak 
through the latter increases temporarily but falls to its former 
value in a period of the order of a minute: this period is 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil, Mag. April 1905, p. 545. 
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much shorter than that required for the temperature of the 
vessel to reach a steady state. The normal value of the leak 
is maintained as long as the heating is continued. When 
the source of heat is removed a temporary decrease of the 
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leak ensues lasting for a period of the same order as that of 
the increase, but, I think, a little longer. The variations 
of the magnitude of the changes in different experiments 
makes the estimation of this period very difficult, but it may 
be roughly indicated as 15 seconds for the increase and 
30 seconds for the decrease. After the initial decrease the 
leak returns to its normal value and remains constant, 
though the temperature of the vessel may continue to fall 
perceptibly for half an hour. 

_ (The statement that the leak through the vessel when hot 
is equal to that through the vessel when cold is not strictly 
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accurate: the “hot” leak is about 5 per cent. smaller than 
the “cold” leak. Since the pressure of the gas in the 
vessel is kept constant, the difference may be attributed to 
diminution of its density when heated.) 

5. Such measurements as are possible indicate that the 
effect of heating is to cause a definite quantity of electricity 
of the same sign as the charge on the walls to cross from the 
walls to the electrode: and that the effect of cooling is to 
cause an equal quantity of electricity to pass in the opposite 
direction. The evidence for this statement will now be 
‘iven. 

: 6. The leak was measured by observing the time ¢ required 
for the insulated electrode to reach a known potential V: 
t is about three minutes and V about °26 volt. When the 
vessel was cold individual readings varied about 8 per cent., 
and the mean of a long series was constant to 2 per cent. : 
when the vessel was hot these variations were doubled. When 
the effect of heating is to be observed, the electrode is 
insulated as usual and the flame immediately placed below 
the vessel: the time t’ required for the electrode to reach 
the potential V is less than ¢. Similarly during the first 
cooling the time t’’is greater than t. Let V be the capacity * 
of the electrode system, Q the extra quantity uf electricity 
which passes during the initial heating, and Q’ that which 
passes during the initial cooling. Then if ¢ is the time 
required for ‘the leak when the vessel is hot, q the steady 
current when the vessel is cold, g, when the vessel is hot, 

CV=e=eq=o'41Q and CV=¢¢,=o¢ 2 

Q Beak (ia: tie 
= a — (1) ‘and — ae (2). 

he following table gives the values of Q and Q’ for 
ee series of experiments performed on the same vessel 
at different times. The series have been specially selected, 
for the inconsistency between different observations is such 
that it is useless to draw quantitative conclusions except 
from those experiments which were thought from the general 
behaviour of the apparatus to be especially reliable. It will 
be seen that Q=—QQ’ approximately and is independent 
of V: accordingly the statement in the last paragraph is 
substantiated. 

* Direct observations showed that the alteration of the capacity with 
the heating was not appreciable. 
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. The Paeietiliey of @ and —Q’ may be tested more directly. 
The electrode is insulated, the flame applied for a minute 
and then removed: after the lapse of another minute all the 
heating changes are over. If Q=—Q(’ the total leak will 
be the same as if no heating had taken place. However, 
such observations showed that Q’ was a little greater numeri- 
cally than Q. The difference between the two results may 
arise from the fact, that in the second of the two methods the 
initial cooling does not take place from a condition of thermal 
equilibrium. 

Conditions which determine the changes. 

®. The remainder of the observations were directed to 
determining the factors which influence the magnitude of Q, 
which may be taken as a measure of the intensity of the 
changes. 

Q is independent of the direction of the current through 
the vessel and of the magnitude of the P.D. between the 
walls and the electrodes, so long as this is sufficient to send 
a saturation current through the gas. (The degree of satura- 
tion was such that an increase of the P.D. from 500 volts, 
the value usually employed, to 1000 volts produced an in- 
erease of 5 per cent.in the leak.) If the P.D is considerably 
less than that required for saturation the magnitude of the 
effect diminishes, until, when the vessel is heated with the 
walls and the electrode at the same potential, no charge is 
communicated to the latter. ; 

10. Q does not vary greatly with the material of the 
walls of the vessel, except in so far as these influence the 
ionization in the vessel (see § 12): experiments were made 
with zinc, tin, copper, and lead walls. It is also nearly 
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independent of the gas in the vessel: air, hydrogen, carbon 
dioxide, and coal-gas were employed. 

11. Several methods of heating the vessel were tried— 
a small luminous gas-jet burnt from a fine glass tube, a 
Bunsen burner, a steam-jet, a metal box through which steam 
was passed, an oil-bath and a coil of wire wrapped round 
the vessel and carrying a current. The magnitude of the 
changes do not depend directly on the temperature of the 
source of heat, for all the above sources could be made to 
give similar effects: it seems rather to be determined by 
the rate at which heat is communicated to the vessel. No 
actual measurements of this quantity were taken, since they 
would have required great experimental elaboration and did 
not seem likely, in the light of the only explanations of the 
matter that could be devised, to lead to any valuable results. 
In any given vessel the magnitude of the changes could not 
be increased beyond a certain limit whatever the source of 
heat employed. But by employing less powerful sources the 
changes might be diminished without limit. Thus in the 
ease of the vessel described in § 2, the value of Q was 
approximately the same whether a luminous jet 2 cms. long 
or a large Bunsen burner was used; but if: a jet only 1 em. 
was used, @ was too small to be measured with any certainty. 
With the big vessel used in the experiments deseribed in the 
former paper, no source of heat less powerful than a Bunsen 
burner produced the maximum effect. 

If the vessel is turned upside down and heated on the top, 
the changes are very much smaller. Indeed, it was only by 
playing a large blow pipe-flame on the top of the vessel, at, 
the risk of melting the joints, that changes were obtained 
that could be detected with certainty. 

lt should be remarked that, since all methods of heating 
produce the changes, they cannot be due to the increase of the 
ionization in the air outside the vessel owing to the presence 
of the flame gases. 

The effect of cooling the top of ihe vessel by placing on it 
ice or liquid air was also tried. When the cooling agent was 
applied a temporary zncrease in the leak was noted, and when 
it was removed a temporary decrease. Hence it seems that 
the sign of the change is not determined by the direction of 
the change of temperature, but that an increase in the leak is 
the accompaniment of a disturbance of the normal thermal 
equilibrium, and a decrease of a return to that condition. 

12. ©) increases with the ionization in the vessel, but 
not so rapidly as the ionization. When the latter was increased 
twenty-fold by placing uranium oxide in the vessel, Q was 

a 
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raised to about twice its normal value. Similar effeets were 
noticed when the air was ionized by Roéntgen rays or by 
8-rays from radium placed outside the vessel. 

13. The magnitude of Q increases, both absolutely and 
relatively to the normal leak g, with an increase in the volume 
of the vessel and with an increase of the ratio of the heated 
surface to the whole surface of the vessel. In the very large 
fiat vessel (a cylinder of 1 metre diameter and 19 ems. 
height) used in the former experiments, Q’ may be so large 
that the direction of the apparent current during the initial 
cooling is reversed and there is a leak against the electric 
field (which amounted to some 50. volts per cm.). The 
reversal of the leak was so surprising that every effort was 
made to discover its cause in some peculiarity of the experi- 
mental arrangements. However, it has been observed in two 
different vessels with no material ‘(except the air inside them) 
common to both, in which the leak was measured by different 
methods. 

14. Q is increased by the presence of dust in the air; 
but I have never been able to reduce its value below a see 
limit by blowing in air through a plug of cotton-wool two feet 
long. Moreover, if dusty air is used, the effects obtained on 
heating up the vessel a second time will be less intense than | 
those observed at the first heating; but if dust-free air is 
used, alternate heating and cooling for days will not stop the 
change. No difference could be observed between air 
saturated with moisture and air dried by a long tube of 
calcium chloride, except that the former spoilt the insulation. 

15. A few experiments were made in which the air was 
kept at constant volume instead of at constant pressure. The 
changes observed were of the same nature as before. 

hee The above summary by no means includes all the 
observations that have been taken, but includes all that 
I have been able to reduce to any —. of order. On several 
occasions a wholly new set of heat-changes has appeared ; 
but when an attempt was made to investigate them later, 
they could not be reproduced, 

Explanation of the Changes. 

17. Only one explanation can be suggested which seems at 
all competent to account for the effects which have just been 
described. It may be supposed that the air of the vessel 
contains charged particles much heavier than the ordinary 
ions, possessing, in fact, a mass so large that the grav itational 
forces acting on them are larger than the electrical forces 
due to the field in the vessel. When the vessel is cold 
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these particles collect on the walls, or on the floor. If a 
source of heat is applied, convection currents are set up 
which carry the particles, bearing a charge of the same sign 
as that of the walls, into the body of the gas and into the 
neighbourhood of the electrode. In approaching the electrode 
they will induce on it a charge of such a sign that it appears 
to increase the leak due to the field ; but since they move but 
slowly under the field, they will not increase the steady 
current appreciably. When the source of heat is removed, 
the convection currents become less violent and the particles 
sink again to the floor of the vessel ; in leaving the neigh- 
bourhood of the electrode, they induce on it a charge ot 
such a-sign that it appears as a decrease of the steady leak. 
If the number of the particles is sufficiently great, the induced 
electrification may be great enough to cause the appearance 
of a temporary reversal of the current. 

18. If this be indeed the true explanation, the heavy 
particles must have masses of an altogether different order to 
those of the ions. If X isthe electric intensity (seldom more 
than 3 el. st. unit in these experiments), e the charge, and 
m the mass of a particle such that its weight is equal to the 
electrical force on it, 

Mee mig, or, .c/m == So xX Oe 

e/m for an oxygen molecule is about 2 x 13" in the same units : 
hence the particles must contain about 5 x 10° molecules, the 
number which is contained in a sphere of air of 6 x 10-* ems. 
radius. If the effects did not increase with the ionization in 
the vessel, these particles might be safely viewed as fragments 
of the metal walls; but, as it is, it seems probable that they 
must consist, at least in part, of aggregations of the molecules 
of the gas. 

19. Three attempts have been made to test the truth of this 
hypothesis. 

(1) The air in the big vessel was stirred up by working a 
fan in the vessel by means of a shaft which passed through 
a stuffing-box in the side. If the heat-changes are due 
to convection currents, they should be reproduced by the 
action of the fan. It was thought that small changes of 
the nature expected were observed. In a series of 50 obser- 
vations, the mean value of ¢’ (just after starting the fan) was 
5 per cent. Jess, and the mean value of ¢ (just after stopping 
the fan) was 4 per cent. greater than the mean value of ¢. 
It was only to be expected that the effects should be small ; 
for the currents produced by the fan differ markedly from 
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those produced by heating in the feature which is most 
important for the present experiments, namely, the velocity 
of the current near the walls. On the other hand, it should 
be pointed out that the difficulty of getting the air in so 
large a vessel free from dust reduces the conclusiveness of 
the experiment. 

20. (2) In the vessel shown in fig. 1 was placed a similarly 
shaped vessel of iron wire gauze with a mesh of ‘15cm. The 
gauze was supported on slate blocks, and was about 1°5 cms. 
distant from the walls of the vessel at each point ; it could 
be maintained at any desired potential by means of a wire 
passing through the lid of the vessel. The gauze acted as an 
almost perfect electrostatic shield but permitted the passage 
of ions; when the walls and the gauze were at the same 
potential of +500 volts, the leak was 80 per cent. greater than 
when the vessel was earthed and the gauze at +500 volts. 

When the vessel was heated with the walls and the gauze 
at the same potential, the changes observed were exactly 
similar to those when the gauze was absent except that the 
value of Q was reduced by about 25 per cent. But when the 
gauze was at +900 volts and the vessel earthed or at a 
potential differing still more from that of the gauze, the sign 
of the changes was reversed : the leak on initial heating was 
less, and that during initial cooling greater than the normal. 
The value of Q is only about one-third of that observed in the 
absence of the gauze, and Q’ is notably less than Q. 

21. This difference is in entire accordance with the ex- 
planation offered. Since the superficial area of the walls 
of the tin vessel is much greater than that of the wire in the 
walls of the gauze vesse!, most of the particles will come from 
the former and their charge will be determined by the charge 
on the former. Since the P.D. between the walls and the 
electrode is less than that between the gauze and the electrode 
(it is the latter which determines the leak), the approach of 
the charged particles to the electrode will produce changes 
equivalent to a decrease of the leak. It will be seen that there 
must be some value of the potential of the walls for which the 
sign of the effects changes and their magnitude becomes zero. 
The value could only be estimated roughly ; but it appears 
that the effects change sign when tie P.D. between the 
electrode and the walls is about 100 volts less numerically 
than that between the electrode and the gauze. 

22. (3) It was hoped that some light might be thrown 
on the subject by investigating the leak through the vessel 
immediately after the field was put on. A great many 
observations were taken, but the results were so inconsistent 
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and unreliable that no conclusions of value could be drawn 
Wee them. 

. The matter cannot be regarded as definitely settled ; 
oe ane trying almost every experiment, reasonable or un- 
reasonable, that I can devise, I think that little more light 
can be thrown upon it by dir ect investigation. 
My best thanks are due to Prof. Thomson for the innu- 

merable helpful suggestions with which he has favoured me. 

Summary. 

24. The saturation current through the gas in a vessel 
which was alternately heated and cooled has been investigated. 
It was found that the current increased during the cece 
heating and decreased during the initial boolnee 

The « circumstances which determine the magnitude of these 
changes have been investigated. 

It is suggested that the chang es may be due to the induction 
of electrification on the electrode by very massive charged 
particles carried about by convection currents. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
Feb. 1906. 

LIT. Some Applications of the Theory of Electrons to the 
Theory of Phosphorescence. By JOSEPH DE KOWALSKI, 
Dr. phil., Professor of Laperimental Physics, University of 
Fribourg, Switzerland*. 

ik HH experiments performed by various scientists such 
as Wiedemann, Leonard, Nichols, and Merritt, and 

others, demonstrate withincreasing certitude that the difference 
between phosphorescence and fluorescence is only apparent, 
and rather of a quantitative than of a qualitative nature. 

In the presentation of the theory which follows, I have 
tried to correlate these phenomena and to find an explanation 
which accounts for them both on the same basis. 

I intend to present only the general ideas of the theory 
and to indicate its utility in explaining the fundamental facts 
in this domain. I will leave aside all details as I propose to 
study them apart. 

Tadmit with Prof. J. J. Thomson that a system of corpuscules, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
This note is based on the ideas set forth by Prof. J. J. Thomson in 

‘Nature,’ March 22, 1906. A summary thereof has been presented in a 
note to the Comptes Rendus de l’ Académie des Sciences, Paris. 
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belonging to an atom, begins to produce light as soon as its 
internal energy exceeds a certain minimum, which Prof. J. J. 
Thomson ealls the critical value. This value may be reached 
either by raising the temperature (which method, however, 
is not very efficient) or by increasing the number of electr ons 
of the system of corpuscules. 

Tf the luminosity ofa system of corpuscules is brought about 
by increasing the number of electrons, this system will 
remain luminous as long as its energy does not fall beneath 
the critical value. This diminution may arise from the 
following causes:—(1) Diminution of the energy by radiation. 
(2) Expulsion of the electrons of the sys stem, (3) By the 
formation of a new configuration of the electrons in. the 
interior of the system. 

I suppose the existence in every phosphorescent or fluor- 
escent body of two kinds of systems of corpuscules, endowed 
with different properties, and intimately united. To denote 
these systems I will use the terms electronogenous system and 
luminophorous system. 

An electronogenous system has the power of shooting out 
electrons when acted upon by light. Nearly all bodies con- 
tain electronogenous systems, as is proved by experiments 
made on the secondary rays produced on the surface of bodies. 
Moreover, the experiments of Lenard, Elster and Geiiel, 
Ramsay and Spencer, Sagnac, and others demonstrate that 
the quantity of electrons emitted under the action of light, 
varies considerably with different bodies and with the quality 
of the light employed. The velocity of the electrons shot 
out varies likewise. We are thus forced to admit that the 
systems of corpuscules are electronogenous in different 
degrees. 

A luminophorous system is a system of corpuscules whose 
internal energy is very near the critical value. Hence the 
absorption by it of even a relatively small quantity of 
electrons is sufficient to make it luminous. In certain cases 
it will be able to absorb a quantity of electrons such that 
its internal energy considerably surpasses the critical value 
of Prof. J. J. Thomson. It is certain that a luminophorous 
system will absorb those electrons that traverse it only if the 
velocity of these latter bears a certain relation to its own 
internal energy and structure. 

Kvery luminophorous system may, to a certain extent, be 
also electronogenous. 

Every atom may include one or several luminophorous 
systems, but every luminophorous system produces only one 
kind of light having its own characteristic spectrum. 
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Aecording to this hypothesis the phenomena of phosphor- 
escence and fluorescence are explained as follows :—IJn 
strongly electronogenous systems light produces the expulsion 
of electrons in considerable quantities. Now, as these electrono- 
genous systems are intimately bound up with the luminophorous 
systems, the secondary rays are able to penetrate inte these 
latter provided their velocity be in proper accord. The critical 
value of the internal energy of the luminophorous systems will 
soon be surpassed and light will result*. 

In the case of fluorescent bodies these electrons are only 
temporarily absorbed. The luminophorous system becomes 
luminous whilst it is being traversed by the electrons. In 
the case of phosphorescent bodies the electrons are absorbed 
by the luminophorous system and this latter remains luminous 
until it has shot out a ile of electrons and radiated 
energy, to the extent of causing its internal energy to fall 
beneath the critical value. 

The fundamental principle of my theory, namely, the 
coexistence of two kinds of systems of corpuscules in phos- 
phorescent and fluorescent bodies, is amply confirmed by 
experimental facts. 

IJ.—In the matter of phosphorescence we have the works 
of Lenard, Klatt, Urbain, de Visser, and Waentig, which 
prove that in order to produce phosphorescence, two different 
bodies, which they call the solvent and the active metal, must 
be brought into contact. The active metal plays the réle of 
the luminophorous system. Now as the sulphides employed 
possess, to a high degree, the power of producing secondary 
rays under the influence of light, it is very probable that 
they contain the electronogenous systems. 

As regards fluorescent bodies, the interesting work of 
Kauffmann on the constitution of organic fluorescent bodies, 
likewise confirm my manner of viewing the matter. The 
molecular groupings which this scientist calls fluorogenous 
and luminophorous, correspond to my electronogenous and 
luminophorous systems. 

IlI.—My theory permits me to establish a relation, amply 
confirmed by experiment, between the intensity of phos- 
phorescence and the time. 

Let KE, be the initial energy of a luminophorous system, 
before it is acted upon by secondary rays. Under the 
influence of light the electronogenous system which surrounds 
the luminophorous will cause these latter to receive and absorb 

* Quite recently Prof. Lenard called attention to the importance of 
secondary rays for phosphorescence, but in a quite different manner from 
that in which I am doing it here, 
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a certain quantity of electrons, if the velocity of these latter 
permits it. 

As the luminophorous system is to a certain extent 
electronogenous, it will, when acted upon by light, send 
back electrons into the surrounding space. If the quantity 
of electrons absorbed is greater than the quantity emitted, 
the value E,,, the critical value of the luminophorous system, 
will be attained after a certain time, and the luminophorous 
system will produce its own particular light. 

The luminophorous system is not able to absorb electrons 
indefinitely. When the condition of equilibrium is destroyed 
the system will send back a number of electrons, the magni- 
tude of the number depending upon the energy the system 
received from the electrons which came toit. Thus a stationary 
condition is established. The internal energy corresponding 
to the stationary condition will be equal to Hy +C. The value 
of the constant C depends upon the quality and quantity of 
the secondary rays that traverse the luminophorous system, 
as also on the surrounding medium and on the temperature. 

Let us consider the moment at which the production of 
secondary rays ceases, and at this moment let us put ¢=0. 

From this moment on the internal energy H of the lumino- 
phorous system will decrease and’ we may admit, in a first 
approximation, 

AD) — |; =aB—E,, 

whence 
H= Hy + Cye*. 

The values of C; and of @ are functions of the properties of 
the luminophorous system, of the surrounding medium, and 
of the temperature. 

The intensity of the phosphorescence may be expressed, in 
a first approximation, as 

I=c(E—E,,), 
whence we get 

T=Ae-“—B, 

A= Cic, 

B=c(Hn—H)). 

This formula, which gives us a relation between the intensity 
of the phosphorescence and the time, is in agreement with the 
recent experiments of Nichols and Merritt on sidotblende. 

TV .—As I said, the constants A and B are functions of 
the temperature. 4 and B diminish with an increase of tem- 
perature. Consequently it follows that there will be a certain 

Phil. Mag. 8.6. Vol. 13. No. 77. May 1907. 2U 
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temperature at which the initial intensity of the phosphores- 
cence will be a maximum, and another temperature, which 
need not necessarily be the same as the first, at which the 
decrease in intensity will be slowest. These conclusions are 
confirmed by the experiments of Lenard and Klatt. 

An upper limit of temperature for the existence of the 
phenomenon of phosphorescence may likewise be explained 
by analogous considerations. A sudden elevation of the 
temperature of a phosphorescent body excited at a rather low 
temperature, will diminish the constant B and hence the 
intensity of the light ought to increase; still another fact 
confirmed by experience. 

The spectrum of extinction discovered by E. Becquerel 
and studied by H. Becquerel, would be explained, according 
to my theory, by the following considerations :—Hxperiments. 
on the ionization produced by bodies exposed to light, show 
us that certain regions of the spectrum possess the power of 
exciting secondary rays in a higher degree than other regions.. 
If then the luminophorous system of the phosphorescent body 
increases its electronogenous properties in the infra-red region 
of the spectrum, the excitation of the phosphorescent body by 
the spectrum will accelerate the emission of the electrons of 
the luminophorous system. Thus its energy will rapidly fall 
beneath the critical value. 

V.—According to my theory, the phosphorescence produced: 
by the cathode rays, discovered by Sir William Crookes, 
would be a rather complex phenomenon. It would be due in 
part to the electrons which come directly from the cathode. 
rays and traverse the luminophorous system, and in part to- 
the electrons which are emitted by the secondary rays. A 
course of reasoning analogous to that given by Prof. J. J. 
Thomson to explain the two spectra of argon, permits me 
likewise to explain certain peculiarities in the experiments, 
particularly the differences in the phosphorescent spectra of 
europium when it is diluted with lime, and with gadolinia. 

It is quite evident that an atom which is able to contain 
several distinct luminophorous systems may present different 
spectra when treated with the same solvent. 

It is impossible for me to mention in this note all the 
phenomena of phosphorescence and fluorescence which con-. 
firm my theory. I do not think that it is complete, but I 
believe it presents a good working hypothesis that might give 
an impulse to investigations along these lines and serve as a 
guide in new experimental researches, 

Physical Institute, 
Fribourg, Switzerland. 

a “_ 
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LIIT. Some new Experiments with the Flame Tube. 

ey OU. Bean. 

| Ngee first experiments with the flame-tube were made to 
show the change of air-pressure with height and for 

some meteorological demonstrations t. Most elegantly it has 
been used by Mr. Rubenst, and by Messrs. Rubens and 
Krigar-Menzel § in acoustics. 

In order to obtain the maximum sensitiveness of the flame- 
tube, which was not fally appreciated even by Mr. Rubens f§, 
the friction in the tube must be as small as possible. Hence 
it has been pointed out as of first importance, that the tube 
and the outlet holes should be wide (e. g., tube not less than 
2 em. diameter and the holes °5 to 1 cm. diam.). If these 
conditions are not fulfilled, as recently occurred ||, the sensi- 
tiveness of the tube will of course be spoiled. 

The simple method of using the flame-tube to show the 
change of the pressure of the atmosphere with the height 
may be again described here. A metal tube of suitable 
length is closed at the ends. At C (fig. 1) is an opening, 

Fig. 1. 

Q 
B 

eo ee 
C A 

connected by a flexible tube to the gas mains. A and B are 
two holes of equal diameter (instead of having only two 
holes, there may be a number spaced equidistantly). Gas 
is allowed to pass into the tube (turned over to prevent 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ U. Behn, Z S. f. d. phys. u. chem. Unterricht, xvi. p. 129 (1903). 
Tt Ber. d. Deutsch. Physic. Ges, p. 351 (1904). 
§ Ann. d. Phystk, xvii. p. 149 (1905). 
Regarding the theory compare Lord Rayleigh’s paper “On the 

Circulation of Air observed in Kundt’s Tubes and on some allied 
Acoustical Problems.” Phil. Trans. elxxyv. p. 1 (1888). 

|| P. Steindel, Z. S. f. d. phys. u. chem. Unterr. 19. 
In acoustics the best results are obtained with notes of high pitch. 

Mr. Rubens chose, sacrificing part of the sensitiveness, the holes 
relatively small to extend the application to notes of some hundreds 
oscillation, 

2U 2 
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escape from the holes) and is then lit at the openings. The 
flow is adjusted so that there is a small luminous tip to the 
flames, the tube being meanwhile supported in a horizontal 
position. 

If the tube is now slightly tilted, so that one end, say A, 
is higher than the other, it will be found that the flame at 
the higher end of the tube becomes comparatively large and 
that at the lower end comparatively small. The same effect 
is obtained, whichever end of the tube is raised, so it cannot 
be caused by inequality in the size of the holes, or by 
friction in the tube. (At A the gas-pressures inside and 
outside the tube are sensibly equal, as is shown by the small 
size of the flame. Above A the pressure decreases more 
quickly in the dense air than in the light coal-gas. Hence 
at B the pressure inside the tube exceeds the pressure 
outside, and so the flame is large.) If one end lies only 
three millimetres higher than the other, a difference in the 
size of the flames will be produced, which, if the air is 
undisturbed, may be plainly seen irom all over a large 
lecture-hall (15-20 m.). In this way a difference in pressure 
of about (°0012—-0006) :03 gram weight per sq. em., or 
°000,000,2 atmosphere * is made visible. 
A new field of application for the flame-tube lies in its use 

for indicating small motions, or rather small accelerations. 
A slight movement of the tube causes changes of pressure 
in gas, due to the latter’s inertia, and these changes of 
pressure in the tube are made visible by the difference in the 

_ sizes of the flames. For example, the beats of a seconds 
pendulum, though they be very small, may be made visible 
to the naked eye. For this purpose the flame-tube is 
suspended like a pendulum. The tube for these experiments 
need only be about ‘5 m. long f and one flame-hole at either 
end is sufficient. On account of the experiments described 
further on, the tube should be as light as possible. For the 
experiment in question, one ought to increase its weight by 
putting a ¢q-shaped piece of lead sheeting on it (fig. 2). 
Oscillations of one cm. amplitude will suffice to make 
the jumping of the flames visible from all over a lecture 
theatre. . 3 

* Approximately; the difference of temperature of coal-gas and 
surrounding air being not very large. 

+ In experiments, for which, on the contrary, a very long flame-tube- 
is required, it is sometimes advisable to build the tube up by a number 
of pieces put loosely together. In this way one may avoid the bending 
of the tube, which of course is stronger heated by the flames from the 
upper side. 
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If one wants to show the kind of motion during the 
oscillations of a pendulum, one preferably suspends the 

Fis, 2. 

flame-tube by longer threads, and uses larger amplitudes. 

Then it is easily seen, that the changes in the sizes of the 

flames do not take place, when the pendulum is at the point 

of turning back, but when it is near the position of rest, 

where the acceleration changes sign. 
If another pendulum is hung on to the swinging flame- 

tube (or vice versa) and the length of both pendulums 
suitably adjusted, the changes of the flames show how the 
simple swinging metion is altered by the addition of the 

octave, twelfth, etc. 
As one can see from the foregoing experiment the flame- 

tube pendulum might prove of use in detecting recoils. 

Thus a disk (of cardboard) whose centre of gravity may be 

displaced from the geometric centre by fastening a small 

weight to it near the circumference, is fastened to the flame- 

tube. Rotating the disk (taking care not to swing the 

flame-tube by the impulse) the flames will remain undisturbed 

until the weight is brought into play, when the oscillatory 

reaction becomes noticeable even though the weight may 

amount to less than one-hundredth of the total weight. 
Similarly the reactionary motion caused by a very small 

pendulum may be shown. A pendulum consisting of a shot 

suspended by a thread will be sufficient. 

Tt can also be shown by means of the flame-tube pendulum, 

that a system originaily at rest cannot alter the position of 

its centre of gravity, unless acted on by an external force 

(e. g., case of the recoil of a gun). For instance, a steel 

band, the shape of a large tuning-fork, is fastened to the 
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flame-tube pendulum as shown in fig. 3 and bent by tying 
the two ends at (a) together. The thread joining the two 

Fig. 3. 
to) 

ends at (a) is burnt, and the spring thus set in motion. If 
the band is geometrically and physically perfectly symmetrical, 
the flames remain at rest *. 

Another case, where inertia plays a rdle, we have in the 
so-called centrifugal force. If the flame-tube lying on the 
table is turned about one end as centre, the flame at the 
other end becomes large through the centrifugal force causing 
an increase of the internal pressure at that end of the tube. 
This effect is shown even if the motion is very slow. 

The experiments described above do not of course exhaust 
the uses of the flame-tube, but merely serve as examples. 

Physical Laboratories, 
Victoria University, Manchester. 

LIV. The Decomposition of Water-Vapour in contact with 
Hot Platinum Wire. By AuFrep Hour, Junr.t 

ATHER more than a year ago the author made several 
attempts to estimate the extent of the dissociation of 

water-vapour at high temperatures by heating a platinum 
wire (by means of an electric current) in contact with 
it at low pressures. The results were consistent among 
themselves, out at high temperatures were decidedly lower 
than those previously obtained by Nernst and Wartenberg 
( Géttinger Nachr. 1905, p. 35). The work was not published, 
owing to the circumstance that some doubt arose as to whether 
the numbers were a true measure of the dissociation of the 
vapour at the temperature of the wire. 

* A cork pushed in between the prongs at (@) serves well enough for 
holding the axle for the disk used in the last experiment. 

+ Communicated by the Author. 
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Although it was recognized that a gas heated by contact 
with a fine platinum wire must be very rapidly cooled, yet it 
was feared that as the cooling took place there might be an 
appreciable amount of recombination in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the hot wire, owing to the catalytic action 
of the platinum vapour thrown off from the incandescent 
metal. 

The amount of the dissociation would obviously be reduced 
by this source of error, and the magnitude of the discrepancy 
between it and the observed values would become greater as 
the temperature of the wire, and the consequent amount of 
metallic vapour thrown off it, increased. 

It was not evident at the time when these determinations 
were made, that it could be independently ascertained whether 
the error in question influenced the results to an appreciable 
extent. More recently, however, while performing a series 
of experiments for a different purpose, the extreme rapidity 
with which the separation of oxygen and hydrogen took place 
in pure water-vapour at about 15 mm. pressure was noticed ; 
and the idea occurred that, by taking cognizance of this fact, 
an experiment could be devised to test whether any combi- 
nation of the electrolytic gas took place in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the wire. 

The principle of the proposed experiment was that the 
water-vapour and electrolytic gas should be withdrawn both 
from the surface of the wire and at some distance away from it. 
If no recombination occurred during cooling, then the oxygen 
and hydrogen should be present in both samples in combining 
proportions; but in the event of a partial reunion, the sample 
of gas taken from the immediate neighbourhood of the wire 
should contain an excess of oxygen, whereas that taken 
simultaneously from another portion of the water-vapour 
should be correspondingly rich in hydrogen. For, when a 
wire is heated in water-vapour, electrolytic gas is produced 
at its surface. Diffusion would at once take place, and it 
no recombination occurred, the oxygen and hydrogen wouid 
become uniformly distributed in ~ combining proportions 
throughout the vapour, since any diffusion back of the 
hydrogen from the cooler towards the hotter layers of 
vapour, would be exactly compensated by the direct outward 
diffusion from the hot wire. 

If, however, recombination took place in a zone at some 
little distance from the surface of the wire, its effect would 
be to diminish the amount of electrolytic gas in the cooler 
and more distant portions of the water vapour; so that 
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outward diffusion would be continually going on, with the 
result that the gas which had the greater rate of diffusion 
would be found in excess outside the zone of recombination, 
while that with the slower rate would tend to concentrate 
round the wire. 

Since these experiments on the dissociation of water-vapour 
were performed, Langmuir (Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1906, 
p- 1357) has carried out a very similar investigation, and has 
obtained results in close agreement with those of Nernst and 
Wartenberg. He does not seem to have considered that any 
appreciable source of error arose from this recombination in 
the immediate neighbourhood of the wire, and this view is 
confirmed by the experiments described in this paper; but he 
is of opinion that the highest temperature is reached at which 
it is feasible to determine the amount of dissociation by this 
method when the wire begins to disintegrate, and deposits 
finely divided metal as a film on the inner surface of the glass 
vessel employed. Some amount of recombination of the 
electrolytic gas may take place in contact with this film, and 
so cause considerable errors in the determinations. 

In his experiments, however, the apparatus employed was 
only 0°9 em. diameter, and was heated during each expe- 
riment to at least 100° C. by the steam passing through it, 
whilst I used a vessel 20 ems. diameter, the walls of which 
hardly became heated during the short time occupied by each 
determination. Under these conditions it is less probable that 
there would be any large error from this cause, though it 
is possible that it may be an explanation of the lowness of 
the numbers at high temperatures. The catalytic action of 
this spray and deposit is being further examined, and it is 
impossible at present to say how far it really influences the 
results. 

The values obtained for the amount of dissociation of water- 
vapour are slightly higher than those of Langmuir and Nernst 
and Wartenberg at low temperatures, but they steadily 
become smaller as the temperature rises, till at 2000° absolute 
they are only about 4 of the quantities obtained by the other 
authors. 

The cause of this marked discrepancy of results is being 
further investigated. 

Haperimental. 

The apparatus employed for the determination of the 
amount of dissociation consisted of a large glass bulb of 
rather more than 4 litres capacity, in the centre of which a 
pure platinum wire about 5 cms. long was hung. 
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The globe was completely evacuated, and then filled with 
water-vapour by openinga ta beneath it which communicated 
with a smaller bulb containing pure distilled water. 
When the large globe was completely filled with vapour, 

the wire was heated to the required temperature, which 
was kept as constant as possible till equilibrium had been 
established. The current which heated the wire was then 
cut off, and the whole contents of the bulb pumped off through 
a freezing-mixture in order to condense the water-vapour. 
The electrolytic gas was collected, and estimated by explosion, 
when it was always found to contain a minute excess of 
hydrogen. This excess appeared to be due to the absorption 
of a trace of oxygen by the mercury in the fall-tube of the 
pump. : 

The temperature of the wire was determined from its 
resistance by the following formula: 

Wea G \e a od 
t—@=62 pcea hd ree i 

: caver OOD 

Were) a 
= = 8 100. 

Ryg9— Ro 

1:54 was the value adopted for 6. 
Experiments were made with two different wires, in order 

to see whether they gave concordant results. 
In the following tables the percentage decomposition of 

water-vapour at the various temperatures is given. 
The values at the pressure of the water-vapour were deter- 

mined experimentally, while those at 760 mms. pressure were 
calculated from them. 

Wire No. I. 

iespeesie | Ue ee |e 
of water-vapour. | 760 mms. pressure. 

1220° O. vecseeee | 0:0038 000108 

TAO ahead oS: | 0:0573 0-015 

GAUL eves | 0-0884 0:0246 

HOUR Loses, | 0-118 0:0317 

VC ae ae ee | 0:153 0-04 
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Wire No. II. 

| eect. Per cent. decompo- | Calculated per cent. 
ee ‘ t 3 sition at the pressure) : decomposition at 
= ea of water-vapour. 760 mms. pressure. 

MBO O. Seanden: 000644 0:00175 

BOO), 5)" cena Bot 0-034 000887 

LOG 50) sfoaen | 00593 0°0158 

1OBO iis) ees eicee 00704 001842 

LTO Fs seen 0-148 0°0388 

SUM ae area sea 0:203 0°053 

BOBO ese) crciosy os 0264 0-068 

The values obtained with the two wires are very fairly 
concordant, and would undoubtedly seem to represent the 
amount of decomposition taking place under the conditions 
of the experiments. 

The apparatus used for the 
experiments on the separation of 
the oxygen and hydrogen through 
partial recombination by the pla- 
tinum spray, 1s shown in fig. 1. 
A current of water-vapour en- 

tered at A and was decomposed 
by the hot platinum wire Pt 
(which had a small weight W 
attached to it) while passing up 
the narrow portion of the appa- 
ratus, so that a condition of equi- 
librium between the vapour and 
electrolytic gas was reached in 
the compartment D. The oxygen 
and hydrogen were withdrawn 
through B and C, and as the 
entrance into EH from D was only 
about 2 mms. wide and had the 
hot wire passing through it, it was 
expected that the gas collected 
through B would largely consist 
of that which immediately sur- 
rounded the wire in D, while the 
portion pumped off through C 
would contain the gas from the 
cooler parts of D. 

Fig. 1. 
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As already pointed out, one would expect in the event 
of a partial reunion of the electrolytic gas by the platinum 
spray, to find an excess of oxygen in B and hydrogen 
in 

The details of the experiments are given below, where it will 
be noticed that there is no separation of this kind ; on the con- 
trary, there isa minute excess of oxygen in G and hydrogen 
in B. One is, therefore, bound to conclude that any recom- 
bination which takes place through this cause has no appre- 
ciable influence on the results. 

| 
' Total volume of | Total volume of | x 

Excess of : | Excess of 
Gas collected Hydrogen in B. | Gan rallected | OxygeninC. | 

/ in B. | in C. | : / 
| = | | 
| 6°0 c.c. 0:25 ¢.c. | 40 e.c. / 0-12 c.c. | 

Whaeces (2 087% ee «9000 |. 016. | 

4-0 c.c. trace | Zo GC. trace | 

The University, Manchester. 

LY. On the Influence of Stress on the Electrical Conductivity + 
of Metals. By W.Exuis Witxiams, B.Sc., Research Fellow 
of the University of Wales * 

HE effect of hydrostatic pressure in altering the electrical 
resistance of metals was discovered by Chwolson 7 in 

1880, and his results were soon afterwards confirmed by 
icon t. In both cases, however, the range of pressure 
employed was too small to enable accurate measurements to 
be made. The question fee in recent years, been taken up 
by Lussana § and also by 

The results obtained by I Lissell were :—That the resistance 
of all the pure metals investigated is diminished by hydro- 
static pressure, and that the diminution is nearly but not 
quite proportional to the pressure. He found further that 
with alloys the decrease of resistance is much smaller than 
with the pure metals, and that with some alloys the re- 
sistance is increased by pressure. He paid special attention 
to the case of manganin, in which he found the increase to be, 
within the limits of his experiments, accurately proportional 

* Communicated by Prof. E. Taylor Jones, D.Sc. 
+ Chwolson, Bull. Petersburg, 1880. 
t Tomlinson, Phil. Trans. 1883. 
§ Lussana, Nuovo Cimento, (4) x, p. 73, (3) v. p. 305, 1903. 
| Lissell, Diss. Upsala, 1902. 
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to the pressure, and he proposed to make use of this property 
in the measurement of hydrostatic pressure. 

The results obtained by Lussana are very different from 
these. He also found that the resistance was diminished by 
pressure, but that the diminution was very far from being 
proportional to the pressure, the rate of diminution with 
pressure falling off rapidly as the pressure increased. 

The actual values of the decrease are also different from 
those given by Lissell, and for manganin Lussana found 
that the resistance was diminished by about 5.1077 of its 
value per atmosphere, whereas according to Lissell it is in- 
creased by 23.1077 per atmosphere. 

In view of these conflicting results it was suggested to me 
by Prof. Réntgen that I should attempt to investigate the 
question, and the experiments described below were under- 
taken for'that purpose. I also took the opportunity of in- 
vestigating the influence of stress on the resistance of bismuth, 
and obtained some interesting results which are described 
below. 

Apparatus and Method of Kxeperimenting. 

The hydrostatic pressure was obtained by means of a 
Schaffner and Budenberg screw-pump furnished with a 
Bourdon gauge reading up to 1500 atmospheres, made by 
the same firm. The gauge was calibrated by comparison 
with a standard manometer whose behaviour had been -care- 
fully investigated by Dr. Wagner *. 

The pump was connected toa steel cylinder 4 ems. x 80 ems. 
inside dimensions. Into the open end of the cylinder was 
fitted a brass piece, which served to carry the terminals of 
the wire whose resistance was to be measured, and which 
could be screwed down on a leather collar so as to form a 
watertight cover to the cylinder. 

In order to diminish as much as possible the rise of tem- 
perature which takes place on compression, water, which is 
advantageous both on account of its small coefficient of ex- 
pansion and its high specific heat, was used in the pump and 
cylinder. Hence it was necessary that the wire and its con- 
nexions should be carefully insulated. The apparatus for this 
purpose is shown in fig. 1. A is the brass piece forming the 
cover of the pressure cylinder, through which passes an 
ebonite rod B, serving to insulate the copper wire C, to 
which one end of the wire under investigation is soldered. 
A piece of the ebonite rod about 2 cms. long and 2°5 ems. 
wide projects into the cylinder, and a leather collar between 

* Wagener, Wied. Ann. p. 906 (1904). 
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the shoulder of the rod and the brass piece makes the con- 
nexion water-tight. Over this rod a rubber tube, D, is 
drawn, completely enveloping the terminal and the wire 
connected to it. The other terminal passes out through an 
ebonite block closing the lower end of the rubber tube, and 
is soldered to a wire coming from the brass piece A, The 

qe 1. rubber tube is filled with machine oil, in which 
| the wire is therefore completely immersed. In 

the first experiments made with manganin wire, 
the wire was wound on an ebonite cylinder 
placed inside the rubber tube mentioned above. 
It was found, however, that this introduced a 
source of error into the results, shown by a 
small bend near the origin in the curve re- 

ae A presenting the relation between change of 
| resistance and pressure. A certain amount 

of tension is necessarily used in winding the 
wire on the cylinder, and this causes a small 
increase in its resistance. On application of 
pressure the ebonite cylinder is compressed and 
the wire is freed from tension, causing a cor- 
responding alteration in the resistance. In all 
further experiments great care was taken to 
wind the wire loosely on a frame without the 
least tension. The change of resistance was 
measured by means of a Wheatstone’s bridge 
made up of rheostats without a slide-wire. 
Owing to the smallness of the effect measured, 
it was found better to observe the deflexions 
of the galvanometer, keeping the resistances in 

the arms of the bridge constant. <A resistance-box having 
~ho-ohm coils was placed in the arm of the bridge adjacent 
to the wire under investigation, and the galvanometer-scale 
was calibrated by altering the resistance in this box and 
observing the deflexions of the galvanometer. As the re- 
sistances in the other two arms were equal, this gives directly 
the change of resistance in the wire corresponding to a given 
deflexion of the galvanometer. The sensitiveness of the 
galvanometer was 1.10~° ampere per division, and with 
100 ohms in each arm of the bridge a change of °1 per cent. 
in the resistance of the wire gave a deflexion of 200 divisions. 
The chief difficulty in making the measurements arises from 
the heat of compression in the cylinder. In order to obtain 
a constant temperature, the cylinder was immersed in an iron: 
vessel filled with water kept continually agitated by means of 
a small fan worked by anelectric motor. The capacity of the 

\ 
= 
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vessel was a little more than a cubic metre, and its rate of 
change of temperature, due to fluctuations in the temperature 
of the room, never exceeded y}5° C. per hour. By measuring 
the rate of change before and after each experiment, the 
temperature could be judged with considerable certainty to 
Brisk (4 300. “te 

A number of preliminary experiments were made in order 
to ascertain the change of temperature occurring on the 
application of pressure and the time taken by the cylinder to 
attain the temperature of the bath. The curve (fig. 2) shows 

Fig, 2 be} nk | 

oe: | a 3°5 

25 

°-5 

re + 

0 10 0 40 50 60 
TEMPERATURE CHANCE 1N CYLINDER 

the effect of the sudden release of a pressure of 400 atmo- 
spheres. The fall of temperature is about 3°5, and the 
time taken to attain the temperature of the bath is from 40 
to 60 minutes. The temperature in the cylinder was in this 
case measured by means of a copper-constantan thermo- 
junction, immersed in a rubber tube full of oil precisely 
similar to that used with the wire coils. 
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RESULTS. 

Manganin wire-—The manganin wire used was ‘1 mm. 
diameter, double silk-covered, and was arranged as described 
above. 

The following readings were obtained :— 

| 

| Change of | Change per 
| Pressure in aaa aaa 

Atmospheres. | a 104. ae 107, 

! a en ots We Renta: a 
WOR ele decd. | 23 22:5 

BNE I 25 tanicl. | 66 21:3 

Me 45, | 2-00 21-7 
oe | 4-12 21:3 

“oh eee | 6°39 23-0 
Sue | 8-59 995 
ZEA Sag ell | 1082 -. rp 

Rese oes 5 4 1313 29-1 

The resistance is increased by pressure, and the increase is 
within the limits of experimental error directly proportional 
to the pressure, the mean value being : 

a a 22-2 .10~* per atmosphere. 

This is the actual change of resistance observed. To obtain 
the change of specific resistance it is necessary to correct for 
the change of dimensions of the wire due to its compressibility. 
As the compressibility of manganin is not known, it is im- 
possible to calculate the value of this correction. A rough 
approximation may, however, be obtained by assuming the 
compressibility to be the same as that of copper; viz. °83 . 10—® 
per atm., and with this value the change of specific re- 
sistance is 

18:2. 10-7 per atmosphere. 

Lead Wire-—The arrangements were precisely the same 
as those employed for manganin wire. The dimensions of 
the lead wire were : diameter °37-mm., length 1°5 metres. 
Resistance 3°28 ohms. 

The readings obtained were:— 
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Change of Change per 
eacsiie in Banc A 

Atmospheres. S 104. =: 107. 

2. cs voles 4°56 142 

92. ose eee 13°3 156 

192: decotseeemeree 26'8 139 

292 eiaiies Stee 42°27 144 

B92 ae ae eto 560 142 

A BOs sc seins cemnee 69:2 143 

DOO aires a 858 144 

COZ) Boa ecstees 100-0 143 | 

The resistance is diminished by pressure, the diminution 
being proportional to the pressure, and its mean value being : 

dR 4 3 > 143 .10-* per atmosphere. 

Aluminium wire. — The aluminium wire employed was 
*1 mm. diameter, and was annealed by passing an electric 
current through it. The ends of the aluminium wire were 
soldered to copper leads by means of an alloy of aluminium 
and zine. All the other arrangements were as before. 

The readings obtained were :— 

Change of Change per 
Pressure in Resistance, Atmosphere, 

Atmospheres. aR 101. aR ior 
Ri Ladin! 

DM cai: wisi ssn = 3°64 39°66 

EY) ea 7:83 40:8 

SD reteiieit 3 we ca 9 11:45 39°16 

POI as se bite cbs" 15:08 38:82 

GVA Sao 18°13 375 

meter lsrie? ewan as 23°09 38'8 

The resistance of aluminium is thus diminished by pr oe 
the mean value of the diminution being : 

dR 

i, 
Bismuth.—The influence of hydrostatic pressure and also” 

of longitudinal tension on the resistance of bismuth wire was 

inv estigated. A Lenard’s bismuth spiral (Hartmann and 

= 38°8.107"7 per atmosphere. 
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Braun) was used in the experiments. One of the mica plates 
which protect the spiral was removed, the other being left to 
support the wire. The spiral was placed in the rubber tube 
as used in the previous experiments. The resistance of the 
spiral was 26 ohms and the diameter of the wire ‘25 mm. 
The readings obtained were :— 

Change of Change per 
Pressure in Resistance, Atmosphere, 

Atmospheres. dR ‘ dR “ 
z: tCe: R- re: | 

ghey ty “ateey i eee 
ODEs des Se A 63 200 | 

Sika a eee 18°6 201 | 
EL cen 57-7 197 | 

3 2 pe ae ee 95°7 194 

The resistance of bismuth is increased by pressure, the 
mean value of the increase being : 

Fig. 3. 

+ + dk 2 R= 196 . 10-7 per atmosphere. 

Bismuth is the only one of the pure metals 
so far investigated whose resistance is increased 
by pressure. 

Influence of Tension on the Resistance of 
Bismuth. 

The Lenard’s spiral used in the previous 
experiment was unwound and two pieces of 
wire about 10 cms. long were obtained. These 
were soldered to two copper terminals of the 
form shown in fig. 3. The two wires were 
then placed in a wide glass tube filled with oil 
and suspended vertically as shown. The upper 
terminal of one wire was hung from the arm 
of a balance, and the wire was stretched by 
hanging weights from the other arm. The 
two wires were arranged in adjacent arms of 
a Wheatstone’s bridge, the two upper terminals 
dipping into a mercury-cup connected to the 

| galvanometer. The whole arrangement was 
V covered with a thick cloth to protect it from 
ZZ air-currents, and when this was done a fairly 

steady zero was obtained. 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 77. May 1907. 2X 
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The following readings were taken :— 

Change of 
Tension in Resistance, Change per 

grammes / mm.” dR 108. gramme / mm.” 
R 

1:38.) eee 102 054 

1S: awreeie tens "99 053 

OV Og: Per deaeeen 1:95 "052 

D400 cerowe eee 5:08 054 

LSA aot caiat 7:05 053 

TESS yin ats ace: 10°11 "0537 

De aid iach. 15°16 0537 

SO Ones. coos 19-95 "0530 

25/02 24°9 "0529 

3c a ae 29°8 "0528 

The resistance of bismuth is decreased by tension, the mean 
value of the decrease being :— 

dR _ gramme 
— = ‘0535 .10-* per 2=—_—- 
R P mm.” 

Summary of Results. 

| Pressure. Tension. 

| Change of 
Resistance, dR 

Metal. aR, R° 10* per 
—. 10+ 5 
R gramme / mm.” 

| per atmosphere. 

Teadiy ik fies... beds: —143 

Aluminium ...... — 38:5 

Bisniutl ys eee +197 — "535 

Manganin ......... + 22:2 

Of the substances investigated in the present experiments, 
two, manganin and lead, have been investigated both by 
Lissell and Lussana. The present results are in very good 
agreement with those obtained by Lissell, showing consider- 
able differences from those of Lussana, thus :— 
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Manganin. 

Lussana ..... ~ aR/R=—4-65 .107-7p +202 .10-" p?, 
Tassel .....,.. «Ss 23). IO. 

Ven OW... ~ aR/R= + 22:2.107" p. 

Lead. 

Lussana. ..... ~ @€R/R=—197 10-1 p+47-6. 10-1 p?, 
Prscolk dR/R= —144 110-7 p+2°4. 10-1 p?. 

Ere Wee! s onnen dR/R=—143.10-* p. 

p denotes pressure in atmospheres and a plus sign denotes 
increase of resistance. The term in p? obtained by Lissell 
is too small to be detected in the present experiments, his 
experiments having reached to 3000 atmospheres. At 700 
atmospheres it would only amount to 1 per cent. of the total 
change. The agreement between my results and those of 
Lissell is therefore as close as could be expected from the 
accuracy obtainable in these experiments. 

The above experiments were carried out in the Physical 
Laboratory of the University of Munich under the direction 
of Professor Réntgen, to whom I desire to express my best 
thanks for much helpful advice given in the course of the 
work, ; 

University College, Bangor, 1907. 

LVI. Notices respecting New Books. 

Five-Figure Mathematical Tables for School and Laboratory Pur- 
poses. By A. DU PR& Dennine. London: Longmans, Green, 
& Co. 1906. 

—_ is a thin book, quarto size, with 4 pages of logarithms, 
6 pages of trigonometrical functions with their logarithms, 

1 page of squares and 1 page of cubes, and 2 pages of constants and 
formule. The chief novelty is in the arrangement of the logarithms 
and antilogarithms. Neither table is complete in the usual way. 
The antilogarithmic table runs from logarithm ‘00000 to logarithm 
-*60900, that is up to number 4°0644; and the logarithmic table 
begins with number 4 and goes up to number 9:99. In other 
words, to keep the differences as small as possible and to economise 
space, half the table is built on the antilogarithmic plan, and 
half on the logarithmic plan. The same is true for the log. 
and antilog. reciprocals. The obvious inconvenience of this 
method is that, in looking up the logarithms of a series of 
numbers, the worker will have to be constantly on the alert when 

pa ie 
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passing from numbers with high initial digits to numbers with 
low initial digits. Time must be wasted, and it is doubtful if the 
somewhat greater accuracy in the fifth figure when working with 
differences at either end will make up for tkis.-- For schoolboys 
especially the plan is distinctly inappropriate...To be of real 
service in schools mathematical tables must be as simple as 
possible, with no traps for the unwary; and for this reason also 
the using of the same trigonometrical tables downwards for the 
sines and tangents and upwards for the cosines and cotangents is 
not to be commended. For use by a practised hand in laboratory 
or office the book will no doubt be found of value. The table of 
squares and cubes which may be used with care for finding square 
roots and cube roots cannot fail to be of great service. We have 
noticed one mistake in the logarithm of 476. The introduction 
of the logarithms of reciprocals is a feature of merit; but it is a 
pity that some tables are printed down the page and others across, 
compelling the worker to turn the book through a right angle 
when using different tables in succession. In this respect also 
convenience has been sacrificed for economy’s sake. The book is 
a model of clear printing. 

The Science Year Book. Edited by Major B. F.S. BapEn-PowzLu. 
London: King, Sell & Olding. 1907. 

A FEW minor changes have been introduced into the present issue 
of this year-book. Instead of a series of brief independent articles 
on progress in various branches of science, a single summary is 
given. All the tables which have appeared in previous editions 
are retained, and a diary, with a full page to each day, and a 
number of extra pages at the end for various entries, is provided. 
The diary part of the book consists of excellent paper tastefully 
ruled. We notice that in the biographical section Prof. Minchin 
is described as still on the staff of the R.LE. College, although 
this college has ceased to exist. An attractive frontispiece, 
consisting of a portrait of Lord Rayleigh, adorns the work. 

The Physical Laboratories of the University of Manchester. A record 
of 25 years’ work. Prepared in Commemoration of the 25th 
Anniversary of the Election of Dr. Artaur Scuustzr, F.R.S., 
to a Professorship in the Owens College, by his old Students 
and Assistants. Manchester: at the University Press. 1906. 
Pp. 142. 

ALTHOUGH this volume is primarily of interest to the alumni of 
the University of Manchester and the personal friends of 
Dr. Schuster, Some matter of general interest to teachers of 
physics will be found in the detailed description of the physical 
laboratories and the methods of instruction there adopted. An 
excellent portrait of Prof. Schuster forms a fitting frontispiece to 
this tribute to his 25 years’ professorial work at Manchester. 
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The Teaching of Elementary Mechanics. Discussion at Johannes- 
burg at the Meeting of the British Association, 1905. Edited 
by Joun Perry. London: Macmillan & Co. 1906. 

Havine read this book, the predominant feeling in our minds is 
best expressed in the wish uttered by Sir David Gill: that he 
had been born fifty years later and could have been taught 
mechanics by more rational methods. The trouble we had over 
“o” over the pound of matter and pound force and pound 
of inertia! There were no experimeuts to help us. Sir Robert 
Ball’s ‘Experimental Mechanics’ was indeed available, but few 
then made use of it. We who write believe in the experi- 
mental method of teaching above all things; only we should not 
classify the levers into orders and confuse and burden the mind 

- with details. But inertia, acceleration, weight and force, kinetic 
energy, should in this way be introduced. ‘“ Begin with the 
things themselves” as the President (Professor Forsyth) observes. 
After that, whether or not a mau acquires, for instance, an 
adequate mental impression of what inertia is, depends a great 
deal more on the man himself than upon his teachers. I do not 
believe doubtful definitions will make a clear head go wrong or 
influence a thoughtful student injuriousily. In most cases the 
student gains by having to form his own mental picture and not 
receiving too much in the way of carefully prepared definitions. 
The mere fact that there can be so much difference of expert 
opinion over (e. g.) the utility of the term “ poundal,” suggests 
that all minds are not alike in these matters. If sc, a certain 
degree of liberty should certainly be left to the student: 
“‘poundal ” may be useful to one student and not to another. 

But we must not depart from our duty as reviewer of a valuable 
book, which may be read with pleasure and profit by teachers and 
thinkers. Thanks are due to Prof. Perry for leading this useful 
discussion. Our remarks above are by no means intended to 
decry its usefulness. There should, of course, be agreement 
among teachers when once the best methods of teaching are 
arrived at, and such a discussion as we have just read is the 
surest way of arriving at a knowledge of the best methods of 
teaching. 

Hermann von Helmholtz. By Leo KornicsBercer. Translated 

by Frances A. Wetpy. With a Preface by Lord Kenviy. 
Oxford: at the Clarendon Press. 1906. 

THe English translation of Professor Leo Koenigsberger’s Life 
of Helmholtz is certain to be welcomed by English readers. The 
work of translation has been excellently done. There is added an 
interesting preface by Lord Kelvin. 
We have already referred at some length to the original 

German edition of this book, and it is hardly requisite to refer in 
detail to the contents of the English version, more especially in view 
of the commendation which the German work received on every 
side. In the biography are admirably blended and interwoven the 
episodes of life in its more material aspect and the mental or 
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creative life of the almost inspired thinker. Both are well treated : 
the first with sympathy, and the last with real scientific insight. 

The portraits are a most interesting feature, and are from the 
German edition. Every thing about the work is attractive, and 
few English scientific men will care to be without this memorial 
of one of the greatest discoverers of the generation which is 
passing away. 

A History of Chemical Theories and Laws. By M. M. Parrison 
Muir, M.A. New York: John Wiley & Sons. London: 
Chapman & Hall, Ltd. 1907. Pp. xx+555. 

HowEVER convenient and, in some cases, necessary it may be, for 
purposes of elementary teaching, to neglect the past history of a 
science, and to group the results achieved by it in a manner caleu- 
Jated to smooth the path of the beginner and to present the 
various aspects of the subject to him in the most natural order of 
logical sequence, there can be no doubt that no serious student 
can properly estimate the relative importance of the various units 
which go to make up a harmonious scientific theory without some 
study of the frequently slow and painful steps by which our 
present store of knowledge has been acquired. In chemistry— 
more, perhaps, than in any other science—the progress of truth 
has frequently been interfered with by more or less blind gropings 
in the dark, by fanciful and utterly unjustifiable interpretations of 
results, and by dogmatic insistence on errors which had become 
traditional and difficult of uprooting. All advanced students of 
chemistry wiil feel deeply grateful to Mr. Pattison Muir for the 
extremely interesting sketch of the evolution of chemical theory 
contained in the book under review. It is not a history of ° 
chemistry, nor did the author ever intend it to be such; it is an 
attempt “to set forth . . . the main lines along which the science 
of chemistry has advanced to its present position.” It is thus a 
history of ideas and theories, rather than of chemical facts and 
their discoverers—a history of the attempts to furnish answers to 
the two fundamental questions with which chemistry has to deal, 
viz., ‘‘ what is a chemically homogeneous substance ?” and ‘‘ what 
happens when chemically homogeneous substances interact ?” In 
accordance with this plan the book is divided into two parts, 
dealing respectively with the attempts made to answer the above 
questions. Owing to the restrictions which the author has volun- 
tarily imposed on himself, he is able to deal with some aspects of 
the subject much more fully than would otherwise have been 
possible, and as a result the treatment has gained in richness and 
relief. In connexion with the earlier history of chemical theories, 
we may perhaps suggest that, for the sake of those readers who 
have not previously studied the history of chemistry, it would be 
advisable to indicate more clearly the modern meanings or equiva- 
lents of the terms used by the early writers, as this would somewhat 
facilitate the reading of certain chapters of the book. This has, 
to a certain extent, been done by the author, but not quite so fully 
as would appear to be desirable. 
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Cours de Physique. Par H. Bowvasse. Premicre Partie. 
Mécanique Physique. Paris: Ch. Delagrave. Pp. 236. 

No intelligent study of physical problems is possible without a 
thorough understanding of the fundamental principles of dynamics, 
and any student who intends taking the study of physics seriously 
will do well not to shrink from the severe mental discipline by 
the exercise of which alone a really thorough insight into the 
principles and methods of dynamics can be obtained. The author 
of the book under review, which forms the first part of a treatise 
on physics, has therefore done well to devote to dynamical 
principles the comparatively large amount of space which the 
importance of the subject fully warrants. The work is not 
intended for the beginner. A knowledge of elementary dynamics, 
and of differentation, integration, and co-ordinate geometry is 
assumed on the part of the reader. The subjects dealt with 
include the general principles of dynamics, the general properties 
of fluids, capillarity, fluid motion, viscosity, the transmission of 
waves through a compressible fluid, hydrodynamics, the deformation 
of perfectly elastic solids, the elements of the theory of elasticity 
for isotropic solids, permanent deformations, friction, the 
equilibrium of strings, vibrations of strings, resonance, and 
vibrations of rods. The treatment is excellent in every way, 
being characterized by clearness and brevity, and due stress 
being always laid on the purely physical aspect of each of the 
problems dealt with. We can warmly recommend to all advanced 
students this very concise and elegantly written guide to a 
subject of fundamental importance in physical science. 

LVII. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

(Continued from p. 288. | 

November 21st, 1906.—Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L., Se.D., 
Sec.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

following communications were read :— 

1. ‘The Kimeridge Clay and Corallian Rocks of the Neigh- 
bourhood of Brill (Buckinghamshire).’ By Arthur Morley Davies, 
AE O.S:, Bsc.) GS. 

The paper contains two principal divisions :-— 
(1) An account of the section of Rid’s Hill, Brill. At the 

summit are Lower Portlandian sands, not well exposed: below 
these comes a thickness of about 50 feet of Upper Kimeridge Clay, 
with only one small exposure of grey shale containing black lignite 
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and afew fossils. At the foot of the hill, a large brickfield shows. 
the following sequence :— 

Feet 
8. Grey, creamy-weathering clay (zone of Exogyra virguia) ... 4 
7. Grey, creamy-weathering clays with crushed shells, darker 

and slightly selenitic towards the base ......-........ about 173 
6, 5, & 4. Two bands of creamy limestone, with marly clay 

between (Pictonia cf. Cymodoce, Pholadomya equalis) ...... 4 
3. Dark grey, brown-weathering clay, with occasional phosphatic 

MGOMHER MI. cells... +++. asncncasgm apiece penueeariys setae saaeie amma 8 
2. Black shaly clay, weathering lilac-grey with yellow stains, 

highly selenitic (Lelemnites abbreviatus, B. nitidus, Ostrea 
deltoidea, Gryphea dilatata, Trigonia Voltzii, ete.) .......-- 14 

1. Band of grey limestone (Perzsphinctes decipiens, Trigonia 
Juddiana) at the base. 

There have also been dug up, probably from the selenitic clay 
(No. 2), doggers composed largely of Serpula tetragona, Sow., and 
Arctica (Cyprina) cyreniformis(? ), Blake, yielding many other fossils, 
including Cardioceras alternans (von Buch) and Belemnites nitidus, 
Dollf. The possibility of the selenitic clay being Ampthill Clay is 
discussed, the conclusion being that only Lower Kimeridge Clay is 
exposed in this section. 

(2) The rock of Studley and Arngrove, described by Phillips as 
an argillaceous chert, is shown to be mainly composed of the globate 
spicules of the tetractinellid sponge Rhaxella. It has a much more 
limited extension eastward than the geological map would suggest ; 
but, on the other hand, it is found to form part of the outcrop of 
normal Corallian rocks from Waterperry by Stanton St. John to 
Holton Wood. Its exact relation to the Oxford Clay is described, 
and an increased list of fossils is recorded from it. 

Paleontological notes are given on certain species of Lamelli- 
branchia and Annelida, chiefly from the Lower Kimeridge Clay. 

2. ‘On the Skull and greater portion of the Skeleton of Gonio- 
pholis crassidens from the Wealden Shales of Atherfield (Isle of 
Wight).’ By Reginald Walter Hooley, F.G.S. 

December 5th.—Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L., Sce.D., Sec.R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘On the Geological Conditions which have contributed to the 
Success of the Artesian Boring for Water at Lincoln.’ By Prof. 
Edward Hull, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G:S. 

This boring has its source of supply in strata which rise to the 
west, but to the east dip down towards the North Sea. There 
exists no information as to whether the eastern border of the 
water-bearing formation thins out against a concealed ridge of 
Paleozoic rocks. The water-yielding stratum is reddish, soft, 
porous, sand-rock, reached at a depth of 1561 feet and penetrated 
to a depth of 474 feet. About one million gallons of water rise 
to the surface daily. The sand-rock belongs to the New Red 
Sandstone, which crops out from York to Nottingham with a breadth 
of about 8 miles.’ The hydraulic pressure at the bottom of the 
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boring is that due to about 2035 feet, and the friction of the water 
in percolating the rock accounts for the fact that the water can be 
pumped down during the day but rises again in the night. The 
formations penetrated are the following:—Alluvium and Lower 
Lias 641 feet, Rhatic Beds 52 feet, Red Marl and Lower Keuper 
Sandstone 868 feet, Bunter Sandstone 454 feet. The quantity of 
water drawn from the New Red Sandstone, at and below the out- 
crop defined, amounts to not less than 20 million gallons, and the 
total available quantity of water percolating into the Sandstone 
amounts to about 300 millions. 

2. ‘ Notes on the Raised Beaches of Taltal (Northern Chile).’ 
By Oswald Hardey Evans, F.G.S. 

The town of Taltal is situated, partly on the dry bed of a broad 
river, and partly on a gently-inclined plain that fringes the bays of 
the coastal ranges far to the northward, and runs up the valleys to 
a considerable altitude and distance from the coast. The material 
of this plain consists of sands and well-rounded gravel derived from 
the rocks of the adjacent hills, mingled with shells and some 
isolated boulders of considerable size. The formation is impreg- 
nated with salt, and there protrude through it curiously-weathered 
remnants of former stacks and islets. ‘The plain rises in terraces, 
the highest of which are somewhat obscure, and sometimes portions 
of these higher terraces are preserved in the stacks and islets. A 
second coastal shelf also occurs, marked by a line of shallow 
caverns, some excavated in igneous rock. Some, at least, of the 
shell-accumulations associated with the plain contain pottery, and 
are associated with Indian kitchen-middens, but the beds of shells 
in the gravel, containing occasionally whale-bones, give satisfactory 
evidence of the marine origin of the terraces. Some of these shells 
are replaced by crystallized brine, and calcium sulphate occurs in 
some sections. Profound ravines (quebrad as) occur in the massive 
rocks bordering the plain, although the climate is now so dry that 
rain-erosion is practically non-existent. 

December 19th.—Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L., Sc.D., Sec. R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘The Post-Cretaceous Stratigraphy of Southern Nigeria.’ By 
John Parkinson, B.A., F.G.S. 

In this paper, which is a first attempt to outline the sequence of 
the later deposits of Southern Nigeria (now including the Colony of 
Lagos), a series of beds are described from four localities—three 
from the western side of the Niger, and one around Calabar near the 
Kameruns frontier. The alluvium of the river-beds and the lower 
terraces are referred to, and the succeeding sediments grouped under 
three heads. 

The youngest of these, termed the Benin Sands, are of wide 
distribution, and are found extensively developed in all four areas. 
Their almost universal appearance near the coast, and the height, 
occasionally 300 feet, to which their denuded tops are now raised 
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above sea-level, indicate an important submergence and subsequent 
elevation in comparatively-late times, while from the latter much 
of the present physiography appears to date. The Benin Sands — 
have been seen in contact with both the older groups of sediments, 
but unfortunately the work has not proceeded far enough yet to 
show conclusively the relationships of the latter. 

The older of the two, the Lignite Series, occurs typically near 
Asaba on the Niger, although indications of a similar deposit have 
been met with near Moroko, south of Abeokuta; the younger, the 
Tjebu Series, has so far been found only in that district of the 
Lagos Province. These beds are extensively impregnated with 
bitumen. The suggested difference of age depends on the lesser 
dip and degree of consolidation of the [jebu Series. In them a 
few lamellibranchs have been found, of no value as regards the 
determination of the horizon, and some plant-remains; in the 
Lignite Series only undeterminable plant-remains. The Benin 
Sands are apparently unfossiliferous. The information regarding 
the Ijebu Beds has been derived almost entirely from boreholes. 

2. ‘The Geology of the Oban Hills (Southern Nigeria).’ By 
John Parkinson, B.A., F.G.S. 

The country described in this paper comprises some 1800 square 
miles of the Eastern Province of Southern Nigeria, adjacent to the 
Kameruns frontier. The rocks are crystalline, principally gneisses 
and schists with later granites, pegmatites, and basaltic dykes, 
surrounded on the north, west, and south by Cretaceous sediments. 
For purposes of description the series is divided under nine headings, 
according to locality and petrographical character; and it is con- 
cluded that, neglecting the basaltic dykes, two broad groups may 
be distinguished—the one characterized by the presence, the other 
by the absence, of foliation. In the former the foliation tends to be 
lost, giving a passage between types which petrographically are 
acid orthogneisses and granites. 

Observation of the banded gneisses, which are typical of several 
districts, leads to the conclusion that the acid magma is intrusive 
into mica and hornblende-schists, and that the banded gneisses are 

' composite rocks produced by injection. The orthogneisses them- 
selves exhibit many variations; and study in the field shows that 
the series consists of several members, produced by the differen- 
tiation probably of one magma, which have reached their present 
positions at different times: that is, they differ slightly in age. At 
Uwet was found a group of phyllites and grits altered into garnet, 
andalusite, and staurolite-schists, and hornfels, with the develop- 
ment of much biotite, by an intrusive gneiss ; and it is considered 
as probable, though not capable at the time of absolute proof, that 
the sillimanite-gneisses of the Ekankpa ford, a few miles away, are 
the result of an extension of the same belt of contact-metamorphism, 
a suggestion which possibly might truly include the schists of the 
entire district. 

Typical specimens of the granites, Depemnte$ and dykes are 
described, and sketch-maps given. 
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3. ‘The Crystalline Rocks of the Kukuruku Hills (Central 
Province of Southern Nigeria).’ By John Parkinson, B.A., F.G.S. 

In this paper a short account is given of the crystalline rocks 
found in the Central Province of Southern Nigeria, between the 
Station of Ifon (north of Benin City) and the Northern Nigerian 
frontier. The rocks fall under two heads: (a) a group of gneisses, 
and (6) a group of schists. 

The former is considered as intrusive in the latter, and consists 
of varieties of biotite-gneisses, often well-banded, but this group is 
not infrequently represented by several rocks readily separable by 
mineralogical peculiarities and by intrusion. 

By loss of foliation the gneisses tend to pass into granites, and 
the series is accompanied by pegmatites. 

The second group is distinguished by the wide distribution of 
quartz-schists, with which occur quartz-mica-schists, mica-schists 
(locally containing sillimanite), and hematite-schists. A partial 
analysis of a specimen of the last-named showed 67°77 per cent. of 
iron-peroxide. 

The district is compared with the Oban Hills of the Eastern 
Province. 

January 9th, 1907—Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L., Sc.D., Sec. R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘On the Cretaceous Formation of Bahia (Brazil) and on the 
Vertebrate Fossils contained therein.’ By Joseph Mawson, F.G.S., 
and Dr. Arthur Smith Woodward, F.R.S., F.LS., F.G.S. 

2. ‘On a New Dinosaurian Reptile from the Trias of Lossiemouth, 
Elgin By Arthur Smith Woodward, LL.D., F.R.S., F.LS., F.G.S. 

January 23rd.—Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L., Sc.D., Sec.R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The following communication was read :— 

‘On the Geology of the Zambezi Basin around the Batoka 
Gorge (Rhodesia).’ By George William Lamplugh, F.R.S., F.G.S. 
With Petrographical Notes by Herbert Henry Thomas, M.A., B.Sc., 
F.G.S. 

This paper contains an account of the physiographical and 
geological structure of the hitherto undescribed country bordering 
the Batoka Gorge, which was investigated by the author in 1905, 
under the auspices of the British Association. 

The physical features of the country fall into two well-marked 
divisions :—(1) The unbroken plateau, a portion of the great 
central basin-plain of South Africa. (2) The area of rejuvenated 
drainage, a wedge-shaped tract having its apex at the Victoria Falls, 
due to the lowering of the trunk-drainage by the erosion of the 
deeply-cut gorge. 
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The following rock- systems are described :— 
5. Kalahari Sands, Chalcedonic Quartzite, and other surface-deposits. 

. Flagey Sandstone of Boomka. 
. Batoka Basalts. 
Wankie Sandstones and Coal-Measures (= Matobola Beds and 

? Escarpment Grits of Molyneux). 
. Fundamental Complex of Metamorphic and Igneous Rocks. 

(1) The Fundamental Complex was studied 2m situ only at 
one point, near the Wankie Coal-mine. The position of its outcrop 
north of the Zambezi is inferred from the character of the river-borne 
detritus in some of the stream-beds. 

(2) The Wankie Series consists of massive sandstones and 
pebbly grits, containing boulders near the base, with intermediate 
flaggy sandstones and shales with coal-seams. This series is 
abruptly truncated on the south-east side, along the Deka River, 
by a. great fault which brings in the Batoka Basalts; but reasons 
are given for supposing that beds of similar character reappear at 
the northern margin of the Basalts, north of the Zambezi, beyond the 
district examined. 

The Deka Fault is described in some detail, and its important 
influence upon the structure of the country is discussed. It is 
suggested that the ‘Siarira Quartzites’ of Molyneux, of the 
country farther to the north-east, may be only the indurated and 
contorted sandstones that accompany this great fault. 

(3) The Batoka Basalts were found to extend unbrokenly 
from the Victoria Falls eastward to the mouth of the Deka, and 
southward to the edge of the Kalahari Desert ; and it is shown that 
they also cover a very wide area to the southward and westward of 
the region traversed. They consist of a succession of massive lava- 
flows and flow-brecvias; no intercalated sediments were found in 
the districts examined, nor was any eruptive centre discovered. 
Some curious structures observed in basalts are described; and it 
is remarked that the zigzagging character of the stream-gorges below 
the Victoria Falls is due to differential erosion along the strong joints 
and fault-planes in these rocks, under the alternating conditions of 
wet and dry seasons. 

The age of the Basalts is discussed, and it is considered that they 
are probably Mesozoic, and may date back to the later stages of the 
period of volcanic activity represented by the Stormberg Beds of 
the more southerly part of the continent. 

(4) Some limited patches of Flaggy Sandstone, etc., seen near 
the head of the Deka Basin, appear to represent sediments newer 
than the Basalts, and may be equivalent to part of the Forest- 
Sandstone of Mr. A. J. C. Molyneux and Mr. F. P. Mennell. 

(5) The ‘Kalahari Sands,’ which cover large areas of the 
plateau, occur mainly in broad low swells or ‘ bults’ of friable red 
sand, now tree-clad. These sweep down to the Zambezi River in 
the shallow valley above the Victoria Falls, and cannot have been 
accumulated under existing conditions. The author endorses 
Dr. S. Passarge’s view that they indicate a former period of greater 
aridity than the present in the Central Basin. 

Some irregular patches of surface-quartzite and limestone, due 
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to the percolation and evaporation of ground-water, are described 
and compared with the ‘ Botletle-Schichten’ (Passarge) of the 
Kalahari, but the author considers that the antiquity of these beds 
is not so great as that assigned to the ‘ Botletle-Schichten.’ 

The paper concludes with a petrographical appendix by Mr. H. 
H. Thomas, giving the results of his microscopic examination of a 
series of rock-specimens collected by the author. 

February 6th.—J. E. Marr, Sc.D., F.R.S., Vice-President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘ Note on the Cervical Vertebra of Zeuglodon from the Barton 
Clay of Barton Cliff (Hampshire). By Charles William Andrews, 
BAY, DSc, FBS... F.G.S. 

2. ‘The Origin and Age of the Plateaus around Torquay.’ By 
Alfred John Jukes-Browne, B.A., F.G.S. 

The existence of high-level plains or plateaus near Torquay has 
long been known, but since Pengelly’s time little attention seems to 
have been paid to them. Pengelly believed that there were several 
such plains at different levels, and thought that the time of their 
production was not very remote. On examination, however, 
his evidence breaks down, and the euthor regards the plateaus 
as portions of one inclined plain. 

The plateau-area has an extent of about 3 miles in length from 
north to south, and about 2in width. Its highest level is found at 
the foot of the ridge which forms the watershed between Torbay 
and the estuary of the Teign. From the foot of this a platform 
stretches southward on each side of Barton at a level of from 350 to 
340 feet ; south of this is the flat summit of Lummaton Hill (also 
about 340 feet) ; and about a mile farther south are the flat-topped 
hills known as Yaddon and Daison Hills, both about 320 feet, and 
only separated by a narrow gorge cut by the little stream which 
flows from Barton to Torquay. 

East of these hills we find a plateau-area extending continuously 
through St. Marychurch and Babbacombe, for a distance of a mile 
and a half, and an average width of half a mile, but cut off abruptly 
along the coast-line. ‘The northern. end of this plateau is about 
300 feet above Ordnance-datum, but it slopes gradually southward, 
till on Walls Hill its highest part is only 267 feet. 

On the west of Torquay the old plain has been so dissected by 
streams, and so lowered by detritive agencies, that it is almost 
destroyed. Remnants, however, remain in Waldon Hill (200 feet), 
Stentiford Hill (230 feet), and Daddy-Hole Plain (about 200 feet). 

The central hills of Torquay, which are known as Warberry Hull 
and Lincombe Hill, rise to much greater heights (440 and 400 feet) 
and stand up as conspicuous eminences above the level of the 
surrounding plateau. 

The evidence as to the age of the planation is next considered. 
It is proved to be post-Permian, by the fact that Permian breccia 
forms part of the plateau-surface at St. Marychurch. It is also 
probably post-Cretaceous, because Cretaceous planation is not likely 
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to have removed all the Permian. Its present dissected condition 
shows that it is older than the Pleistocene, and consequently an 
Eocene date would agree with local evidence. 

The author accepts the Eocene age of the Haldon gravels and of 
the Bovey deposits, and adduces evidence for a connexion between 
the Haldon plateau and the Bovey basin on the one hand, and 
between the Aller basin and the Torquay plateau-area on the other. 
He regards the Bovey basin as a locally-deep depression, along a 
line of Miocene deflexion which crosses Devon from north-west to 
south-east, and believes the plateau-area near Torquay to be the 
flattened-out extension of this flexure. He thus considers the 
plateau to be part of the basal plain on which the Eocene deposits lie, 
and infers that these deposits passed directly out of the Aller basin 
on to this plateau, burying it to a depth of several hundred feet. 

Thus it was on the surface of the Eocene deposits that the 
existing system of drainage was established. 

The Brixham plateau, south of Torbay, presents similar features 
and appears to be of the same age, but in its case the drainage is 
northward from higher ground to the south. This plateau can be 
traced westward through Churston and Galmpton to Stoke Gabriel, 
where there is high ground both to the north and south of it. It 
is inferred that this plateau is the site of a second shallew flexure, 
the axis of which ran nearly west and east, so as to meet and merge 
into the other line of flexure outside the entrance of Torbay. 
Incidentally this would explain the formation of Torbay. 

February 27th.—Sir Archibald Geikie, Sce.D., D.C.L., LL.D., 
Sec. R.S., President, in the Chair, 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘On the Lower Ordovician Succession in Scandinavia.’ By 
William George Fearnsides, M.A., F.G.S. 

The paper is a stratigraphical account of the Dictyonema-Snhales, 
the Ceratopyge-Beds, the Didymograptus-Shales, and the Orthoceras- 
Limestone of Sweden and Southern Norway, and is based upon field- 
observations of Scandinavian type-localities made by the author 
during the summer of 1906. ‘The beds are discussed under the 
following headings :— 

(C) Didymograptus-Shales and Orthocerakalk, 
(B) Glauconite-Shales and Ceratopygekalk, 
(A) Dictyonema- and Bryograptus-Shales, 

which are found to be applicable to all the sections visited. 
For purposes of ready correlation with the British Tremadoc rocks, 

the upper part of the Acerocaris-zone of the Alum-Shales is con- 
sidered along with Division A, and the presence of trilobites of 
Ordovician type and related to those of the Ceratopygekalk in that 
as well as in the Dictyonema-Beds is emphasized. It is also held 
that the branching graptolites of Division A show a progressive 
evolutional divergence from an original Dictyonema through Dietyo- 
graptus flabelliformis to the true graptolites of Clonograptid or 
Bryograptid types, and through D. norvegicus to the so-called 
‘dendroid graptolites. The gradual replacement of the western 
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type of Alum-Shales of this division by the sandy beds with Obolus 
in Northern Oland and the Baltic Provinces is discussed, and is con- 
sidered as an early manifestation of the crustal instability which 
brought about the curious vicissitudes of the Glauconite-Shale 
period. Many of the phenomena at the base of Division B are 
suggestive of an unconformity, and in all Swedish areas except 
Skane the succession from A to B is shown to be incomplete. In 
general, the base of Division B has much the aspect of the Cam- 
bridge Greensand, and the Glauconite-Shales as a whole mark a 
period during which the alternating processes of deposition and 
erosion were nicely balanced. A curious small-scale erosion- 
phenomenon occurring intermittently throughout Division B is 
redescribed under the name ‘ Korrosionsgrupper, and along with 
the variable detailed succession of the beds is considered as a 
further proof of discontinuous sedimentation throughout the period. 
Division C of Didymograptus-Shales and their equivalent Orthocera- 
kalk is discussed only in outline. Both shales and limestone pass. 
downwards continuously into the highest Ceratopyge-Beds, both in 
lithology and fauna, and the difference between the lowest Ortho- 

ceras-Limestone (Planilimbatenkalk) and the higher limestone of 
the Ceratopygekalk is almost imperceptible. 

This stratigraphical evidence is then considered in its bearing upon 
the question of the definition of the boundary between the Cambrian 
and the Ordovician Systems ; and theauthor follows the Scandinavian 
authorities in considering that, so long as the Dictyonema-horizon 
is available, the evidence of sudden faunisti tic change within the 
series discussed is too slight to warrant a paleontological separation 
of the systems at any other horizon. A comparison of the British 
Tremadoc and Arenig Series with these Scandinavian rocks con- 
cludes the paper ; and it is maintained that the time has now arrived 
for British geologists to come into line with their Continental 
brethren, and to include the Dictyonema- and the overlying Tremadoc 
Beds as the lowest series of the Ordovician System. 

2. ‘The Occurrence of Pseudomorphous Pebbles of Pyrites at 
the Crown-Reef Mine (Witwatersrand).’ By Cuthbert Baring 
Horwood, A.R.S.M., Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., F.G.8S. — 

Reference is first made to the existence of calcite-‘ pebbles ’ in 
the Main Reef, which Mr. Julius Kuntz believes to be due to the 
replacement of quartz by calcite. Pellets of iron-bisulphide known 
as ‘buckshot’ oecur at the Rietfontein ‘ A* Mine in the Buckshot 
Reef: they exhibit radiate fibrous structure, and are probably of 
concretionary origin. At the Crown-Reef Mine a few ‘pebbles’ 

_ of pyrites, some measuring as much as an inch in length, occur in 
a narrow band of conglomerate at the contact of the reef with a 
basic dyke. It is conjectured that the mineralizing solutions 
which deposited the pyrites (together with, some if not, all of the 
associated gold) ascended along the fractures due to the intrusion 
of the dyke, and found an easy course along the small conglomerate- 
bed, where they replaced some of the quartz -pebbles with pyrites, 
being kept up by a band of shale underneath the conglomerate. 
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LVILI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON A SIMPLE DEVICE FOR THE RECOVERY OF SPILLED MERCURY. 

BY WILL. C. BAKER, M.A., LECTURER ON PHYSICS, SCHOOL 
OF MINING, QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY, KINGSTON, ONTARIO, 

CANADA. 

Q® the common laboratory accidents, few are more annoying 
than the spilling of mercury on the floor, especially if there 

be cracks between the boards into which the liquid may run. 
In such cases so much comfort has been experienced from the use 
of the simple device herein described, that it has been thought 
worth while to suggest it to others. 

A small flask, A, is fitted with a rubber stopper through which 
pass two short glass tubes. One of these is connected, by a stout 
rubber tubing, to a water-pump, and the other leads by a short 
rubber tube, B, to a piece of glass tubing drawn out to a fine 
nozzle, C. 

70 ASPIPATOR * 

The action is obvious:—When the pump is working, if the 
nozzle be approached to a drop of mercury, the liquid is quickly 
sucked into the flask. It is generally best to raise the nozzle 
from time to time so as to let the mercury in the tube, B, run 
into the bottle, A. 

As the glass tube, C, may be drawn out as fine as required, 
there is no difficulty in recovering mercury from cracks in the 

floor even less than a half a millimetre wide. Under these 
circumstances the nozzle often becomes stopped by dust particles 
and the flow of air ceases. Then it is best to use nozzles drawn 
out, ten or fifteen centimetres long, and when stopped by dust to 
break off four or five millimetres of the dust-choked end, thus 
leaving a free passage for the air. 

Working in this way mercury may be quickly and easily 
recovered. The dust is separated by a filtration. This method 
possesses many obvious advantages over the usual way of collecting 
the mercury with a piece of zinc. 
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LIX. On the Radiation from Moving Systems of NS, 
and on the Spectrum of Canal Rays. By G. A. Scuort, 
B.A., B.Sc., University College of Wales, Aberystwyth * 

ei: * ba a previous communication ¢ I have examined that 
radiation from a stationary ring of electrons, which 

are in orbital motion ina suitable controlling field, and also 
from a system composed of a large number of similar inde- 
pendent rings. A ring of x electrons emits 6” waves of 
frequencies ‘of the same order as those of spectrum lines ; 
but of these waves at most 18 are of sufficient intensity, 
under ordinary conditions, to produce observable lines. Thus 
we cannot, by means of a ‘single ring, account for a complete 
spectrum series or band; but we may be able to do so by 
means of a system of rings coupled together by their mutual 
actions. For this purpose the study of the single ring is 
necessary. 

§ 2. In a series of important experiments J. Stark ¢ has 
shown that the canal-ray spectrum contains series lines, each 
line being split up into a narrow undisplaced line, due to nearly 
stationary ions, and a broad displaced line due to ions moving 
with velocities ranging from 10‘ to 5.10" em./sec. The latter 
is separated by a dark space from the former, and has a 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Schott, Phil. Mag. [6] vol. sill. p. 189. 
1S. Star k, ‘ Nature,’ vol. xxiii. pp. 78, = ae 533 ; Ann. der Physik, 

vol. ecexxvi. p. 401. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 78. ee 1907, 2Y 
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maximum of intensity, which increases with the velocity, and 
that more rapidly for high-frequency lines. Mainly because 
of the dark space, he considers that the energy radiated in 
the displaced line is transformed from kinetic energy of 
translation, not by the agency of collisions, but by the direct 
action of radiation pressure. The energy radiated in the 
undisplaced line is attributable directly to collisions. He 
formulates the following question :— 

“Given asvstem of electrons in orbital motion, so arranged 
that their radiation into the external medium is mutually 
compensated’? (presumably by interference); “does the 
compensation subsist when the system is given a motion 
of translation through the ether? ” 

§ 3. The following theoretical investigation of §§ 4-24 
supplies the answer to this question. For a uniform trans- 
lation it is in the affirmative, in so far as no periodic waves. 
are emitted in consequence of the motion; for non-uniform 
motions periodic waves are emitted when the changes in 
velocity and orientation of the system are rapid enough. It 
is further shown that the radiant energy cannot be due to 
radiation pressure, since the work done by that pressure is 
but a very small fraction of the energy radiated. 

The rest of the paper is devoted to a brief discussion of 
Stark’s experimental results in the light of the theoretical 
conclusions arrived at in the first portion of the paper, 
[wde Note I.] 
§ 4, Lorentz* has given a general method of deducing 

the electromagnetic field due to a system of electric charges, 
in motion relative to a set of axes, which are themselves. 
moving with a uniform velocity less ‘than that of light, from 
the field due to a second sytem in motion relative to a fixed 
set of axes. 

Let E be the vector which represents the electric force, 
(X, Y, Z) its rectangular components in the actual system 
(=), H, (L, AT ay) the magnetic force, V, (uv, v, w) the relative ~ 
ia p ‘the electric volume density. 

Let accented letters denote the same quantities in the 
system of reference (X’). 

Let U be the oe of the moving axes, C the velocity 
of light, <=,/1—U?/C?; and let Oz ne taken in the direction 
of U. 

The relations between the coordinates, time and velocities 
of the two systems are as follows :-— 

(x, y, 2) are coordinates of a point relative to axes fixed in 
the eether, supposed at rest in Lorentz’s theory. 

* Abrahamet Langévin, Jons, Electrons, Corpuscules, vol. i. p. 477. 
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Relative to the moving axes its coordinates at time ¢ are 
(2— Ut, y, z). 

Write 

eee 2 y= Uy wee", t= 

and 

, = thy) DUS ED so) 10 = KW, 

[wide Note I1.] 
For a point fixed relative to the ether we have, since 

t ey. Ue 

aes Os : oe dt’ 
moving origin we have dt= ae for in the first case (a, y, 2) 

ee dt =xdt'; for a point fixed relative to the 

and in the second case (x, y', 2') are unchanged. 
We shall choose the system (>) so that corresponding 

elements of volume, and therefore also corresponding electrons, 
have equal charges: this assumption makes 

p’=xp, p'da'dy'dz’=pdxdydz, e'=e. 

§ 5. The following relations hold between the electro- 
magnetic fields of the two systems at corresponding places 
and times :— 

| J j 
ee =Y'+ GN’, on Mw | 

: ae ds arise) 
h= 1’, «M=M'— GZ’, «N=N'+ GY’ | 

E', H’ are given in terms of a scalar potential ¢' and a 
vector potential A’, (F’, G’ H’) by the equations 

K' = — BIO aa! 4 U Vio 2 =curl A’ | 
C Ot 6 

Ud’ : r = (2) 
div. B’ =4n(1— a Je’ div. H =0; | 

a J 
while ¢’, A’ are given by the equations 

wt tO HB steno, | 
pet My Gea e aie 

Be UO iat + a | 
C230" Cao 

2Y2 
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All the operations are supposed to be performed in the 
system %. 

The values of ¢’, A’ are given by the usual integrals 

Penk aaa | 
v= fifiber]2s% J 

where vr’ is the distance from the point (a’, y' 2'), at which 
the field is required for time ¢’, to the element dé'dy'd@'; the 
square bracket denotes that the quantity inside is to be taken 

/ 

for the element dé'dn'd@’ at the time ¢'— = which is the time 

of emission of the disturbance due to that element. 
It should be noticed that the field is the same as if the 

system (&') were at rest as a whole, except that EH’ involves 

an additional term qVF ', This term only vanishes when 

all the charges are at rest relative to one another. In our 
case it is present, because we are dealing with systems of 
electrons in orbital motion. 

§ 6. We shall only require the field at a distance from the 
system of electrons large compared with its largest linear 
dimension. @', A’ are the sums of periodic expressions of 

; 

the form sider > where 7’ is the distance measured from — 

any convenient origin in the system. If we neglect quantities 
e rn e 

of relative order —, where 2» is the wave-length, we may 
? 

write 

where (/, m, n) are the direction cosines of r’. Hence 

div. A'= — ce (UE’+mG'+nH’'). 

We shall find it convenient to transform to polar co- 
ordinates (7’, 0, @) in the system (%’). For polar axis 
choose any convenient line fixed in this system, and for initial 
plane the plane through this axis and Oz. Let the direction 
cosines of the axis be (a, 0, c), those of the radius vector (r’,, 
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the meridian (@) and parallel (), (J, m, n), (I', m', n'), and 
(U"', m'', n''), these forming a right-handed system. 
_Let the components of E’, H’ in these directions be 

(R’, T’, P’), (P’, 0’, ®’) respectively. In virtue of the 
third of equations (3) we find for a distant point 

ff P= 90; ) 

| ! ! 1 fe) ! ! ! ! / J’ = PH Gap CP tmG +H), tyes 

But ne) 
© ot’ V—~- 

Pp/= —0’= (U’R'4+m"G'+n"'H’). 

These equations show that at a great distance from the 
system the electric and magnetic forces are perpendicular to 
the radius vector and to each other. Since equations (4) do 
not explicitly involve U, the distant field of (%’) is calculated 
exactly in the same way as if U were zero. It differs from 
that of the system (2), when at rest, in so far as the motion 
changes the relative configuration and velocities of the 
electrons of the system from those existing in the system 
at rest. _ 
§ 7. The electric and magnetic forces in the system (©) are 

iven in terms of the forces T’, P’ by the following equations, 
which follow at once from (1). 

eg ee, 

BY +i"P’, Lal’ UP’. 
= (m' + a == (m"—& nr eM=(m"— 3 n') T’— (m’+ an) Br 

3 .- am") + { 2" + om YY KN = ("4 c™') T’— (w- am) Pt ; 

4g ar See) 

Let the Poynting vector, = [EH], be denoted by P, 
(P, Q, R). ‘f 

Equations (6) give 

; ee ye U) (pe, prey | P= ait @)(1 tig) +P), | 
C Beira scsi ee 

Q= =, (1415) (27+P%), moms. «) CL) 

(ane U) ines pre i mar (141g) +P), | 

The equations (6), (7) have a simple geometric inter- 
pretation. 
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Let P be the point (x, y, <), 
O the position of the system at 
time ¢, the distance OP being 
supposed large compared with the 
largest dimension of the system 
and with the wave-length. 

The disturbance (6), (7), which 
exists at P at time ¢t, was emitted 
at a previous time 7, when the 
system was at H, such that 

EP=C(t—7), HO=UG—1)=5 BP. 

Let EP=p, and let its direction cosines be (A, p, Vv). 
Let Pl be the point (#’, y’, 2’), so that NP’=«NP; then 

OP'=7', and (J, m, n) are the direction cosines of OP’. 
We easily find 

t4U/C hove _ Kn fe ts 

Te H=Tue "=r P= A+U/O, 
Thus equations (7) express the fact that P is along the 

ray EP, and that its ca, is 

AG a 

Equations (6) give 

XL+YM+ ZN=AX4+pY +7Z=rAL4+yuM+r~N=0, 

R24 V4 2= 1+ M4 N= - “(1415 =) 0? +P), 

These express the facts that the electricand magnetic forces 
are perpendicular to each other and to the ray HP, and that 
they are equal to each other. 

The wave surface, which at time ¢ passes through P, is the 
sphere whose centre is E and radius EP. 

§ 8. We require to solve three problems: 
(1) To find the rate at which the system of electrons 

loses energy by radiation. 
(2) To find the radiation pressure on it, that is, the 

reaction due to the zether on account of radiation. 
(3) To find the radiant energy received per second by a 

fixed surface exposed to the radiation. 
It might be supposed that (1) was simply (8) treated for a 

surface completely enclosing the system; but this is not so, 
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because tne energy of the ether inside this surface is conti- 
nually changing on account of the motion of the system. 

E is as before the position of 
the system at time 7, APB the 
wave emitted at EH, for the time ¢. 

F is the position of the system at 
time t+dr, CD the wave emitted 
at I’, for the time ¢. 

The energy radiated by the 
system during the interval dr is 
the energy containea between the 

two waves AB, CD; since they are not concentric, this 
energy requires a different interval of time, di, to pass each 

point P of AB. Since t=7+ = we have 

C C 

Now ee tne BM 
Cos AEP=A= {+1U/C : hence dt = 14e7h/C- 

Let dS be an element of area of the wave ABat P. The 
energy which crosses dS during time dt is, by (7), 

(AP +pQ+rR)dS dt= Se (1+1U/C)(T? +P®)d8. 

Hence the rate at which the system radiates energy is 

Gale ; R= {| a+ruicyars+ Peas. 

dt=dr(1+ a =dr(1— ae AnP). 

Since T’, P! are given for the system (S') it is convenient 
to transform the integral to this system. Let dS! correspond 
to dS, and let (X, pu’, v') be its direction cosines. 

(2') being derived from (=) by stretching every line 
parallel to Oxin the ratio «: 1, every area parallel to the yz 
plane is unaltered, while every area parallel to Ox is increased 
in the ratio x: 1. Hence we have 

AdS =A/dN', pdS =Kylds', vdS=ky'ds’. 

These equations give at once 

le am Regen) od 2 
J1i+2U/C+uyC? 4/14 21U/C+ U/C?" /1+2/0/C + UIC? 

Fa CES acy 
J 1+ 21U/C + U/C 
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4 If « be the angle made by the normal to d§! with 7’, we 
ave 

ae 
/ 1+ 210/64 Uaioe 

If dS! subtend the solid angle dw at O we have 

dS'=seec a.7'2do. 

cos a=Ih! + mp! +n! = 

Hence 

dS =cos a dS!=r"dw, 

C BN ys | R= | (1+ 10 /C)CL? +.B!) rd. a. a 

This equation expresses the rate at which the moving 
system (3) loses energy by radiation at time 7, in terms of 
the field in the system of reference (>’) at the time ?', corre- 

sponding to the time i=T+ 6 in the moving system. In 

this respect it differs from the expressions given by Abraham *, 
which express it in terms of the state of the moving system 
at the time T. | 

§ 9. We shall now find the reaction of the ether on the 
moving system due to radiation. 

According to the theory developed by Lorentz and by 
Abraham + the electromagnetic force on all the charges 
contained within the fixed surface 8 is the sum of (1) a 
surface integral 

ig | JOBOX+ wY 4+-vZ)—Un.
 (X?+ Y?+Z?) 

where, as before, (A, #, v) are the direction cosines of the 
outward normal to the element dS, and Un is a unit vector 
along that normal; and 

(2) a volume integral 

a a ii} P. dw dy dz, 

extended over the whole space enclosed by the whole surface S. 
The quantity P/C? is the electromagnetic momentum per 

unit volume; the integral (2) is the rate of decrease of the 

* Luc. cit. p. 278. 
+ Lorentz “ Elektronentheorie,” Mathematische Encyklopddie, vol. xiv. 

p. 161 
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electromagnetic momentum of the system (3) in the limit 
when the surface S is at infinity. Hence the surface integral 
(1) in the limit represents the reaction of the zther ‘due 
to radiation, that is, the radiation pressure of Stark. Call 
it F. 
We shall choose § to coincide with the position at time ¢ of 

the wave-surface through P. Hence we have 

U 2 

me y p70, X24?) 221) 2 iP eee a(1+1e) (TW 24P%), 
C 

while dUn has the components (J+ U/C, «m, «n)/(1+1U/C), 
and dS=r"dw as before. Hence the components (X, Y, Z) 
of F are given by the equations 

= Cy a UNA: Aer 
x=—,h(\( (1+ oe 

Y= — ae {f( 1+1G) (T? + P?)r?da, et WVC2 ) 

et {fn . 124 PI2) p12 4=— (nl 141%) i ep )a da. J 

Since the surface force is everywhere normal to the ray HP, 
F passes through E; the stress has no couple resultant, but F 
has a moment abdul O equal to HO. / Y?+Z", tending to 
produce rotation about an axis perpendicular to U. 

§ 10. We shall now consider the third problem, to find 
the energy received by a fixed surface in unit time. 

The element dS, with direc- 
= tion cosines (A, “, v) receives 

per second the energy 

13am dal (AP + pQ+vR)ds, 

mee iO rs et Two particular cases are 
_ specially important : 

(1) Element dS alate Ow perpendicular to it. 
Let it be at P. We have 

A=), pav=0, [15 nen), n= PK, 

1+U/C 

ra BE 1 
The radiation is 

| fe CS ee ONG ged ony ath ' s.= lo) (T?4P®)r, . . (10) 
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(2) Element dS along a transversal through E and 
perpendicular to it. 

Let it be at Q. We have 

U : 
n=, i ae J itv =K, Tape 

The radiation is 

2\2 

= ren 1-G) (T?+P%r.. . . (AY) 
A . 

The energy received per second by the whole of a fixed 
surface, which passes through P and at time ¢ coincides with 
the wave-surface through P, is 

Ory Uy se el (141g). t+ Pytae. . (12) 

It is instructive to compare this with (8). 
When U=0, i. e. when the system (=) is at rest and 

identical with (!), both expressions are identical and give 
the radiation from the system (3!): it is 

C jefe 12 4. plz)» 2 ‘ v= (\a +P? \e2do.. . sale 

R and § differ from R’ by the presence of the factors 

Le (1+ l G ) respectively. 
C 

§ 11. It is necessary for further progress to make some 
assumptions as to the structure and orientation of the system 
(&), or of the system (}’). For our purpose it is little use consi- 
dering systems other than those which wiil account for spectra; 
such systems satisfy the following conditions :—(1) they emit 
waves of determinate frequency and of intensity corresponding 
to that of a spectrum-line ; (2) they are permanent or nearly 
so, so that their structure remains practically unchanged during 
long periods of time; and (3) they are stable, radioactive 
systems excepted. I have shown* that a circle of equi- 
distant electrons in uniform rotation satisfies conditions (1) 
and (2); it follows from the example of J.J. Thomson’s well- 
known model of the atom that (3) can be satisfied provided a 
suitable controlling field be chosen. But unfortunately a 
single ring does not emit a sufficient number of waves strong 
enough to account for all the lines of a spectrum. Therefore 
we must suppose our system built up of a number of rings. 

* Schott, loc. crt. 
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It is probable that a group of electrons in periodic motion 
in any closed curve whatever can be permanent by itself, 
provided its electrons pass in succession through every point 
of the curve at regular and equal intervals ; but it by no 
means follows that a system built up of such groups is 
permanent. Any two groups, on account of their permanent 
motion, disturb each other and emit waves, whose energy is a 
drain on the energy of the groups ; hence the system is not 
permanent. But the drain of energy, and consequent change 
in structure, can proceed extremely slowly, provided all the 
most powerful waves due to perturbations are destroyed by 
interference between the several electrons of each group. 
This occurs for circles of equidistant electrons, provided they 
have a common axis of rotation and are not too close together, 
certain combinations of circles being excluded ; but it does 
not occur for groups other than circles. 

Therefore we make the following assumption (A):—The 
system (2) when at rest consists of a number of circular rings 
of equidistant electrons in rotation about a common axis, in a 
controliing field of such a kind as to make the system stable. 
The number of electrons, the angular velocity and radius of 
each ring, and the mutual distances of all pairs of rings, are 
such that the system is quasipermanent. 

§ 12. Ata great distance from the quasipermanent system 
at rest the electromagnetic forces T’, P’ are the sums of terms 

of the type = a ! p (e— “) —md ‘ , where p, m are con- 

stants depending on the type of vibration producing the 
forces. The polar axis can be chosen so that the amplitude 
A is a function of 6 alone and at most changes sign when we 
put 7—@ in place of @. 
We shall make a second assumption (B) :— 
The system of reference (%') has the property just 

mentioned, 
In order to explain the negative Michelson result Lorentz, 

as is well known, makes the assumption that the system (%’) 
is identical with the system (%) when at rest. In this case 
assumption (B) at once follows. 
We can now average the expressions (8}..., (1) for the 

time, (2) for the coordinate ¢. 
(1) Let us average for an interval of time containing a 

large number of periods. 
During this interval (2) moves, and the relative coordinates 

of a fixed point change by amounts of order UA/Cr’. On 
account of the smallness of 2/r’ these changes may be 
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neglected. Denote averages taken in this way by a bar 
over the symbol of the quantity averaged, e.g. R. During 
this process the coordinate ¢ disappears at the same time as t¢ 
from the expressions for T’?, P”, in virtue of assumption (B). 

(2) Put dw=sin 0d@d¢; note that 

1 =acos 6+4/1—a? sin 6 cos d, 

ab : C 
m=bcos @— —-——sin 0 cos 6+ ———— sin @ sin d, 

/ 1 ? /1—a? ? —a? 

n =c cos 0——=— sin 8 cos p— — be sin 9 sin 
i /1—a / 1a . 

Integrate from @=0 to 27 and from 6=0 to =. 
(8), (13) give 

B=F=10( (T?4+P)r2sin0d0. . . (14) 
e/ 0 

For shortness write 

R,=30| (T?+P)r?2.P.(cos9)sinOd@ (15) 
4 

with the usual notation of zonal harmonics. We note that 
R; is identically zero for odd values of 2, because ‘I’, P” do 
not change when 7—@ is put for 9. 

(9), (12) give 
4 Pies ih 
a 31s (2, 1 table Ro}, | 

Bi U ce | 
a Oa | a 

— cy Sia a Qe J 

14407/C.. 20? 
S= — P,(a), Ry. . (17) {U0 "erga 

The radiation pressure F does work on the moving system 
(>) at the rate W=—UX; hence 

TS 

W= 3G: (B+ SPA(a) Bal ie 

With respect to equations (10), (11) of § 10 the integration 
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with respect to dw is absent; averaging for t ihey give 

= 2 Cas UP uyOw ak oe (Geerimel a pie? | so) 

— CdS ie 2 12 | 3,4: Pe aot (T?4+ Pr, 2 2. (20) 

These two radiations are polarized. 

In the diagram. of the unit sphere centre O, A is the 
pole of the axis (a, 6, c), P of the axis of x, which is 
the radius vector for the case of §,, Q of the ase vector 

U = 
(— > K cos Q, «sin Q) of the case of S,. We shall write 

a=cosa, b=sinecosy, c=sinasiny, 

—7~=cosy, K=sin¥. 

Then AP=a-) PQS yabyPAay 7PQS0 

Also AQ= 0; PA Qae. 

Write AQP=. 

At P, the direction of T’ is along the tangent to AP, and 
P' is perpendicular to it. 

At Q, T’ is along the tangent to AQ, P’ perpendicular to it. 
At P, the excess of the radiation vibrating in the plane of 

motion, te along AP, above that in the perpendicular plane, 
is given by 

Sy Cds 1+U/C : M2 PD!l2),,/2 . | (5) ee 4 | (21) 
Le Atrp” 

At Q, the excess of the radiation vibrating in the plane of 
motion, 7. ¢. QP, above that in the perpendicular plane, is 
given by 

B= (1-G). GSE eco airs. 2 (22) 
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§ 13. The equations (14)... (22) give the solution of the 
problems relating to the radiation from a single system 
moving with uniform velocity U, on the assumptions (A) and 
(B), the values of T’?, P? being those of the system of 
reference (%’) for the corresponding type of vibration. 
Since the process of averaging for ¢ gets rid of products of 
forces due to different types of vibration, the total radiation 
from the system is simply the sum of a series of terms such 
as those considered, and each of these may be treated 
separately. 

When the external field, in which the system-is moving, 
contains no terms of the period of the vibration considered, 
the forces T’, P’ are those due to the system alone. But 
when terms of the same period are present resonance effects 
are produced; in this case the values of X... in (6) of § 7 
must be supplemented by the addition of terms Xy)... due to 
the external field; in addition T’, P’ include terms produced 
from X,... by resonance, as well as terms independent of the 
external field. The values of P, @, K given by (7) must be 
correspondingly supplemented. 
When we wish to represent the action of a quantity of 

radiating gas, or of a bundle of canal rays, by means of a 
group of systems of electrons such as the one considered 
above, resonance effects necessarily arise in consequence of 
the interaction of the several systems. These effects are 
particularly large when two systems happen to approach very 
near to one another, that is, at collisions. Since we have 
supposed our system to be moving with uniform velocity, 
our analysis can only apply to the interval between successive 
collisions of the system, during which its distance from other 
systems is so large that resonance effects are comparatively 
unimportant. In extending our results to the case of a 
group of systems we shall therefore make a third assumption 
(C). 
th the groups of systems to be considered, the density, 2. e. 

the number of systems per unit volume, is so small, and the 
mean free path of asystem so large, that the interval between 
successive collisions is a large multiple of the duration of a 
collision. - 

This is equivalent to assuming that at any one instant the 
number of systems in collision is a small fraction of the whole 
number. . 

It must be remembered that for ions the radius of 
appreciable action is very much larger than for a neutral 
system, such as an atom, and therefore the duration of a 
collision must be reckoned as longer in proportion. On the 
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other hand, in a radiating gas the number of ions is only a 
small fraction of the number of atoms present, and on this. 
account collisions between ions are less frequent than between 
atoms. For this reason assumption (C) does not seem less. 
probable for ions than for atoms or molecules. 
We shall now extend the results of § 12 to the case of a 

group of a large number of similar systems, which we may 
treat as independent of each other, in accordance with 
assumption (C); in other words, we shall neglect the 
radiation during collision in comparison with the radiation 
during the intervals between collisions. The only role of 
collisions is assumed to be to produce the disturbances, 
wholly or in part, to which the radiation is due. We wish 
to decide how much of the radiation is due to the collisions,. 
how much to radiation pressure. 

§ 14. Let us consider the systems contained in any small 
element of volume. Just as in the kinetic theory of gases, 
so in our case we suppose this element to contain a very 
large number of systems, although its lmear dimensions are. 
small compared with distances usually employed in experi- 
mental work. We must first sum the expressions (14)...(22) 
for all systems having velocities between U and U+dU, 
but differently orientated; afterwards we must sum for all 
velocities and directions of velocities. 

In the first place, we cannot generally assume that all 
directions of polar axes (a, b,c) are equally probable, because. 
the direction of the velocity U is a singular direction. In. 
fact, in the case of a bundle of canal rays, since the bundle- 
as a whole is equivalent to an electric current, there isa 
magnetic field inside it, which causes all the systems of 
electrons to turn their axes towards the lines of magnetic 
force, that is, away from the direction of motion. Let us 
assume that the chance that the axis (a, b, c) of our system. 
may lie within the elementary solid angle dw is Fdw/4r. 
The distribution function F depends on (a, 4, c) and on U ; 
write tan y=c/b. We may expand F in a series of spherical 
surface harmonics of the form 

s 

F=> (Ais cos sy + B;, sin sy} (1—a’)?. Be (a), > (23) 
; 0 

where PY(a) stands for d°P;(a)/da’. 
In the particular case mentioned, of the canal rays, the 

part of F due to the magnetic force consists of harmonics of 
the first order. Other harmonics may very well occur in 
consequence of collisions. 
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Using the well-known properties of spherical harmonics 
we get from (16)...(18), on the average, 

oT  1C UD cap jot: Bef 

a U 7 lite yan Ry, . ) (24) 

” 
A= — Fae et 

# 12/2 — 2 ii 
p= Liha ey ee Toye ** Ret 
= 4U? == 1 s 
W= 3(C’—U?) {8 + 79 20 ° ze ° ° ° (26) 

It is noteworthy that inequalities of distribution of the 
second order alone have influence on the total radiation and 
radiation pressure. Such inequalities can only arise in a 
non-uniform field and must be due to collisions. 

§ 15. In averaging (19)...(22) we must bear in mind that, 
in the diagram of $12, the poles P, Q are to be kept fixed, 
while A takes up every position on the unit sphere. We 
replace dw by its value sin adady, and integrate for y from 
0 to 27, and fora trom Oto 7. In the case of (19) and (21) 
no further transformation is necessary, for T’?, P? are 
functions of « alone, which in fact replaces @ in equations 
(14), (15). We get 

Ries dS /1+U/C 
1 Aap? \1— U/C 
SO. 

The last equation obviously follows by symmetry. 
In the case of (20), (22) it is convenient to transform 

from A to Q as pole, because 'I'’?, P” are given as fungtions 
of dand not of a. We replace dw by sin 0d0 dy, and in (23) 
substitute for a, y their values in terms of 0,1. Since 
T”?, P’? do not involve W, we require the integrals 

i on 1 20 

ae FKdw for (20), and val F cos 2rd for (22). 

These are functions of 0 alone ; write 

1 24 t= Es i  Fdp=XCiPi(e0s 6). 

ie { R+ Aso. Bo-+Aw Bet... } . 9 

(28) 
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Multiply by 4P;(cos @) sin 0d0 and integrate from 6=0 to 
O0=T ; we a 

prs > S (As cos sO, + Bis sin eer. (= WC),: . (29) 
s=0 

where, as before, c= YW1—U2/C2 aes Again write 

1 2 e = bs y = ‘ F cos'2ydap= 5 D; sin? @P!(cos 8). 
0 ey 2ar 

We find 

2 s—2p(s—2 1 

aA, cos s+ B,. sino) sits [TIO fe Pi (—U/C) 
wts—4 

iv ibe ( ON} KU/OSE ey Lay (= U/C) 

prs i+s—3 

per _ T/C) 3 Bat ee UO) 

= ig Ta A etch aes pe GO 
Also write 

Qi=4kC | (T2—P?)n?. P!(cos 8) sin’ dd. . (31) 
We find ; 

Wists (1- Ge). (E+, B,+C,.By+...}. (82) 
Amp” ee 

na 7 by 
B/= 5 (1-% ae Ds. Q+D,-Q+...}. 3) 

We notice that S,, t S,’ involve inequalities of even 
order only ; in general the existence of such inequalities 
produces polarization of the normally emitted light, and 
vice versa polarization may be regarded as a test of the 
existence of such inequalities. 

In the particular case when the distribution is symmetrical 
about the direction of motion, and thus does not involve 0, 
the only coefficients involved in S,, S,', are Ago, Ayo..., just 
as in §}. 

§ 16. We must now average for all values and directions 
of the velocity U. Two cases are of special interest : 

(1) All the systems move in parallel lines. 
(2) The velocities of the systems are distributed equally 

in all directions. 
(1) In this case the group of systems may serve as a model 

of a bundle of canal rays. The model is not a perfect one ; 
for in the canal-ray bundle, owing to collisions, the velocities 
of the particles cannot all be in the same direction, though 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 78. June 1907, 2 Z 
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the direction of transmission of the bundle is doubtless the 
preponderating direction of motion of its individual particles. 
Further, the velocity of a particle is not absolutely constant, 
even in the interval between collisions, on account of the 
retardation due to radiation pressure ; however, (24) shows 
that this retardation is small on account of the smallness of 
U/C, which is of order 1/1000 ; therefore we shall neglect 
the retardation due to radiation pressure. Lastly, the velocity 
is not the same, on the average, throughout the bundle. On 
account of collisions it diminishes considerably as We pass. 
along the bundle in the direction of transmission. We shall 
for simplicity treat the velocity as uniform on the average ; 
for normal emission this leads to no error, for the radiation 
practically all comes from the same section of the tube ; for 
emission parallel to the rays, there is an error, but it cannot 
be very large, for on account of absorption most of the. 
radiation comes from the end section of the tube. 

Let f(U)dU be the chance that in the section of the tube 
considered the velocity of a system lies between U and 
U+dU. Multiply each of the equations (24)...(83) by 
f(U)dU and integrate from U=0 to U=%, remembering 

that A.go,... are functions of U. The Panetone B, Bev 
must also be treated as functions of U, for we cane assume: 

that the disturbance of a system is the same when in motion 
as it is when at rest. We may without appreciable error 
neglect U/C; therefore we may treat the structure of the 
system as unaltered by the motion, but the amplitude of the 
disturbance may be oe altered. We get 

X= ~5¢q{ BUAUMU— 5p [ RATIAU AU, 
== 

= i alee By, . Uf(U) dU, 

S= (R R/(U)dU + 5 aolE Moi 

W= (3 | RUY(U)AU+ al? . Ago . U24(U)dU. (36). 

3.= a |} B/(U) dU + ReAgg jee get (37) 

fe ee {RAU)dU+ BC f(UjdUt...t . . . (88) 

B= (1a. D./U)aU +... Foe 2 oe 

Ya — sta(R.. An. UAU)AU, er i. _ 

———— le ee 
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§ 17. (2) In this case the group of systems serves as a 
model of a radiating gas, e. g. a hot flame, the negative glow 
of a vacuum-tube, the relatively stationary gas through 
which the canal-ray particles move. This produces the 
“irregular” radiation of Stark, seen in the series lines of a 
flame and the undisplaced lines of the canal-ray bundle. 
We assume that the velocity is on the average equally in 

all directions, and, in accordance with this, that the axes of 
the systems are equally distributed, so that the inequalities 
Ag... all vanish. We shall, as before, neglect U/C in 
comparison with unity. We get 

ea ay a (40) 

SV eneiaUe se Can 
- ae of 
w- gee f BUY) aU. BRON as 

The remaining equations are unnecessary. 
We draw the following conclusions from the equations of 

this and the last section :— 
(1) Whatever be the source of the radiation R from one 

of the moving systems, the average total radiation per 
system, S, is of the order R, but. the average rate of working 

of the radiation pressure per system, W, is only of order 
— [2 
Ra. 

(2) Hence only a very small fraction of the energy 
radiated can be ascribed to work done by radiation pressure, 
either for a radiating gas, or for a bundle of canal rays. 
§ 18. We must now consider in what way the values of T’, 

P’ are influenced by the motion, that is to say, we must 
enquire whether it is possible to satisfy assumption (B) 
continually by supposing the system (%) to be suitably 
disturbed. For this purpose we must calculate the mechanical 
force acting on any electron of (2). 

Denote this force for the moment by F, and its components 
by (X, Y, Z), the meanings of these symbols of course being 
different from those used in §9. For an electron with 
charge e and velocity (u+ U, v, w) we have 

= VU W 
Aj/e=X+ GN- GM, 

dl w cane 
Yje=Y+ Gut G N, 

Tings ee aL. a 
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By equations (1) of $ 5 these become 

Xje=X'+ DN Swe e(eya! a2)s On Ge 
! ! 

Vea 2 ee ee 
Fai 

271 oe 2 ae el Die=Zi + 4M EU A, 

The equations of motion become, if m be the mass of the 
electron, 

mu } ag eee ia U/v ! 
ae “)= =X +5N-GW+G(Gr to 2), 

nw : Fras hey eae 

wae )= Fe ne Gaels 

1d mw PA OS Sane RAGIN Eat 

ae me) a Zit M- ou Gor 
Equations (2) show that (L', M’, N’) are determined from 

the position and velocity of the cor responding electron in the 
system of reference (>/) just as for a system of rest, but 
(X', Y’, Z') have additional terms 

yor) OH ae 
j Ga Oy’ 8.’ 

Denote by suifix 0 the values of the forces in the case of a 
system at rest, but with the actual relative velocities of its 
electrons. Then 

ie... | Nu NG 

Further, write 

garn/ wt et w, gl =1/u? +02 +w?; 
since 

2 
oat le ! a / = 12 U /Q) Ee ey. U=KU, V=KV, W=KW, g=en/ — ce v= Kg‘, 

where, Mi ios ges 4/1 Ee cost y. 

The mass m is a function /(V), where V is the velocity of 
the electron, and is given by 

Va/ (ut UP +e +0? 
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Unless q is large m is practically constant ; hence we may 
suppose U small compared with g, and wr ite 

ee et acre ey, ,, KUcosy 
Be mass, Co UT Aq’ = «Aq 7 a Ree 

m=f(V)=f(eAq’)+ Ua ee SE 
Lastly, in accordance with the equations of transformation 

d 
from system (=) to system (='), 7 Th Hence we get 

coe die) AN Whaivits | 

aa} 2 Fg # EM = 21g vary Eh! =e | 

These equations are general; U/C is involved explicitly, 
as well as implicitly, because (w’, v’, w') must obviously 
depend on U, and Xj’... Lo’... Fo’ depend on (u’, v’, w’), 
their form being the same as for a system at rest. On the 
left-hand side U occurs in the first power only in V explicitly, 
on the right-hand side also in the first power. It follows 
that in general (u', v’, w’) also involve first-power terms. 
On account of the smallness of U/C we shall neglect all 
powers above the first; hence we put c=A=1, 

IV) =F(q) +U cos pp (q!)=nl + Geos Sr, 
where a’ oe g ie =f(q’) 4 

To the first approximation the systems (=), (’) are 
identical, except for the Doppler effect ; hence we may omit 
accents everywhere. We shall also omit the suffix 9 as no 
longer necessary. Inall the small terms, the relative velocity, 
electric and magnetic forces and vector potential may be 
replaced by their values for steady motion, all disturbances 
being treated as of the frst order. Collecting all small terms 
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on the right-hand side of the equations, these become 

d(mu) v wa  U fuX+oyY +l OF we 
Se ~e(X+ gN- Gt) =e coe 

f d (U dm is) 

di\B dg @)? 
d(mv) w u Ue ae: pee d ({U dmuv 

di Sa(¥+ GL-GN)=G4s, 0") ae ae me 
U (S. -42)-S(e ae 
RECA di\ B on, 

On the left-hand side the coordinates, velocities, and forces 
have their actual values, including disturbances of all kinds. 
The effect of the translation is represented by the disturbing 
force on the right-hand side, which causes the system to 
deviate from the configuration it would have had in the 
absence of translation. A knowledge of the equations of 
motion of the system thus enables us to calculate the deviation 
due to translation. ‘To this we now proceed. 

§ 19. In accordance with assumptions (A), (B) of §§ 11, 12, 
we shall suppose the system to consist of a number of circles 
of equidistant electrons, each revolving with its own uniform 
velocity about the common axis, and so adjusted as to be 
stable and quasipermanent. Perturbations of a ring due to 
its neighbours are neglected, so that only their steady field 
need be taken into account. The forces on any one electron 
due to the rest of its ring are obviously constant ; thus by, 
what has been said, the total forces, due to the whole system, 
are also constant. 

Consider any one ring of n electrons, of radius p and 

a (o> YM Se Ai e(Z+ aM ql = 

angular velocity w, so that B= = let 

O be its centre, P an electron. For 
initial line OI take the projection on 
the plane of the ring of the velocity 
of translation U. For the zth electron 
we write 

271 
DEG a a at 

where 6 is a constant. 
Take moving axes Pé, Pn, P& along the tangent, towards 

the centre, and paralle! to the axis. The projections of U in 
these directions are —U sinasin¢d, —U sinacos¢, U cosa, 
where « is as before the angle between U and the axis. 
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_ Let (&, 7, &) be the displacement of the cth electron from 
its position in steady motion ; & 7, € may be expressed as 

pl 
sums of terms of the type A exp. (pt-2=), .. where p is 

generally complex, of the form q+u« ; g is the frequency 
relative to the ring, « measures the damping, & is an integer 

n 
2° 

g+kw; for the vibration has £ waves, which are carried 
round by the ring in its rotation. 

Changing the notation let u, v, w, X, Y, Z, L, M, N, F, G, H 
now refer to the new axes of &, 9, €; denote the disturbing 
force by F, and its components by X, Y, Z. We have 

fa —(), 

a— CE: o=0, w=0; 

du dv eee de> 

Mea rge dt” 

between + The frequency to an outside observer is 

J fet /¥ G UCB? dm . 
X= —Vaina {Wsing+ (5 +S; Joos ¢ | + a 

y=—* sin a(S sin + oF cos ¢) =: ue sin «(—X cos 6+Y sin @) 

OEE oesin a sin dg, 

- ; Z 
Z=—“esina( Qe sing + SF cos g) + CF (X cosa Z sin 2 sin ¢). 

In the last three equations X, F,... are all independent 

of t; in the functions a ... & 7, € must be put equal to 

zero after differentiation. Thus we see that in the disturbing 
force terms of two classes only occur : 

— 

(a) Class 0: the term ae cos@ in Z, a constant. 

(b) Class —1: the remaining terms, all of which involve 

: 271 
cos o or sin ¢ linearly, where 6=ot+6+ eo 

The corresponding relative frequencies are 0, w; the 

absolute frequencies, being g+/a, are both zero. 
Hence neither set of terms gives rise to periodic waves in 

the surrounding medium. 
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It follows that a system of electrons in uniform translation 
to the present approximation emits only waves due to dis- 
turbances other than those produced by translation. These 
disturbances are modified by the translation to a certain 
extent, in accordance with the results of §§ 15-17. In 
addition their frequencies are altered by second-order amounts 
on account of changes in the structure of the system, and 
those of the corresponding emitted waves by first-order 
amounts representing the Doppler effect. 

§ 20. The result of §19 is a consequence of the fact that 
2a 

a disturbance of the type A cos (t+ aa) consists of a wave 

which travels round the ring with velocity w in the opposite 
direction to that of rotation ; since by that rotation it is also 
carried forward with velocity w, it remains at rest in space. 
Obviously a disturbance of class 0 of small frequency, and 
one of class —1, of frequency nearly equal to w, give rise to 
waves of small frequency in the surrounding medium. We 
find such disturbances amongst the free vibrations of each 
class. For stability 8 must generally exceed 1/100, so that 
w is large compared with the frequency to light-waves ; but 
the small frequencies referred to may be of the right order 
of magnitude. Further, I have shown elsewhere* that 
vibrations of classes 0, —1 are amongst those which are able 
to produce spectrum lines of sufficient intensity to be observed. 
These particular disturbances are precisely those which are 
most strongly excited when the velocity and orientation of 
the system are changing. Hence, although a system moving 
with uniform velocity and with invariable orientation cannot 
of itself produce spectrum lines, we have in changes of 
velocity and orientation a possible source of such lines. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss these 
vibrations fully, but it will be instructive to study the simplest. 
of them, namely those parallel to the axis. 

The equation of motion for axial vibrations is of the form 

E+ PE+ Q6=Zim, 
where P, Q are functions of the frequency p with real 
coefficients, P? being small compared with Q. The corre-. 
sponding frequency equation for the free vibrations, 

p?—ipP—Q=0, 

has two complex roots, 1, #2, not very different from +@ 
respectively, and an infinite number of roots, ps, p4,... Very 

* Schott, doc. cit. 
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much larger. For stability we must have p=q+u« with « 
positive for each root. 

§ 21. We shall solve the general case where Z7=ae'”", the 
amplitude a being slowly variable, on the assumption ‘that 
Hor 6 ty; C= gy a “constant. This makes 

ape” 

~ (p—pi) (p—Ps) 

terms of orders p/ps, /p3,... being neglected. We find in 
the usual way to the same pe for t >to, 

c=— 

for (<p, 

ae?" l 

(Pp) (p —Po) pPi—Pe2 

— eP2t \" Qe P—p2)t! at u ; 

eto ) 

a 
{ em iv aelp—pvt’ , dt! 

Deiat repeatedly by parts we find 

ept _ it f 

c= — {a lu 
: (p—pi) (p—Pp2) ie rea Sy a! 

sigs pew wl} Gh) Parte fae (Ppa 

eu sls FOES” jus BER ep) = Pome enti | 
(p—pi)(P—P2) Pia Pe = Ps 

The first two lines obviously represent the alk vibration 
induced by the force of variable amplitude; the third 
represents the free vibration left over after the amplitude 
first began to vary; if the constant state be sufficiently far 
back the free vibration disappears owing to damping. The 
transformation is obviously legitimate only when the series 
in the first line is convergent, that is, when a/a... are all 
small compared with p—p, and with p—p,. This condition 
ceases to hold when there is resonance. [or instance, when 
p=p, the corresponding terms in the first line must be 

tePit t 

( adit’, which represents a 
Pi Pay to 

free vibration of variable amplitude. 

§ 22. When the disturbing force Z is of class & the waves 
emitted by the disturbance ¢ are :— 

(1) A forced wave of frequency p+ ko and class f, of 
variable amplitude. 

(2) Two free waves of frequencies p;+ko, p.+ho, 
which vanish when the constant state is swficiently 
far back. 

replaced by the term — 

(45) 
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In the cases under consideration we must consider 

(a) A force Ucosa, of zero frequency and class, 

giving rise to no forced wave. 

(b) Forces of the types a sina, where 6=at+8 

Sa S 
— These are of frequency » and class —1, and 

therefore give rise to no forced waves. 

page cos 
This is clearly true of any disturbance of type sin *?- 

It follows that spectrum lines cannot generally be excited 
by the variable motion of a system, whether changing in 
velocity or orientation, or both. 

§ 23. An exception occurs when the system is subject to 
a force of nearly the same frequency as one of its free 
vibrations, but only when, owing to the motion, the amplitude 
of the force varies at a rate comparable with the difference of 
the two frequencies. 

For instance, two neighbouring systems, e. g. two ions, act 
on each other by resonance; the difference between the 
frequency of a free vibration of the first ion and that of the 
force of corresponding type due to the second is small, being 
merely the Doppler effect due to the relative motion of the 
ions. It is easy to see that in this case a/a is of order r/r, 
where 7 is the distance between the ions, while the difference 

of frequency,6p, is of the order De ; thus q/adp is of order 

/2ar. This is particularly large during a collision. Thus 
we conclude that the free vibrations of an ion, or of any 
other moving system of electrons, are excited especially in 
consequence of the variations of its motion due to collisions 
with other systems. Since the corresponding waves are 
sufficiently intense and of suitable frequency we can in this 
way get observable spectrum lines. 

§ 24. The chief conclusions from our theoretical dis- 
cussion are as follows :— 

(1) The radiations due to disturbances existing in a 
system of electrons are augmented in intensity by the 
motion of the system ($$ 16, 17). 

(2) The work done by radiation pressure on the system 
represents only a very small fraction of the energy 
radiated ($§ 16, 17). 
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(3) Steady translation alters the configuration of the 
system by an amount proportional to the velocity (to a 
first approximation) ; the change of position of any 
electron may be represented as due to a disturbing force 
acting on the original system, but it is of such a type 
as to produce no periodic waves in the surrounding 
medium (§ 19). 

(4) Variable motion of the system gives rise to periodic 
waves only when there is resonance, and when the 
variations in velocity and orientation of the system 
are sufficiently rapid ($ 22). Waves are produced by 
vibrations excited more especially during collisions be- 
tween different systems. 

§ 25. These conclusions have been obtained on the three 
assumptions (A), (B), (C). The two first relate to the 
structure of the system of electrons; they are made for the 
sake of simplicity, but, as has been already pointed out, there is 
much to be said in their favour on account of the permanence 
of systems which are to serve as models of atoms or ions. 
It is hardly possible that other assumptions made in their 
place can yield qualitatively diferent results. he third 
assumption is one which is usually made in the kinetic theory 
of gases and, although possibly only approximate in the 
present case, must at any rate lead to results of the right 
order of magnitude. 

The conclusions, such as they are, are entirely at variance 
with the hypothesis of Stark, that the energy emitted in the 
displaced lines of the canal rays is transformed from kinetic 
energy of translation by the direct action of radiation pressure. 
Obviously the only way in which radiation pressure can 
reasonably be said to act directly, is by resisting the motion 
of the canal-ray particles and so consuming work which is 
emitted as radiant energy. The argument against this 
hypothesis may briefly be “stated thus :— 

Consider a group of similar systems of electrons in motion, 
which represent a bundle of canal rays, or a quantity of 
radiating gas. Let R be the average radiation per second 
per system, of any type. It is ultimately derived from one 
or more of three sources :—(1) by direct transformation of 
kinetic energy of translation by radiation pressure, to the 
average amount W; (2) by indirect transformation from the 
same source, and also Beal other types of vibrational energy 
by baistatra: to the total average amount K; (3) by absorp- 
tion, due to resonance, from electromagnetic energy of waves 
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in the surrounding ether, to the average amount A. When 
a stationary state is reached we have R=W+K-+A. 

By the results of §§ 16, 19-22, we have W=aR+0Ra 
where a, 6 are of the order U?/C?, while i Re are, to the first order, independent of U/C; since each varies as the 
square of the amplitude of vibration, R,/R and W/R are 
independent of the amplitude and depend only on the struc- 
ture of the system. 

A varies as the energy-density of the field around the 
system and is of the form cR+E, cR denoting the part of 
the energy-density due to radiation from neighbouring 
systems, E that due to external sources. Hence we may write 

A=d(cR+E), where c, d depend on the nature of the systems 
and their mean distance apart, but not on the amplitude of 
vibration. 

With these values for W, 

+ dE R= hatin 
1—a—bR,/R—cd 

This equation shows that, because W is very nearly pro- 
portional to R, R is determined by the external energy E, 
and by the kinetic energy K transformed into energy of 
vibration at collisions. Resonance between the several 
systems and radiation pressure merely increase the value 
of R. 

It is well to bear in mind that R does not directly measure 
the radiation emitted by the group of systems constituting 
the canal-ray bundle or radiating gas as a whole; for on 
account of resonance the greater part of R may be absorbed 
by neighbouring systems. In § 24 we saw that resonance 
will generally be diminished between systems moving with 
different velocities, on account of Doppler effect due to 
relative motion ; it is hardly possible that for systems moving 
with the same velocity it can be appreciably greater than for 
systems at rest; for the structure of a system is only altered 
by motion by quantities of the second orderin U/C. ‘Thus it is 
unlikely that resonance can play a greater part in a bundle 
of canal rays than it does in a radiating gas with atoms 
moving with relatively small velocities. 

§ 26. Thus Stark’s hypothesis cannot be reconciled with 
an electron theory; it is therefore of importance to enquire 
how far his experimental results require that hypothesis. 
The fundamental results are given in §§ 11-12, 14-16 of his 
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latest paper. It must be remembered that the intensities 
given for the various lines rest on eye estimations of the 
blackening of the negative, and therefore great accuracy is 
not claimed for them. Stark appears to base his hypothesis 
mainly on the following facts : 

(1) As regards intensity of the undisplaced line, there 
is parallelism between it and that of the band spectrum ; 
both are attributed to the residual gas, the undisplaced 
line to slowly moving positive ions produced by collisions 
between canal-ray ions and atoms, the band spectrum to 
the atom at recombination (§ 11). 

(2) As regards intensity of the displaced line, there is 
parallelism between the velocity of the canal-ray ions 
and the temperature of a radiating gas (¢ 12). 

(3) Between the undisplaced and displaced lines there 
is a dark space, attributed by Stark to the supposed 
small emission at small velocities of the canal-ray ion, 
and not to a dearth of slowly moving canal-ray ions 

14). 
In § 13 Stark assumes that the intensity H of the displaced 

line is given by an equation of the form 

His ndi(urs 2X) 

where n is the number and v the velocity of canal-ray ions 

emitting the line of wave-length A. He supposes (1) n to 
be given in terms of v by the curve (v) in the diagram; (2) 
J to be given by the curve J, from the parallelism between 
velocity and temperature. Then we get the curve (4K), 
which is of the form required by experiment. 

The first supposition requires that canal-ray ions exist 
in appreciable numbers for all velocities between the small 
ones corresponding to the undisplaced line up to velocities 
of order 10’ cm./sec. belonging to the displaced line. We 
must enquire how far this supposition is legitimate. For 
this purpose it is necessary to consider the generation of the 
canal-ray ions in the vacuum-tube. 
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§ 27. There appears to be general agreement on the 
following points :— 

(1) In a vacuum-tube, near the cathode CC’, there is a 
thin layer AA’CC’ in which ionization takes place, due 
to the bombardment by positive ions. 

| 8B AC 
A el 

) 1 

1 
if 
it 
7 
y 
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| 

Berry’ 
(2) In the negative glow, beyond BB’, ionization takes 

place, due to cathode rays. 
(3) In the intervening Crookes dark space, BB/AA’, 

there is no ionization, because neither positive ions nor 
negative electrons have yet acquired the necessary 
kinetic energy. 

(4) In the.negative glow there is a very decided maximum 
of ionization (proved by H. A. Wilson*). 

(5) The canal-ray particles acquire their velocity in 
falling through the difference of potential between their 
place of generation and the cathode. ‘Their velocity is 
however diminished, by the time they reach the space 
behind the perforated cathode, by something like 20 to 
50 per cent., on account of collisions. 

It follows from (3) and (5) that no canal-ray particles are 
produced at all with velocities between the limits correspond- 
ing to AA’, BB’. The existence of the dark space between 
the undisplaced and the displaced line seems to indicate that 
no ions with intermediate velocities are produced by collisions 

of canal-ray particles with each other or with atoms.2 On 
this view the curve connecting the number of positive ions 
with the velocity is (nv), as shown in the adjoining figure, 

* Wilson, Phil. Mag. [5] vol. xlix. pp. 515-6. 
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where the first maximum is for ions moving with small 
velocities in all directions on the average, and the second is 
for canal-ray particles. If the curve (J) gives the intensity 
of the radiation of an ion asa function of its velocity, the 
curve (£) will be that for the resulting radiation. It has the 
required form, the first maximum giving the undisplaced and 
the second the displaced line. Whether the present (n) 
curve, or that assumed by Stark, be the correct one, can only 
be decided by experiment ; the present one has the advantage 
of leading to no contradiction with the electron theory. 

§ 28. In §§ 15, 16 Stark shows that, as the average 
velocity of the canal-ray particles increases, the intensity of 
the displacement line increases; and further that the light 
emitted [normally] to the direction of motion is polarized, 
the electric vibration parallel to the motion predominating 
very slightly. 

Equations (35), (37), (89) show that both these effects are- 
to be expected from theory, but both are due to inequalities 
of distribution of axes; since the polarization is small these- 

‘Inequalities are small, and therefore the change in intensity 
to be expected on this account is only small. 

Stark finds that the change is rapid, and all the more rapid 
the higher the frequency. | 

These changes are most probably due to the action of 
collisions. Great velocity implies collisions of great violence: 
and of short duration, and therejore great disturbance of the 
ion and preponderance of high harmonics. In the present 
state of our knowledge of the details of collisions detailed 
explanations of Stark’s results can hardly be expected. 
Without entering further into the matter | think there is. 
sufficient prospect of accounting for them on the basis of. 
collisions, and that it is premature at present to invoke a new 
hypothesis as to the action of radiation pressure, which. 
moreover is difficult to reconcile with the electron theory. 

Note 1.—Since this paper was written Stark (Phys. Zeitschr. 
8. p. 79) has himself admitted the possibility that collisions may 
play a part in canal-ray emission. 

Note I1.—It is incorrect to call (u’, v’, w’) the velocity in 
the system (>'); the expression for this velocity has been 
given by Hinstein (Ann. Phys. 322. p. 916). The results 

_of this paper are, however, not appreciably affected thereby. 
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LX. Recovery of Nickel and Carbon Steel from Overstrain. 
L. Hancocn, Assistant Professor of Applied 

Mechanics, Purdue University*. 

[Plate XVI.] 

T has been known for some time that wrought iron when 
stressed to its ultimate strength, but not fractured, will, 

when allowed to rest, show a higher ultimate strength and a 
higher limit of elasticity. This fact was discovered, inde- 
pendently, by Captain Beardslee and. by Professor Thurston. 
Later experimenters on the subject of overstrain of iron and 
steel have confined their attention, for the most part, to the 
behaviour of these materials after they have been stressed to 
the yield-point. This yield-point is the elastic limit of the 
contractor, and is often so designated. The true elastic limit, 
however, or proportional limit has a value somewhat less 
than the yield-point. 

Yield-Point Phenomena. 

The yield-point might be defined as that load at which the 
piece elongates considerably, forming a flat place in the 
stress-strain diagram. The material under this load seems 
to be in a somewhat plastic condition, similar to that shown 
by ductile materials when they have been stressed to the 
ultimate strength,and rapid deformation takes place. The 
yield-point has always been a subject of interest to those 
interested in the elasticity of materials. The great deforma- 
tion at this pomt without any increase of load indicates a 
peculiarity in the molecular condition or arrangement caused 
by the stress. The desire to, know the effect of loads great 
enough to stress iron or steel to this yield-point, and the 
recovery of these materials after release from. such loads, 
brought about the investigations reported in this paper. 

Previous Investigations. 

It has been known for some time that iron or steel stressed 
to the yield-point in tension or compression exhibits no 
elasticity when subjected to stress of the opposite kind. 
That is, a piece overstrained in tension shows no elasticity in 
compression and vice versa. (In this paper a piece is con- 
sidered overstrained when the stress has reached the yield- 
point and the deformation has been allowed to take place.) 

* Read before the Indiana Engineering Society, January 18, 1907. 
Communicated by the Author. Ch lle i 

» 
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The question naturally arose in this connexion as to whether 
or not the elasticity returned, and if so, what were the most 
favourable conditions for early recovery. The most important 
investigation of the subject, carried on in Europe, is reported 
by Mr. J. Muir, in the Philosophical Transactions of the 
Royal Society of London, vol. A, 1900. The report deals 
with the recovery from overstrain in tension only, and includes 
the following :— 

(a) Recovery from overstrain—Specimens allowed to rest. 
(b) $5 “3 43 Specimens kept under 

stress. 

(c) ¥ is > Specimens kept atmoderate 
temperature. 

(d) ay " 4 Specimens subjected to 
mechanical vibration. 

(e) Ba a . Specimens subjected to 
magnetic agitation. 

The conclusions reached as a result of these investigations 
are :— 

(a) Elastic properties gradually restored (see Pl. XVI. fig.1). 
(5) Only a tew tests made, but evidence seems to show that 

that treatment produces little effect. 
(c) Recovery accelerated to a considerable extent. 
(d) Recovery hindered. 
(e) No appreciable effect upon recovery. 

The diagrams resulting from the tests of one of the specimens 
of the series (a), as reported by Muir, in the article referred 
to above, are shown in fig. 1 (Pi. XVL). The material used for 
this test was steel, one inch solid round, having an ultimate 
strength of 64 000, a yleld-point of 54, 000, and a per- 
centage of elongation in 8 inches of 23. As indicated in the 
drawing (see fig. 1), the specimen was first stressed to the 
yield-point (see. curve i). Ten minutes later test No. 2 was 
made ; the corresponding curve shows that the overstrain in 
the first test entirely destroyed the elastic limit and the 
modulus of elasticity of the specimen. Tests 3, 4, and 5 
were made after intervals of 4 hours, 23 hours, and 2 days 
22 hours respectively. The corresponding curves show 
that the elasticity is gradually restored by rest. Test No. 6, 
made 6 days 3 hours after No. 1, shows the elasticity 
restored, the elastic limit being even a little higher than 
originally. This test was continued until a new yield- 
point of the material was reached, that is, it was again 
overstrained. This second overstrain again destroyed “the 
elastic properties, as shown by test No. 7 made 20 minutes 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 78. June 1907. . 3A 
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after No. 6 (see curve 7). The specimen was now allowed 
to rest 472 days, when it was again tested. This last test 
No. 8 shows the elasticity again restored, the elastic limit 
raised, and the modulus of elasticity the same as originally, 

Tests made at Purdue Uniwersity. 

Some tension tests of nickel-steel similar to those 
outlined above, were made by Professor W. K. Hatt, and 
reported by him in the ¢ Proceedings’ of the Indiana Academy 
of Science. The results obtained agree closely with those of 
Muir. 

During the last three years further tests have been made 
in the Laboratory for Testing Materials of Pardue University, 
under the direction of Prof. H. J. Fermier and the writer. The 
work planned included an investigation of the recovery of 
structural carbon-steel and low nickel-steel from overstrain 
in both tension and torsion. Part of this work has been 
completed and the results are given in this paper. The work 
completed may be divided into three parts, viz. :— 
: ) Recovery from overstrain in tension. 
(2) a 53 2, in direct torsion. 
(3) 5 rf " in reverse torsion. 

With the exception of the three and one half per cent. of 
nickel, the nickel-steel had the same chemical composition as. 
the carbon-steel. The tension-test pieces were turned to a 
diameter of 0°75 inch for a length of 9 inches. ‘The torsion 
se ia were 0°875 inch in diameter and about 20 inches 
long ; they were left unturned, and were tested on a gauge 
length of 10 inches. Torsional deformations were measured 
with an Olsen troptometer. 

Results of Tests. 

Only a few typical curves are shown in this report. In 
fig. 2 is shown the results of tension tests on nickel-steel. 
The piece showed an elastic limit of 54,000 Ibs. per sq. inch. 
The first test was continued until the piece was overstrained. 
Test No. 2, made 15 minutes later, shows that the elasticity 
was destroyed by the overstrainin No. 1. After a period of 
rest of 96 hours the piece was again tested. This test, No. 3, 
indicates a recovery of the elastic properties, the elastic limit 
now being 36,000 lbs. per sq. inch, and the modulus of elas- 
ticity being about the same as before the first test. Test 
No. 4, made 120 hours after No. 3, shows the elastic limit 
still higher, it now being 48,000. Test No. 5, made 792 hours 
after No. 4, shows the elasticity entirely restored. The 
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elastic limit—60,000—being somewhat higher than that 
shown by the first test. The slope of the curves 3, 4, and 5 
shows that in the recovery from overstrain the piece regained 
the same modulus of elasticity as it had originally ; this is 
indicated by the parallelism of the curves below the elastic 
limit. The curves show that overstrain destroyed the elastic 
properties of the piece and that these were’restored by subse- 
‘quent rest. 

A summary of tension tests made on the carbon steel is 
‘shown in fig, 3. The test, No. 1, shows the elastic limit of 
the material to be 35,000 lbs. per sq. inch. This test was 
continued until the piece was overstrained. Test No. 2, made 
immediately after No. 1, shows that the elastic properties 
were entirely destroyed by the original overstrain. After 
a period of rest of 70 hours the piece was again tested, the 
curve, No. 3, shows a recovery of the elastic limit and 
modulus of elasticity. Tests 4 and 5, made after periods 
of rest, indicated in fig. 3, show a continued rise in the elastic 
limit, but no change in the modulus of elasticity. In test 
No. 5 the piece was again overstrained. Test No. 3, made 
immediately after this second overstrain, shows the elasticity 
again destroyed. ‘The piece was now immersed in boiling 
water and subjected to its annealing effect for 15 min., when 
it was again tested. This treatment restored the elasticity of 
the material, shown by curve No. 7. The elastic limit, as 
shown by this last test, is higher than before, but the modulus 
of elasticity is the same. 

Figure 4 shows the results of torsion tests on nickel-steel. 
‘The overstrain in the first test destroyed the elastic properties. 
This is shown by the second test made immediately. Tests 
3, 4, and 5, made at intervals shown on the drawing, show a 
gradual recovery of the elastic limit and a return of the 
modulus of elasticity. Test No. 5 was continued until the 
piece was again overstrained. After 620 minutes the piece 
was again tested, but showed no elasticity. It was immersed 
in boiling-water 15 minutes and again tested (see curve No. 7), 
showing the elastic limit higher than before, and the modulus 
of elasticity restored. 

The results of the direct torsion tests made on carbon-steel 
are shown in fig. 5. The original test shows an elastic limit of 
28,000 inch-pounds moment. The test was continued until 
the piece was overstrained, as in the preceding case, and 
immediately retested showing an absence of elasticity. Tests 
3, 4, 5, and 6 were made after different periods of rest. The 
elastic limit gradually returned and even exceeded the original 
amount by 1200 inch-pounds, and the modulus of elasticity 

3A 2 
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returned to its original value. The piece was again over- 
strained in test No. 6, destroying the elasticity. Immersion 
in boiling water restored the elasticity (see curve 8). 

Figure 6 shows the results of tension tests made on carbon 
steel. The piece was first overstrained and then tested 
again immediately, showing no elasticity in this second test. 
It was desired to see what effect mechanical agitation of the 
piece would have on the recovery of its elastic properties. 
After subjecting it to 500 end blows of a twenty oz. hammer,, 
the third test was made. This test, made 40 minutes after 
No. 2, shows little or no recovery due to the treatment. 

The results of the reverse torsion tests are shown in figures 
7and 8. In the first test (curve marked direct) the piece 
was overstrained. ‘The curve marked ‘“‘ reverse immediately ”” 
shows the result of an immediate torsion test in the opposite 
direction. The test shows the elasticity destroyed. After a 
period of rest of 7 days similar pieces were reversed. The 
curve in this case shows an elastic limit of 9000 lbs. per 
sq. inch at the outer fibre, and a modulus of elasticity the: 
same as originally. Fig. 8 is self-explanatory and needs no: 
comment. 

The direct torsion may be regarded as a test that should 
bring out the same facts as those developed by the tension 
tests, since elements on a 45 degree helix were in simple 
tension. From this point of view the outer fibres may be 
considered overstrained in tension. A release of the load 
and subsequent treatment, similar to that given the tension 
specimens, should bring out the same facts. Similarly the 
tests in reverse torsion may be regarded as tests in which the 
material was first overstrained in tension and then tested in 
compression. This is seen to be the case when it is remembered 
that a helix under tension in the first test was under com- 
pression in the reverse test. Looking at the matter in this 
way, it is seen that the results of the reverse torsion tests 
are in exact agreement with facts previously known, viz., 
that when iron or steel is overstrained in either tension or 
compression it loses its elasticity for stress of the opposite 
kind. 

General Conclusions. 

It is seen from the curves exhibited :—(a) That an over- 
strain in either tension or torsion destroys the elasticity of 
the material, but that this elasticity gradually returns when 
the piece is allowed to rest, the elastic limit becoming, in 
some cases, greater than its original value, and the modulus 
of elasticity the same as its original value. (0b) That the. 
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elastic properties of the overstrained material are restored by 
immersion for a short time in boiling-water. (c) That 
recovery is not aided by repeated impact from a light 
hammer. (d) Materials overstrained in either tension or 
compression lose their elasticity for stress of the opposite 
kind, but the elasticity is restored by rest. (e) The carbon- 
steel seems to recover more quickly than the nickel-steel. 
This, however, has not been shown cenclusively by these tests, 
but all evidence goes to show that it is true. 

The writer wishes to acknowledge the efficient help of the 
following senior students who assisted in carrying out the 
testing work:—Mr. Henry Jacobson and Mr. Harry W. 
Steindorf, of the class of 1906; Mr. Clinton G. Reed, Mr. 
Lawson Stone, Mr. F. O. Blair, and Mr. Charles E. Shearer, 
of the class of 1905. 

LXI. Notes on Ather and Electrons. 

By C. V. Burton, D.Sc.* 

1 APHEN OMEN AL Processes dejined.—There are some 
processes whose type is such that an observer with 

his surroundings may be the seat of them without any 
resulting phenomena being manifested to him; that is to say, 
the processes in question are without influence on the senses 
of the observer, or upon any instrumental test or measure- 
ment which he can make. We may exclude from present 
consideration such motions and other effects as remain un- 
detected solely by reason of their minuteness, defining as 
-aphenomenal those processes which elude observation through 
the absence of any standard of permanence by comparison 
with which they may be judged. 

Thus absolute velocity in space, if admissible at all as a 
physical conception, appears to be rigorously aphenomenal. 

2. Absolute Acceleration—As a further example, consider 
a mass of perfectly incompressible substance of uniform 
density, completely filling an absolutely rigid envelope. We 
may suppose the incompressible substance to be a deformable 
solid, or a liquid either possessing viscosity or perfectly 
frictionless. Let the deformable substance be in motion in 
any definite manner, subject only to the limitations imposed 
by its incompressibility and by the rigid containing boundary. 
At any subsequent time, provided the- envelope is without 
rotation, the relative motions affecting the deformable sub- 
stance are completely determinate, and independent of any 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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changes in the translational velocity of the envelope. The 
translation of the whole system may be accelerated, or even 
changed impulsively, without the production of any effects. 
which could be detected by means of (ideal) observations 
confined to the interior of the envelope. On certain suppo- 
sitions, this result has an interesting theoretical application. 
We are familiar with the view that the ether, whether free 
from or encumbered by ordinary matter, constitutes an 
incompressible plenum having everywhere the same density ; 
from which it would follow that, if a translational accelera- 
tion of any magnitude could by suitable means be imparted 

.to the whole of the explorable universe, we should be entirely 
without means of detecting it. Though changes of velocity, 
if actually occurring through so large a region, would almost. 
certainly take place with extreme slowness, yet we are faced 
by the possibility that, even in regard to constancy of absolute: 
translational motion, no true dynamical criterion may be 
available; experimental dynamics being more strictly con- 
cerned with motion relative to the ether. 

3. Since the mere motion of a system through the ether 
does not cause that system to be the seat of a magnetic field, 
or of an electrostatic field, it follows that, unless we attach a 
very real physical significance to absolute motion of the ether in 
space, neither the magnetic nor the electric vector at any 
point is to be identified with translational velocity of the zther 
at that point*. Otherwise our motion through tke ether, 
being equivalent to a contrary flow of ether with ourselves 
at rest, would be evidenced to us by the existence of a 
magnetic or electric field; and if the density of the ether is. 
very great, the field-intensity arising from a moderate velo- 
city of flow would be correspondingly great. 

4. Yor a certain class of cases, the argument may be pre- 
sented in a somewhat different form. Let us suppose, as in 
§ 2 above, that the «ther is incompressible, and that atomic 
matter is built up of strain-distributions, involving no de- 
parture from uniform density, which obtains everywhere. 
Now consider a limited region of the ether through which 
we can establish a uniform electrostatic field. Let a material 
system he present in the region considered, and let this. 
system be entirely unconstrained, and initially at rest, sub- 
ject to no external forces ; then let a uniform electrostatic 

* In the case of the electric vector, there is of course the further 
objection that electrons would, on the view referred to, be sources and 
sinks in the medium, involving continual creation and destrnction of the 
stuff of which the medium is made. This, I believe, was first pomted 
out by von Helmholtz. 
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field be established throughout the region. If we suppose 
such a field to be constituted by a uniform flow of ether 
along the lines of force, the effect upon our material system 
will be simple. Precisely as in the case examined in § 2, the 
system will participate in the purely translational motion of 
the ether, without experiencing any of the effects which 
should be produced by an electric fieid. 

Tf, on the other hand, with a like theory as to the constitu- 
tion of atomic matter, we adopt the view that a magnetic 

field (in free ether) is constituted by a bodily flow of ether 
along the lines of magnetic force, we are led by precisely 
similar reasoning 10 a similar contradiction. 

Thus it would seem that a fairly strong case may be made 
out for the proposition 

That neither the electric nor the magnetic vector is to be 
identified with translational velocity of the ether. . (A) 

5. In view of this result, the question arises: Do the 
volume-elements of zther concerned in electromagnetic pro- 
cesses suffer any bodily displacement? Tor example, in a 
region through which radiation is being propagated, we have 
to consider elements which, though large enough to be 
treated as homogeneous portions of «ther, are in every 
dimension very small compared with any effective wave- 
length. May we then conclude that the resultant translational 
velocity of an ether-element never differs from zero? Sucha 
conclusion, though not necessarily implied by the admission 
of proposition (A) above, seems indicated as highly probable. 
It appears indeed evident that, if translational ether-velocity 
is an essential of an electric or of a magnetic field, it is only 
absolute velocity in space which can be involved*, since the 
choice of standards of position, relatively to which motion is 
to be measured, in no way affects our judgment as to whether 
or not au electric or magnetic field is present, or as to the 
direction and intensity of sucha field. Let us write, then, 
tentatively, 

Py ael) 
where w, v, w are the components of translational velocity of 
a volume-element of ether having its centroid at any given 
point. 

The motion through the ether of electrons and atomic 
matter generally is not improbably a purely electromagnetic 

Q0=u=v=vw, universally, 

* This is not to be taken as implying a belief in absolute motion as a 
valid physical conception ; the qualification is added only to avoid passing 
by a conceivable alternative without mention. 
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phenomenon, reservation being made of small residual ota 
evidenced to us by gravitation. Except for such residual 
effects, the tentative conclusion (1) is suggested as applying 
throughout the ztherial plenum, including those regions in 
which matter is present. 

6. It should be remarked that, whereas the modern view of 
atomic matter reduces all motion to stationary motions of the 
ether, the suggestion now put forward reduces the motion of 
each ether-element to stationary motion on a scale still more 
minute. Though the indication thus afforded as to the nature 
of the electric and magnetic vectors is but slight, it may be 
pointed out that if an electromagnetic scheme can be formu- 
lated in conformity with (1), it will apparently be free from a 
difficulty which has embarrassed more than one hypothesis. 
For let Q be any quantity which varies from point to point 
of the ztherial plenum, and let 0Q/dé represent the time-rate 
of change of Q at a point fixed in space, dQ/dt being the rate 
of change corresponding to a point which moves with the 
zether ; then, in virtue of the kinematical relation 

wh 10-0350.) Be GRD ilo dirmiet Be Bye 18 
(1) would give 

ae 
lt i ot ° ° e . ° ™ od (2) 

7. The processes concerned in the transmission of radiation 
can with some confidence be defined in terms of the electric 
and magnetic vectors, but so long as the nature of these 
vectors is undetermined, the actual character of the vibration 
necessarily remains unknown. Of all forms of transverse 
waves, the most readily conceived is that which consists in 
laminar motion of the medium, so that each infinitesimal 
element concerned in the propagation of a wave-train suffers 
bodily displacements in a plane transverse to the direction of 
propagation, and acquires thereby kinetic energy which is 
purely translational. So far as I am aware, this simple 
laminar form of motion, with bodily translation of zther- 
elements, has been assumed in nearly every attempt yet made 
to define dynamically the nature of light-waves. This is 
equally true of those hypotheses which are explicitly electro- 
magnetic and of those which are not ; the optical theories of 
Fresnel and MacCullagh, the labile (contractile) zether, vortex- 
sponge ether, and quasi-rigid (gyrostatic) wether of Lord 
Kelvin are among the most notable examples. 
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A wave-propagation involving no bodily motion for ether- 
elements, as suggested in $5, might conceivably be realized 
in a medium incapable of experiencing a bodily shearing- 
stress, or of yielding to compressional stress: that is, in a 
medium constituted of frictionless incompressible fluid, which 
must necessarily be in motion. A further condition for 
such a medium appears to be a certain heterogeneity, as 
for example when coreless vortices are present. On this — 
subject 1 hope to present some considerations in a later 
communication. 

Strain-jigures and Electrons. 

8. In 1891 a paper was read before the Physical Society 
of London *, wherein an attempt was made to account for 
some of the properties of matter by means of a theory of 
“ strain-figures,’ the equations of motion of a strain-figure 
of general specification being established. The intervening 
years having seen the initiation and development of the 
electronic theory of matter, the main feature of the view put 
forward in the paper referred to will be understood from the 
briefest restatement. It was suggested “ that a given portion 
of matter consists, not of any individual portion of etherial 
or other substance, but of modifications in the structure or 
energy or other qualities of the ether; and when matter 
moves, it is merely these modifications of structure or of 
energy or of other qualities which are transferred from one 
portion of the ether to another.” No attempt was made to 
connect the inertia or other properties of atomic matter with 
any electromagnetic phenomena, and in fact, as it was assumed 
that the inertia of a given body was strictly invariable, the 
conclusion was drawn that the strain concerned was probably 
related closely to gravitation. I was not at that time aware 
of Professor J. J. Thomson’s memoir “On the Electric and 
Magnetic Effects produced by the Motion of Electrified 
Bodies ” t, which forms the starting-point as well as the 
permanent basis tor an electronic theory of matter. 

9. The especial object of this “strain-figure” theory was 
to reconcile the mobility of matter with the apparently perfect 
elastic properties of the ether, and from this point of view 
1s may be interesting to compare the strain-figure of 1891 
with subsequent specifications of the electron. The suggested 

* C. V. Burton, “ A Theory concerning the Constitution of Matter,” 
Phil. Mag. February 1892. 

+ Phil. Mag. April 1881. 
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constitution for the strain-figure (not of course its supposed 
mode of formation) was thus explained * :—“ Consider a 
region, either infinite or having very distant boundaries, and 
filled with a homogeneous isotropic elastic medium, whose 
condition throughout is one of stable equilibrium for small 
strains of any type. Let the medium now be strained, and 
held in its strained condition by some compelling agency : 
there will be a corresponding distribution of stress in the 
medium, and, provided the strain has at no point too great a 
value, the original condition will be completely regained after 
the compelling agency has been removed. But suppose that, 
instead, the medium is strained further and further from its 
initial state, and suppose that the restoring stresses do not 
always increase with the strain, but that beyond a certain 
point in the process they begin to fall off in value, until at 
last a point is reached at which the general tendency of the 
stress is to further increase the strain. If the compelling 
agency is now withdrawn, the medium will subside into a 
new condition of stable equilibrium, involving stress and 
strain at every point.” It may not be superfluous to point 

out that nothing in the nature of elastic hysteresis is here 
contemplated, the stress being conceived as always determined 
by the strain alone, independently of the manner in which the 
strain may be changing. 

Though the possibility of ideally creating a strain-figure 
by aprocess such as this is quite gratuitously assumed, it may 
be remarked that the constitution so specified, if admissible 
at all, ensures mobility. If this is not immediately evident, 
imagine a strain-figure occupying a position A remote from 
all disturbing influences, to be destroyed by the application 
of an ideal forcive, so that the medium is allowed to revert 
to its primitive unstrained state. Next suppose that a new 
forcive is so applied that a like strain-figure is formed at a 
new position B, which is only infinitesimally distant from the 
old position A. The energy of the new distribution of strain 
is precisely the same as that of the old, and since we suppose 
that the medium exhibits no defect akin to imperfect elas- 
ticity, it follows that the total work to be performed in the 
two operations is zero. But in the new position B of the 
strain-figure, the strain imposed upon any element of the me- 
dium differs only infinitesimally from the strain of the same 
element corresponding to the neighbouring position A. There- 
fore to effect a transference of the strain-figure from A to B 
it is only necessary for each strained element of the medium 
to suffer a definite infinitesimal strain, the total expenditure 

* Loe. cit. pe 192, 
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of work demanded being precisely zero; so that the strain- 
fioure is free to move through the medium *. 

10. It will now be convenient to classify strain-distributions 
under three heads. Any distribution which we conceive as 

* So long as only an infinitely slow displacement of the strain-figure 
through the medium is in question, complete mobility appears to be 
assured ; but in order that the strain-figure may be able to move through 
the medium with finite velocity, and without involving dissipation of 
energy, a further limitation seems called for. The need for this was 
made evident by an objection expressed to me in general terms by 
Professor Larmor, whcse view I have attempted to deal with in this 
note. 

Let D, D’,...., functions of x, y, z, serve to define the distribution of 
displacement, concerning which nothing is known, except perhaps that it 
is not bodily translational displacement at each point of the medium. 
Then, in accordance with the assumed continuity of the process by which 
a strain-figure is ideally preducible, D, D’,.... are continuous functions 
of z, y, ; in other words, 

(d/oz, d/ay, 0/02) (D, D’,....) 

are all finite. But when the strain-figure is moving with velocity- 
components U, V, W, which are small compared with the velocity of 
radiation, we readily find that 

oD_ _yaP vod _ r 08; ete. mete, 
nine Ou oy z 

while 
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Though, strictly speaking, the differentiation refers to a point fixed in 
space, QD/dzt, .... are (in a generalized sense) of the nature of velocities, 
OD/o?,.... being of the nature of accelerations; and while the 
assumptions already explained make 9D/Q¢ everywhere finite for mode- 
rate values of U, V, W, we shall not be able to avoid infinite values 
of 9D’/oe?,.... without introducing the further assumption that 
O°D/dz?,.... are everywhere finite. We must assume, in fact, that 

(0/dr, d/dy, 0/d2) (D, D’,....) 
are not only finite but continuous functiovs of the coordinates. If 
impulsive time-changes of the (generalized) velocities 9D/Ot,.... were 
to accompany a finitely rapid motion of the strain-figure, dissipation of 
energy wouid presumably be involved; but it does not appear to me 
that a (finite and) continuous distribution of the strain-magnitudes 

(0/d, 0/dy, 0/02) (D, D, <)<)8 -) 

need be incompatible with the above-postulated constitution of a strain- 
figure. Such continuity, in addition to the assumptions originally made, 
would ensure perfectly free mobility without any loss of energy except 
through radiation ; this latter being insignificant so long as the velocity 
(U, V, W) is very small compared with the velocity of radiation, with a 
corresponding restriction as to the acceleration d/dt(U, V, W). 
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maintained by the application of an ideal forcive may be 
called a forced strain ; a strain-figure specified as in the pre- 
ceding paragraph, and requiring - therefore no application of 
force to maintain it, being called free. It is proposed to 
restrict the designation “free”? to a strain-distribution so 
constituted that it could be (ideally) brought into existence 
by a continuous process, involving no cutting or slitting of 
the medium, or any deviation from perfect elasticity 7 or 
quasi-elasticity). On the other hand, distributions of strain 
have been conceived which can only ‘be brought into being 
by some such discontinuous operation as slitting the medium, 
and welding together or reuniting the slit sur faces after im- 
posing on them a relative twist, or otherwise changing their 
presentation to one another. Such distributions, though self- 
sustaining, are not in our sense free, and in conformity with 
general usage they may be termed locked. 

11. Locked Strain-jfigures are not m general mobile—We 
have seen in 8 9 that if a strain-figure is capable of existing 
in the “free” state, there will at least be no static resistance 
to displacing it with respect to the medium. In discussing 
the possible mobility of locked strain-figures, we have to 
remember that a determinate displacement of any strain- 
figure with respect to the medium is equivalent to the super- 
position of an additional strain-distribution. Free mobility 
thus implies that there are certain special strains which can 
be superimposed on the strain-figure without the expenditure 
of work ; that is to say, in regard to such special strains the 
equilibrium of the medium is labile. Now it might be ex- 
pected from general considerations that, to a first order, the 
stability of a medium is not affected by locally cutting it 
asunder and reuniting the cut surfaces after altering their 
presentation to one another: a conclusion which can in fact 
be verified by a simple analysis. 

Before any cutting has taken place, let the state of strain 
of the medium be defined by the values of the coordinates 
b, Ww, ...., all supposed independent. Now let the medium, 
originally unstrained, be cut asunder and the cut surfaces 
so reunited as to involve a condition of strain ; ; the specifica- 
tion of the cut and of the displacements introduced being 
determinate, so that the strain remaining when the medium 
is subsequently left to itself is likewise “determinate, and is 
definable by assigning a definite value to a suitably chosen 
coordinate @, with simultaneous zero values for $,,... 
There are precisely the same kinematic possibilities for the 
uncut medium, in which @ is constrained to be zero, and 
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for the cut and reunited medium in which @ is constrained 
to have some different value. Thus we may legitimately 
define the meanings of ¢, ,.... in any specification of 
strain for which @ does not vanish by saying that the con- 
figuration (6, 6, w,....) is geometrically related to 
(0, 0, 0, ....) precisely as the contiguration (0, ¢, Ww, ... .) 
is related to (0, 0, 0, .. - .). 

Consider now particularly the state of the medium when it 
has been cut and strained and reunited, and then left to itself. 
In this state @ is different from zero, but ¢,,.... all 
vanish in virtue of our definition of @. Again, the state of 
strain which is defined by (@, 0, 0,... .) and with which we 
have now to deal, is due to no forces except mutually equili- 
brating tractions at the reunited surfaces; such tractions 
giving rise to no virtual work in any infinitesimal displace- 
ment which does not involve relative motion of the surfaces 
in question. In other words, the strain (6, 0, 0,....) is due 
to applied forces which give rise to no virtual work in any 
infinitesimal strain specifiable in terms of $, W,....3 so 
that we have 

Vn i 

corresponding to 90). cA aM NESS (653 ) 

peo) ofeew. . | 

where ©, V,.... are the (generalized) forces, corresponding 
respectively to ¢, y,...., which have to be applied to the 
medium in order to maintain equilibrium. In other words, 
if W is the potential energy of strain, 

®=d0W/od, V=oW/dy,.... . . = (4) 

All that has been said so far is independent of any limita- 
tion regarding the magnitude of the strains involved. We 
shall now suppose the strains to be so small that W is ade- 
quately represented by a homogeneous quadratic function of 
the coordinates of the medium ; that is to say, we can write 

W=(a homogeneous quadratic function of $, W,... .) 

+4AP+Bi0b+B0p~+.... . . . . « (5) 

Differentiating in turn with respect to $, W,...., we find 

when CA ee dA Us Que 
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But in this case, by (3) &, V,... all vanish ; hence 

0= 3B = hs— 2 8 © 6 

and (5) becomes 

W =(a homogeneous quadratic function of ¢, w, . . -) 
AO? 3 a OR 2 a 

so that, to our degree of approximation, the increment of 
potential energy due to a change of ¢, y,.... from one set 
of values to another, is independent of 6. Weare thus led to 
deny the possibility, by means of a locked distribution of 
infinitesimal strain, of conferring on the medium any new 
lability, in virtue of which no increase of potential energy 
would be involved in the superposition of certain other types 
of strain compatible with the locked condition. 

12. The proof here given that no change of elastic proper- 
ties is caused by a locked distribution of infinitesimal strain 
is of very general application. Nothing need be assumed as 
to the nature of the coordinate 0, except that it involves some 
violation of the constraints which normally are imposed on 
the medium, and in virtue of which the values of the co- 
ordinates ¢, wv, .... suffice to render the whole configuration 
determinate. When the discussion is not limited to small 
strains, so that stress-strain relations need no longer be linear, 
the result obtained in § 11 ceases to be applicable without 
modification. But this is evidently far from implying that 
mobility is assured to a locked strain-figure, provided merel 
that the strains are great enough to exceed the limits of 
linearity. Rather is it evident, from consideration of the 
simple case where linear relations hold good, that in a 
thoroughly stable medium locked strain-figures are not rightly 
constituted for mobility. 

13. The general difficulty of conceiving a freely mobile locked 
strain-figure is perhaps more forcibly realized when we begin 
to trace the kinematical consequences of mobility. In rela- 
tion to the distribution of displacement constituting the 
strain-figure, the surface which we regard as having been the 
seat of a cutting and reuniting operation is a surface of dis- 
continuity ; the displacement in general suffering a finite 
change of value as we pass from a point on one side of the 
surface to an infinitely near point on the other side. If, then, 
we suppose the locked strain-figure to be moving through the 
medium, and consider the motion of any point of the medium 
lying in the path of the surface of discontinuity, we realize 
that, just at the instant when the discontinuity passes, the 
point in question suffers impulsively a finite change of 
position. Thus the assumed motion of the locked strain-figure 
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involves infinite velocity for those points of the medium 
which at any given instant lie in the surface of discontinuity, 
and is in fact characterized by an infinitely rapid shearing 
motion of the medium just at the surface in question. It is 
seen to be a direct kinematical consequence of the assumed 
mobility that, as the surface of discontinuity is transferred to 
new positions, there is a continual shearing asunder and re- 
uniting of the medium in violation of the postulated “ locked” 
condition. Under special assumptions we may evade the 
difficulty of impulsive displacements, if we suppose the motion 
of the locked strain-figure to be such that the surface of dis- 
continuity is moving purely along itself, but even in this 
restricted case the locked condition would be violated. 

These are broadly the considerations advanced in support 
of the contention that locked strain-figures are not in general 
mobile ; and that the only self-sustaining distributions of 
strain which are freely mobile are such as have been desig- 
nated free strain-figures (see § 10). 

14. We must, however, examine Professor Larmor’s etherial 
strain-figure, or model electron, more closely before attempting 
to decide as to its mobility. The ether is supposed to have 
quasi-rigidity in virtue of which each element experiences a 
restoring couple proportional to its small absolute angular 
displacement. ‘“ Let, then, in the rotationally elastic medium 
a narrow tubular channel be formed, say for simplicity a 
straight channel AB of uniform section: suppose the walls 
of this channel to be grasped, and rotated round the axis of 
the tube ....: this rotation will be distributed through the 
medium, and as the result there will be lines of rotational 
displacement all starting from A and terminating at B: and 
so long as the walls of the channel are held in this position 
by extraneous force, A will be a positive electron in the 
medium, and B will be the complementary negative one. 
They will both disappear together when the walls of the 
channel are released. But now suppose that before this 
release the channel is filled up (except small vacuous nuclei 
at A and B which will assume the spherical form) with a 
plug of ether so as to be continuous with the surrounding 
medium ; the effort of release in this surrounding medium 
will rotate the plug slightly until it attains the state of equi- 
librium in which the rotational elasticity of the new part 
of the medium formed by the plug provides a balancing 
torque, and the conditions all round A or B will finally be 
symmetrical” *, 

A difficulty arises when we attempt to apply to electrons 
* ¢ Ather and Matter,’ p. 326, 
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thus constituted the form of argument developed in § 13. 
For the electron is conceived as having a vacuous spherical 
nucleus, for which mobility is only postulated in general 
terms, the kinematics of the motion of the nucleus not being 
so far imaginable. If it be allowed that this difficulty of the 
nucleus may have some unforeseen solution, the whole 
problem of the mobility of the electron is left lacking in that 
precision which would be essential to a strict investigation. 
Whether or not a configuration of strain self-locked by the 
reuniting of sundered and relatively twisted surfaces is. 
capable in this case of being moved freely through the 
medium without involving fresh breaches of continuity, must 
be judged rather from an instinctive standpoint. Having 
had the advantage of discussing this point with Professor 
Larmor, who has cleared my mind of a misapprehension, I 
express with some hesitation my outstanding difference of 
view regarding this question of mobility. 

15. The method of regarding such problems outlined in 
§ 11 above may be more helpful. If the medium in the 
unstrained state is stable for every possible type of displace- 
ment, no locked distribution of infinitesimal strain can possess 
that special lability of equilibrium which is an essential of 
free mobility ; but if the medium itself is labile in regard to 
certain types of strain, the aspect of the problem is clearly 
modified. The form then assumed by the question is this: 
the supposed transference of a self-locked strain-distribution 
from one position to another in the medium is equivalent to 
the superposition of a determinate differential strain. Is 
this latter of such a type as could be imposed on the originally 
unstrained medium, without breach of continuity and without 
the expenditure of work? If so, the transference of the 
strain-figure through the medium can take place freely ; 
otherwise it cannot. The hypothetical medium with which 
we have to deal is one in which small non-rotational strains 
(but no others) can be produced without any resistance being 
encountered ; that is, without work being done. Consider, 
then, a pair of equal spherical vacuous cavities at any dis- 
tance apart in the unstrained medium: we have to enquire 
what non-rotational strains could be imposed on the system ; 
the differential aspect of the non-rotational condition being 
equivalent to irrotationality of the motion of the medium at 
each instant. Supposing all velocity-components to vanish 
at infinity, the only motion which could instantaneously be 
taking place, without building up opposing reactions from 
the elasticity of the (@ncompressible) medium, would be that 
arising from changes of shape, size, or position of the cavities, 
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Without some rotational motion, there could be nothing in- 
volving circulation around any closed circuit; the region 
filled by the medium being simply-connected. Thus there 
can be no (infinitesimal) displacement which involves circu- 
an. and in regard to which the system is labile. 

If now we introduce a locked distribution of infinitesimal 
strain in accordance with the specification quoted in § 14, 
the elastic properties of the system remain unatfected, in 
virtue of the result obtained in § 11, so that still no motion 
involving circulation in any closed cireuit can take place 
without calling up elastic resistance. On these grounds the 
eetherial circulation which is specified by Professor Larmor as 
equivalent to the translation ot his electron through the ether 
does not appear to me to be admissible as a mode of motion 
unopposed by the elasticity of the medium. 

16. Itis readily admitted that the possibility of a ‘ free’ 
strain-figure has yet to be demonstrated ; but none the a 
it may be fairly contended that if mobile strain-figures must 
necessarily be of the free type, the development of theory on | 
the basis of this result is deserving of some attention. 

17. Continuing the comparison of free with locked strain- 
figures, we may now consider how they stand in relation to 
the balance of positive and negative electricity in the known 
universe. Though any large excess of positive or negative 
electrification would tend to spread itself through space, and 
not to become concentrated by gravitation like electrically 
neutral matter, yet it is hard to resist the conclusion that the 
ratio of total positiv e to total negative charges, taken through- 
out the universe, is extraordinarily near to unity. If our 
electrons are so constituted that they can only appear in 
pairs, a positive and an equal negative being always produced 
simultaneously* in the ideal process of genesis, this equiva- 
lence of total charges receives a ready explanation. On the 
other hand, an electron of the free strain-figure type is 
supposed to exist independently of any complementary com- 
panion, and we are led to postulate that the formation of 
positive electrons having a given total charge, and the for- 
mation of negative electrons having a complementary total 
charge, are a priori equally probable. Then a very exact 
balancing of charges, where enormously great numbers of 

. ae are concer cae becomes an over whelming probability. 

We have no right, See on the score of symmetry BO 
make the assumption just referred to ; ; since experiment 
shows that the circumstances are very far from symmetrical. 
It is nothing more than a conjecture that a fuller knowledge 

* G.- Larmor, ‘ Aither and Matter,’ p. 326. 
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of the nature of electrons might furnish the justification. 
Incidentally reference may be made to the sufficiently obvious. 
point that any theory which postulates symmetrical con- 
trariety of properties for positive and negative electrons, evem 
though descriptive of a certain range of electromagnetic 
phenomena, must fail to be ultimately satisfactory. 

18. It will probably be felt as a difficulty of a free strain- 
figure theory of electron-constitution, that it is made to 
appear at least kinematically possible to produce in free ether 
a distribution of electric displacement which violates the: 
solenoidal or “ circuital’’ condition: for example, in the 
early stages of ideal genesis of a strain-figure (§ 9). This. 
difficulty, indeed, seems to arise in some form as soon as the 
possibility of an isolated electron is assumed. To evade it 
we may suppose the energy of non-circuital distributions of 
electric displacement to be relatively very great ; or it may 
even be suggested that the ether, though intrinsically capable 
of transmitting waves of other than electromagnetic type, 1s. 
free from such disturbances because these are not produced 
by the only available source of excitation, namely the motiom 
of electrons. But these attempts to deal with the difficulty 
are clearly of the most tentative character. 

19. It can hardly be doubted that the uniformity which 
characterizes all electrons of the same kind is an essential pro-— 
perty, and fundamentally related to the constitution of the 
electron. From this point of view it does not seem easy to con-- 
ceive of an alternative to the free type of strain-figure, which 
is imagined as existing in unconstrained equilibrium with the 
surrounding comparatively unstrained medium. As I have- 
suggested previously *, if free strain-figures could exist in a 
uniform (infinitely fine-textured) medium, only a limited 
number of types of such strain-figures (say two for example). 
would in general be possible as permanent forms; the only 
feature remaining undetermined for each type being expres-. 
sible as a single linear magnitude serving to define the scale 
of the strain-figure. To secure definiteness of scale we must 
suppose that there is some linear magnitude characteristic of 
the medium, and capable of influencing the equilibrium-. 
conditions for a strain-figure; and apparently the only 
possible basis for the existence of such a magnitude is a 
certain coarseness of texture of the medium, or, in other 
words, constitution on a scale not infinitely minute. 

20. As will be seen from the ideal genesis of a free strain- 
figure outlined in § 19 above, we assume in the case of the 
electron that a point is reached where the ordinary linear 

* Phil Mag. Feb. 1892, 
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relation between electric displacement and electric force 
ceases to hold good; that, in fact, when a certain displace- 
ment is exceeded, increase of displacement may imply de- 
crease of electric force, the electric force being even reversed 
for very high values of the displacement*. Now although 
it is usual, in the absence of definite knowledge, to assume 
linearity of the electromagnetic equations, even for the in- 
tense field in the immediate neighbourhood of an electron, 
this assumption is recognized as involving an extrapolation 
of no ordinary kind. Since it leads to something like de- 
finite dimensions for a negative electron whose charge and 
mass have been determined, we know at once what order of 
electric force is implied as existing in immediate proximity 
to the electron. With 10— cm. for the radius of the electron, 
and 5x10-! for its charge in electrostatic measure, the 
field-intensity just adjacent to the electron would be 
e/a?=5 X10" electrostatic units, or about 1:°5x10" volts 
per centimetre. Apparently, then, the assumption that 
electric force is proportional to electric displacement through- 
out the region surrounding an electron, implies that the 
proportionality holds good for field-intensities of this order 
of magnitude, which is many millions of millions of times 
greater than any intensity for which such proportionality 
has been experimentally established. It seems hardly pro- 
bable that electric force would remain proportional to electric 
displacement if the value of either quantity could be increased 
without limit, and in supposing that a sensible deviation 
from linear relations occurs long before such an intensity as 
1-5 x 107° volts per centimetre is reached, no serious a priori 
difficulty appears to be encountered. It is even suggested 
that a free strain-figure theory, by postulating excessive 
strains and stresses as an essential of electronic constitution, 
gains rather than loses in plausibility. None the less it may 
be assumed that, for the relatively feeble values of electric 
force involved in radiation phenomena and in realizable 
laboratory experiments, linearity of relation holds good to an 
extremely high order of accuracy. 

21. Moreover, it is to be observed, as a corollary to 
§$ 11, 12, that, to a first order, the elastic properties of a 
medium are not modified by the presence of assemblages of 
locked strain-figures; no property corresponding to dielectric 

* When the strain has reached such a point that the electromagnetic 
relations are uo longer linear, some further definition may be needed as 
to what precisely is meant by electric displacement and electric force. 
But even in the absence of such definition, the uncertainty in the meaning 
of the terms as here used is hardly a serious inconvenience. 

3 B2 
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capacity being thereby introduced. It appears, in fact, that 
for assemblages of electrons to be able to give rise to a 
dielectric capacity different from that of free zether, the con- 
stitution of the electron must be assumed to involve electric 
displacement so great that electric displacement and electric 
force are no longer linearly related. It is not to be supposed 
that this would involve (for example) non-linearity of the 
equations of optics: in radiation traversing free ether, as 
already explained, we are dealing with values of electric 
displacement which could still be well within the limits of 
sensibly linear relation; while the optical phenomena exhi- 
bited by (say) ordinary transparent media would fall within 
the category of small oscillations about a configuration of 
equilibrium, or about a state of quasi-steady motion, and 
would accordingly be deducible from linear equations. In 
this connexion it is not even necessary to take account of the 
circumstance that each individual electron, notwithstanding 
the non-linear strain-relations involved in its constitution, 
would obey (for moderate velocities) very simple laws of 
motion. As a rough general analogy it may be helpful to 
consider a thin spring laterally loaded to such an extent that 
the relation between the load and the resulting deformation 
is not even approximately linear. None the less the small 
oscillations of such a system about a position of equilibrium 
will be isochronous, and deducible from a system of lnear 
equations. 

22. Some progress has recently been made towards a static 
conception of atomic structure, and in relation to such theories 
especial significance attaches to questions regarding the 
possible non-linearity of electro-magnetic relations, with cor- 
responding modification of the law of force between electrons 

‘ placed in close proximity to one another. 
——— 

» LXII. The Fatigue of Metals subjected to Réntgen Radiation. 
- By Louis T. Morn, Ph.D., Professor of Physics in the 

University of Cincinnati *. 

QINCE the discovery of Hallwachs that metals grow less 
sensitive to ultra-violet light after long exposure to the 

rays, many attempts have been made to determine the cause 
-and laws of this “ photo-electric fatigue.” Some discrep- 
-ancies in the results still exist, but there is general agree- 
ment that it varies with the kind of metal used, the state of 
the surface, the gas in which the metal is placed, and the 
character of the rays. We know so little about the nature 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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of a metallic surface and of the condition of adherent gaseous 
layers, that it is natural toexpect discrepancies where these 
are controlling factors. 

As a summary of the work is given in Professor Thomson’s 
‘Conduction of Electricity through Gases,’ page 289, it is 
necessary only to supplement this by reference to what has 
appeared since. Ramsay and Spencer* have attempted to 
prove that this fatigue is conditioned by the disintegration of 
the metallic atoms. Allenft has solved one difficulty by 
proving that fatigue occurs in a good vacuum, and has added_ 
the new and important fact that the fatigue of zine-can be 
expressed as a sum of two exponential terms. He also shows 
that the longer waves possess the property of producing a 
partial recovery in the activity, the exponential decay having 
been obtainable only when they were absorbed. It is to be 
hoped he will continue the work to include the details of 
this important property. In addition to this new matter, 
Hallwachst has continued his researches and_ published 
them in an elaborate and comprehensive paper. In the 
first part he considers the various hypotheses in detail, 
and apparently on good evidence rejects the conclusions of 
Ladenburg § that the fatigue is caused by oxidation or 
corrosion of the metal, and proves, contrary to Buisson || and 
Kreusler ¢, that darkness does not prevent fatigue. In the 
second part of the paper he investigates the cause of the 
effect. Here he confirms the theories of Lenard ** and 
Buisson, that the fatigue is due in part to absorption of the 
radiation from the metal by electrified double-layers and 
films of gas on the surface, modified in some way by the 
ultra-violet light. But he assigns the dominant influence to 
the presence of ozone in these absorption-layers. However, 
it has yet to be proved that minute quantities of ozone possess 
such an abnormally large absorptive power on the cathode 
rays issuing from the metal. He also shows that the 
activity may increase to a maximum value before fatigue 
begins. 

As Rontgen rays excite a secondary radiation in metals 
we may expect to find, in this case, effects of fatigue ; and - 
the experiments described in this paper prove that this type’ 

* Ramsay and Spencer, Phil. Mag. xii. 1906, p. 397. 
+ H.S. Allen, Proc. Roy. Sve. A, Ixxviii. 1907, p. 483. 
t Hallwachs, Sitzungsber. der Ges. der Wissensch, zu Leipzig, lvui. 

1906, p. 341. 
§ Ladenburg, Annal. der Phys. xii. 1903, p. 558. 
|| Buisson, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. xxiv. 1901, p. 320. 
qj Kreusler, Annual. der Phys. vi. 1901, p. 398. 

** Lenard, Annal. der Phys. viii. 1902, p. 196 ;, xii. 1903, p. 490. 
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of secondary radiation is variable; the changes, however, 
differ in many respects from the photo-electric effect. 

Until we can devise a method of obtaining a constant 
source of Réntgen radiation, we are limited to a choice of 
comparative measurements. Another complication which 
makes accuracy difficult, is the impossibility of making an 
induction-coil work steadily for the length of time employed 
in photo-electric work. So the attempt was made to measure 
such small effects as might take place during a few hours of 
exposure. The method adopted to eliminate irregularities 
of coil and bulb was a comparative one. The secondary 
radiation excited by the Réntgen rays in two similar plates 
was measured. One of them, which I shall call the standard 
plate, was then screened from the rays that continued to fall 
upon the other, or trial plate. At intervals afterwards the 
secondary radiation from both plates was observed. Varia- 
tions in the ratios of the radiation from the fresh plate and 
the other exposed continuously to the rays, are a relative 
measure of the effect of the Rontgen rays on the trial plate. 
To have values accurate as well as characteristic, a coil was 
chosen which worked with steadiness, and the bulb was pro- 
vided with a regulator which, with gentle heating, kept the 
rays soft and as uniform as possible. 

Figod: 
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The apparatus adopted is shown in fig. 1. Two exactly 
similar brass boxes, 12 cms. in each direction, served as 
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lonization-chambers. The Réntgen rays entered each box by 
a circular window in the front face and, after passing through 
a disk of iron-wire gauze, impinged on a circular disk of the 
metal to be tested. The gauze disk, G, soldered to an iron 
ring, was held in place by three slotted pillars of ebonite, A. 
Wires, which entered the boxes through sulphur insulators, 
connected the gauze disks to the positive pole of the same 
battery of a hundred cells. The metal plate, P, placed a 
centimetre behind the gauze disk, was joined to a Wilson 
gold-leaf inclined electroscope by a rod which was insulated 
from the box by a sulphur plug. The tubes, C, served to 
admit various gases, and when air was not used, thin sheets 
of aluminium closed the windows in the boxes. 

These boxes were mounted (fig. 2) so that horizontal and 

Fie. 2. 

-£acth_|1)|||I 

pee. 

Larthy 

approximately equal beams from a Réntgen-ray bulb, X, 
entered their windows. Spring-lever keys operated by cords 
were arranged to connect the experimental plates, P and P’, 
separately to the gold-leaf of the electroscope, to earth, or 
together. To measure the ionization-currents created by the 
secondary radiation between the condenser-plates, the electro- 
scope was charged to 200 volts and was tilted at an angle to 
give a motion of the leaf of about forty divisions in the 
microscope-micrometer in half a minute. 

As is usual, the bulb and coil were screened by a lead- 
sheathed box and all electrical connexions were encased in 
metal tubes, connected to earth. At S and 8’, in front of the 
windows, lead shutters were hung, which could be raised or 
lowered by cords. When closed no appreciable ionization 
was produced in the boxes. 

In the earlier part of the work, the rays were allowed to 
fall not only on the experimental plates but also on a guard- 
ring or the inner surfaces of the box. But it was found that 

IO 
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the secondary radiation excited in these latter caused serious 
errors. To eliminate them, the brass tubes T, T’ were 
mounted in such a fashion as to stop all rays but those which 
struck the experimental plates. 

The following preliminary steps show the reliability of the 
arrangements :— 

1. When the electroscope was disconnected from the place! 
rays from the bulb, within or outside the boxes, caused no 
appreciable motion of the leaf during a minute. 

2. With the lead shutters closed and the electroscope 
connected to the plates, the rays produced no observable 
ionization in the boxes. 

3. Since the Rontgen rays passed through the wire gauze 
and the air-space between it and the metal plate, a test was 
made to determine the secondary radiation from the gauze. 
First, the ratio of the ionization-currents in the two boxes 
was measured, using lead plates and iron gauze in both. 
One of these gauze disks was then replaced by a similar one of 
copper, and the ratio again found. As the two ratios remained 
the same, the action of the rays on the gauze can be neglected. 
As an foie | proof, the ionization-current was measured, 
using a lead plate ; this was then replaced by a disk of the 
same size made of very thin aluminium-foil mounted on a fine 
brass wire. The two observations showed that only about. 
one per cent. of the first ionization remained, and as that 
was partly due to secondary radiation from ae aluminium- 
foil, the direct ionization of the Réntgen rays and that due to 
the ‘secondary radiation of the gauze must be less than one 
per cent. and so negligible. 

The effect of the Rontgen rays was tried on iron, lead, 
nickel, zine, copper, and aluminium, both with old and with 
polished surfaces in air. And, in addition to air, the gases 
hydrogen, coal-gas, and ozone were used. The results show 
that the secondary radiation excited by these rays depends 
on the length of exposure, the kind of metal, its surface, 
and the gas surrounding it; but the changes differ in many 
respects from the effects produced by ultra-violet light. 

In the tables the column “ Exposure” shows the period the 
trial plate was exposed continuously to the rays ; the column 
for each metal gives the ratio of the ionization-current from 
the trial plate to that of the standard. Im each ease the 
initial reading of this ratio is expressed as 100; the per-cent. 
change in the amount of the secondary radiation from the 
trial plate can thus be found at once by subtracting any 
subsequent value from the initial reading. The ionization- 
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current was determined by noting with a stop-watch the 
time which the gold-leaf of the electroscope required to move 
over a given number of divisions of the microscope-micro- 
meter. The reciprocal of this time is a measure of the 
current produced by the secondary radiation of the metal. 
Alternative readings were made with the standard and trial 
plates and an average taken of the reciprocals for each plate. 
The ratios of these averages are the values given in the first 
column for each metal. A decrease in the number therefore 
means less radiation, and an increase, a greater radiation from 
the trial plate. 

If the coil or tube worked irregularly while any one set 
of readings was taken, the values for the standard plate did 
not agree, and such a set could then be discarded. Fortu- 
nately this happened very seldom. Variations in the tube 
between two sets of readings did not affect the character of 
the change taking place in the trial plate, although they 
would alter the absolute value of the per-cent. change. 

TABLE IL. 

Unpolished Metal Plates in Air. 

Troy. Leap. | Nicken.| Zinc. | Copper. Avosnste 

Exposure. Ratio to / | 
Standard | Ratio. | Ratio. | Ratio. | Ratio. | Ratio. 

) Plate. a... eee 

| 0 hours ...... 100 100 100 | 100 | 100 100 | 

‘i ee 91 aa ee 99 
| 2) ee re 93 95 91 | 99 96 
Br srt 90 94 92 91 | 98 98 
| ee 95 | | 

) Bae Se een yt él. | | 

| ae 94 | Bs i 

Berea.) 4:3. | es | 

80 mint: ....- 100 id | 94 98 | 
i eee ae 100 id uy Ut 
18 hours ... sae rot 97 99 si 

The examples chosen are characteristic of the different 
metals when the surface has been allowed to age in air for 
some months, and they are not at all exceptional in uniformity 
of the readings. They show, with the possible exception of 
copper and aluminium, a decided falling-off in the power of 
giving off secondary radiation. This fatigue is, however, a 
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temporary effect, as the plates recover their original activity 
if the Réntgen rays are stopped for a time. Iron and lead 
required a rest of less than an hour, but the effect on nickel 
and zine was more lasting, as they still showed some fatigue 
after resting until the following day. 

Polished Metal Plates in Air. 

The same plates were then polished with emery and with 
silk to a mirror surface and tested as soon as possible, allowing 
only time enough, before taking the first set of readings, for 
the plates to lose the heat which might have been developed 
by the friction. This delay, I think, is important, since if 
the fatigue is at all dependent on surface-films of gas and 
gas occluded in the metal, these would be strongly affected 
by changes of temperature. 

TaseE IT. 

| Irony. - Tron,. Leap. Nicwer. 

Exposure. | Ratio to | 
| Standard | Ratio. Ratio. Ratio. 
| Plate. | 

O hours ysev.cees| 100 1+ “100 100 160 

1S 05 || | «106 103 98 
| | 

Oe IEEE = ho kO8 108 105 101 

oo aie an LO2 109 101 98 

Sg cc 109 101 
| 

The effect of the Réntgen rays is here just the reverse, as 
the secondary radiation for iron and lead rises to a maximum. 
Unfortunately, the experiments could not be continued long 
enough to see whether the ratios finally became less than the 
initial value. While nickel does not show this increase in 
radiation, it remains practically unaffected and does not 
fatigue as it did before the surface was polished. 

In the following experiments the trial plates were immersed 
in gases, at atmospheric pressure, other than air. 

Polished Plates in Coal-gas. 

Both the trial and standard plates were well polished and 
placed in their respective boxes. The windows of both were 
closed with aluminium-foil free from holes, and the box con- 
taining the trial plate was sealed air-tight with wax. A slow 
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stream of coal-gas was then passed through it for at least a 
day and allowed to stand over night and started again. The 
gas entered by the lower tube, C, and issued from the higher 
level. During the test a very slow stream of the gas flowed 
through this box, as it seemed to be the best method of keep- 
ing the atmosphere uniform and pure, as occluded gas issuing 
from parts of the box would be removed. 

Tapia. fi, 

| | Iron. Nicxen. 

| Ratio to F 
| Exposure. le Seanaarae Plate. Ratio. 

| Ghowtahiin i528 100 100 

AG Bie Meth ce Ak eit oak ae: 

Pais gill EDT ies ha 105 98 

| MRED Eta: Boao ee 106 99 

oe ee. | los 98 
ine ne en eat 

| Gia tmuane once | 105 | 

These results are similar in character to those for polished 
surfaces in air. 

Polished Plates in Hydrogen. 

The effect of immersing the plate in hydrogen was tried 
with iron, as this metal gives apparently the most characteristic 
results. The hydrogen was generated from pure zine and 
sulphuric acid and passed through drying-tubes before entering 
the test-box. Considerable difficulty was experienced in 
getting rid of traces of air. The gas passed through the box 
for four hours in a slow stream, entering near the top and 
issuing from the bottom, and the plate was then allowed to 
stand all night in the atmosphere of hydrogen. In the 
morning, the stream of gas was again sent through the box 
continuously until two o’clock when atest was made. During 
the test also the stream, reduced in quantity, continued to 
flow. 

It is essential for good results to drive out all traces of air 
from the trial plate and to keep the standard plate in air. 
These precautions are necessary because the ionization currents 
produced in hydrogen and air by the same secondary radiation 
are not at all equal. So, for example, we might suppose a 
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constant secondary radiation to be set up by the trial plate in 
hydrogen, and at the same time the quantity of air remaining 
in the box to change slightly and slowly. Then we should 
have all the appearance of a change in this constant secondary 
radiation. Or, if the quantity of air changed quickly, we 
should naturally attribute the consequent change in the ioni- 
zation current to irregularity in the working of the Réntgen- 
ray bulb. But if we keep the standard plate in air, the latter 
error would be correctly interpreted by the constancy of the 
readings of its ionization current. The former difficulty can- 
not be certainly prevented. The best I could do was to make 
it strongly probable that slow changes in the gas did not 
occur. This was done by taking a set of readings for both 
the standard and the trial plates. Immediately afterwards, 
the lead shutters on both boxes were closed and remained so for 
half an hour. If another set of readings for both plates were 
then taken, the ratio should be the same as before. Previous 
to beginning a test for fatigue, this process was repeated two 
or three times at half-hour intervals, or until the ratios did 
remain constant within the limit of accuracy of reading. In 
some cases it was necessary to continue the flow of gas for 
two or three days before a steady state was reached. 

TABLE LV: 

| Troy). Iron,. 

| : / Ratio to : 
Exposuze 7/0) ‘Standard’ Plate, Palle, 

| O hours ...sceeees | 100 100 

tee a Oe HIG 103 

| (De, yi ca RS | 95 106 | 

| Bh, oe eee 93 101 | 

The behaviour of the two samples of iron is different, as the 
first shows a slight fatigue and the second a small increase in 
activity. But I am led to believe that the effect of the 
hydrogen is practically to prevent change in the activity. 
The separate readings of the ionizations in the trial box, in 
spite of great care, were not so accurate as in the other ex- 
periments. And this was to be expected for the reasons given 
above. Evenif the preliminary experiments remained constant 
and indicated that all the air was expelled, yet it is very 
possible that long continued use of the Rontgen rays may 
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affect surface-films of air or assist in liberating air occluded 
in the metal. This opinion is supported by the fact that in 
neither case was there a regularly increasing change with the 
time. The first reading for Tron, and the jecond yalucuine 
Tron, are the only ones which show a decided change. 

Liffect of Ozone on Polished Plates. 

Hallwachs* finds in his experiments on photo-electric 
fatigue that ozone in small quantities has an extraordinarily 
largeinfluence. For example, a copper plate had its sensibility 
to these rays diminished as much in seven seconds when 0:01 
of one per cent. of ozone was added to the air as would occur 
in a year if the ozone were absent from the air. We should 
expect that ozone would have also a comparatively large effect 
on the activity produced by the Roéntgen rays. But no 
abnormally large effect could be found. 

Ozone was generated by sparking between two coaxial 
cylinders, and air mixed with the ozone was sucked through 
the box by means of a water-pump. For fear the ozone 
might dissociate if allowed to stand, the stream of ozonized 
air was maintained during the entire experiment. A test for 
ozone was made every hour on the air issuing from the box, 
by passing it through a solution of potassium iodide and star ch, 
and a strong reaction occurred each time. When the experi- 
ment was completed, the air in the box also smelled strongly 
of the ozone. 

The first readings were taken with both plates in pure air. 
Fifteen minutes later the ozone was added to the air sur- 
rounding the test-plate. 

TABLE V. 

| Troy. | Correr. 

| Ratio to 5 
eposie | Standard Plate. | Bou, 

howe? 8 ache 100 100 

eae Se SL 97 95 | 

[Aa Maw Ee a | 97 97 | 
| 

QMGUTS. (2-406.5003% 97 96 

Rid de)! > paste eee 98 

* Hallwachs, loc. cit. p. 381. 
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A comparison of these results with those for the same plates 
in pure air, shows that the presence of ozone in small quantities 
does increase the fatigue. The difficulties explained when 
hydrogen was employed do not apply here, and the separate 
readings were quite accurate. Fresh surfaces of iron in air 
experienced an increase in activity, and copper showed little 
or no change, but on the addition of ozone there results for 
both a small fatigue. But evidently no such abnormal effects 
occur as Hallwachs found for ultra-violet light. 

Summary of Results. 

The preceding experiments prove that all the metals tried, 
with the possible exception of copper and aluminium, experi- 
ence a fatigue when subjected to Rontgen radiation for a long 
period of time, if their surfaces are not polished. The greatest 
diminution in activity was found in iron and zine,and amounted 
to about 10 per cent. for a three-hour exposure to the rays. 
The fatigue is not a permanent effect, as the plates recovered 
their original activity after a comparatively short rest. 
When iron and lead are freshly polished, the secondary 

radiation increases and reaches a maximum value after an 
exposure of an hour or two; the behaviour of nickel is 
different, as there was no regular change in its radiation 
during an interval of three hours. 

The effect of immersing polished plates in coal-gas, which 
would probably form sulphides on the surface, is not noticeably 
different from the action in air. An inert gas, like hydrogen, 
apparently tends to prevent changes in activity. Lastly, 
when ozone is added to the air surrounding polished iron and 
copper plates, a considerable fatigue occurs, but not comparable 
to the effect noted by Hallwachs. 

The explanation of these results is decidedly in favour of 
the fatigue being caused by changes of the gas in or on the 
plates, rather than to any change in the metals themselves. 
It is impossible as yet to decide definitely whether this effect 
on the adjacent gas-films is caused byan increased or diminished 
power of absorption of the secondary rays, or whether it is due 
to the formation or destruction of electrified double-layers. 

But the experiments indicate that a modification of an 
electrified double-layer by the rays is the more probable of the 
two. A metal whose surface has stood untouched for months, 
diminishes in its secondary radiation from the beginning of 
the bombardment by the Rontgen rays. Now we must 
suppose that what condensed gas or double-layers may have 
formed on the plate during the preceding months, will be in 
such a sufficiently stable state as not to change appreciably 
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of themselves during the three hours or so of the experiment. 
Consequently the fatigue must be due to a modification in 
these films by the Réntgen rays. We do know that the contact 
potential of the metal changes during exposure to ultra-violet 
light and, presumably also, to Rontgen rays, and this change 
of potential is best explained as a modification of an electritied 
double-layer which has formed on the surface ; but we have 
no evidence that the rays increase the density and absorbing- 
power of condensed gas-films. The fact that freshly polished 

_plates increased in radiating power for an hour or so, points 
even more strongly to the above conclusion. The effect of 
polishing is undoubtedly to remove, at least partially, such 
double-layers and gas-films. During the first part of the 
experiment the films are forming and the radiation increases. 
The formation of an electrified double-layer may easily have 
such an effect, but it is extremely difficult to see how the 
absorptive power of a gas can diminish while it itself is. 
growing denser. After the maximum value is:reached and 
the radiation begins to decrease, we have the same conditions 
discussed above. 

As these experiments are the first attempt to show the 
fatigue of metals due to Rontgen rays, they can be compared 
only to the similar action of ultra-violet light. Of the inves- 
tigators of the latter effect, Lenard ascribes it to the formation 
of electrified double-layers, and Buisson to an absorption of 
the rays by occluded gas. Hallwachs, who finds these insuf-. 
ficient to account for all the phenomena, assigns the dominant 
action to an abnormal absorptive power of ozone existing as 
a thin film close to the metallic surface. He claims that even 
so minute a quantity as 1/130,000 of one per cent. of ozone 
in the air would fully account for the normal fatigue. 

In a general way, my results agree with these views. And 
in particular I have observed at times an increased sensibility 
to the radiation corresponding to what Hallwachs found for 
certain freshly prepared plates previously kept in closed 
vessels for a considerable time. It is rather surprising there 
should be such an agreement. The ultra-violet radiation 
consists entirely of easily absorbed rays, while the secondary 
radiation excited by Rontgen rays contains not only cathode 
rays but also a proportion of penetrating rays. The presence 
of these latter tends to complicate the results, as they would 
not be absorbed easily by surface-films of gas. Since Sagnac * 
found that the secondary radiation emitted by a light substance, 
such as aluminium, contains a large proportion of penetrating 
rays, we should expect its radiation to be the most unvarying 

* Sagnac, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. xxii. p. 493 (1901). 
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if the fatigue were due to absorption by gas. Also the 
presence of these penetrating rays may be one reason why 
ozone has a less influence. 

The other theory advanced to explain the phenomena is 
that a change occurs in the metal itself. Ladenburg sug- 
gested chemical corrosion of the surface to be the cause, but 
the recent work of Hallwachs makes this hypothesis doubtful. 
Then we have the theories of Allen and of Ramsay and 
Spencer, that the radiation of metals is due to an actual dis- 
integration of the substance. In some way, the ultra-violet light 
releases the atomic energy and causes the atom to explode. 
So if we begin with zinc (A) we soon get a disintegration 
product zine (B), then zine (C), &e. Itis rather unfortunate 
that so fundamental an assumption as the transmutation of 
the elements should be advanced except as a last resort 
and with very convincing proofs. And certainly in the 
present case such proof is lacking. In the first place, the 
fatigue is not a permanent change and metals recover their 
primitive efficiency. Then, too, Allen finds that the change 
from zinc (A) to zinc (B) occurs in a few minutes. If such 
a change takes place so quickly, we should expect to find some 
evidence of this new product on the surface of metals which . 
have been exposed to sunlight for years. But the facts dis- 
covered by him, that the fatigue progresses rapidly at first and 
then at a slower rate and that the action may be expressed as the 
sum of two exponentials, are important and interesting. Buta 
less radical assumption would satisfy his exponential equation. 
~ Ramsay and Spencer go much further. They suppose the 
ultra-violet light to produce a disintegration of the atom 
accompanied by the ejection of a corpuscle, and that this 
process is repeated until the number of corpuscles emitted is 
equal to the valence of the element. The proof of this cir- 
cumstantial disintegration rests solely on the fact that their 
curves of radiation and time show breaks, or all their 
measurements do not lie on a smooth curve. When we con- 
sider the difficulty of keeping a source of ultra-violet tight 
constant for hours at a time and the errors lable to occur 
when measuring the radiations from the plates, it is not sur- 
prising there are irregularities in the curves. An inspection 
of them does not carry conviction that successive disintegrations 
of matter under normal conditions are involved. Nor do the 
authors prove any extraordinary precautions to prevent errors 
were taken. In fact they do not explain why other points 
which lie at some considerable distance from the curves drawn 
(see particularly curves III. and IV., plate vi., and curve 
VIIL., plate vii.) do not constitute points of disintegration. . 

After the exhaustive and rigorous treatment of the subject 
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by Hallwachs, in addition to the work of his predecessors, 
there seems little doubt that the simpler idea of changes in 
the absorptive power of electrified double-layers and ” other 
films of gases of great density near the surface of the metals, 
is the probable cause of fatigue. And_ the experiments 
described in this paper show no reason for not accepting the 
same hypothesis to explain the changes occurring in this type 
of secondary radiation. 

I take great pleasure in thanking Professor Thomson for 
his advice and for his many courtesies to me during my visit 
to the Cavendish Laboratory. 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, 
March 1907. 

LXIT. Lhe Action of Uniform Electric and Magnetic Fields 
on Moving Electrons. By A. H. Bucuersr, D.Sc., Bonn 
University*. 

| ie my paper on a new principle of relativity in electro- 
magnetism (Phil. Mag., April), in which I have 

calculated the forces acting on moving electrons in the 
uniform fields of electromagnets and of condensers, I have 
omitted to call special attention to the circumstance that the 
expressions obtained do not apply to all kinds of uniform 
fields. In fact, as will be evident at once from the reasoning 
adopted by me, /.c., the forces on the electrons primarily 
depend on the distribution of electric and magnetic masses, 
and indirectly only on the intensities of the fields in which 
they are moving. Thuselectrons moving in various uniform 
fields of the same intensity will in general experience different 
forces if these fields are due to different distributions of 
electric and magnetic masses, special care being requisite with 
solenoids which must be replaced by equivalent magnetic shells. 

Closely connected with this is another important conse- 
quence. Let an electron move in the uniform superimposed 
fields Hy’ and H,’’ of two electromagnets. Then, to find the 
resultant force, it is not permissible to substitute the resultant 
field H,’” in the expression given by me. For evidently 

VH,‘/u Rs VH,/'u VH,’0 

Z aD 2 
U U U R 

s? 32 iin 2 it ea =a 008 (Hy 1) 1—-, cos? (Hy 'u) 1— | cos (H,/’'u) 

Iai preparing experiments with Becquerel rays in order 
to test the formulze derived by me from the principle of 
relativity. 
‘Bonn University, April 1907. 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 78. June 1907. 3 0 
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LXIV. Temperature of Inversion of the Joule-Kelvin Effect 
for Air and Nitrogen. Preliminary Communication. By 
K. OLszEwsk1I*. 

i be a paper published by me five years agot, I had de- 
termined the inversion temperature of the Joule-Kelvin 

effect to be —80°'5 for hydrogen; this figure has proved to 
be of fundamental importance in the design of liquefying 
apparatus{ for this gas. The paper mentioned has also 
attracted the attention of physicists, and A. W. Porter§$ has 
made use of it in a theoretical investigation of the accuracy 
of van der Waals’s and Dieterici’s state equations, based on 
my determination of the inversion temperature. Onaccount 
of the great theoretical importance of such determinations, I 
have decided to carry out similar measurements for other 
gases, and above all for air and its more important com- 
ponents. Up to the present, I have only completed the experi- 
ments on the inversion temperatures for air and atmospheric 
nitrogen, and take the opportunity of presenting the results ina 
brief notice, reserving a detailed description of the experi- 
mental arrangements and the apparatus for a later communica- 
tion. I only wish to remark that the apparatus used did not 
differ in principle from that employed by me five years ago, 
but that in view of the high temperature (up to 300°) at 
which the experiments on air and nitrogen had to be carried 
out, considerable modifications in the details as well as in the 
dimensions became necessary. 

As Witkowski, as far back as 1898||, and, last year, 
Porter §, on theoretical grounds came to the conclusion that 
the inversion temperature of the Joule- Kelvin effect for gases 
was a function of the pressure, [ have in the present experi- 
ments devoted special attention to the initial pressures of the 
gases which were made to undergo an irreversible expansion. 

The apparatus was heated in an oil-bath. Temperatures 
were measured with a high-reading mercury thermometer ; 
but for the purpose of determining the small. temperature 
changes which occur during expansion, an iron-constantan 
ther mo-couple was used, whose sensitiveness was about 0°-2 
per mm. of oalvanometer scale. 

The gas, which had been compressed to the initial pressure 
p, was “allowed to expand down to one atmosphere. The 
experiment was repeated a number of times under these con- 
ditions, the temperature of the gas being gradually reduced 

* Communicated by the Author. (Bull. Acad. Crac, Nov. 1906.) 
+ K. Olszewski, Bull. Ac. Crac. 1901, p.453; Phil. Mag.[3] p. ees 
t+ K. Olszewski, Bull. Acad. Crac. 1902, p. 625, and 1903, p. 241 
§ AW. Porter, Phil. Mag. [6] xi. p. 564 (1906). 
|| A. W. Witkowski, Bull. Acad. Crac. 1898, p. 282. 
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from +300°. Above a certain temperature ¢; the thermo-. | 4 
couple showed a heating of the gas, below this temperature p~ 
an unmistakable cooling, and at the temperature ¢ itself / 
the integral resalt of the Joule-Kelvin effect was zero. # 

In the following table are given the initial pressures p 
(expressed in kg. per sq. cm.) and the corresponding tem- 
peratures of inversion ¢;. 

Arr. ) NirroGen. 

| | | 
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L_| 430 | 440 | 450 | 160 | 40 | 180 | 190 | 200 | 240 | 220 

In the accompanying figure the experimental results are 
represented graphically, the initial pressures p (kg./sq. cm.) 

3 C2 
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being used as ordinates and the corresponding inversion tem- 
peratures ¢; as abscissee. The curve thus represents the 
relation connecting the inversion temperature of the gas 
under consideration with its initial pressure. The curves 
fully confirm the conclusion of Witkowski and Porter that 
the inversion temperature is a function of the pressure. The 
values of the inversion temperature for air calculated by 
Witkowski by the aid of the empirical formula given by Rose- 
Innes (+360°), and by means of that of van der Waals. 
(+500°) are, it is true, somewhat high when compared with 
those obtained by myself; but it must be remembered that. 
the second value (+ 500°) was calculated on the assumption 
of a small pressure-difference (1 atmo.), whereas my figures. 
refer to the integral value of the Joule-Kelvin effect when a 
gas expands from a high pressure to 1 atmo. 

In. conclusion, I would refer to the connexion which 
appears to exist between the shape of the curve for air and 
the behaviour of this gas in a liquefying apparatus. By 
means of the apparatus described by me in 1902*, which I 
am in the habit of using at lectures for the demonstration of 
the liquefaction of air, it is easy to show that liquefaction 
takes place only so long as the initial pressure does not fall 
below 80 atmos. ; a further expansion from pressures which 
are below 80 atmos. is entirely without result. From the 
accompanying figure it is seen that precisely at the point. 
corresponding to a pressure of 80 atmos. the curve takes a 
sharp bend, and that at this point a sudden drop takes place 
in the temperature of inversion, whereby also the cooling 
effect rapidly decreases, the behaviour of air beyond this 
point approaching in this respect more and more nearly that. 
of hydrogen, whose inversion temperature is very low. 

Chemical Institute of the Jagellon University, Cracow. 

LXV. On the Isopiestic Temperatures of Saturated Vapours 
of Different Substances. By ALFRED W. Porter, B.Sc., 
Fellow of, and Assistant Professor of Physics in, University 
College, London ft. 

D base the Philosophical Magazine for Jan. 1886 Ramsay and 
- Young published a law (known by their names) con- 

necting the temperatures at which different saturated vapours 
have the same vapour-pressure. The law has been employed 
in two somewhat different forms. One only of these forms 

* K, Olszewski, Bull. Acad. Crac. 1902, p. 623. 
+ Communicated by the Author. 
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is consistent with a general relation connecting vapour- 
pressure and temperature. This form only will be referred 
to here, and it may be stated thus :— 

If T and T, be the temperatures at which two substances 
have the same vapour-pressure, and 1T’, T,’ be two tempe- 
ratures at which the same substances have another value of 
pressure the same for both, then 

dig 1G pp =ce(To—To’), where cis a constant. . (1) 

Hence ifpto be plotted against T, a straight line will be 
obtained. 

In the Phil. Mag. for September 1902 (p. 337) the late 
Prof. J. D. Everett subjects this law to the criticism that it 

1s equivalent to neglecting the term = in Rankine’s vapour- 
pressure equation 

5 _ bo 

and then pointing out that Rankine’s shortened formula leads 
to this equation : for the shortened formula gives 

Bo log p=e— RR =H—-— a 0 my > Si T a. 

whence BLOB 
: i Wales 3, Ma 

It would seem, however, that the criticism that the law 
will hold only when squares of the reciprocal temperatures 
can be neglected, is not justifiable; for it rests on the 
assumption that we are restricted to Rankine’s form of 
equation. 

In order that Ramsay and Young’s law shall be accurately 
true, all that is necessary is that 

J(p)=A— = 

where the left-hand side may be any function of the pressure 
which is identical for the substances in question. 
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Now in his Treatise on Thermodynamics Bertrand showed 
that the equation 

T—a\” I a OCG a ee(i-$) 
is a very accurate expression for representing the vapour- 
pressures of most substances. In the case of water vapour the 
best values of the constants are 

n= 41253850 and @=so-2- 

the error in the temperature corresponding to any given 
pressure is less than °3° C. for all temperatures between 
— 30° C. and +230° C. <A formula with only °5° C. tempe- 
rature error is obtained by taking n=50 and a=78°3, and 
this value of n gives practically the same accuracy for 
numerous other substances tested. 

Such a formula is not as accurate as Rankine’s complete 
formula, but it is much more so than the shortened formula 
as the following table shows. In column 3 are shown values 
of the pressure of water vapour calculated from the formula 

logip p= 849375 — oa : 

Regnault’s experimental values; while columns 5 and 6 
contain similar values for Bertrand’s formula (n=50). 

; in column 4 the differences from 

‘ | Rankine’s Formula. Bertrand. 

s Desoe en lated Ar. Calculated. As. 

7978 al ee 67 | eae 1) a 
DLO iericar- 91:98 102°7 +10°7 93:07 | +1:09 

Oop ese 760 760 0 760 0 

GIBTEMS HC HOE 465160 | 4556 —95°6 4633:55 | —18 

473 ...... 11689 11682 — 7 11682°84 | — 6 

BUD areree 209264 | 21454 +528 21036:00 | +110 

Now Bertrand’s formula carries with it the complete 
accuracy of Ramsay and Young’s Law, for it is of the 
general form mentioned above. Since, moreover, it is far 
more accurate than Rankine’s shortened formula, it follows 
that the Ramsay and Young law is also in general more 
accurate than Professor Everett’s criticism would seem to 
imply. 
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LXVI. Note on the Ather and on the Hypothetical 
Magnetic Flow. By Sir Ottver Lopcr*. 

* connexion with my paper, on the Inertia of ther 
per unit volume, in the April number of the Phil. Mag., 

Professor Hicks, of the University of Sheftield, has kindly 
called my attention to his Address to Section A of the 
British Association in 1895 at Ipswich, wherein he gives 
some reasons for conjecturing an etherial density not much 
less than that of water; and he likewise postulates for the 
eether an intrinsic mean square velocity about twice the speed 
with which it transmits light. I would have referred to these 
confirmatory speculations, in the Appendix to my paper, if 
I had remembered them. 

Concerning a hypothetical etherial flow along magnetic 
lines of force, suspected by some mathematical physicists— 
whence we get the term “‘ permeability,’—the deduction from 
my series of experiments demonstrating the lack of all per- 
ceptible influence on the speed of light, as recorded in the 
paper above referred to, was to the effect either that the 
magnetic flow was very slow or else that it was actually zero. 
My conception of the ether involves the supposition that 

as regards locomotion it is quite stationary, although full of 
constitutional rotational energy ; and the hy pothetical mag- 
netic flow, though auxiliary, was not an essential part of my 
doctrine concernin @ the substantiality and extraordinary 
massiveness of every portion of the ether of space. So Iam 
rather pleased to find in Professor Hicks’s Address a footnote 
containing a simple and ingenious proof that whatever be the 
kinetic nature of a magnetic field, it cannot consist of mere 
irrotational zetherial stre eaming. The ar gument may be para- 
phrased thus :—A conductor moving across a magnetic field 
generatesan H.M.F. Ifthe magnetic field itself were nothing 
but locomotion of ether along the lines of induction, then that 
motion could be compounded with the motion of the conductor, 
so as to be equivalent to a stationary conductor in a field 
inclined at some different angle. But in a stationary con- 
ductor no E.M.F. is generated. Therefore when a conductor 
moves so as to generate E.M.F. it must cut a structure of 
some kind, not a mere flow. The suspected magnetic 
streaming therefore—though not negatived—must be regarded 
as a superfluity, and becomes improbable. 

University of Birmingham, May 1, 1907. 

* Communicated by the Author. 



LXVIL. Electrical Conductivity produced by Heating Salts. 
By A. HE. Garretr®. 

gS experiments described in the following paper form a 
continuation of those conducted by Dr. R. 8. Willows 

and myself which were published in the Phil. Mag. for 
October 1904. 

The experiments there described showed that increased 
electrical conductivity took place when the halogen com- 
pounds of zinc were heated to a temperature of about 360° C. 
This led us to think that other inorganic chemical compounds | 
might possibly behave in a similar manner, so, in the first 
series of the present experiments, I tested a number of 
compounds to see if they increased the electrical conductivity 
when their temperatures were raised to about 360° C. In 
the second series of experiments I have confined my attention 
to a few special cases in which increased conductivity had 
been found to occur, in order to find out what are the causes 
of increased conductivity (more particularly so in the cases 
where the presence of the positive ions could be detected), 
and to find out the nature of the positive ions. 

First SERIES. 

For these preliminary experiments the apparatus used is 
shown in figure 1. 

Ret ke 

P 

-_— 

H 

a 

Jo LARTH F 

A is an iron cylinder about 12 cms. in length and 5 ems. 
in diameter ; caps of the same material partially close its 
ends. (© is a platinum wire, connected to a wire passing 
through the centre of the metal tube J, and carefully 
insulated by means of ebonite plugs passed through the 
corks N and M. F is a quadrant electrometer ; both pairs 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read April 26, 1907. 
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of its quadrants were first connected together and to the 
insulated pole of the battery H, asin figure 1. ‘The quadrants 
were then disconnected, one pair being kept on the battery, 
the other pair to C. A leak of electricity from C is then 
shown by a constantly increasing deflexion of the electro- 
meter-needle. The material to be tested was placed in the 
platinum dish B, which was usually placed in an iron dish 
so as to prevent those compounds which became liquid at the 
higher temperatures escaping on to the tube A. 

The temperatures were ascertained by means of a nitrogen- 
filled mercury thermometer E reading to 360°C. The 
tube A and its contents were heated by a current passed 
round the tube through wires insulated from the tube and 
wound non-inductively. 

In these first experiments the conductivity in cylinder A 
was measured at atmospheric pressure. 

The following compounds when heated to temperatures 
not higher than 360° C. increased the rate of leak of both 
negative and positive charges from C except in the four 
cases noted. 

(a) Chlorides of iron (Fe,Clg), aluminium (AJ,Cl.), 
ammonium, magnesium, tin (SnCl,+2H,O), man- 
ganese, and cadmium (C negatively charged). 

(b) Fluorides of calcium, and aluminium (C negatively 
charged). 

(c) Lodide of cadmium. 
(d) Nitrates of ammonium, cadmium (C_ negatively 

charged), and cobalt (C negatively charged). 
The following substances were tested, but no increased 

conductivity could be detected when using them :— 
(a) Metals with low melting-point.—Tin, lead, powdered 

bismuth. 
(b) Chlorides of copper, calcium, barium, strontium, 

lithium, potassium, and antimony. 
(c) Lodides of potassium, lead, and silver. 
(d) Bromide of potassium. 
(e) Fluoride of sodium. 
(£) Oxides of copper, zine, tin, iron, calcium, and mag- 

nesium. 
(@) Sulphates of zinc, iron, copper, and magnesium. 
(h) Carbonates of zine, magnesium, potassium, and 

sodium. 
(i) Bicarbonate of soda. 
Gj) Nitrates of lead and barium. 
In these experiments the conductivity was measured by 

means of a quadrant electrometer which gave a deflexion of 
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50-60 divisions for one volt. Hence it is quite possible that 
some of those cases in which no increased conductivity could 
be detected by such means, did produce an increase in the 
conductivity, but it was too small to be detected. .g., in 
some later experiments, when using a Dolezalek electrometer 
giving a deflexion of 600 scale-divisions for one volt, a con- 
siderable leak was obtained by heating lead iodide. It will 
be seen from the preceding list that the halogen salts of some 
metals when heated make the surrounding gas a conductor 
of electricity. 

As no attempt at this stage was made to obtain anhydrous 
salts, the presence of water may have altered their ability to 
undergo chemical change, and in so doing may have altered 
their powers of producing conductivity. 
‘Many of the chlorides which were found to be able to 

produce a leak of electricity are known to undergo chemical 
change when heated. It is probable that, at the moment 
chemical change takes piace, an emission of an electrified 
particle occurs. In the case of the nitrates, the clean iron of 
the tube in which these compounds were heated was oxidized, 
and Beattie * and Schuster have both shown that this process 
causes the surrounding air to be positively electrified. As, 
however, in the case of ammonium nitrate an increased 
conductivity was observed when the electrode © was 
positively charged, this does not account for all the results 
obtained with those compounds. 

As a general rule, the leak was larger when due to positive 
ions, and that leak could be detected in most cases at lower 
temperatures than when due to negative ions. 

Later, some zinc phosphate was tested by heating up to 
290° C. at a pressure of 10 mm. of mercury. Although the 
electrometer gave a deflexion of 700 divisions for one volt, no 
leak was detected. Potassium iodide was also tested up to 
temperature 260° C. at a pressure of 10 mm. of mercury. 
The electrometer gave a deflexion of 600 for one volt, but 
no leak was detected. 

Thallium iodide was heated up to 210° C. at a pressure of 
about 15 mm. of mercury. The electrometer gavea deflexion 
of 350 for one volt, but no leak was detected. 

The negative result with potassium iodide is of interest, as 
H. A. Wilson in his papers f on conduction by salt vapours 
when sprayed in solution into a hot tube, found conduction, 
even when measuring currents with a galvanometer, at 
temperatures near 270° C. (It is shown below that the leaks 

* South African Association, vol. i. April 1908, p. 4, 
t+ Phil. Trans. A. p. 296 (1901). 
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are not obtained in the absence of water vapour in some 
eases. If this is always so then dry KI would not give 
any leak.) 

We hence conclude that in most cases definite chemical 
changes take place when increased conductivity is brought 
about. 

SECOND SERIES. 

I. The Effect of Low Temperature on the Conductivity 
produced by Zinc Chloride. 

The zine chloride was heated to 560° C. and the tube in 
which it was heated could be put into communication with 
the testing apparatus in two distinct ways, by means of 
glass tubes. | 

One of these glass tubes A passed direct from the part 
containing the heated zinc chloride into the testing vessel, 
the other B was bent, in between the two parts of the 
apparatus, to form a flat spiral. This spiral was immersed 
in solid CO,. The air was drawn over the zine chloride and 
through A or B into the testing apparatus by means of a 
large glass aspirator so arranged as to produce an air current 
of about 10 cms. per second in the tube containing the 
electrode C (fig. 1). 

(a) Effect upon the positive ions.—The rate of leak was first 
tested without aspirating, then when aspirating through A, 
and lastly when aspirating through B which was roughly 
equal in length to A. When the air was drawn through the 
flat spiral of giass immersed in the solid CO, contained in a 
beaker, the rate of leak was reduced to one-eighth the value 
it had when drawn through A. When drawn through A, a 
fog was produced in the aspirator like that previously noted 
by Dr. Willows and myself *, but when the air was drawn 
from the heating tube through B hardly any fog could 
be noted. 

(b) Eject upon negative ions.—In this case the leak was 
reduced to 2 the value when aspirating through B that it had 
when aspirating through A. The fog was much reduced. 

The electrode C (fig. 1) was charged to 190 volts in both 
cases. 

It is probable that the reason why more effect is apparently 
produced by the low temperatures on the positive ions is that 
the rate of leak obtained depended largely upon the velocity 
of the ions, as it was not possible under the conditions of the 
experiment to obtain a saturation-current. 

* Phil. Mag. Oct. 1904, pp. 452-3. 
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The production of fogs would lead us to think that the 
ions are bodies of considerable size ; in the case of the positive 
ions other evidence points to the same conclusion. 

Il. Variation of the Leak with Changes of Temperature. 
b 

Richardson has found * that the formula I=a62e ® can be 
used to express the relation between the saturation-current I 
and the absolute temperature @ in the case of a hot platinum 
wire and a metal cylinder surrounding it ina high vacuum. 

I find in all the cases tried that a similar formula repre- 
sents the relation between I and @. 

If logs. are taken of both sides of the equation, since a and 

6 are constants it will be seen that if i is plotted for abscisse 
0 

and }log.6—log.I for ordinates, the result obtained should 
be represented by a straight line. Fig. 2. 

These earlier results were ob- = @£zecrromerER 
tained with voltages which were 
too small to produce saturation- 
currents, although they were. suffi- 
ciently large for the rate of leak 
to depend rather upon the total 
number of ions present than their 
velocity. In order therefore to 
ascertain whether MRichardson’s 
formula held for results obtained 
with sufficient voltage to produce 
a saturation-current, some zinc 
iodide was heated up and tested in 
apparatus in which saturation could 
be obtained. This is shown in 
fig. 2. 
A isabrass tube earthed. Band 

C are brass plates, the material to 
be tested being placed on the lower 
of the two plates; the plates were 
separated by a few millimetres. D 
D is a battery of storage-cells. Ha | 1 | 
glass tube fitted with corks and 
made air-tight. les 

The following results were obtained by this means for 
negative carriers :— 

* Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xi. p. 286 (1902). 
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Temperature in degrees Leak with voltage sufficient to 
Centigrade. produce saturation. 

180 25 
190 70 
202 | 130 
204. 170 
214 400 

- 222 500 

These are found when plotted with : for abscisse and 
CG 

4 log. @ — log. I for ordinates to give points which lie prac- 
tically along a straight line. Zine iodide was tested for 
negative ions up to temperature 255° C. .with similar result. 

From the formula C = Aé#e ~39 in which Q represents the 
amount of energy in calories associated with the production 
of one gramme molecular weight of the ions, it readily follows 

that log. a = o(- _ ) where @,—@, is only a smali 

interval of “dines une 
Making use of this relation I obtained the following values 

of Q for ions obtained from the substances named. The. 
average temperatures are stated in each case. 

For positive ions. 
Calcium fluoride (297° C. ) 2-6 x 10%; 
Aluminium fluoride (330° Gry o'x 10>, 
Ammonium nitrate (312° C.) 3°3 x 10+. 

For negative 10ns. 

Zine iodide (241° C. ) Do LOrs 
Tron chloride (355° C.) 6:1 x 10%; 
Ammonium chloride (352° C.) 5:0 x 104, 
Calcium fluoride (346° C.) 6:0 x-10*, 
Ammonium nitrate (348° C.) 4:3 x 104, 
Magnesium chloride (326° C.) 2°4 x 10%. 

It will be seen that the values of Q obtained for the 
negative ions are in general larger than those obtained for 
the positive ions. A similar result for the ions produced by 
hot platinum has been noted by Richardson *, and the values 
here obtained are of the same order of magnitude as those 
obtained by him. 

I found also on heating zine iodide at a pressure of 
2°5 mm. of mercury that the escape of positive ions could be 
represented by a similar formula, a saturation current being 
obtained. 

* Phil. Trans. A. Noy. 1906, p. 61. 
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The following were the results obtained :— 

Temperature in degrees Leak with voltage sufficient to 
Centigrade. produce saturation current. 

230 22 
242 39 
248 a2 
202 67 
254 80 
256 110 
258 150 
259 180 

When these are plotted with : for abscisse and 

4 log. @ — log. I for ordinates, it is seen that a decided break 
(ae in the straight line in the neighbourhood of temperature 
250° C. 

The probable reason for this is that some fresh source of 
ionization is tapped at this temperature. It was subsequently 
found that at reduced pressures, negative ions as well as 
positive could be detected at that temperature. 

III. Experiments on Halogen Salts of Zine at reduced 
pressures. 

The apparatus now used is shown in fig. 3. A is a glass 
tube ; B, C, wires for heating; D, ebonite stopper made 
airtight ; F is the electrode; G, iron tube earthed by means 
of H; J is a gauge; K, thermometer; L, iron dish con- 
taining a small platinum dish in which materials to be 
tested were placed. Experiments with zinc bromide were 
tried with this apparatus. The pressure was reduced to 
200 mm. of mercury, and it was then found that the leak 
with positive ions could be detected at somewhat lower 
temperatures than when the substance was heated at atmo- 
spheric pressures. The following is a typical set of readings 
obtained when the electrode F was charged negatively to a 
potential of 80 volts :— 

Temperature, Leak 
in degrees Centigrade. (scale-divisions). 

195 7 
207 17 
216 33 

From this it appears that extra leak can already be detected 
before 200° C. is reached. 
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“ With a’pressure of 220 mm. of mercury and an average 
temperature of 190°C., a saturation-current was obtained. 

Fig. 3. 

BC 

aE 7 

70 WATER 

PUMP. 

The readings were all taken over an interval of one minute, 
and the temperature was nearly constant. Saturation was 
obtained with F charged to 160 volts when testing for 
positive ions. At still higher voltages a large increase 
in the leak took place. This is probably due to fresh ions 
being formed by collisions, since the voltages then used 
were nearly sufficient to produce sparking. 

The apparatus was next arranged so that the temperature 
could be kept at a constant value during the observations, 
and the pressure was still further reduced to 20 mm. of 
mercury. The temperature was now 198°C., and varied less 
than 1°C. A saturation-current was now obtained in the 
case of the positive ions with a difference of potential of 
110 volts. Hence at lower pressures a saturation-current is 
obtained with lower voltages. 

It was found that the voltage required to produce saturation 
was greater in the case of the positive ions than of the negative 
ions—a result which can be explained if the positive ions move 
at a slower rate in the same electric field than the negative 
ions. This was afterwards proved to be the case. 
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' In some later experiments with pure zinc iodide, it was 
found that at temperature 248°C., at a pressure of 2°5 mm. 
of mercury a saturation-current could be obtained with a 
difference of potential of about 260 volts in the case of the 
positive ions, and with about 180 volts for the negative ions. 
The brass tube used in place of iron tube F (fig. 3) had an 
internal diameter of 1:4 cm., and the central electrode a 
diameter of *25 cm. 

IV. The Effect of Moisture. 

On one or two occasions, when a series of readings were 
required and the time at disposal was limited, some fresh 
material was placed in the apparatus while the latter was at 
a temperature between 250° C. and 260°C. On each occasion 
when using zinc iodide, it was noted that the rate of leak 
obtained was extremely small compared with previous results. 
From this it appeared that either the method of heating or 
the presence of water-vapour had an important effect on the 
rate of leak. Some zinc iodide was therefore prepared 
synthetically by heating pure zinc and iodine in distilled 
water until the colour of the solution disappeared, then 
evaporating to dryness, and leaving the residue in a desiccator 
for a week. 
An addition was now made to the apparatus shown in fig. 3, 

in the form of a trap of concentrated H,SO, between the 
tube A and the water-pump. 

When the zine iodide was placed in the apparatus and 
heated up slowly at a pressure of 30 mm. of mercury, the 
leak obtained was similar to that when commercial iodide of 
zine was used under similar conditions. 

When, however, some of this zinc iodide was placed in the 
apparatus while the latter was at 256°C., no extra leak 
could be detected with pressures as low as 30 mm. of 

.merceury. 
The material was left in the apparatus for a week, care 

being taken to exclude moisture as far as possible. At the 
end of that time, with the temperature raised to 263° C. and 
the pressure reduced to 30 mm. cf mercury, no extra leak 
could be detected. Hence moisture is necessary to make 
these salt vapours conductors of electricity. 

Other effects of moisture were noted in the later ex- 
periments made to determine the velocities of the ions, and 
also in the experiments on the rate of decay of zinc iodide. 
These will be referred to in connexion with the parts 
named. 
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V. lie of the nature of the surrounding Gas upon the 
rate of Leak. 

The air was pumped out of the apparatus until the pressure 
was reduced to 20-30 mm. of mercury. The gas was then 
introduced, and the apparatus again pumped down to 30 mm. 
of mercury. More gas was then admitted, and the pressure 
again reduced ; the process being repeated so as to get rid of 
as much of the air as possible. 

The gases experimented with were hydrogen, oxygen, and 
carbon dioxide. 

In the case of hydrogen the results obtained were somewhat 
irregular, although in the majority of cases a decreased rate 
of leak occurred in the presence of this gas. 

No certain change in the previous rate of leak was noted 
in the case of either of the other gases tried. 

VI. Effect of strongly heating the Zinc Lodide previously. 

Some zinc iodide was placed in a piece of platinum-foil, 
and was then heated in the Bunsen flame until it was just 
melted. 

After this, it was placed in the apparatus and tested as in 
the other cases. The rate of leak which was so produced 
was found to be of the same order as that produced by zinc 
iodide which had not been previously heated. 

VIL. Experiments carried out with the Zine Iodide at the 
ordinary temperature of the laboratory. 

These experiments required the use of an instrument 
of small capacity. A Wilson* sulphur-bead gold-leaf 
electroscope was therefore used. The gold-leaf system was 
enclosed in a brass tube, which was itself placed inside a 
glass vessel which could be evacuated at will. The pressure 
could be ascertained by means of a Macleod gauge. 

(a) At ordinary atmospheric pressure an extra leak due to 
the positive ions was noted when zinc iodide was placed 
inside the electroscope. A small leak was also noted when 
the leaves were charged positively. On the average, it was 
found that with positively charged leaf the rate of leak was 
increased 30 per cent. when zinc iodide was placed in the 
electroscope. 

(b) At reduced pressures. Effect of a strong magnetic 
field.—A series of observations was taken with zinc iodide in 
the apparatus, the leaves being positively charged and the 
pressures ranging from 70 mm. of mercury to 15 mm. of 

* Proc. Roy. Soe, vol. xviii. p. 152 (1901), 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 78. June 1907. aD 
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mercury. In all cases it was found that the time taken for 
the leat to move over one scale-division could be increased in 
the ratio 8:10 by the application of a strong magnetic field, 
showing the emission of negatively charged particles from 
the zine iodide to be taking place. 
When the leaf was negatively charged, no alteration in the 

rate of leak could be detected (for pressures as low as 15 mm. 
of mercury) when the magnetic field was applied. 

In these experiments with the magnetic field the part 
below the sulphur bead was shaped like L. The leaden box 
containing the zinc iodide was made long and narrow, and 
was placed with its long axis parallel to the lower limb 
of the L and at a distance of 1-2 mm. from it. - 

At pressures 2°54 mm. and ‘1 mm., when the leaves were 
positively charged, the time taken for the leaf to move over 
oue division with the magnet off, to the time taken with the 
magnet on, was in the ratio 7:10, Practically the same 
results were obtained for both directions of the magnetic 
field ; therefore they were not due to any dissymmetry in 
the apparatus. 

It was noticed on some occasions that putting on a magnetic 
field caused a sudden discharge, such as would be caused bya 
spark. A similar effect with a Wehnelt cathode was shown 
by Prof. J. J. Thomson in a lecture at the Royal Institution 
a year ago. 

Ei. g., when the pressure was reduced to ‘015 mm., and the 
magnetic field was put on, the leaf was instantly discharged 
if it were positively charged above a certain potential. 
When the leaf was negatively charged under the same 

conditions, a partial discharge takes place when the magnetic 
field is first put on, and then no further discharge takes place 
when the magnetic fieid is again put on. 

There also appears to be a distinct lag when the leaf is 
negatively charged between the putting on of the field and the 
partial discharge of the leaf. 

In the case of both positively and negatively charged leaf, 
there was found to be a critical potential to which the leaf 
must be charged in order that a discharge may take place 
when the magnetic field is put on. This critical potential 
was much lower in the case of the negatively charged leaf. 

The discharge effect with the magnetic field became 
apparent with pressures as high as ‘05 mm. of mercury. 
It was found that when the leaf was charged below the 
critical potential [so that discharge did not take place when 
the field was put on} and the pressure was ‘01 mm. of 
mercury, the magnetic field had not such a marked effect as 
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at higher pressures and higher potentials. Under these 
conditions, with leaf positively charged, the time with 
magnet off to the time with magnet on was in ratio 17: 20. 
With negatively charged leaf, under similar conditions, the 
magnet produced no effects. 

In the case of the sudden discharge, which was brought 
about by the application of the magnetic field, it is possible 
that the field produces a concentration of the paths of the 
ions; and hence a much more marked effect, owing to 
the formation of ions by collision, is the result. The effect 
on the positive ions may be a secondary one, since it is 
known that very strong magnetic fields are required to 
deflect positive ions. 

(c) Leak stopped by aluminium-foil—Some zinc iodide was 
placed in a small copper dish, and covered with two layers of 
aluminium foil, each ‘0004 cm. in thickness. Some wax 
was placed round the edges of the dish, and the foil was 
placed on the wax so as to reduce the amount of diffusion to 
a minimum. ‘This was placed in the electroscope, and the 
pressure reduced to 2°8 mm. of mercury. No ieak could 
now be detected, when the leaf was either positively or 
negatively charged. Hence it appears that the ions pro- 
ducing the leak must be very easily absorbed, as their action 
could be stopped by -0008 em. of aluminium. 

(d) It was repeatedly found that if zinc iodide was left in 
the apparatus (fig. 3) for two or three days, a very large leak 
due to negative ions occurred when the apparatus was first 
connected with the battery, but that the leak quickly died 
away. In four minutes the leak was less than one-half its 
original value. In order to see if the presence of the 
zinc iodide was the actual cause of this increased con- 
ductivity of the enclosed air, the tube was left empty for 
five days under similar conditions. At the end of that time 
no large leak was noted. 

Hence it appears that the zinc iodide has the power of 
emitting negatively charged particles at ordinary tempe- 
ratures. | 

VIII. Experiments on the Velocity of the Ions. 

In the conditions in which the ions are produced, the 
choice of the method used to determine their velocity was 
limited. 

Prof. J. J. Thomson has shown, in his ‘ Conduction of 
Electricity through Gases, first edition, pp. 74-78, that 
if the ionization is confined to a very thin layer compared 

Fi 8 ies 
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with the total distance between two parallel plates, the 
current is given by the following formula : 

where V = difference of potential between the plates in 
electrostatic units, 

R= velocity of ion in cms. per second for unit 
difference of potential per cm. 

2 = the current obtained due to the ions per unit of 
surface measured in electrostatic units, 

| = distance between the plates, measured in cms. 
In deducing this equation it is assumed 
(a) That the layer in which ionization occurs is very small 

compared with 1. 
(b) That the current 7 is only a very small fraction of that 

obtained with voltages large enough to produce a saturation- 
current ; i. ¢., so that for small changes of voltage, the current 
varies as the square of the voltage. 

In my investigations of the velocities of the ions from the 
iodides which I tested, I arranged my apparatus so as to be 
able to make use of the above formula. ‘The apparatus was 
that shown in fig. 2. The glass tube E was about 50 cms. in 
length and was heated in the centre. The whole was made 
air-tight. 

The ions were driven from the lower electrode C, which 
was connected to one pole of a battery of small storage-cells, 
the other pole of which was earthed, on to the insulated 
electrode B, which was connected with one pair of the 
quadrants of a Dolezalek electrometer, the other pair of 
quadrants being earthed. 

The capacity of the whole system was measured so that 
the value of the current could be obtained in absolute units. 

It will be seen from the equation that the value of the 
current 2 does not depend upon the number of ions present 
but only upon their velocity, so long as the conditions specified 
above are fulfilled. In order to do this a very thin layer of 
the salt to be tested was placed on C, and the distance between 
B and C was made equal to 2 cms. The variation of the 
current with the potential was also tested from time to time, 
in order to see whether the voltage applied was of the right 
order of magnitude. 

The following results were obtained. They refer to the 
positive ions obtained from the various materiais named ; the 
salts in each case being dry. 3 

Bismuth iodide, lead iodide, barium iodide, and calcium 
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iodide were anhydrous as supplied by Kahlbaum ; the others 
were kept in a desiccator for some time. 

The velocities are given in cms. per second for one volt 
per em. No great accuracy for the absolute values of the 
velocities given is claimed. Their relative values are nearer 
the truth, since as far as possible the conditions for each set 
of observations were the same. 

ae gae Zine |Bismuth|} Lead Cadmium | Pressure x Velocity 
eat mercury. iodide. | iodide. | iodide. iodide. | for Bismuth iodide. 

a 10 055 | -06 061 | 12 00 
{ea | ied a ae oe "055 e075 2 Ca nM | ay "B25 ° 
ae 20 044 
a LIN Se ee ‘041 ‘036 ‘087 e025 
ae 30 = LN al Ngee es Pee 073 
ae =< OSE cnete 032 6 033 ii |g ee 1:120 
2) 40 031 SSPE hi Mcece Ui eames 2 1:200 
a oe nae ‘027 "025 06 1-215 
2 aa 50 "024 Son leek leeches: - 1:150 
OY. ee SE as <i nS ae ee 021 
oe 2 a 60 "022 
ee (iL a a ae 05 ‘980 
pea Pain th ps ces2 ce OOM estes. Mii i fate 810 

A number of determinations at other temperatures and 
pressures were also made with the same compounds. In all 
eases I found that the positive ions produced by heating zine 
iodide, lead iodide, and bismuth iodide move with practically 
equal velocities under the same conditions ; while the positive 
ions from cadmium iodide move with just about twice the 
velocity of the positive ions from the other three compounds. 

Quite recently Gehrcke and Reichenheim* have found 
that when various salts, chiefly chlorides, are made the anode 
in a vacuum-tube, and when this anode is heated, positively 
charged particles, which they call anode rays, are emitted. 

These effects seem to be the same as those studied here, 
except that the temperatues in their case are higher. They 
find the anode rays give the metal lines in the spectrum, 
from which it seems that the positive ions are metallic. 
They may, however, have attached to them, combined or 
otherwise, products of the chemical change. If this were 
not so, we should expect their velocities to be more unequal 
and to be roughly inversely proportional to their atomic 
weights. Zinc iodide very quickly and readily absorbs water, 
and it was found that the velocities obtained for positive ions 
from this salt were made much smaller by moisture. Bismuth 

* Deutsch. Phys. Gesell. Verh. viii. 21. pp. 559-566, Nov. 1906. 
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iodide and lead iodide, on the other hand, do not become 
loaded in this manner. 

The cadmium iodide, which does not absorb moisture, gives 
off positive ions which move with a velocity just about 
double that of the positive ions from lead iodide or bismuth 
iodide. 

Fig. 4. 

‘90 

80 
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A= CADMIUM IODIDE|( 25 772.772. JH 
(/0 mn 

D = 4ysmu7H /0010&(/0 770.70 

185 190 195 200 205 210 215 
TEMPERATURES C. 

The influence of pressure upon the velocity of the ions can 
be seen by comparing the products obtained of velocity and 
pressure as given in the last column of the table. These are 
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for the ions from bismuth iodide. It will be seen that 
between pressures 50 and 25 mm. of mercury the product 
does not vary much. There is evidence of simplification 
taking place between pressures 90 mm. and 50 mm. 
Langevin * has shown that P x V remains very nearly 
constant for positive ions produced by Roéntgen rays between 
pressures 75 mm. and 1435 mm. of mercury, thus showing 
that between those pressures the constitution of those positive 
ions remains the same. The change in P.V at the lower 
pressures I cannot account for. The manner in which the 
velocity changes with the temperature at low pressures when 
the pressure remains constant is shown in fig. 4,in which the 
temperatures are plotted for abscissee and the velocities for 
ordinates. 

It will be seen that in all cases, except that of zine iodide 
at a pressure of 10 mm. of mercury, there is a very rapid 
rise in the velocity at a temperature between 205° C. and 
210° C., indicating that a simplification of the ion has taken. 
place at that temperature. 

Phillips t has found a linear relation to hold between the 
velocity and temperature for ions produced by Rontgen rays 
between —64° C. and 138°C. 

Velocities of the negative ions.—The velocity of the negative 
ions was measured in the case of those from barium, calcium, 
and zinc iodides; and the results obtained from all these 
sources under the same conditions of experiment were practi- 
cally identical. These are shown in the following tabulated 
list. The velocities are all for temperature 215° C., and are 
given in cms. per second for one volt per cm. 

| 
Pressure : | 5 Pressure X Velocit 
cir | i ee ae | in case of 
| mercury. | iodide. | iodide. | iodide. | Fnonadile: 

; [ae == | = ae 
tO coders: | 1-05 pee 1-11 11-05 
| | nee ie it tas ale: 
BRO 2. Sse. 5s 56 56 li? xceeee 16°80 
Ea Aes [See a eae "45 
| sep tea 42 | ee Hi iasce ce | 16°80 
FeO sedeseye. apie bere ‘ounce 17°50 
0) sens g hh. Does 2 Hh 20 
| 80 | Pea eg were 16°80 

| 

In this case also it will be seen that, with the exception of 
the velocity at 10 mm. pressure, the values of (Pressure x 
Velocity) are fairly constant. 

* Théses Université de Paris, p. 190. 
+ Proc. Roy. Soe. vol. Ixxviii., 1906. 
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The emission of the negative ions from the salts of calcium 
and barium is interesting, since this has been made a special 
study in the case of calcium oxide by Wehnelt * and also by 
Dr. Horton+. The latter finds that the decreasing resistance 
of calciuin oxide and barium oxide to the passage of elec- 
tricity with rising temperatures is partly due to the increasing 
number of free corpuscles contained by those oxides. Under 
the conditions of experiment, no negative ions were detected 
in the cases of cadmium, bismuth, and lead iodides. 

In the cases of the iodides of calcium and barium, no 
positive ions could be detected while the salts were dry ; but 
if the salts were left in the apparatus and then tested, it was 
found that the velocity of the negative ions had been reduced 
to about one-third of their original value, and the presence 
of positive ions was detected in the case of calcium iodide. 
It will be seen that the velocity of the negative ions is 

many times greater than that of the positive. This being 
the case, the nature of the ions must be different, since the 
conditions under which their velocities were obtained were 
similar. It was noticed during the experiments that in every 
case in which the positive ions were detected a deposit 
(apparently due to sublimation) could be seen on the upper 
electrode B, and the relatively slow movements of the positive 
ions made it probable that the ions in this case might be 
charged centres surrounded by particles of the salt. Bloch t 
came to the conclusion that dust particles were intimately 
connected with the conductivity of recently-prepared gases, 
and the conductivity produced by phosphorus. 

In order to ascertain whether the conductivity could be 
due to such a cause, I heated some of the salts in a large 
tube which was fitted with two corks, through which passed 
two equal-sized, insulated, thick copper wires, which were 
connected to the opposite poles of a battery of 200 storage- 
cells. 

The material was heated slowly up to about 250° C. by 
means of a Bunsen flame, which was kept moving so as to 
ensure more regular heating. The electrodes were first care- 
fully balanced on a pair of scales. 

With iodides of bismuth and cadmium it was found that, 
after heating up, the negative electrode weighed one or two 
milligrams more than the positive each time the experiment 
was tried. 

With lead iodide the negative electrode was always heavier 

* Annalen der Physik, Band xiv. (1904). 
+ Phil. Mag. April 1906. 
t Ann. de Chemie et de Phy ysique, Tome iv. 1905, pp. 127 et seq. 
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than the positive, although the difference was not so marked 
as in the above cases. 

With zine iodide no difference in the weight of the elec- 
trodes was noticed. 

Hence it appears that some of the products in the first 
three cases become positively charged, and so tend to accu- 
mulate on the negative electrode ; and it is probable that a 
good deal of the salts sublime without undergoing chemical 
decomposition, the particles being positively charged. 

IX. Rate of Decay of Activity with the Time. 

In our first experiments with zine iodide (loc. cit.) 
Dr. Willows and I found that the activity first increases to 
a maximum, then gradually decays with the time, following 
an exponential law if the temperature is kept constant. I 
have made some further experiments on the decay of zinc 
iodide under different conditions of temperature and pressure. 
A typical decay-curve is shown in fig. 5, 

Lean. (Aes trary UNITS v4 
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In this the times are plotted as abscissz and the rates of 

leak as ordinates. 
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If the ascending branch is produced backward and the 
point where it cuts the axis is taken as the zero of time, it is 
found that the curve can be represented by an equation of 
the form 

Leahey 

where I = leak at time ¢, A is constant, and A, and A, are 
constants (Ay= 25 x 107°, ¥»=157xX L072 

The ©’s represent points calculated from this formula on 
the assumption that the curve produced backward meets the 
axis 14 minutes behind the origin. 

If we may reason from the analogy of radioactive change, 
such a curve would mean (see Rutherford, ‘ Radioactivity, 
Ch. ix.) that two successive changes are produced. The first 
of these produces no ions, but the second does. The presence 
of water is necessary to start these changes. These successive 
chenges are of interest when taken in conjunction with the 
fact observed by Allen*, that the decay of photo-electric 
activity of zinc can be represented as the sum of two 
exponential terms. 

Fig. 5 also shows that after the material has been heated 
for some time the rate of decay becomes very much. slower ; 
in fact, for the last 90 minutes the rate of leak undergoes 
very little decrease. For the part of the curve which can 
be represented by the formula, the activity declines to one- 
half its value in about 46 minutes. 

Conclusions. 

(1) Many inorganic compounds when heated up to tempe- 
ratures below 360° C. have the power to produce electrical 
conductivity. 

(2) That in the case of some of these compounds (é. g., 
halogen salts of zinc) chemical changes take place, and the 
conductivity produced has its origin in these changes. The 
ions so produced are similar to those which have been observed 
in the cases of recently prepared gases, and the conductivity 
produced by phosphorus. 

(3) That in all cases the ions are of a large size, as is 
shown by their relatively small velocities. They probably 
consist of a charged centre surrounded by particles produced 
from the heated compound, and in some cases water-vapour. 

Their nature could be best demonstrated by determining — : 

but means for producing a strong enough magnetic field were 
not available. 

(4) The presence of water is in some cases intimately 
* Proc. Roy. Soc., Feb. 1906. 
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connected with the conductivity produced, as is shown by 
(a) the difference in behaviour of ordinary and carefully 
dried compounds, (b) the change in the rate of decay after 
heating for some time. 

(5) In some of the more active substances, e. g. halogen 
compounds of zine, increased conductivity can be readily 
detected in air at ordinary temperatures and pressures. 

(6) The ions, both negative and positive, move with a very 
slow velocity, similar to those which have been observed in 
the cases of phosphorus, recently prepared gases, and gases 
from flames. This velocity is greatly increased by a rise in 
temperature. For certain ranges a straight line relation 
holds between velocity and temperature, but sudden changes 
in the direction of the line occur probably owing to simplifi- 
cation of the ions. Such a change occurs in the compounds 
tested at about 210° C. and the pressure reduced to 25-10 mm. 
of mercury. 

The product (Pressure x Velocity) is constant for certain 
ranges of pressure. 

(7) The rate of leak at different temperatures can be 
represented in all the cases tried by a formula of the form 

I = ao?" a 

in which a and 6 are constants, 6 is the absolute temperature, 
and I is the saturation-current. 

(8) The ions produced are not able to penetrate a layer of 
aluminium *0008 ecm. in thickness. 

In conclusion I should like to thank Dr. R. 8. Willows, 
in whose laboratory these experiments have been carried out, 
for much valuable advice throughout the course of the 
research, and Mr. F. C. G. Bratt for help in the construction 
of the apparatus used. 3 

Cass Technical Institute, 
Jewry Street, E.C. 

LXVIII. On Experiments with Vacuum Gold-leaf Hlectro- 
scopes on the Mechanical Temperature Lffects in Rarefied 
Gases. By J.T. Borromizy, J.A., LL.D., DSc., FRS., 
and I. A. Kine*. 

[Plate X VIL] 
| irae following is intended to be a preliminary notice of 

some striking mechanical effects which we have observed 
in the gold leaves of vacuum-electroscopes, and which, at first 
sight, might be taken to simulate electrification of bodies by 
light and radiant heat. 

* Communicated ty Lord Kelvin. (Read at the Royal Society on 
March 7th, 1907. We are indebted to the Royal Society for kindly 
furnishing us with clichés of the cuts illustrating this paper.) 
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EHaperiment 1.—The first indications which presented them- 
selves to us, of the existence of the peculiar effects which we 
are about to describe, were obtained while we were experi- 
menting witha ‘radium clock,” constructed much as described 
by the Hon. R. Strutt, F.R. 8.* (Pl. XVII.) We have set 
up this apparatus for the purpose of carrying out secular 
observations, and in order to find, if possible, whether the 
activity of the radium seems to diminish with time. 

Quartz roa 

Bracs cap 

Radium sait 

Aluminium wire 

Gold leaves 

Aluminiun plates 

NPlatinun wire 

To charcoal? bulb 

To Sprengel é 
pumps v 

The radium clock, as is well known, is practically a gold-leaf 
electroscope, contained in an outer vessel highly exhausted, 
in which a small glass tube containing some radium, and with 
its outer surface smeared with an aqueous solution of phos- 
phoric anhydride, to render it conducting, is connected 
metallically to the gold leaves. 

Two metallic plates, with connexions passing to the out- 

* Strutt, Phil. Mag. Nov. 1903; Rutherford’s ‘ Radio-activity,’ 2nd 
edition, p. 122 
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side through the glass cover of the electroscope, are placed 
on the two sides of the gold leaves; and the leaves are long 
enough to touch these plates when their divergence reaches a 
certain amount. As the @-rays of the radium emanation 
escape the «-rays electrify the gold leaves, which then diverge; 
and, diverging, they come in contact with the side- -plates. 
They are then discharged, and fall together, but again 
become electrified as before. A periodic action thus goes 
on, the gold leaves alternately diverging and collapsing. 
In the ae clock which we have constructed, and with 
a vacuum of |, M.*, the period of the gold leaves is about 
3+ minutes. 

While observing the radium clock, and endeavouring to 
improve the vacuum of the apparatus, a Bunsen burner which 
was being used was placed in rather close proximity to the 
clock. It had along powerful flame, and it was observed, after 
a short time, that the gold leaves of the clock were apparently 
repelled by the flame. 

Itis impossible to make the gold leaves so symmetrical that 
they shall both strike their respective fixed side-plates at the 
same instant. One must strike first, and then both are 
discharged. In our case, that which we call the “left-hand 
leaf,” looking at the apparatus from what we will call the 
“front,” had been striking first. The Bunsen burner was, 
by chance, standing on the left. It was noticed that the leaves 
didnot hang symmetrically, as shown in fig.1, but were repelled 
and hung as shown in fig. 2 (p 790); and as their diver gence 
‘increased the “right- hand” leaf was the first to strike on its 
side-plate, and it was found at the same time that the period 
of the clock was greatly increased. 

Experiment 2. —A common soldering-bolt was next heated, 
sometimes to red heat, or almost to white heat, and, Jater on, 
to temperatures far below red heat but higher than that of the 
surrounding atmosphere ; and it was found that, when this 
was brought near, the leaves of the radium clock behaved 
much as they did in the presence of the flame. The same 
effects were obtained when a spirit-flame, or a candle-flame, 
or the light froma Nernst lamp, was used instead of a Bunsen 
burner. 

Experiment 3.—THiven the heat of the hand was found to be 
quite sufficient to cause repulsion of the gold leaves of the 
clock. By bringing up the warm hand close to the outside 
cover of the clock the leaves could be driven slowly, first in 
one direction and then in the other; and they could in this 
way be prevented from striking on the side-plates ; thus the 

* M denotes one-millionth of standard atmospheric pressure. 
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period of the clock could be greatly augmented. . In one case 
which we have noted, the striking on the side-plates was 
delayed, by alternately placing the hand to the right and to 
the left of the gold leaves, to such an extent as to make an 
interval of 64 minutes, the normal period of charge and 
discharge, at the time, being 3 minutes 4 seconds. 

Radium tube. 

Left 

Experiment 4.—To try the effect of cold, a test-tube was 
filled with water, and with the help of a vessel filled with 
liquid air, the water was first frozen, and was then cooled 
down nearly to the temperature of the liquid air. We had 
thus a bar of solid matter, having a great capacity for cold, and 
chilled to a very low temperature ; and this was brought near 
to the clock, just as had been done with the flame and with 
the bar of heated copper. When the bar of chilled ice was 
brought near to the leaves they were markedly attracted ; 
and, in fact, the action of the chilled body appeared to be 
exactly the inverse of what we had observed in the case of 
the heated bar of metal. 

Experiment 5.—W hen the clock was covered entirely witha 
cage made of fine brass gauze, andthe gauze cage connected to 
aneighbouring gas-pipe, the peculiar attraction and repulsion 
of the gold leaves was still observed, with but little diminution 
in intensity, when hot and cold bodies were presented, as 
described above. 

The leaves, however, under these circumstances, were 
unaffected when electrified rods of glass and sealing-wax were 
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brought near, being protected by the presence of the wire- 
gauze cover, as was shown by Faraday, in his Experimental 
Researches. 
A great variety of experiments were also tried, but need 

not be described in detail here, on the effect of screens of 
metal, glass, mica, cardboard, paper, &c., also of liquids con- 
tained in a parallel-sided cell, and, lastly, of vacuum ; the 
vacuum between the walls of a Dewar vessel for holding liquid 
air being used for this purpose. 

To ascertain how far the phenomena observed might be 
attributed to heating and cooling effect, the region of air 
surrounding the radium clock was carefully explored with 
the help of a very sensitive thermo-electric junction. The 
result of this experimenting was to show that the thermal 
radiations, which were almost too slight to be detected 
with the thermo-junction, could produce very marked effects 
in causing disturbance of the gold leaves. 

It was now determined to construct a special gold-leaf 
electroscope for the purpose of investigating the phenomena 
which these preliminary experiments pointed to ; and, after 
several small electroscopes had been made, a convenient 
instrument was obtained, which may be described as follows, 
and of which fig. 3 (p. 752) is a drawing. The essentials 
aimed at are : (1) convenient dimensions ; (2) perfect dryness 
of the interior ; (3) high exhaustion. 

The electroscope is contained in an enclosure, made from a 
piece of glass tubing, 14 inches in diameter, drawn out at 
both ends to form tubes e, e’, fig. 3. A piece of thermo- 
meter tubing ¢ is sealed on to the neck e’, and the aluminium 
wire m,7, supporting the gold leaves, passes down the centre, 
and is heid in position by the tube ¢, the joint between the 
glass and aluminium wire being made vacuum-tight by filling 
the cup ¢ with “ siegelwachs.” 

Two pieces of lead-foil a, a, about 15 inches long and 
14 inches wide, are cemented on to the outside of the glass 
enclosure opposite the faces of the gold leaves, and are joined 
together by strips of lead-foil x, y, which completely encircle 
the glass enclosure. 
A copper wire wis fastened over the upper strip of lead-foil 

to allow a connexion to the metallic coating to be easily made. 
The tube e is connected to a series of drying-tubes, and to a 
pair of five-fall Sprengel pumps, to maintain a high degree of 
exhaustion in the enclosure. 

With the instrument thus described, the following expe- . 
riments were carried out, both while the electroscope was 
still connected to the pumps and after it was sealed-off. 
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Experiment 6.—A copper wire w was passed round the 
outside of the electroscope so as to connect together the two 
outside metallic coatings a,a. <A fine wire v was then attached 

To "Earth" 

to this surrounding wire, and was connected to the aluminium 
wire m, n, from which the gold leaves are hung. Thus the 
gold leaves are put in metallic connexion with the outside coating 
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of the electroscope. A wire was also taken from the sur- 
rounding bands ot lead-foil w, y to the water-pipes &c., and thus 
all question was avoided as to the condition, as to insulation, 
of the gold leaves and the surrounding coatings, all the parts 
being put in metallic connexion with each other, with the 
earth, and with the general surroundings. 

It is to be remembered also, in this connexion, that the 
outside of the glass enclosure of the electroscope zs not an 
insulator ; it was not dried, nor specially cleaned, and no part 
of it could be charged to the smallest degree by means of 
rubbed glass or rubbed sealing-wax. To test this a second 
independent electroscope was charged; and when the knob 
was brought into contact with any part of the glass of the 
first, it was instantly discharged; and this was the case even 
when all the wires, described in the last paragraph, were 
cleared away. . 

With the arrangements which have just been described, it 
will readily be understood that if a rod of glass be rubbed 
with silk (vitreously electrified) or a rod of sealing-wax with 
flannel (resinously electrified), and brought near to the 
electroscope, no effect is produced. The gold leaves being 
connected to the outside cover and to “earth,” and being 
protected by a conducting envelope, cannot be electrified in the 
ordinary way. This was verified by experiment. 

Experiment 7.—In these circumstances, when the flame of 
a spirit-lamp, or a light of any description, was suddenly 
brought up towards the electroscope, the leaves were 
instantly seen to diverge, and when the flame was withdrawn 
suddenly the leaves fell together again, but they did not 
respond instantly, as in the case of the divergence.. In this 
experiment, the flame is not brought into contact with the 
glass ; the effect is produced at a distance of many centi- 
metres from it. The glass is not heated, or quite infinite- 
simally. 

Experiment 8.—When the flame is suddenly brought up 
and then withdrawn, and this operation performed three or 
four times in succession, taking care never to heat the glass 
to the slightest degree, the gold leaves obtain a large per- 
manent repulsion for each other, and stand permanently 

apart. The leaves could even be torn from their support by 
operating thus with the spirit-flame, if care was not exercised 
to avoid such violent action. 
By suitably manipulating the spirit-flame, the gold leaves 

can be deflected in very curious ways. The flame being 
suddenly pushed up towards them, sometimes from one 
direction, sometimes trom another, the leaves can be gradually 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 13. No. 78. June 1906. 3 H 
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contorted into a sort of crumpled form. They can both be 
driven in the same direction relatively to the centre; and they 
remhin in this contorted condition, only slowly resuming 
their natural state. : 

It is difficult to make a drawing to illustrate the crooked 
forms into which the leaves are sometimes twisted, but an 
attempt to do this is made in figs. 4 and 5. This twisting 

Fig. 5. 

makes it evident that the leaves are subjected to considerable 
local forces, with rapid variaticns as to direction and amount, 
from point to point within the enclosure. Putting the hand 
to the aluminium wire m,n, or catching hold of it between 
the fingers, makes no difference to the gold leaves; nor does 
the putting of a spirit-flame (Gilbert and Faraday’s method 
of discharging electrification) in contact with the outside coil 
at the end of the aluminium wire m, n have any effect. The 
deflexion remains unaltered and the leaves are not relieved 
of their charge, as would be the case with an ordinary charged 
electroscope. 

Experiment 9.—To find whether the gold leaves were 
affected from a distance, by a source of light, a Nernst lamp. 
was set up about 6 metres distant from the electroscope, and 
the image of the filament was projected upon the glass 
enclosure. As soon as the light from the Nernst lamp fell 
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upon the gold leaves, they instantly diverged, although not 
to the extent of the divergence obtained in previous experi- 
ments, when the lower ends of the leaves were often two or 
more centimetres apart. When an opaque screen was inter- 
posed between the source of light and the electroscope, the 
leaves quickly collapsed. If the screen-was passed backwards 
and forwards across the path of the rays, the leaves 
alternately diverged and fell together again. Hven the 
movements of a “string, of a pendulum swinging across the 
beam of light could be followed, by observing the slight 
kicks of the. leaves, which were produced when the light was 
momentarily cut off by the string. Screens of glass, or other 
transparent substances, have practically no effect in cutting 
off the radiations which affect the gold leaves. The leaves 
responded to the movements of a shutter in front of the 

_ Nernst lamp when the light was made to pass through a 
plate glass door, just as if the door were not there. 

Screens of various materials were interposed between the 
electroscope and the Nernst lamp. When the light was trans- 
mitted through coloured glasses the divergence of the leaves 
was diminished, ruby glass almost halving the deflexion. 
The effective radiation appears to pass with the greatest 
freedom through several sheets of white, or coloured paper, - 
so long as the screen is at all transparent to light. A parallel- 
sided plate of ice was made, by sawing a slice off a large 
block of ice and then rubbing its surfaces down on a sheet 
of plate glass until they were quite parallel and true. The 
sheet of ice allowed the radiations which affect the gold 
leaves to pass through with scarcely any perceptible dimi-. 
nution in intensity. No effect, however, could be detected 
when the Nernst lamp was replaced by a spirit-flame, the 
sheet of ice still being present; although the light from a 
candle or match would produce the effects observed with 
the Nernst lamp. This was also found to be the case, when 
another vacuum electroscope was completely immersed in 
a glass vessel of alum solution, and the Nernst lamp, and 
the various flames, brought near to the gold leaves. ‘The 
Nernst lamp * and the flames of a candle or match produce 
their full effects ; but the influence of the spirit-fiame, as far 
as can be detected by visual observation of the gold leaves, is 
completely stopped: Screens of lead, copper, zinc, c., 

* Care must be taken when the Nernst lamp is used as a source of 
light in these experiments. The metallic holder of the lamp is frequently 
electrified, and it ought to be “earthed” by means of a suitably con- 
nected wire. It also seems as if the Nernst filament were perpetually 
shedding off an emanation, which will electrify an ordinary electroscope 
placed at a distance of several inches from it. This electrification is 
resinous, 

5 2 
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appear to stop, or, at any rate, to reduce greatly the 
radiations which affect the gold leaves. Some curious 
observations, however, which may modify this last statement, 
were made when the radium clock was the subject of experi- 
ment. It was found that metal screens allowed radiations to 
pass through, which repelled the gold leaves of the radium 
clock, and thus caused its period of charge and discharge to 
be lengthened. Tables showing this numerically will be 
given in a future communication. 

Experiment 10.—It was found that divergence of the 
leaves only took place when the light was shining directly 
upon them; and that no effect was perceptible when the light 
was projected through the glass envelope, without illuminating 
the gold leaves. In testing this, the image of an incandescent 
electric lamp was focussed, by means of a lens, first upon the 
gold leaves and then upon the glass cover, the gold leaves 
being avoided, The result mentioned above was obtained; 
but it was also found that if only one leaf was illuminated 
the opposite leaf was repelled away from the illuminated one, 
which remained hanging vertically, as shown in fig. 6. Ifthe 

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 

spot of light was so arranged that it illuminated a little 
patch in the centre of one of the gold leaves, the opposite 
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leaf took the form shown in fig. 7, very different from any 
that could be due to electrification. 

The gold leaves of the vacuum electroscope show a distinct 
deflexion when bright daylight falls upon them, and a large 
divergence is obtained if the gold leaves are illuminated by 
direct sunlight. A black card interposed, so as to cut off 
the light, causes the leaves to collapse at once; but they again 
attain their maximum deflexion the instant the card is 
removed. 

Turning the electroscope round its own vertical axis, so 
that the rays of light, from the sun or any other source, may 
fall upon the gold leaves at different angles, increases or 
diminishes the amount of the repulsion of the leaves. 

Experiment 11.—To put in evidence further the difference 
between these phenomena and such as could arise from 
electrification of the vacuum electroscope, the following 
arrangements were made, of which fig. 8 is a diagram. 

The gold leaves and the metallic coating of the vacuum 
electroscope A were connected up to the corresponding gold 
leaves and the metal plates of an independent electroscope B. 
A wire p made connexion between the metallic coatings and 
“earth.” The two electroscopes were exactly similar in 
construction ; the main difference between them was that 
one had a high vacuum, and the other had no vacuum. 
The gold leaves of both were of the same length and 
width, and the glass enclosures were made from the same 
length of glass tubing; thus,if a common charge were given 
to both electroscopes, the lower ends of the gold leaves would 
stand apart at approximately the same distance in each. A 
Nernst lamp Q, with its metal cover connected to a water- 
pipe, was brought near to the electroscope A, the gold leaves 
at once diverged, and those of the electroscope B also diverged; 
but the distance apart of the leaves of B was not more than 
half the distance by which those of A stood apart. If now the 
wire r connecting together the gold leaves of A and B was 
touched with the hand, electroscope B was discharged, but 
electroscope A was only partially discharged. 
When electrified rods of glass and sealing-wax were brought 

up to the electroscope B, the charge on the leaves was found 
. to be resinous, but the charge left on the gold leaves of A, 

after the electroscope B had been discharged by touching the 
wire r, was not electricity at all. To confirm this, both 
electroscopes were charged vi!reously, and when the Nernst 
lamp was brought up to electroscope A, the (vitreous) charge 
of electroscope B was neutralized, but the gold leaves of 
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A remained apart so long as the light from the Nernst lamp 
fell upon them. If a spirit-flame was used instead of 
the Nernst lamp no charge could be got on electroscope 
B, although the gold leaves of electroscope A stood wide 
apart, 
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Other vacuum electroscopes, having metallic coatings 
of fine brass wire gauze and aluminium foil on the znside of 
the glass enclosure, were set up, and all the face 
experiments were repeated. The results obtained correspon 
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with those already described in connexion with the electro- 
scope with the metallic coating on the outside of the glass 
envelope. 

The experiments described above are to be considered as 
preliminary. The phenomena are stiJl under observation, 
and we hope in a future communication to be able to give 
further details with regard to the magnitude of the forces 
concerned and the laws which govern their action. 

Since the paper was communicated to the Royal Society, 
our attention has been called to a short paper by Sir William 
Crookes, of 1879, published in the ‘ Proceedings of the Royal 
Society,’ in which certain movements of gold leaves in vacuum, 
similar to those which we have observed, are described. © 

LXIX. Notices respecting New Books. 

Electrons, or the Nature and Properties of Negative Electricity. By 
Sir Oxttver Lopes, F.R.S.,D.Se., LL.D. London: George Bell 
& Sons. 1906. Pp. xvi+230. 

HE discoveries of the past decade in physics will probably rank 
among the most important ever chronicled in the history of 

science. ‘To the mind of the average cultured person as well as to 
the philosophic mind these discoveries appeal with an intensity 
which cannot be rivalled by that of other scientific discoveries, 
however important these may appear to the specialist. For the 
theories which have resulted from a detailed study of the phe- 
nomena of cathode and Roéntgen rays, and of radio-activity, have 
enabled us to catch glimpses of the solution of that mysterious yet 
intensely fascinating problem, which for so long a time has entirely 
baffled human enquiry—the ultimate nature and constitution of 
matter. Quite apart from the comparatively small class who have 
made a special study of the subject, there are hundreds of educated 
persons who take a keen interest in the results of scientific in- 
vestigations directed towards it, even though they may be unable 
to follow in detail the researches and arguments by which specialists 
have been led to form their opinions. To all such we can cordially 
recommend a perusal of Sir Oliver Lodge’s latest contribution to 
the literature of pure electrical theory. It will prove a most 
useful guide to the serious student; and will be found to be full 
of interest to the general reader who has an elementary knowledge 
of physics. Few writers on scientific subjects can arouse the 
interest and enthusiasm of their readers in the way which is 
characteristic of Sir Oliver Lodge: and the work under notice 
will enable any intelligent reader to form a clear idea of the present 
state of a problem which has courted yet defied human enquiry 
ever since the days of the Greek philosophers. 
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Memoir and Scientific Correspondence of the late Sir GEORGE 
GaBRIEL STOKES, Bart., Sc.D., LL.D., D.C.L., Past Pres. R. S., 
Kt. Prussian Order pour le Meérite, For. Assoc. Institute of 
France, etc., Master of Pembroke College and Lucasian 
Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge. 
Selected and arranged by JosepH Larmor, D.Sc., LL.D., Sec. 
kh. 8., Fellow of St. John’s College and Lucasian Professor of 
Mathematics. 2 vols. Cambridge: at the University Press. 
1907. Vol. L, pp. xii + 475. Vol. IL. pp. vi + 507. 

THE two volumes now before us form a fitting sequel to the 
collection of Sir G. G. Stokes’s Mathematical and Physical Papers, 
the last two volumes of which had been prepared for publication 
by Dr. Larmor. Thev contain all that, after careful scrutiny, 
appeared to be of sufficient interest in the voluminous corres- 
pondence of Sir G. G. Stokes to justify publication. The question 
of an authoritative memoir of his life having arisen, his daughter— 
Mrs, Laurence Humphry—undertook the by no means easy or 
simple task of preparing one, and the interesting account which 
forms the opening part of the first volume is from her pen. Mrs. 
Humphry’s contribution is followed by a selection of letters to 
Lady Stokes, letters on Science and Religion to A. H. Tabrum, 
and Appreciations by Colleagues. The remainder of the work 
contains the scientific correspondence, and covers—as might have 
been expected from the versatility of Sir G. Stokes’s genius—a vast 
amount of ground. Nothing, perhaps, illustrates better the high 
esteem in which he was held by his contemporaries, and the — 
implicit faith which was placed by workers in the most varied 
departments of science in the soundness of his judgment, than 
the constant stream of enquiries addressed to him, as revealed in 
the two volumes before us. The readiness with which he 
answered all such enquiries, and the interest wnich he was 
always capable of taking in the work of others, cannot but excite 
admiration. The letters relating to scientific subjects, though not 
strictly classified, appear under two headings, “‘ General Scientific 
Career” and “Special Scientific Correspondence.” No letters to 
or from Lord Kelvin are included in the present collection, and 
we are informed by the editor that they are to form a special 
volume. 

The first volume is embellished with two portraits of Sir 
G. Stokes, and one of Dr. Romney Robinson, while the presenta- 
tion bust of 1899 to Pembroke College forms the subject of a 
frontispiece to the second volume. From a typographical point of 
view, the two volumes are all that could be desired. 

Index of Spectra. Appendix R. By W. Marspatt Warts, 
D.Sc. London: W. Wesley & Son. 1907. Pp. 67. 

THIS appendix to the author’s Index of Spectra contains the 
spectra of radium emanation, chromium (spark), palladium (are 
and spark), and polonium. 
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LXX. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

{Continued from p. 288. | 

March 13th, 1907.—Aubrey Strahan, Se.D., F.R.S., Vice-President, 
| in the Chair. 

y i ‘H# following communications were read :-— 

1, ‘ A Silurian Inlier in the Eastern Mendips.’ By Prof. Sidney 
Hugh Reynolds, M.A., F.G.S. 

An account of the rocks with which the paper mainly deals 
was brought before the Society on February 7th, 1906; but, 
owing to the discovery just before the meeting of Silurian fossils 
in material thrown out by moles and rabbits, the paper was 
withdrawn and further work, including the digging of a series 
of seven trenches, was carried out. This proved that the frag- 
mental igneous rock is of two types:—(1) Normal fine-grained 
tuff, from which in three localities over thirty species of Silurian 
(probably Llandovery) fossils were obtained and have been iden- 
tified by Mr. F. R. Cowper Reed: the tuffs are seen at Sunnyhill 
to underlie the trap. (2) A remarkable coarse ashy conglomerate, 
the nature and relation of which to the other rocks are both 
obscure. The following four possibilities with regard to the nature 
of this rock are discussed in some detail :—(a) That it may be the 
basement-conglomerate of the Old Red Sandstone ; (6) that it may 
be an aqueous deposit of the same general age, and belonging to the 
same igneous series as the associated trap and normal tuff; (c) that 
it may be an old river-gravel, deposited during a terrestrial period 
subsequent to the fossiliferous Silurian and prior to the Old Red 
of the district; and (d) that it may represent the necks of the 
volcanoes from which the trap and the normal tuff were ejected. 
The author is of opinion that the fourth of these possibilities 
agrees best with the observed facts. The paper concludes with a 
comparison between the Mendip Silurian rocks and those of Gower 
and Tortworth, in both of which localities it appears that the 
upper beds of the Silurian System are unrepresented. 

2. ‘On Changes of Physical Constants which take place in 
certain Minerals and Igneous Rocks, on the Passage from the 
Crystalline to the Glassy State; with a short Note on Eutectic 
Mixtures.” By James Archibald Douglas, B.A., F.G.S. 

After giving an account of previous experiments in the direction 
of determining the physical changes accompanying the fusion of 
rocks and minerals, and their re-solidification into a glassy condition 
—experiments which are in many cases open to sources of con- 
siderable error,—the author describes the electrical apparatus 
employed by himself. Powdered rock of known specific gravity 
is fused as often as required in a loop of platinum-ribbon. The 
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fused product is powdered, examined with the microscope, and 
then placed in a diffusion-column, by the use of which errors due to 
the few small bubbles or unfused mineral-particles, on the few 
occasions when these exist, are eliminated. The diffusion-column 
is sealed in a glass tube. Acid rocks were found to increase 
6 to 10 per cent. in volume, intermediate rocks 5 to 7 per cent., 
and basic rocks chiefly less than 6 per cent.. Of the minerals 
tested, pargasite underwent the greatest expansion, albite gained 
10 per cent., while in anorthite and leucite the increase was less 
than 4 per cent. It is pointed out that this expansion would be a 
very effective force in the case of the melting of rock-magmas kept 
solid by pressure. Experiments were also made in order to ascertain 
the melting-points of the rocks and minerals experimented upon: 
these were found to range from 1260° C. for rhyolite to 1070° C. 
for Clee-Hill dolerite. The refractive indices of the glasses were 
determined in dense fluids. In determining the melting-points of 
individual minerals, the author’s results agree fairly closely with 
those of Day & Allan, but differ from those of Joly & Cusack. An 
attempt was made to find experimentally the eutectic proportions 
of quartz and felspar. It was found impossible to reproduce in the 
laboratory the conditions which, in nature, seem to have existed 
during the formation of pegmatites. On the other hand, a mixture 
of orthoclase and albite gave a melting-point lower than those of 
either mineral taken separately. 

March 27th.—Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L., Se.D., Sec. B.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
{. ‘On the Southern Origin attributed to the Northern Zone in 

the Savoy and Swiss Alps.’ By Prof. T. G. Bonney, Se.D., LL.D., 
ase, BG: 

Prof. Lugeon, with some other eminent Continental geologists, 
explains certain peculiar flat folds, the higher of which sometimes 
project considerably beyond the lower, in the more northern sedi- 
mentary zone of the Swiss and Savoy Alps, by supposing that to 
no small extent the strata have been thrust forward from an 

original position south of the watershed of the Pennine-Lepontine 
Alps; overriding, as they advanced, their crest and that of the 
Oberland (neither having then attained its present altitude). This 
pressure was produced by the greater thickness of deposits of 
Mid-Tertiary age, speaking in general terms. Prof. Sollas, in 
concluding a very interesting and suggestive paper on some 
experiments with cobbler’s wax, published in the last volume of 
the Quarterly Journal of the Society, p. 716, suggests that the 
results are favourable to the views of the Lausanne professor. 

‘The author takes exception to some of the cases, especially two 
to the east of the Simplon Pass, which are adduced by Prof. Lugeon 
in support of his hypothesis, pointing out that he has confused 
an ordinary with a crystalline limestone, and merely schistose 
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slates with true crystalline schists. But, without going into the 
details of sections, he shows from general reasoning that both the 
kind and the amount of transport, postulated by Prof. Lugeon, 
introduce serious mechanical difficulties. Sediments are assumed to 
have been transported from (say) near Ivrea to the northern margin 
of the Alps on either side of the Rhone valley below Martigny ; 
that is, to have travelled something like 75 miles. As the average 
thickness of the Secondary and older Tertiary strata in this part of 
the Alps can hardly exceed 2°5 miles, we can form a general idea 
of the problem by drawing an oblong 30 times as long as high. Then, 
material at one end (southern) has to be squeezed across obstacles 
to near the other, by piling a wedge-like mass of sediment on a 
southern prolongation of the oblong, the thin end of which mass 

- Inay perhaps trespass a little on the northward side of the original 
southern boundary. 

After discussing the problem in some detail, the author shows 
that in Prof. Sollas’s experiments there was, at the beginning of 
loading, a wedge instead of an oblong; the distance to be traversed 
was 6 times the maximum thickness of the (supposed) sedimentaries, 
instead of about 30 times ; and the slope of the added mass was about 
double that which, in the Alpine case, is supposed to be the sole 
cause of the movement. Lastly, in the case which presents by far 
the greater difficulties, the material is limestone and shale instead 
of cobbler’s wax. The author maintains that Prof. Lugeon’s hypo- 
thesis receives no real support from Prof. Sollas’s experiments, and 

involves mechanical difficulties which are practically insuperable. 

2. ‘The Coral-Rocks of Barbados.’ By Prof. John Burchmore - 
Harrison, C.M.G., M.A., F.L.C., F.G.S. 

The results of the author’s extended, andin many places detailed, 
re-examination of the coral-rocks in the southern half of Barbados, 
give no support to Dr. J. W. Spencer's theory of the existence of 
strata of the ‘ Antigua Formation’ in thatisland. It is now shown 
that a certain knoll, whence Dr. Spencer collected corals which in his 
estimation proved that it and other parts of the coral-rocks were of — 
Oligocene age, is in part made up of corals which, as stated by 
Prot. J. W. Gregory, ‘certainly show no evidence of any age 
greater than the Pleistocene.’ The author has failed to find any ~ 
signs of the widespread formation, described in Dr. Spencer's paper 
as extending from Mount Misery to near Ragged Point, a distance 
of about 11 miles, and dipping south-eastward at from 12° - 
to 20°. Such a formation would be about 15,000 feet thick ; 
while the facts that nowhere in the island does the combined 

_ thickness of the limestone and of its basai or Bissex Beds exceed 
289 feet, and that the limestone is not traversed by faults, are 
fairly-conclusive evidence of the non-existence of such a formation. 
This dip is referred to the action of landslips in some cases, and in 
others to current-bedding. The author’s recent investigations have 
confirmed the statements made and the views expressed by Mr. Jukes- 
Browne and himself, in the notes published in the ‘ Geological 
Magazine’ for December 1902, p. 550. 
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